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TEXT OF ABSTRACT
This thesis is an attempt to follow, at the level of syntax, the complete 
process, from the onset to the close, of a contact situation that existed 
in the Iberian Peninsula between the dialects of two language families, the 
Latin-based or Romance and the Semitic, illustrated primarily by Arabic.

Part I contains the socio-historical background in which attitudes to 
prestige and colloquial varieties have teen investigated and the population 
of speakers quantified. ,

Measurement is discussed in Part II. A framework had to be found to cope 
with variation in its several aspects: change, evolution, borrowing, con
vergence and divergence; all of which inform the various Spanish Arabic 
dialects, Mozarabic, Aljamla, Judesmo, Ladino and Iberian Romance. This 
new approach made it possible to bring together these varieties which up 
to now had been treated separately.

Part III deals with the study of Arabic'texts. ~'A'humber^of dated’texts have 
been collected from different regions of Spain to assess parallel change or 
divergence in documents of a similar nature for a given period.

Part IV considers the impact of Arabic on Latin-based dialects in a number 
of texts over the same period. • A translation follows each.

The study provides a detailed analysis of the demise of the Arabic language 
in Spain. Since the emphasis is on spoken varieties, the analysis has a 
contribution to make to the better understanding of several regional dialects 
of this language in the Peninsula. This is illustrated by 2b tables.
Finally, simplification â s a linguistic concept has been further specified 
and an order of exit for ‘patterns established.

Supplementary material will be found in the appendices where the remaining 
deeds from the Arabic collection of Nuestra Senora del Pilar, Zaragoza, are 
translated and considered for their legal jargon, together with the Lord^s 
Prayer in several dialects, and an article submitted as a contribution to 
the subject of this study.
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GLOSSARY

cAgami: Non-Arabic variety.
Al-Andalus: Moslem Spain, as opposed to the rest of the Iberian

Peninsula under Christian rule.
Aljama: Moslem or Jewish community with official status

(Charters).
Aljamfa: T!̂ J- L, describe _ the varieties of

Romance used in Moorish communities in the Peninsula.
Assimilation: A general term referring to a movement towards

sameness and eventual absorption.
Caique: An expansion originating from the literal trans

lation of a group of lexical items borrowed from another 
language.

Creole: Contact language, resulting from the coming together
of two or more non-mutually intelligible linguistic 
communities.

Dialect: The variety of language that is spoken or written by
a linguistic community that is different in some degree - 
other things being equal - from the variety of another 
linguistic community, given that both varieties belong 
to the same language, e.g. Glasgow English and Devon 
English are dialects of English.

Family of languages: Two or more languages are said to belong
to the same family if they share more features in common 
than can be explained by random coincidence or geographic 
proximity. It is more often the case than not, that they 
also share past history and culture. Welsh, Gaelic and 
Breton have more in common with each other than with 
neighbouring languages such as English or French.

Judeo-Arabic: Non-Classical Medieval Arabic spoken and 
written by Jews.

Judeo-Spanish: Non-standard Castilian spoken and written by 
Jews from Spain. Originally there were two varieties: 
Ladino, the formal variety used for biblical scholarship, 
and Judesmo, the colloquial1variety.

Language: The set of dialects, whether regional or social,
spoken or written, grouping all registers and styles 
used by a linguistic community and sufficiently differ
ent in its characteristics from those of another language 
of the same family. Spanish and Italian are instances 
of two different languages.

Lingua franca: Common language or variety used for exchange
between communities of different linguistic background, 
cf. koine (common standard).



Loan: Lexical item borrowed, from another language.
'Maghribi dialects: Arabic dialects spoken in North Africa

of which the Moroccan are an example.
Moorish: Spanish Moslem. The Moors were the inhabitants

of the Western part of the Islamic world with a common 
culture. When they settled in Spain, they mixed with 
the local population who adopted their culture and 
became Moorish.

Mozarabes: Christian communities living in Moslem Spain.
Mudejares: Moslem subjects of a Christian lord.
Overlap: The presence of features of a similar nature in

two or more varieties.
Pidgin: A mixed code or language form of a restricted struc

ture and vocabulary.
Register: Code or oral speech form determined by social

circumstances, i.e. public speech, debate, argument etc.
Romance: Latin-based variety as opposed to an Arabic variety.
Style: Code or written speech form determined by social

circumstances and corresponding to register defined above.
Vernacular: Non-literary variety.
Vulgar Arabic: Non-Classical, non-standard Arabic.
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TRANSCRIPTION

There is no single universally agreed upon method of trans
cription or transliteration of Arabic into the Roman alphabet 
and the various systems there are are biased towards the 
native language of the user. It is a considerable drawback 
in this field of studies. Assessing findings means learning 
each time a new system with increased possibilities of error. 
Neither is the sole use of Arabic script the answer as some 
would have it? more often than not it appears unvowelled and 
without diacritics and therefore is open to various readings. 
Even when these are present, there are widely differing views 
as to their phonetic realization, cf. 7.2.2.

A few examples will illustrate the point: 
g is represented as j, we have chosen § as unambiguous.
Z is represented as kh,h,x; we have chosen k for the same

reason.
In all cases digraphs have been avoided:

rendered as sh can be misread as s+h t .

Using the International Phonetic Association alphabet (IPA) 
as a basis, we have transliterated the texts in Arabic script 
according to the following symbolic system:

A y ̂  <? Z t > ± ) ) cT c/
b t t g h k d d r z s s

IPA b t O ^ H x d ^ r z s  /

Jp JR t f ° ^ J
s d t z c g f q k l m n h w y

IPA f q k l m n h w y
p

vowels: I i ^  { -j symbolize hamzated vowels.
v as in za.b-tl will represent the hamza in all cases./ 1 r S"— = a - a

± - u i - u
— = i i. - T*



In Aljamiado manuscripts certain graphic conventions had 
established themselves, although other spellings occur.

I = e ^ - n cj1 - s

j = p * - - u/o _J = 11 £4 ]
6 = o/vow. ; = rr £ = c [tj]

To avoid any bias towards Romance or any anachronic reading, 
we shall give where necessary the broad phonetic value of 
any illustration between square brackets. For convenience, 
the IPA chart is included before the introduction. As for 
the theoretical principles governing the transliteration, 
they are explained in 6.4. Arabic proper names will appear 
transcribed in a modified version of their original phonemic 
shape to assist easy recognition, except where they appear 
in an Arabic context:

e.g. Ibn Hisham al-Lakhml as-Sabti
but

wa-hu s-sayk abH gacfar al^mad bnu 1- ascad. 

TRANSLATION
All translations are personal unless otherwise stated.



ABBREVIATIONS
AD: Anno Domini, Christian era.

Anno Hegira by analogy, Islamic era. 
Archivo Historico Nacional, Madrid. 
Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid.

AH: 
AHN: 
BNM: 
C16:

c, :
COD

The sixteenth century. This device has been used on 
account of the constant reference to different periods 
in history mentioned throughout the study.

circa, approximate date.
%

Concise Oxford Dictionary.
CODOIN: Coleccion de Documentos Ineditos, Madrid.
CSI.C: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas.

Official Research Body with various institutes all 
over Spain. It sponsors a number of specialized 
publications.

tie t/El: Encyclopedie^Islartu see bibliography.
t ^ D u d o o e c U a  OV- J b IcU 'va

Fol.r.: Folio recto, front of page.
Fol.v.: Folio verso, back of page.
Junta:Mou>;Instituto Miguel Asin, CSIC, Madrid.
Mod.Sp.: Modern Spanish, contemporary usage.
Ms.: Manuscript.

SYMBOLS

.C
[ ] 
-x
I 
N 
( ) 
x- 
RRR 
V
C=C

Aljamia, the English translation of which will be 
in capital letters.
Alternating with x.
Borrowed lexical items
Consonant
Clause boundary
Enclitic
Invariant, see chapter 6.
Nominal component, see chapter 6.
Optional 
Root boundary 
Triliteral root
Verbal component, see chapter 6.
Vowel of undefined quality.
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XVII

INTRODUCTION
Interference between two families of language is always 

interesting to a linguist* When these two worlds collide, 
their surface structure is ripped to pieces and disordered 
fragments of deeper layers become accessible. In the normal 
situation, only the sitxface structure, the language as it is 
expressed in speech and writing, may be observed, and since 
the deep structure is not available, the validation of any 
theory of language is frequently unsatisfactory. The contact 
situation offers a different kind of material and' one of the 
few opportunities for testing existing hypotheses of under
lying structure. The result should lead to a better under
standing of the nature of language itself. The difficulty is, 
of course, that the shattered fragments have to be pieced 
together with no previous model to follow, rather in a similar 
fashion to proto-language reconstruction. Be that as it may, 
the opportunity was there, the challenge had to be met.

The contact situation in Iberia (1) lasted for as long 
as there were native speakers of the dialects from the two 
families of languages, Romance and Arabic, that is - nine 
centuries. Therefore change was another factor to be taken 
into account. Some research has been carried out with respect 
to the description of sound changes in Spanish Arabic dialects; 
more recently tentative models have predicted future develop
ments in existing varieties (2), e.g. simplification of con
sonant clusters, deletion of redundant plural morphemes, on

1 The area of Portugal has been included up to the period 
when it became an independent state, as it was felt that 
this would give greater cohesion to the study, if the 
Peninsula were treated as a whole.

2 See article in appendices.
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the grounds that these occurrences have happened in unrelated 
languages and therefore are not language specific but univer
sal. Comparative lexical studies with regard to Arabic, loans 
and place names have often been to the forefront of diachronic 
investigation and have a strong tradition to support them.
Less seems to have been achieved with the level of syntax (1). 
For this reason the sentence is taken in this study as the 
smallest unit of analysis. This allows us to go beyond the 
unit (a single sentence) and include style, register and social 
code. This is part of linguistic reality and perfectly normal 
and should feature in the framework as being closer to our 
daily experience as language users.

It is possible for a researcher to gain an understanding 
of any dialect as a whole but this requires the laborious 
collection of fragmentary detail until the picture appears 
at last. Such methods say nothing of mutual intelligibility 
between neighbouring varieties (overlap) and almost nothing 
about borrowing. My objective in approaching the phenomena 
from a syntactic point of view was to gain an insight into 
what patterns favour mutual comprehension and borrowing and 
which could impede it. When the socio-political environment 
is right a high frequency of occurrence will be predicted for 
the former type. On the other hand, when adverse non- 
linguistic factors intervene, the latter type would prevail 
and foster differentiation. When this takes place, it is 
plausible that the previous highly frequent patterns become 
less used, while other language specific diverging patterns

1 With the notable exception of Corriente (19 77).
For a definition of the term, see 6,1.



become more popular as a reflection of cultural resistance. 
Such differences then become the basis of shibbo.leths, such 
as the Spanish word cebolla "onion" which separated the 
"sheep from the goats", the Old Christians from the Moriscos 
in Granada. Granted that an in-depth study of one dialect 
may be preferable as being' more accurate than the present 
synthetic one in that our perspective entails a selection 
of facts and hence a measure of falsification, we feel that 
this change of approach may shed light on common developments 
in unrelated dialects, such as the emergence of counter- 
cultural varieties (Aljamia) and the demise of a language 
(Arabic).

The fact that Arabic was spoken in Spain should provide 
a "laboratory situation", a completed event which began at a 
given moment in time and ceased at another. What was needed 
was an accurate as possible description of the social back
ground coupled with a dated linguistic corpus as varied as 
possible. Both make up the situation. The question is: do 
present models of linguistic theory account for this contact 
state of language and adequately predict further developments 
The results of this research indicate that changes in the 
theory are necessary. This issue is discussed in detail in 
Chapter 6 and suggestions for further theoretical development 
resulting from the research are given in Chapter 9.

This leads us to borrowing, another major factor to be 
found in any contact situation. Only when the process is 
fully described and understood can it be used to measure the 
impact of two different non-intelligible languages. The same 
circumstances, which if they prevail for any period of time



cause pidgin and creole to appear. The study is in part an 
answer to the lack of socio-historical context to these mixed 
varieties. It may come as a surprise to experts in creole 
and pidgin studies to see the mixed Iberian dialects included 
in their field. Did not the socio-political conditions 
resemble those of present-day creole/pidgin speakers?
Governing and subject classes spoke a different language, 
had a different culture and different values. Up till now 
it has generally been accepted that bilingualism (of 'some 
sort) was widespread in Al-Andalus as a result of widespread 
slavery.

Finally, curiosity led one to question certain assumptions 
about (i) the general state of bilingualism existing in 
Al-Andalus, as we have mentioned? (ii) similarly among the 
Mozarabic inhabitants of Toledo; and (iii) about whether the 
Moriscos had lost the use of Arabic at the time of the expul
sion. The study attempts to provide some answers to the 
essential questions of Who spoke what? When? Where?



PART I - HISTORICAL CONSIDERATIONS

CHAPTER ONE: AL-ANDALUS

1.1 The political situation; a summary
To begin to understand the unusual situation which 

brought together in Europe two great families of languages, 
the Latin-based Romance and the Semitic varieties of Arabic 
and Hebrew, for nine centuries, it is necessary to refer to 
the History of the Iberian Peninsula for an account of the 
shifting balance of power between the three religious com
munities. As these events are well known to the specialist, 
we have selected only what may shed light on the linguistic 
situation.

At the eve of the invasion by the first wave of Moslem 
conquerors, the Peninsula, together with much of Europe, was 
rocked by dissension, mainly political in nature. A common 
feature of the times was the insignificance of the king as 
first lord of the land. The exceptions to this rule were 
endowed with outstanding qualities as military leaders and 
to a lesser degree as administrators; such were Leovigild 
(568-586 AD) and Reccared (586-601 AD) and north of the 
Pyrenees Pepin (751-758 AD) and Charlemagne (768-814 AD). 
Every new successor to the throne had to establish the 
authority of the Crown over the peers of the realm who, in 
turn, held vast expanses of territory, sometimes larger and 
more prosperous than the king’s. All too frequently this 
led to rebellions and punitive expeditions.



Another aspect of this struggle between king and peers 
centred on the issue of succession to the throne. In an 
attempt to avoid fratricidal wars, the murder of rival 
pretenders and members of their families, the crown prince 
was, at times, given a smaller kingdom or a share in the 
affairs of the state in the lifetime of his father; brothers 
might be given joint regal status (cf. Liuva I and Leovigild). 
These were short-term measures that could not overcome the 
intrinsic weakness of monarchy for a very long time to come. 
Moreoever, a further practice had come to be used: whenever 
a king died without sons to follow him, peers and clergy would 
elect a new sovereign. This step easily cancelled any 
advantages the Crown might have gained over the nobility.
When the Moslem invaders set foot in the Peninsula, Wittiza 
had died (710 AD) and the forces of the country were divided 
between those who backed the sons of Wittiza and those who 
had elected a new king, Roderic.

Whether or not in support of the sons of Wittiza, after 
negotiations between Count Julian, governor of the region of 
Tangiers, and Musa Ibn Nusayr, wali of Ifrxqiya (governor of 
North Africa), a host of 7000 men, under the command of 
Tariq ibn Ziyad, landed in July 711 near Algeciras. The 
Christian army met them and was completely routed. According 
to Ibn Qutiyya (1), the decisive factor that gave victory to 
the invader was the withdrawal of the troops under the orders 
of the sons of Wittiza during the battle. They were 
"rewarded" with cession of the 3000 villages that had been

1 See 7.1; also Gayangos (1843: 30-31, 51).



part of the estates of their father. Thus, they came to form 
part of the new elite and from the very beginning, members of 
the royal family converted to Islam or accepted the new ways, 
as, for instance, Prince Artobas (1).

With the Christian side defeated, scattered and demoral
ized, Tariq proceeded unimpeded towards Cordoba. Reinforce
ments brought his army up to 12,000 (2). He reached Toledo,
the capital, in 714. Meanwhile, Musa Ibn Nusayr, the governor*

of North Africa, landed at the head of a second expedition of 
18,000 strong (2). He advanced towards Merida and met up 
with Tariq in Toledo. Within five years the newcomers had 
crossed the Pyrenees and were raiding the plains of Carcas
sonne and the valley of the Rhone.

Tensions were building up, despite and probably on 
account of the unexpected ease with which the Moslem invaders 
had conquered the Peninsula. The causes were two-fold.
There was a divergence of opinion between the caliph of 
Damascus and the military leaders who had won over the 
Peninsula to Islam, in respect to the sharing of the booty 
(3). Damascus was forced to give in gracefully, yet the 
issue paved the way for a definite cooling in diplomatic 
relations and contributed to the political isolation of 
Al-Andalus - as the new territories were called - from the 
power centres of the Caliphate. No less serious were the 
incipient disputes between Arab leaders and Berber contin
gents in the distribution and settlement of the land. The

1 See 7.1; also Gayangos (1843:30-31, 51).
2 Dozy (1920:11:33, 37).
3 Cruz Hernandez (1979:28).



latter complained that their share did not match that of the 
Arabs. It is true to say that, in the main, the Arabs 
opted for the plains and city life, and the Berbers were 
left with arid, semi-cultivated, mountainous expanses (1).
This division explains why far less is known to this day 
about the Berbers and their way of life than the urban 
dwellers. The issue is complex and compounded by tribal 
feuds of an imported nature, such as Qays and Kalb with the 
African converts siding with this or that faction. The 
situation erupted in 740 and turmoil spread to North Africa 
in the guise of religious dissension (2). The caliph was 
forced to intervene and sent an army of 10,000 Arabs from 
Syria to pacify the rebellious Berbers. That army, reduced 
to 7,000, eventually made its way to Spain. While it brought 
the country to the verge of civil war, provoking even further 
the Berbers of Al-Andalus, creating friction with another 
group, the Baladies (first settlers) who had been deprived 
of their lands in favour of these latecomers (3), it 
strengthened undoubtedly the side of the Qays Arabs.

The landing of tfAbd ar-Rahman, sole survivor of the 
Umayyad family in 755, must be seen in this context. He 
owed his success to the unflinching support of the Yemeni (Kalb) 
faction (4). CAbd ar-Rahman's victory over the wali of Al- 
Andalus severed definitely the links with the caliph. Al- 
Andalus became an independent state.

1 Vallve (1978:93, 107); Dozy (1920:1:241); Cruz
Hernandez (1979:31).

2 The Kharijite movement.
3 Asfn Palacios (1934:36), "Un codice inexplorado".
4 Cruz Herndndez (1979:37-8): "He arrived under the pro

tection of the pro-Umayyad Syrian clan, [and] triumphed 
with the help of the Yemeni Baladies and a fair number 
of Berbers,"



No sooner had Abd ar-Rahman I entered Cordoba in 756,
war broke out again in the form of rebellions. His former
supporters on the one hand, and the discontented Berbers on

cthe other, expected more than he was prepared to give. Abd
ar-Rahman was in a desperate situation. He had everything
to lose, and could scarcely afford any error of judgement
on the battlefield. Luck and determination gave him victory
in the end. Not only was he a fine soldier, he was .also an
organiser. He gradually reformed the army, which he needed
continuously to put down the endemic risings, by increasing the
number and the proportion of mercenaries (1). These he paid
from taxes levied on his non-Moslem subjects and from the
confiscated property of those who had lost his favour (e.g.
the descendants of Wittiza). Furthermore he was successful
in neutralizing for a time the ancient tribal feuds, mentioned
previously. This was possible through his policy of welcoming
clients and members of the Uraayyad family. The Syrians became
the new elite. If diplomatic links were, indeed, tenuous
between Cordoba and Baghdad (the capital of the Abbasid

c _empire), paradoxically, the court of Abd ar-Rahman took an 
ever greater interest in all the arts and modes of thinking 
from the East, For the Syrians were not the hardy soldiers 
of the first wave of conquerors; they came with their families, 
bringing with them the sophisticated culture of Damascus and 
Byzantium.

1 Dozy (1920:1:358) quoting al-Magqarl: "He brought 
slaves ... [and] enrolled a multitude of Berbers, 
brought over from Africa, with which his permanent 
army rose to 40,000 men."



Hisham I maintained the internal cohesion of Al- 
Andalus by organizing military expeditions against the 
Christian lands of the North. The raids afforded sub
stantial quantities of booty and taxation was consequently 
low.

Al-Hakam I (796-822) returned to his grandfather's 
policies, surrounding himself with people who owed every
thing to him, whom he could appoint or dismiss at will: 
clients, converts, Christians (Mozarabs), slaves or 
"slavs" (sagaliba) and Berbers. By then, the affairs of 
the state required the attention of administrators to assist 
the ruler with details and minor decisions. The leading 
families resented that power should fall into such unworthy 
hands to their exclusionI The religious faction, headed by 
the faqlhs (jurists) deplored the independence of the court 
and ruler (1). Of all the uprisings, that of the Arrabal 
(suburb of Cordoba) was the most critical; al~Hakam burnt 
down the district, the surviving inhabitants fled to Fez (2) 
and Crete.

The rule of CAbd ar-Rahman II saw the consolidation of 
the administration that emerged haphazardly in the previous 
reign. In the years up to 852, Chancery, Mint and Treasury 
expanded into a complex bureaucracy. Meanwhile, new towns 
were built, cities were modernized and other public works, 
carried out. All this suggests a pause in the expansion

1 Burckhardt (1972:33): "The chief complaint against him 
was that he was a drunkard and that he surrounded himself 
with strong bodyguards of Slavs in order to be independent 
of the Arab nobility, and this was considered unpardonable.

2 Burckhardt (op.cit.): "cf. the Andalusian quarter".



policies, a lull in the annual forays, a period of relative 
peace troubled only by bouts of social unrest in the towns.

Among the several groups at odds with the contemporary 
balance of power, resting in the person of the ruler, his 
civil servants and the aristocracy composed of Arab families - 
the weaker the ruler, the greater the pull of the aristocracy - 
were the Muladies (native Spanish Moslems), who resented 
their exclusion from political life (1), and the Mozarabs 
(Christians), the latter being of more immediate interest.
A minority of these waged "holy war" against the authorities, 
until the more vociferous of them were put to death for 
blasphemy. Not much more can be gleaned from the chronicles 
(2). Looking back on the events, one may ask what led this 
small group of people to martyrdom. It is probable that 
these events occurred after a prolonged period of forceful 
assimilation. One interpretation of Eulogio's comments (3) 
is that Christian culture was rapidly disappearing in Al- 
Andalus. The sources lead one to believe that taxation 
had increased considerably to pay for the public works under
taken and that non-Moslems had to bear the brunt of it.

Then followed a troubled period from 852 to 912 that 
saw major uprisings in many parts of the land. What dis
tinguishes them from the previous urban conflict, which

csimmered on until Abd ar-Rahman III altered the balance of 
power, is that large areas, often bordering Christian states,

1 Cf. the Kharijite movement.
2 Cf. Espana Sagrada.
3 Dozy ( 1920:11:96-97).



withdrew their allegiance and sought independence from 
Cordoba. The cohesion of Al-Andalus rested solely on the 
ruler and not on any institution nor tradition.

CAbd ar-Rahman III had no alternative but to regain
these lost territories; for a number of years he directed
military expeditions until he subdued, one by one, the
rebellious leaders. The year after he had all but pacified
Al-Andalus, he proclaimed himself caliph in 929. It is not
unlikely that he took this unexpected step to bestow greater
dignity, and hence respect, to the position of ruling prince
and to strengthen the bonds of fealty between subject and
ruler. There were no doubt other reasons too, the contemporary
situation in the Maghrib and the increasing influence of the
Fatimids, for instance. From then on, he strove in every way
to endow his reign with pomp and splendour in order to rival
Baghdad. The years 929 to 97 6 the death of al-Hakam II,
are the golden years of the Caliphate. The Christian kings
of the north who had taken advantage of the internal troubles
besetting southern Spain to extend their territories to a
line just north of Coimbra and Salamanca, excluding Osma,
the upper valleys of the Pyrenees and Barcelona - that is,
about one-third of the Peninsula - were held in check now.
The time had come for reforms. The old aristocracy of Arab
families were excluded from decision making and, what is more,
from commanding the army, as a result of their performance

cin the battle of Simancas. This meant that Abd ar-Rahman 
was less exposed to their intriguing and unreliability; yet 
in replacing them by administrators of his making and choos
ing, he isolated the ruler from the outside world (1)

1 Cf. Ibn cArabl of Murcia, Mufradarat al-'abrar, vol.II, 
p.195, Cairo, 1305 AH; also in Asin Palacios (1959:^T)»



and paved the way for the palatial takeover of the fra jib
(Chamberlain) al-Mansur in 976 (1). - New civil servants
were recruited from slaves, Muladies (muwalladat) with a
few able Mozarabs and Jews. With these measures urban
unrest died away. The army was re-organized. Large numbers
of Berbers were drafted to replace the tribal base system
of levy abandoned under Hisham II (2). Another feature of
his reign was the extensive building carried out. Agcording
to Chejne (3), quoting Arabic sources, he assigned a third
of the revenue to improving the irrigation system, enlarging
the great mosque, and in 9 37 work started on Madina az-Zahra,
a vast palatial complex some miles outside Cordoba.

Nevertheless, the massive arrivals of mercenaries,
more particularly at the end of the century, upset the social
balance, of Al-Andalus. ' Contrary to the rest of the population,
these mercenaries did not generate wealth, yet required to be
paid. Taxation increased and al-Mansur (Muhammad Ibn Abl 
c_Amir) who governed the country first as chamberlain of 
Hisham II, then as ruler from 981 - for the caliph had become 
a figurehead - was forced to organize annual campaigns against 
the Christians to keep his forces occupied. These expeditions 
ensured a periodic supply of booty which served to palliate 
the ever-increasing need for more revenue. The point of no 
return was reached when he imposed the choice of his son Abd

1 Cf. Ibn Khaldun sees this process as crucial in the
decline of the Umayyad dynasty.

2 Makki (1968:47): Almanzor put an end once and for all to
tribal dissension. The troops were reformed with soldiers 
from every tribe without distinction or privilege.

3 Chejne (1980:42).



al-Malik to succeed him. The stage was set for civil war. 
Those loyal to the Umayyad princes could not accept such an 
imposition. The civil servants and the army leaders owed

ceverything to al-Mansur and sided with Abd al-Malik. A 
slightly different interpretation is offered by Garcia Gomez,

cbased on the autobiography of Abd Allah, King of Granada (1),
who writes that the Andalusians were not even capable of
fighting flies! (2) Thus Garcia Gomez argues that al-Mansur
had no alternative but to rely on mercenaries (3). Peace
would last as long as they were paid, 

cAbd al-Malik governed only nine years, during which he
ccontinued his father's policies. His brother Abd al-Rahman 

Sanchol followed him in 1009, Within a few months he was 
deposed and the Berber mercenaries expelled from the capital. 
Two years later they re-entered Cordoba, with a vengeance.
The inhabitants fled in terror (4). Fourteen caliphs ruled 
in those terrible years of the fitna (1009-1031) . Most were 
assassinated. Order slowly emerged, away from Cordoba, 
around the more populated towns, on a regional basis. The 
country longed for peace. . Under the protection of local 
tribal leaders, agriculture and trade activities started 
again. The Caliphate had passed away, the era of the taifa 
rulers (muluk at-tawa 'if) had begun.

The Berbers settled round Granada and Malaga, the 
Saqaliba (slaves) along the coast from Murcia to Catalonia.

1 See 7.2.1.
2 The fact that only the Banu Hud of Saragossa were able to

withstand the Almoravids confirms this view. Al-hulal al 
mawsiyya, Huici Miranda (1952:88).

3 Garcia Gdmez (1979), "Cordoba", Juan March Lectures
(unpublished).

4 Cf. Ibn Hazm (see 7.2.2).



The Arab families and Muladies governed elsewhere. Internal 
peace was more precarious in these new times. It no longer 
depended on one central figure. The ill feelings between 
Berber and Arab were still alive (1). The local ruler was 
at the mercy of insubordination from his own officers and 
the lure of raiding neighbouring states was ever present. 
Conspirators and potential victims would appeal to the 
Christian kings to support their claim. This was always 
forthcoming at a price! (the paria or tribute) (2). It is 
fair to say that al-Mansur was the first to apply the system 
to the Christians, whereby if they presented him with a suit
able sum he would spare a given region from the inroads of 
his raiding parties. The fitna had brought about a dramatic 
reversal of circumstances. Several caliphs had requested 
help from the Christian rulers. These had been in the position 
not only of exacting tributes but of placing or deposing any 
candidate they chose. As a result Al-Andalus was slowly 
bled dry; there was no respite either for the winning prince 
or for the loser. One paid for "services", the other for 
having lost. Meanwhile the constant flow of money brought a 
new prosperity to the northern kingdoms (3). The process was 
gradual at first. Until 1076, Castile and Leon were period
ically fighting over whether to merge or not under one king. . 
Aragon and Navarre united to withstand the increasing influence 
of Castile. Christendom was preparing to advance.

c1 See 7.2.1. Kina Abd Allah of Granada draws a vivid picture
of the times* El M g l o  XI fee - p ~ i  p±-d»fc>rt«3

(468-483 AH) , Garcia Gomez trad.(1980).
2 Mackay (1977:27-29).
3 Mackay (1977:30).



The period up to the fall of Toledo in 10 85 was quite 
unique in a way. Never had there been so many contacts 
between Moslem and Christian, at the diplomatic level. 
Christian princes were thoroughly familiar with the Moorish 
way of life. Indeed,- when the Cid was banished from the 
court of Castile, he served for a time the Banu Hud of Sara
gossa. Alfonso VI of Castile found refuge, in his youth, 
at the Dul Nun court of Toledo (1) . In later years,, his 
counsellor was, for a time, Sisinando Davidiz. As a boy 
he was captured in Galicia and taken back as a slave to 
Seville, where he was given the careful education of a state 
servant. After spending many years at the Abbadid court, he 
escaped and made his way to Toledo, where he became invaluable 
to Alfonso VI (2). These few examples will illustrate the 
spirit of the times.

The conquest of Toledo brought about a change. It took 
place after a prolonged siege, carefully planned and carried 
out by the king of Castile. This was strategy of a new 
kind (3). There was relatively little fighting, yet the 
army over a period of seven years had to be maintained in 
fighting condition and free from boredom. All the while, 
offers alternated with threats for the inhabitants of the 
town. No help was forthcoming from the taifa rulers. Only 
a concerted effort might have saved Toledo. The paria

1 Garcia Gomez (1979), "Sevilla", Juan March Lectures 
(unpublished).

2 Menendez Pidal, Garcia Gomez (1947:29), "El conde 
mozarabe Sisnando Davidiz y la politica de Alfonso 
VI en Toledo".

3 The expense involved could be met only by a wealthy 
state.



system had drained most of their resources; coalititions 
could not be forged overnight where personal rivalries 
existed (1); finally, the geographical position of the town 
was a drawback, being situated a long way from Moslem towns, 
in the centre of a tableland. Toledo, deprived of outside 
relief, fell the victim of internal dissension and capitu
lated (2). The event had an enormous impact: for the 
Christians it was a prodigy, for the Moslems an omen to 
mend their ways.

Alfonso VI (later as Ferdinand II of Aragon) faced two 
possible courses: the bland option, observing strictly the 
capitulation clauses and maintaining present levels of 
tribute; and the harsh but more expedient option. He fol
lowed the latter (as the Catholic king would do later).
It is curious to note that both had wives with strong per
sonalities. Queen Constance was largely responsible for 
introducing the French influence in court which would have 
such a decisive importance in reforming the Spanish Church. 
Within Toledo, the Great Mosque was taken over in spite of the 
"Capitulations"; elsewhere the parias were raised to intolerable 
levels. The taifa rulers were slowly driven to requesting help 
from Africa. They disliked the desert Berbers for their rough 
ways and feared, not without reason, for their own lives.
Civil unrest was threatening. The masses, having to bear the 
weight of the tribute and pay taxes to their overlord,

C1 Chejne (1980:55). See also King Abd Allah.
2 KingcAbd Allah. "He seized Toledo, through the gradual 

weakening of its master." Also cf. Garcia Gomez (1979: 
"Sevilla").



(1) began responding to the arguments of the religious
party of the faqlh. They interpreted the weakening of Al-
Andalus and the unbearable financial pressure as divine
retribution for the dissolute life of the nobility. They
saw Yusuf Ibn Tashufin as the leader who would bring back
Al-Andalus to strict observancy and begged the Almoravides
to come and "deliver" them:

"When these letters reaches Yusuf Ibn Tashufin,
Prince of the Moslems, he saw their need and under
stood their point. He informed his brothers and 
relatives and said:- What do you think of this?
The Almoravides were people of the desert, they 

had never seen a Christian and had not fought other 
battles than those they waged among themselves.
They were keen to fight and wanted to invade Al- 
Andalus. So that when their spiritual leader asked 
for their advice, they said:- May God help the 
Prince of the Moslems! Concerning what you have 
mentioned about bringing relief, this is the duty 
of every Moslem who believes in God and the Prophet.
It is indeed proper to help a Moslem brother and 
this does not diminish our wish to march against 
the enemy, although there is a stretch of water 
that separates us." (2)

The quotation should not be taken as the actual statement of
what was said on that occasion. * The chronicle itself was
completed in 1382, but it does include contemporary accounts
Its interest lies in its relative accuracy as well as in
the arguments presented to justify the invasion and in
praise of the figure of Yusuf Ibn Tashufin. With this in
mind, there is no reason to doubt the spirit of the above
excerpt, which favours this outstanding leader. The passage

1 al-Himyarl, Rawd al-mi tar, in Mackay (1977:37): "The 
Christians organize expeditions to [our country] and
' leave with booty. Whatever is left...goes to the Arabs 
and their taxes. All the money of [our] land goes to 
Castile to pay the tribute. May God have mercy and 
look after His servants!"

2 Fol VM . A1 fculal al Mawsiyya, in Huici Miranda 
(1952:63),



does reveal some telling details about these warriors:
(i) Their isolation from contacts with the outside world.
(ii) That previous to any call for help, they had already 

considered raiding the Peninsula!
CLii) That they feared instinctively the sea, and this had 

retarded their plans.
(iv) That the appeal on religious grounds had overcome their 

doubts in this respect.
The North Africans landed in 1085. These desert Berbers had 
just united all the tribes from the Sahara to the Rif 
mountains in their religious movement back to orthodoxy 
based on a literal interpretation of the Koran. Marrakesh 
was the capital of their new empire. They were formidable 
fighters who prided themselves on holding their ground what
ever the odds, combined with religious zeal. Some historians 
claim that they brought out the "crusader" spirit in the 
Christian soldier in Spain (1), We do not know whether this 
is coincidental or not, but after the arrival of the Almora
vides, strong contingents of foreigners, in particular French 
knights, regularly fought side by side with Castilian and 
Aragonese. Moreover, military orders with similar ideals 
came into existence within a short time (2). The darker

1 By transfer of the djihad(holy war) concept.
2 Mackay (1980:42-44) , I.de las Cagigas (1953:21):

"The soldier dervish that came from the Sahara and 
the 'frere* of the military orders created in his 
image murdered it (the status quo) with their violence." 
The point made is that the foreign element gave a new 
dimension to the perennial fight between Moslems and the 
Christian north.
Much of the higher clergy was under the sway of Cluny 
and sensitive to Papal policy and therefore hostile to 
the Mozarab (native) faction. The Almoravides were 
outlandish in their appearance and behaviour. Their

(cont.



side of these soldiering "saints" of both creeds crystallized 
the rising religious intolerance into a fanaticism that 
never abated (except perhaps under Alfonso X) until the 
stronger party had assimilated, uprooted or expelled the 
weaker party.

The combined Moslem armies defeated Alfonso VI, but 
Ibn Tashufin, on hearing of the death of his favourite son, 
lost interest and returned to Marrakesh with his host.
Within two years Alfonso VI had mustered another army and 
was raiding Al-Andalus. Yusuf Ibn Tashufin cameback , this 
time he rid himself of untrustworthy taifa kings (1). 
Al-Andalus had become a province of the BerbertEmpire.
The Almoravid triumph was short lived. By now their empire 
covered an area which extended from Senegal to Toledo, with 
social groups of widely different origins and interests. 
Cohesion demanded a sophisticated administration and this 
would have required a similar transformation to that of the 
first invaders, in the C8. The Almoravides, however, were 
more concerned with events in the Maghrib? Al-Andalus, to 
them, was only a province on the northern borders, separated

...veiled countenances must have awed the Christians who 
felt justified in requesting help from the rest of Europe 
since the taifa kings had - as it were - broken the rules 
by appealing to non-Spanish forces. While this is per
missible in Islam (the brotherhood of the Faithful), it 
clashed with the European concept of incipient nationalism. 
Even though some of the taifa rulers were aware of the 
possible outcome of an African intervention, they were 
outmanoeuvred by the religious masses (cf. A1 foulal al 
MawSiyya). Contemporary also (1076) is Alexis II's 
appeal to the pope for foreign troops against Seljuks.
These and other factors went to form the spirit of the 
crusades.
1129: The Order of St John of^Jerusalem receives land 
from the King of Navarre. Leon Tello (1964:329).
1134: The Order of the Temple is established in Castile.

1 See KingcAbd Allah 7.2.



by the sea from their tribal home bases. This gradual loss 
of control coincided with a new wave of religious fervour that 
swept the mountain tribes of the Atlas. More mystical than 
the orthodox Almoravides, the Almohades (al-muwahhidun) 
contested the latter's interpretation of the Koran. They 
rebelled against them and in 1147 the Almohades seized 
Marrakesh.

Alfonso VI died without a surviving son in 1109.- An 
unsettled period of shifting alliances began. His two sons- 
in-law, Raymond and Henry of Burgundy, had played a leading 
part in the defence of the realm in the last years of his 
reign. The two princes were among the French knights who 
had joined Alfonso's, armies. Henry married Teresa, Countess 
of Oporto. It was their son, Alfonso Henriques, who, 
after campaigning successfully against the Moors south of 
the Douro river, declared himself independent of Castile and 
King of Portugal (1139-1143). Raymond of Burgundy married 
Urraca, Alfonso Vi's eldest daughter, who was to become the 
reigning queen at the death of her father, as her husband 
died shortly before Alfonso VI. A second marriage was 
arranged with Alfonso I, king of Aragon and Navarre. This 
union was doomed to failure. It went against the interests 
of the French party (nobles and clergy)? nor did it please 
the nobility of Navarre who had repeatedly fought off the 
encroachments of Castile. It was annulled. Alfonso I of 
Aragon was then able to give all his attention to expanding 
his territories southwards. At the head of his army, 
strengthened by numerous foreign contingents (1), he

1 Mackay (1981:42). The Council of Toulouse had granted the 
status of crusade to the siege of Saragossa (1118).



besieged Saragossa, the prosperous capital of the former 
Banu Hud taifa kingdom. The city capitulated in 1118 (1). 
Tudela, Calatayud and Daroca fell in 1120. He then 
organized a series of expeditions in the Valencia region 
and a memorable one to Andalucia in 1125, which did not 
produce any lasting result, except that he is said to have 
returned with 14,000 Mozarabs. Neither had the counts of 
Barcelona been inactive. In an attempt to keep up wdth the 
Aragonese expansion, indeed to avoid being outflanked, they 
had pushed back the frontier with Islam to the mouth of the 
Ebro river.

The Christian advances in Portugal, Aragon and Catalonia,
the increasing interference of the Italian fleets and the
predatory acts of the Banu Ganiyah of Majorca made the

cpresence of the Almohades unavoidable. When Abd al-Mu'min
finally came over in 1160, he was made very welcome bytlbe. 
b e - l s - a A n c i a l ^ S i a n S .  (p~)
He died, however, soon after, just as he was preparing to
launch a major attack against the northern kings. Yusuf Ibn 
cAbd al-Mu'min had been the governor of Seville, the capital 
of Al-Andalus in his father's lifetime. He had had an 
excellent education (3) and, as his father had done, he 
surrounded himself with able advisers. Famous writers and 
philosophers visited his court (4) and Seville recovered some

1 Lacarra (1947:86): "La conquista de Zaragoza por
Alfonso I".

2 Huici Miranda (1952:185-6): "From all parts of Al-
Andalus delegations came to see him; poets and orators
would praise him in their works." Fol. f
A1 hulal.

3 Ibid., pp.180-1.
4 Burckhardt (1972:139-145).
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of the glory Al-Andalus had known in CIO. Yet in military
affairs he was less fortunate and probably less able than
his father. He died fighting in Portugal in 1185.

Provoked by Alfonso VIII*s raids in the region of
Seville, Ya qub al-Mansur came over from Africa in 1195.
To understand this period, it is essential to remember that
the capital of the empire was Marrakesh. Consequently, the
caliphs spent a great deal of their time away from Al-

cAndalus. Yusuf Ibn Abd al-Mu'min was an exception. In
their absence the country was administered by governors.
It was only when the Chris-tians brought about intolerable
pressure on the frontiers, that the caliph came in person.
There is no doubt that this extensive travelling did weaken
the ruler physically and, as is the case with overextended
empires, no sooner was he in a given place than a revolt

cwould break out at the other extreme of the land. Ya qub 
al-Mansur crushed the Castilians at Alarcos in 1195, and 
had recaptured Salamanca and Guadalajara (1), when he was 
forced to return to Africa to stamp out another rebellion.

It seems that the Christians realized that the Almohades 
were still formidable foes. Only if they made an effort to 
overcome their differences, would they be able to counter 
Islam. The opportunity came when Muhammad al-Nasir arrived 
at the head of an army in 1210. Alfonso VIII persuaded the 
pope to call a new crusade. Many foreign soldiers made their 
way to Toledo from France and beyond; the kings of Navarre 
and Aragon joined them with their troops. The two armies met,

1 Chejne (1980:84).



at Las Navas de Tolosa, in 1212. For the Christians it was 
a resounding victory; for the Moslems the defeat that sig
nalled the decline of the Almohad empire. In time it was 
seen as the turning point of the Reconquest. The taifa 
kingdoms, which re-emerged after the battle, were on 
sufferance, and half a century later, Al-Andalus was 
confined to the Kingdom of Granada, which paid tribute to 
Castile.

1.2 The three communities
The three communities are chronologically: the Jewish, 

the Christian and the Moslem.
The Jewish community had visited in the Peninsula from 

time immemorial (1). Commercial links with the country are 
mentioned several times in the Bible. If their activities in 
remote antiquity had been centred on trade, it is probable 
that they diversified their interests when they arrived in 
greater numbers after the destruction of the second Temple.
Their status and situation were at a low ebb on the eve of 
the invasion. The causes of their persecution are difficult 
to fathom from the scant sources. What emerges is that they 
were summoned to convert to Christianity, or else, in 616 AD
(2). Codoher suggests that beyond religious intolerance, all

1 Baer (1961:16): "The first Jews to settle in Spain were 
part of the ancient Diaspora which was dispersed through
out all corners of the Roman Empire."

2 Imammudin (1981:14): 90,000 converts. The figure indicates 
an important minority and is useful to contrast with num
bers mentioned for the newcomers, Arabs and Berbers.
First quoted in Juan Magno: Gothorum Suenumgue Historia.
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these punitive measures favoured the nobility (1). The 
latter were in constant struggle with the king who may 
have wanted to propitiate them at times and win them to 
his own point of view. Furthermore, Jews were losing their 
rights to property (2); in that rude society, land meant 
power. Furthermore, they had no patrons and nobody to 
protect them. Their relative wealth was tempting and they 
were caught in the struggle for power between the three 
contending parties: church, king and barons. It has been 
argued that under the circumstances, the Jewish community 
entered in contact and conspired with the inhabitants of 
North Africa who were at the time Jewish sympathizers (3).
In which case,-come C8, there would have been a precedent. 
This situation is also strangely similar to that of the 
Moriscos, ten centuries later. The process must be seen in 
stages. It is one thing for a small group to appeal for help 
and another for the addressee to provide some relief; a 
third for him to plan a massive invasion, and yet another 
for the aggrieved party to collaborate with the invader.
When one is under duress, where does treason begin?
Several waves of persecution followed to avenge the so-called 
betrayal, which afforded the added advantage of replenishing 
the king's finances (1). Garcia Gomez thinks that the 
Jewish community did play a part at the time of the invasion 
(4), facilitating greatly the task of the newcomers. No one

1 Codoher (1980:27, 30).
2 Baer (1961:1:21-22).
3 Atkinson (19 60:43), "Berbers", Encyclopaedia Judaica

(1971:vol.4:587).
4 Garcia Gomez (1979), "Cordoba", Juan March Lectures,

Madrid (unpublished).



will deny that they were in a very favourable position to 
serve as interpreters, in view of the linguistic proximity 
of Hebrew, Aramaic and Arabic.

It was only under Islam that the Christians lived as 
a community, that is, with a legal status and a body of 
laws that applied specifically to the social group as a 
whole and subsequently to its members. For the time being, 
the Christians were organized more loosely as societies, 
as for instance the Hispano-Romans, descendants of the 
original inhabitants with their dialects and Christianity 
faithful to Rome, and the Goths of which the Visigoths were 
a subgroup. They had recently settled in Spain (Hispania) 
and practised a different form of Christianity (Arianism).
In the reign of Leovigild, the two socieites came together 
(1) and his son Reccared achieved religious unity by his 
conversion to the Church of Rome. Leovigild also introduced 
a reform of the administration, whereby he divided the king
dom into regions (territorium) delegating power to a civil 
governor under the orders of a the military governor (dux 
provinciae). If one takes into account that the nobility 
maintained clients and mercenaries, one can say that when 
the dux provinciae takes over the functions of the civil 
administrator as from 654, the feudal system is more or less 
in place, and the power of this nobility almost without limits. 
The aristocracy and the Church owned vast estates (2) with a 
great number of slaves working on them (3). They formed the

1 Codoher (1980:18) gives 200,000 as the approximate 
number of the Visigoths in 568 AD.

2 i.e. the 3,000 villages of Wittiza.
3 Imamuddin (1981:11), I de Las Cagigas (1953:16).



bulk of the population. Apart from them, there were freed 
bondsmen; some were craftsmen, others farmers. They lived 
precariously. With the sack of Rome, trade had slumped 
even though Byzantium had colonies in the south of the 
Peninsula. Cities, losing their main purpose as commercial 
centres, slowly degenerated. The farmers were in no better 
position. The incessant incursions took their toll on 
agriculture. More often than not these farmers, having won 
their freedom, were obliged to ask for protection on terms 
akin to slavery (1). Thus, when THriq and his army appeared 
in 711, only the privileged class had anything to lose. For 
the rest of the population, economic conditions could not 
be any worse. They remained passive in the circumstances. 
This explains to some extent how it was possible for a rela
tively small army to reach the Pyrenees and beyond within a 
few years, when it had taken two centuries for the Romans 
to pacify the Peninsula.

The Moslem army that landed near Gibraltar consisted 
of 7,000 soldiers, later increased to 12,000. The officers 
were mainly Arab and the troops overwhelmingly Berber (2). 
With the second expedition of 18,000, led by Musa Ibn Nusayr 
by 714 there were some 30,000 troops, of which probably one- 
third were Arabs and the rest North African (3). If the 
Arabs were newcomers to the Peninsula, this was far from

1 Cf. encomendacion campesina. Gil, I. (1972:104), 
Miscellanea Wisighotica in Codoher (19 80:34).

2 Dozy (1920:1:241): "Victory went to Taric and 12,000 
Berbers."

3 Ibid., p.113: "Nearly all the descendants of the former 
Helpers took part in the fleet with which Muza crossed 
the straits." Also (1920:11:32-37).



being the case with Berbers. Close contacts existed under 
Carthage, the Romans recruited mercenaries from Tingitana 
(cf. Sertorius, Caesar); Byzantium had, at the time, outposts 
on either side of the Straits. Another fact worth mentioning, 
as Ribera pointed out (1), is that these troops soon took 
wives and female slaves from among the population. This 
led to an admixture of races from the onset.

Within a short period a new society came into being.
The Jews and the Christians formed communities. They were 
granted a special status with freedom to practise their 
creeds as specified in the Koran. In exchange they were 
liable to a particular tax. The Jewish community benefited 
the most under the new regime (2). They ceased to be per
secuted; they were useful as intermediaries and as adminis
trators while the Moslem troops set out on one expedition 
after the other.

The Christians were soon known as the mozarabs (musta rab) 
they were organized under a governor (qumis from comites) and 
a bishop (3). As for the Moslem community, it comprised 
the new converts. Members of the Royal Family had given the 
example; mixed marriages favoured conversion to Islam; others 
adopted the new faith for purely religious reasons. There

1 Ribera (1928:1:151).
2 Gayangos (1843:11:404). Note: "The Jews of Spain are

known to have been restored to all their rights and
privileges by the conqueror in reward for their services 
at the time of the invasion."

3 Circourt (1846:1:25): "at the time of the conquest, the
Mozarabs kept unchanged the Visigothic administration."
To the extent of recognizing two more "kings" after 
Wittiza, in Cronica mozarabe del ano 754, I. de las 
Cagigas (1953:17).



were, nevertheless, powerful incentives to become a Moslem. 
The slave acquired freedom; the freed no longer had to pay 
the special taxes that increased to intolerable levels in 
C9 (1). The general view is that the above categories 
represented an ample section of the population (2); Bulliet, 
however, sounds a cautionary note. He argues, for the years 
719-767, for a slow rise from 8% to 10% of the population of 
Al-Andalus (3). Berbers and Arabs account for the rest.
They ruled the country.

This gives, by 720 AD, the following (4):
40.000 Moslem newcomers : a 
40,000+Jews : b

x number of Christians
y number of converts to Islam, where y is

______  6 to 10% of x-(a+b)
100% or total population

If the total population is assumed to be of the order of
4,000,000 to 4,250,000, this would give in round figures:

40.00 0 Moslem newcomers 
40,000-f* Jews

3,600,000 Christians
360,000 converts to Islam 

4,040 ,000 +
The above results are valid only to clarify the relative size 
of the communities and their order of importance. This order

1 Dozy (1920:11:49) .
2 I. de las Cagigas (1953:17): "The first generation are

referred to as musalima, their descendants as muwalladun, 
hence Muladies."

3 Bulliet (1979:124) .
4 Moslem figures: Arabic authors.

Jewish figures extrapolated from Imamuddin (1981:14) 
and compared to Ashtor (1973:1:31) who quotes "40,000 
as the number of Jews liable for poll tax in Alexandria 
at the time of Arab conquest, according to Arabic 
sources."
Christian figures by extrapolation. Mackay (1981:19):
"In the tenth century the total population of Spain was 
about 7 million."
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will change owing to political circumstances and a summary 
of the situation is given every hundred years. They should 
be referred to when reading section 1.3 of this chapter.

The C8 witnessed the acrimonious disputes between 
Qays and Kalb on the one hand, and the territorial quarrels 
that divided Berbers and Arabs on the other. After the 
arrival of the Syrians in 741, the sources rarely give any 
reliable figures. We know that cAbd ar-Rahman I settled 
Umayyad clients and recruited Berber mercenaries. Thus, 
it would seem that up to al-Hakam I (796) the proportion of 
Arab newcomers was. more or less equal to that of the North 
Africans, with a slight numerical advantage to the latter. 
According to Bulliet (1), Moslem converts accounted for 15% 
of the population.

Little new is mentioned concerning the Jewish community. 
They had lost the importance they had at the time of the 
conquest and were replaced in administrative functions by 
Moslems (2), now more numerous than they. The Christians 
were decreasing in similar proportion to that of conversion 
to Islam, with the exception that as from 788, the Mozarabs 
had started to emigrate towards the north, in particular to 
the Astur (-Leones) kingdom.

The close of C8 gives a slight change in the relative 
position of groups of speakers per community:

Christians are still the most numerous.
Moslems are the second largest community and 

increasing (arrivals and conversion).
The Jewish community has undergone little change.

1 Bulliet (1979:124).
2 Vallve (1978:85).



The C9 is the century of rebellions and popular risings, 
which affected the status and the numbers of the different 
social groups. The Arrabal mutiny (suburb of Cordoba) was 
the first. It involved the faqlh (Islamic jurists) and the 
Moslem converts, who criticized the dissolute life of the 
court, the increase in taxes - a very delicate point in 
Islamic Law - and thirdly made a common enough claim in the 
Islamic world: that worthy (pious) people should havq access 
to responsible positions. The movement was crushed but it 
marked the way for Muladi unrest. This group turned to the 
Mozarabs. While each had its different grievances, they 
formed a loose opposition that was more ''national” in char
acter against the rulers from overseas. This explains how the 
Muladies even allied themselves under certain circumstances 
with the Christian kings (1).

More than any other, the rebellion of Ibn Hafsun illus
trates this new awareness of "them and us". Bulliet describes 
the phenomenon as anti-Muslim, parallel to other revolts in 
the east:

"It may therefore be considered the same type of revolt, 
reflecting the same kind of political pressures emanat
ing directly from the perception that Islam was a per
manent fact and a threat to the continued existence of 
the non-Muslim communities."(2)

c —What emerged from the synod, called by Abd ar-Rahman II in 
an attempt to pacify the Mozarabs, was the awareness of a 
rift between the high clergy headed by Gomez (Recafredo?) (3)

1 Chejne (1980:31-32): "Similar rebellions instigated by
Christians and supported by Muladies occurred in Merida 
in 868 and Badajoz..." (in particular, the rebellion in 
884 of Ibn Marwan al-Djilllqi, who received help from 
Alfonso III).

2 Bulliet (1979:125).
3 Dozy (1920:II:127).



and the monastic group whose spokesman was Eulogio. Most 
of the bishops wished to maintain the status quo for as 
long as there was religious freedom. Eulogio resented 
the hostile environment of Cordoba and the mounting lack 
of respect shown to his kind by the Moslems. Eulogio1s 
stance is an interesting one. It reveals that Christians were 
being derided for retaining a Christian way of life; in other 
words, the Mozarabs were losing social status and this, for 
Eulogio, was unacceptable. The rise in hostility is a 
clear indication of Moslem confidence as their numbers were 
catching up the Christian majority. The two tendencies which 
split the community into a large group who sought their place 
in a relatively tolerant Moslem society (the Bishops) and a 
minority who refused to assimilate, were irreconcilable. 
Eulogio and his followers would not rest, and the relationship 
between the governing authorities and the Christians became 
very strained. What with closing of churches in 852, the 
arresting of priests, the dismissal of Christian officials 
and the pressure on all to convert, the majority did (1). 
Nevertheless a great many emigrated north and settled in the 
kingdom of Leon (2) .

1 Dozy (1920:11:148), Eulogio Memoriale Sanctorum l.llcl6. 
One might query which majority - the majority of Mozarab 
community of Cordoba or the majority of the Christians 
in Al-Andalus. To all accounts it was a large number. 
The first reading seems more probable if one considers 
that whole townships of Christians were massacred in 
reducing... Ibn Kafsun.

2 Ashtor (1973:I:li3-l4): "They wanted to settle those 
areas in their kingdom that had been vacated...by the 
Moslems. They therefore encouraged their coreligionists 
in the Moslem part of the peninsula to come and settle 
in the unpopulated cities and villages. Thus the popu
lation within the Christian region was increased, 
especially the Mozarabs, who brought to the north...
a cultural level which was far superior to that of the 
Christians."



At the end of C9 , the Moslem community comprised 
Arabs and Berbers in a similar proportion to that of the 
beginning of the century. What had increased was the number 

Sagaliba (Central European slaves) and converts (Muladies). 
They accounted for 35% of the population, if we follow 
Bulliet (1). This gives:

A Moslem majority.
The Mozarabs become the second largest community, 
their number probably diminished by 50% in the 
course of the century.
A Jewish community increasing moderately with new arrivals.

Then came for Al-Andalus a century of reconstruction and
further expansion of the centralized administration (Madina
az-Zahra) and military expeditions against the Christian
north towards the end of the century. In this context,
the Jewish community could not but prosper. As Baer explains:

"In reality the treatment accorded to Jews by several 
states varied according to their political structures.
In a republic headed by aristocratic families, there 
was no room for Jewish statesmen [i.e. Cordoba, at the
time of the fitna-Cll]. On the other hand the monarch   - J[i.e. Abd ar-Rahman III)...the absolute ruler over an 
unfriendly native population [i.e. kings of Granada] 
would attract to his service Jews - the perpetual 
’aliens' - on whose loyal support he could count in 
securing his regime." (2)

However only a few distinguished members of the community
could serve in that capacity, usually under the guise of
court physicians. The Sefarad community was arguably the

1 Bulliet (1979:124).
2 Baer (1961:1:32). The parentheses are mine. The last 

instance illustrates the fatal circumstances that can 
erupt into Jewish massacres. When the latter are 
identified as instruments of tyranny by the majority, 
in a situation where the tyrant is beyond their reach, 
the Jews, as it were, become a substitute for the absent 
tyrant.



most diversified in the Diaspora. The elite consisted of the 
leading jurists and scholars, wealthy merchants who traded 
on a grand scale spices, silks, slaves, manuscripts and 
other luxury articles between East and West, and the select 
minority of courtiers on whom the community depended for its 
wellbeing. Then came the craftsmen who worked preferably 
with gold and silver, leather and dyes. Accession to 
property, through the breaking up of large estates in Al- 
Andalus and through resettlement in Christian lands, was a 
significant departure from the normal activities of Jewish 
communities elsewhere. Property conferred status and wealth. 
Therefore, it can be said that the Jews in Spain were in no 
way different, in that respect, from Moslem or Christian 
landlords (1). In fact, discrimination may be assessed in 
the amount of restrictive measures limiting property owner
ship. Al-Andalus retained the largest community aside from 
Babylonia (2) with a substantial increase in the number of 
newcomers. The period coincided with chaotic times in the 
Middle East, with the decline of the Abbasid Empire and the 
resurgence of Byzantium in Syria. Jews from Iraq and Syria 
flowed to Egypt only to find civil strife and later severe 
draught which ruined the economy. It is reasonable to 
assume that many were drawn to Spain.

1 Baer (1961:1:44); "Both Latin and Hebrew documents of 
the tenth century and later speak of Jewish holdings 
of land round the city (Leon). The earliest laws of 
the Kingdom (1017-1020) provide that if a free tenant 
wished to sell a house he had built on land owned by 
someone else the property is to be assessed...by two 
Christians and two Jews .11

2 Ashtor (1973:1:152).



Meanwhile, new aljamas came into existence in Christian
lands. Besides the longstanding Barcelona community,
appeared the aljamas of Leon and those of Castile. The
responsa (legal opinions) of contemporary rabbis confirm
the existence of these communities and in the collection
edited by Miiller,

"the questions concerning matters of trade are few, 
their number insignificant compared to the many 
questions dealing with land." (1) .

After the Ibn Hafsun rebellion, the Mozarabs retrieved 
security and relative freedom to practise their faith.
They still formed the second largest community. Many found 
their way into the army. The caliph in his policy to dele
gate power to suitable members of all ethnic groups appointed 
Christians, too, i.e. Hamdun Ibn Basil, governor of Ecija; 
Qand, governor of Toledo in 9 47 AD. This state of affairs 
lasted until the fitna in 1009 (2) .

The Moslem community continued on its upward trend, 
converts represented 65% of society (3). There were also 
the massive arrivals of Berber contingents, which were dis
rupting the social balance of Al-Andalus with the first signs 
of friction between them and the rest of the population.
When the Cll begins, the proportions are as follows:

The Moslem majority is increasing.
The Christians are more or less stable after the events 

of C9.
The Jewish community had possibly doubled and was 

catching up with the Christian group.

1 Ashtor (1973:1:271), T'shubhot g'one mizrah u-ma€arabh,
Mflller, J. (1888) , Berlin.

2 Cf. Ibn cIdari.
3 Bulliet (1979:124).



The fitna brought about more than twenty years of civil 
disorder. Cordoba was ransacked and most of its inhabitants 
left. The choice of a new town to live in would depend as 
much on the aljama as on the financial possibilities. Seville 
acquired a new importance but it was governed by the Arab 
aristocracy. Jews and Christians were wary of settling 
there and would only go if the financial rewards were tempt
ing enough. Contemporary writers tell of a general state 
of wandering from place to place, looking for congenial 
surroundings and a means of subsistence (cf. Ibn Hazm>. .
Samuel Ha-Levi Ibn Nagrlla).

If some Jews went to Leon, Burgos, Pamplona, Saragossa 
and Barcelona, the majority remained in the south, settling 
around Lucena, Elvira (Granada), Malaga and Almeria. The 
two first were completely Jewish towns - religious centres 
living off the land; the two latter were seaports, where 
craft and trade activities were uppermost. As time went by, 
there were Jewish communities in all the towns of the Penin
sula. In the second half of the century Granada, then 
Toledo, were the poles of attraction on either side of the 
"frontier"; they became the two most powerful aljamas.
As previously, during the Caliphate,

"Jews rose to positions of eminence and influence 
with the taifa and the Christian princes [but] the 
fate of the "Jewish communities was closely bound up 
with the political fortunes of the Jewish courtiers.11 (1)

1 Baer (1961:1:31). The parenthesis is mine. Also
Gayangos (1843:II:Ap.p.xxviii): "In the meantime the 
affairs of the Moslems were administered by Jews who 
fed on them...and who filled even the offices of Wizfr, 
Hajib and Katib, reserved in former days for the most 
illustrious individuals in the state." (c.10 74)



In the case of Granada, the Nagrilas had made too many
enemies in the ruling class, coupled with the hatred of
the masses for Jewish tax farmers, in paria circumstances.
The sudden fall of Joseph Ibn Nagrila sparked off the
massacre of the Jewish community in 1066.

As for the Mozarabic community of Cordoba, it emigrated
for the most part to Toledo, while a smaller group went to
the coastal regions under the rule of the Saqaliba (.1) .
This explains the unusual size of the Christian community,'
when the town surrendered to Alfonso VI. There were also
Christians in rural areas, in villages, in small towns. Much
less is known about them. Mention is made of them in texts

csuch as the autobiography of king Abd Allah (2) and on 
several occasions the Christian kings returned north with a 
considerable number to resettle them in newly conquered 
territories . (3) .

Within the Moslem community, the number of Arabs was
more or less stable. Berbers and converts were still rapidly
increasing. This last group formed more than 80% of the 
population. The importance of this figure shows how small 
the non-Moslem groups were at the time of the Almoravid 
invasion and if Jewish aljamas were thriving, then the Mozarab 
communities must have been insignificant.

The Berber invasions brought about undeniable changes

1 I.de las Cagigas (1948:11 :406).
2 cAbfi Aii^ Garcia Gomez (1980:188): "I evacuated

for him the forts of Riana and Jotron of their Christian 
inhabitants."

3 i.e. Alfonso of Portugal came away with 10,000 of them. 
Also Circourt (1846:1:59): "The Mozarabs formed a sizeable 
proportion in reconquered lands, their help was an import
ant factor in the successful [campaigns] of the 
Christian armies."



in the Andalusian way of life. The country was ruled by
governors that could be replaced unexpectedly and the
caliphs themselves made the rare visit from time to time.
Religion was an ever-present factor. Non-Moslem officials
were dismissed as it was considered improper for them to
hold positions of power over the Faithful. Tension between
the local population and the Almoravides mounted for, after
all, they were uncouth and insensitive to* Spanish Moslem
demands. The Jewish community, although plundered many
times, suffered most from the economic decline triggered
off by the disappearance of the taifa states (1). Thus,
migration to Christian lands, from a trickle which never
stopped, increased in volume. The Christians fared worse;
one can read the details of restrictions imposed on them in
Ibn cAbdun (2).

"It is forbidden for Frankish [Christian] women to 
enter churches, on ordinary days."
"Clergy should be circumcized as they were forced 
to be by al-Mu tadid Abbad."
"The use of bells must be banned from Moslem lands."
"Science treaties must not be sold to Jews or Christians, 
unless they refer to their law. Indeed they translate 
these works and claim they were written by their own 
people, when they are from Moslem authors."

Wine was banned, except in Triana, the Christian district
on the other side of the Guadalquivir. Hence a series of
regulations severely controlling ferrying between Seville and
Triana. As Atkinson explains:

1 "I remain in Granada, a city of declining bustle and 
splendour, like a stranger in the land." Moses Ibn 
Ezra, in Baer (1961:1:60).

2 Trad. Levi-Provengal (1947:109, 123, 129).



"The Jews were able to buy off persecution; the 
Mozarabs could not and large numbers suffered exile 
to Africa while all who could, fled to the North."(1)

The Moslem community had not substantially changed in the 
years 10 86 to 1147. Conversion figures worked out by 
Bulliet affect 90% of the population (2).

The Almohades considered themselves more orthodox 
than the ascetic Almoravides and strove to execute to 
their ultimate consequences the measures that had been taken 
to cope with the non-Moslem minorities. If it was a reli
gious issue, and it undoubtedly was, it had political impli
cations. For these minorities were unreliable. They were 
often in contact with the enemy when not actually conspiring 
with them. The departure of the ."14,000?" Mozarabs under the 
protection of Alfonso I of Aragon's army had left a profound 
impression. Christians and Jews had to be neutralized. The 
Jews and the Christians were told to convert to Islam.
Those who did not were killed or driven out. Of the Jews, 
some left for North Africa and the East (3) and the rest of 
the uncompromising survivors escaped to Christendom (4).
Of the Mozarabs, they were massacred (Niebla in 1154,
Granada in 1156) . Those who managed to flee made for Castile 
and in particular Toledo. By the late Cl2 very few members 
of either community survived in Al-Andalus apart from slaves, 
captives and foreign traders (5).

1 Atkinson (1960:54).
2 Bulliet (1979:124).
3 Gonzdlez Palencia (1945:72). Also cf. Maimonides.
4 Imamuddin (1981:4 5): "The Muwahfridun (Almohades) drove

the Jews into the arms of the Spanish Christians."
5 Ya cjub al-Mansur boasted that there was not a church nor 

a synagogue left in his empire. This statement is con
firmed by MarrakusT (1224) quoted by Torres Baibas 
(1954:172).



The ways of the Almohades were too much for some 
Spanish Moslems and the ablest of them began to leave 
(IbnCArabI, Sh-ShushtarT). Al-Andalus was no longer what 
it had always been, the crucible of several cultures.

The seizure of Toledo highlights a situation that had 
been occurring for some time on a smaller scale: what to do 
with the religious minorities of Jews and Moslems? Even 
the Mozarabs presented a problem. For although they were 
Christians, they were suspiciously like Moors . (1).

At the beginning of the century, there had been a 
change of attitude. Previously prisoners were executed.
They constituted too much of a risk at a time when armies 
were small, and there was no way of consolidating one's hold 
over an extended area far from base. This accounts for the 
empty no man's land along the "frontier". When the northern 
kings eventually conquered these territories, they needed 
people to settle in them and produce revenue. Gradually 
they spared Moorish communities and granted them "capitula
tions". The elite left either for Valencia or southern 
Spain. Those who stayed were the poorer classes, craftsmen 
and peasants: Moros vasallos o Mudejares. The Moslem 
society was decapitated, as it were. Thus the two religious 
minorities that began a new life under a Christian ruler 
under similar conditions, started to diverge. Jewish culture

1 Menendez y Pelayo in Gonzalez Palencia (1945:72):
"It is worth noting that two centuries after the 
conquest of Toledo, Christians should use Arabic 
for their transactions, donations, wills and have 
two names simultaneously, one Arabic the other 
Latin."



flourished; by comparison practically nothing is known of 
the life and ways of the Mudejares. Their end was different, 
too, the latter survived in Spain for as long as their use
fulness outweighed the menace they represented, some 120 
years beyond the deportation of the Jews.

In the case of Toledo, the "capitulation" agreements 
were broken by the Crown, as previously related, and the 
pressure on the Moslems was such that within two generations 
they had lost the ownership of their land (1). Similar 
population movements were observed when Alfonso I of Aragon 
took Saragossa in 1118. He gave the Moors one year to 
evacuate the city. Many took the opportunity to leave "ad 
terras de moros" (2) and in 1129 such emigration had to be 
banned. Conditions of settlement were far more favourable 
in the kingdoms of Aragon and Navarre. The Fuero (charter) 
of Daroca of 1142 guarantees equal treatment for these 
communities. The Saragossa documents analysed in a later 
section confirm that Moslems owned property at least until 
C13 and possibly until the late C15 (3). As Lacarra says:

"And what is more, in the twelfth century, it was 
difficult for him to find another Moslem labourer 
who would know the irrigation farming techniques.
The lack of manpower explains the owner's interest 
in keeping his labourers and the mobility of the latter 
who in the twelfth century, could offer their services 
to the highest bidder."(4)

1 See Doc. 8 in 7.3. 3.3.
2 Docs. 62-63, "Documentos par el estudio de la Recon-

quista y repoblacion del valle del Ebro", Lacarra
(1946-52), quoted in Lianzu (1962:185), "writers, 
courtiers, administrators, craftsmen and shopkeepers 
left for Valencia".

3 See 7 . 3.3.1.
4 Lacarra (1981:23).



What sort of life did Jews have when they reached Christian 
lands? Perhaps half the population settled in rural areas. 
They owned property in Leon, Toledo, Aragon and Catalonia 
and their rights were those of Christians. The rest were 
traders or urban dwellers. These lived as they had done 
under Moslem rule. Some were scholars, others were crafts
men and a few were courtiers, that is in the service of the 
prince, managing the royal estates, collecting taxes-and 
lending money. But there were signs of oncoming change:

"Even in Spain, beginning with the thirteenth century, 
there were forces which tended to restrict the economic 
activities of the Jews. As the Spanish Kings began to 
copy the policies of the Kings of France and England 
towards the Jews, the Spanish Jews started to approach 
sociologically speaking the German Jewish type."(l)

The Mozarabs were the great losers. They had no alternative 
but to adopt the style and values of the northern Christians. 
Within two centuries one loses track of them. Many had 
emigrated to the Astur-Leones kingdom in C9, subsequent 
arrivals were settled in the Avila and Talavera regions. The 
majority were to be found in Toledo where they were out
manoeuvred by the French and Castilian factions. By C14, 
they had lost their lands and town property. They never 
recovered from the liturgical reform which out-dated all 
their literary past, and their bishops were overruled by the 
all-powerful French archbishop of Toledo. In Aragon they 
were treated with greater consideration by Alfonso I, yet 
they left little or no trace of themselves in written 
documents.

1 Baer (1961:84-85).



1.3 The language situation

BEFORE THE INVASION

Hebrew Aramaic Arabic Latin Vernacular

The Jews (1) wrote wrote some wrote some wrote?
spoke spoke spoke

The Christians - - wrote
spoke

The status of the languages depended on their function in the system (2). 

Hebrew was the sacred language. Aramaic was the common standard or koine 

for Jewish communities everywhere. Arabic was the koine for a minority of 

Jews with trade links with the Middle East. Vernacular was the common form 

of speech of the inhabitants of the Peninsula. Latin was the koine of Western 
Europe.

711 AD Al-Andalus

The Jews

The Christians

The Moslems 
Arabs

Berbers(3)

Hebrew

wrote

Aramaic Arabic Berber Latin Vernacular

wrote some wrote 
spoke spoke

some wrote?

wrote

spoke

spoke

wrote
some spoke? spoke

some wrote? 
spoke

some
spoke?

spoke

1 Listing follows the chronological order discussed in 1.2. Please 
refer to relative proportions of speakers per community to complete 
the information given in the above tables, Non-underlined words 
express the norm.

2 See Chapter Five. Written languages are prestige languages.
3 According to Ibn Khaldun, there was a large number of Jewish Berbers 

at the time of the Arab conquest of Africa. Did some of them know 
Hebrew or Aramaic? Did some Jews learn Berber? Since they submitted 
to Islam, in the reign of Idris I (788-793), what language was 
spoken between them and the Jews of Al-Andalus?
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C 8

The Jews

The Christians

The Moslems 
Arabs

Berbers

Converts(2)

Hebrew Aramaic Arabic Berber

wrote wrote some wrote 
spoke spoke

- * some wrote
-t- spoke

Latin Vernacular 

(3)

wrote(1) 
spoke

some wrote 
spoke

+ some wrote 
+- spoke

-h
some wrote

some
spoke?

spoke

spoke

spoke

some spoke (4) 

some spoke? 

spoke

1 Arabic was and is the sacred language of the Moslem community. As 
it cannot change on on account of its status. The gap between the 
written form and the spoken varieties increases at a faster rate 
than in the more common situation of prestige language to vernacular. 
However Arabic was also the koine for a rising number of Jews.

2 Converts, to Islam from Christian or Jewish stock would adopt a new 
identity. They would break their ties with their former communities 
and cease to use the languages they had spoken or written until then. 
Conversion meant joining a new community, learning Koranic Arabic 
and the Arabic spoken varieties.

3 -f ' indicates changes.

4 It is understandable that the invaders took wives and concubines 
from the native population. Many female slaves were purchased 
continuously throughout the period under study. It is unlikely 
that these women immediately learned Arabic. Therefore their 
masters must have acquired some knowledge of Latin vernacular to 
converse with them. Ribera (1928:1:10} and Guichard (1976:150) 
support this view and add that young children must have been 
exposed to it in the female quarters.
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C9

The Jews

The Christians

The Moslems 
Arabs

Berbers

Converts

Hebrew

wrote

Aramaic Arabic

some wrote some wrote 
(2) spoke spoke

¥wrote 
* spoke

wrote
spoke

some wrote 
spoke

+wrote 
+ spoke

Berber Latin Vernacular(4) 

(1)
(3)

some wrote

spoke

spoke

spoke

some spoke 

some spoke? 

spoke

+ indicates changes;- non-underlined words express the norm.
c.850 AD Gaon Natronai bar Hilai writes the first responsa (legal 
opinions) in Arabic. We may take it that the use of Aramaic is 
declining in Spain. Although 3 of the Spanish documents (Cll) of 
the Genizah are Hebrew/Aramaic (Ashtor 1964:40).
Berber represents a bundle of dialects.
For a definition of vernacular, see Chapter ST.

CIO

The Jews

The Christians

The Moslems 
Arabs

Berbers

Converts

Hebrew Aramaic Arabic Berber
+• J.+wrote some wrote?^ wrote
+some spoke? + spoke

wrote
spoke

wrote
spoke

some wrote
spoke spoke
wrote
spoke

Latin

some wrote?

Vernacular

spoke 

spoke

+ some spoke?^ 

some spoke? 

spoke

1 Arabic is used for Talmudic exegesis and science. Newman (1948:11:98).
2 The degree of bilingualism is difficult to assess. On the one hand, 

Romance borrowing in poetry must be accounted for, and on the other 
one sees Hasdai Ibn Shaprut serving as interpreter with King Sancho 
and John of Gttrtz. Had the court been bilingual, his services would 
not have been required. Could it be a "class" phenomenon? That is, 
true for the masses, and less so for the aristocracy. Then the "mixed 
marriages" argument becomes largely invalid, because such matches did 
occur between the royal families on either side of the border; besides 
the richer one was, the more slaves one would own. I refer the reader 
to contemporary accounts in Cll and C12. Further discussion in 7.2.

3 "During the Caliphate the Arabic koine gains ground, while Mosarabic 
authors write of the inexorable decline of their culture (Latin)." 
Marcos Marfn (1981:109).



Cll Al-Andalus
Hebrew Aramaic Arabic Berber Latin Vernacular2The Jews +some wrote ^some wrote?

The Christians

The Moslems 
Arabs

Berbers

Converts

4wrote
spoke
wrote
spoke

wrote^
spoke
wrote
spoke spoke
wrote
spoke

- 1
+ t, 3some spoke

spoke'

some spoke?

spoke
+ indicates changes; non-underlined words express the norm.
Ibn Sida (d.1066) "How can I fail to make them (mistakes in Arabic) 
when I have to live with people who speak cAgamI?" Ribera (1928:1:NotellO). 
Ibn Gabirol "Nobody knows Hebrew any longer, some speak as the Christians, 
the others as the Moslems." (Millas Vallicrosa 1945:49). Rabbi Isaac 
Ibn Gayyat glosses Ecclesiastes in Arabic (Ashtor 1973:11:146).
Up to the present century, written Arabic had been "Classical" Arabic, 
Andalusian poetry breaks the interdict with compositions in the spoken 
varieties of Arabic. Judeo-Arabic, that Arabic written by Jews and 
used as a koine, therefore divergent from "Classical" standard makes 
its appearance in the Genizah documents from the Iberian Peninsula 
(Ashtor 1964:40).
Ibn Hazm (d.1064) mentions the Banu Bali, a tribe north of Cordoba, 
for speaking unusually good Arabic (7.2). The implication is that 
town people do not.

1100 to 1212 Al-Andalus

The Jews

The Christians

The Moslems 
Arabs

Berbers

Converts

Hebrew 
some wrote^

Aramaic Arabic 
+— wrote

spoke

Berber Latin Vernacular

some spoke'
some wrote 
spoke

wrote
spoke^
some wrote^ 
spoke
wrote
spoke

spoke

some spoke

some spoke?

*some spoke

Hebrew revival after Almohades rule. Toledo docs.
"The employment of this dialect in the Kharjas of the Hebrew poets was 
rendered easier by the fact that the Jewish population made everyday use 
of the Mozarabic of its Muslim and Christian neighbours." Stern (1974:151) 
The comparison is with Islamic poetry and the appropriateness of Romance 
borrowing. Here the implication is that Moslems are not as familiar with 
Mozarabic, which confirms our findings, but we would add that the Christ
ian population is small (cf. deportation to North Africa) and less than 
the Jewish population. Ibn Bassam in Dakhira complains of the foreign 
jargon which is spoken in Cordoba (c.1101), Garcia Gomez (1950:8).
Idrisi refers to the exceptionally high standard of Arabic found in the 
inhabitants of Silves (Faro district of Portugal), Dozy, Goeje (1866:217). 
Also in Garcia Domingues (1945:44;5) facsimile.
The Berber invaders could not compare in culture to their long-settled 
cousins. (Garcia Gomez 1976:81-end).



CHRISTENDOM 1085 to 1212

Hebrew Arabic Latin Romance
The Jews

The Christians

The Moslems (Moors)

wrote(1) wrote (2) 
spoke

some wrote 
some spoke(5)

wrote(6) 
spoke

(3)

wrote

(4)
spoke

wrote(7) 
spoke

1 Hebrew revival.

2 The Jews served as translators to the Christian kings.

3 A passive understanding of Latin was essential to survival. They 
avoided writing it, using Arabic as the alternative, even Arabic 
written in Hebrew script. Toledo documents, Millas Vallicrosa
in Gonzalez Palencia (1931).

4 Catalan, Gallego-Portuguese, Leonese Castilian, Navarrese, 
Aragonese. The Jews and Christians spoke the dominant dialect 
of the region. Basque should be included as a regional non- 
Romance oral variety.

5 Toledo documents. Gonzalez Palencia (1931). See 7.3.3.3.

6 Nuestra Sehora del Pilar documents. Garcia de Linares (1904).
See 7.3.3.1.

7 First documents in Romance (e.g. Chapter 8, Toledo 1206).



CHAPTER TWO: 1212 AD - A TURNING POINT

2.1 The political situation: a summary
The Christian victory of Las Navas de Tolosa affected 

the Christian-Moslem balance of power in more than one way.
It put paid to the Almohad ambitions and hastened their 
decline. They had crossed the Straits with an enormous army 
which had required complex logistic operations and no less 
important expenses. Their defeat had been ruinous in lives 
and equipment. Possibly this factor more than any other 
"protected" Spain from Moslem invasions. With the exception 
of the battle of the Salado river (1340) , later attempts 
were half-hearted affairs (1). On the Christian side, it 
was clear that the concerted efforts of the northern kings 
had brought about this victory and the experience was repeated, 
albeit less ceremoniously, but with the participation of 
important contingents of knights from the various kingdoms 
in the re-conquest of southern Spain. Hence, Las Navas was 
to begin a period of expansion for Aragon, Castile and Portu
gal. Navarre was the great loser. It had no common frontier 
with Islam and was outflanked by its powerful neighbours, 
Aragonand Castile.

Ferdinand III of Castile was the first on the move.
He planned a series of campaigns in 1214 in the Extremadura 
region. War was a means of neutralizing the stiff opposition 
of the Leon nobility to the annexation of their kingdom to 
the Crown of Castile. These campaigns brought together the

1 Cf. Huici Miranda (1952), Al-hulal al-mawsiyya.



aristocracy of both states, reduced their differences and 
softened their grievances. There was another powerful 
reason, an economic one. Extremadura offered excellent 
pasture land to the increasing flocks of merino sheep that 
had become an important source of wealth for the Castilian 
landowners. Henceforth, great flocks would cross periodi
cally the length and breadth of the central table lands 
gradually excluding any other competing agricultural activity. 
This trend would separate Castile from the balanced economies 
of the other European countries and pave the way for its 
future decline. After Badajoz, Cordoba fell in 1236.

Meanwhile, Catalan interests had suffered a succession 
of setbacks in southern France and Italy as a result of Papal 
diplomacy. Aragon and the Barcelona merchants found the 
prospect of seizing the Balearic Islands and Valencia an 
attractive proposition. The islands provided excellent harbour
facilities for western Mediterranean trade between Europe and

i(or roWltly North Africa. Whereas' Valencia had been
ever since the Cid, the golden city. The flourishing agri
culture of its plain acted like a magnet on their ambitions. 
Majorca was taken in 1229, the other islands followed suit 
and Valencia reoccupied in 1248’. Neither did Portugal lag 
behind. The king of Castile and his armies were too close 
for comfort. The Portuguese pushed southwards too and estab
lished their rule in Alemtejo and Algarve, achieving thus 
their territorial unity. Castile finally accepted the fact 
in 1267 when she gave up all claim to southern Portugal.
For Portugal the reconquest was over, the country was free 
to turn its energies elsewhere. This was a.decided advantage 
compared to Castile. She was only to reach this stage more 
than two centuries later.



In 1243, Ferdinand III launched a second wave of 
expeditions against the taifa that had re-emerged as local 
leaders replacing the Almohad governors. The result was 
that some towns accepted to pay tribute (paria) like 
Seville; others capitulated like Jaen. Its ruler Muhammad 
Ibn Nasr became an ally and even supplied troops in the 
seige of Seville. Seville was the capital of the south, 
one of the largest and richest cities of the Peninsula. A 
direct attack by Castile was almost unthinkable. Neverthe
less, the frequent skirmishes in the region and the fall of 
Cordoba sapped the spirit of the inhabitants. Internal 
dissension aggravated the situation and when the tribute 
ceased to be paid on time, Ferdinand III advanced on the 
city (1). It surrendered in 1247. The effect was comparable 
to the capture of Toledo.

It became obvious to the Spanish Moslems that it was 
only a question of time before Al-Andalus was lost to Islam. 
Seville had given shelter to large numbers retreating before 
the Christian onslaught. Now the turn had come for the 
inhabitants of Seville to up their roots. A certain number 
went to Granada; the majority, particularly the intellectual 
elite, left Spain definitely for North Africa and the East.
(2) Those who remained were settled in the countryside,

1 I. de las Cagigas (1951:32): "Ibn Khaldun, at least, 
tells us that when the Christian king heard of the 
assassination of his friend and ally [Ibn al-Djadd]
he was sorely vexed. He broke the agreement he had made 
with Ibn al-Djadd and ordered his troops to advance and 
take revenge."

2 Abdul Wahab in Epalza & Petit (1973:16,24):"The flow [of 
Spanish Moslems] at first sluggish became a tidal wave 
after the fall of Seville to the Spaniards. The first 
refugees were from rich and sophisticated families, they 
settled in Tunis itself.""Ibn Khaldun goes as far as to 
say that the greater part of the inhabitants of Tunis
in C13 were Andalusian families that had emigrated from
the East coast of Spain."



forming aljamas of Mudejares. Their number was far less than 
in Aragon and Valencia, where the kings maintained a policy 
of toleration towards them in spite of the restrictions that 
followed the great Mudejar uprising in 1264-1266.
Muhammad Ibn Nasr having relinquished Jaen, gained hold of 
Granada in 1237. Thus he was able to help actively the 
rebel Mudejares who were put down with great difficulty.
The lesson was never to be forgotten, the Mudejares (later 
the Moriscos) were a threat to Spain. There was, as yet, 
no regular policing force. Therefore it was easier to 
organize a rebellion than to muster an army. The rebellion 
enabled Muhammad to take his distances while his neighbours 
were hard put to restore peace to their newly conquered 
territories.

By 1266, the last bastion of Al-Andalus was the kingdom 
of Granada, the first ruler of the new Nasri dynasty was 
Muhammad I who assumed the title of 'amir al-mu'minin,• I II ..I I  ....I *

although nominally still a subject of the king of Castile.
How the Moslem state survived another two centuries may be 
explained in part by the fact that the campaigns followed by 
the Mudejar rebellion had exhausted the economic resources 
of Castile, drained no less by the imperial ambitions of 
Alfonso X. While for the population of Granada, increased 
by a substantial number of fleeing Mudejares (1), this was 
their last chance of freedom in their homeland. Successive 
rulers sought to strengthen further their position through

1 Ahe (1973:307) : "The Mudejar Rebellion of 1264 in Murcia 
and the Valencian uprisings of 1258 and 1275 cancelled 
the efforts of the Christian Kings and caused a massive 
influx of Moslems in the Granadan Emirate."
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diplomatic links with the Banu Marin who governed Morocco 
at that time. These sent contingents, but the price was 
invariably too high. It seems that the Moroccan rulers 
remembered the disaster of Las- Navas that had been fatal 
to their rivals the Almohades. Consequently, they were 
unwilling to risk their best efforts in any operation that 
did have prospects of immediate returns. The Andalusians, 
themselves, were more than suspicious of the intentions of 
their ally and often preferred to deal with the more predict
able Christians who were always desperately short of funds. 
This tightrope walking lasted more or less until 1410, when 
the Castilians captured the strategic position of Antequera. 
From then on what had been a serious weakness in Granada's 
defence, namely family feuds, became the major cause of its 
downfall, at a time when Castile was strong enough to mount 
periodic attacks, nibbling here and there at stretches, of 
Al-Andalus until the process culminated with the joint efforts 
of Castile and Aragon from 1484 to 149 2.

2.2 The three communities
Towns had multiplied throughout the Peninsula and 

developed into important trade centres? they had become a 
force to be reckoned with by the end of C12. The king was 
often obliged to give in to their demands in his power 
struggle with Church and nobility which in turn restricted 
his own power. It took form in the Cortes or parliament.
The whole period is marked by an intense effort to legislate 
and fix the place of each body politic as well as define the 
status of the individual in the system: e.g. Siete Partidas,



c.1260? Privilegio de la Union, 1283. The legislation would 
completely transform Spanish society into the model before 
and the model after the passing of these documents. Inter
ested parties resisted fiercely. In Castile, Siete Partidas 
only became binding in 1348. In Aragon, the process was 
completed by 1287. Underlying the trend, was the Crown's 
struggle for predominance in all political spheres. The 
nobility, caught between the king and towns, resented the 
king's increasing authority at their expense. The Church 
in its dual status - temporal and spiritual - was loath to 
have the king interfere in its jurisdiction. The towns had 
the dubious honour of providing the Crown with militias (1) 
and funds for the incessant campaigns; they bitterly opposed 
the loss of their traditional "freedoms” (fueros). These 
charters were now so numerous and varied that the legal 
system was chaotic and the time had come for reform. In 
Castile, the result was a centralized model of society where 
the king theoretically was all-powerful (2) and ruled by 
decree. The losers were the nobility, with a diminishing 
role in the Cortes, called at the king's wish. In Aragon, 
the king had to compromise (Cortes de Tarazona), sharing his 
power with the aristocracy and their judicial representative 
't̂ ie iusticia (3) and the worthy burghers, i.e. Consell de 
Cent, with Aragon, Catalonia and Valencia retaining its 
own laws, i.e. Forum Valentinum 1248.

1 Mackay (1981:68).
2 Mackay (1981:113): "The acceptance of this great body

of Law meant also the recognition of the absolute 
authority of the Crown over all subjects and the fueros

3 Cf. 7.3.3, Docs 13, 15 Saragossa. Also Ribera (1897).



The Jewish community of Spain was up to 1390 the 
freest and possibly the largest in Europe; the greatest 
concentration was in Aragon and Catalonia. Jews pursued 
their traditional activities described in the previous 
chapter. Their translating effort in Toledo, that had 
largely brought about the intellectual revival that swept 
Europe in C13, and their services as interpreters between 
Christian landlord and Moorish subject, more especially in 
the settlement of the kingdom of Valencia, had come to an end.
An urban community would consist of scholars, craftsmen and 
shopkeepers with a small minority of Crown servants, usually 
tax-farmers whose powers were as extensive as they were vague.
(1) In such positions they could mitigate crude attacks 
against the aljamas, until the king dispensed, often abruptly, 
with their services. Restrictions on property holding gradu
ally narrowed down the possibilities of the more wealthy to 
banking and money lending. If one takes into account that 
C14 was a time of famine, plague and civil unrest and that 
money was consequently scarce, previous normal rates of interest 
would be hard to pay, any increase would appear exhorbitant.
The necessary elements for social conflagration were moving

Ŝ pona.chc_into place. There is the assault here and there on the
calls {Jewish district) of Catalonia, coinciding with out-

1 Baer (1961:171): "For a few years [1280s] they [Jewish
officials] exercised complete control over the country's 
[Catalonia-Aragon] economy and some branches of the 
military establishment." Also Canellas Lopez (1971:101): 
"The first magistrate to be considered is the Baile Real; 
this governor general (chancellor) was in 1271 an import
ant member of the Jewish community of Saragossa, by the 
name of Jahudano de la Caballerla."



breaks of the plague. Some Jews were engaged in agricultural 
activities, judging by the number of new communities that 
came into existence in the resettled lands of the south (1). 
Much less is known about them; of the cases tried by the 
Inquisition only a small proportion refers to them (2).
This silence may be accounted for in several ways:

(a) They left the countryside to live in urban surround
ings as many inhabitants did after the Black Death (1350).

(b) They were killed, e.g. Ecija.
(c) They left for the towns after the massacre.
(d) They were of the number of those who left Spain.

rFrom C14 onwards, the pressure for the Jews to convert 
and adopt Spanish ways increased. One of the great differ
ences that divided non-Christians from Christians in Castile 
was military service and upkeep. This was onerous and if 
the Mudejares were too insignificant for it to matter (besides 
they were a military risk), the Jews were seen as escaping 
from this duty. Furthermore, from the time when they were 
debarred from owning estates, the Jews resorted to profes
sional activities - medicine, banking - which did not endear 
them to the poorer Christian classes who felt that these non- 
Christians were living at their expense, all the more so when 
the tax collectors were Jewish. When Royal patronage ceased, 
the aliamas.were left without protection. This was the 
situation in 1390 when the massacres, which spread to almost 
every town, took place. The spark that set the aljam.as

1 Baer (1961:311).
2 Kamen (1979:27).



aflame was religion, the sermons of one archdeacon Martinez 
in Ecija (3). Thousands were baptized, forming a new social 
group (los conversos). Many decided to emigrate; there was 
a steady flow, from then onwards, that went to form the 
first Sephardic communities in the East.

The campaigns of Ferdinand III and Jaime I opened up 
large expanses of new territory. Castile had acquired about 
a third again of its previous surface, Aragon one-fifth; 
this in turn was compensated by the wealth generating 
resources of Valencia. This situation affected all walks 
of life. In the case of Seville, land and urban estate was 
shared out between those who had participated in the events. 
The lion's share went to the nobility who received vast 
domains. The policy was to grant land to those who could 
defend it from an attack from North Africa or even Granada.
As we mentioned before, the gathering of the host was a 
cumbersome and lengthy affair. The danger was real and these 
nobles maintained small armies of retainers as part of their 
service to the king. The error of such a course was soon to 
be patent. The ambitions of the aristocracy rose to new 
heights. They turned against the king and fought among them
selves, creating a general state of instability that lasted 
until the last quarter of CIS. Another effect of this land 
redistribution was the lack of diversification in the economy. 
Since wool was a commodity in rising demand, there was an 
unprecedented expansion in sheep-farming. Thus Seville, 
which had formerly been a manufacturing town, as Granada and

1 Roth (1960:236).



Malaga continued to be under Moslem rule, became an outlet 
for agricultural products (wool, oil and wine).

Faced with the same issue of reallocating the newly 
conquered land, Aragon avoided concentrating large estates 
into few hands. Taking Majorca as an example, it was shared 
out among those who had contributed to the military expedi
tion, but land and houses were given in lots from different 
districts of the island. Yet the fundamental problem exper
ienced in both kingdoms was finding enough labourers to work 
the land. Settlers came from as far away as France. They were 
only a trickle. Again the diverging policies of Castile and 
Aragon would have very different results. Whereas Aragon 
encouraged the Moors to stay, granting favourable charters 
(Fueros) (1), this was no longer the case in Castile after 
the rebellion of 1264. A large proportion of the Islamic 
population abandoned Lower Andalusia compared to the majority 
of Moslems who stayed in Aragon and Valencia under the new 
conditions. Lower Andalusia went from intensive farming to 
extensive farming practice with the subsequent loss of profit
ability, which in turn encouraged sheep-farming that did not 
require many hands. Apart from this change, the shift in the 
population attracted farmers from the north and countless 
serfs who had been toiling more or less like slaves. As a 
result the working conditions of the peasants improved in both 
kingdoms, in spite of the greater degree of control on their 
movements; some districts in the north lost their entire

1 i.e. Carta-puebla granted by Jaime I to the Moorish 
subjects of the valley of Uxo in 1250. Coleccion de 
documentos ineditos para la Historia de Espaha, vol.
XVi'il. Also cf. Ferndndez y Gonzdlez.



population, more especially after the plague epidemics of 
the 1350s. The C13 and C14 witnessed therefore population 
movements (1) on a large scale affecting existing dialects, 
e.g. gradual loss of the distinction of /s/ and /z/ in 
Andalusian varieties, convergence of north Catalonian 
(Ampurdan) with the Majorcan dialect. There was a general 
drift southwards from Galicia, Asturias and Castile on the 
one hand, settling in Lower Andalusia and from Aragon and 
Catalonia on the other, taking up residence in Valencia and 
Levante, while the Moslem population of Andalusia either 
emigrated altogether or resettled around Granada and that of 
Valencia and Murcia following their example but in smaller 
numbers. Later movements caused by civil unrest (2) and 
epidemics were from the country to the urban centres. Finally 
an increasing number of Jewish families left the Peninsula 
for the East.

As yet, we have scant notice of the Moorish communities 
that stayed on in the kingdom of Castile . Their literary 
production up to CIS is a mystery. There are a few documents 
that refer to individuals from Talavera, Toledo, Guadalajara 
and Valladolid (3). The principal source of information are 
the edicts. Their main activity was agricultural. Nonethe
less there were craftsmen in the small urban aljamas. Mention 
is made of the one in Seville, in the 1253 Royal Charter, 
removing toll charges for the Moslems domiciled in the town.
Ibn Khaldun visited the aljama during a mission to the court

1 See 7.3.3.3. Toledo doc. 628 (1266). Within a generation
the family unit had spread from Toledo to La Mancha,
Madrid and Seville.

2 Cf. Vilar (1980) -
3 BNM, Instituto Miguel Asrn, CSIC Madrid.



of Pedro I (1). Its insignificance was a bitter disappoint
ment. Collantes de Teran suggests that the Mudejares of 
Seville were in fact in a privileged position on account of 
their valuable services in the shipyards and maintaining the 
royal palace (2). The Fatwa (legal opinion) on skins paints 
a more optimistic picture of the aljamas of North Castile 
(CIS) depending spiritually on the Mufti of Burgos, Ibrahim 
Ibn All Ruy Diaz, a contemporary of Ipe de Gebir of Segovia. 
From the document it seems that the Mudejares of Avila dealt 
with pelts (3). In Toledo, some worked in the neighbouring 
fields and vineyards, others traded with Granada. In time 
there were restrictions on their movements; they were in the 
ideal position to supply intelligence to the enemy. Since 
Granada produced luxury goods (sugar, silks, spices), the 
commercial links were never completely severed. The 1412 
decree of Valladolid concerning Jews and Moslems was dispatched 
to Seville, Cordoba and Jaen. These cities must have had 
relatively important communities of non-Christians in their 
midst. In this decree it is stipulated that non-Christians 
are to live exclusively in their respective quarters and may 
not have access to any official post. It is unlikely that 
these measures affected the Moorish communities very much; 
it represented little new, neither had any Moslem been seen 
in any public office for some time past and qadls (Islamic 
judges) and courts had been "officially" suppressed in 1408 
(possibly coinciding with the closure of Arabic schools) (4).

1 Cheddadi (1980) .
2 Collantes de Teran (1978:154).
3 S.ee 7.3.3.3. Doc. LXXIV.
4 In Circourt (1846:1:268). Note the further clause: "Any

Moslem caught escaping to Granada will become a crown 
slave and his chattels will go to his captor."



The 1412 decree was to have far more consequence for the 
Jews, depriving many of them of a livelihood and forcing 
them to conversion.

Documents referring to the Moslem communities of Navarre 
and Aragon are relatively abundant, Valencia being a special 
case in the dominions of the latter. There is no reason to 
think that the activities and conditions in the aljamas of 
Navarre were very different from those further down the Ebro 
basin (1). On capitulation, they had been given one year to 
vacate the walled districts of the cities. Many inhabitants 
chose to leave "ad terras de moros" at that time until the 
authorities, alarmed, limited such movements. The intel
lectual elite left and most of the aristocratic families, 
except in the region south of Valencia (2). Those who 
remained behind, having lost their leaders, were able to 
restructure their community to a certain extend under the 
gaglls1 guidance. The kings of Aragon granted them a series 
of privileges and upheld their newly acquired rights, e.g.:
. To live by Islamic Law and teach the Koran (Carta- 
puebla Uxo 1250) .

. The Mudejares of Saragossa would be judged by Islamic Law 
in their conflicts with Crown officers (1259).

. Moslems kept their weapons. The aljamas were duty bound 
to supply militias (3).

1 Compare Docs. Urzante, 1312 (Navarre) in 7.3.3.2 with
Salilla 1312 (Aragon) in 8.3.

2 Abu Zayd, the Ra'is of Crevillente. Also Burns (1978:93).
3 Fernandez y Gonzalez (1866:269 note 1): "In August 1283

the King sent his alfaquim Don Samuel that he might 
chose from each aljama a company of crossbow-men and 
lancers instructed and armed..."



Their main activity was farming (1) and architecture.
Numerous churches were built by them, the cathedral of 
La Seo of Saragossa, to give one outstanding example.
Another difference with Castile was that the great land
owners whose revenues derived from the Mudejares played 
an active role in parliament and were able to protect their 
subjects from restrictive policies. Owing to religious 
pressure, the first serious measures were introduced in C14: 

1318: The call to prayer was forbidden (2).
1382-1408: The Cortes (Parliament) refused to allow

emigration.
Nevertheless the aljamas retained their qadis and headmen 
until C16. Circourt makes the judicious remark that the 
early C15 Castilian decrees coincided with a revival of 
border expeditions between Granada and Castile (3). The 
aristocracy of the time dreamt of surpassing the heroic deeds 
of their ancestors, on the one hand, and regaining thereby a 
greater degree of autonomy from the crown, on the other.
In this atmosphere, any Moslem, Mudejar or slave, was seen 
as a potential enemy (4). In Aragon the reconquest was no 
longer an issue, such identification with the enemy did not 
exist; on the contrary, the special relationship that held 
between landlord and Moorish subject was to have dire con
sequences for the Moslem communities in C16 popular risings 
(Germanias).

1469 saw the marriage of Isabella of Castile to Ferdinand

1 See Saragossa docs, in Chapter Seven and appendices.
2 Barcelo Torres (1980:88, 148).
3 Slave raids and piracy left their toll. Cf. Vilar (1980).
4 Circourt (1846:1:271-27 2).
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II of Aragon. Both became sovereigns of their respective 
kingdoms after an arduous and prolonged struggle. Castile 
was in a state of chaos? Aragon-Catalonia was slowly recover
ing from a deep economic depression. The two countries were 
in desperate need of stability and reform. Isabella set to 
the task as soon as her claim to the throne went unchallenged, 
having reduced with the help of her husband the opposition 
represented by Juana, the daughter of Enrique IV, backed by 
Portugal. A supreme council was created to deal with affairs 
related to Ferdinand's territories, by-passing the Cortes of 
Aragon, Catalonia and Valencia. Officials (correcridores) 
were dispatched to sit on city councils and voice the opinion 
of the Crown. Law courts were established in major provincial 
towns to expedite the course of justice, that had suddenly 
become far more complex. In order to carry out these reforms, 
Isabella relied more and more on jurists trained in the Span
ish universities and less and less on the nobility. The new 
"civil servants" soon formed a social class that defended 
their privileges "tooth and nail". As a body they became very 
powerful. Royal control was slight. They preyed mercilessly 
on all who required their services and more especially on the 
Moriscos (1). Internal peace was consolidated with the forma
tion of a policing force, the Santa Hermandad. Personal 
safety on the roads improved enormously. The queen turned 
her attention to two outstanding issues: Granada and religious 
minorities. The former was left in the early stages to the 
organizing skills of Ferdinand II who mustered the host, 
supervised engineering works, acquired ammunition and

1 Cf. Chronicles of the wars of Granada.



artillery and led punitive expeditions along the coast. As 
for the latter, the conversos had been the cause of incidents 
throughout Castile (1). Following the massacres of the 1390s, 
large numbers of Jews had become Catholic, some to save 
their lives, others to practise their skills, yet others 
because they could not face going into exile. Their change 
of religion made them suddenly eligible for public office 
for which they had eminently the necessary qualifications.
With their new status they entered the Church and the nobility 
through marriage {2). It was not long before the three 
estates grew alarmed. The aristocracy felt it was losing 
its identity, its long-standing traditions. The Church 
began questioning whether these recently converted members 
of the clergy were in fact sincere, probably as part of a 
wider trend that was sweeping through the Church in Spain, 
towards higher moral standards. This accounts for the* 
political dominance of the monastic orders over the secular 
clergy. The commoners were offended by the cynical or dis
tant attitudes of the converts, which contrasted with their 
own emotional but deeply-felt religious convictions. Hypo
crisy, or the practising of Judaism in private, was abhorrent. 
Their resentment increased to the point of violence, for the 
conversos took up all their old occupations - banking, admin
istration of public monies and tax-collections - which had 
been a decisive factor in the 1390s massacres. What was 
intolerable to the masses was that these people should have

1 Kamen (1979:32), Toledo 1449, 1467? Valladolid 1470?
Cordoba 1473.

2 Libro verde de Aragon (1885), ed. Amador de los Rios,
Revista de Espafia CV.
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entry to the higher ranks of society that weighed so heavily 
upon the poorer classes. The queen, with the consent of the 
pope, set up a special commission to investigate certain 
incidents in Seville, in 1478. The commission was known;, 
as the Holy Office (or the Inquisition). The brief was to 
examine any deviation from religious orthodoxy. No one 
was too highly placed to avoid its enquiries. Archbishops, 
saints, professors, statesmen, all were required to justify 
themselves before the secret tribunal. It exceeded in its 
results the wildest expectations of the queen in her efforts 
to strengthen cohesion within the emerging nation. It held 
Spanish society in its iron grip. The Inquisition had 
indeed defused the social unresti

With the fall of Granada and the end of military action, 
the remaining Jews, who refused to convert, were told to 
leave Spain within four months. They constituted the second 
wave of people expelled in their hundreds of thousands (1) 
(the first one had been that of the Moslems of Lower Anda
lusia in 1264, although it was long forgotten). The 
departure of the Jews stuck in the memory of people as a 
precedent for deporting the Moriscos.

It is self-evident that Granada offered an amazing con
trast with the rest of thePeninsula. Let us review some of 
these differences: Travellers from East and West comment on

1 Roth (1960:238): "The number of persons affected was 
probably about 150,000, although both contemporary 
chroniclers and subsequent historians exaggerated it 
to a fantastic degree. Thus, in the greatest disaster 
of the Jewish Middle Ages, the oldest and most vital 
community of western Europe was finally uprooted."
Kamen (1979:33) argues for a maximum of 400,000.



the.teeming population observed everywhere. This population 
consisted of Arab families (1), long-standing Berbers, the 
influx of emigrants and fleeing Mudejares, Black and Berber 
mercenary troops, renegade Christian soldiers, exiled 
Christian nobles, Moslem foreigners (e.g. Sufi communities), 
Jews, Italian traders and, compared to Spain, a large number 
of slaves (Negroes, Christian war-captives, victims of piracy 
and so on).
. Granada was prosperous.
Not only did it pay a tribute in gold to Castile, but it was 
able to buy off peace or a more favourable diplomacy by 
donating large sums to high-placed court officials. This 
density of population was therefore not a drain on the 
country's resources; on the contrary, the inhabitants were 
determined to stay at all costs in Al-Andalus rather than 
emigrate overseas. On these terms they had to be industrious. 
Agriculture was intensive and sophisticated in its irrigation 
techniques, water distribution was determined by contracts 
(1), terraced fields were built high up on the mountainsides 
(1). Even then it could not meet the requirements of so 
many people; it specialized and was able to provide a surplus 
of exotic products (sugar, dried fruit, saffron) for export, 
while wheat and oil had to be purchased abroad.
. Granada produced a wide variety of highly appreciated manu
factured goods (brocades, leather goods, jewelry, damascene 
arms, ceramics and above all silken materials). It was a 
trade centre also for spices and slaves. This explains how

1 See 7.3.1 Cenete docs.



this small state was able to pay the tribute, afford 
mercenaries, build palaces and maintain a series of forti
fications along its borders to the amazement and admiration 
of contemporary travellers. It is significant that the 
expeditions that preceded the seige of the capital carried 
out a relatively new style of warfare (1). The objective 
was to ruin the agriculture and thereby starve the inhabitants. 
It involved the systematic hacking of fruit trees (tala) and 
destruction of water wheels and sluices,as well as burning 
crops. Granada fell in part due to a lack of provisions 
combined with the treachery of some members of the Royal 
house. Furthermore the terms offered by Isabella and 
Ferdinand, seemed generous enough; the town surrendered after 
weeks of negotiations.

2.3 The language- situation
It depended on geographic location:

1 Vilar (1980:194) Border raids from Granada up Orihuela 
had made use of similar tactics. Victory went to the 
most ruthless, but at what a priceI
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DEMOGRAPHIC FIGURES (approximate figures):
Castile 1300 Total population 4,500,000

1492 I V  1 1 5,000,000
Navarre 1350 Total population 80,000 (a)

1366 Moslems 300 (b)
1400 Jews very few
1480 Total population 100,000 (a)

Aragon 1350 Total population 200,000 (a)
1492  ̂ i i 240,000 (a)
1495 Moslems 34,000 (b)

Catalonia 1350 Total population 500,000 (a)
No Moslems on census (b)

1
1492 Total population 300,000 (a)

Valencia 1350 Total population 200^000 (a)
1450 Moslems 69,000
1492 Total population 250,000 (a)

Granada 1300 Total population 200,000 (c)
1492 i t  H 350,000 (a)
1492 Jews 1,000 (d)

(a) Valdeon (1981:12-15/ 96).
(b) Ferncfndez y Gonzalez (1866:255,270,279); 1495 figure extrapolated.
(c) I. de las Cagigas (1953:22).
(d) Arie (1973:332).

N O T E S :
1. Baer (1961:1:317) c.1320. Dispute between rabbis in Toledo on the inter

pretation of the Takkana, written in Arabic. Also Neuman (1948:93):"The 
Jews spoke and wrote Arabic in Toledo but Arabic was no longer the 
medium of the halakah.11 Latin was learnt solely for religious self-defence.

2. Urzante in 7.3.3.2.
3. Toledo docs, landowners with Mudejares labourers. This phase ended 

c.1400. Not including bilinguals: Christian mercenaries and frontiers
men; troops, shepherds (cf. Acien Almansa (1979) in Garcia Arenal (1980), 
rastreros (border officials) and alfaqueques (ransom negotiators).
See Mackay (1981:215).

4. Barcel<5 Torres (1980:233): "During the whole C15, Arabic is an official 
language. We find in the Archives of the Baile General, constant 
references to letters, contract, docs, couched in that language by
the gadIs, that were recognized as valid in court cases."

5. Latin was taking a new lease on life, but was used exclusively in 
Church matters.

6. Fatwa on skins in 7.3.3.3. Also Ms5052 BNM (1323) Inventario de bienes 
matrimoniales. One of the parties is the son of the qadi of Toledo.

7. Saragossa docs 7.3.3.1.
8. Valencia docs 7.3.2.
9. GAbdul-Wahab (1953) Granadan Arabic had not changed all that much 

from C14 onwards. However Al-CAbbSdI (1973:141) quotes: "Neverthe
less the inhabitants of Granada spoke a vernacular that was very 
mixed with Romance words." Naffo a.-frtib (1201:111:295).



CHAPTER THREE: 149 2 - THE FALL OF GRANADA

3.1 The political situation: a summary
In 1492 Granada surrendered. The conditions were 

generous:
.The Nasrid princes would receive estates.
.Mosques and mortmain property would be respected.
.Islamic Law would apply to the Moorish community.

The Spanish monarchs turned their attention to other business. 
Shortly after, t h e y  decreed the deportation of the Jews, a' 
measure which bypassed the far more serious problem created 
by the large number of new converts. The return of Columbus 
brought a change in outlook. Castile, characteristically 
land-bound and enclosed, as it were, between two sea-powers, 
Portugal and Catalonia, would be able to compete with them on 
an equal footing. Granada and the Moslem community had ceased 
to be important. The lack of personal interest in this par
ticular direction led to all kinds of abuses being exercised 
by unscrupulous crown officials and others on these most recent 
subjects. Complaints eventually made their way to court.
Isabella sent the Primate, Ximenez de Cisneros, to Granada to 
settle the matter. He decided, as in the earlier case of the 
Jews, that conversion would defuse social unrest. The Moslems 
of Granada were given the choice of becoming Catholic or leav
ing the Peninsula on payment of a fee. Great numbers converted 
but not without the first of a series of insurrections. This 
may be explained by the fact that the fee was beyond the means 
of the rtiajority, if one includes the expenses involved in sailing



overseas. Furthermore reports would have reached the inhabi
tants of Granada as to the hazardous reception met by Anda
lusian emigrants (1). It was a case of "better the devil 
you know...". Those who were able to, left. Arabic was 
proscribed from legal documents (2). The spirit of the 
"Capitulations" was dead. In these circumstances it was 
illogical for the authorities to tolerate any longer religious 
freedom in Castilian territories when it had been abolished 
in Granada, the latest to be conquered and the one with the 
largest Moslem community. Consequently the Mudejares of 
Castile and Leon were summoned to adopt Catholicism or leave 
(1502). It was virtually impossible for them to depart for 
reasons that can easily be imagined and one can say that they 
became Catholic in spite of themselves (3). The Moslem sub
jects of the King of Aragon were left in peace thanks to the 
vigorous intervention of their landlords in parliament. This 
state of affairs lasted until the Germanias risings.

Meantime Isabella died and a period of dynastic instabil
ity began. The immediate heir was mentally deranged and 
Ferdinand acted as regent to her son, Charles I, who succeeded 
him at the age of 17, having inherited Spain as it now is, and 
a number of possessions scattered throughout Europe, the sum of 
which almost equalled the size of Spain and with a population 
greater than Spain’s. Within a very short time, his grand
father Maximilian of Hapsburg, Emperor of the Holy Roman 
Empire, died and Charles was elected in his place, to the

1 Caspar Remiro (1911:222-3) re: fatwa of WansharTshx (1491).
2 Seville, 12 May 1511, Ordenanpas de la Real Audiencia.

Documents in Arabic dated after 1500 were declared null
and void.

3 Kamen (1979:118).



disgust of the Spaniards who were made to contribute to the 
costs of his election. Charles's accession saw a series of 
uprisings. That of the Communeros that swept Castile and 
Leon in 1521, involving the aristocracy and the towns of 
central Spain and that of the Germanias in the region of 
Valencia, whick took place at a moment when Charles was absent 
from Spain, therefore incapable of settling the issue before 
it developed into a crisis of serious proportions with deplor
able consequences for the Moorish community. Trouble broke 
out between the landed gentry and the commercial sector of 
Valencia when the former reneged on the debts contracted with 
the latter. The burghers of Valencia formed confraternities 
(germanias) to defend their interests and armed themselves.
The Mudejares, in due course, were drafted by their landlords.
It was soon apparent that the Moorish subjects not only pro
tected their masters but contributed enormously by their 
industry to their wealth. So to attack the Moslem labourers 
was to weaken seriously the opposing faction. The masses of the 
germanias consisted of mezguinos (Christian peasants) whose 
wages were constantly undercut by the Mudejares1 cheaper labour. 
Their frustration turned to xenophobic hate. In particular, if 
the Moslems were baptized, they would all be on an equal footing. 
The conflict became generalized when the germanias declared 
themselves in rebellion. The troops, sent to quell them and 
thereby to support their opponents' cause, suffered a series of 
defeats. While the germanias went on the rampage, they lay 
waste the Mudejares villages, after which they would baptize 
the inhabitants as the only alternative to death. When order 
was finally restored, the question arose as to whether these 
forced converts were, in fact, Christian. The king chose to
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think so and issued as a result a decree forbidding the practice 
of Islam (1). A number of appeals were made, but in vain.
Only a period of ten years was given for changing customs and 
relinquishing Arabic. The Mudejares had become converts and 
came to be known as Moriscos. In their new status they fell, 
as any other Christian did, within the province of the 
Inquisition.

What had changed with the arrival of Charles I to the 
throne was that Castile and Aragon, still separate entities, 
now had a joint foreign policy, that of Spain, and Spain had 
become a world power. The issues it faced were far broader 
and the consequences of its decisions affected the whole of 
Europe. To single out two: the Reformation and the Turks.
Both occurred simultaneously and threatened, as the emperor 
saw it, the spiritual unity and freedom of Europe. Both had 
their repercussions in Spain. The Reformation was a rejection 
of old accepted views and a calling into question of received 
Faith and the role of the Church. From 1520 to 1530 Charles 
attempted to mediate between the pope and Luther. His efforts 
failed, partly because the German princes felt they had more to 
gain from Protestantism than from consolidating the empire.
Europe splintered into dozens of small and larger states: the 
ones Protestant, the others Catholic, or more simply the northern 
states of Europe were broadly Lutheran; the South followed Rome. 
The polarization of Europe meant that any Catholic initiative 
was Spanish Machiavellianism, and conversely any idea, any book, 
any practice from the North was Luiieran subversion. It is 
significant that by 1558, to introduce foreign books in Spain

1 16 November 1525.



would incur the death penalty (1). Spain closed its frontiers 
to European influences, drifted away from modern ideas. It is 
paradoxical that the presence of liberal-minded Flemish prince 
should have resulted in the reinforcement of the very opposite 
traits in the country he first ruled. In such a context 
religious minorities were not to be tolerated. The Inquisition 
crystallized what the body of opinion felt: nothing should 
weaken Spain in its task (or mission) of defending the Faith 
and evangelizing the Indies.

The Turks were of a different creed, it is true, being 
Moslems; yet it was more as an opposing political force that 
Charles I saw them. Indeed, his expedition against.Tunis in 
1535 was an attempt to regain control over the western Mediter
ranean. The Turks and the Barbary pirates, their allies, caused 
havoc to the shipping routes of the Genovese and Catalan fleets. 
Nonetheless, the Turks were closing in on Europe and the possi
bilities of contacts and conspiracy of Moriscos with fellow- 
Moslems overseas became a matter of concern. The abdication 
of Charles I in 1556 left Spain financially exhausted in spite 
of all the riches flowing from the Americas. Its soldiers had 
fought war after war, from one end of Europe to the other, sailing 
as far as Tunis, not to mention their colonial exploits. The 
Holy Roman Empire went to Charles I's brother; his son Philip II 
received Spain, the Low Countries, the possessions of France and 
Italy, the North African territories, and the colonies.

The foreign policies initiated under the previous reign 
were continued, except as regards France. The tension between

1 Atkinson (1960:131).



the two countries had somewhat abated. Religious wars 
devastated the continent. Philip II sided naturally with the 
Catholic cause. Meanwhile the expansion of the Ottoman Empire 
took alarming proportions in the 1560s. On two occasions 
already, Philip had tried unsuccessfully to stem the Turkish 
naval force. With the fall of Cyprus, a joint expedition with 
Venice and the Vatican was hastily brought together, and this 
time Spain defeated the Turkish fleet at Lepanto, off Greece, 
setting a limit at last to Ottoman inroads. It seems more than 
a coincidence that the Moriscos of Granada should have taken up 
arms precisely at this moment. Their appeal for help remained 
largely unanswered, that is by the Sultan; although some troops 
and arms were sent in a haphazard fashion from Algiers. It was 
insufficient and there was no regular supply (1). The Low 
Countries were to be a never-ending affair, draining the vital 
resources of Spain crushed by taxation, covered in debts and, 
what is more, it was clear that the solution of the conflict in 
Flanders would not benefit Spain in any particular way. The 
venture of the Invincible Armada was a further disaster. But 
if the European policies had been disappointing, there were 
compensations in the New World. The colonial empire stretched 
incredibly from California to Chile and, with the exception of 
Brazil, from Patagonia to the West Indies, Mexico and Florida. 
The death of king Sebastian, in 1578, on an expedition against 
Morocco, left the throne of Portugal with no heir. Thus Philip

1 Atkinson (1960:156): "This 'rising of the Alpujarras1 of 
1568-70, had it enjoyed full instead of merely token 
support from Islam, could have preluded another collapse 
of Christian Spain; for the might of this empire on which 
the sun never set...was so widely dispersed as to be 
nowhere strong and was perhaps weakest of all at home."



II was able to add Portugal to his other possessions. The 
Peninsula was finally united under one king. With Portugal 
came the Portuguese colonies which included the African ter
ritories and trade settlements all the way to ’China. Madrid and 
the Escorial were, for a time, the heart of the largest colonial 
empire that ever existed. Mismanagement, or rather lack of 
direction, excessive centralization and punitive taxation 
took their toll and when Philip III mounted the throne, there 
was little left but the glorious shell of it all. 1596 had 
seen the third bankruptcy of Spain. The national debt amounted 
to 100 million ducats.

Whereas his father and grandfather had masterminded the 
politics of Europe, Philip III left'government to his prime- 
ministers. The duke of Lerma is the one who concerns us the 
most, as he organized the bringing into effect of the plan to 
deport the Moriscos to North Africa (1609-1614), Meantime 
the European situation was gradually improving from Spain's 
point of view. There were still the. complications deriving 
from the restlessness of the Dutch subjects, but with the death 
of Elizabeth I, her successor James I rapidly agreed to a peace 
treaty between the two powers. Just as the king of France was 
about to launch an attack on the Hapsburgs, he was assassinated. 
His widow, the Queen Regent, reversed the policy for one of 
friendship, sealed by the double wedding of Spanish and French 
princesses to the heirs of the respective thrones. It is 
because Spain was enjoying at long last a period of peace (1) 
that it has been said that the massive transportation of 275,000 
people to North Africa was at all feasible (2),

1 1609 saw the signing of a 12 year truce between the Low
Countries and Spain.

2 Lapeyre (1959); also Regia (1974:34).



3.2 The newly "converted"
During this period society was in a state of flux; there 

were certain forces at work restructuring the medieval model, 
set out in Siete Partidas. Granada and its surrounding region 
had been redistributed among those who had participated in the 
siege. Estates were given to the higher nobility, including 
some Moorish princes who converted and became assimilated 
within that particular group (1). The creation of a new 
chancery in Granada had brought a flock of jurists from the 
universities; in turn the establishment of the Inquisition 
meant an expanding bureaucracy that required ever more servants. 
As had been the case with Seville and Lower Andalusia, there 
was an influx of people from the Centre and the North, seeking 
an easier life than they had enjoyed so far; a people wholly 
unfamiliar with the Moors of Granada; a people whose only 
experience with Moslems was the occasional contact with Mude
jares. These old Christians from the North were determined, so 
far as it was possible, to improve their social status and were 
able to do so in a majority of cases, in the troubled waters 
of the aftermath of the conquest. They identified with the 
values of the aristocracy who, if they did not have all the 
power, had the prestige. Honour and bravery were the ideal 
virtues and work was despised as the obligation and the char
acteristic of the lower classes. In a way, there was a polari
zation within society, that is the old Christians sided with 
the nobility, as reflected concisely in this comment by Sancho: 
"Yo cristiano viejo soy y para ser Conde esto me basta."(2)

1 The descendants of the governor of Baza and Almeria and 
the sons of Abu 1-hasan.

2 Don Quijote de la Mancha I, 21, quoted in Kamen (1979:9).



("I am an old Christian and that is enough to become a count.") 
This trend soon turned against those who had not these qualities. 
Parallel to the topical situation described above, there had 
been another outlet to social mobility: the Church. It was 
the base that even the sons of the peasant class on entering 
the orders could make their way to bishoprics and from there 
gain access to court circles where they enjoyed the privileges 
conferred upon the aristocracy. The new converts or cristianos 
nuevos by their mentality (and loyalties) disturbed this vision 
of society. On the one hand there were the Moriscos of which 
we shall speak later, and on the other the former Jews whose 
activities were, as we have said, usually professional: 
finance, administration, trading and medicine. They were 
situated between the nobility and the peasantry; they assumed 
the role of the almost non-existent middle-class. With their 
wealth they could buy themselves into the nobility, just as 
any other rich Christian. The more the Crown needed funds, 
the more easy this became; for the kings sold off some of their 
estates with an accompanying title. It goes without saying 
that these recent aristocrats did not adopt the military ideals 
of the old families. These, as we have said, felt threatened 
in their identity since they based their claims to honourific 
charges, privileges and titles on their belonging to families 
of known ancestry. These newcomers now shared the same favours 
with them, while maintaining different ideals and code of 
behaviour. If the trend was to proceed unchecked, the claims 
of the old families would be seriously weakened. It had to be 
stopped and stopped it was through the requirement of pure2a 
de sangre - a pure ancestry of Christian background - of which 
documented proof had to be presented for any position in the
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clergy and outside. The Inquisition was another means. In 
its investigation into potential heresy, it brought to light 
the genealogical history of those summoned before it (1).
There were other factors also, wealth was becoming gradually 
the monopoly of the landed gentry, traditionally based on sheep- 
farming to the exclusion or reduction of other forms of agri
culture. Yet Crown lands were being sold, as we have said; 
these were oft,en situated in the' neighbourhood of towns. Thus, 
the subsequent owners were motivated to encourage intensive 
farming in order to supply the urban markets, but this view 
went against the sheep-farming interests (2). As for the old 
Christians aspiring to better themselves, they saw the converts 
as dangerous rivals; they too supported the existence of the 
Inquisition which would eliminate the unworthy members of 
society, reinforcing thereby their claim that, on the grounds 
of religion, they were as good as the nobility. Little wonder 
that under this pressure, some converts went to extremes to 
demonstrate their Catholicism, persecuting in different ways 
those of their social group that did not imitate them. What
ever, former Jews had to live double lives in dread of being 
discovered. Their spiritual life and past traditions were 
little by little smothered out of existence (3). It is believed 
that between a third and a half of the Jewish community remained 
and converted, taking into account the Jews that made their way

1 Kamen (1979:15) maintains that its function was dual. 
Primarily religious, it served also as an instrument for 
the aristocracy to remove any group, any cause, that 
might diminish its privileges.

2 Note also Kamen's remark (1979:18): "Their expulsion [the
Jews] meant that the aristocracy, having eliminated its 
richest rivals, could now expand its rule to the New 
World."

3 And this includes the use of any foreign language.



back to Spain after suffering many hardships abroad, e.g. 
the Jews who departed to Morocco (1).

The Moriscos formed the other group of newly converted.
From that moment onwards they were no longer permitted to 
emigrate. Many did, always at the risk of their lives and 
property. Their condition was physically harder than that of 
the Jewish converts, for they could not aspire to social 
mobility and were only tolerated as long as they were useful 
as labourers and craftsmen.

The Moorish community of Granada had been mercilessly 
abused, as mentioned, by pettifogging civil servants and the 
old Christian population that arrived from the North (2). 
there was continuous friction. They resisted as far as they 
could and this was due to the fact that they still remembered 
the times when they had been free; they knew the "Capitulations" 
had been shamefully disregarded and they were still experienced 
soldiers who could and did ask for help from Islam. The other 
Morisco communities each had their characteristics. Those of 
Castile and Extremadura were more anonymous; many of them had 
been bound for centuries to the Military Orders (3) and had 
settled in newly created towns and villages after the fall of 
Toledo and land redistribution in Extremadura. Their activities 
were rural. Those of Aragon specialized in intensive farming 
and were knowledgeable in irrigation techniques. Some too were

1 Kamen (1979:34). The Jewish community was about 500,000
in 1484. This makes a maximum of 250,000 out of a total 
population of 7,000,000.

2 Cf. Letter of Remonstrance presented to Charles I on his 
arrival in Granada. Also Caro Baroja (1976:154) Alonso del 
Castillo Cartulario.

3 Garcia Arenal (1977:167). At the end of C15 30% of the
Mudejar population of all Castile resided in the domains
of the Military Orders, according to Ladero Quesada.
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craftsmen famous for their pottery and building. Most were 
bound to Christian landowners. Finally those of Valencia and 
Murcia, together they were almost as numerous as the Grenadan 
community. Their status was not all that different from that 
of the Moriscos of Aragon. On the whole they were involved in 
agriculture, but they produced goods to compete with those of 
Granada. They too, when the pressures became unbearable, 
rebelled and took to the mountains or escaped to North Africa, 
whenever they could find a pirate ship to ferry them across 
the sea. Nonetheless there were Moriscos who were not pre
pared to bear the way of life of their brethren and who fought 
back any way they could (1):
. The highwaymen who roamed in groups attacking all and sundry: 
villages, travellers, farms, traders. If they lived near the 
sea, they would exchange the prisoners with pirates who resold 
them as slaves. Banditry became a plague. At the beginning it 
was more localized along the coast of Granada and Murcia. 
Towards the end of C16, it extended to the central table-lands 
and this also was a factor in deciding the expulsion.
. The pirates were, in a number of cases, former Andalusians 
who carried out raids on land (i.e. Velez 1617, Adra 1620) to 
capture slaves, while they also attacked shipping. In CIS, 
sea trade between Barcelona, Valencia and Granada was paralysed 
by their action. The same problem forced Charles I to send 
various expeditions against Algiers and Tunis. Pirates so 
terrified the seaboard inhabitants that it was decided to for
bid the Moriscos any access to the sea on account of the help

1 Vincent (1981:167-8).



they gave (1). These were confined to the hinterland and
deprived of their arms.

The point of no return was reached with the proclamation
of the "Pragmatica" (1567). The decree forbade henceforth
any custom which might otherwise differentiate the Moorish
community of Granada from the Christian: the use of Arabic,
baths, Fridays as a day of rest, Moorish music, clothes,
and so on. An ultimate appeal, written by a distinguished
member of the community, one Nunez Muley, was presented (2).
It was turned down. Within twelve months the rebellion of
the Alpujarras broke out. It took two years to smother. As
Brenan explains:

"[It] strained the resources of the country to the utmost. 
The settlement therefore was bound to be hard. Orders 
were issued that all the Moriscos - that is, Christian 
Moors - of the kingdom of Granada, both those who had 
risen and those who had not, were to be deported to the 
North West of Spain and settled as labourers on the "land. 
Then to fill the gap caused by this immense migration, 
peasants from the mountainous regions of the north were 
invited to come in and take up the empty land and houses 
on very favourable terms. Some 12,542 families came from 
Asturias and Galicia."(3)

A few Moorish families were exempted in every village to 
instruct the newcomers. As for the deported Granadans, the 
majority avoided working the land, choosing more casual acti
vities such as mule driving, tinkering, trading and not a few 
became highwaymen (4). Needless to say that all the while,

1 Vilar (1979:137). More especially after 1562, when 25 
galleys sank south of Granada.

2 See 7.4.1. 3. Brenan (1963:218).
4 Boronat y Barrachina (1901) Doc.XXVIII Informe de D . 

Alonso Gutierrez on the Moriscos of Seville, 1588:
"Thus we see that, however rich they be, they [Moriscos] 
do not wish to marry into old Christian families...and 
in Seville and Andalusia, they buy and sell foodstuffs 
and make dough and sell most of the bread consumed, 
both activities providing the greatest profits. They 
also manufacture goods from palm and hemp..."



that is from 1530 onwards, the Inquisition fulfilled its com
mitments with the same zeal it had with suspected Jews and 
heretics. Ironically, it is thanks to its records that the 
last pages of the struggle for survival of the non-Christians 
are so well documented and that we may follow the events as 
they affected the individuals until its conclusion with the 
massive deportation of the irreconcilable.

Why did the deportation of the Moriscos take place?
To the average Spaniard, they were:
. Outlandish. They had refused all opportunities of becoming 
integrated. They preferred their "weird" customs and clothes 
to a European way of life. They refused Christianity.
. They were treacherous; many had become bandits.
. Their birth rate was far higher than the Christian. One 
must remember that large numbers of the latter entered the 
Orders, whereas the Moriscos married young and probably still 
practised polygamy. Their diet was more healthy than the 
Christian. They ate little red meat to by-pass slaughtering 
restrictions, and no pork; their staple was probably vegetable 
protein and a variety of fruit, to the disgust of Aznar Cardona 
(1612) (1). By 1563, the difference between the two rates was
patent.
. They consorted with the enemy: Turks, Barbary pirates and 
the French (2).
. At the time of the Counter-Reformation, it was unthinkable 
for the Spaniards even to consider tolerating the slight on

1 Caro Baroja (1957:85); together with the occasional 
chicken, and eggs.

2 Mdmoire adresse" a Henri IV par les Morisques d'Espagne, 
in Circourt (1846:111:283). Also cf. Alonso del 
Castillo.
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the Faith reflected in the stubborn refusal of the Moriscos 
to become good Christians. The charges of Heresy and Apostasy 
were the decisive factors.

It is difficult to imagine the effect their departure 
had on the economy and life of the Peninsula. Some 275,000 
are said to have left (1) out of a population of 8,000,000.
One should reduce the figure by one-third for a true picture 
as there were no Moriscos north of a line stretching from 
Zamora to Burgos and the Pyrenees and in Catalonia there were 
only a few thousand. Seville, Cordoba and Ciiidad Real lost 
large numbers of their inhabitants. The region of Granada 
was now sparsely populated, so much so that the clergy was 
hard put to find any means of subsistence for lack of parish
ioners. Aragon and Valencia had lost most of their work force 
and sank into deep recession. The northern provinces were not 
affected, on the contrary their recent prosperity was more 
necessary than ever to the rest of the country. Lapeyre 
considers that some 10,000 escaped deportation; this figure 
includes the community of Tortosa. The said community was 
defended in spite of all opposition by the bishop, who vouched 
for their exemplary behaviour. They were allowed to stay and 
live in peace and welcome obscurity (2).

3.3 The language situation
It depends on geographic location.

1 Lapeyre (19 59:206).
2 Regia (1974:187-189).
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DEMOGRAPHIC FIGURES (approximate figures)
Spain. Total population previous plague 

1598-1600 plague deaths
Jewish converts c.1600
Total population 
Moriscos
Mudejares (i.e. old settlers)
The number of new Christians is insignificant.
Moriscos
Moriscos
Moriscos
Moriscos

8,500 ,000 
500,000
300,000

Castile: 1610 7,000,000(a) 
60,000 
20,000

Navarre
Aragon
Catalonia
Valencia
Granada

61,000(b) 
10,000(b) 

117,000(b) 
2,000(b)

(a) Lapeyre (1959:130).
(b) Regia (1974:34;37

NOTES:
1. Castilian had become Spanish, the official language of Spain (1492+). A 

very small minority now learnt Greek and Hebrew, e.g. Biblia Complutense.
2. Conversos learnt Latin in religious self-defence. Any knowledge of Hebrew 

and Arabic was generally concealed for fear of the Inquisition.
3. Latin was used in Theology and Science.
4. Ribera & Asin (1912):"This proves that the same thing happened between the

Aragonese Moriscos as with the (old) Christian Aragonese who used Spanish 
as literary medium...while ordinary conversation in the family(circle) was
in the Aragonese dialect." We would add that the Moriscos spoke Aljamia
which would be close to Aragonese without being identical. See doc.16 
Saragossa etc. in 8.4.

5. Lapeyre (1959:131,236):"These are the Moriscos there are in Badajoz that
came from Granada...They speak Arabic at their weddings... they sing in
Arabic and since nobody here, clergy or laity, understands them, they 
perform their ceremonies with greater freedom than they ;did in Granada 
because the priests... and old Christians that lived among them understood 
Arabic and the majority of them spoke it very well and watched them."
Bishop of Badajoz A.G. Simancas, Camara de Castilla, leg.2196. Also,
Morisco petition in Cordoba, 1572. They asked to be given more time to 
learn "Aljamia" and for a school to be opened at their expense. 28 Nov.
1572. Libro Capitular. Archivo Municipal.

6. Labarta (1980c:152). Very few documents have been found in the Valencia 
region compared to the number of Arabic ones.■ She quotes the- 1605 report
from P. Ignatio de las Casas to Pope Clement III:
"The Moriscos of Toledo are in no way different from the old Christians, 
they do not speak nor understand a word of Arabic but read and write Spanish. 
Those of Aragon do not know Arabic and are worse off than the former.
Those of Valencia speak Arabic and few understand Spanish nor can reason
in it; they read and write Arabic." Valencia 1567. The doctor faqih 
Capdon was accused of practising Islam and publicly teaching Arabic and
Islamic prayers to young boys. Inquisition of Valencia, in Boronat y
Barrachina (1901:1:255). Also Garcia Arenal (1975:179).
Aragon. Guichard (1976:37): "The Moriscos did not usually speak Arabic.,, 
in fact they sent their sons to stay with Morisco families in Valencia 
that they might practise what they considered to be their national 
language." Also Lea (1901).

7. Saragossa docs 7.4.3.



CHAPTER FOUR: DEPORTATION

4.1 Those who left
The first religious minority to be expelled were the 

Jews. Yet, as we have explained, members of that community 
had left Spain for the East, after the massacres that followed 
the murder of Pedro I, founding Sephardic communities in the 
Balkans, while a few eventually reached the Holy Land to settle 
in Jerusalem and mainly in the North, in the Safed area. With 
the 1492 decree, the remaining went preferably to Portugal 
where a large and thriving community existed. The- massive 
arrival of Spanish Jews may have precipitated a xenophobic 
reaction in public opinion. The fact is that within a few 
years King Manoel - it is said to.propitiate Spain towards a 
possible marriage between the two ruling families - adopted 
the same policies as Spain with regard to religious dissidents 
and introduced the Inquisition. The Jewish community had 
ceased to exist. All who could escaped, some to Morocco? the 
more fortunate, after many trials, landed in the Low Countries.
As for those who were unable to leave, they soon attracted the 
attention of the Holy Office and were dealt with even more 
harshly than in Spain (1) . However not all the> Jews of Spain 
went to Portugal? a number travelled to Ferrara in the Italian 
Peninsula. There they enjoyed, for a while, relatively favour
able conditions (2). Eventually they joined the Balkan com
munities of the Ottoman Empire. A small group settled in France,

1 Garcia Domingues (19 45).
2 The major literary works in Judeo-Spanish were written in 

this period, e.g. Ferrara Bible (1553) , Consolation for 
the Tribulations of Israel, S. Usque (1553).
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in Bayonne, in the St. Esprit suburb. Finally, the rest went 
to North Africa; those who headed for Tunis were reasonably 
well treated and assimilated into the trading community (1).
The situation was very different in Morocco where they had to 
bear endless vexations. They were joined by the escaping 
Portuguese Jews and the Spanish Jews that had gone to Portugal. 
Once in Morocco, they were not allowed to leave, a similar 
situation to the Moriscos across the Straits. Their fate 
depended on the whims of the sultan. This brief account has 
been included as it refers to a Spanish-speaking group who 
treasured for centuries the language of their community and, 
more directly relevant to our study, entered in contact, at 
times, with Arabic speakers. The linguistic implications of 
this situation will be considered in Part IV.

Before the Moriscos were deported in 1609, a steady stream 
of Moslem emigrants had abandoned the Peninsula after the loss 
of Valencia, Cordoba and Seville in C13. In these early days, 
more is known of the outstanding individuals than of the mass, 
as biographies were written about them enabling one to follow 
their travels. Some settled in the Maghrib, many went to the

C C-r* C ^East, e.g. Ibn ArabT, Ibn Sab m ,  Ibn Abbad ar-Rundl. As time 
passed, conditions became worse for the Moslems in Spain and 
the flow of emigrants merged into a tidal wave, particularly 
after the evacuation of Lower Andalusia in 1264. The arrival 
of thousands began to make its mark on contemporary chronicles. 
New towns, new districts emerge; novel activities are mentioned;

, guards and troops are recruited from the newcomers (2).

1 Abdul Wahab in Epalza & Petit (1973:19); also Oliver 
Asjn (1933:410).

2 e.g. Caro Baroja (1976:240). The Andalusians played a major 
role in the battle of Alcazarquivir in which the king of 
Portugal died.
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Up to C16, emigration, although difficult, was possible.
After that it was not only illegal but perilous. The Spanish 
authorities relented once they decided that deportation was 
the only solution to the problem posed by the Moriscos* 
refusal to become "Spanish". About 50,000 left through France 
but they were not allowed to stay unless they became Catholic. 
The great majority were shipped from Marseilles after a harrow
ing journey through the South of France (1). The rest were 
gathered in 1609 and then again in 1612 and transported from all 
the main harbours of the southern half of Spain to North Africa.

. Morocco
The last ruler of Granada left in 149 3 and some 10,000 followed. 
They were well received in Fez and Marrakech where they pros
pered as armourers and silk weavers (2). They were beneficial 
too in agriculture; they planted mulberry and olive trees.
They settled in Tetuan and Rabat. Sale became a refuge of 
Andalusian pirates who attempted to negotiate their return to 
Spain in exchange for a strategic position on the coast.
. Algiers
The first to come formed new quarters in Algiers, Tlemcen 
and Mostaganem. Those who arrived subsequently were far less 
welcome, probably because they were too numerous, upsetting 
the social balance of the receiving community. These were 
met with hostility.

1 Cardaillac {1977); Lapeyre (1959:159) gives about 18,000; 
Penella in Epalza & Petit (1973:18) speaks of 50,000 
(1610-11).

2 Caro Baroja (1976:45).



.Tunis
The enlightened attitude of the religious and political 
authorities smoothed over preliminary difficulties, although 
the cultural shock was severe. They came in tens of thousands
(1) and the fact they were able to start a new life and take 
up their different specialities without social disruption is 
a monument to the beys1 planning and the way they coped with 
what can only be described as the peaceful invasion of a 
whole society. The elite was settled within Tunis itself; 
intensive farmers and craftsmen were allocated plots in the 
suburbs and extensive farmers and labourers given land along 
watercourses. The country gained from them in many ways; 
they brought new techniques and production rose in manufactured 
goods and particularly in agriculture.

4 .2 Those who returned
With the death of the ruler of Morocco, the Jews were 

able to leave the country. Having suffered so much already, 
the majority of the Luso-Hispanic community opted for Chris
tianity and came back to Spain where they became conversos 
and relinquished their previous cultural ties.

The Spanish Moslems were far from made welcome everywhere. 
More often than not they fell victim to the rapacity of pirates 
and other crews. Many refused to embark once the expulsion 
was decreed, so great was their fear of being ill-treated by 
sailors. Only when eminent personalities agreed to arrange 
their passage and their further settlement were they at all

1 Abdul Wahab in Epalza & Petit (197 3:18) mentions 
80,000 for 1609.



convinced (1). Even then some rebelled. The fatwa of al-
WansharlshT paints a dismal picture of the fate that overtook 
others:

[These Andalusians] bitterly regret having fled from 
Spain to come to the House of Islam and are exceedingly 
irritated and disappointed? they broadcast that their 
situation is unbearable, not having found in the House
of Islam, that is the Maghrib - May God keep and protect
it! - any place to settle nor any help from the sultan 
that would afford them an easy life and neither do they 
have the necessary protection while they journey through 
these lands...some have gone so far as to say: -We should 
not have come here, we must go back-? others say:* -If the 
king of Castile comes to this land, let us go to him and
beg him to send us back, that is to say to the House of
the Infidel-." The author goes on to query whether the 
Andalusians may be accused of Apostasy, although they had 
previously fled from it.(2)

A more objective interpretation would be that their arrival 
overtaxed the meagre resources of impoverished regions that 
scarcely fed the native population. Settlement proved 
arduous for other reasons. On the one hand, Maghribi Moslems 
doubted, not without reason, the sincerity of the faith of the 
newcomers (see above); indeed, one should say authenticity.
There was a lack of understanding and sympathy for the latter 
(except in Tunis), which the distinguished Andalusians resented 
and were thus hard put to defend their cause (3). How could 
they maintain the purity of Islam under such adverse conditions? 
Had they not done their best? While on the other hand, Spanish 
Moslems could not help comparing unfavourably the Maghrib with 
the more technically advanced Spain. The process has been com
mented upon by Oliver Asin (4) and details are to be found in 
Epalza & Petit (3).

1 The Duke of Maqueda went to Oran with his former subjects.
The Count of Aguilar discussed the terms of their settlement.

2 Gaspar-Remiro (1911:222-3).
3 Turki in Epalza & Petit (1973:189).
4 Oliver Asin (1933) .
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A number of Moslems returned. Those who did before 1614 
were deported again as in the cases of Granada, the Ebro 
valley - although some escaped by seeking refuge within the 
Tortosa community - and the less fortunate instance of the 
valley of Ricote where a spared community was finally shipped 
abroad for having harboured deportees. Other cases are 
reported in Bibliografia menor (1), e.g. 404 (1618) a group 
of 24 Moriscos from Algiers return, disguised as monks, to 
Madrid. BNM Varios Especiales 224-243. The situation must 
have been common as it found its way into literature (Don 
Quixote) and legend (there are still a number of tales of 
Moorish buried treasures). Those who came back faced the 
galleys if they were found out; they had no alternative but 
to conform to the Spanish way of life.

The Council of State declared that the issue of the 
expulsion of the Moriscos had been settled and recommended 
that all further trials be suspended on 20th February 1614
(2). This date marks the demise of Arabic as a native 
language in the Peninsula (3).

1 Rodriguez Joulia Saint Cyr (1970).
2 in Lapeyre (1959) Doc.XIX Appendix. A.G. Simancas,

Estado, Leg.2644.
3 For further details of the Moriscos1 literary production,

see 8.4.



PART II - LINGUISTIC CONSIDERATIONS

CHAPTER FIVE: A STUDY IN VARIATION

As explained in the previous section, the linguistic 
situation in Spain is extremely complex and, moreover, ever- 
changing with "the fortunes of war" and the settlement 
policies of the rulers on either side of the frontier between 
Islam and Christendom. Various concepts (as well as methods) 
have been proposed by linguists, some of which will be dis
cussed now as to their usefulness in reducing the scope of 
variation which characterizes the study so far.

5.1 Diglossia
It was Ferguson who first saw the implications of the 

state of "Diglossia" (1) for the theory of language. The 
model has proved useful in its explanation of the gap between 
the parallel evolution of a high variety with the restraining 
influence of its status as sacred language and coexisting 
dialects. The educated members of this community have to 
learn at least three varieties:

1 Ferguson, Charles A. (1959), "Diglossia", Word 15:325-40
Due credit must be given to other linguists who had 
reported previously on diglossic situations: Ribera 
(19 28:1:28) and Marcais who formulated the concept 'La 
diglossia arabe. La langue arabe dans l'Afrique du Nord
Revue Pddagogique (1930;1). See Peres Melanges offerts
a William Marpais (1950) y the introduction of the work 
includes detailed information on Marpais's research 
into "Diglossie".



Spoken
ii) The sacred language a i) Their native dialect

iii)
common standard

This situation reaches its limit when the native dialect is 
no longer recognizably Arabic either because mutual intelligi
bility breaks down seriously between speakers of different 
regional dialects within the same linguistic community, or, 
at another level, because the dialect shows a considerable 
degree of foreign interference, e.g. massive borrowing of new 
words, reduction of functional oppositions in the phonemic 
system. Diglossia existed in Moorish Spain, probably from 
the beginning. Ocana Jimenez gives ample evidence to support 
this view (1), in his study of Arabic inscriptions carried out 
at official request by stone cutters and ivory carvers. Com
menting upon certain commemorative inscriptions that appear 
on the base of some pillars of the palace of Al-Hakam II in 
Cordoba, he points out the following spellings;

nor the overseers. As Ribera (2) observed, there was, in 
fact, a twofold diglossic situation in al-Andalus:

l<0J liiS - Al-Hakam II
- the council/the council room

Which & an IncL tea Won of the literary skills of the cutters

1 Ocana Jimenez, M. (1970:35-36).
2 Ribera (1928:1:28) .



I Arabic II Latin based
Literary Spoken Literary Spoken
Classic
Arabic

Regional
Spanish-Arabic

Latin Romance

Arabic
Koine

Vulgar
Latin
Koine

Our study will follow the pressures and changes in these 
systems towards a greater symmetry in the Arabic case (which 
resolves itself eventually with the appearance of written 
Koine) and the breakdown of the Latin-based system.

We would suggest that diglossia entails (a) a certain 
fragility or lack of stability with regard to any given native 
dialect, as the dialect in question will lack the reinforcement 
of its identity brought about through a corresponding written 
form; and (b) the mental effort of having to learn and use 
three separate forms should be taken into consideration: 
proficiency in one variety will be maintained at the expense 
of the other two. Therefore, we expect a high rate of change 
in these dialects, drifting away from the sacred language, 
more especially so in the absence of any strong cohesive force 
such as would result from belonging to the same empire. In 
the contact situation we find in the Iberian Peninsula between 
Romance and Semitic varieties, the vernaculars and their 
influence on the literary variety evolve at different rates.
When elders, men of letters complain about the lack of purity 
to be found in the language of the inhabitants of x region or 
y town, these are indications that the status quo no longer 
holds. When they comment on the lack of scholarship in "modern 
times" and write essays or grammars for the benefit of the less 
well educated, the rate of change must be unusually rapid, e.g.



Ibn Gabigol states in the introduction to his Hebrew 
grammar Anag (10 39) that the majority of the members 
of his community in Saragossa seem to have forgotten 
Hebrew since half speak the tongue of Edom (Christians) 
and the other that of Qedar (Moslems) (1).
Ibn Bassam complains in the dakIra of the "barbarous 
speech" spoken in Cordoba C11-C12 (2).
Ibn SacId (1214-1287) remarks that the Moslem inhabit
ants of Al-Andalus make many grammar mistakes in speech, 
but are most accurate in written Arabic (3) .
This last comment is revealing. The distance between 

written and spoken varieties is such that the diglosgic sys
tem is reaching breaking point, that is the emergence of two 
languages, as in the Latin system. While in another direction, 
the cohesion brought about by mutual intelligibility is weak
ening, pilgrims from Al-Andalus are rarely understood (4) in 
the holy cities when - they use their own variety. These
opinions are not without recalling those of Alvaro and
Eulogio on the demise of Isidorian culture within the 
Mozarabic community. If we look into the political background 
to these writings, we find civil unrest and/or xenophobic 
pressure. In these circumstances power and prestige may only 
be attained if one is fluent in the official language, but it 
is at the risk of losing one's cultural heritage. There seems
to be a degree of correlation between:

(a) prolonged civil disturbances;
(b) xenophobic pressure (laws, etc.); and 

*

(c) an accelerated rate of linguistic change.
Needless to say that diglossia per se increases awareness of 
change.
"T Mllias Vallicrosa (1945:48-49).
2 ed. Cairo:I:229.
3 in Nafb at-tlb, trad. Gayangos (1$43:142).
4 Ribera (192$:1:31).
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With the general increase in literacy, there is docu
mented proof of the emergence of mixed language forms. Some 
of these processes are referred to as Dialect , creole, 
pidgin, creolization, and pidginization. We- propose to 
analyse first these terms, to follow their implication, and 
in a later part of our study, to see whether they apply to 
any of the Spanish Arabic dialects and what insights may be 
retained in such a typology.

5.2 Dialect overlap
Dialect overlap can be seen, among other attempts to 

reduce the scope of variation, as a means of retaining the 
homogeneous core shared by two or more varieites, which can 
be analysed, then, using conventional methods. In this way 
the linguist, once he has otherwise selected certain features 
A, B, C, D... from any level (phonology, syntax etc.), is able 
to compare varieties VI, V2, V3..., not only on the 1:1 basis 
of presence or absence of a particular feature, but may 
appreciate as well the relative degree of appearance of a 
cluster of features, the set of which gives a more delicate 
picture of the relative distance of one variety from another. 
For the sake of illustration, let us compare the consonantal 
system of standard modern Arabic VI, English (RP) V2, 
standard modern Maltese V3 (1):

1 Personal tape (19 78 - Informant: educated male).



Features A B C/t^t/ /ts^tf/ D F
/P/ /?/VI

V2
V3

+
+

+
( + )

+
+

+ - presence; absence
(+) /ts/ is rare in English, occurring in foreign words.
The point of the exercise is to set up a preliminary test as 
to whether modern Maltese belongs to the Semitic family of 
languages or to the Indo-European, given that it is a mixed 
language. With the exception of C, the features chosen are 
crucial in VI. The resulting table shows positive correlation 
with D and F; negative correlation with VI in A and B. Feature 
C is characteristic of Maltese and bears a heavy functional 
load. In C, V3 is closer to V2 where the functional load is 
slight, whereas in VI it is almost nil. To summarize, there 
are reasonable grounds on positive correlation to include 
Maltese within the Arabic dialects. It is also clear that 
this method will only be as good as the choice of features 
permits.

Yet, assuming that these have been well argued for, this 
approach brings some light to the areas of fuzziness one 
encounters in the data of field studies, e.g. the occurrence, 
in some geographical districts, of the possible free variation 
of two forms in a certain percentage. Chambers and Trudgill 
identify these conditions as “mixed or fudged lects" (1) 
i.e. border conditions on either side of isoglosses, or 
similarly, the appearance of possible free variation of two 
forms within a certain percentage, in the data of age groups, 
in longitudinal studies into linguistic behaviour, such as

1 J.K. Chambers, P. Trudgill (1980:147ff).



stress assignment in Haugen (1).
As we have seen, this method is particularly well suited 

to express convergence of forms, taking this to mean (a) 
features of a similar nature present in two or more varieties?
(b) change implying loss of diverging features between two 
varieties; (c) change implying acquisition (by loan or 
assimilation) of features present in another dialect. Finally, 
the term dialect overlap stresses common features to several 
dialects.

5.3 Pidgin v. Creole
Pidgin and creole are terms describing mixed languages, 

that is, those varieties which are a blend of different lan
guages resulting from a contact between various language 
communities. Whereas dialect overlap focussed on similarities 
of features, pidgin and creole tend to emphasize the difference 
from parent language to derived mixed variety. They were 
coined to limit the field of variation in a contact situation 
context, as aids towards a possible typology of linguistic 
varieties.

Both pidgin and creole are speech forms that have reached 
a certain level of "crystallization" essential to their being 
adopted by a community of speakers. A pidgin, therefore, lies 
beyond the manipulations of the individual attempting to 
express himself in foreign lands. Yet compared to a creole, 
it is singularly limited in its structure and restricted in its 
uses. Pidgins emerge as the result of population displacement,

1 J.K. Chambers, P. Trudgill (1980:lOOff).
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conquest or trade exchange, and are not learned as mother 
tongues. Granted, then, that pidgins seem to lack the 
registers that creoles and dialects possess, the main char
acteristic of a pidgin would be the extreme simplicity of its 
structure; or from a dynamic perspective, the drastic reduction 
in many grammatical devices, such as number, gender and 
features of redundancy (1).

Since the concept of simplicity is relative - x is simple 
compared to y, z etc, - in this instance, simplicity refers to 
surface structure. Thus, one generally finds an absence of 
morphemic endings, a small set of verbal forms and a limited 
vocabulary, which play a decisive part in the shaping of the 
semantic and syntactic components. Indeed, simplicity at one 
level usually implies complexity at another, lack of specific 
information leads to compensatory mechanisms. On the one hand, 
lexical items are assigned a large number of meanings; on the 
other hand the same items may have several syntactic functions. 
To illustrate the point let us take an item meaning "yesterday". 
At the semantic level, the scope of its meaning is extended to 
include what for us are different moments in time: "some -time 
ago, in the past, the other day, a long time ago", while serving 
as an adverb and tense marker at the syntax level. The ensuing 
ambiguity and vagueness is compounded on account of borrowing.
As a loan from a parent language may differ considerably in 
its usage once it has been accepted into pidgin.

Creoles share some of the characteristics of pidgin 
varieties: both are mixed language forms arising whenever 
mutually unintelligible dialects come into contact and

1 DeCamp, D., in Dell Hymes (1971:15).



consequently, compared to their parent languages, show
extensive borrowing:

"creole is only an extreme result of a normal phenomenon 
in the development of language: linguistic borrowing..."(1)

how extensive may be appreciated in the following example:
"In Middle English at least forty per cent of each 
component - lexicon, semantax, phonetology and morphology - 
is mixed... The only question of substance is whether 
Old French was creolized with Anglo-Saxon...or whether 
Anglo-Saxon was creolized with Old French, or whether 
the mixture was so thorough-going a nature that it makes 
little sense even to pose the question at all...'1 (2)

Again, in relation to parent languages, they present a simpler
surface structure. One explanation would be that of Whinnom’s:

"a failure of matching in languages at the conceptual 
level results in loss - since the simpler - and cruder - 
system always prevails, from whichever linguistic 
system it originates...(3)

or otherwise observed, when faced with the necessity of borrow
ing, it is always the unmarked item - in terms of Greenberg’s 
classification - that takes precedence over the marked one.
The principle is substantiated by the Kupwar data in the well 
known Gumperz and Wilson study (4).

Nevertheless creole and pidgin diverge in a number of 
ways. It is difficult to discuss any aspect of creole without 
taking into account social attitudes. Leaving to one side the 
view that creole is a debased form of one of the parent lang
uages spoken by the uneducated, creole is a culture medium. 
Creole speakers teach it to their young, express by means of 
it the aesthetic values of their society, thus opening the way 
to literature. Creole, therefore, possesses in theory the

1 Halliday et al. (1964:101).
2 Bailey and Maroldt in Jftrgen Meisel ed. (1977:21ff).
3 Whinnom in Dell Hymes (1971:108).
4 In Dell Hymes ed. (1971).
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the flexibility of registers that one takes for granted in 
any language:

"creoles are ordinary languages" (1).
In practice, more often than not, it has to compete with one 
of the parent languages, which is in the enviable position of 
being the official language of the country. So they are rele
gated to certain uses and their corresponding registers, and 
literary forms, may be long in appearing and remain scarce. 
Suffice it to say that it is a normal development for any 
vernacular to reach the status of language.

"But the deficiencies of a linguistic...system can be 
repaired; and it is now fairly well established that 
every creole language of which we have early texts 
appears to have repaired many of the deficiencies of 
its parent pidgin by reconstructing a more elaborate 
and a more flexible syntax and reintroducing in the 
verbal system, for instance, distinctions of, and 
methods of marking tense, aspect, mood and so on."(2)

Which leads us to linguistic change. As we have just seen,
these mixed varieties evolve. Some creoles overcome adverse
conditions, expand into writing and come to be accepted as
literary languages (Haitian, Middle English). Others never
achieve autonomy and tend to merge at more formal registers
with the prestige language, while at the other end of the
scale, known as the "creole continuum", yet other creoles
become so reduced as to be virtually pidgins (3). The differ-
encesbetween both types are a matter of degree. These changes
affecting whole systems have been called "Pidginization" and
"Creolization".

1 In Dell Hymes ed. (1971:477).2 Whinnom, op.cit. (1971:108). That is, if parent pidgin
is the intervening step.

3 Dell Hymes (1971:73).
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5.4 Pidginization, creolization
More important than the resulting forms, themselves, is 

an understanding of the mechanisms of change and that is what 
is usually implied by pidginization and creolization. When 
one considers change, one looks for what has altered, why 
and under what circumstances. The first falls within descrip
tive linguistics; the causes lie in the domain of theory and 
are therefore far more inaccessible to corroboration. They 
occur in part in the historical and in part in the sociological 
fields where the major difficulty is interpreting the data 
correctly.

At first, it was thought that creolization and pidgin
ization were merely processes of simplification and complica
tion of the outer form. The idea that creole originated from 
a parent pidgin, itself a mixed form derived from standard 
languages, was consistent with this view. This may be the 
case but not necessarily so. A more sophisticated understand
ing of language theory, on the one hand, and the vagueness of 
the concepts, simplicity and complexity, on the other, led to 
reformulation. One proposal stressed the psychological aspects 
to the que'stion. Pidginization was simplification, because 
it tended to invariance of form which minimizes the knowledge 
a speaker needs to have. The focus is on words, their order 
and situational context (1). Creolization could be seen as a 
language form that had undergone such a simplification, while 
being subjected to a further process of relexification or 
widespread innovation. A later step was to accept into the 
theoretical framework the findings of the generative

1 Escaped slaves1 speech in the Guyanas. Schoel (1936) 
in Vintula R&dulescu (1975 :121) .
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transformational linguists. Namely it was no longer considered 
satisfactory to concentrate on outer form analysis without 
attempting to predict the mechanisms that brought about 
changes in the surface structure. As Dell Hymes lucidly 
puts it, after stating that pidginization should be recog
nized as a complex process comprising the concurrence of 
several component processes, he says;

"In this respect, it seems desirable to make the 
component processes terminologically distinct.
"For change in complexity of outer form one can speak 
of simplification and complication. For change in 
the scope o.f the inner form one can speak of reduction 
and expansion. For change in the scope of use of a 
variety of language, one can speak of restriction and 
extension." (1)

The proposition is interesting on another account. It reflects
the increasing sensitivity to language use that emerged as a
result of the impact of Fishman and Labov's surveys into the
linguistic habits of whole generations of speech communities.
The latter, himself, voiced certain misgivings as to the
validity of some pidgin-creole studies. The point he makes
is that one must beware of

"typological thinking in terms of whole languages or 
parts of languages as surrogates for the whole, [this] 
must be replaced by 'stylistic1 models, concerned with 
fashions of speaking or speech styles. Such styles 
would be defined by rules of co-occurrence and co
variation and by contrastive alternation with other 
styles and would be capable of dealing more directly 
and empirically with changes in terms of features and 
limited configurations of features." (2)

In a similar vein, Brigitte Schlieben Lange, in a paper 
"The origins of Romance languages as an instance of creoliza
tion? " underlines the importance of checking findings against 
density of speaker population, social background and whether

1 Dell Hymes (1971:70).
2 Labov (1965).



they live in urban or country areas (1).
It will be seen that advances in general linguistics 

have enriched pidgin and creole studies by providing them 
with added rigour and a theoretical model, enabling them to 
coalesce into a new field of knowledge. This has been one 
of the most interesting developments of linguistic science, 
as they have been the most successful so far in reconciling 
quantitative statements with theory and their outlook has 
proved beneficial to linguistic theory in general. Moreover, 
pidgin-creole research provides us with valuable insights into 
linguistic change affecting whole systems of features. Fully 
developed creoles differ little in their behaviour from dia
lects and what affects a creole may be said to alter a dialect 
in a similar way, although possibly on another time scale. Thus 
we agree with the view that these studies, far from being 
marginal or exotic, have a central part to play in a general 
understanding of change which permeates all forms of language, 
e.g.:

1) change in form (reduction/expansion, simplification/ 
complication)

2) change through confluence of different linguistic 
traditions

3) change in scope of use (restriction/extension)
4) change in status
Historical research into language forms, equally, has a 

contribution to make. Creolists at the Mona conference (1968) 
expressed the view that more research was needed into the 
origins of Sango and Mbugu, Such research should supply some 
data about given speakers, their number, their location, their

1 In Jhrgen Meisel (1977:96).



means of subsistence and whether they have any trade outlets.
Obviously, the further back one goes, the more difficult it
becomes to cross-check the findings. Samarin underlines
yet another point:

"by looking into the available historical information 
about what was spoken and who spoke what, it may help 
us to understand better what we observe and reveal 
what we do not even suspect." (1)

while making, at the same time, a contribution to historical
reconstruction.

5.5 Borrowing
The study of creoles and pidgins extends to varieties 

as a whole. Let us take a closer look at borrowing which is 
just one aspect of these language forms. Everyone uses in 
the course of daily conversation the occasional foreign word 
or expression. In time, if their frequency of occurrence is 
high, they may be adopted into the language just as any other 
new expression. "Restaurant" is an example of this process. 
Originally a French word, it has now become more acceptable 
in British English than "coffee shop", a recent acquisition 
competing with "coffee house" and "coffee room".

What happens when borrowing increases to such a degree 
that the affected variety is no longer recognized as a 
variation of x or y dialect? What is the nature of this 
phenomenon? Weinreich drew attention to several cases:
(a) Interference. In the present situation, borrowing causes 
interference. A general term describing "any points of differ
ence between two systems", i.e. phonic, grammatical and

1 Samarin in Dell Hymes (1971:123).



5.6 Intelligibility
The concept of intelligibility is of some importance to 

our study because it is a standard of reference that is immed
iately perceptible to the speaker, indeed it shapes one’s 
attitude to language. Taking for instance the following 
collection of words in present-day Spanish:

algarabia, alboroto, algarada, algazara, alarido, etc. 
as is the case with loans which invariably lose part of their 
original meaning when they are finally accepted into the 
receiving language, all have almost completely lost their 
former meaning. Compare:

algarabia alboroto algarada algazara alarido
Ar. Arabic contest raiding- raid war-cry

(baraza?) party
Sp. noisy disturbance uproar joyous a scream

confused uproar
chatter

They now express the idea of a noisy roar. These interpreta
tions have emerged from a situation of incomprehension or a 
lack of intelligibility (1).

Lack of intelligibility between speakers is an indication 
that they do not speak the same language. If the dialects they 
speak are too different ihstructure and when the need for 
exchange arises, they may resort to creating a new variety 
which eventually might jell into a pidgin (2). So lack of

1 The English expression "Double-Dutch" has a similar history
For 'algarabia' Levi-Provenpal gives another etymology.
He derives it from aj lisan al-crarbi (al-garbiyya) .
The expression was used by the Andalusians to qualify 
the incomprehensible speech of the Berbers. (Espagne 
Musulmane au Xe siecle, p.191) inCagigas (1950:56).
It is the same linguistic situation at one remove. Then 
by false analogy, it became algarabia "Arabic noisy 
chatter".

2 See 5.3 for details.



intelligibility allows the linguist to set up boundaries
(isoglosses) between areas where two or more dialects are
spoken but not understood across boundaries, i.e. Basque
and Spanish, or to establish distinctions between varieties.:

"Linguists usually agree that French Creole is a 
different language from French. One of the criteria 
they have used to reach this conclusion is the fact 
that the two varieties are NOT MUTUALLY INTELLIGIBLE." (1)

Conversely, these isoglosses or bundle of isoglosses group
together regions where, although the varieties are locally
different, the speakers of one variety can understand the
speakers of the other varieties, i.e. Aragonese and Catalan
in C13. That is, immediately - without the need for prolonged
contact.

However, this useful concept will have to be interpreted
through the less satisfactory variable of social attitudes
which are liable to change with the current socio-historical
situation. As Chambers and Trudgill explain:

"Mutual intelligibility will also depend, it appears, 
on other factors such as listeners,..degree of education 
and interestingly enough, their willingness to under
stand. People, it seems, sometimes do not understand 
because at some level of consciousness, they do not want 
to. A study carried out in Africa (2), for example, 
demonstrated that, while one tribe A claimed to be able 
to understand the language of another tribe B, tribe B 
claimed not to be able to understand language A. It 
then emerged that group A, a larger and more powerful 
group, wanted to incorporate group B's territory into 
their own on the grounds that they were really the same 
people and spoke the same language. Clearly group B's 
failure to comprehend group A's language was part of 
their resistance to this attempted takeover."(3)

1 Vintula Radulescu (1979:17).
2 H. Wolf (1959) "Intelligibility and inter-ethnic attitudes" 

Anthropological Linguistics, pp.34-41.
3 J.K. Chambers, P . Trudgill (1980:4), This recalls 

similar situations in Poland and Norway.
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Possibly this situation is not that uncommon in history.
Were such arguments used by the stronger party in the conquest 
of Toledo (1085)? The sources tell that this thriving forti
fied town fell without a fight to the Christian hosts. Did 
the inhabitants of Toledo identify themselves with the 
Christian cause rather than with Islam? The mystery has not 
been completely explained. Linguistics might offer a pointer (1).

To return to a point made by the two authors, mutual 
intelligibility will depend on the degree of education, which 
transfers the discussion from the geographical dimension to 
the social one, to the use of courtly language rather than 
vernacular. Thus, Andalusian literature in Classical Arabic 
was commented upon in Baghdad (2) and recited in Boukhara in 
literary circles; yet outside these literary circles, it may 
have been beyond the possibilities of many Andalusians to 
understand. The elaborate vocabulary demanded by poetry and 
rhyming speech and the highly structured syntax characteristic 
to this literature would be foreign to the experience of all 
but a few literati compared to the rest of the population.
This extreme situation, where the written form is the privilege 
of a small minority, leads to a mounting awareness of the need 
for some new written form more accessible to a wider audience.
Be it Aljamia:

"pero dire / aki una partida d-ello i puselo en 
cA§ami segun la tiyerra / porke melor lo entiyendan 
los mayoreS / i loX menores de Allah... (3)

1 See 1.2? i.e. demographic importance of the Mozarabic 
community may have swung the balance of power.

2 Mucradd ima: III, 405? Rosenthal (1958:455).
3 R. Kontzi ' (1974:H 880) "But I shall tell here, that 

which I translated into Aljamia from these parts so 
that it would be better understood by great and small 
of Allah (C16);



or Alfonso X's efforts to make Castilian the official 
language C13, or again his grandson Denis's achievements in 
making Portuguese vernacular 'the language of administration 
and law (end of C13 - early C14).

In spite of the drawbacks to using intelligibility as 
a working concept within descriptive linguistics, we have 
seen that the point of intelligibility is subjective and 
cannot be assessed externally, for instance on percentage of 
borrowings. It is abundantly clear that the presence or 
absence of mutual intelligibility shapes attitudes. Further
more, the variety spoken locates the speaker geographically 
and socio-economically. Speech is available to all as a means 
of identifying the stranger, and if necessary of detecting 
the foreigner (cf. Shibboleth).

Various concepts have been presented in this chapter 
which illustrate ongoing changes permeating language systems. 
No mention has been made of variation rules, mainly for two 
reasons. The first because they capture variation in specific 
environments:

Let A, B, C, D be features; x-grammar 1, y^grammar 2
Probability of x > y if AB— -/and/or/ CD /#

Specific environments will be discussed subsequently. The 
second reason is that the usefulness of such a method within 
this study is far from obvious, as we are dealing with source 
material limited both in style and availability.



CHAPTER SIX: ANALYSING THE CONSTANT

There are a certain number of expressions in modern 
Spanish not found in other Latin-based languages, at least 
to the same extent of frequency: avoidance of the passive 
mood, enclitics on the verb stem, dropping of subjects, 
absence of dummy subjects, minimal pairs of cognates, 
madero/madera "plank/wood" (material), collective plurals, 
los Hijos "sons and daughters", and so on. One would be 
justified in asking whether the prolonged mutual contact of 
Arabic-based varieties and Romance dialects would not account 
for some of these items. This study attempts to give a partial 
answer to the issue in question. Straightforward replies are 
rarely possible, however much they would be welcome, and this 
is because on the one hand, the sources do not provide directly 
relevant material and on the other, it is almost impossible to 
establish a theoretical framework with the delicacy required 
to deal satisfactorily with the assortment presented above.

Neither is the above list completely arbitrary? it corres 
ponds, at first glance, to apparently similar items in Arabic. 
It is therefore important not to jump to conclusions and to 
verify if there has been any influence or whether it is just 
a case of parallel development that occurs simultaneously in 
both languages. So it appears that in order to be able to 
solve individual problems it is necessary to understand the 
structure and the processes of change affecting each language 
and the answer - when it is possible - comes after a time- 
consuming study of far wider implications than would have been 
expected at first when formulating the casual remark.



10.8

Coming back to the socio-historical considerations 
offered in Part I, the languages in contact over the period 
of time - set by the entry and the departure of Arabic- 
speakers in the Peninsula - are Arabic, Latin and Spanish, 
granted that what was actually spoken was dialects of the 
three. The languages served as ideal references; the speakers 
could chose along the diglossic axis how closely they would 
follow the standard model. Our first task then is to describe 
in some concise way the essential aspects of these three 
languages and the method we adopt must be able to register 
change, overcoming the drawback of never-ending unordered 
listing of varying phenomena.

6.1 Greenberg’s parameters
As languages, all three have a verbal system and a r^ominal 

system. The complex relationship between the two systems 
indicated by link words and morphemes is what is known as 
syntax. Syntax is defined by a limited number of conventional 
language-specific patterns, the violation of which constitutes 
ungrammatical strings. The patterns are realized by generating 
items as slot fillers, e.g.:

Arabic Latin Spanish
Pattern I: [V]  — ---- ->

qatala fiat voy
"he killed" "let it be so" "I am coming"

All three languages have this pattern, but the analysis makes
no distinction between the following pairs:

qatala fiat voŷ
'istaqtala factus est ire'

"he defied death" "it is done" "I shall come/go"
(I/X measure) (aspect/tense) (tense/tense)



A more restricting frame of reference is needed, while 
the first is still valid as far as it goes. It shows that 
common elements must be retained if a comparison is to be 
achieved. Any potential influence assumes a contact between 
two items.

Greenberg’s universals have much to commend themselves (1). 
They have been established from contrasting a substantial number 
of languages. Any appeal to them would place this study in a 
wider context of ongoing linguistic research. Other linguists 
would be able to relate the results more directly to their 
interests. Using Greenberg’s parameters, the languages appear 
thus:
Parameters
Position of 
Verb,subj,obj 
Verb,aux.
Adj.,noun 
Genitive,N 
Prep.,N 
Rel.cl.,N 
Comparison

Derivation

Latin (2)

SOV-SVO 
V Aux.
N adj .
NG
PN
N[R]
NA quam 
'more X than"

Spanish (3)

SVO-VSO 
Aux. V 
N A 
N de G 
PN
N[R],
N mas A que 
'more X that"

Arabic

VSO
Aux. V
NA
NG
PN
NCR]N A min

by affixation by affixation
"more X out of" 
by affixation

It is clear that there has been a major change in word order 
between Latin and Spanish. The process must have been taking 
place or was coming to an end at the beginning of our period 
of study, in the Vulgar Latin of C8. Leaving aside Latin and 
Spanish as genetically related, Greenberg’s frame of reference 
reveals with regard to Spanish and Arabic a remarkable degree 
of compatibility, with 3 entries which present areas of

1 Greenberg (196 3).
2 Peregrinatio Egeria, C5, Iberian Latin. Data from

Koll (1965:241).
3 Cervantes is used as reference.



contention: word ordering, derivation and comparison.

6.2 Convergence
Languages per se are in a perpetual state of change, 

although syntactic changes take place at a slower pace than 
in the lexicon, where new meanings and new phonological rules 
are constantly being stored or revised. These shifts in the 
syntax that occur over prolonged spans of time have, unexpect
edly, similar developments in different language groups. This 
means that change is not random; there is an internal logic 
to it as, for instance, the loss of case and the appearance of 
new functional markers is ascribed to a drift towards 
"analycity". This has long been recognized, but there are 
other movements of a tangential nature. They inform area 
typology. Thus, unrelated languages acquire characteristics 
which can only be explained as resulting from their mutual 
contact. A classic case is Kupwar (1). The village of this 
name is situated in southern India and the population of 3,000 
makes use of 4 languages: Kannada, Marathi, Urdu and Telugu. 
"Marathi serves as the main local medium of intergroup com
munication." It is also the literary language, althovgh some 
villagers can write Urdu. "The major factor in language main
tenance is that the local norms...require strict separation 
between public and private spheres of activity. A person's 
home is pretty much reserved for the members of his extended 
family and for close friends who tend also to be close relative. 
Speech in the home, especially to women and children, is 
exclusively in the home group language... The constant code

1 Gumperz and Wilson in Dell Hymes (1971:151ff).



switching (1) by the daily interaction routine has had some 
far-reaching effects on local grammatical systems... A historical 
linguist would readily identify particular texts as from a 
deviant dialect of Kannada, Marathi or Urdu. What would be 
missed is that sentence-by-sentence comparison of natural 
conversation texts, in all three main local varieties, reveals 
an extraordinary degree of translatability, from one local 
utterance to another."

The strings offered in illustration show that, even though 
they are lexically distinct, they have "identical grammatical 
categories and identical constituent structures, making it 
possible to translate one sentence into another by simple 
morph for morph substitution". This argues for a convergent 
underlying structure, and so features not found in one of the 
languages will have to adapt, e.g.:
Gender
Urdu has a Mas./Fern, syntactic category.
Marathi a 3 way syntactic distinction.
Kannada a 3 way semantic system.
Kupwar gender systems closely resemble those of Kannada 

and are semantically based.
Agreement V Aux. sequence
Urdu requires verb-tense agreement followed by auxiliary-tense 

and concord agreement.
Kupwar varieties retain, as in Kannada, only one agreement 

marker on the auxiliary.
Borrowing in the Kupwar varieties confirms that if content
word loans are more frequent, grammatical items can be adopted
from one language into another:

"Marathi has a verb suffix -u which is used in constructions 
like ja-u-n-ko "don't go". The standard Urdu construction 
is the verb root plus sek-. All four Kupwar languages have 
the construction ub-u-syek (s) - .11

1 Code is the variety used in social circumstances (work-
home-cult). In this case the variety is a language.



The Kupwar case is relevant to our study for several 
reasons:
. It is a case of long-standing multilingualism.
. It involves communities of different religions: Jains, Moslems
. The villagers, while mixing in their public life, spent their 
home life in their own linguistic community.
. It extends to all the inhabitants, from land-owners to 
labourers, including priests and craftsmen.
Therefore there are analogies to be drawn and verified within 
our geographical area: The Iberian Peninsula in the Middle 
Ages and a little after, with its religious communities 
favouring isolation, in their private lives, from non-believers.

While the Kupwar comparative study brings to the fore 
the neglected area of convergence, it does not correspond to 
the degree of hybridization met in some of the Iberian varieties 
Greenberg's sets of criteria are useful in that they showed 
objectively what change had taken place within the syntax 
between Vulgar Latin and daughter language Spanish. Yet a 
finer sifting device is required when comparing the languages 
for convergence, rather than searching common features across 
many languages.

The next step might be to list what is common and what is 
specific beyond Greenberg's frame of reference. Significant 
items would be: Semitic triconsonantality (1) and the Latin 
verbal system which Spanish has retained almost in its entirety. 
Arabic operates a different system altogether. It is aspectual

1 Levin (1971:705): "What marks out a language as Semitic
is above all the triconsonantal root, built up into words 
by a great variety of prefixes, suffixes and internal 
patterns of vocalization", i.e. infixation which includes 
consonants and vowels in predictable combinations.
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and its measure system introduces usually semantic distinctions:
qatala "he killed" I measure ::
'istaqtala "he defied death" X measure.

Relativization or branching from an N node, while present in
both languages, generates relative clauses of a different
nature (1) discussed in a later chapter. Partially similar
characteristics, as the example just given, and enclitic
morphemes, to give another, are equally difficult to cater
for within a theoretical framework, as irreconcilable-
differences.

6.3 Feature analysis
A further consideration is that no direct appeal is 

possible to the speakers themselves since we are discussing 
a linguistic situation that prevailed centuries ago. It was 
deemed necessary to compare, as far as possible, texts in the 
same style, written for the same purpose, in our attempt to 
reach the spoken varieties (2). Consequently, we are not so 
much interested in standard linguistic habits as in deviancy 
from the ideal models. Our approach is a feature analysis.
The features are parameters to be seen as check-points in the 
linguistic continuum. A feature is either present or absent 
and change of state reflects potential change in the syntax.
The sum of the present and absent features represents the 
"spectrum", as it were, of a text. Some criticism will be 
levied at this "all or nothing" result. Since we are more 
concerned with the data than with symmetry in the framework,

1 Cf. Comrie (1971:135ff).
2 Politzer (1961:209): "Systematic deviations from the 

standard are basically capable of only one interpretation: 
influence or interference from the spoken language."



the results have been, at times, qualified with "a few, 
very few" and other remarks. Furthermore we have added to 
the stark feature analysis that informs this study, some 
comments that might be of interest to a few specialists, 
even if they are not the majority. The aim then is to 
quantify change, convergence and the resulting divergence 
from the mainstream drift, as well as deviancy from standard 
dialect.

♦

The main difficulty is the recognition of significant 
parameters. The features were chosen in relation with the 
above discussion:

1. Word order: relative position of subject, verb 
and object (1)..

2. Nature of derivation.
3. Case morphs: Latin and Classical Arabic have case 

systems, Any evidence of loss is relevant.
4. Articles: The definite article, otherwise invariable

except for assimilation, is common to all Spanish Arabic 
dialects. The definite article, in Latin-based grammars,
is a Romance innovation and is accompanied, at a later date, 
by an indefinite article. Hence the definite articles are 
not isomorphic.

5. Particles appear or extend their domain in the 
dialects of both languages when feature‘2 tends to J2f.

6. V deletion exists in both languages. Its scope 
is wider in Romance.

7. Systematic coordination is so frequent in Spanish

1 Dezso (1982:241): "The metalanguage of observation of
typology should have the same terms with the same inter
pretation in the vocabulary of all typologists." Feature
1 is compatible with Greenberg and Dezso typologies.



Arabic texts as to be a characteristic of these varieties.
8.-12. Subordination: These features are a selection 

of frequent Arabic patterns, with the exception of V _li V.
Other patterns could have been selected for the same purpose.
V Li V occurs in Valencian Arabic (1) and the aim was to 
check whether the pattern had extended itself to other 
dialectal areas. Absence of the feature reinforces the claim 
that it represents a dialectal variant. Romance equivalents 
are V que (Ke); otrosx gue V;si V (impf.sub); para V; como V (2).

13.-15. Relativization: lladl (Mas.)::llati (Fern.)
require syntactic gender agreement in the selection of 
relative markers. Relative clauses are language specific.
They differ in nature, i.e. in Romance preposition rel. 
marker [NV] is possible, not so in Arabic.

No. of nested clauses refers to the average number of 
embedded clauses in relation to simple clauses. This entry, 
together with negation (features 16 to 18) affords a measure 
of complexity. Nested clauses and negative sentences are 
innately more complex than simple clauses and affirmative 
strings.

Borrowing refers firstly to lexical borrowing. The 
implication that lexical borrowing must be substantial before 
syntactical borrowing takes place.

The set of features appears to be biased towards Arabic, 
as all of them are present in Arabic and not in the Latin- 
based grammars. The point is if they did appear in the latter

1 Barceld Torres (1980).
2 Weinreich (1970:39):"If the bilingual identifies a mor

pheme or grammatical category of language A with one in 
language B, he may apply the B form in grammatical functions 
which he derives from the system of A. What leads the bi
lingual to establish the interlingual equivalence of the 
morphemes or categories is either their FORMAL SIMILARITY
or a SIMILARITY IN THE PRE-EXISTING FUNCTIONS."



one would be analysing a variety of Arabic and what is being 
looked for is how close a Romance variety is to Arabic and 
how close an Arabic variety is to Romance with the resulting 
loss of Arabic specific features.

6.4 Levels of abstraction
One may query the constant references to the underlying

structure in the analysis of the texts. There is a need to
go beyond the linear concatenation of linguistic units, of
which every string is a random selection, to find out, at a
further level of abstraction, the syntactic processes that
govern the syntax. Once this exploration is done, one is
free to return to the surface structure to observe, from a
standpoint, the resulting detail which is essential to the
study. It is impossible to think of the underlying structure
without taking the data as it stands - we cannot appeal to
the intuitions of the native speaker! - and equally to consider
the detail without some generalization, involving a degree of
abstraction. The levels referred to are:

The surface structure, represented by the Latin-based
texts as they are spelt, and the Arabic texts, transliterated
with supporting vowels and case morphs whenever they are
signalled in the manuscript. The reader is free to overlook

/she,final tSL" marbuta and ha'" (Fern, morph) if he/ wishes; they 
have been left in as they appear in the MS, taking into 
account that, on occasion, one is dealing with Aljamiado, 
where they have a different function. This means that the 
transliteration reflects a level of greater abstraction than 
the Romance texts. This is unavoidable. We are not dealing 
with standard literary Arabic, but approximations to this



ideal. There is little way of determining to what extent they 
conform with regard to case. On occasion we have used edited 
material; the case morphs are kept as they appear in these 
versions. However it is important to remember that they were 
reconstructed on the basis of different criteria.

The underlying structure is formed by 3 components: 
the predicate: V; the nominal component: N; and the 
invariant component: I. These generate items - the slot 
fillers - into the surface structure in the guise of words 
with specific syntactic functions. The predicate is realized 
as a verbal form; the nominal items as substantives (nouns 
and adjectives); invariants as link words (particles, con
junctions) .

Rule I: The generated items of the two first components
undergo morphemic alternations.

Rule II: Items from the two components may be deleted
or non-generated into the surface structure.

Rule III: Word order and deletion are simultaneous.
Arabic-specific subrules:
. Verbal forms and substantives are commonly triconsonantal 
(Triliteral root). Invariants are not.
. The article 1^ is invariable in Arabic; its function is to 
mark a substantive for definiteness. On this basis, it is 
considered a prefix morph. The phonetic assimilation of 
to initial dental confirms this assumption, e.g.:
1-dar » d-dar "the house".
. Canonical word order in Arabic is as follows:
[ (I) V (I) (N) ( [N or I) V (I) (N) ] ) ]
[...] = clause; (...) = optional
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6.5 The data
The data is almost always from datable material. The 

emphasis of the study is on the spoken varieties, for they 
are more susceptible to dialectal variation than standard 
dialects. These, by definition, reduce divergent features 
since they■function as koine. Courtly prose and poetry have 
largely been avoided. They are written in standard^and their 
purpose is aesthetic unless it could be proved otherwise, i.e. 
poetry in vernacular, private correspondence, and in the last 
instance because there was no other source available. We have 
had to rely on legal documents; their main advantage is that 
they are dated. The reader may feel a priori that the language 
of these documents is largely-conventional. This is so in the 
short term, but the drawback weakens in a century-to-century 
comparison; change catches up even with legal jargon. Moreover, 
contracts refer to material things, transactions and people.
By Islamic Law every relevant fact must be explained until 
total comprehension is achieved for the interested parties, 
and it is this requirement that.gives some justification to 
our choice. Let it be said, furthermore, that alternative 
relevant sources are, for the present., rather scarce and when 
they exist, they have been given priority.

Summing up, change, regional variation and borrowing 
have to be quantified in some way, and the approach taken is 
to establish a matrix of parameters and proceed to a feature 
analysis of the corpus, followed by a commentary of the 
"spectrum" of each text together with supplementary information.



PART III: A STUDY IN THE COMPARATIVE GRAMMARS 
OF ARABIC-BASED DIALECTS AND 
THEIR CONTACT WITH Ga £a m I

CHAPTER SEVEN: ARABIC VARIETIES

The moment has come to look at the texts themselves and 
see what evidence there is for non-classical usage and within 
these divergent linguistic habits to ascertain what can be 
considered as forming part of Spanish Arabic, an umbrella 
term for non-differentiated dialects. We shall study as well 
mixed forms and borrowing and their syntactic insertion in 
the string.

The framework used will be that discussed in chapters 5 
and 6. Feature analysis enables one to establish the spectrum, 
as it were, of a text representing a variety. The reader will 
recall the example of Maltese previously referred to and the 
potential weaknesses of this approach. The two most important 
are:
. Any comparison or analysis stands or falls according to the 
validity of the parameters chosen.
. The second obstacle to overcome is that of oral:register/ 
written:style, called by some: code. For a comparison to be 
valid, like must be compared with like: poetry with poetry, 
proverb with proverb, chronicle with chronicle. This simple 
statement conceals a nest of further difficulties:



. The available sources are limited in number and variety.

. The intentions of the authors have to be taken into account 
in determining register and style. This is all the more 
necessary in a contact situation. The conscious effort of 
non-standard speakers/writers to attain standard perfection 
is an essential variable of the situation; their relative 
degree of success is a fundamental aspect of this study.
This last factor may seriously affect the texts themselves; 
therefore similarity of circumstances and purpose have been 
accepted as criteria in assessing the formal or colloquial 
style of a given text.

The following excerpts have been chosen for the informa
tion they can give us with regard to spoken varieties.
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Ibn al-Qutiyya. Asin Palacios (1959: t-A).



7.1.1 Under Arab rule: the Caliphate (929-1031 AD)
Among the earliest texts, a passage from Ibn al-Qutiyya's

chronicle has been selected on three accounts: (i) Ibn al-
Qutiyya was a grammarian of note (1)? (ii) he was the epitome
of the Andalusian elite, being of Arabic and Gothic noble
descent? (iii) the passage itself contains a brief dialogue.
Hence, it may be said to represent the formal register/style
of Arabic speakers of Al-Andalus (c.970).

w a - h a k a  s - d a y k u  b n u  l u b b a b a t  r a f y i m a - h u  l l a h u  ° a n  ma n  

' a d r a k a - h u  m i n a  s - b u y u k i  * a n n a  ' a r t u  b a s a  K a n a  m i n  

u q a l ' a ' i  r ~ r i $ a l i  f l -  * a m r . i  d u n y a - h u  wa -  * a n n a - h u d a k a l a  

°  a l a y - h i  Calratu/i min s - i a m i y y l n a  f i - h i m  *a b u  C u t m a n  w a -  

a b d u - l l a h i  b n u  k u l d i n  w a - ' a b u  a b d a t  w a - y u s u f  b n u  

b a k t i n  wa  s - s u m a y l u  b n u  h a t i m i n  f a - s a l l a m u  w a - g a l a s u  

° a l a  1 - k a r a s I  1 - m u h i t a t i  b i - k u r s i y y i - h i  f a - l a m m a  [ a k a d u
Cm Cm G

m a q a  i d a - h u m  w a - h a y y a  b a  d - h u m  b a  d a n  d a k a l a  m a y m u n u n  

1- a b i d u  g a d d u  b a n l  h a z m i n  l - b a w w a b l n a  w a - h u w a  ‘a h a d u  

1 - m a w a l l  s - g a m i y y l n a  f a - l a m m a  r a ‘ a - h u  * a r t u b a s u  d a k i l a n  

q a m a  1 i l a y - h i  w a - l t a z a m a - h u  w a - g a °  a l a  y a q u d u - h u  / i l a  

k u r s  i y y l - h i  l l a d T  q a m a  m i n - h u w a - k a n a  m u s a m m a d a n  

b i - d - d a h a b i  w a - l - f i d d a t i  f a -  ' a h r . a  r - r a ^ u l  s - s a l i h u  m i n a
V G — -r

1 - g u l u s  a l a y - h i  wa q a l a  l a - h u  l a  y a h i l l u  l - i  h a  d a  

f a - g a l a s a  f i - 1 - f a r d i  w a - g a l a s a  m a C a - h u  t u m m a  q a l a  l a - h u  

ma g a ^ ' a  b i - m i t l i k a  f i l a  m i t l - 1  f a - q a l a  l a - h u  m a y m u n u  

q a d i m - n a  1 i l a  h a g a  1 - b a l a d i  w a - z a n a n - n a  *a n n a  t a w a  ' a - n a  

l a  y a t u l u  f l - h i  wa l a m  n a s t a  i d d a  1 i - l - m a q a m i  f a - h a d a t a  

m i n a  1 - i s  t r a b i  °  a l a  m a w a l l - n a  b i - l - m a ^ r i q i  ma n a t a w a h a - h u  

b i - h i  *‘a n a  l a  n a ° u d u  *i l a  m a w d i ° i - n a  m a C a - h u  wa  q a d
Q Q j ^ Q

w a s s a  a l l a h u  a l a y - k a  f a -  u n d u  ( a n  t u  t i y a n i  d a y  a t a n  

m i n  d i y a ° i k a  ' a ° t a m i r u - h a  b i - y a d - i  w a - f u w a d d - 2  /i l a y - k a  

1 - h a q q a  m i n - h a  w a -  f a k u d u  1 - h a q q a  f a - q a l a  l a - h u  * a r t u b a s u  

l a  w a - l l a h i  ma la r d i  *an u C t i y a - k a  d a y ° a t a n  m u n a s a f a t a n

1 Asfn Palacios (1959 :.i-a ). whether Ibn al-Qutiyya is or 
is not the author of Ta7rlk iftitafr al-?andaius, is 
irrelevant to the issue under discussion. See Map 1, 
p.xii.
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Q _ — C 4
w a - d a  a b i - w a k i l i n  l a - h u  f a - q a l a  l a - h u  d f a  i l a y - h i  

1 - m a g s a r a  l l a g l  ° a l a  w a d x  s u £ i n  w a - m a  f i - h i  m i n  1 - b a q a r i
„ Q C m C

w a - l - g a n a m i  w a - 1 -  a b i d i  w a - d f a  i l a y - h i  1 - q a l  a t a  

b i - ^ a y y a n l  wa  - h i y a  l - m a c r u f a t u  b i - q a l ° a t i  h a z m i n .

Translation
Sheik Ibn Lubbaba - May God have mercy on himI - would 
say that of all the sheiks he knew Artobas was the 
wisest of men in worldly matters and that five Syrians 
called on him [one day] and they were Abu cUthman, 
Abdallah Ibn Khuld, Abu cAbda, Yusuf Ibn Bakht and 
el-Sumayl Ibn Khatim; then they greeted him and sat 
down on the chairs around hi? seat and when they had 
taken up their seats and spoken to each other, Maymon 
the Pious, the forefather of the Banu Hazm, the gate
keepers - he was one of the clients of the Syrians - 
came in. So when Artobas saw him arriving, he got up 
and took it upon himself to lead him to his own seat 
which stood among them?; it was decorated with gold and 
silver. Yet the good man refused to sit upon it and 
said to him: "This is not right for me", and so he sat 
down on the ground and Artobas joined him. Then he said 
to him: "What has brought the likes of you to the likes 
of me?" Maymun said to him: "We have come to this land 
and we have considered not staying long neither have we 
made any preparations for settling. Yet disturbances 
have occurred to our clients in the east and we think 
on account of this we shall not be returning to our 
place [of origin] with this. God has been bountiful with 
you so I want you to give me one of your estates; I will 
cultivate it with my hands and give you for it [your] 
due and keep [my] 'due." Artobas spoke to him in this 
fashion: "No, for God's sakei I do not wish to give you 
an estate in partnership." He called one of his stewards 
and said to him: "Give him the big farm that is by 
Guadajoz with its cows and sheep and slaves and give him 
the fort of Jaen," and it came to be known as Fort Hazm.

Comments
Among the premises stated, we mentioned first that the 

predictable word order in Arabic was:
[(I) V (I) (N) . . . ( [I V (I) (N)l) ([NV (I) (N)])]

[] = clause () = optional
Comparing part of the above text:
wa-haka s-^ayku bnu lubbabat rahima-hu llahu can man 'adraka- 
[I “ V N [ v' N N ] I N [ V

 ̂ Q , ̂hu mina s-^uyuki 'anna 'artubasa kana min uqal 'a 'i r-rigali 
I N “ ] [ I N* V I  N

fi 'amri dunya-hu 
I N  ]]
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Reversals do occur as stylistic devices, but they are unusual; 
here in the proportion of 3:1.

Secondly, we held that words derived from the N and V 
components differed from those originating from I components 
on two accounts:
i) They have triliteral root forms:

V = H K Y haka "say, tell"
R H M rahima "have mercy"

N = S Y K &ayk "sheik"
r M R *amr "matter"

These particular roots may generate in turn a number of forms; 
this possibility is characteristic of Arabic and any loss of 
this faculty in a variety would indicate a degree of diverg
ence from standard Arabic (koind), e.g.: 

rahima rahman rahlm 
sayk suyuk

ii) They undergo morphemic alternations; these are realized 
as appended morphs, functioning as case markers in (N) and 
person and aspect markers in (V):
sayk-un "a sheik", subject; sayk-an "a sheik" object
s-sayk-u "the sheik" subject; £-sayk-a "the sheik" object
galasa "he sat"; galasjl "they sat (masc.) "
and as infixed morphs in predictable patterns:
N = RaR0R where R = radical; this pattern alternates with

RuRuR indicating the mark of the plural.
V = RaRaRa contrasts with RuRiRa, the passive.
In the text we have the combination of both systems:
mina s-Suyuki 

R R R
u u --- > plural

/l/—t s --- * definiteness
mina R i  1 oblique case "from the sheiks"



Invariants
The words derived from invariant components have typically

other than triliteral roots and are not subject to morphemic
alternation:

I = w wa "and"
M N mina "from"
1 N 'an "that"

The deleted verb
In circumstances other than the perfective aspect, the

surface verb may be deleted or non-generated from the V
component. Conversely, when a string refers to a past or
completed event, there is always a verb in the surface
structure which, if the above explanation is not accepted,
would involve complex rules to justify its occurrence:
wa-ma fl-hi min 1-baqari "what in it of cows"
in the perfective aspect would be
wa-ma kana fT-hi min 1-baqari 
[I N V I N I N ]
Therefore it is assumed that there is a deleted or non
generated verb in the previous instance:
wa-ma fi-hi min 1-baqari
[I N V— >0 I N I  N]

Let us focus on the relative clause construction or its
equivalent in Arabic. Opinions are divided as to whether this
concept can be said to exist in Arabic in the sense we know it
in English, e.g.:
rahima-hu llahu 

V N N
can be seen as a sentence in apposition, "May God grant him 
mercy!" or as a relative clause with a deleted noun followed 
by V+hu,



0 rahima-hu llahu "upon whom God have mercy"
N * V N N

Either view is acceptable, the latter draws attention to common
features found in the following examples:
man Tadraka-hu min s-suyuki 
N V N I 1ST
Beeston avoids the dilemma in this particular case, which he
discusses with reference to ancient and modern usage, by
describing it as an amplification:

"In ancient Arabic, a clause...was structured as an 
independent sentence embodying a pronoun referring to 
the amplified entity, and with no syntactic mark."(l)

"a sheik [of the sheiks he knew]" 
one

what is a relative construction but an expansion of N.
C C / cday atan min diya ika [ a tamiru-ha]...
N V N

(undefined)
The point here is that expanded N is undefined. Asin Palacios
comments that the relative pronoun does not occur in literary
Arabic after an undefined antecedent (N) (2). Beeston concurs
as to the absence of "syntactic mark" making this case similar
in form to the first:

"This still remains the case in Standard Arabic when 
the amplified substantive is undefined." (3)
an estate of your estates 0 I shall cultivate it...
[ N-undefined [N V N ] ]

We have seen in the above instances that the concept of relativ-
ization in Arabic is not isomorphic with Indo-European languages,
taking English as an example; therefore we might expect certain
intermediate forms (deviant compared to the parent languages)
to appear under convergency conditions.

1 Beeston (1970:49).
2 Asin Palacios (1959:70-71).
3 Beeston (1970:49).
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In discussing mixed language forms it is necessary to 
clarify the degree of complexity measured in terms of the 
number of embedded clauses in either parent language if we 
are to verify the hypothesis stated in 5.3 and 5.4 that creole/ 
pidgins are simpler structures.

An utterance may be of one clause, from full stop to 
full stop or equivalent to equivalent pause, and it may be 
of more than one clause. The next clause either follows on 
the same principle or is linked to the first clause producing 
an expansion. Expansion should be seen as the first stage in 
complexity, that is, an addition to the initial unit. It may 
take any of three forms:
i) Coordination. In Arabic wa V, but if the wa coordination 
marker is collocated with fa which introduces semantic dis
tinction, a comment on the result of a series of events, there 
is a further step in complexity preceding the next stage, 
subordination.
ii) Subordination. It is an expansion which concerns the V 
component of the initial clause, in the form of an embedded 
or nested clause.
iii) Relativization. This is an expansion linked to an N 
component again in the form of a nested clause.
An embedded clause may contain another and so on. Moreover, 
subordination and relativization materialize in a limited set 
of patterns. The larger the set, the more specific each 
pattern; the smaller the set, the vaguer, the more ambiguous 
each pattern. Therefore large sets of patterns increase the 
structural complexity of a language.

This is not to say that many other factors should not be 
considered when analysing apparent cases of mixed language
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forms. The point made here is that it is necessary to measure 
in some way the complexity of the passage from Ibn al- 
Qutiyya :
. Coordination, 
wa ... fa
wa- da a bi-wak'ilin la-hu fa-qala la-hu 
[ I V I N  I N] [I V I N ]
"and he called a steward of his and spoke to him thus"
. Subordination.
V 'an
fa 'urldu ran tuctiya-nl 
[I V [ I  V ] ]
"Thus I want (you) to give me"
. Relativization.
ma V
wa ma fi-hi min 1-baqari
[I N V— > 0 N I N ]
"and what there is of cows"
lladi V
1-magsara lladx cala wadi susin 

N C N V— >0 I N ]
"the farm that is by Guadajoz"
. Average number of nested clauses to total number of clauses: 
1 to 2.

Finally two last comments. Negation appears in a variety 
of patterns. With the exception of the foreign name Artobas, 
there is not a single Romance loan in the text. The spectrum 
of the text in terms of features is as follows:
1. Word order V S 0 +
2. Derived forms from RRR +
3. Case ending morphs +
4. Deviant articles from classical usage -
5. Particles expand domain -
6. V---  ̂0 deletion +
7. wa...fa coordination +
8. V 'an subordination +
9. V li V -

10. V ^ala 'an -
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11. law V -
12. kama V t
13. ma V +
14. lla^I V +
15. llati V
No. of nested clauses 1 to 2
16. ma (neg.) V ' +
17. la V +
18. lam V +
19. Romance borrowing - or 0
Total: 11 present features out of 19.

To be sure, there were other varieties besides the type 
we have just seen, to judge by the interest there was, in the 
state of the language. Many treatises were written, some 
describing and explaining literary usage (cf. Abu cAlI al- 
Qall, Ibn Slda); others seeking to correct Vulgar Arabic 
forms that were making their way into literature, e.g. Lafrn

Qal awam by az-Zubaydi (918-989), and a subsequent criticism
9

of it: Kitab r-radd (1) or Kitab al mac|3gal (2) by Ibn Hisham.
Perhaps we should not take too seriously the excuses made by
Ibn Sida in his introduction to the al-Mufcasgas, but the
reason he gives, as Ribera noted, is one of the very few
trustworthy accounts we have, corroborating the status of
Romance as being more than the idiom of a small minority:

"How can I avoid making mistakes as I write, in these 
times [CUT so distant [from when Arabic was spoken 
correctly] when I have to live with people who speak 
cAgami '[or Romance] ." (3)
Strangely, it was in poetry that the changes in the status 

of Classical Arabic as the official language of al-Andalus 
were the most obvious. A new genre was gaining in popularity, 

muwas£aha, rounded off by a quatrain called 3sarja or markaz

1 MS No.46 (Cat.Derenbourg) Escorial. The value of these 
treatises is discussed further in 7.2.

2 MS No.99 (Cat.Derenbourg). Diaz Garcia (1973:58).
3 Ribera (1928:110 note), Al-mu&aggas I:14-Cairo.



in vulgar speech; its creation is traced back to Muqaddam of 
Cabra, a contemporary more or less of Ibn al-Qutiyya. None 
of his poems survives, but Ibn Bassam mentions in the Damira 
that if some of the lines were short verses of the usual type, 
most of them were in careless metre, in the vulgar speech of 
the ignorant (1). A variation of the muwassaha is the zagal, 
similar in form to the first, but daringly composed entirely 
in popular idiom. Ibn Quzman is the most prolific and the 
best known exponent of this type of poetry; his verses in 
vernacular will be considered at greater length in 7.2.

7.1.2 Conclusion
Before Ibn al-Qutiyya1s chronicle, there are few texts 

one can consult that would bring anything new to our study of 
the spoken varieties. It is quite possible that continuous 
unrest (raiding parties and civil strife) was not conducive 
to much writing (2). We know that vast regions had been handed 
over to the Berbers (see Chapter 1), who spoke different dia
lects and used Arabic as a lingua franca. Little seems to 
have survived of their culture. Apart from the Moslems, 
there were a great number of .other Arabic speakers: the Jews 
and the Mozarab Christians. Suffice it to say that Arabic 
was replacing Aramaic and even Hebrew for Talmudic exegesis 
and responsa. In trade and science, Arabic was the common 
language of all.

A similar development occurred in the Christian community. 
If one is to believe the Church elders, Eulogio and Alvaro,

1 Gonzalez Palencia (1945:117).
2 Schack and Valera (1881} argue for oral ballads in

the RawI tradition.



the flock was not only bilingual but more proficient in Arabic 
than in Latin. What became of the literary production re
ferred to by Alvaro? Did it exist and was it destroyed as 
the result of intolerant policies? (1) Or were they paint
ing an exaggerated picture for apologetic reasons. What 
survives is:
. Recemundo Rabic Ibn Zayd al-Usquf al-QurtubX' s.. Book of 
Seasons. Ed. Dozy (1873) Le calendrier de Cordoue de l'annee 
961.
. Glossarium Latino Arabicum. The first dictionary for those 
languages. Ed. Seybold (1900).
. risalat s-£uCubiyyat by AbucAmir Ibn Garsia (c.1050).
. Several scientific treatises.
. Religious works: the Arabic translation of the Psalter by 
Hafs Ibn Albar al-Qutl al-Qurtubl(2). Codice Canonico 
Escurialense by Vicencio (c . 1049) with Arabic glosses (3) .
What supports Alvaro's claim is that a number of Jews and 
Christians were employed in the administration and in the 
army (4). Only their exceptional skills and proficiency in 
the official language can explain their privileged position, 
which was abhorrent to orthodox Moslems.

The period in Al-Andalus up to the end of the Caliphate 
should be seen as the time when the greatest tolerance pre
vailed; whatever the religion all could express themselves in 
the language of their cultural heritage. Arabic - referred 
to in the most formal registers as Classical Arabic (5) - and
1 Steiger (1933:3) comments that the Arabization of the peopl 

of Spain is one of the most mysterious events in the social
2 Dunlop (1955) . /development of the peninsula
3 Casiri, Bibliograffa (1:541).
4I.3tUsCagigas (1948:11:383), Ibn cIdari: Bayan III.
5 E.I.: "cArabiyya", according to Fdck's classification,

it would be Ancient Middle Arabic (1971:569).



to a lesser extent Latin, were used as linguae francae 
whenever the need arose.

However, there are signs at this time that a change was 
taking place, the exact nature of which is still uncertain. 
There is always a certain delay between oral innovations and 
their appearance in writing. This is in fact a constant law 
in Historical Linguistics. Ibn al-Qutiyya and Muqaddam 
represent the end of a period and the beginning of another.

Although we have little evidence to support the 
presence of divergent forms in vulgar Arabic regional 
varieties, particularly at the syntactic level, one can 
imagine that the varieties of Qays and Kalb may have survived 
in Al-Andalus even though they originated in the Arabic 
peninsula (1).

1 Peres (1950:293). He mentions that "the Yemeni variety
seems to have been more dominant". Ab-Mansur reorganised 
the army in CIO and broke the tribal recruiting system 
to end feuds. Any evidence would have to be earlier and 
documents are very rare.
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7.2.1 Under Berber rule: the Empire (1091-1212 AD)
The next two excerpts are from the autobiography of King 

CAbd Allah of Granada. The author was a Berber prince, one of 
the few with any literary inclinations if one compares them 
to the rulers of Arabic descent. He wrote his "memories” in 
exile, in the years that followed this new invasion (1091), 
for his own solace rather than for an audience. We may assume 
that his style, although formal, is somewhat free of the 
literary conventions found in 'adab.
I. Fol. 48a:

w a - b i - k a  w a t i q  g a y r  ' a n n a - k  q a d  g a ca l t  1 -  i  b i - q a w l i - k  

h a d a  1 - h i r - s  al-T h a d a  1 - m a l  ml ‘u r i d  ' an t u  Cl i m a n - i  m i m -

ma n  y a q b i d  f a  ' i n n - i  l a  ' a k a d u  a n  ' u s a d d i q a - h  1 '  a h t i y  a g i

' i l a  ma n a h n u -  b i - m a b l a g  m i n  n - n f a q a t i  w a - i q a m a t  h a d a  

1 - g a y s  k u l l a  ca m i n .  f a - g a c a l a  y u s a m m - i  1 - i  a q w a m a n  l a

C v . • —
y a  s i r u - h u m  f i  1 - k a y r  w a - 1 - f a d l  w a - q a d d a m a  d i k r  s a h i b

t «. / f —
1 - a h b a s  i b n  S a l m u n  w a - t a s a b b a b a  i l a y y a  b i - w a s m  1 -  a h b a s i

w a - g a y r - h - m  m i m - m a n  l a m  y a n a l  m i n - h u m  1i l i a  t - t a ca t

w a - n - n a s i h a t . f a - q u l t  f i  n a f s l  l l a h u  a k b a r u  ma q y s i d a

h a d a  ' i l i a  ' i l a  h a d i - h  1 - h a s i y a t  l i - n a  w a - l i -  'a b a ' i - n a  [ s i c ]

/ _  ^  _
i l i a  w a - h u w a  y u n d  ' i f r a d a - n a  d y n a - h = m  1 i - y  a t a m a k k a n  b i ? -

ma sa; w a - l a  n a g i d u  s a d i q a n  n a s t a r i h y '  ' i l a y - h  m a C ' a  ma

t ^ b a y y a n  m i n  § n f a s i - h  ... m a q a t i c i - h  w a -  a g r a d ^ - h  1 -

q a t i l a t  - " w a - l f a y n u  t u b s i r u  f i  a y n a - y  m u h a d d i t i - h a

' i n  k a n a  m i n  h i z b i - h a  ' aw m i n  ' a ca d l - h a "

w a - g a c a l a  y a t l u b  b a n !  s - s u n a y d l  w a - l - k a t a b a t  w a - g a y r - h z m  [I V [ • - v n I N I N
m i m - m a n  q a d  ‘i s t a n a c a ' a ma n a t r hi [ n #* v r ~ v m i
t u mma  q a l a  l l  k u l l a  m a r a y a t a  m i n a  s - s u l t a n i  f T . . . ( l )

1 Garcia Gomez (1980:60) facsimile of original text,
Mu^akkirat al-amir cAbd Allah, afcir muluk Ban! Zlrl bi- 
Garnata (469-483 AH) MSS Qarawiyyln collection, Fez.
For period, see Map 2, p.xiii.
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Translation:
"I trust you, except that you have brought about in me 
with your words desire for this wealth that I would like 
to know from whom I might get it," Indeed I could hardly 
believe him, for great was our need of money for the 
expenses and the upkeep of the army, every year. And 
so he began to name people that were not like him in 
merit and honesty and the first he mentioned was the 
Custodian of Religious Property, Ibn Salmun, branding 
him for his administration and others from whom I 
received nothing but good advice. I said to myself:
"Good God! He has no other aim but to attack those who 
have been with us and our forefathers and he wishes to 
isolate us from them to achieve his purposes and leave 
us without a single companion on whom to rely; this much 
seems obvious from his deeds and his deadly plans. -The 
eye can see at a glance if his [the listener's] look is 
that of a friend or foe.-" He set about the Banu Sunayd, 
the secretaries and others I had established and trusted. 
Then he said "every report from the Sultan [Yusuf Ibn 
Tasufin] about...
The complex patterns of syntactic expansion are the most 

arresting feature of this text. Some strings have up to three 
embedded clauses, i.e. the one but last, with the preferred 
structure': I (negative) V to express more forcefully V:
V [emphasis].(1)

Ufrom whom I had received
nothing but good advice"
*' he has no other aim but
to attack those"

Others are embedded under an N node component:
hada 1-mal ma \irid . . . mim-man yaqbid 

N [H v c v JJ"this wealth that I would like ... how to get it
With regard to the anaphoric pronoun hu, referring back

to N node or antecedent, in Classical Arabic, one would expect
it after uridu, V— hu: hada 1-mal ma urid

H [n w ] 0

1 Huffman (1977:27) has studied the borrowing of this 
high frequency pattern into C13 Romance.

t _  ̂clam yanal min-hum ilia t-ta at v
yusamml ... la ya' siruhum 
ma qusida hada *illa *ila hadi-h
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Word order conforms to the expected pattern: VSO 
[ (I) V (I) (N) ([(N) V] ) ]

Morphemic alternations: case endings are maintained as 
required in the most formal styles: 

sadlqan
mina s-sultani

Whereas the first quotation includes some direct speech, 
the second passage is narrative, in contrast with the former.
II. Fol. 66a:

muluk 1-andalusi wa-as <ada min aglih 1-murabitZn bi-amin

1-bas'air wa- kawyat s-sahawat wa-mtaddat 1-amal bi-haytu

yanbagi larha an taqsur fa-lamma muui'al bi-h... (I) fag'atan[I [ I V I N] V?
li-alla yas cura bi gayb 1-mali lladZ t-tuhima bi-h. aw [I I (neg) V I ~N [ N~ V ~ I N] [I
yafirra wa-nala min qarur hawanan katiran wa-lam yatruk

V] 1 I r
la-h sayan wa-bi^at asyau-h fi mawdic mahallati-hi 

qayyamajla-ha tumma suqan wa-ulqiya fZ hadid wa-usri fa 

ila s-susi wa-lamma kana tariq-h ala miknasah laqina-hu 

f a-akbara bi-hawl ma qasa wa-basurna bi-h wahwa ala tilka 

1 -hal. qad saqa bi-1-kabl li-izam h la yaqdir Jan

f V -  -  —yataharrak bi-h wa-awgaba dalika ma wasima bi-h min

v v  c c  / j,
s-sarr wa anna ahl maliqat rafa u alay-h hiqdan Af alan

qabihatan wa-ayadZ s a y y i 1 atan *asraha 'ilay-him cala ma
— / .. /  

duki r a fa-t-tafaqat 1 -a stab wa-lam yuraddid 1-amir akda-h
! j _ , _ _ ; -

ilia bayyinat ila anwasala s-susa fa-wassa bi-h amir 

1-muslimin ‘ila bazlaf wa-balaga fZ 'ikrami-h wa-kana 

m a ya-h f i zafiyat wa-rragid min 1-aySi wa-fuwwida amr-h 

'ila wulat s-sus bac d bazlaf,.. (2)

v: vowel ifi Ms.
1 Undecipherable: nakiz, perhaps .t
2 Garcia Gomez (19 80:61) for facsimile.



Translation
[They were all plots against] the rulers of al-Andalus 
which would benefit the Almoravides - his mental per
ception dulled, his appetites awoke,’ his expectations 
grew, when it would have been desirable to limit them. 
Indeed, no sooner he [the author’s brother] became un
reliable, they detained him suddenly that he might not 
hide the money they accused him of having nor escape.
He received the greatest humiliations from Qarur who 
left him without a thing. His possessions were sold at 
a sale set up in the place where they encamped. After 
he was chained and sent to al-Sus. As Meknes was on 
his way, I/we were able to see him and he told me of 
the woes he had suffered. I saw him weak on account of 
that condition - he was distressed because of the irons 
that were large and hindered his movements and also on 
account of being submitted to accusations made out of 
malice. Since the people of Malaga had lodged a com
plaint against him for damages and infamous deeds; 
Everything was coming to a head to the satisfaction of 
the Emir who wanted to arrest him but not without proof.
He reached al-Sus. Thus the Prince of the Faithful 
entrusted him to Bazlaf who endeavoured to be kind, 
take good care of him and treat him to carefree life 
and he was entrusted by order to the governors of al- 
Sus that came after Bazlaf.
In common with the first excerpt, the subordination process

is of great complexity, with embedded clauses of a similar
nature: [...V [I V...]] , [...N [N V]. See example in
text for multiple nested clauses.

Whereas in text 1 there was recurrence of
I(neg) V  > V [stylistic emphasis]

absent in text 2 except perhaps for:
lam yuraddid 1-amir akdah *illa bayyinat 
[I(neg) V N [ I(neg) N ]

Text 2 shows multiple instances of I(bi) N N
expressing a causative meaning as an alternative to IV measure,
found also in text 1:

bi-amin 1-bas 'air
bi-gaybi 1-mali



The overspecification of the roles with the use of 
bi-h or la-ha in:

yataharrak bi-h 
wassa bi-h 
qayyama la-ha

coincides with an expansion of the semantic domain of bi-h. :
bi-h. -la-h , i.e. possession

that is, IN often substitutes for the enclitic -hu: waslma bi-h
\

confirming the trend leading to the disappearance of enclitic N.
It would be of interest to compare the two illustrated 

examples we have so far of formal style, with the proviso
cthat Ibn al-Qutiyya and King Abd Allah considered they were 

expressing themselves in this register, e.g. the absence of 
na-V (imperfective) in 1st person, and given that they are 
representative of their age. The exercise should elicit any 
language change in the period from 9 70 to 10 90 AD in al- 
Andalus .

The framework chosen is that of features 1-19. A high 
incidence of the features indicates a text in the formal 
register of an Arabic dialect.

Diachronic table of features from CIO to Cll
Features Ibn Qutiyya 

(c.970)
Abd Allah 
(c.1091)

1. Word order: VSO 
Morphemic alternations

+ +
2. Derived forms: RRR - +
3. Case ending morphs +
4. Articles - -
5. Particles - +
6. V --- > 0

Expansion
+ +

7. Wa [ ] fa [ ] coordination 
Subordination

+ +
8. V'an + +
9. V li V - -
10. V cala 'an - -
11. law V -
12. kama V - -
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Relativization
13. ma V + +
14. lladl V + +
15. ll'atl V - -
Average No. of nested clauses

per string 1-2 3
Negation

16. ma V + +
17. la V + +
18. lam V + +
Romance Borrowing * 0 -
TOTAL 11/19 12/:
Change

Any change must be tentatively assessed. The greater 
complexity in expansion and subordination, reflected also by 
an increase in the number of embedded clauses per string, in 
Abd Allah's prose may be of a stylistic nature or idiosyn
cratic. Two points are worth making: (i) The greater propen
sity towards using bi- N N, in the second text, may indicate 
the beginning of a process affecting the particles. These 
eventually diversify and extend their domain (or uses/ 
functions). (ii) There are no Romance loans.

7.2.2 The Vernacular
The great novelty at this time is the appearance of 

vulgar Arabic varieties in writing, in spite of the fact that 
this is confined to certain genres such as poetry and collec
tions of popular sayings. The deliberate choice of the ver
nacular as against the formal language, as in the case of Ibn 
Quzman (10867-1160) illustrates more than anything else the 
new spirit of the age (1). The reader will recall the comments 
made by Ibn Bassam, a contemporary writer, who said that 
Andalusians, although accurate in writing, spoke ungram
matically when talking (2). Clearly a break had occurred with
1 Garcia Gdmez in Corriente (1977:XV).
2 Ibn Bassam (5.1) , confirmed by Ibn Sacid, a later

writer (C13) in Al-Magqari (1843:142).



the past, people had ceased to use, as in the Middle East, 
the more formal registers (Classical Arabic) in speech, even 
though a small minority, compared to former times, retained 
some knowledge of the grammar for the purposes of writing.

It is a happy coincidence that the kar$a and the za^al 
were composed in the vernacular. Arabic script is opaque 
as to vowel quality. This new poetry reveals, in its deviance 
from the usual metric patterns, the systematic change that was 
taking place in speech from a vowel length to a word stress 
distinction and the study of the rhymes has brought to light 
many Romance loans which in turn have confirmed the nature of 
the vowels in the Arabic vernacular, as for instance in the 
fourth karga below.

The garga
The last quatrain of the muwa££aha, the karga (sometimes 

referred to as the markaz), was a sort of literary pirouette 
in complete contrast to the rest of the poem. As Ibn Sana'’ 1- 
Mulk explains (1), this verse could be written in the language 
of the people "Lugat al-lafrn", or even in a non-Arabic idiom 
"lugat al-a^am”. The great majority of existing kargas are 
in some variety of Arabic; nevertheless about seventy-odd 
have been found containing mixed forms, of which the following 
are typical examples:

1 Dar a-fctiraz fi amali 1-muwassahat MS Leyden No. 2 40 7 
Fol.8-10.



(a): "ana qul cuco les billah tadhuqo;
Wesh kan dahani wesh kan balanl
Wesh kan da c an! nubaddil hablbl thanl"(1)
(sh-/s/, th=/t/) Ibn CUbada 1-MalaqI (c.1090)

is an example of the former, while:
(b) : "bnd l~bsqh 'ywn sn 1 

lsrand mw qrywn brl
(y = /g/)

transliteration:
benid la pasqa ay aun sin elle
lasrando meu qorayun por elle
Abu Bakr Ibn Baqi (c.1145)(2)

(c) : "y'f'tn 'f 'tn 
ws yntr'd
k nd r h 1-s q k'rd" 
(h = /k/)

transliteration: 
ya fatin a fatin
wos y entrad
k[u]and raha al-siq[q]kerid
Anonymous, from CUddat al- 
galis by Ibn Busra (3)

Here we see some mixed forms that occur in this type of poetry, 
the percentage of which may be one loan word to the entire 
verse. The karga differs in this from the zagal, where the 
percentages are never so high. The next quotation is an 
illustration of a parallel development in Spanish Hebrew 
poetry with the same alternation of the formal with the 
vernacular:

1 Stern (1974:39). Translation: "I say, sly one, by God! 
Why not taste? What forced me? What put me to the test? 
What called me to change one love for another?"

2 Garcia Gomez (1975:162-3). Translation: "Come Easter, 
my heart is torn, for without her I mourn."

3 Sola Sole (1973:34). Translation: "Come in, my love, 
with your charm, when from toil you need a rest."
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transliteration:
(d) : "brn sydy b'n 'lqrds tnt ven sydy ven el querer es tanto

b'n Iqrr's(l) bieni quriar (1)
d st^lzm'n kn flywd bn 'day'n. d est alzameni con filyo

d ibn al-Dayyeni (2)
Yehuda Ha-Levi (c.1140)

The body of the poem is a Hebrew muwassaha and the last verse
is a blend of Arabic forms: sydy (3), Zm'ni, bn day 'n
with the remainder in Romance.

Feature Analysis
(a): [anaqul cuco] [les billah tadhuqo]

N V N I N V
[wes kan dahani] [wes kan balanl]
I V I v ^ ,

[we§ kan nubaddil habibi tanl]]
I da canl [ V NV

What makes this karga non-literary as far as syntax goes?
The word order is freer than in classical poems. Case ending
morphs have disappeared. Their presence would upset the
rhythmic pattern of the verse. The use of such invariants as:
les for laysa and wes for wa ayyu Hay* are not found ih the
formal register, neither are idiosyncratic loans: cuco.
More details on this language variety will be given in the
section on the zagal.
{b): [benid la pasqa][ay aun sin elle 

V N I I I N
lasrando meu qoragun por elle]

V N I N
Word order is in marked contrast with the expected Arabic
pattern:

1 "take care of the fleeting moments" is another reading.
The poor state of manuscripts and the similarity of many 
Arabic letters result in widely different transliterations.

2 Sola Sole (1973:34). Translation: "Come my Lord, love is 
the reward of the fleeting moments [spent] with the son 
of Ibn al-Dayyani.

3 : "sir" especially Maghrib.
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[ (I) V (I) N (I) (N) . . .]
whereas Latin has: [(I) (N)... V]. A common form in Spanish
Romance is: [V (I) (N)], a trend still constant in modern
Spanish. Similarity between these two forms is largely 
coincidental, however will favour analogy at one level, and 
convergence at another.

Triliteral roots:
B s Q seems to be the only example and is a foreign loan 

(Greek - Hebrew).

Morphemic alternations:
The Latin case endings have disappeared, to be replaced 

by I N components, e.g. por (I) elle (N). The presence of 
the article la (N) may be interpreted either as a caique from 
Arabic, i.e. al-fitr "end of Ramadan", or as instance confirm
ing the establishment of the systematic use of the definite 
article, one of the determining factors in the emergence of 
Romance dialects out of Latin.

The juxtaposition of V d (2nd pers.sing.) verbal ending
with a defined nominal group is odd. One expects 3rd pers.sing.;
even a V a verbal ending. Lasrando is ambiguous as to
active or passive meaning. Although we shall dismiss it as 
poetic licence, this too is commonplace in Arabic. If a and b 
illustrate language varieties at either end of the vernacular 
continuum, c and d are somewhere between the extremes, as 
regards Romance borrowing.
c: ya fatin a fatin d: ven sydy el querer es tanto bieni

[Iy N I N [V N] [ N V N
wos y entrad d'est alzameni con filyo d'Ibn al
N N V I N I N I N ]kuando raka al siqq kerid Dayyeni
C I [ V N ] V ]



Word order in c is closer to Latin: [N V], but notice the
embedded clause: [V N] which follows the Arabic word order
together with non-Romance borrowings. [V N] in d could be 
following either an Arabic pattern or the Spanish Romance 
word order. Yet the composition of the string differs more 
from Arabic than it does from Romance. The order we have is:
[N V N] or S V (0). Therefore we consider this kar§a as 
having a Romance deep structure and surface Arabic loans as 
slot fillers, e.g. sydy, al-zameni; both have been borrowed 
with their case endings: -i.

As for the Romance elements, we notice the presence of 
the article el. It would seem' that it is gaining acceptance 
in speech. May we remind the reader of the historical import
ance of these texts for Romance Philology. They are probably 
the earliest records of popular forms in Iberian literature. 
Turning our attention now to the rhymes, in a cuco is paired 
with tadhuqo, implying a degree of phonemic equivalence 
between o/u. In d, bieni is paired with zamani and dayyani.
This rhyme illustrates the first degree of the imala or a 
vowel shift from /a/ to /e/, simultaneously quantity has changed 
into stress peak following the accentual form of bieni, zameni, 
dayyani.

The Zaffal
Whereas the muwas&aha, with the exception of the karga, 

was a composition in "Classical Arabic" or at least in the 
formal register, the zagal was in the vernacular. The former 
offers within the same poem the full range of language from 
the erudite to the colloquial, which as far as we know has not 
been the object of a linguistic study yet. Since we are more
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concerned with aspects of the spoken language, we shall not 
attempt it.

Here is a selection of verses taken from Ibn Quzman:(1)
l.GG ed., h = /k/
0.narid wa-li hauf an-nusha nabki 

w-es nadqir namut v/arak, ya Waski
1.calgt wa-sahhatf%nni] r-riwaya 

fa~qalll laqad fiy amrak aya 

dab nabtadik nacmal nikaya 

bi-ridak wa-dill wa 'anki

2.aSwart ana biman natiq blh 

qultu la-hum fulan namut flh 

qalu ll nusibt iyyak tahallih 

wahid yutni hair w-ahar yuzakkl.
followed by a phonemic transcription of the first zakal of the

Diwan:(2)
/nirid wa t li + xawf an + nusba nabki. / 
w + ai naqdar // namut wara + k / ya waski#

rasaqt wa-sahhat ar + riwaya /

fa + qal + li / la + qad fi amr + ak aya /

min dab nabtadi + k nacmal nikaya

narda bi + rida + k w + adall w + anki#* * — '

qad aswart ana bi + man nataq bih / 
wa + quit la + hum / fulan namut fi + h# 
qalu + li / nasabt / iyya + k / tuxalli + h#
wahid yatni xayr w-axar yizakki# x=/k/ or [x 3

1 GG=Garcia Gomez (1972) , FC=Corriente F. (1980) . l=za§'al 1.
A double line shows where they differ in transliteration.

2 Corriente (1977:154,155). His translation:
I am willing, but I cry for fear of the net.

And what can I do? Wa£ql, I die because of you.
I have fallen in love: the story is true.

He said to me: "indeed, your case is strange:
From now on, I begin to torment you".
I accept your will: do humiliate and punish.

I have consulted with some people whom I trust 
And said to them: "I am dying for So-and-So".
They said to me: "you have been caught, look out,leave him!" 
But one thing is preaching well and another is paying the

alms.

FC ed., x = /k/
narid walixawf annu£ba nabki:Z V ]  p  I * * V J
was naqdar? namut warak, ya waski!
[£ * ] [ v * 2 *3
casaqtu wasahhat arriwaya,[ v ][ - v  *» 2

faqalli: "laqad fi 'amrak aya:
[I v ]  [  z X *  , 1
min dab nabtadik nacmal nikaya 
[I >  v L  /  J
narda biridak, fatfalli wankil

I \ \ , 2
qadaswartana liman natiq bihv [T * v XjvJJ
waqultu lahum: "fulan namut fih".
( T v  ] [ N v x-v]
qalu li: "nasabtiyyak! taxallih!".Cv, ] [■ > ] C w ]
wahad yatni xayr waxar yazakki.
[  i f  V  n r » ” v i



Dlwan Ibn Quzman, ed. Corriente (1980).



The two transliterations have been given to draw attention
to the difficulty of identifying given Arabic letters, which
increases with Romance borrowings transliterated into Arabic,
Moreover G.G, retains a vowel quantity system, while F.C.
opts for a word stress system. The author, together with other
specialists (1), considers that the change from one system to
the other had taken place and is reflected in the versification
of this type of poetry.

In this poem we notice a freer word order than expected
in the formal register, e.g.:

wa li kavf annusba nabki 
[I I ~N N- V ]

Morphemic alternations: The presence of na- (v), in the 1st
pers. is consistent wi-th other Maghfibi dialects, so is the use
of as as an interrogative particle. It occurs in informal
speech.

The syntactic form of the strings is simple, there are only 
two expanded clauses:
i) min dab nabtadik nacmal nikaya 

[ I N  V [ V  N ] ]
ii) qad a&wart ana liman natiq bih

biman
[ I N  V IN ]

is an expansion similar to relativization; the anaphoric enclitic 
pronoun -hu is absent, implying a simplification in the rules 
with respect to strick formal usage. If li is the correct 
interpretation it is a substitution for ala Cl.Ar.; if bi 
should be retained, the double occurrence of bi in the same 
clause is odd in a formal style.

1 Ribera y Tarrago, Garcia Gomez, Gonzalez Palencia.



A low number of expanded clauses is statistically 
significant as an indication of non-formal usage.(1)

The phonemic transcription shows the extent of the 
simplification in the system of morphemic alternations:

c v , asaqtu
f-adalli
waqultu

 > Casaqt
f-adall
waqult

These losses had taken place in the spoken varieties, ulti
mately the spelling reflects this process in the later 
documents.
10. GG ed.

2. ana matre tan silbato

[la] hum allah akbar 

les natiq min-ha ala ktar 

id narid

FC ed. (2)
0. daba na saqkaf nujayma!

[ " J
1 . man yahibbak wayamut fik? 

['V ' V ][I v IKJ
'in gutlitu cad yakun bik: 
[i v C k V
law qadar qalbi yaxallik f
[ I  V /  [ V |
lam yadabbar da nnugayma.

C1 v N ]
t V *

2. ya mutarnan, SILIBATO,
[I ‘ * W •
TAN hazinO, TAN PENATO!

tara 'alyawm wasatatu?
SJ N ' '

lam naduq fih qayr luqayma.

i
qultu: "haim^allah^alakbarl
r * 1 1  ̂ ~̂7 $N i
1 as natiq minnu cala ktarI
L1 ’v ' j
'id tarid masjid alaxdar,
V  \  , ,V W v , ’ 1tamdi cad bir annusayma?"[v ‘ *
j = /g/, [ 3;
X  =  / k / r  [ x  ;

9 - /§/, I* 1

1

Keenan in Fasold and Shuy (19 75).
GG for Garcia Gomez (1972:56). Only significant differ
ences with FC appear. FC for F. Corriente (19 80).



Translation of GG's version:
0. I love thee now my little star!
1. Who loves and for thee dies?

[and] if I die the fault is yours 
If I surrender ye my heart
This line won’t rhyme!

2. What a fool am I 
Sad and torn apart.
See how long a day can last 
Only a mouthful to break the fast.

3. God Almighty! Do I say
No more, can I bear this anxiety.
When to the green mosque I do hurry
Goes she to the well of the little birch tree.
Compare with the older version of verse 2:

ya mu^tarnani salbato
tu 'n hazin tu'n benato
tara al-yauma wastato
lam taduq fih geir luqeymah (1)

9 = /§/, [ * 3 
Zacjal 10 is considered by Garcia Gomez as the most 

colloquial in style (2). Verses 1 and 3 are considered 
together, and verse 2 after, as it stands out from the rest 
of the poem. One can appreciate in them a certain pattern 
recurring in the word order, which we have maintained so far 
as being the expected order for Arabic, i.e.: [(I) V (N)].
This pattern holds despite the variety in the types of clauses,
some expanded, others coordinated. In verse 2 the regularity 
is broken for as long as foreign items are used in the string.

Accepting the soundness of Garcia Gomez’s views, the 
zagal may be retained as a model illustrating the range of 
syntactic choices in the generation of strings:

1 Ribera in Gonzalez Palencia (1948:123). Translation:
"Oh my foolish Salvatol / you are sad and aggrieved / 
the whole day you shall waste / and little only shall 
you taste."

2 Garcia Gomez (1972:56 ).



[(I)V]:(daba) nac£aqka - the simplest pattern 
Man V: man yahibbak - Who V? question formation 
Lam V (imperf.): lam yadabbar - Neg. V
las V : las natiq - Neg. V. Las (vernacular) for laysa
wa-V : coordinated clause
rin V ) ^  1) if I die = should I die (hypothetic)
law V 2) if I were to surrender (impossible)'id V )marKers 3) if = whenever
These conditional markers, commonly used in the formal register, 
are retained in the vernacular.

The use of the article - derived from the concept of 
definiteness at the semantic level - seems to differ in this 
variety from the formal register/style, e.g.
da nnugayma - $a is a deictic particle defining N, the article 

n- is tautological, (poetic licence) 
masgid al-akdar - one expects al-mas^id al-akdar in a more

classical style, (poetic licence)
The three transliterations of verse 2 point to the diffi-

C v mculty of deciphering Agami words in an Arabic context:
i) ana matre tan silbato
which may be decoded in two ways:

V N N underlying Arabic pattern .ana (N+(V 0)
N N N underlying Romance pattern of doubtful

acceptability on account of missing V.
v  —Silbato is unrecognizable as a lexical item. G.G. suggests 
chiflado (1), which he admits is not very convincing. [V N N] 
seems preferable as it has a logical explanation, is semantic
ally meaningful and is consistent with the Kupwar model dis
cussed in 6.2.
ii) ya mutarnan silibato tan hazino tan penato 

I "N N n n j
Ar. Ar. Ro.. Ro. Ar. Ro. Ro.

1 crazy.



The underlying pattern is a blend of mixed forms. It is 
impossible to state whether the deep structure is closer to 
one system or the other because the string itself is so short. 
Nevertheless tan foazino is a Romance comparative construction 
with an Arabic lexical item as a slot filler. This type of 
construction is characteristic of creole/pidgin varieties.
iii) ya mutarnaoisalbato tu'n hazin tu'n benato tara al-yauma...

I N  N V N V N V  N
Ar. Ar. Ro. ? Ar. ? Ro. Ar, Ar.t

This analysis offers another alternative to ii, that is an 
underlying Arabic form with Romance surface borrowings for 
Rhyme. This would be a similar process to the Ha-Levi karga, 
in the previous section. Provided tu'n can be sustained as a 
form of "be"?
None of these attempts commends itself above the others. The 
positive aspects of each are outweighed by some limitation.

It is not too clear what is meant by "colloquial" in GG’s 
appreciation of the poem and the issue is relevant to the 
question of whether Ibn Quzman’s poetry is a true reflection 
of urban speech. Granted the foreign nature of verse 2, which 
may have been included solely on literary grounds, the other 
two verses do not diverge greatly, in our framework, from the 
formal register. The features they share outweigh the innova
tions that separate them. If urban speech did contain a high 
percentage of mixed forms, we have here probably two different 
registers rather than one colloquial style. See Table 
Language Continuum, at the end of this section.

The next two excerpts are typical of the frequency and 
environment of the use of cA^famI words in an Arabic context.
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19. GG ed. (1) FC ed.
13. cudd-nl ratib an^udd-nl 13. cidni ratib ’aw <uddani hasami,

* t v w C1 v 1 * * ]
ay$al tahfaz li saf an ' arra cajjal, tahfaz min nagami:

• dono te do DONU CEDO "xud hada" balcajamif

qul a fe ke waqad galat badarl qul ABETE waqad galab gasari.

14. tamdif ’in sa^llah, min surtlr lisutud/
wasurur assadiq wagayz alhasudr

fett wat tusamma wahu bihal al cud,

wafi darak min almataqil huri.

y-/g/r g=/g/ j~/g/, g=/g/f x=/k/

The word order is consistent with other Arabic varieties,
taking into account the V deletions in the last two lines:
hu bihal al cud 
[NV^0*IN N]
fi darak hurf
[I N W 0  n ]
But see the striking reversal when the poet gives the equiva
lent expression in CAgamI:
Donu cedo kud hada bal cagami 
[N V ] [*V isf I N ]

As for the two versions: dono te do, a fe ke compared to
dono cedo, abete, G.G. suggests "a gift I give you", which is
plausible as an underlying form but odd semantically in Romance;
however in Arabic, reduplication of the V root in N component
is very common. A fe ke is an incomplete string and from our
point of view improbable. It is a legal expression that would

1 Translation of GG1s version: 13."I shall keep my place, 
Oh HasamiI/Hurry learn from my song/A gift I offer you, 
take this in cA§amI/If you say-by my faith the garment is 
mine." 14. "Go from delight to joy, God willing/Let the 
friend rejoice and the rival rave/cast like a piece of 
wood to see you win./May your house be a full granary!"



20. GG ed. (1)

clash in style (inappropriate) with the rest of the poem.
Donu 6edo: In later texts, there are many instances of /g/ 
representing the Romance /tjV, cedo = [tj edo] , so this inter
pretation has some justification. Abete is more acceptable 
for being a semantic repetition of the context in another 
language.

FC ed.
13. tamsi 'at barra wana fi ntizarak,d *

ya bayad baxti man zurtu wazarakl" 

-"zul, aban quzman, tahraqni binarak!" 

Furn -"furn^ana, la sak nahraqak binari!

14. kahla m a c *azraq, 'ajlas, la tabaddad! 

'anta wana wahid, la^hdana 'ajwad, 

tanfux at yadda bisa^rak alaswad,

was xabar yadda suqurat cidari?"
/ / j  j

15. fatah^al'llah f^alqissa wakan xayr, 

wanasabna Ifax, wastadna dak attayr: 

hi wana f^addar jamica wala gayrl 

lam yajab haqqa sabri w^intizari?

16. "las tasammarni? ya cjabka samlri?

' alhilal, ayya, KEDARME REKIRE: 

qum cala nafsak wa cmalli sariri,

'annu cas biyya, qaddi kan BELARi."

3-/9/, x=/k/, g=/g/

1 6 .  l e s  tu s a m m ir n i  y a ^ g a b a k

[ h a d a ] a l - h i l a l  a y  k e d a rm e  r e k e r e

non k e r o  b e l a r e .

1 Translation of GG’s version: "13. Whenever you come out 
you'll seefcnedutifully in wait./ Blessed am I in luck... 
/Hush Quzman, your flame burns me./ I am a furnace, 
doubt not, my fire kindles you./ 16. I must stay up, 
shall I keep you company?/ This moon requires me to 
stay./ Act on your wish, prepare my bed./ I am sleepy 
[now] I do not want to stay awake./"



We observe several instances of verb deletion in the surface
structure of the text. Here are three:

ana fi-ntizarak annu ̂ s biyya
[N V~>0 I N * ]  [ N V-̂ 0 I N ]
furn ana
[N V"»0 V ]

These deletions, we suggest, occur more frequently in dialogue 
than in reported speech or other samples of formal language 
where embedded clauses are to be expected. The occurrence 
of w-as and las confirm the colloquial nature of this excerpt. 
The use of maf in kafrla mac azraq to express possession seems 
to be preferred to other possibilities existing in the lan
guage formerly, such as case endings. Again, change can be 
observed compared to formal style in the appearance of a 
redundant article, as seen in a previous poem: 
dak attayr, dak being a deictic particle defines N; at- is 
superfluous.

Turning to the Romance elements, G.G. considers Furn as
a loan, F.C. as a foreign item that has been assimilated into
this variety. It is difficult to say who is right, without
studying at length the vocabulary of the time. Since syntax
is of more immediate interest, we shall pass on to the two
other cAgami strings:

kedarme rekere , kedaVme rekire
C [ V N ] V ] [ [V N ] V ]

The vowel difference is not significant. What is not clear 
is whether the subject is the previous (N) hilal or an unspeci
fied one, the lady of the poem.

non kero belare , qaddi kan belari (1)
[ I V  V ] [ I  V ? ]

1 Translation: "I do not want to stay awake, I have been 
awake."
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The interpretations are quite different. The first is a 
straightforward string in Romance. The second is a mixed-form 
string, possibly with an underlying Arabic pattern which would 
admit an infinitive (V) after kan. For the purpose of this 
study, we shall accept either version, keeping in mind the 
uncertainty of the transliteration.

The changes in the vernacular are confirmed from another 
source. Ibn Hi^am al-Lakmi al-Sabti, a contemporary of Ibn 
Quzman, has left us one of the few existing treatises on errors 
people make in speech (1).

His comments centre on the word as a unit, with a few 
passing remarks on misquotations of famous lines of poetry, 
and for this reason, do not provide us directly with any text 
in the vernacular. Nevertheless, he attempts to classify these 
errors as he discusses their nature. The exercise is not without 
interest as it affords an insight into the areas of grammatical 
uncertainty, showing up the limits of competence in terms of 
knowledge of the classical language. Here are a few examples:

i) non-acceptable vocalization
ii) adding consonants or semi-vowels

iii) deleting inappropriately consonants or semi-vowels
iv) changing gender
v) changing meaning

vi) changing verbal forms
vii) introducing foreign forms in Arabic

viii) introducing colloquial forms (slang) 
into formal registers

inappropriately
ix) changing one consonant for another
x) misconstruing plural forms

One of the major drawbacks of this work is that the words 
have lost their context, as the author assumes, no doubt, that 
his audience is familiar with the environment, not to mention

1 Kitab fi lahn al-camnia:, MSS No. 49-Escorial? see
Diaz Garcia A. PhD Thesis 19 73, University of Granada.



the fact that grammarians,, at that time, were primarily 
lexicographers; hence the word not the sentence attracts most 
of their attention. That there should be so many different 
deviations is clear evidence that the spoken idiom was 
diverging from written varieties and that the diglossia gap 
was widening. A century later the reverse situation would be 
the case. More interesting even is Diaz Garcia's observation 
that the vocalization of the words quoted coincides almost 
always with that of cognates in the later works of the 
Vocabulista (C13, ed. Schiaparelli) and the Vocabulista (c.1505, 
P. de Alcala).(1) This suggests a slowing down of the linguis
tic processes of change, once the new forms had imposed them
selves in the upheaval of the Cll to G12.

c *  v TAgami
How authentic is the cAgami corpus? The views differ 

from acceptance that it was the speech of the people (Garcia 
Gomez, Stern) to a more guarded opinion: (i) that the loans
are curiously limited in their vocabulary and syntax (z).
This implies that the population was notbilingual-Romance/ 
Arabic; or (ii) that it represents a fossilized form of lan
guage (Hilty, Sola Sole). (iii) The most extreme view is 
that it is a parody of the way people talked in towns and the 
effect, in poetry, would be to raise a laugh.

Granted there is a measure of truth in the language used

1 Diaz Garcia (1973:67).
2 G. Hilty in Frank Alatorre (1975:91):"A percentage of 

30% of Arabic loans seems to me improbable for as long 
as Romance was the native tongue of the majority of the 
population in A1 Andalus."



in comedy, since otherwise it would fall fla...t - the only 
features chosen are those that will amuse, resulting in a 
distorted vision. There is little evidence from the consid
erable body of research this strophic poetry has attracted, 
to support the extreme views. Perhaps one should give attention 
to the question of to whom it was addressed. We find that 
some poems were in praise of well-known men of letters, never
theless the majority were written for less polished personal
ities and a fair number are love poems dedicated to young 
people of the lower social classes. We may assume that the 
language was familiar to them.

Finally, as Levi-Provencal explains, "the main character
istic of this dialect [Mozarabic Romance] and parallelly 
that of Spanish-Arabic consists in a sort of compromise between 
both language, Arabic and Romance? the one influencing the 
other, imposing on each other their loans by a process of 
hybridization, caused by a state of bilingualism in everyday 
usage, just like - and I do not think anybody has mentioned 
it so far - the way Arabic and Castilian Spanish combine now
adays in town speech, in Spanish Morocco. Thus, it is this 
hybrid aspect of the vernacular of al-Andalus that must not 
be forgotten when interpreting the K.argas, which are, as often 
as not, bilingual, rather than exclusively Romance."(1)

This would support our hypothesis that the Arabic verna
cular spoken during this period should be understood as a 
continuum reaching classical-usage at one end but above all 
including mixed forms at the other end until the point when

1 - Levi-Provencal (1954:203): "Some observations on the 
interpreting of the Mozarabic Hargas".



intelligibility for Arabic vernacular speakers ceased and 
conscious awareness of cAgami (foreign speech) began (1).

7.2.3 Conclusion
Between the fall of the Caliphate (1031) and the Berber 

invasion under Yusuf Ibn Tasufln (1091), there was a period 
of civil disorder, fitna, described in Part I. After a first 
wave of devastation and chaos which saw the sacking of Cordoba 
and the exodus of many of its inhabitants, local rulers 
emerged and lorded over areas of relative peace, often the 
size of a county: Muluk a-f-tawa 'if ■

This endless civil war marked a break with the Umayyad 
culture. Muslim Spain had lost its independence. The change 
in linguistic habits that began to be noticeable in the last 
years of the Umayyad dynasty was now more obvious and wide
spread: urban vernacular was used in all circles to the 
detriment of the Classical Arabic register (Middle Arabic,
E.I.). Perhaps the most striking change of all, for the 
contemporaries, was the political fragmentation of this new 
Al-Andalus compared to the, at times, fictitious unity of the 
Caliphate. This, in part, explains why these local rulers 
strove hard to keep alive by way of culture what had survived 
the catastrophe. Eventually writers, poets, artists found 
protection in their patronage.

Ibn Hazm (993-1064) experienced the drastic reversals 
of fortune common to these times; a prolific writer, expert 
in innumerable subjects more worthy, in the eyes of his readers, 
than comments on the vernacular, who nevertheless observed

1 See table at the end of this section.



in writing the way people spoke at the time:
"Thus they say caynab for cinab (grapes), asstut for 
as-sawt (the whip) ... When a Berber speaks Arabic and 
wishes to say as-£agara (the tree), he utters as-sagara.
When a Galician (native of the Astur-Leones kingdom) 
takes on Arabic ways for cayn (/  ̂/) and ba (/h/), he 
says ha (/h/); he says Mohamed for Muframmad and 
similar cases are many..."(1)

He discusses further dialectal varieties and is unique in
that he seeks a logical explanation from fact to cause in a
similar spirit to that of the later Ibn I??aldun in his search
into why societies differ one from another. Where others
censure deviation from the norm, Ibn Hazm goes a step further,
noticing that people from different regions or communities are
prone to different speech errors and that speakers from a given
community deviate from received pronunciation in a similar

/

fashion. In his description of the speech of the Banu Bali (2), 
he considers they speak a purer variety of Arabic than most 
in Al-Andalus and underlines the importance of their relative 
geographical isolation. Without quite explaining why they 
express themselves in good Arabic, nor the relation between 
both facts, he certainly goes most of the way.

This leads us back to the poetical forms we have discussed, 
and their importance as a major source in any study of the 
vernacular. The zagal maintained its popularity during the 
C13 and Ibn Kaldun mentions in his commentary on his visit to 
Granada in C15 that there was no lack of poets in this genre (3). 
The foreign elements, however, gradually diminished in frequency

1 In Peres (1950:293) : Ibn Hazm, Kitab al-Ihkam fl usul 
al-ahkam, Cairo 1345 AH, vol.1,vp .31-32.

2 In Pdrds (1950:204): Ibn Hazm, Gamharat ansab al-cArab 
MSS, Paris, f,154r. A tribe living to the north of 
Cordoba.

3 Cf. Muqaddimah (1958:III:404,410ff).
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Sola Sole remarks that by the C13, it is the Jewish poets who 
persist the longest in this fashion.(1) One reason for this 
disappearance may be the hardening of attitudes, on both sides 
of the frontier, brought about by more bellicose Christian 
kings and the uniting of their forces against Muslim Spain, 
and the Berbers, in turn, being more wary and intolerant with 
their non-Muslim subjects. It is possible, too, that the Jews 
were less immediately affected by the above-mentioned atti
tudes; they were not identified with either of the belligerent 
parties and they could travel from state to state, with relative 
ease, on account of their commercial activities.

Spanish Judeo-Arabic
Since Koranic restraints did not weigh upon the Jews,

Spanish Judeo-Arabic is an alternative source of some interest 
for retrieving first-hand information on Arabic vernacular (2).

Wansbrough, in his discussion of a C12 document from 
Sicily, mentions the following details which bear upon the 
syntax and lead him to identify the variety as belonging to 
the Maghribi dialects (3):
(a) na-V (imperfective) for the 1st persons singular and plural.
(b) shl as a negative particle. I have not met such a form
in my corpus within this period, although a possible cognate 
as occurs at a much later date.
(c) The disappearance of case endings. This coincides with 
the loss of case ending morphs in the poems we have seen.

1 Sola Sole (1973-35) : "One notices a higher proportion of 
Romance loans, used to better effect, in the 'hargas*
[karga] of Jewish authors." But see also Stern*" (1974:151) : 
"The employment of this dialect in the Kharjas of the 
Hebrew poets was rendered easier by the fact that the 
Jewish population made everyday use of the Mozarabic of 
its Muslim and Christian neighbours."

2 Vajda ( 197* :299) E.I.
3 Wansbrough (1967:306).
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(d) The high frequency of occurrence of li and pronoun 
suffix. This corroborates the expanding domain of the 
particles.

Ashtor, commenting upon Cll Spanish documents of the 
Genizah, points to similar developments and adds further 
information (1):
i) lladi, the relative pronoun stands, for singular and 
plural substantives.
ii) Whereas na-V (imperfective) is used in the 1st person, 
morph -na has been dropped in the 2nd and 3rd persons plural.

yafcaluna > yafclu
One would expect that the use of na- V would favour the loss 
of V-na in the other persons of the plural as a process tend
ing to avoid ambiguity.
iii) Loss of case differentiation.
iv) Concord between verb and substantive becomes unpredictable.
v) laysa, the verbal auxiliary has become fossilized in the 
form of a particle.

These findings are of a considerable interest and this 
for two main reasons. Either they may be seen as predicting 
innovations that are taking place but will only emerge at a 
later date in documents on account of the interdicts restrict
ing the appearance of dialectal varieties in writing - or 
as an external source completing the picture provided by 
Arabic datable documents.

Summary
The language continuum for Arabic speakers of Cll to C12 may 
be seen as follows:

1 Ashtor (1964j40).
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7.3 Spain 1212-1492 AD 
7.3.1 Al-Andalus

Although the battle of Las Navas de Tolosa in 1212 was 
one of the many battles of the time, it gradually came to be 
seen by historians as a turning point in the fortunes of 
Moslem Spain. The balance of power was, from now on, in the 
hands of the northern Christian kingdoms and the continuing 
presence of the Moors was on sufferance, depending on thef
relative degree of success of the Christian armies, often 
weakened by internal dissension, and to a lesser degree on 
diplomacy.

Help from Islam meant help from North Africa. The 
arrival of the forces of Yusuf Ibn Tasufln, better known as 
the Almoravides, and the subsequent intervention of the 
Almohades had cost the Moslem rulers of Spain an exhorbitant 
price in terms of looting, exile or even loss of life. Besides 
assistance was not always available. Periodically the Maghrib 
was the scene of brutal civil wars. Thus from 1212 AD onwards, 
Al-Andalus, in the main, was left to fight its own battles, 
and by 126 6, was reduced to the Kingdom of Granada (see Map 3).

In spite of its embattled position, the culture of Al- 
Andalus continued to flourish for another two and a half 
centuries, nurturing writers of a prestige equal to that of 
the best pens in the East (Ibn SabcIn, Ibn SacId al-Magribl,
Ibn Khatib). Compared to the previous period the number of 
texts in vernacular decreases notably, possibly for the social 
reasons we mentioned, and passages in CAgami are extremely 
scarce. As a result, comments on the speech habits of the 
inhabitants during this period will be more difficult to 
substantiate, even though there exists a vast literary corpus.



The diglossia gap, that occurs with Arabic dialects, makes 
it all the more arduous to reconstruct spoken varieties from 
literary forms, for two mechanisms always seem to be at work, 
blocking the existence of literature in the vernacular.
Situation one, the gap is narrowing: spoken varieties adopt 
the characteristics of formal registers and writing follows suit 
situation two, the gap tends to widen: spoken varieties diverge 
from formal models. When the second mechanism is activated, 
the dominant attitude is that one may indulge in compositions 
in dialect in the company of friends. Such works are trifles 
and are rarely entered in the usual collections of works that 
preserve most other literary creations.(1) It takes, therefore, 
very special circumstances to weaken these barriers. Compared 
to other Moslem societies, Al-Andalus has been more successful 
than most.

In order to quantify these speech habits, we have chosen:
i) legal documents concerning everyday activities: sales, 

irrigation agreements;
ii) poetry in vernacular;
iii) correspondence in the years preceding the Fall of Granada. 

The first three texts are documents referring to estates
of el Cenete in the district of Guadix to the east of Granada, 
and their watering rights. One distinct advantage is that they 
are dated, and although it may be argued that such texts re
flect conservative usage rather than actual use, it is fairly

1 In F. de la Granja (1976:206)."Maqgari says of cUmar al- 
Malagi who lived 1440s, 'The common people know by heart 
his zaftals, his poems and his magamas, that the minority 
reject with the exception of those things which can be 
tolerated in a writer, like the magama by the title of 
Tasrifr al nisal ila magatil al fassal.



certain that the content was clear to both parties on account
of the importance of the issue.
Bartiliana versus Lubros, re: watering rights 
{20 rablc - 1st 583 AH; May 1187 AD) 
revised Ramadan 685, November 1286.(1)

bi-smi-l lahi r-rahmani r-rahXm salla llahu ala muhammadin

wa-al -h... tanazaca I- musa'mmun b a cd hada min 'ahl qar-yat 
[ v  N  J I H

b artal'ana min qura zawiyat wadi as wa-hum s-£ayk abu g a Cfar 
t H  [ i V - r ^ A t  N

ahmad bnu 2- as cad va- J -  \abu 1-hasan zall bnu ...(2)

1-qawsi wa-nazar bnu r-rasul w a - call bnu marwan wa-yusuf 

bnu ahmad bnu ga Cdun wa- 'abu 'ishaq 'ibrahlm bnu hafiz

/ — y ^ 4* ***
w a - abu ga far ahmad halul ma a 1-musammin b a cd hcigaJ I M I N
a^.dan min *ahl qar-yat 1 ubrus min qura gabal l-madlnat 

1 N
1-madkurat wa-hum s-sayk abu abd allah muhammad bnu galib

Cr v+fi n n “
bnu zakariga wa- 'abu tammam galib bnu . . . bnu CalX bnu

muhammad bnu m a t r u is w a - 'abu cabd allah muhammad bnu raga * • «» »

wa- 'abu cabd allah muhammad ... wa- 'abu $ a Cfar ahmad bnu

sayid n-nas fi gumlat 1- Siyun wa-n.-nus^u 1-munba citat ] I N H
fi murug .s -saw~dan bi-qibll sulayr huna-lika tya-bi- 
I N  ̂ ]
m aqrubat min qabr 1- cilg (3) wa-bi-qibll: tariq garnatat

huna-lika. w a - z a cama 'ahl 1 ubrus an 1- *uyun wa-l-manasc haqq

h uq u q - h - m  wa-milk min amlak -h-m wa-an-ha muktassat l i -

yasql m a z r u c q ar~yat-h=m wa- 'ihtagga 'ahl bartal 1ana Cala 'ahl

lubrus 1 -madkurln b i - t amalluk maf 1-uyun wa-n-nusuc dun-h-m

bi-sabab gariya (4) cala saqiyat 1-habitat 1 -qar~yat-h-m

wa- *an la-hum ... 1-dalika li-qadxm
(v=vowel in text; _____= Romance loan)

1 ed. Gonzalez Palencia (1940:321ff).
2 undecipherable, wear and tear, otherwise marked as "..."
3 i)ram, ii) insult, iii)by extension, Christian renegade.

(Cf. Al Andalus V p.19 3; we have opted for the third 
meaning as more probable than i.)

4 sic - misprint? gariyani.
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C e n e t e  1187 : G o n z a l e z  P a l e n c i a  ( 1940 : 341 f f ) .  P a r t  I .

i i l j  ao-Ma ,* lc  i l l !  vrLa 9 j i l  - a l l  —o^~u

^ o l  i i j l j  . * 4  o «  a j j i  - I a I o a  ISA a*s •—i^o—j-aJl

[  ] o j  ^  o o a J l  34! ,S  j o l ^  a *  o i l 0 4  ao .̂1 yttL̂. 34I c-M io ll -©A3

3^3 0 3  a *3 . o j  aoJ^l - i )  -M o  343 o^^o  o j  - l^ -J ^ ll o j  jlj-13 J0 3 S II

L o jI ISA a»J - Uq~iq.iI J ta  O3IA ao^-l yS*A S t o  OJ —mA^jI - ^% o l 

3+C 341 ca u i l l  -0A3 Muaoll —i+M vSj 3 O o  — o > l M>9 «JaI O o

aoMa 0 4  k#lz  04  [ ] OJ —̂ llc -al©J 34I3 l i jA j  OJ —}Jlc OJ aoMo all!

[ J i© M o &DI 4JA 34I3 1>J '-u  a»94  i l l  44A 3J 3 —A^^Aa 04 
• # • '  

o t a jo } !  ^ 3 3 0  jS  a J>)'u>n <03-0^3 03JJ0I Sl»4> <— lU il 4J-J 0 4  4M i.l

£ IL A  SAb^a -M ^A  ^ j l j f i j j  ^ > 1*11 j- i i 0 0  M jA o j A l'cA  j j lA  ^144 :* • ̂
—©AASiol O o  A I03 * o A ^ n >  O o  *- ̂  ^J o j l ia - l j  - J j jftH  o l  ——i^il >■ .1A I ■ a ~ j j

m 9 o»
O J j^ S o il  - o ^  - l A l u & > 4 -lA l c> i ^ 1j >-oAi i 4  O jj^ a  ^ M o l M-u Mo lA j l j  j 

♦o A 'u ^ J  S A jlA ll M i l o  ^ l £  b »  - J U I )  3-0 II3 o ^ j j l I I  / la  A la i)

—La 1 —oCj3 —o A iA lo  -o^aSJ AlaJ [ ] -o A l 0 I3
# • 9

&^3 ,^-lc S i l lo i l  Si&ll j i  i j j^ S o J I  m SIoII I ^ j jo .1 —©AjI 03J3A40JI —o > l  

« o i '>»o o l  ^1 A iS  ^  —o A j j* o  I^oW j -0J3 SAUm - oA i ^  o j IA  al

13 ^cAj j£jlI 0 0  [ ] —jjm A jI ^1>J4 / lo ll A j-jA i! S > b J I o S l

i j ^ S J l  j» -1Uo3I j  o ^ jjO I ^2c I3333I o l  j^A^oJI /U ll ^  >4 « a 4 4 4 o to . l l  

A iS ^S  »■ qAI I3—>0 i l j  0 I3  A iS  ĵpll ^A \ll > o A to I3H03 ill v lA l o «  Sc lo ^

_^JaSoJl —o lo S J l o c  M —p A jL j j  lA j^^

So.Li j J l  /loJl i l o - i  Sjjbb, lA^ail ^ 1  S4 I0 II ^  ^ c A o li jo ^ l U A -a la  

 ̂*> La lL  >̂ s A > 1 .*. I j j l o l  o l  -  a A )\r iA ^ ^ J I^  ^ o A l j o j j !  o o  I3I4  iJO jJ

l^lj Si 0 444U  o a A a.1 AJS 03J3J  M il ^JS  ^

0 —0 .I [ ] ^.oA ilA ^ o j —oA jIjcaJ j o A i arvL^o AJS

~ lA j  Md 0 3 a —>oll M o  u > 1 Al - o 'o  o l  ^  '- -~ -- ’■> oJ  ' o S L j S  

jo^pu l aA v iU , j—o l  0 0  ^ ■ai:'i j - i - i l  o -o s o i l O J;<sS»il ' - - J j j

- C o o l  wo a i n  lo >»lo .* «  aj»**>aoll a J L a II—) o o a i l  w ^ l A i l o

’Aadjw, ^ 1  ;*A a o l J J w U I  O o j  ^—o l  ;0 > 4 o l ^ >5-a il ^  SiaooSl 

«—i «  O j ^ ~a4o l  w j j j J  ~1a !  -■ a.i—13 oj_>• jsJ o i 1 —o ^  o l  S4 I0  i_J  ;

^ jlo ^  A jJ !  a o iA o i! aAaJl 0 0  lA aJU  ^ 1  o jc ^ i l  o j ; j= a A l1 u i l i^ j  !

— =J o i f t j  l i  i lo '*'. j a^aAaoJl ' - o i o i l o  ^  IA3U  j * A j  ^ i i l  -C 0 0 JI3 034a I I  

j t o  —0 ^ :3a M 13^^13 AJa o o  ^ l i i l  '-S j^ i l ai ~ * lo  lo - ; -^-a ^ 4 4  

oA acC  0 3 -la o il o j j o I I  ^  js^S ^  -o A a l o o l M o j ^ ic  . S u lu a

a ^ J j4 " l A l  i l o l  ^1=3 i o  ^  j^ A a o l o i o i l  ISA 1 3 ^ 3

S;3T>aoll o i a l l  S c  loJaS I3J — .̂qA jI IaaCJ j i i l  o a j^ a ^ o il 1

-SaI J J .  -ra. 1I3 S^jA ioJI o u < ll / lo  Mfl cai>3 o i i l  l3 a ij 3] Si 

o t i M U  o j  a l U afl '3* 3,4 ^3 M3 - c l i a .  A l i o l  ^ jlc  l a i i i l i  l i o  — Ojli 

jS c  0 J0 JI laA i ~-o A us ——*4 *■—3  >Jo l 3 o « j33aoil w j^ i i  w d.1 m !c  

.- * - -■̂ 3 3AJI3 A la  ^  lA alj ^yiil S Io lo ll S ^ .ls ^ ll  ^ o ii j l j ja .  ^£3 - .1 
laaA oU  ia i—03 a i=  — a ja3 '333C3 W-0 I0 II3  o a o l l  00  aa^3J I03 a03o.Mll 

04SII 0 A3 A ia  jj-ic  - oi n a  I3333 «^Sll a c U c J l a iA  A IS4 ~-oAom ! vJ1c  

o ja J I i  . oA»3jCj «-oA  .o A la  '3* 0̂ 13 0 L 3 J I Isa ^̂ 3 ^ o A ..U o l - - 3 1
ajloooa.3 0 J JU 3  M o  ^ i. i l!  -*44^ A 03H  jAj l II ^33 wa—Ĵ 113



saqiyat -h=m w a - z a cama ahl lubrus 1 - m a dkurun an-hum ahdatu 

s-saqiyat 1-madkurat fl 1-fannat (1) 1-salifat cala wagh 

1-magrib 'id kanat qar yat-h=m kalifatan wa-l a m  y a c 1 mu 

bi-t car r l - h i m  fl dalika 'ila 'an d a m m a t - h u m  al 'arna 

1-hagat li-tahabblt l - m a r bi-tawalilfuhub ... min nazar• C • 4

la-hum wa-bi-giran -h=m 1-mustariklna m a Qa-h-m fl l-ma/

1-madkur 'an 'awqafu cala -1 cuyun wa-l-manasuc 1-madkur. - at 

g a m a Catan min ahl 1-basar wa-saalu mi n - h u m  n-nazar 'ila 

dalika wa-'an yaltamisu la-hum fi dalika waghan yazilu-hum 

bi-h can 1-kisam 1-madkur

fa-askala 1- amr calay-him f l  .s-saqiyat llatl 'alfawa-ha 

gariyat bi-gumalat 1-ma' 'ila nahiyat bartal 'ana 1-madkurat 

f a - ra'w min n-nazar la-hum w a - l -hawtat cal a y - h i m  an 

s-sarrii ca l a y-him bi-s-sulh fi dalika w a - n a d a b u - h u m  ilay-hi 

1 i-yakun dalika 'akfada li-farlqayn fa- a g a b u - h u m  'ila 

dalika 'id ra 'w dalika maslahatan l a - h u m  wa-li -glran-h-m 

wa-surakay-h-m ... as-sulh

fa- istalahu fl dalika cala an sallama ahl bartal *ana 
[ I  • • V * I  ti [ I  v N -------------------------

2- m u s a n im u .n  fi~h l~ahl lubru£ 1 -madkurln  2 -  ca y n llatl tan—bacit 
[1 N V-> 9 iV “  A |* /V V

min 1 -magar a llatl bi-l-gihat 1-garbimat h u n a - 1ika fl 
I  /V £ N V^<pL /V ]  J

‘awwal l - cuyun b i-l-gihat 1 - m a d k u r a t ■ma*a sayr^ma tahtah / V I  N  '  X  ^  f  M  ’ V  j
min n-nu'su' l - m u n b a Citat fl 1-magara 1-madkur llatl yassuq 

I  * - I  N ~ £ N v
t-tarlq 1-madkur ila m a w q i c -ha b i - g amilat -ha fl saqiyat
• ■ n  " ]  I  N i n  I n

' ahl lubrus 1-madkurln
N “ P

wa-sal lama ahl 1 ubrus 1-madkurun lir-ahl bartal 'ana

1-madkurin 1- cuyun llatl bi-l-gihat s-sarqtyyat min 1-gihat 

1-mut a q a d i m a t  <d-dikr wa-sayr l - cuyun w a - n u i u l l a t l  yaqac 

ma'u-ha fl saqiyat -h-m 1-madkurat bi-gu m l a t - h a  wa-kallasa 

li-kull fariq m i n - h u m  ma sallama la-h 1-fariq t-tanl 

sic, spelling fainat.
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min dalika wa - 'in farad u bi-h dun -h-m m a c a g iran-h-m 

w a - s u r a k a y - h ~m ala nisbat i stirak-h=m fl dalikaj&lt-tana-w £  

l - m a clum 'inda-hum

wa-caqadu had a. -sulh 1 -madkQr % la n a sif wa- cala an la

yarfa< ahl bartal 1 ana 1-madkurun 1-barragul lladl z a camu

1anna-hum kanu y a r f a cuna-h qadlman cinda 1- cayn 1-madkurat

'awwalan fl-h 4id law rafac u 'al'arna waqa*a fl-h ma' 1- % yn

1 -madkurat wa- n q a t a ca haqq ahl 1 ubruik min-ha fa-ttafaqu

a la isqat h a q q - h ^ m  fl-h wa-la y a r f a cu fl-ha 'id lam

y u s a d i q - h u m  calay-hi fahl 1 ubrus 1-madkurun wa- /amida

kull farlq mi n - h u m  li-hada s-sulh calaanfus -h=m w a - ala"* # » «

V “ » y y _ _ ^
giran -h-m 1 i - 1-maslahat s-samilat llati ra w-ha fl4 •

dalika w a - n - n a n z a r  w a - l-qatac 1-kusumat wa-ma tuwallid-h 

min s-sihan wa-t - t a b a g u d  wa- r a f cu qadr dalika kull -h 

w a - m a blagat wa- asahadu ala a n f u s - h = m  bi-dalika kull -h 

l - g a m a c at llatl waqafu m a ca-hum cala dalika wa-hum 

lladlna yaktubuna s m a '-h=m fl had a 1-kitab w a - s a m i c i1 

dalika m i n - h u m  wa- earifu-hum bi-1- cayn wa-l-'ism wa-fl 

1- casir 1-wasat 1/- rabic 1- akar sanat talatat 

w a - K amanin w a - k a ms~mayat 

cabd allah bnu call .l^azdl sahada 1)

mimman qabala-h b i - asl~h 1-muntasak min-h had a wa-l-fahu 

m u m a til-h 1-harf b i - b h a r f  'ilia ma kana fl-h min tamziq-h 

tabayun huruf-h wabaqlya (2) mawadi -h 1-bid wa-nuqilat 

sahadat suhud . b a cd 1-muqabalat wa-t - t a s h l h  fl munsalak 

ramadan 1-muzam am, kamsat. wa - tamanin . wa-sitt=.mayat.

1 List of witnesses. t
2 Word questioned by Gonzalez- Palencia.

<>



Translation
In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful.
The blessing of God be on Muhammad and his people!
The following, namely sheik Abu Ga far et al., from 
the village of Bartiliana, one of the villages in the 
neighbourhood of Wadi ash [Guadix] are at odds likewise 
with the following: sheik Abu ^bd-Allah et al. from the 
village of Lubros, one of the mountain villages of the 
said town concerning all the wells and waterholes springs 
in the meadows of the Blacks, to the south of Sulayr (D, 
and in the vicinity of the Renegade's burial place to 
the south of the Granada road.
The village of Lubros claim that the wells and springs 
are their property by right and possession and are to 
be used exclusively to irrigate the crops of their 
village. Bartiliana raised objections against Lubros 
as to the appropriation of the water of the wells and 
springs to the exclusion of the former, on the grounds 
that the water runs along an irrigation ditch descending 
to the village of the latter and that it was theirs... 
of old.
The villagers of Lubros claimed that they repaired the 
same irrigation channel previously on its west side as 
their village followed from there on, and that they knew 
not what had happened in this matter except that a com
plaint was lodged against them for letting the water 
continually fall [along it] ... on the advice of settlers 
and farming partners of theirs concerning the above- 
mentioned water that a party of experts should report 
on the said wells and springs, they astolabout this matter 
and requested their opinion on it in order to bring to an 
end this lawsuit.
The matter became [more] difficult for them, concerning 
the channel which they found running with all the water 
towards the above-rmentioned Bartiliana, they considered 
that it would be wise and prudent of them to advise the 
villagers to reach a settlement in the matter and to urge 
them to do so, that tension might lessen between the 
factions. They acceded to this, for they saw it was to 
their interest, that of the settlers and partners... peace. 
So they considered it fitting to make peace on the condi
tion that Bartiliana would give over to Lubros the spring 
that gushes from the gully to the west of there, into the 
first of the water holes of the area with the remainder 
of springs below that flow into the gully that crosses 
the road described, until where all of its water comes 
down the irrigation canal of the village of Lubros, and 
on the condition that Lubros handed over to Bartiliana 
the wells which are to the east of the area previously 
referred to, with the remaining wells and springs, the 
waters of which come down in their entirety along the 
aforementioned irrigation canal. And what was settled 
upon by the opposing party was fulfilled and they remained 
sole claimant to their share in co-partnership with the 
settlers and partners, according to the order of suc
cession fixed among themselves.CO Sie.**r3 Nevada
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They finalized the agreement on the condition that the 
village of Bartiliana would not raise any dam Which they 
claimed they had done in the past next to the water hole 
in question, that is the first one; for if they were to 
build it now, seeing that the water gathers in it, they 
would cut off the village of Lubros in its rightful 
[access] to it. Thus they agreed upon relinquishing 
their former claim and not contending for it, for if 
they did, Lubros would not accept it. Each side under
signed the agreement on its own behalf and that of the 
settlers for the sake of overcoming ill feelings they 
saw in the [situation] and the wisdom in cutting short 
the argument which generated hatred and rancour. They 
were aware of its force and the value of it all. 
Witnessing on their behalf, as to its full content all 
the group who backed them on this issue, the names of 
whom are written in this document, and who heard about 
the matter from them, and know the claimants by sight 
and by name. [Done] in the mid ten days of Rablca the
2nd of the year 583.

*Abd AllSh ... al Azdl, etc.
Those who confronted the original deed with the copy

and letter by letter of its exact copy except for the
rents and the letters that came in the blank spaces; the 
statement of the witnesses appears after the compared 
version and its correction, at the end of the month of 
Ramadan of. the year 685.
The "spectrum" of features which characterizes this text 

is as follows;
. Word Order: It is consistently VSO.
. V and N components have triliteral roots, and form deriva
tions from these roots:

MiLK_ aMLaK t.aMaLluK
yaSQI . SaQiYat

Case endings are still distinguished in some nominal forms,
i.e. those involving endings with long vowels:

madkur/In/un
musammun/in
lladl/lladlna

However one notices from time to time instances of gender 
hesitation (1):

C  v — vtanba it min 1-magara llati bi-1 gihat 
V ”* I N (mas) [N(fem)V-*0 I N ]

fl 1-magara 1-madkur llatl yas^uq t-tarlq 
I N(mas) (mas. sing;) [N(fem) V(mas) * N ]
1 Ibn HishSm al-Lakhmi as-Sabti (7.2).



The following patterns are found in the text:
V deletion clauses: wa hum s-sayk 'abu g.

[I V-»0 N N ]
wa...fa coordination: wa-zaGama ahl fa'askala l-'amr

[I V N ] [I V N ]
V'an: wa-zaGama ahl lubrus 'an 

[I V N [I
Law V: 'id law rafaGu .. wa nqataca haqq

Cl- I V ] [ X V* N ]
lladl V: wa hum lladlna yaktubuna sma/h-m 

N [ N V N
llatl V: see above
man V-hu: mimman qabala-h 

[N V
The presence of V-h is a conservative feature, found in 
Classical Arabic.
The average number of nested clauses is 2, with one exception 
(see text).
Negation: la V : Cala an la yarfaG

[ I I  V 1
c r /lam V: wa lam ya lmu... ila an dammat-hum

[ I I  V ] [ I I J V
The co-occurrence of these features which include complex
subordination situate the text within the formal style range.
The place names: bartal'ana and lubrus are probably loans.
Of all the V components, a proportion are V — > 0 deletions,
paired with N components (verbal nouns) functioning as V
(predicates).

— cLi-yasgi mazru - for the watering of crops 
I ~N N
bi-sabab garlya Gala saqiyat - on account of its running 
I N N  I N  along the ditch



Bill of sale re: private properties belonging to the King, 
in the vicinity of Mount Sulayr (Sierra Nevada) and Jerez 
castle to 'Abu cAlI Hasan Ibn Ibrahim al Azdi et al. . and 
ensuing watering rights (1st rabic-lst 731 AK, December 
1330 AD), copied Muharram 736 AH (1) 1335 AD.

wa tagayy*dbi -asfal min dalika ma nassu-h muttasilan

bi-h b i-smi-llahi r-rahmani r-rahlm salla llahu °ala* « »
sayy idina wa-muwal * ana mu hammadin wa-alihi wa sallamam

tasliman

— C / —
ba a bi-mugtadx 1-amr 1-karim 1-muntas ak fawq hada

, V — ^ i „
li-l-musarrif bi-wadi asa wa-sanad-ha m u h ammad bnu 

sa d bnu sayyid abi-̂ x agmala alla.hu k u l asa-h min

« / mm »  d  / f
1-mala 1 - m a dkurin ba d wa-hum 1-qayid 1 - agal l -acazz 

1- 'asna 1 - a k r a m  1-afdal l-'arfa° l-amgsd /abu C a lT hasan 

bnu 1-qayid l-*agal l-'afdal l-akmal 1-mawqar 1-mabrur 

1-m a r h u m  'abi ° abd 'allah m u h ammad bnu 'ibrahim 1- 'azdi
•4 •

1- g a r r a f  wa 1-faris . l-mukarram l-am$ad l-wazlr 1-mabrur

*abu 1 - h akam malik bnu s-sayk l-'akrim wa 1- *asna 1-mabrur

c —1-marhum abi tammam galib bnu mu awid 1-balawi

mm O
wa-r-ruht (2) sittat 1-musammun ba d - min ahl 1-gasr 

min h Isn saris hama-hu allahu ta°ala wa-hum 1-hagg

t O —1- m u k a r r a m  abu abd allah muhammad bnu yusuf bnu walid
m — y y / — f M j

1-kalbi w a - 1 - h a g g  abu ul a rifa at bnu ahmad bnu

_ c . _ -  / » _ _
rifa at 1-gasani wa abu z a k a n y y a  yahya bnu muhammad

c — > - -jbnu ammar 1-himyari wa-abu yahya bnu ali bnu yazid

1-gasanl wa 'abu 1-husayn bnu yazid bnu r i f a C at 1-gasani 

wa 'abu l°ulai bnu b i - l - C ula 1-gas an! gami° ma yudkar 

ba°d min 'amlak 1-muktas 1-kaynat bi-gabal Sulayr min 

hisn sarl£ wa-dSlika 1-gihati ma°arufat bi-bugunyan

1 Gonzalez Palencia (1940:337ff).
2 sic in Arabic transcription,possibly a misprint rahf.*
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Cenete 1187: Gonzalez Palencia (1940:341ff). Part II.

lo ill O pJl aliloo alalb lia  &io Laoi'ioll aiob alitij Ooo

^ îuu jbb**j Olaja --Quill a»<al*o OJ4̂  —i® B43 Olis>

OUI0S3 —ob ĵAsvoJI Ouaoj L?J-Uo ^  ,-aua-OiJb ililioJI
juloO-13

Cenete 1330: Gonzalez Palencia (1940:341ff). Part I

y p L a  ■— op^jJl O o ^ j J l  bill <«o^.>b Ju iLoiio S-oJ lo iaJi Oo Oi-jb .ajiij
U,il*.ri •̂ p.Loj &II3 ^ojko 1^303 .^ k  *111 .

lA^iuj^ j ig ]  ^3)51 J jd io l l  ljA Oi^S -a.O .ijo.11 --oJjiill joi)1 jA liftcj c ^ b
—O 3  O j j ^ i w J I  > i U  O o  fr-oik i  a il) Jo=«.l W j! a^-o O j  O j  _V~-q

^jlai! O i Ouua. . j lc  54! ^Sujill C » i j i31 J « a3i)l ^ £ i ) l  ^pOiill J s J ]  :jjI&11
<%oOjjl O j iocuo *111 cu£ ŝ-jl ^oj^^oll j3j4-&ll P 3 & I I  --loinill J o a i l l  O a J l

O j ^llo  -o ^ -ll > j! p j+ J l  ia-oill —aj-^oJl ’- w j l i l b  OljjaJl ^ i j i l i  
• *

* i » J 1  luik^llj tAjlJl i>^l*o O 4  - J l c  >-oSo3 , ^ 1  --ô ĵoJI j^^ioJ! jjîjiJl̂ -—o j ^ U l
p s k k d l --O b j s fl«u  a ll)  aloA. o O jO  -  i c ^  O o  j-b a lI O a ) o «  asu O 3 0 W U  1

O j  i cl &j  i U I  34I - i l c J b  a ^ b  O j  O j - j ^ j  O j  a o - > o  al]l 3J £  34I - c </i=LoJl
^ - p - j ^ b  j j J c a J I  j U a O j  i o r u o  O l  ^ p j  b p > j  54I3 ^ U o a J !  iclflj O j  a o j J  j 
j - b G l  3 4 b  o H b o J l  iclflj O l  ajjj O j  O L p j r J i 31I3 ^ j U i a J I  aJjJ O j  O j  :
—lti>j iuLU l -^ci'iOoil £ ilc l Oo i»4  lo (J>Jo> ^jUuaJI kS\s*l\ ^  O j 

pO-j a $ 3 p U  i i p J b  oLus-u iijjA oJI if lp Jl ^ l i j  O O J j  O c a  Oo jJ O  

- i s . ;  (J»o jl^Aii fc^A oll S itp J b  i i ju J l  p O i  S ^ j a J I  i i t f J b  O j  \

[aa^jAoll] aiAaJlj *lbjl} ifijjAoit O ajiJb  j - ^ l  S i4j«oJl iA ^ Jb  o ^ ip d t 

L u c l i . 3  ^ ^ 3  3>ii5 - i lo-lb  O c u L j I U  I
iUoi* gOOUoJl ib**al) i i c  , j j  o li i i l l  O o Uotj3 Uoil*-J3J

gAilioJb ,*^jî b  O q al^i lo gA^o,?i_i li>a» --33s ^p-uLUoil

^la ll  o !  jplcj aUoll 03^*13 g A jla -o lb  * J c t ljc lb  e ^ jU t J b  * o f lljo ib  ^

1>« jo >  OLo O o i l l )  i l j l  O l_ j*^ io J l ^ J lo  ^ o ^ s 41 341 —W jlsJ lj wflc  34} !

ScUiiJl ^ 3  toAOf l y J l j  illjjb  S33JA0JI -OSjiil lo j3^ ioJl jAi-ioll

gsu^ojl c-ajq.^ Oo ^ t l l  -.yuOlli j-n ill -1̂ 1 O q  O 3j3^ io ll iu*ill i ^ J J j  
**U S a I q L i u  L b  Tjjb> l a . j a . 0  Ia j j  S c l O i i l  v£b  >~o A.\j4 b ^ O b  ^Ibjl O s jb

j l O .  1)3 Ljj ^ 3  > O o  jL jO  ^4 vb aJj suJ 
\

^■^oqLj S» l jo O0J4 S »lAi>.j --J3 6AJ403 Sj 3̂ 0* j3^ io J! O3CtuoJI O^C

w*.l>a j44̂ 0b O o ljjui 0 3 ^ 0 .3  jliia ajlojloJ3 ; lu i  O ill Sj^j ^iai lo>
Oo O tiu ll Isa Oi33 ^ia-ll ^-Jd loi^iTv %4 alaj-ill O4J3 io3J-J aill ^giuil lo

w o i ^ 3  i a u j b J  l u)5 ^jiJl j43J^l L aiiiJ ^ j x i t U b  ^ i t U !  -ft^a-Ub i
le ^ la . SjjJ^ioJI SjjaOil -4*-o, vrlc j ^ i o l l  -aajqII ^do O j j ^ i o l l  Oucluoil 

iO ill a^ la  ^  ^ d d l bJlo ^  J U  J ^ o  a p  13^3 lgwia>,o

^  £di
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wa-l-gihat ma°arufat bi-fag bnu tabit wa-l-gihat ma° arufat 

b i ~ f a §  s-sagbat wa-l-gihat ma° aruf at bi-ba tr'ar ma° a rahal 

1-harayg wa - l -gihat ma°arufa t bi-wadi 1-gasr wa 1-ard 

m a Carufat bi 'arnalah wa-l-gihat [l - m a ° a r u f a t ] b i - s -saligin 

wa 1-mulil wa Sirrah 1-mahdud kull dalika 'awwalan

— ** C —■ —
wa taniyan wa talatan wa-rabi an w a - k amisan wa-sadisun wa- 

taminan min 1- 'algab 1-mahdudat f i c agd s-sadad 1-muntasak

* •  ̂ — V O * * ’muttasilan bi-l-amr 1-muntasak fawq hada bi-gaml ma li- 

dalika kull-h m i n - l - h u q u q  w a - l -harum wa l - m a n a f i C 

w a - l - m a r a f i q  w a-l-masarih wa 1-madakil w a - l - m a k a r i g  wa

V G / ** / Osurub 1-miyah wa a l a ■ an yanfarid l-gayid abu a lT 

wa-l-faris *abu 1-hakam malik 1-madkuran 'awwalan bi-n -nisf

1-wahid min gami° l - m a b l € 1-madkur ma °ada 1- 'ard

o — / _ ^ — O —
1-ma arufat bi- arnalat bi-5-sawa bayn-huma wa- ala

/, y -c _I- isa at w a - y anfarid -si'ttat 1-madkurun min ahl 1-qasr 

b i - n - n i s f  t-tani min garnic l - m a b i C wa- fard ra m a l a t  

bi-S-s awa[bay n-hum °ala 1- 'isa'* at b a y & n s a h i h a n  gayzan tairian 

b ayyanan sarihan min *agdan lam yattasil bi-h sart

mufsid wa-la tunyan wa-la kiyar

c arafa l - m u b t a c un 1-madkurun qadar-h wa-mablagh wa lam 

yaghalu-h b i - t a ~ m a n  mablag-h bi-gamt. ma dukira talat_at 

1alaf dinar wa-tamanz -mayat dinar wa-kamsun dinaran min 

1-fidat bi 1-kabir m a b l a g  ma VnfcAa *ilay-h sawmah wa-tabata

s -sadad bi-h hasbunta fusira fi l-caqd fawq hada n-nisf min

dalika bi-l-hulul wa- n - n i s f  t-1 a n T  b i - t - t a k l r  l-'inqda'

4uktu-bar l-'atl garlban li-tarik-h wa-kalasa ti-1-mutba°in 

1-madkurin milk l-mabi° 1-madkur °ala hash t-tagiziyat 

1-madkurat kulusan sahlhan wa-hallu fi-h mahalla di 1-mal•— J c. „ . * . —

fi mal-h wa di 1-mulk fi mulkh Cala s-sumat dalika fi (1)

 ̂ sic, perhaps £1 dalika.
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Cenete 1330: Gonzalez Palencia (1940:341ff). Part II.
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/ / C d — cwa-kana imda t-tabay wa-l-bayi fi-dalika ba d

t-tasuwlq wal-'ig-t ihad wa l-'isadat bi-h kama dukira

/ O c*
hatta lam alifa zayd ala ma dukira wa iahada ala

G T* C *•1-mubta m  s-sab at 1-madkurln bima fi-h canhum man

t v  C? * C * C*ashadu-h bi-h ala anfus-h=m sama a-h m.in-hum wa arifa-h 

fi s-silfoat wa- l - $ a w a z  w a - Calima t-tasu-wig w a - 1 - riktihad

kama dukira wa-fi awwal rabi° 1- 'awwal °am 'ahda wa-

— ctala tin w a - sabs mayat

C / c
w a-waq a 1- ittafaqu bayn 1-mubta in s-sittat 1-madkurln

C “ * *r G —■■min ahl 1-gasr wa-l-mubta in abi ali hasan wa- abi-1- 

hak-am 1-ma d k u r a y n  q a b a l a - h u m  fi qismat 1-ma' 1-habt min 

gabal b i - n i s f a y n  itnbn n-nisf yanfarid bi-h s-sittat 

1-madkurun min ahl 1-qasr sawa b a y n-hum w a - n - n i s f  t - t a m  

yanfarid bi-h 'abu Call wa- 'abu-l-hakam 1 - m adkur an sawa 

b a y n-huma yasqiyan bi-h amalak-huma bi-qura 1-gasr 

l - m u g a w i ~ r a t  li-hisn sarl£ min qura w adi 'as wa-hi ya 

nus w a - l - b u n y a n  wa-fah z 1 - h a w z a  wa-takun qisma-hu. 

kama dukira fi k u rug 1-ma min 1-hagar 1-maqtu li- 

saqiyat 1-qasr bi-iza* 1-walagati h u n a-ka 1-mu Galumat 

li-'ibn r ifaCat tasaturan limS, yuqabil-h min saqiyat nus 

wa-mahma ‘uhtiga 'ila 1-ma' bi-qaryat 1-qasr wa-qura 

wadi as f a - l a - h u m  tahbit-hmin 1-gabal li-saql zaruc -h=m 

wa-la yaltafit-h lima yakun bi-l-gabal min zaru° 

m u z d ar°in wa-la yusqa mahma zdturra wa-katirati 1-hagat 

1ila l - m a ’ bi-qura 1-madkurat *itifaqan taman °alimu

? v — Cqadar-h wa-z-zamu anfus-h-m hukma-h wa-sahdu bi-h ala

znfus-h=m fl s d h a t-h=m w a - g a waz-h=m wa-° anf urhum fi t - tar Ik 

wa-wafaqa 1-bayi 1-m u s a r r i f  1-madkur ala dalika kull-h fi 

t-tarik min nazlrayn 'itnayn *ibrahim bnu muhammad



bnu 1-kayr 1-bakri kataba wa-muhammad bnu 'ibrahim bnu 

yahya 1-ansarl wa karrara s-sahadat bi-sabab t-tamziq 

'an tabit

wa-nuqila sahadah 'ilay-ha min 1- asl min haytu waqa°at

— d — y - -
fi-h ba d 1 - m u q abalat wa-t-tashih 1 i-l-gami fi

Q ̂  Q
muharram am sittat wa-talatln wa-saba mayat muhammad 

bnu f a r a g ... (1)

Translation
The following, entered at the bottom of this, says, as 
from In the name of God the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
The blessing of God be on our sovereign Lord Muhammad 
and his family, and His utmost peace J
Complying with the noble wish - as written above - 
expressed by the musarrif of Guadix and Cenete, Muhammad 
Ibn Sa d - May God... - the latter sells to
the noble Lords: kbu All Hasan, the illustrious, honour
able, high, famed, virtuous, proud, highborn governor, 
son of the late governor, the illustrious, virtuous, 
honoured, respected... *Abu cAbdallah Muliammad.. .al-Azdi 
al Garraf ; the honourable knight, highborn vizier, the 
virtuous 'Aba 1-Hakam Malik, son of the late sheik, the 
honourable ... *Abu Tamman Galib...al-Balawi and to the 
group of six men from the castle of the fort of Jerez - 
May God protect it and may He be exaltedI - and they are 
as follows: the honourable hadji 'Abu 'Abdallah. . .al- 
Kalbi; the hadji Abu Rifaca...al-Gasani; Abu Zakarriya... 
al-Himyari; Aba Yabya...al-Gasani? kbu 1-Husayn...al- 
Gasani; 'Abu-1-CUla.. .al-Gasani
all the estates, described below, of the private property 

■ [of the king] located on Mt Sulayr of fort Jerez and 
these are known as Buqunyan, Tabit hill, al-Sayba hill, 
Batrar, al-hurayq homestead, Castle Valley, the piece of 
land called"’Arnala, Sulgin, al-Mulil and Sirra. All 
these properties have as their boundaries, consecutively 
described from first to eighth, in the legalized document 
copied jointly with the abovementioned order. With all 
rights and privileges, the uses and facilities, the right 
of way, the entrances and the exits and watering places 
on the condition that the first half of what was sold 
shall belong exclusively, as a whole, in equal share 
to the abovementioned governor 'Abu cAlI and the knight 
'Abu-1 Hakam Malik, with the exception of the piece of land 
called Arnala, and that the second half shall belong 
solely to the .six above mentioned from the inhabitants 
of the castle, including Arnala, in equal shares in a 
binding sale,- legal, complete, clear, correct, with no 
clause, impediment nor option invalidating it.

1 List of witnesses.



The buyers are informed of its price and liability and 
are aware of all relevant points, at the. price of,- 
the sum of which is 3,850 silver dinars in large coins- 
which meets the agreed price quoted in the above document. 
The'first half is to be paid at the beginning and the 
latter half by instalment at the end of the following 
October, as from the date of this document.
The ownership of [the land] sold is handed over to the . 
aforementioned buyers, in accordance with their shares, 
whereby they may occupy the sold estates by right and 
by deed, as stated by law in such matters.
Agreement was reached and the sale was finalized [the 
estates] having been put up for auction, having sought the 
highest [possible] price, as previously mentioned, and in 
view of the fact that no higher offer was made. The 
following act as witnesses on behalf of the seven buyers, 
in all that may concern them, in what was said, in what 
they heard, sound of mind and body, in full knowledge of 
the bid and attempt to reach a higher price, as stated. 
Dated 1st rablc- 1st 731 [AH] .
An agreement was reached between the six buyers of the 
castle and the other two 'Abu *Alx hasan and Abu-1 Hakam, 
in sharing the water that runs down from the mountains, 
equally, in two shares, one share for the sole use of [the 
party of] six from the castle, divided into six equal 
shares, and the other for the sole use of 'Abu 'All and 
kbu-1 pakam divided [the latter] into two equal shares 
that they may thus irrigate their properties in the dis
trict of the castle, in the vicinity of fort Jerez in
the district of Guadix, namely: Nus, al-Bunyan and Fahs al-
Hawza. The water will be divided, as stated, as it comes 
forth from the Broken Rock passage towards the irrigation 
ditch of the castle, opposite the cave there - known as 
Ibn Rifa 1 s - half of what flows in the Nus channel - 
What water is needed in the district of the castle and 
that of Guadix, they will draw from the mountain to 
irrigate their crops, they will not redirect the water 
to any crop in the mountain, they will not irrigate at 
each other's expense, so great is the need for water in 
those districts.
The agreement is binding on those who know its extent and 
their obligation. They bear witness on their behalf, being
sound in mind and body, acknowledging it as from the date
[of the document].
The seller, the abovementioned al musarrif, that day 
agreed to all [with] from the two nagirs Ibrahim Ibn 
Muhammad al Bakrf and Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim...al-AnsarI.
The statements were rewritten because they had become 
erased.
The statements were copied from the original exactly, 
checked and having made sure as to its faithfulness. 
Mubarram 736 [AH].
Muhammad Ibn Farag et al.



No excuse will be made for quoting and transliterating 
these documents in full. Complete texts, relating to everyday 
life, are a rarity. Besides their linguistic value, they 
afford us with vivid descriptions of events in country sur
roundings. We see common sense prevailing in the settlement 
of a water dispute and the sharing out the water with the 
arrival of new owners. No less does one admire the pragmatic 
quality in the administration of Islamic law. Documents are 
copied when they become illegible through "wear and tear".
The latter document strikes us as a stylistic model for bills 
of sale in C14. It reflects the fashion for pompous titles, 
that may have started with honorific titles chosen by the 
'muluk at-tawa'if, the local rulers of C11-C12. It contains 
an exhaustive list of legal formalities, from the written 
command, to the auction to the final agreement in the presence 
of the nagirs and the taking up possession of the property. 
Consequently the language is rich in forms, although less 
so in syntactic patterns.
1.- Word order: VSO.
2. Triliteral derivation: They show a wealth of forms: 

RaHMan — * RaKlM —  maRHuMu (1)
KaRiM —  aKRiM —  muKarRaM
SQY: li SaQI la yuSQ(Y) yaSQuYanl li-SaQiYat

3. As in the previous text, case endings are assumed to be
still in use: bi-iza* 1-walagati, min zaruc muzdarcin,
together with the existence of the dual in:

ni§f :: ni^fayn (it~n.*£n) 
hum :: hum3 
wazir :: nazirayn

1 on whom God has pity, hence the late.



However nisfayn, nazirayn are followed by i£nayn which is 
redundant. This may be an instance of hypercorrection, 
which occurs when a form or a linguistic habit is no longer 
well understood or mastered. A deviant form appears to com
pensate for the flaw in the competence.
We find:
6. V — » 0 deletions clauses. See 7.

4 f Cwa - hum 1-hagg 1-mukarram abu abd allah ...
[I V->0 N N ]
fa la-hum tahblt -hum min 1-gabal 
[I V-0 I N  N I N ]
7. wa [...] fa [...] coordination
wa takun gisma-h ... fa la-hum tahbit -h 
[ I V  ] t I V-*0 ]
There is a semantic difference in the use of fa, as it expresses 
a resulting action: so, therefore, etc., and this meaning fades 
in later formal texts and is less frequent already in the 
written vernacular; see Table 1.
. Subordination
10. V cala ‘an: wa cala 'an yanfarid 1-qayid ‘abu cabl

[ I I  V N ]
12. but also kam5 v: wa l-'isadat bih kamS £ukira

I N I N [ I V ]
which has not occurred so far in our corpus but is common (1). 
There is less relativization than in the previous document, 
where all patterns occurred.
13. garni ma yujjkar

N [ N V ]
. Negative formation consists in:
17. la v (imperfective): wa-la yaltafit-h

[I I(neg) V ...]

1 Corriente (1977:135).



18. lam V: lam yattasil sart mufsid
[ I(neg) V N N ]

What is new, and consistent with the other stylistic 
devices we mentioned, is the profusion of exhortations, 
referring not only to the deceased and the present ruler, 
but extended to other people and even things:

C / ymuhammad bnu sa d ... agmala llahu
hisn saris hama-hu llahu tacala * * *

These may be considered as appositions at the level of syntax.
19. Apart from Batrar (1), of possible Romance origin, there 
is an interesting loan: uktubara "Octubre" October. Did they 
use the Christian solar calendar as well as the Muslim one?
Can this be explained by the fact that the solar calendar is 
more useful in agricultural matters? Here the date is related 
to payments; would this be when the harvest or the crops had 
been assessed?

The third document takes us to the last years of 
existence of Al-Andalus.

Rent agreement and water rights, between the villages of 
Cogollos and Jerez, for a period of 35 years, dated 1st 
Dul-qaCda 883 AH - January 24th 1479 (2). It is followed by 
a brief comment in Spanish by the offical translator to the 
Kingdom of Granada.

1 "Petrair derived from petra, stone". Common place name,
see Doc. 7, Saragossa MSS appendix 2, "Batrur".

2 Gonzalez Palencia (1940:375-6).
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bi-smi llahi I-K

C ' f  ̂ •*amir wa ahmad bnu aii 1-musaddad wa muh a m m a d  bnu

'akra min ahl qaryat qugul 1 u£ muhammad  bnu muhammad  bnu 

mu hamma d £-tabarnasi wa C abd allah bnu *abi yahya bnu

j c _ v -
hilal w a -kayr bnu muh am mad 1-musaddaxi w a - kay r bnu asur 

t-taybi U  wa- 'abu bakr bnu cabd allah 1- 'isall wa- 

m u h a m m a d  .bnu m u h ammad 1-basari w a - m u hammad  bnu kayr

9 * ""bnu hilal wa ahmad bnu muh am mad 1-garbi wa-yus uf  bnu

* ~ r O t Om u h am mad 1-garbi wa ahmad bnu sa id askar w a-m uh ammad

o — — v — Q
bnu yusuf 1~utbi li-n a f s - h - m  wa -l i - s a y i r  1-gami at min 

ahl gar-yat ququllus saw~£ bayn g a m i C -h~m wa- °itida la n 

min 1-kaff at  min ahl hisn saris w a -hum  'ahmad bnu °allI » *
1-h add ad wa C all bnu yazld 1-faridi wa-yahya bnu muhamm ad  

1-g azz ar wa- *ahmad bnu mu hammad 1 - g az zar wa-°all bnu 

'ahmad? 1- gasani? (1) wa 'ibn-h 1- hagg mu h a m m a d  wa 'ahmad bnu
y _ Q

mu h a m m a d  1-gazzar wa-muhammad bnu mu h a m m a d  bnu ubayd wa- 

m u h am mad bnu yahya 1-hazidl wa- 'abu 1-qaslm  bnu yahin (2)

— — C -* 4 —1-hazidl wa-m u h a m m a d  bnu mu ha mmad 1- h a d d a d  wa asur .bnu » * * »

ali 1-hazi dl wa- m u h a m m a d  bnu hasan 1- fa rr an w a-mu ha mmadft » # *

bnu 'ahmad bnu sahib s-salat wa-abu C ali bnu muhamm ad  bnu

sahl ...(3) w a - m uham ma d bnu Kabd .r-rahm3n 1-kalidi wa-

mu ha mm ad bnu muhamm ad  bnu hakam w a - m u h a m m a d  bnu °all bnu • # * *
V  C •Tsa rr ag  wa abu Iqasim bnu umar n -n awarili  w a- mu hammad

bnu yahya...(3) wa -ka yr bnu ahmad bnu vabd .r-rahman

wa-° am ir  bnu ‘ahmad 1-haddad g a m l C l-ma* 1 -habitat min
$ *  *

*ard saris °ala kandaqa - ,-tusar wa-li-t ub a ma°a ma 

[ = Romance loans]

1 GP ed: doubtful reading.
2 HJB: sic yahya.
3 GP ed: wear or tear.
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•Y o , Juan Rodriguez, escribxno roman^ador dc las escrituras 
arabigas cn G ranada y su rcyno por su M a g d, romance lo dc suso 

contenida e lo corregi en G ranada a X V I  dc mar<jo dc m ill y qui- 
nicntos y quarcnta y nueve anos. —  J u a n  R odriguez . . *
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*- •» — c
y a s t a q i r r u  f i - h z m a  m i n  m u s a l a t  1 - f a r a  a y n  ( 1 )  1 - w a s a l a t a y n

l i - h z m a  l i - m u d d a t  m i n  k a m s a t  wa t a l a t i n  ama  t a n q - a d i  

m i n  t a r i k - h  1 i - y a z k i y u  b i -  1 - m a '  1 - m a d k u r  *i l a  q a r -  y a t - h - z . m

■m. / ^  ^
1 - m a d k u r a t  w a - f a h ~ s - h a  wa i l a  h a y t u  y a n t a f i  u n  b i - h  m i n

—* G1-qar-yat madkurat bi-may at qadah wa-ahidat (2) min z-zar 

fl kull cam tamanun qadahan min s-sa Clr wa^i'sarun qadahan

O C t  t
m i n  1 - q a m h  w a - y a  a d d i d  d a l i k a  f i  k u l l  am i l a  a n  y a n q a d i  

1 - a m a d  1 - m a d k u r  C a l a  s a r t  fa n  l a  y a t Caddi -  *a h a d  m i n  a h l

y1 j ^
gugul 1 us ila qalb saqiyat min sawaqi Marls b i -1 -kandaqi-n

/ —  G
m a d k u r i n  l i - t a k t i r  1 - m a  f i - h  w a - m a n  t a  a d d a  m i n - h u m  

y u q a l l i b  s a q i y a t ?  ( 3 )  m i n  s a r i s  ( 4 )  l a m m a  d u k i r a  f i - l - a h l  

saris mana^a-hum m i n  d a l i k a  w a - s - s i k a y a t  b i - h a q q  

f u ° i l a  d a l i k a  m i n - h u m  w a -  ° t a r a f a  a h l  s a r i s  . . 1 - m a d k u r  

a n n a  z - z a r °  1 - m a d k u r  y a k u n  g a m i ca n  m a w q i f a n  y a s r i f  t a m a n - h

-r — / —  ̂ O
f i  b a n a  m a s a g i d  h i s n - h - m  w a - m a n  h a d a r a  h a d - h  ( 5 )  1 -  a q d a t  

m a d k u r a t  b a y n  1 - f a r i q a y n  w a - y a  r a f  i l a  1 - h a d i r i n  m i n - h u m  

1 - m a d k u r i n  h u m ?  a h l  asac wa a f d a l ?  ( 3 )  m i n - h u m  wa  

awwalu m a n  ° a r a f a - h u m  wa *a M h a d  1 - g a m T ‘ b i - m a  f i - h = m  

w a - y a ° r i f - h u m  b i - h a l  s i h h a t  w a - g a w a z  q u y i d a  M a h a d a t - h

G C — -m — —
f i  a w w a l  d I  1 - q a  d a t  am t a l a  t a t  w a - t a m a n i n  w a - t a m a n i

m i y a t .  h i l a l  b n u  s a  i d  1 - m u  a d d i n . . .

C o m m e n t  i n  S p a n i s h :

" Y o r J u a n  R o d r i g u e z  e s c r i b a n o  r o m a n p a d o r  d^e l a s  e s c r i t u r a s
a r a b i g a s  en Granada y su r e y n o  p o r  s u  M a g  r r o m a n c e  l o  d e
s u s o  c o n t e n i d o  e l o  c o r r e g i  e n  G r a n a d a  a K V I  d e  m a r p o  d e
m i l l  y  q u i n i e n t o s  y q u a r e n t a  y nueve a f i o s  -  J u a n  R o d r i g u e z "

furucayn: "branches".
HJB: possible 'igadat "produced". 
GP ed: doubtful reading.
HJB: sic.
HJB: hada-hu "loss of quantity".



in m e  name or God, etc... On behalf of the village 185
of Cogollos Mohamed Ibn Mohamed Ibn cAmir and ...
are renting for themselves and with the agreement
of the aljama of the village of Cogollos, equally
between them all, from the whole village of the
Fort of Jerez, and they are: Ahmed Ibn cAll 1-Haddad and cAll Ibn Yazid el Faridi and ... - the whole of the 
water flowing from the land of Jerez along the two ditches 
of Tusar and Toba together with what comes to rest within 
the ditches from the infiltration of the two branches [or 
watercourses], for a period of thirty-five years as from 
the date, to rent? the said water to the above-mentioned 
village of theirs and their land - during their use of it 
for the above-mentioned village of theirs with a 10 0 
keddahs [dry measures] produced as seed every year, 80 
of barley and 20 of wheat, to be accounted for, every 
year until the contract expires. On the condition that 
nobody from the village of Cogollos crosses over to alter 
any of the irrigation ditches from the above-mentioned 
watercourses to increase the water in his. Should one 
of them do so to an irrigation ditch from Jerez, as 
stated, as regards the villagers of Jerez, they may stop 
them from this and complain by right, if this is done; 
and the village of Jerez acknowledges that the same grain 
is to be set aside, in its entirety, to pay the cost of the
building of mosques in the fort of theirs. Those who
were present to this agreement between both parties and 
who know both parties present among them: the most dis
tinguished and eminent of them, having brought others to 
vouch for them, bear witness to the whole of it and know 
them [the villagers of Jerez] to be sound in health and 
mind. The statement was recorded on the 1st day of Du 
1-qa dat year 883. Hilal Ibn Sacid el Mu'"addin...
Spanish text: I, Juan Rodriguez, clerk translator for
Arabic documents in Granada and kingdom, translated the
above and corrected it in Granada. 16th March 1529.
Juan Rodriguez.
The Arabic document above may be described as having:

1. V S O dominant with V S 0 reversals.
wa- ctarafa ahl sari£ 1-madkur ranna z-zarc1-madkur yakun gamiSo
[I V N [ I N  V N ..]
2. Derived forms from an original triliteral root, i.e.
R R R, a process that is still viable.
yacaddid rv yatCaddT; qalb ^ yuqallibu
3. Case ending morphs

csawan bayn garni -hum wa itidalan; qadah qadahan
but concord in gender is erratic: 1-ma' 1-habitat (fern) ::
l-mar 1-madkur (mas).
5. Particles such as min, fila have acquired an extended use.



min. l-ka£fat min ahl hisn saris
Q / — —ya raf ila 1-hadirin

6. Deleted V pattern:
wa hum ahmad ...
[IV-»0N * N ...]
8. See 1 and 17.
13. Relativization: ma a ma yastaqirru fl-hrma min musalat

[N V I N I *N ]
with no N (antecedent). Other instances in later Granadan Arabic.
14. Negation : 'an la yatcaddi fahad min ahl ququllus

[I I(neg) V *N I N ]
19. Loans: two place-names: ququllus "Cogollos11; tabarnasl:
"de Tabernas".

Having reached the end of the period of Al-Andalus, let 
us sum up our comments in table form.
Diachronic Table of Features for the Arabic Variety 
of Granada, in the formal registers/styles_________
Features Cenete d.1187 Cenete d.1336 Cenete d.1479
1.Word Order + 
.Morphemic alternations

2.Derived forms RRR +
3.Case ending morphs +
4.Articles extended domain
5.Particles ext.domain

6 .V — * 0 +
7.wa fa +
.Subordination

8.V 'an +
9.V Li V -
10. V °ala 'an +
11. law V +
12. kama V 
.Relativatization

13 . ma V +
14. Uadi V +
15. llatl V +
.No. of nested clauses 1 to 2
.Negatiotv

16. ma V
17. la V +
18. lam V +
19. Romance loans +

2 place names

VSO dominant with 
SVO reversals

+
-t*
+

+

1 to 2

very few

Total 14 11 8
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Change
Change between the first two texts is difficult to appre

ciate significantly. The first shows greater syntactic com
plexity in the range of patterns and embedded clauses ? the 
second is more complex at the morphemic level. In the third 
deed the loss of features is noticeable. The strict word order 
has become more flexible. Particles are extending their domain. 
Options as to subordination and relativization have diminished, 
reflecting, we think, a generalized process of simplification. 
Widespread simplification precedes a change of status for a 
language.

The diachronical comparison confirms, for the whole period, 
a minimal level of borrowing in this dialect (cf. Al- 
Qirbiliyani1s letter, at the end of this section).

In a previous section, we saw how of all literary creations
it was in the least expected, poetry, that Spanish Arabic
achieves some permanence. As Ibn Kaldun explains:

"Muwashshafrah poetry spread among the Spaniards.
The great mass took to. it because of its smoothness, 
artistic, language, and the internal rhymes found in 
it. As a result, the common people in the cities 
imitated them. They made poems of the type in their 
• sedentary dialect, without employing vowel endings-.
They thus invented a new form, which they called zajal.
They have continued to compose poems of this type down 
to this time." (C14) (1)

We have selected a'few such poems from the later period, and
we shall observe whether any change or development in the
language has taken place, in the genre, since the Cll. The
illustrations are from Ibn Khatlb, who lived longer than the
other poets (o.b.1374), an anonymous poet,from al LushI (1279-

1 Afrciugaddima , Bulaq (1902:61? ) t translation Rosenthal 
(19 58:VIII: 40 4) .
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1351). All of whom are considered by the author as most 
representative of this type of poetry (1), to which we have 
added the kargas of the Dtwan of Ibn Khatima(1337).
I. Ibn Khatlb

*

al-bu du anka ya-b~ni / a zami masabi 

wa hina basal li quzbik / nasi~tu qarabl.

II. The next two quotations, according to Ibn Khaldun, are 
in the "vulgar dialect": bi-lugati-hum al-cammiyyati.
11 dahri bi-Cisq gufunik wa-sinln/wa- knta la safaqa~h wa la qalba yalln 

hatta tara qalbi min agalika kayf rag°/sanaCat s-sikka-h ma bayn haddadln 

ad~dumuCu tartassu (2) wa-n-naru taltahibu/wa^l-matariqu min simal wamin yamln 

kalaqa llahu an-nasara li-l-gazu/wa~ant tagzu fl qulubi l-asiqln

Anonymous

Talla s-sabah gum ya nadimi naszabu/wa-nadhaku min ba d ma natrabu 

sablkat al-fagri ahallat safaqa/fi milaqi 1-layl fa-qum qallabu 

tara gubara kalis abyada naql/fidda~h huwa likan s-safaq dahabu.

al-Lushl

Translation: (Rosenthal (1958:111:410-412))
I. To be away from you, son - is my great misfortune.

When I can be near you! I let my boat drift.
Ms&5 , MsB: ‘ «̂ **.(£)The next rhyme is read as garib
(boat) by Rosenthal arid garab "relations" by Bulaq. These 
variations illustrate the inaccessibility of Spanish-Arabic poetry.
II. A long time, years, I have loved your eyes

But you have no pity and no softness in your heart 
You can see how my heart has become, because of you 
Like a ploughshare in the smith's hands.
Tears stream down. Fire burns 
Hammers to the right and the left.
God created the Christians to be raided 
But you raid the hearts of your lovers.

Anonymous

1 Atmuqaddima , Bhlaq (1902: »<»v)
2 Bulaq (op.cit.): trs-s - Quatremdre ( ) MsA trys ;

MsB trs; MsD trtsf.
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Morning has come. Get up, 0 my boon companion, let us drink 
And be gay, after we have been moved by music!
The gold ingot of dawn has rubbed [its] red colour 
Against the touchstone of the night. Get up and pour [the 
You will find it to be of pure alloy, white and clean, wine] 
It is silver, but the red colour of dawn has made it golden.
The above statement by Ibn Kaldttn needs explaining: how 

different is this poetry? How dialectal is it and how diver
gent from the classical moulds? Certainly the script is not 
helpful. Were these lines recited in a regional accent? This 
is plausible, and consistent with the dropping of case ending 
morphs. Moreover, reconstruction is hindered by the fact that 
we do not know for sure whether the prosody was tonic or 
quantitative. We are left with lexicon and syntax. The collo
cation of lexical items does not seem to vary appreciably in 
these lines from what is expected or predicted for classical 
poetry.

What is indisputable is that case ending morphs are present:
II. fi qulxibi, fI mllaqi
and that they may be deleted on prosodical grounds:
II. min Simal, talla s-sabah 
There is not a single Romance loan.

This meagre result, apparently contradicting the statement, 
is possibly due to these factors:
i) As mentioned before, at this period there was a strong 
feeling prevailing in literary circles against writing anything 
"improper" as vernacular poetry was, however popular its reci
tation may have been.
ii) Scribes may have been "at work” correcting the original 
version. We refer the reader to the Diwan of Ibn Khatima, to 
be studied next. It is considered to be in the poet's hand (1) 
and is somewhat more informative.

1 Gibert Fenech (1975:28).
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We have selected four kargas from this collection of 
poems, edited, transliterated and analyzed by Soledad Gibert 
Fenech, as these verse forms allow by definition the greatest 
toleration of non-classical' language. There are no kargas 
in Romance and the verse chosen illustrates the extreme 
rather than the average, in terms of vernacular usage.

8. Subay asaqat ruml 
[* N V N
wis nahfizu 1-lisan

V N ]

11

as~sa a ga nusakil 
N V

casig bituryaman. (1)
N i: N ]
0-/3/
Subay yurih fa-n-najll 
[* N N ‘ I N
ra&sa 1-habaq dammu 
V N N ]

billah ya tayran malih 
[ I N  I ' N 
gula 1-jabar li ummu.
V N I N ]

Translation: j = /*/

10. ya °ayab kif tarid wasli sahal 
[I N I V 
wa ana huwa s-simaku-'l-*ali 
[I N V-*0 N N N ]
qad nusib rumhu qaddl fi tidal 
[I V N N I N ] 
narmi bih kulla qalban sali.
[ V I N N ]

16. likam yakun da~s~sudud 
[I V N

wa n~nifar /
I N ] Q

ya man sakan bayna dulu i
[ I N  V I * N ]
'as ya Qabak fi wulu Z 

[I V I N ]

8. I fell for a Christian / his tongue I must learn.
And lover and dragoman / to be both I do yearn,

10. How can you with my love be smooth?/For I am like the head 
star [refers to the unicorn-fish Arab constellation, 
Arcturus}/The lance of my shape reaches its aim/
the heart, without pain.

11. Among the palms I fell wounded 
My blood shed I, upon the stock
Oh God! Sweet bird, for His sake, go tell 
She who gave me life.

16. Until when shall you disdain?
You live within my heart.
How can I, from love, abstain?

1 We have followed Gibert Fenech’s numeration: 
8: p.188; 10: p.196; 11: p.200; 16: p.218; 
and her Spanish version for the translation.
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The feature analysis includes the findings of the above- 
mentioned study:
1. Word order is VSO ? with great flexibility.
2. Derivation from triliteral root:

casaqat casiq; cagab /v yaGgabak
3. Case ending morphs: The trend towards the loss of case
ending morphs, noticed in the last selection, is more obvious 
here:

subayyun -* subay 11.
1-kabara > 1-kabar
li ummi ---- ► li-ummu

but not complete:
kulla qalban 10. 
ya tayran 11.

5. Particles. We find a variety of new forms, which do not
appear in the formal styles.
wis 8. for wa-as derived originally from ayyu sa^i 
ais 16. an intermediate stage 
kif 10. for kayf 
fa 11. for fi
Expansion is reduced to a minimum: there are no embedded clauses.
6. V deletion:
wa ana huwa s-simaku l-call
[I N V->0 N N ]
19. Romance borrowing: nil.
Another dialectal feature is the occurrence of morpheme na V(imp.)
Initial hamza /■?/ is still retained in both selections of
poetry (date: C14).

Change
C14 poetry confirms point by point the evolution observed

in prose (diachronic table 7.3.1):
. A more flexible word order.
. Gradual loss of case ending morphs.



. Generation of new particles 

. A reduction in complex subordination.
Within poetry, the change over the period Cll to C14

is as follows:
Cll C14

a) the karga
. A minority entirely in Romance None
. Hybridization None
b) zagal
. Flexible word order same
. na V(imp) for 1st pers.sing. same
. loss of final vowel in V same: 10, qad nusib_

16, man sakan_
. a&: occurrence of non-classical proliferation

particles of new particles
. subordination: average almost 0
number of nested clauses per 
selection: 1 or 2 

. Hybridization nil

. Romance loans almost 0
But for the increase in new particles and a reduction in
subordination, the za^al has not changed significantly; what
is different is the avoidance of anything '^agaml", confirming
defensive social attitudes mentioned in the introduction to
this section.

After considering illustrations from the formal ranges 
of the linguistic competence of Arabic speakers in the Nasirid 
Kingdom and some poetry written in the vernacular as commented 
upon by Ibn Khaldutn, we turn to one of the few personal letters 
that have survived from that period (1). The text, dated end 
of CIS, is from one Yusuf al Qirbiliyani to his brother 
Muhammad (2).

Seco de Lucena(1955:153):"There are very few sources 
indeed to which one may go to study the Arabic dialect 
spoken by Moslems in Spain. As one knows, Arabic • 
speakers considered and still do so, that one should 
avoid writing as one speaks."
Seco de Lucena (1955:153ff). The English translation 
is based to some extent on his Spanish translation.
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l-hamdu 11 ah

s- sal am 1-karim t-tayy ib 1 amim nakuss bi-h aki

fc — / omu h amm ad  l-qirbiliya.nl a azza-h llahu ya-sal limu 

Ca l a y - k u m  m u h i b b - k u m 'aki-kum yusuf 1-qirbillyanl 

Latafa llah [bi-hi]

✓ —* ✓ C / - ^ v /
wa-ya akri i lam an wasalat s-sababit mata L-ibnat 

ga *a kabir fa-tastari gayr-h 'asgar suway wa-tast ari 

li saki mat min gild malihat _ __ __ d )  wa- tasta ri li- rih ay at 

gaydat wa s- sulaywal tastari-h la- na w a - l - k u b a y b i t  m a t a '

g a b i 1 - - tarsal -h li aw tamana-h in kana ingabarat

_ _ / c — / _
wa-hada z- zirbiyat lladi arsalti la-ka ta mali in kana

la-ka guhd 'anna ta°malat dlba fi-kayr wa-'in kana la

C —1 — — / — «
fa-ta mali hisab darah im  1- asfar fi-ma anfaqt w a - bi-ma 

baga yasall b i - t a f s i r  m u b a y y a n  wa-kiri l-mu saraya £ takud-h 

wa-tarsal-h ma ca b-g-bat (2) da rahim  l-'asfaru wa 'ana

* i C /
nasul 1 ima cala 1-asfar wa-ta lam anna __ _  ___ an ma 

c atyat- hu say wa hada min-ka °uwar wa ki yanat min-ka 

bi-naqis wa-anta tahamilni b i - l -kadab  wa- l - g a d a r  fa 'in

» c — — ~ tkana ma tu ti d - d a r a —him fa-balaka tudkul 1-ka rm a s lan 

wa ana huwat ragil an nasal mata°i wa-ya 'akri 'ankana ma 

y a cati-k say fa- ka lli-h  wa-la takud min-hu  say wa 'ida 

nanfud min 1-mrat 'an namsi nag al kalas fi-h fi-l-karm

C -r* V C —. — T
wa-1 inab wa min hagti anda-ka tukbir-ni fi safhat 1- karm

'in kana °atik taman atvs °amalt t/a k u n n a  .

wa- 'arsalt la-ka kana 'akar qabla hada w a - t ar a- h yasil [I V I N [ V ~N I N] ] [I V [ V ] ]
w a - t a C amd taman bi-ma gukira fl-h w a - 1 - k u r a y g a t  n a s a l ---[ I  V I [ N V IN] ] [I " N V ]

= R o m a n c e  loan V = vowel in text

1 S.deL. ed.: blank space due to wear or tear.
2 HJB: baqlyat "remainder".
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al-Qirbiliyanl's letter: Seco de Lucena (1955:153ff)
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Translation
Praise be to God!
Greetings to my brother Muhammad 1-Q irbiliyani .
May God exalt you! Your loving brother Yusuf 1- 
Qirbiliyani May God be gracious to him! sends you 
his wishes.
Learn, brother, that the shoes for the daughter have 
arrived, they were too big, so buy another smaller 
pair and buy a bridle of good quality leather ... and 
a fine pair of shoes and breeches and skeins for a hood. 
Send them home or tell me the cost. The rug, I am 
asking you for, if you can, see to it now. It would 
be better but if that can't be, give me an account of 
the dirhams [money] of the blond fellow, letting me 
know what you have spent and what is left. Let me know 
the detail. As for the rent of the attic, collect it 
and send it with the remainder of the dirhams of the blond 
fellow. Send him my greetings. Know that — _ _ that you 
did not give him anything which, from you, was insulting 
and evil. Although you accuse me in vain, of begging and 
deception. Well if you do not give me the dirhams, 
don't you dare enter the vineyard, ever! I am a man of 
my word. If he does not give you anything, let it be 
and do not accept anything from the blond fellow. When 
I am finished with the wife's business, I'll go and 
settle the matter of the vineyard and the grapes. But 
you must tell me the truth about this, if he paid or
what you did ___ I have sent you another letter
before this one, see if it got there and whether you 
did all I mentioned, and send me some small saddle bags.

. Word order: There is some variety in the word order, in a
few strings such as:
wa s-sulaywal tastarl-h la-na 
[I N V I N ]
wa kirl 1-masarayat takud-h 
[ I N  N V ]
but the dominant order is that of the invocations:
latafa llahu 
[ V  N ]
which are set expressions in the most formal register (Cl.A.). 
. Morphemic alternations
(N)(V) have the same proportion of triliteral roots as one
meets in other Arabic texts. Yet one finds a loss of word
boundary when assimilation takes place /l/ in final position
and /l/ beginning the next component

yasal li  > yasall^
taemal l i  ► ta’mall



This confirms the loss of inflection in the verb, a further 
stage in change after the loss of case, confirmed by the 
presence of the diacritic sukun (pause) over the last consonant.

The 1st person singular of (V imperfective) components 
appears prefixed by na- ,. this is extended to la-na 
(cf. North African Arabic dialects).

Articles are more frequent than in formal usage, compensat
ing, possibly, for the semantic loss caused by the disappearance
of case morphs, e.g.:
1) was-sulaywal tastari-h la-na wa 1-kubaybit
2) wa-kiri 1-masarayat ta"kud-h
3) wa-l-kuraygat nasal
The article's function is to mark (N) for definiteness: from 
the context, in (1) the two (N) components are indefinite; 
in (2) the second (N) component is definite by word order; 
in (3) the situation is either that of (1) or not and, 
therefore, is ambiguous. In all three strings the article 
seems redundant. Another explanation would be to suggest that 
the article was appearing systematically and was no longer a 
matter of semantic choice.

_  rIn a similar fashion, particles such as li, mata can only
be accounted for as replacing case morphs, as in

Fan wasalat s-sababit mata* 1- *ibnat 
♦ * —   ....

fa tastarl gayr-h :: watastari li sakimat :: 
watastari li-rihayat 

Li occurs more often than warranted in Classical Arabic. We 
may say that this letter, on the strength of this point and 
the other non-standard forms described above, is in the 
vernacular and that li, in this variety, may function as an 
object marker.
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V — » 0 clause:
c —wa hada min-ka uwar 

[IV-»0N I N  N ]
The underlying verb has been deleted in the surface string. 
Contrary to what has been the case so far, in the lower ranges 
of the language continuum, this letter illustrates many types 
of expansion:

[wa...] and [wa...][fa...] coordination 
[aw... ]

and subordination patterns such as:
V ran : riclam ran wasalat...

[ V [I * v ]]
as well as relativization, or expansion of the (N) component:
N Lladi V : z-zirbiyat lladi 'arsalti la-ka

N [ N~ V I N]
N fi/bi-ma V : darahim ... bi-ma baga

N [ N V
The sequence bi-ma, preposition, relative marker is common in
Granada Arabic (1).
The average number of embedded clauses is: 2 to 3.
An unusually high figure for this register. We have accepted 
nested clauses as a measure of complexity. The higher the 
figure, the greater the complexity. Complex subordination 
is closely correlated to formal registers or style (2). This 
letter would contradict this hypothesis. Let it be said that 
it contains a great number of commands which require sub
ordination; this in no way invalidates the counter-evidence.
. Negation
This is expressed by:

1 See 1479 legal document maca ma.
2 See Keenan (1975) "Case Hierarchy of the Relative Clause".
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la : [ rin kana la] which is most unusual in other Arabic
K V ' varieties

or
ma : 'an ma Gatyat-h say

[ I neg V N ]
As for dialectal traits, we note the occurrence of the follow
ing particles:

fanda-ka for 'indaka 
9 aw^ for aw 'a&
huwat for huwa (1)

Finally, we would like to take a closer look at the comparative
pattern:

fa-tastari gayr-h rasgar suway 
[I v N N N

These structures have not been considered before, as they are
not of primary importance to our approach. Furthermore, they
are not frequent in the texts consulted. Lehman, in his
research into typological classification based on syntactic
characteristics (2), observed that the comparative pattern is
a reliable indication of the underlying word order of a language
The comparative construction is an expansion of an (N) component
The expansion comes either before or after the (N) component,
the key factor is the position of the marker, the item that
indicates the second member of the pair. If the marker follows
the (N) component, then the language has an underlying VO (or
VN) order. suway, the marker in our example, comes last.
Therefore this dialect is VN; this is also the case with Arabic.

Summary
The language continuum, for Arabic speakers of Al-Andalus 

late CIS, expressed in terms of features, may be seen as follows

1 Innovation derived from huwa; see note in SecockLucena 
(1955:162, 164).

2 Lehman, W.P. (1973:55 and elsewhere).
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7.3.2 Valencia
Regarding the Valencian corpus, let it be said that there 

is an imbalance created by the lack of available texts in more 
than one style. The search through anthologies and biographies 
reveals scarcely any literary figure with extant works from the 
C13 onwards other than Ibn Djubayr, the geographer from Jativa, 
who lived in the early C13. The following is an excerpt from 
his "travels", given as an illustration of some of the practical 
difficulties in dating the language of a text. The author went 
to the Near East towards the end of the C12. The queen men
tioned in this passage died in 1186. The events described must 
have occurred shortly before. Was the original written during 
his voyage, or perhaps later, as recollections? Slane (1) 
notices the inconsistency there is in the description of the 
gully, which points towards a poor transcription of the original 
How much has been omitted or "corrected"? Furthermore, what is 
the date of this copy? These questions are of primary import
ance to the linguist. Until further copies emerge, these ques
tions will remain unanswered.

On the basis of Wright's comments: "His style is correct 
and generally fairly simple" (2), we shall assume it falls 
within a period of one or two centuries after the events:

k a- an na-hu 1- kandaqu s-sahiqu 1 -mahwa tultaqa ha ffata-hu 

wa -ya t * i l l a q u  b i - s - s a m a ' 'a c ~la-hu yu c r if bi- l-astil law 

walagatu^ul-'asakiru ll.-gabat fi-hi la manga wa-la magala 

li- sal iki- hi  min yadi t-talbL fi-hi 1-mah bit u *ila-hi wa-1- 

m a t l a cu ran-hu vaqabat an ka*udan fa- ‘agabana min \amri dalik

1 Slane (1884:447) .
2 Wright (cf. Slane p.444).
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makan f a - 'agazna-tm wa- masayna *an-hu yasiran w a - fantahayna 

'ila hisnin kabirinjmin husuni l~'ifrangl yu*rifa bi-tibnin  

wa-huwa m a w d i cu tamkisi 1-q awaf i f:wa - s a h i b a t - h u  kinziratin 

tu'rif bi-l-malikatx hiya 'ummu 1-maliki 1-kinziri sahibi 

Kakkati dammara -ha allahu fa-kana ma bitun a 'asfala dalika 

I ' h i s m  wa -mukkisa n-nasu tamkisan gayr. mustaqsan 

wa-d-darlbatu fi-hi dlnaru wa-qiratu min d-dananlri 

s-suri yya ti ^ali .r-ra'si wa-la 'i^tirada '"ala t-tuggari fi-hi 

l i - a n n a - h u m  yaqsiduna mawdi^a 1-maliki l - m a l cuni wa-huwa 

mahallu t-ta*siri wa- d-d aribati fi-hi qiratun mina d-dinari 

wa -d -din ar u 'arbaKat wa- ‘l.sfrun qiratan wa 'aktaru l-mu* taridln 

fi-hi hada 1-maksi 1-magaribatu wa-la ^tirada ^ala gayri- 

him min garni*" i biladi 1-muslimlni wa-d al ika 1-m uqad dimat  

mi n -hu m 'ahfazat l-'ifrangu calay-him sa babu-ha an'tayifatan 

min a n g a d i - h i m  gaz~at m a ca nuri d-din rahima-hu allahu 

'ahda l-hus&n fa-kana la-hum fi 'akdi-hi ginan zahara« ft • —  —  —  4
wa- 'astahara fa -g a z a - h u m  l-'ifra ngu  bi- hada-hi d-daribati 

1-makasiyyati lizamu -ha ru'us -hu m fa-kullu  maqribi yyu 

yazinu cala ra *si~hi d-dlnara 1-madkura fi yiktilafi-hi 

call b i l a d i - h i m .

Translation
"It was a vast trench, a gully, the edges of which met 
and [seemed] to reach the sky aloft, by the name of El- 
Astil. If armies should enter they would vanish into it. 
There is no shelter and no room for him who enters to 
manoeuvre in front of the pursuer, for there is a drop 
into it and a steep slope out of it, making it an inac
cessible pass. We were amazed on this account by the 
place as we crossed it, and after a while we came out and 
reached one of the great castles of the Franks, known as 
Tibnin. This is the place where tolls are collected from 
the caravans. The owner is the sow, otherwise known as 
the queen [that is the] mother of the king, that pig, the 
master of Acre - May God destroy itI - Thus we stopped 
below it for the night; people came to collect the duties 
which are not heavy, at the rate of 1 dinar and 1 kirat, 
in Tyre currency, per head. It does not fall on the
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traders because they proceed to the place of the cursed 
king, where the tax is due, at the rate of 1 kirat per 
dinar. A dinar is 24 kirat. The majority of those who 
bear it are Westerners [Maghribi]:. It does not fall on 
any others from the remaining Muslim countries and this 
is because from the onset they irritated the Franks.
A band of auxiliaries, from the Maghrib, raided with 
Nur ed-din - May God have mercy on him! - a castle until 
it became theirs, bringing back riches taken from it,
and it became famous. Thus the Franks imposed on them,
on account of that event, this head tax and so every 
Maghribi is restricted by the above-mentioned dinar per 
head, in the controversy against their country."

Feature analysis
1. Word order is flexible, VSO and SVO:
fa 'agabana min #amri dalika makan 
[I V I N " N N ]
*an tayifatan min ran§adi-him gazat maca...
[I ‘ N I N V I ]
fa kullu magribiyyu yazinu cala. ra'si-hi d-dinara...
[I N V I N N ]
2. R R R derivations:
J V _  V- _aGZana GaZa 
taMKiSi 'v MuKKiSa ■v 1-MaKS'i . JV MaKaSiyyat
3. Case ending ̂ morphs may be read in the J spellings or 
approximations to the tanwin, the mark of indefiniteness: 
caqabatan ka*udan , aktarui-mut taridin
6. V > 0 deletions are common, e.g.:
wa d-dinaru *arbacat wa- *&srun qira~tan 
[IV*»0 N N * ]
7. W a [...] fa[...] strings, fa [...] is a favoured pattern. 
See 1.
8 . V ran, see 1.
11. law V :
law walagatu.-Ko l-casakiru. . .
[ I V  N ]
There is no overt relativization, but the following is an (N)
component expansion:
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haffateUhu^a yatciH.aqu bi-s-sama* acla-hu.
[x v I N ]

which, bearing in mind the reservations made on this point 
made in 7.1, approximates the concept.
The average number of nested clauses is 2 to 3, the novelty 
is that the majority are in apposition: [wa-sahibat-hu...allahu]
17. Negation is expressed by la V.
19. There are no borrowings, 1 - 'ifrangu, a possible exception, 
has passed into the language.

Finally, the lack of complex expansion (subordination and 
relativization) leads us to think, on the basis of research 
into universal trends in language (1), that the style is 
informal, that the author is in fact "writing as he speaks", 
therefore very close to the spoken variety. This opinion is 
reinforced by the forthright description of the Frankish rulers.

Comparing this text with king cAbd Allah's narrative and 
Ibri^Qutiyya, as we have done in table 7.2.1-all three are 
descriptions of past events - the flexibility in the word order 
and the greater simplicity, analysed more specifically as the 
absence of complex expansion together with a lower number of 
other present features, stand out even more clearly. The 
incipient changes, that may be reflected in the above-mentioned 
divergent phenomena, are too weak to be defined. For instance, 
there is no way of corroborating the suggested causes of this 
simplicity:

Are they idiosyncratic? Or is Ibn Djubayr's language 
representative of Spanish Arabic from Al-Andalus? If this is 
the case, can this simplicity be ascribed to external social 
pressures? Geographical isolation, increasing religious 
dogmatism, are factors too important to be overlooked. Lighter

1 Cf. Keenan.



forms of literature are disappearing, what survives is highly 
formal and stylized. This brings about a widening of the 
diglossic gap, and the spoken varieties of standard Arabic 
lose touch with the literary language too elaborate and 
ponderous for everyday usage; this loss of contact entails 
a reduction in the linguistic continuum in the formal 
registers. Consequently certain features are no longer used; 
the spoken varieties become simplified or creolized. Another 
way of describing this state of affairs would be to say that 
"competence11 in these speakers in standard Arabic is narrowing 
its scope. They are discarding generative transformation rules 
which appear as features, and their awareness of the boundaries 
between colloquial standard Arabic and diverging dialectal 
varieties is weakening. The next step is easy to forecast, 
local vernacular forms invade the simplified common variety 
and acquire in the long run, its former status. This is one 
possible reconstruction of the emergency of local vernaculars 
into written form. Alasi There are too many ifs on the way.
One is faced with the alternative of non-interpretation of 
facts or speculation.

In many ways the Kingdom of Valencia was an exception 
within the Christian states of the Peninsula. Above all 
Arabic survived longer here than anywhere else north of Granada, 
and probably later than Granada. Indeed, Moors or Mudejares 
from other communities would send their children to be in
structed in Arabic to the Valencian aljamas.(l) But how was 
this so? The C13 conquest (1238) should have established 
similar conditions to those of Seville (1248), Cordoba (1236)

1 Cf. Lea, Cardaillac.
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and Lower Andalusia. The reason for this difference stems, 
in part, from the primacy of diplomacy over military action. 
Jaime I gained large areas along the Mediterranean coast 
through a series of capitulations which protected his future 
subjects. In part, because he chose the alternative policy 
to that of his Castilian neighbour. Both faced a similar 
problem: the defeated Moors were a potential threat to the 
security of the state; they might rebel - in fact they often 
did.(1) Yet, they provided the most readily available supply 
of peasants, at a time when the population was decreasing in 
their kingdoms. Ferdinand III opted for excluding his Moslem
subjects from large cities and the sea-board (Murcia)'. Many
left for North Africa, others went to Granada and a minority 
settled in the countryside. For Jaime I, the need to find 
settlers to cultivate the "Huerta" and provide rents was even 
more important in the long term than invading new territories. 
Christian settlers? They were too few. The Moors had to stay. 
He encouraged them by every possible means.(2) The end result 
is of interest: in Castile, we have a reduction in the popula
tion of Arabic speakers with a minority who remains behind 
to live in isolation from the mainstream of Islamic culture.
In Aragon and Valencia, there is a rise in the Moorish popula
tion who retain some links with North Africa almost until
they are finally expelled.

By consenting to surrender rather than offer desperate 
resistance, the Valencian mudejares were able to retain their

1 1258, 1275 Valencia, 1264 Murcia; Arie (1973:307).
2 Fuero: Carta-puebla (i.e. Uxo, Crevillente). "These 

granted to the Moslems gave them the powers to chose 
their faqih, their mayor, their elders...and to keep 
their cemeteries, mosques and schools." Fernandez y 
Gonzalez (1866:265).
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gadls (magistrates, for petty offences), and their mosques. 
This meant they were far from having the same motivation for 
learning Romance dialects or relinquishing Arabic than 
Moslem subjects elsewhere in Spain and Portugal. A grievance 
that will be repeated again and again against them by the 
authorities, and with increasing rancour in C16.

The corpus from Valencia, in the period from 1462 to 
1492 consists in a series of quotations from a collection of 
documents recently presented by Maria del Carmen Barcelo 
Torres as. part of a doctoral thesis (1) . We shall trans
literate the Arabic texts she edited, to study the syntactic 
structure and features of this particular dialect. The 
English translation of her Spanish text will be appended for 
convenience.

The excerpts are four in number:
X No. 50, dated 1462: Administrative note re taxation and

notice to be served on defaulters.
II No. 56, dated 1475: Commercial letter.
III No. 78, dated 1482: Bill of sale for a donkey with

bilingual gloss.
IV Dated 1483: Witness's account (2).

They will be considered as a whole.

1 Documentos Arabigovalencianos, unpublished PhD thesis,
Universidad Complutense, Madrid, 1981-19 82.

2 Op.cit.:50 3ff.
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I b i - tarik yawm 1 - i t n a y n  'arba^at wa casrun min nuanbr 

ga 'a k a di m min qurd bilariyal' ba rnad ’ fariyul fakabara 

al-far dah  llatl la-h qabila hafad s a cd 1-gay zu n wa-dikra 

mu ha mm ad labi cis *an ma la-h 1ard b i - h una-ka t/a la 

ya^raf mahatt a l - famin eali bnu kaurun bi-bi la d• + *- mm

sun w a - i n t i m a r -ha 1- kadim fatah 1-q ad runah wa- ansaf 

ma na 'i bat tamani'yat farud . 

fol.v) wa *ana al-amin cali kayrun ba^attu l i - l - k a d i m  fatah 

1 -q ad runah l i - l - k a n d a q  ya'mar lladi la-h yansaf yamsu 

dakila si tta t 'ayyam ilia yakun kulla manawb *ala-h=m? 

wa 'ansaf l i - l -k adim qadrunah sittat-*asar f a r u d ,

II 'al-hamdu  li-llah wahdah gawabl ila 1 - h a k i m  1-balla 

b i - bal a n s i y a h  min ‘al-'am in b i - ar gal lda h w a - b a cd as -salam  

n a <lamu-ka *an wasala la-na kitab-ka wa- f a h i m - n a  kitab-ka 

wa'an tatlub b i - bar an  'amr ila salih l- katlb 1an 

yagram mayat £uId (1) ila yahya 1-yahud b n u y a cqub bi- 

murbatr fi-kull waqt *an nara-h li- 'amar-h li-da kila

Kasrah *ayyam *an habata ila 'inda-kum  yans af wa-yadhab(2) 

fi yawm t-talat ah r - rabic ca s a r y a w m  li - s a h a r  mars *am tis< 

w a - s a b c -In wa-ta mani mayah 'al-hamdu li-lla h sa y y i d l

/ C, —  ^ —  —
aizza-kum allah ba d ma kat ab- na ga w a b = k u m  fawq-h fi 

k i t a b - k u m  1- Ka^ami raytu salih 1-m ad kur b a cd tarikah 

bi - k amsat ayyam fa- 'amrtu-h 'an yahdir a m a m a - k u m  wa 

ya st ah agg fi *amar-h wa yugawib 'aw ya nsaf 'an wagaba 

Calay-hi n - n a s a f  wa s- salam ea'id (3) ca l a y- kum wa-rahmat  

allah min 'al- 'amln bi -a r g a l i d a h  cali bn u atlq latafa 

allahu b i - h .

HJB: probably sulidi (sueldo from solidus).
HJB: hestation between e.g. ba*d bacd,also in I hafad
Erratic spelling of the hamza in literary for hafad.
vocabulary, see I? elsewhere replaced byj :ma 'iat -> mayat; 
It is highly probable that it had ra'a -* rayat.
disappeared in word final position 
but difficult to prove.
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I I I  b i - t a r i k  y a wm t - t a l a t a t  m a d i y a h  t a l a t a t  ^ a s a r  y a wm m i n  

s a h a r  'a g u s t  *am s a b ca t  w a - t a m a t i n  ( 1 )  w a - t a m a n l  m a y a h  

m i n  1 - h i m a r  U a d i  b i ^ t .  ‘a n a  'a l - a m l n  * i l a  y a h y a  g - a b a t a hi • * •
ana a k a d t • *.i l a  l ~ % d a d  n - n a d i  ( 2 )  w a ’ a n a  r a d a  b i - l l a d i  

"a m a l t  .

I V 'a t a n i  l-maf li-anl (3 ) y a c g i z  n l  m i n  h a z z i f q u m - n a ' '  a h  ?

w a - h a z z a  *a l a y - h  w a - d a k e ea l a y - h  1 - m a s h a t  wa s a $ # a h . . .

 = Romance loan
Translation
X On Monday 24th November, Bernat Ferriol, an attendant, 

from the Villa-Real court came about the tax owed him 
by the grandson of Saed 1-Gaydun. Mohammad Abicis 
mentioned that he does not own land there and that he 
does not know the place of the headman ^ll bnu Xayrun 
in the township of Uixo. Fath al-Qadruna served notice 
and eight pieces were paid as costs.
I, the headman, ^Ali bn Xayrun, sent the attendant Fath 
al-Qadruna to Fondeguilla, to order the defaulting to 
come within six days; if not, they would be liable for 
costs. Sixteen pieces were awarded to the attendant 
Qadruna.

II Praise be to the one Godi My answer to the magistrate, 
the bailiff of Valencia from the headman of Argelita. 
Greetings! I inform you that your message has arrived 
and that we understand your letter. You request a 
letter of advice I sent to £alih al-Xatlb to pay a 
hundred coins to Yahya the Jew, son of Ya£qub of Morvedre; 
the moment I see him I shall order him to come personally 
within ten days to pay. It came on Tuesday, 14th March 
year 879.
Praise be to Godi My Lord! May God exalt you! After 
writing the above mentioned reply to your letter in 
Agaml, I saw the said Salih five days after that and I 
ordered him to present himself to you to tender his 
excuses, to justify himself in the matter or to pay up 
if he must. God grant you peace and mercyi From the 
headman of Argelita, cAlI bn cAtiq, May God be kind to him!

III On Tuesday last 13th August of year. 887. About the ass 
I sold, I the headman, to Ya^ya Jabata. .. I took the 
total sum in cash. I am satisfied [with what I did].

IV Let me have the water, because I need it in my part.
But he refused, depriving him of it; he assaulted him 
with his hoe and wounded him...

1 sic: tamanln
2 an-nadd perhaps. __
3 HJB: probably lladi.



Word Order
V S 0 dominant, but less predictably so:
I ana 'al- ramln ba^attu li-l-kadim ::

[ N N V I N ]
III bi^t *ana 'al-'amln ; but 

[ V  N N ]
III 'ana akadt .. .

[ N V ” ]
Moreover, clause boundaries, at times, "fuzzy" as in I :
yafmarcould be clause mate to; ba^attu or the predicate of
another clause or the antecedent of lladi la-h yansaf,. . . ,
neither is it too clear to which clause fi-kull wagt, in II,
belongs. To a similar extent, components resist identification:
I lladi la-h yansaf yamsu dakila sittat 'ayyam...

[ N I N ?’ [ N ]
II fan nara-h li-'amar-h li dakila casrah *ayyam...

[ I V  N ]
The positive identification of lî  is difficult, and therefore
that of 'amir, ambiguous as to V or N. The V option raises
the question of clause boundaries which are necessary to
elucidate word order. It is more than a logical problem.
There exists here the possibility of semantic confusion or,
at least, vagueness as to the content of the message.

I 'ana call ba^attu...
Ill bi°t . 'ana 'al-amin. . .

The two examples illustrate also the appearance of 'ana.
The relexicalisation of 'ana from [+emphasis] to [-emphasis]
is a major step forward in the process of change on account
of its implications:
i) It points to the gradual loss of the paradigm. As a 
result this dialect is altering its typological classification 
from sharing the features of a synthetic model to acquiring 
those of an analytic system. There seems little reason to



doubt that the occurrence of independent subject pronouns 
facilitates at another level, deep structure, a change in 
word order from V S 0 to S V 0. It could be seen as a 
natural trend.
ii) The new form 'ana V appears with the form na-V (imper- 
fective). The reader will recall that this feature is shared 
with Maghribi dialects (1). We suggest that these two forms 
are not synonymous or isomorphic (their collocations do not 
coincide) . On the one hand, 'ana V— tumay retain some 
association with emphasis, as for na — V (imp.) it may 
include the "royal we" meaning. Nevertheless both forms share 
common ground and are tending towards synonymy. At this stage 
the disappearance of one of the two is normal. Which form has 
the better chance of surviving? One would like to say the 
simplest, the one that requires the least effort in memorizing 
inflexions and restrictions. Prediction in linguistics is 
virtually impossible since many other factors - and new ones 
are emerging continuously - have to be assessed as well.
iii) And lastly, the innovations: V— tu, 'ana V underline in 
Valencian Arabic a drift away from Maghribi Arabic.
Articles: There is some fluctuation:
I bi-tarik yawm 1-itnayn 0 *arbacat wa casrun min: :
II fi-yawm t-talatah r-rabi^ 'asar yawm li- : :
III bi-tarik yawm t-talatat madiyah 0 talatat asar yawm min 
Particles:
We have stated that particles extend their domain in vernacu
lar, where, for instance, li may precede N (object) after a 
transitive verb. Such a pattern would be deviant in "classi
cal" Arabic and its occurrence is an indication of non-formal

1 e.g. Harrell (1962:46): "ne- is prefixed when the verb 
stem begins with two or more consonants, necmel "I do", 
The inflection is retained in Modern Moroccan.
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style (1). Compare in III the collocation of fila: 
rana 'akadt' *ila 1- *adad 

In our dialect, li has gone further in its possible uses:
i) li-£ahar mars : : min sahar ragu£t
ii) bacattu li-l-kadim ... ya'mar lladi la-h yansaf 

'an nara-h li 'amar-h . . . 'an habata
Where li from introducing N components can now introduce
larger syntactic elements. We shall pursue this further from
the point of view of expansion.

We meet, in this collection of texts, the usual patterns
such as: V --- + 0 I : 'an ma la-h ard

[I I V— >0 I N  N" ]
wa [---- ] fa [----= in text II.
Subordination
V'an in I
to which must be added a relexicalized li,
V li in I
as previously argued.
Relativization
is frequent under:

lladi V in I, IV, III 
llati V in I 
ma V in II, III

What surprises one is that the antecedent N is sometimes absent, 
and this might be another innovation; see:
I - ya'mar in: "ya'mar lladi" cannot be at the same time V and N. 
Ill bi-lladl ̂ amal't
The number of embedded clauses is fairly high: 3 with longer 
strings. Negation is expressed as usual by: ma V or la V(imp.)

1 Cf. al-Qirbiliyanl1s letter 7.3.1 (Granadan Arabic).



Romance Loans
The oldest text shows the highest proportion of them. They 
are either Spanish calendar months preceding Moslem years I, 
or proper names often recognizable by having more than three 
consonants and so they differ from the Semitic triliteral 
roots. One difficult case is ntmr precisely because it 
resembles the canonical form. There appears to be no seman
tically appropriate Arabic word, a Romance borrowing has been 
suggested: intimar (1), which is semantically acceptable but 
syntactically deviant-V is neutral as to inflexion. However, 
we consider it not an unreasonable conclusion. Similar deviant 
forms are characteristic of pidgin and likely to occur in 
creole. For the moment we shall say that the varieties we 
have mentioned and Valencian Arabic are in a contact situation 
and that the prestige language, used in their geographical 
areas, is one of the European languages.

The literary silence we were mentioning from Ibn Djubayr 
onwards does seem to coindide with a curtailment of previous 
formal registers in the language continuum if we take into 
account that two of the authors represented here are famln 
and belong to the higher ranks of the local Moslem society, 
and text II is an official letter to a superior. Hence the 
corpus reflects contemporary formal usage.

Comparisons between the Arabic varieties of Valencia and 
Granada have been attempted. Considering the scarcity of 
documents and the opaqueness of the Arabic script, conclusions 
so far have been tentative. The first is remedied to a certain

1 Barcelo Torres
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extent by Barcelo's (1) patient efforts, the second is less 
important to a morpho-syntactic study. Ribera's (2) comments 
will be seen to in a later section, as he refers to C16 texts. 
We shall proceed to contrast features in either or both 
varieties :

Valencia Granada

Features

l.Word order

Valencian 
Arabic Corpus 
1462-1483

VS0 dominant 
with reversals

•Morphemic
alternations

2.Derived forms RRR — +0

3.Case ending morphs — -«0

4.Articles deviant
cl.A. usage +

5.Particles expand, 
domain +

6.V — > 0 +

7.wa-fa subordination +

8.Vran +

9.V li V +

10.V eal3 an -
11.law V
12.kama V 

Relativization
13. ma V +
14. lla^i V +
15. llatl V +

.No.of nested clauses 3

.Negation
16. ma V +
17. 15 V +
18. lam V -
19. Romance borrowings +

TOTAL: 19
( V component) 

12

Cenete
1479

Poetry

VSO dominant VS0? 
with reversals

1 to 2

very few 

8

almost nil

almost nil 

7

Al-Qirbiliyani 
c.1489
colloquial style

VSO dominant 
with reversals

 *0
loss of word

— -0

+
+

2 to 3
+
+

none

10

1 Barcelo (1982).
2 Ribera (1928:11:332-5).
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Comments
Out of 19 features the Valencian corpus shares 12 with 

al-Qirbiliyanl1s letter, although only 6 with Cenete (1479).
This indicates that it is. following a parallel course of change 
to that of Granadan Arabic in the less formal range of the 
continuum. To be more specific, in both varieties:
. Word order is becoming more flexible.
. Case has all but disappeared.
. Derivation from triliteral roots is decreasing sharply.
. There is a noticeable avoidance of other subordination 
patterns, apart from V 'an.
. There is a similar level of complexity measured from the 
average number of nested clauses.
This implies that they are/only marginally divergent in:
. The use of regional forms of particles: 

li (Valencia); mata (Granada)
. That Valencian Arabic has acquired a new pattern of subordin
ation: V li. V.
. Romance borrowing is greater in Valencian.
One may assume a high degree of intelligibility between them 
on the basis of these results.

However, such an analysis is open to criticism. The 
inherent weaknesses are obvious:
- The use of features produces a fragmented vision and therefore 
a falsified picture of a whole.
- This aspect is reinforced by the fact that the features have 
been given an equal value, whereas there is a hierarchy at work. 
How does one establish objectively a scale of features? Differ
ent orders of priorities can be defended from internal logic
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without any possible external validation. Frequency might be 
a valid criterion. Again there are difficulties: Should one 
resort to an item per item count? Some have. In historical 
studies such an approach does not commend itself as new texts 
are emerging all the time and where a given feature is not 
present in a corpus it may be reflected in a subsequent dis
covery.
- Language is not a limited domain, it is a continuum, with 
imperceptible switches up and down the range from code to 
register and style. This excludes exactitude. Indeed, it is 
rarely a question of presence or absence of a feature but a 
grading with more or less x as well as a "spectrum" of features.

The tabled results provide only general information, 
pointing to certain trends: convergence, divergence, loss, 
innovation and borrowing, while particular care has been taken 
to compare like with like, from period to period, from region 
to region.

Before leaving the region of Valencia, mention must be 
made of the Vocabulista in Arabigo (1), a C13 bilingual glossary 
in Latin and Valencian Arabic or at least "in the tongue used 
and written by educated Moslems in Western Spain" (2). It was 
commissioned by the Church for the instruction of preachers 
sent to convert the local non-Christian Arabic-speaking popula
tion. It is a remarkable work on account of its age, and 
because the Arabic section is fully vowelled; furthermore it

1 Cod 217 Biblioteca Riccardiana Ed. Schiaparelli, C. (1871).
2 "testo scdtto in caratteri arabi e latini del secolo XIII... 

il linguaggio che si parlava e scrivea da Musulmani culti 
della Spagna orientale", Amari, M. in Schiaparelli (1871: 
VIII) .
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is a conscious attempt to describe colloquial usage. If it 
has not been given a more central position within our study, 
it is for two reasons. The more important being, as the 
reader will appreciate from a glance at the copy of the 
edited version, that it consists mainly of word lists. Since 
our focus is not vocabulary (except in terms of borrowing), 
but syntax, we may only retain what is relevant to our approach. 
Another reason is that due consideration must be given to the 
fact that it is "missionary literature" and that its contents 
must have been selected with this aim in view.
Morpho-syntactic comments to the Vocabulista;
We notice the form na-V (imperfective) in the 1st person, e.g.:(l) 

in K B Y  "to hide", nika/'bl naktbl 
Comparing this root to classical usage, we find that the hamza 
or glottal stop final position becomes /y/ in Valencian Arabic:

K B ' ?  -* K B Y
and similarly, particles appear to have extended their domain 
in this dialect:

K B ?  - h u ---* K B Y f 1/ min / can
To take a further example: K F Y "to hide"

compare Cl.A. K F Y "an N (component) ::
V . A . K F Y ‘an / min

Another innovation is the assimilation of particle bi-l-N (com
ponent) , which becomes bi-al-N (component) or bal in b-al-kafi 
"in the hiding" leading to bat-t, bas-s and so on, when the 
definite article has been previously assimilated.

1 Op.cit. (1871:224}
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Vocabulista. Schiaparelli (1871:224).
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Concerning word final morphs,, (i) morph-t is now realized as 
0, reverts to a [t] realization in the plural-at. 
e.g. kafiyya ^ kafiyyat (pi.)
(ii) the next examples show beyond doubt the loss
of case ending morphs: (l)
ta<annuq m a ca nicanaq "you take me by the collar" 
ta<anuq maca <inaq "you embrace"
Note the dialectal periphrastic construction with maca which 
does not occur, normally, in Classical Arabic.

These few quotations are given as illustrations of the 
general trends that may be perceived in the contents of the 
glossary. It is not our intention to give an exhaustive 
account of each and every instance, for the reason we gave 
once before, when discussing Ibn Hisham's contribution, that 
the items included in these works are out of context.

Nevertheless the Vocabulista in Arabico does confirm
the following phenomena observed in the Corpus:
. na-V (imperfective) in 1st person.
. Final h a m z a  » /y/-
. Loss of case ending morphs.
. Particles expanding considerably in uses and numbers.

1 Op cit. (1871 :241)



7.3.3 Christendom
7.3.3.1 Saragossa

Although this section is entitled Saragossa, what shall.
be said should be taken to extend to the Kingdom of Aragon,
just as the previous one referred to the Kingdom of Valencia.
The title merely states that the documents chosen are to be
found in Saragossa. The three first are part of a collection,
edited by Garcia de Linares (1), and we shall follow his listing

Document 1 (or Doc.l) is the earliest, dated 1117 AD.
Document 12 (Doc.12) marks the beginning of the period 
under study (1212-1492); it is dated 1246.
Document 13 (Doc.13) is from 1484, preceding by a few 
years the fall of Granada.

Others will be considered later, in the period that ends with
the deportation of the Moriscos, or in the appendices, where
a more detailed analysis will be given. The fourth (1446)
appears as an illustration to Ribera's inaugural lecture on
education in Moslem Spain (2).

1212 was the year of the battle of Las Navas de Tolosa,
a convenient landmark to indicate more or less the moment
when the hegemony of Spain passed from the Berbers of North
Africa to the Christians of Northern Spain. The period we are
considering must therefore be seen against the new political
situation. However there are documents in Saragossa and Toledo
which are older than 1212. We would not want to exclude them
but we have limited our choice to a few that are representative
of the remainder. A fact that must be borne in mind is that
the older the document, the more likely it is for the text to

1 Garcia de Linares (1904:176ff).
2 Ribera y Tarrago (1893).
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be formal in style and similar in usage to "Classical" Arabic 
(cf. diglossia). Any exception would obviously be included 
in our study as an important source of information with 
respect to regional varieties.

Doc.l. Bill of sale of part of a field, on the banks of the 
Ebro, between Abderrahman el Azdi the buyer and Mohamed el 
Tamimi the seller (510 AH/1117 AD) i bisia.ir-lla.hi r—rahmani r-rahim 

'istara 'abd r-rahman bnu muhamm ad 2- azdi min 

muham m a d  bnu Cabd s-samad *ibn sulaym an bnu catiyat 

t-tamiml qati* (1) faddan bi -qar~y at  subratiyal zawiyat 

salun caml ma dlnat  saraqust at qibliyyat  faddan l i - iJbu 

ranan w a - g a w f  iyyat faddan kana l i - l - m u s 1 imanJ 

wa -s a r q i y y a t  nahr ibruh wa-garb iy yat faddan  li- ibn ranan

(2) bi-m an afi -h wa -m a r a f i q  -h wa h u ra m -h wa- 

huq uq  -h kull -ha d-d ak il at fl-h w a - l - k a r i g  *an-h

/ V ^ ■ jrft r* f
astara sahihan taman (3) a n f a n  qadr =h wa- ma bl ag-h

bi-di n a r  . wahid w a - ,a r b a <at di ra hlm  min 1-gari~'yat

'dl'ana b i - saraqus ta t qabada 1-bayic min l- m u b t a c ...(4)

1- hu ri yat min g a m T ‘ 1-magarim  wa-l-watkylf (5) wa Qala

sunnat l - m u sl imln ...(4) wa maraga^ d a rak -hum sahida

1 Vcala y-hum a b i - d al ika-h kull -h man sami^ a-h min-huma wa- 
I N I ' N ' N [ N  V I N ] ]  [I

zar af a-huma fi s-s ihhat wa- l- ga waz wa fi di-l -higa t min 
V N I ‘ ‘ N I N i l ” ' N I

sanat calar . wa-kams mayat.
N ]]

 R o m a n c e  loan Z *’ vowel dia cr it ic in Ms.

1 HJB: qitac "piece".
2 G.de L.'s reading.
3 HJB: gayzan. i * 04 G.de L. : wear and tear. Vi \
5 HJB: waza 'if.
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Saragossa Nuestra Senora del Pilar.
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,• V . ,*«r^ '
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DOC. 12
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Translation
In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful, 
Abderrahman..,el Azdi bought of Mohamed...el Tamimf 
part of a field in the village of Sobradiel, by the 
Jalon, in the district of the city of Saragossa*
[It faces] to the south Ibn Renen’s field, to the 
other end [north] a field that was Musliman's, to the 
east the river Ebro and to the west a field of Ibn 
Renen's. [The purchase] with profits, facilities, sole 
ownership, all rights, entrances and exits is valid and 
complete; [they are] aware of the amount of the price 
of 1 dinar and 4 dirhams in Saragossa currency. The 
buyer took possession from the seller ... all mortages 
and duties according to Islamic law ... going back and 
being aware [of the matter] Those who witnessed for 
both heard it from them and know them [to be] sound in 
mind and body. [This was] in Dulhi^a 510.

Doc. 12. Bill of sale of an estate, consisting of houses, 
orchards and vineyards in the district de Oitura (644 AH 1246 AD).

bi-smi llahi r-rahmani r-rahimi wa salla allahu cala mu hammadi n  

wa 'alibi wa s a l l a m a .

1istara 'ahmad 1-mar ran min muhamma d bnu salmat 1 -bartiy alT 

garni* ma la-h min !amlak wa-diyarin b i - ba th at qar-yat 

'uyturuh min diyar-ha wa- ^inat -ha wa-karm at -ha w a - 

fadadin-ha wa-fl kull haqq huwa la-h fl-ha min 1-qar-yat 

1-m adk urat wa -ba tah-ha min 1-gihat 1- 1 a r b a cat min 

mu* ammar u- ha  wa-bur-ha lam yastabq fi dalika kull-ha 

1-bayi 1-madk ur fi-ha li-nafs -h wa la 1 i -a h a din bi- 

sababh haqq a n  wa-la mulkan  wa-la murtafa qa n qalllan wa-la 

katlran ilia wa- karaga an dalika kull-ha li-l-mubt-a'’

1- ma dk ur b i - l - b a y ic 1-batl t-tamm s-sahih 1-gayiz bayna 

1 -m usl imi n lladi lam yattasil bi-h sart mu fsi d wa-la 

tuniya wa-la kiyar li-wahi din  min-huma *ala sahib-h 

ba''d ma* rifat qadra ma tabaya* -h mab lag-h wa-muntah a 

katra-h lam yaghal say-an min-h bi-taman mablag-h 

wa- *iddat-hu [ HJBzsic] tis*una dinaran qanas iran min 

1-qa nas ir l-gari" yat b i ~ s a ra qu stat hina hada t-tarik
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qabad l-bayi & 1-madkur  garnic dalika kull-h min l-multa* 

1-m ad kur wa-sara t dalika kull-h bayd -hu wa- fl 

qa bad-h tayyibat muqabal ah  ma'dudah  w a fiyat giyyad 

wa *abra-h mi n-ha fa- bariya (1) bra at tammah wa-t akalla 

la-h bi-dal ik a ku ll-h 'an garnic l - mabl c 1-m ad ku r fawq 

ha da wa finzala-h fi-ha manzi lat-h wa-halla  -h fi-ha 

m ah al la-h w a - m a nzila t d i - 1 - m u 1 uk fi mulk  -h w a - di 1-haqq 

fi haqq ah wa-dalikix kull-h cala sunnah 1 -m u s ulmin fi 

tayyibat b u y u ^ a t - h - m  wa-m araga' ad rak-h=m  wa-irt ad a wa 

dalika l-bayi* at 1- ma dkurat  s - s i niyur min 1-qar -yat 

1- madkurat  l-qasls 1 1agill (2) dun b a r t uluma u da sant gil 

can idn 1 - 'aqissah min 1-kanisi yat 1 - m a dk ur at £ahada 

cala 'ishad l-mutbayi* an 1-m adkur an min 'as&vda-h bi-h 

wa-sami* a min -h um a wa caraf a-hum wa 1- gamiK bi-hal s-sihhat 

wa 1- gawaz fi sahar rabic awwal min sanat *arbacat 

wa ya r b a cIna wa sifcfcamayat'a.n., (i).

(3)... wa - y u s u f  1- 'ansarl kataba can-h b i - am r- h wa- sahada

fl-h 1-faras (4) *ala 1-qasTs 1-madk ur dun sang da daruquh

kataba can-h bi-a nw -h ...
y : vowel in Ms.Translation:

In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful.
May God bless Mohammad and his people and grant them 
salvationI Ahmed el Marran bought from Mohamed Ibn Selma 
el Partiyali the whole of what is his property - the 
houses in the plain of the village of Oitura - the houses, 
the orchards, the vineyards and fields, all the property

G.de L. sic.
HJB agilla' .
Two of the witnesses and their statements.
HJB: The original could read as galbidu or "cabildo". 
There is no reason why faras "the knight", a title, 
should be separate from its possessor.
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that is his, in the above-mentioned village and its 
plain, in the four directions - what is cultivated and 
fallow. The seller does not hold back for himself any 
of what is up for sale, neither the property nor its 
revenues in any degree, great or small but relinquishes 
it all - that is of the said seller - to the buyer, 
definitely, completely in a valid and lawful [deal] 
between Moslems who do not enter into a contract with 
clause invalidating it, without further bid nor handing 
back the property after the sale, nor the withdrawal of 
one of the two from his partner, after having got to 
know the value, the deal clinched and the price settled. 
They are not ignorant of anything to do with the price 
fixed in the amount of 90 dinars in Saragossa currency 
at the date of taking possession by the buyer of all 
the property that had been of the seller.
The taking possession took place in good will, having 
received the sum, given correctly. [Thereby] he is free 
of debt, exempt and completely cleared. All that was 
purchased as mentioned above is now his; he has had the 
place occupied as owner of the property and rights and 
all the rest by Islamic Law, in good faith, with the onus 
on the former owner to return the monies if there be a 
flaw in the deal. The Lord of the said village, the 
honourable priest, Don Bartolome de San Gil, with the 
permission of the canons of the referred church, agrees 
to the sale. The [following] bore witness on behalf of 
the two above-mentioned parties. They heard it from them 
and know them, all of them to be sound in mind and body 
in the month of Rablc 1st 644.
... and Yusuf el-Ansari signed on his order and Don 
Sancho de Daroca bore witness for the Chapter, on behalf 
of the said priest and signed on his order.

Doc. 13. Receipt for the deposit of 50 (qafiz) measures of 
wheat and 1000 pieces (sueldos jaqueses) with Faradj el 
Toledano of Calatorao by the Prior and Chapter of Santa Maria 
the Greater of Saragossa, dated August 889 AH 1484 AD. The 
document is followed by a gloss in Aljamiado. Apart from its 
linguistic value, it is of historical interest for it refers 
to members of the aljama of Calatorao: Fara§ or Faradj, the 
former 'amin or headman is appealing against the seizure of his 
property; the scribe is faglh to the mosque. The intervention 
of both argues for the existence of a well-established Moslem 
community, twenty-five miles southwest of Saragossa. That a 
faqih or expert in Islamic Law should publicly state his



profession speaks for the tolerance still prevailing in the 
kingdom of Aragon and the continued respect of past charters.
It corroborates the vitality of Islamic studies mentioned in 
the last document.

'al-hamdu llah wahda-hu 'ashada ala nafs -h 1-karim 

farag tul aytull s-sakan bi -mawd ic q a l f  at t-turab suhada 

hada 1-k itab qawlan b i - l -h aq q w a - n qiyadan  'ilay-h 'an 

'‘alay-h wa-fl dimmat- h wa-mal =h min 1 - mukarr am an (1) 

bir -'q 1 iva-kabi tul=h min Santa m a r i y a h  la may nr de la 

sibdad d g sgrggusa wadl ^at  ma hdat wa- 'aman mu'min wa- dalika 

kamsln qafizan qamh tayyiban naqiyyan min makayil 

ma dfnat  saraq usp digu buwenuh linbiyu dar itumar mQsur 

de sar agusa h wa-k a m m l y y a t  aydan alf su lid e min 

1 - gak ag iyyat  t-tayyibat 1-^ariyat al'an bi aragun 'aqarra
, j - Sinia

farag 1-madku r anna-h bi- qa bd -h inda-h m in 's ahiban

1 -m adk ura n qabdan wafi yan wa 'anna calay-h <ala nafs -h

wa 'amwal-h sah iban l-wad l^at dalika '‘'alay-h cala 1-hulul

yakudu-h mita sa '’at wa- 'arada sahiban (2) l-wad i^at biri ' ur

w a - kabitul /aw t-talib *an-h 'aw b i - sa ba b -h bi -hada l - caqd

mita sa'at wa- *arada farag 1-madkur dun matl wa-la ta'kir — -» ^
tahta ilf&zam  nafs =h wa-dimmat-h w a - ma l= h ayna yuga.du

w a - ka nat wa 'i Itazamajl-wafa 'u garnic da lik a wa /iltazama

farafy 1 - m ad ku r b i - i n s a f  wa- 'ac ta'garni*' 1-m an ay ib

warn-nafaqat wa -l- k a s a r a t  li sahiban l-wadl* at 1- ma dkura t

'in ta sabbaba-h  'aw p-talib can-h 'aw b i - s abab- h cala

talb 1- wad I c at 1-m adkur at  wa 'arada fara§ 1-madk ur

s ek u s i y - u n  fi 'amwa l-h fi kull m a w d f  yugadu la-h mal

wa 'in yubac dalika cala hasa b-h sirat 1-magli s wa c adat

1- faridat l i - m a n f a cat sahiban l - w a d l ca t - 1-ma dkura t wa

l i - m a d a r r a t - h  hatta 'an yakun sahiban l - w a d l <at 1-madkurat
—■i -■ — : Aijanua

1 C-tieL: sic. 2 G.de L.ssic.
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mansufan wa- musa yyiran min w a d l cat 1-madk urat wa-min 

qamh wa-1 -kammlyat ifalla-h wa-min mftna'ib-h wa-n afaqat-h 

l - m u t a carradat la-h cala talb wadi* at-h 1-madkurat 

wa-arada farag tulay tu l 1 1-madkur 'in yakun sahiban l - w a d T <at 

1-madkurat mus add aqan bi-k alimat dun yamln wa-la sahud 

tulazzima-h li 'itmam dalika gam'l* dalika z-zamm nafs=h 

wa-dimmat~h w a - ^ a m F  amwal-h s-sakinat wa 1-muta harrikat 

1-maksubat wa-l-gay r (1) 1-maksubat wa arada wa rada 

farag 1-madkur mahbusa n wa-masgunan bi -saba b 1-wadI* at 

1-madkHrat fl kull makan yagid wa 'arada wa rada farag 

1-madkur 'an yakun sahiban 1-wadi^at 1-madkurat *aw 

t-talib uan-h aw bi-s ab ab-h qadiran bi-hada l - ^ a q d ^ l a  

talb l - w a d i eat 1-madku rat wa n-nafaqat wa-mana fib (2)
4

amama 4ayy.i hakim  sa 'a wa 'asqata can-h hakim-h r-ratib 

wa -ka ssat l - g a c1 nafs-h li-hukumat wa-kunbu lsu 

d e l$u£ ti siyah dearagu n-h 'aw li-na'ib-h (2) raw 

e l - g u bern ad ur *aw li-na'ib wa- 'arada far ag 1-madkur 'an 

la yantafi* la-h fl tamtll qada* l-wadi* at 1-madkurat 

zahir wa-la *aqd wa-la 'abra=h wa-la gayr =h wa-la 

&l-fuw§ru lladi y u cayyina la-hum min l-* asrat 1- ayyam 

li-talb Kaqd wa-barS'at 'aw gayr dalika bala 'asqat (3) 

garni* dalika wa -abta la-h kull say^ in wa- fin la yab rar =h 

min 1-wadi *at 1-madkurat wa-l-muna fib 1-m uta*ar ru dat  

la-h bi- sabab talb l - w a d i cat 1-madkurat ilia qarar 

sahiban l - w a d i c at 1-madkHrat bi-qabd~hzzma faw bra *at min 

katib ma£hur kama yagibu wa-iltazama farag 1-madkur

li-l-qamh 1-madk ur wa li-l-kammiyat 1-madkurat acalla-h
V: v o v e l in. Tiff. ......■■■■— : R om ano Loan.

G.de L.: The word appears twice, once between lines.
HJB: Hamza below spelt :
Hamza spelt:f also in agilar'at the end of the deed.
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Saragossa. Nuestra Senora del Pilar.
Doc.13, Part II.
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wahid dar li-hawmat el-muriyu (1) li-baladat q a l cat 

t-turab yahiddu ma*~a dar salama s a cZd wa li-dar u (2) 

baka^r du (2) bakar -kanat li-yusuf sShib salla (2) 

wa-wahid karm li-faddan s-sultan yahiddu m a ca guertu 

salama elbar (3) w a - m a ca faddan mu^en guwan 'Simanu (4)

C ’T f ^wa-ma a tariq saraqust wa ukra faddan 1i-faddan s~sultan 

1-hawmat larrasa la£ nugera£ yahiddu m a ca faddan lakabelani 

deseriyun wa-ma*a faddan musen tyuwan simeun wa- ukra 

faddan elakarrera saragusa-h yahiddu raaca faddan latubira 

wa-ma*a tariq saraqust.

/ y — — — —
wa-iltazama farag 1-madkur li-sahiban l- w a d i cat 1-madkurat 

1-wafaila-h min haqq dun hukumat wa-la kisam wa-halafa 

bi-llahi alladi la *ilah ilia huwa 1-wafa li-gaml.* ma 

dukira ad de nufirmar nifer firmar de dereltuh kuntra 

lakartah subre di&a.

dun kisam wa-la tamtil wa-dalika kull -h yawm 1 - itanayn 

t - tasl* 1-agust cTm ucu (5) siyentus ugentah in - uwebe 

li-hisab 1-mus1imln sahada bi-dalika I-karZm balasku 

magunes wa-ferrandu de agilar wa-farag tulay tuli rn~d 

wamusa b-t-1? (6) wa--ibrahTm arkus wa

kataba 1-hada 1- *aqd 'ana muhammad b n u muhammad l-arq-r? (7) 

faqih wa- kadim masgid qal<at t-turab fi 1-fur wa-katib

v ** * -j- ^  t C — __
mashur m m  biladi 1-madkur wa-bi-h sahh ind-i ila akir

r _ c \\Wa _ v
1-fasl tabata lad̂ yya. ala sahh ma waq a\wa 'bi-wagib-h.

HJB: if Romance then “Murillo".
G.de L.: sic. f
HJB: probably "Alvar"; common proper name.
HJB: probably "Simeon", proper name. 
i =g5—>£
G.de L.: unidentifiable. HJB: The first name could be 
read: "aranda".

7 HJB: unidentifiable - "Arquero"?
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e£ta karta pe rt iyend e de kefuwerun tumadus estus biyeneh

deldig-u farag tuledu burel unrradu mu£en tulusanuh per

kuradur de 1 as ennuriy a bur kuwentus rresagadus ke le

al -kans arun al-dicfu fara$ del-tiye nbuh kera elamTn de-lus

digus sennure£ li-bilad q a l cat t-turab i-fuwe kuntentu

i-bala ziy ende el- di^u farag ubligarse en-eStah kartah de-

(e)nkumi y enda fuwerte i_- f irme^ i^-ba^l edera segun £e- de b e

bur rrazun ke le fuwerun tumadus tudus luS dicus

biyene£ i- ma£ sebada tirigu i un par demulas i-ustigas

ke denturu de-su-kaka se-fallarun. i este aktu-h

mandarun i fuwerun kuntentas lai partes digu el-diciq

farag l uf iz iye-Se Mu h a m m a d  el-arq-r (1) rahima allahu

1-faqTh kgra la 'ura an£ikumu nutariyu del-dicu lugar

fuwerte i fi^rme i balederu adannu £uyu £d de-lu^s suyus

ed aburubegu de la-dica sennuriyah segun se-debe kumu

ber esuna ke kunusiya de-ber lus ubre-dl cu tirigu i_~kanti dat 

eladic-a serimriya i-s akelu=h yu mu ha mm ad el arq-r

Ifaqlhu de las nut as demi padre muh am ma d l-arq-r rahima 

allah harfan harfan bila (2) ziyadatan wa-la nuqsan 

kama ‘amara ^asar' wa- cadat (3) 1- far dat wa- ala a'dat

1-nasara wa-bi-h sahh sahada (2) 1-m adku ra yn a^alla-h 

wa-hada kama katib fi 1-bilad 1-m adkur  fl 1-fur.

1 HJB: el Arquero? "The bow-maker, archer".
2 G.de L.: sic.
3 HJB: sic: *iddat.
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Translation
Praise be to the One God! The noble Faradj el 
Toledano domiciled in Calatorao calls on his behalf (1) 
the witnesses [of] this document, to certify its truth 
and faithfulness that he, under his responsibility and 
(ag’ainst the security) of his wealth, received from 
the venerable Prior and Chapter of Santa Maria the 
greater of the city of Saragossa, as a genuine deposit 
with trustworthy surety, 50 measures of clean wheat, 
in weights of Saragossa. I SAY: GOOD; CLEAN; RECEIVED 
IN MEASURES OF SARAGOSSA and also the sum of 1000 good 
pieces [jaqueses] current in Aragon. The above-mentioned 
Faradj acknowledged that he has in his keeping, from the 
owners the complete delivered deposit. That, under his 
responsibility and against the surety of his wealth 
the owners of the deposit may, on cancellation, retrieve 
it at their wish, and that the owners of it, the Prior 
and Chapter or a claimant on their behalf or for any 
reason may do this, with this deed, at their wish. And 
the same Faradj will act without delay and without default 
under his personal obligation, his responsibility and 
surety, wherever he be.
He is under obligation to pay back the whole of it and 
the same Faradj is bound in fairness to cover the incurred 
expenses, costs and losses to the owners of the above- 
mentioned deposit resulting from it or to their agent 
or for whatever reason with regard to the claiming of 
the same deposit. 'And the same Faradj will part with 
his property wherever it may be and sell it in the amount 
decided by the Court in compensation and for the benefit 
of the owners of the deposit mentioned until it has been 
met in full - the deposit: that is the wheat and the 
money above mentioned - and the expenses, costs in
curred as to the claiming back the deposit.
The same Faradj el Toledano enters into this agreement 
and the bond with the owners of the said deposit is his 
word without taking oath nor having witnesses to compel 
him to ’fulfil all that he has undertaken with his person, 
under his responsibility and against his wealth in 
stock or distributed, tied up or invested. The same 
Faradj agrees to be detailed and retained on account of 
the said deposit wherever he be. The same Faradj agrees 
and consents to the owners of the deposit in question, 
their agent, for whatever reason as having the power 
through this document to claim it with costs and expenses 
before any magistrate - ANY - and to drop his usual 
magistrate and exclusively present himself[and submit] 
to the authority and DEALING OF THE JUSTICIA OF ARAGON 
or to his representative, to the GOVERNOR or his repre
sentative. Faradj agrees not to turn to his advantage

1 Literally "against himself".
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any delay in settling the clause of the said deposit.
There will be no end, no remission nor otherwise and 
THE FUERO in which he has 10 days to meet the claim of 
the document and free himself or otherwise would not 
apply but he would forfeit all that, and all that would 
be seized and on the condition that he had not freed 
him from his obligation with the same deposit and 
from costs incurred in reclaiming it. The owners of 
the deposit would act by seizing, both of them, or 
clearing of the debt by means of a notary public as 
it should be.
The security of the same Faradj' for the wheat and the 
sum above detailed is one house in the neighbourhood 
of the wall in the district-of Calatorao and one adjoin
ing the house of Salama Sacid and a house of U Bakr - 
of U Bakr's - that was the property of Yusuf Sahib 
Salla (the leader of the Prayer) and a vineyard next 
to the field of Sultan [the King?] adjoining an orchard 
of Salama Alvar and a field of Mosen Juan Simedn and 
the Saragossa road and another field next to Sultan's 
property [Crown?] in the district of the walnut trees 
meadow adjoining a field belonging to the chaplain of 
Seron and a field of Mosen Juan Simeon and a further 
field by the SARAGOSSA ROAD between "La tohira" field 
and the road to Saragossa.
The said Faradj is under obligation to the owners of the 
above mentioned deposit [and] to settle with them by 
right under the Law [of Aragon] and there will be no 
further dispute as he swears by God and there is none 
but him to pay back all of it - as stated: AND NOT TO 
SIGN NOR TO GIVE POWER TO ENDORSE THE DEED - without 
dispute and no further delay on the Monday 9th August 
of year EIGHT HUNDRED AND EIGHTY NINE of Moslem reckon
ing. The witnesses to this are: the noble Velasco
Machunes, Fernando de Aguilar; Faradj el Toledano;---
Ibrahim Arcos.
I, Mahomed Ibn Mahomed ... faqih [jurist] and attendant 
to the Mosque of Calatorao by charter and Notary Public 
of said district. It is valid for me until the end of 
the statement. It stands by its own validity as* to 
what happened and to its injunction.
THIS DOCUMENT REFERS TO THE SEIZURE OF THE PROPERTY OF 
THE SAID Faradj Toledo BY THE HONOURABLE Mosen Tolosano, 
bailiff to His Lordship FOR MONIES DUE BY THE SAID Faradj, 
FROM WHEN HE WAS headman FOR THE ABOVE MENTIONED LORDS 
in the district of Calatorao. AND THE SAID Faradj WAS 
PLEASED AND WILLING TO COMMIT HIMSELF BY THIS FORCEFUL, 
VALID AND FIRM STATEMENT - AS IT SHOULD BE - BECAUSE ALL 
THE ABOVE MENTIONED PROPERTY HAD BEEN TAKEN FROM HIM AS
WELL AS BARLEY WHEAT, A PAIR OFMULES AND --- THAT WERE
FOUND IN HIS HOUSE.
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THIS DOCUMENT WAS REQUESTED AND THE PARTIES WERE 
SATISFIED, I MEAN THE SAID Faradj .that IT SHOULD BE 
DONE BY Mohamed el-rqr May God have mercy upon him! 
the faqih as HE WAS THEN AS WELL AS THE NOTARY PUBLIC 
OF THE ABOVE MENTIONED PLACE, A FORCEFUL, VALID AND
FIRM [statement] AT THE EXPENSE OF [Faradj] AND HIS
FAMILY AND TO THE ADVANTAGE OF HIS/THEIR LORDSHIPS - 
AS IT SHOULD BE AS HE [the faqih] HAD SEEN FOR HIMSELF 
THE ABOVE MENTIONED WHEAT AND THE SUM WITH HIS/THEIR 
LORDSHIPS.
And I, Mohamed el-rq-r DREW IT UP FROM THE NOTES OF 
MY FATHER, Mohamed el r-q-r May God have mercy upon him! 
word for word except that in addition there are no 
faults as ordered by Law in the quantity required 
and by Christian usage. Both parties bore witness 
to its validity and this is as scribe/notary in the 
said district according to the Charter.

The last item, quoted by Ribera (1), is more or less of the
same period as Doc. 13. It is a scholastic exercise by a
student of the Islamic college of Saragossa.

kalimat 1-masay il wa-l-hamdu llah ‘'ala dalika wa

s-salat t-tamrmt cala sayyidi-na wa nabi-na wa-maw la-na

m uh am madin 1-ka rim wa~kana l-farag min~ha fl madrasat

rabad 1-m uslimin bi-madlnat saraqust f l  yawm 1-itanayn

wa-fi 1~ asr l~awwa$il min rabi 1- ukra madiya t 19 (2)

V C— c — — —yawman min sahar yuniyuh am 851 ala yaday katib-ha

t — « '/ w CI- abd l~faqir 1 i-rabb-h r-raga afw=h wag&fran-h

t-tilmid abi cabd allah muhammad bnu ibrahlm bnu <abd

allah sabatun ai-tirulx gafara allah ia-hu wa li -w ali diy a-h * # *
w a - l i ~ g a m l c 1 - m u s 1 imin ‘amln ya rabb l - lalamin la rabb 

gayr la ma'' " bud sawa~h.

Translation
A few words on the matter. Praise be to God for this and 
his perfect blessings on our master, prophet and teacher, 
the noble Muhammad! He completed it [his- studies] in the 
Islamic school of the Muslim quarter of the city of

1
2

Ms No.38 P. Gil Collection fol.51. 
Or wa 1-.
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Saragossa on the second day of the first ten days of 
last Rabic II or 19th of the month of June 
of year 851. In the hand of the writer, the humble 
servant of his master hoping for pardon and forgive
ness, the student Abl. cAbdallah Mohamed Ibn Ibrahim 
Ibn ‘Abdallah Sabaton from Teruel - May God forgive 
him and his parents and all Moslems.' Amen! Oh Lord 
of the Universe there is none Other, there is no 
worship but His!

Let us proceed with the linguistic analysis of these 
texts, leading to a diachronic comparison of features under 
table form.
Doc. 1, dated 1117.
V  ■-> 0:

The feature V — ■» 0 given as premiss, finds here its justifi
cation in the text. Compare:

faddan li-ibn ranan 
N [ I N ]

faddan kana li-muslimanl 
N [ V I N ]

in which underlying V generates a verb in the surface structure, 
when [+past] feature has been previously selected in the deep 
structure for appearance in conjunction with kana + la/li-h. 
Furthermore, this explanation is more economical than the 
alternative of denying the existence of underlying V in a 
clause, on the grounds that it is absent in the surface struc
ture. The selection of the latter argument would imply arguing 
satisfactorily for the insertion of Kana and sister forms, 
before the final derivation of the string. "Grafting" a V 
component onto a tree node is predictably more complex and 
less economical than including an extra V deletion rule for 
[-Past] V li/la-h. If the argument of non-appearance is 
taken into account, credibility, for such a grafting, will be
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stretched even further. The more complex the process in deep 
structure the less amenable it is to objective validation.
Our study is concerned with dialects rather than language? 
the specific, therefore, takes priority over the theory, 
but if as a result some aspect of theory is thereby enhanced, 
so much the better.

On account of its brevity, Doc. 1 illustrates few of the 
features we have considered so far. Here are the ones that 
do occur, the numbers refer to - the features in table form.
1. wa carafa-huma fl s-sihhat ... VSO word order

[I V N I ' * ' ’ N ]
2. sahihan sihhat
3. hu /v huma <v ha * hum, sahihan 
6. See above.
13. Although the chosen features are not present in the deed, 
relativization occurs in: mgn j.sâ ic -a-h m^n-hu^aj With the 
obligatory S V 0 inversion in the "relative" clause.
19. The occasional place name: subratiyal? 'ibruh or /ibro.

Doc. 12, dated 1246.
These are the features to be found in the text:
1. lam yaghal £ayan min-h

t I V N I K ]
2. tabayac v mubtac bayic mabic ; bariya abra ^ bra'at
There are many instances, it is a dominant characteristic of 
the text.
3. madkurat madkurani madkur? min ̂ mlak wa diyarin.
4. bayna 1-muslimin lladl. The use of the article seems
tautological.
5. Particles expand their domain. Compare
garni1 min diyar "the whole from / o f  the houses" 
sinlyur min l-qar~yat "the Lord from / of the village" 
min: f r o m  > of (possession).
6. haqq huwa la-h S-ha, see 13.' K [ X V-S’O I N I N ]
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7. wa abra-h min-ha ^a-bariya bra rat tammah
13. §amlc ma la-h min *amlak ^N  V-P01 n _  i ti i  y14. muslimln lladi lam yattas~il bi-h sart mufsidn L n ' x i n k *  218. lam yastabq, fl dSlika' There are numerous examples.
19. Few. Place names saraqustat; proper names, e.g.
sinxyur dun Bartulumau'da £ant gil.

Doc. 13, dated 1484.
This text is conspicuously different from the excerpts con
sidered so far in this period because of its massive borrowing
from Romance; (i) in the form of lexical items, proper names
and such; and (ii) up to whole strings, a new development which 
disrupts to some extent the structure of the receiving language. 
We shall assess this effect in this section and analyse its 
Romance features later, in part IV.
Now, to the features present in this text:
1. j.ras^.ada caja na^s -h l-karlm fagag tulaytulij Still

[V (I)(N)...] but the rigid V S 0 word order is breaking up,
e.g. wa fanna calay-h cala nafs -h wa ramwal-h sahiban 1-wadicat 

[ I I  I ^ N I N  I N * N(S) N
dalika calay-h ‘ala 1-hulul yakudu-h

I N V (0 anaphoric pr)]
2. /abrat 4/ bara rat yabra r . There is less variety than in
Doc. 12, although Doc. 13 is longer with a great deal more 
repetition of similar forms.
3. Case ending morphs almost extinct, e.g. min sahiban 
madkuran, but wa- iltazama l-wafa,a.
4. Articles deviant with respect to classical usage:
(a) 1-agust ^ min sahar
(b) wahid appears to be relexicalized into an indefinite 
article: faddan but wahid dar f guertu but wahid karm
5. Particles expand their domain: ,rMaca" is equivalent to 
min in yahiddu maca.
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6. alladi la ilah ilia huwa 
[ N V-$0 I N I  V->0 N ]

8. rin yuba* dalika cala hasab-h 
[ I V  N I * N ]

12. kama yag’ibu 
[ I  V ]

13. gamlc ma dukira
■ N [N ~v 1

14. elfuweru lladi yucayyina la-hum min l-^asrat 1-ayyam
N [ V I N I  N ]

17. *an la yantaf ic lahm f I tamtil 
[I neg V I N I N ]

19.i)Romance lexical items: elfuwero 1-fur? saragusah
saraqust. The first cognate of the two pairs is gradually
substituting for the older form. £ulide has replaced dinar;
kabitul agissat; guertu gannat. Stems have given way to
Romance loans; in exactly the same context compare Doc. 12
to Doc. 13.
(a) min l~mukarrman bir fQl wa kabitul^h min santa mariyah 
de la sibdad de saragusab
ii) Mixed forms

g _ _ y .(b) amama ayyi hakim sa a
(c) &<idan elakarrera saragusah maca tariq saraqust
(d) hukumat wa kunbulusu del-gustisiyaK dearagun
(e) agust cam ucu siyentus ugenta inuwebe li-hisab 1-muslimin
iii) Complete statements
1) digu buwenuh linbiyu dar itumar mesur de saragusah 
ed de nufirmar nifer firmar de dereltuh kuntra lakartah 
subre dica
2) esta karta pertiyende...
These examples of extended borrowing raise different queries 
and while attempting to answer them, it is no less important
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to take into account the writer's attitude to the variety he 
is using to express himself.
1) is a string of clauses which do not disrupt the Arabic 
context. It is not Arabic. They seem to be complete state
ments, the verbatim account of one of the parties. It is a 
deviant Romance utterance, that is not recognizably one of its 
surviving dialects. We suggest it is Aljamia (1), taking the 
term in a wider sense here as some form of Romance couched in 
Arabic script.
2) shall be considered as Aljamia in the narrow sense. One 
may well ask why'it was used. The main parties are Faradj el 
Toledano and the Prior and Chapter of Santa Marla la Mayor. 
Tentatively we suggest that Faradj understood Romance 1), but 
could not read it, whereas he was proficient in Arabic script. 
The Prior and Chapter, while literate in Romance, did not 
understand Arabic to any great extent, nor its writing. The 
only safeguard Faradj would have to retrieve his property with 
was a receipt written in a script he could read and the other 
party understand: Aljamia. Hence the insertion of non- 
essential facts in the form of Arabic loans, e.g. amin, 
li-bilad-. . . This is no more than one possible explanation, 
there are probably others equally valid.

It is more important to ascertain the nature of Aljamia.
If Aljamia is a Romance variety, we must compare it to other 
varieties to establish in what ways it is different. This

1 The term is ambiguous as it refers (a) to the "non-
Arabic" from al cadjamiyya was used "by the Muslims of 
Al-Andalus to denote the Romance dialects", El (1960:404); 
(b) a "Hispanic Romance language" written in Arabic 
characters, El (1960:404).
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shall be done in Part IV.
As for the examples quoted above in ii), they alter the

structure of the Arabic dialect and represent a sort of
half-way house between the borrowing of a lexical item as 
slot fillers, as in example a), i.e. min x, where x is 
location (1); here x : santa mariyah de la sibdad de saragusa. 
That the loans are slot fillers may be deduced from the fact
that the functional markers (I) are still Arabic - and
Aljamia. They illustrate several stages.

The next stage is reached with b) as the function of 
6a *a. /sea can not be clearly stated. It may be a pro-form 
of *ayyi (N) or sea (V), representing in a reduced form 
el que sea, "whomseover he be". Another example would be:
'arada farag sekusiyun fl amwal-h, with the same ambiguity of 
function in the Romance loan.
Comparing: faddan lakabelani de-seriyun and

N N
c) faddan ela karrera saragusah 

N I N
the first string is constructed as in Arabic, meaning a field 
belonging to, whereas in Romance a particle is needed. In c) 
the underlying structure coincides with Romance up to karrera, 
reverting to the Arabic model with the absence of the particle 
de before N, see a).
lakabelani is ambiguous: la capellanla with gender agreement. 
"Endowed chapel", el capellan in which case the article is 
deviant from standard usage in Romance. "Chaplain"

1 It would not be amiss to recall that the convention x
for unknown quantity is an Arabic loan itself, x was the 
Spanish equivalent, that is / / / for the abbreviation 
shin ) / / /  for say*' "thing".
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c) and d) are paired constructions, that is we have the same 
semantic idea expressed in Romance then in local Arabic. It 
is thanks to the Romance that the evolved Arabic form can be 
defined. In c) ma* a "with" is acquiring a new meaning "by 
(location)". In d) hukumat "the governing authority" is to 
be equated with "gustisiya" (1).
e) This is where the attitude of the writer is relevant.
The scribe considers he is writing Arabic (li-hisab l-musulmln). 
Of the three elements of this date only one is Arabic: cam
889 AH, the last two are Romance. It is of interest to check 
when lunar months are substituted for the Romance solar ones 
(cf. Granada docs.). However, the relinquishing of Arabic 
numbers indicates according to one school of thought (glotto- 
chronology) a drastic loss of core lexical items, and for 
other linguists, a serious reduction in the range of available 
possibilities of expression similar to that found in pidgin/ 
creole.

We refer the reader back to the table, 7.2, which picks 
out the points of contact between Arabic and Romance dialects.
If borrowing from one language into another goes beyond 
adopting lexical items, mixed forms or hybridization may be 
expected. When hybridization becomes generalized, the process 
may be equated with pidginization, discussed in chapter 5.

A mixed form variety will foster convergency:
I) It must reconcile opposing features, i.e. triliteral 
root stems and their absence in Romance. Strings a) to e) 
have items of both kinds, with the balance in favour of Romance.

1 Ribera y Tarrago (1897:458).
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Aljamia might be seen as a step further towards the complete 
disappearance of this feature, present in Spanish Arabic.
II) It will opt for those features found in both languages
in contact, i.e. absence of case ending morphs. In the above- 
mentioned strings there is no indication that case endings are 
still viable. Particles expand their domain: mac a , to coincide 
with L2 usage to mean "belonging to".
III) It has limited choice of patterns. The strings under 
study do not allow an objective assessment in this case. The 
point made in a) indirectly supports this view, as it argues 
for a substantial restriction in the scope of use.(1)

Special attention must be given to word order, because 
it is a feature in conflict between the two parent languages.
In the above examples the deep structure of Arabic and Romance 
may be considered to have converged and are isomorphic as in 
the Kupwar case (2). This would explain why complimentary 
adjectives are fronted in a), thereby reducing the difference, 
and the date in e), compared to the date in the 1446 text.

Elsewhere the underlying structure may not have reached 
this extreme. That theprocess was active would account for 
the otherwise unaccountable word order of certain strings, 
such as:
i) wa 7arada farag sekusiyun fl amwal-h fl kull 

[ I  V N V or N? I N I
mawdic yugadu la-h mal 
N [ V  [V+0I N N ] ] ]

It could be caique for:

1 Dell Hyme (1971:70).
2 Ibid., p.151? see also 6.2.
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y consiente farag la retencion (N) de sus bienes en 
[ I V  N el retener (V) I N I
doquier se encuentren bienes de el 

N [ V N X N ] ]
The problem being, if one discounts the possibility, the
determining of the subordinate clause boundaries in the Arabic
string. Are we dealing with apposition, relativization, V
deletion?
ii) hatta 'an yakun sahiban mansufan min wadicat 

[v I V ' N ' ]
Although less difficult to analyse, seems more clearly a
literal transference of Romance hasta que rather than standard
Arabic which would not normally have /an following hatta.
Even if it is a grammatical string, its occurrence has been
favoured by the existence of a comparable pattern in Romance.

The 1446 text
The last document is, as we have said, a scholastic exercise 
and reflects therefore the formal end of the language con
tinuum. It is doubtful whether it coincided with any spoken 
variety, but it marks the limits of the passive competence 
of Aragonese Arabic speakers. Unfortunately its usefulness 
is limited by its brevity.
Features observed:
1. wa kana 1-farag min-ha fl madrasat 

[ I V  N I N I N  ]
2. gafran gafara
6. V —* 0 la macbud sawa-h

[I V+0 N I N ]
Nevertheless it does illustrate the dual computation of solar
and lunar months and the gradual substitution of the Christian
calendar that is taking place and has just been seen in Doc.13.
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We have also another spelling for Saragossa, possibly a hyper
correction: s--------> s / t (e.g. X verbal measure)
rather than a phonetic rendering of the final sibilant.

Diachronic table of features for the documents of Saragossa

Features

1 .W o r d  O r d e r  VSO

.Morphemic alternations
2.Derived forms RRR
3.case ending morphs
4.articles deviant to Cl.A.
5.particles deviant to Cl.A,
.Expand.domain

6.V — i 0
7.wa[] fa £3
.Subordination

8. V  'a n

9. V li V
10. V cala 'an
11. law V
12. kama V

.Relativization
13. ma V
14. lladr V
15. llati V

.Av. no. of nested clauses

.Negation
16. ma V
17. la V
18. lam V
19.Romance borrowing 

TOTAL: 19

Doc.l
1117

very few 
+?

Doc.12 
1246

+ +
"" * +

not in text not in text

+?

less than 1 

not in text

+
6?

+
+
+
11

Doc.13 
1484

breaking up

very few •
?
+

. +

+
+

1 to 2

1446

very few

+
not in text 

not in text

not in text

heavy
10

+

one
4



Nothing definitive can be said about change from Doc.l to 
Doc.12, partly because the first deed is so short. There is 
a distinct increase in the frequency and the variety of 
derived forms from a single.triliteral stem RRR.

For the later period, we may establish part of the 
language continuum as we did for the Cll to C12, by comparing 
the styles/registers of Doc.13 and the 1446 text. The 
picture is incomplete in the lower ranges due to the absence 
of any popular poetry or private correspondence.

With regard to the Arabic of Doc.13, despite what has 
been said of the foreign intrusion in its structure, 10 out 
of 18 features are still present to some degree (excluding 
the. Aljamia section) , and this fact must not be overlooked. 
One does notice a definite absence of complex subordination 
while coordination is favoured and more particularly ['aw V (N) 
This avoidance ofnested clauses is common in spoken varieties 
in contradistinction with written language. Doc.13 may be 
closer to speech than the other documents, but this stylistic 
choice also implies further proof of the restriction in the 
scope of use, previously mentioned.

Since the corpus for Valencia is of the same period, a 
further comparison between it and the later Saragossa texts 
will follow. Both collections are extracted from official 
documents and are of the same style.
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Features

1- Word Order

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7,

8 , 

9.
10,
11.
12,

13,
14,
15,

16,
17,
18,
19,

Morphemic alternations
Derived forms R R R
Case ending morphs
Articles
Particles
V. —> 0
wa[] fa[]
Subordination
V '’an
V li V
V cala an 
law V 
kama V
Relativization 
ma V 
lladi V 
llatl V
Average No. of nested clauses
Negation
ma V
la V
lam V
Romance borrowings 
TOTAL

Valencian Corpus 
1462 - 1483

Saragossa Docs. 
1446 - 1484

VSO dominant 
with reversals

VSO+breaking up

very few 
0
+
+
+
+

very few
— ^ 0

+
+
+

+
14

heavy
11

Granted .that the total of features present in any variety is 
not to be taken on its own, but as one more factor in the 
general assessment of more or less x, the comparison reveals:
1. A general instability in the VSO word order, that is more 
pronounced in Doc. 13 from Saragossa.
2,3. These features are practically nil in both dialects.
9, 12, 15, 16. The feature is present in one dialect and not 
in the other. It will be taken as an idiosyncratic difference. 
It would be difficult to justify any other interpretation for 
lack of supporting evidence.

The low incidence of embedded clauses in the Saragossa 
corpus shows up quite clearly against the Valencian texts.



Finally, the degree of borrowing is significantly dif
ferent in the two varieties. Whereas in the Valencian corpus 
there is one item, a verb form that may be considered as 
Aljamia, there are strings of clauses in Doc. 13. One further 
comment shall be made on the subject. In the Cll to C12, 
there was massive borrowing and hybridization. It was located 
in popular poetry and by extension to the colloquial registers. 
The documents under study, now, are examples of public writing, 
therefore it is clear that by the end of the fifteenth century, 
hybridization had invaded the formal styles and by extension 
registers of the Arabic dialect of Saragossa and reducing 
drastically as a result the available choice of styles and 
registers for the Arabic speakers of that region (cf. 
pidginization 5.3).
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7 . 3 . 3 . 2 Navarre
The region of Navarre maintained close links with its 

neighbour of Aragon. In politics, Navarre often joined forces 
with the rulers of Aragon. Indeed, one of the main trade 
routes across the Peninsula, the Ebro valley, runs through 
both kingdoms. We may assume a certain similarity of insti
tutions (1) and living conditions, as with our next item.
It is a charter delivered by the Knights of the Hospital of 
Saint John of Jerusalem to a Moorish community in 1312 (2).
The document is quite explicit as to the relationships and 
exchanges governing both parties: on the one hand the Church 
and on the other subjects of a different religion and culture. 
Rural activities are referred to in detail and we consider the 
language was comprehensible and close to the vernacular of 
these mudejares (Moorish subjects). An added advantage to 
this text edited by Pilar Leon Tello, is that it is accompanied 
by a Romance version of the same agreement which should provide 
us with the means of studying interference between the two 
languages.

bi-smi llahi r-rahmani r-rahim saXLa allahu cala 

mu h a m m a d i n  wa ''ala 'alih.. .

m u €rafa-h yakun wa muh aqq aq -h li-l-kull (3) kayf  ana 

farey gi<j d a- sabara q umil (4) briyur min 1- 'usbifal 

da-san guwan da -$a r u s a l e m  ennabara enten diyentes 

fazer e-pru w e b e r  man a t a f i c (3) gayr e-unur min 1-' usbi tal

 =Romance lexical items? _____- Aljamia

1 Similar fueros (charters); cf. also Salilla (1312) in 8.3.
2 ed. Leon Tello P. (1964:329ff).
3 sic for li-kulli and manafic
4 Arabic: amil "well disposed; bigaryah "from the village"

Romance: umil "humble"; biqariu "vicar"
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1-mad kur  bi-ray min 1- qumen dadures wa min 1 - 

efar eyl in min 1-madkur br iyuredu wa bi~ray esbi siyal 

migente wa-iq ra r min dun farey falku' dabarre habs 

m a wd ic na fi q a l g e t a s wa min dun farey garsiyah sanges 

da-gay hiqary^ah (1) da -qaiget ag wa min dun farey sans 

da ateyijh wa min farey ramun da-bayrln nas qalawair  

[qalgetas na* tu wa- na qirru  b i - pubalasifun wa 

solar wa maskanj fi qatyat-na usran wa gahanha (2) 

la-kum l-$ama <ah min 1-muslimln alladin takunnu 

fi usran m a calilm min sa^ah la-kum s a cid t - t u r e l T• f

sahib :s- salat wa la-k um muhammad 1- murabit wam * V

la-hu m 'ahmad da qiri el 1 ah wa lakum m u h a m m a d  qurulanub 

wa Jhrkum yusuf 1-guzi wa la-kum %is gantll wa la-ku m 

musa bnu salamah *all wa garni1 gama* at -kum wa li-kull man yagl 

*ila camar 4usran fi 1-amr li-1- m a t a b i c bi s-Surut 

l - m u * ta rafa-h  4isfal awwal say es a- sa ber li kull camir 

m m - k u m  aw li-kull man yagi li-s-sukna min huna ila amam 

nahtagu an n a <tu nahnu wa 1 -' usbital 1-m ad kur qasal min 

dar kamil fi l-mawdic 1-madkur wa hawmat huwa m a c alum 

(3) 'as lar ean days? 4aw adyar debedes fazer 

kull camir m i n - k u m  li nafaqat-h wa tamaniyat 'aqfizah 

muzarra*' a min maqadlr min kayl tutayla wa kull asra 

ri'^ala (4) min karmat [wa-hada huwa qasal kamil] wa-hada 

kull qasal kamil min 1-madkur wa fawq 4an yugram tamaniyat 

dananir wa nis f min magram min sikkat nabarrvt es a-saber

1 See fn.2 p.251.
HJB: : district.
HJB: perhaps Romance: balasat-hu "place".
HJB: "foot" probably: a day’s work, i.e. acreage worked 
in a day.
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Navarre (1312). Leon Tello (1964:329ff). Part II.
^  o 33 <y~. „ >  J C J j

X 3 X - 3 X  j -  J 3 3 

fu J\ L* o- u u  ^  o- JCJ 3\ (ji. 
o '  > “ * X  > >  j X * 33 J I L - i V ' j  ^  \j-i J\

J3** <-** X - ' 3 f X * *  3* '"*3' 3 , 3 j X - 3—-'

•>' vu, <+aJ pC j.u / j  ^  ^
3* '-*^3 « i l * X  J -  4 i l * j  , j U  J T j <L k ; J - T  o -  o *

r >  u l *jy)  j X 3- 33 * >  X s "  J 3- ^  X  ' i *  3  j - > r  j l l
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*X **^* 3 jb*̂ * <-...|lj ^^k-1 ^  o*Y\j

u3*3 J ^ X * . ru X i> J X X  cA -M ^  -L /JV

O? u 3X .  O ' 0 3 ^  ■‘X  JP  j 3 X 3* ^  c 3?3* CJj o ^

• j / u i  ^ 1  ^ i ,  U j \  U j i  4is u * 3 r j ^  r u  j r

*-*' rL- u 3.3 ^ J y X  u *X ii S ’ - 1' u ^  3 4« l» i

’3— *  l / » A  L a  j ,  j / J l J I  J lk -T K  I^ L J
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L»  3  < r> * 3  V X  X  * > •  3 ' 3* * *  ^  X  £ 3 *  X

(A—* X >  3 3 o? * X * *  U 3 ^  ^  3 V

j ' X  r - *  * > ' J 3 ^ * 33 0 3-r- 3 o f  J U3  X  U - T *  o '
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j -V \ J 3U o *  X  j+~  o f  O -  ^^*^'3
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c**1—  ̂ (A— j^> X r  f-» Kr1* ̂ ^ 3  -7*^  ~j> X  

C ^r-3' o f  c 1̂  J* "^ r X  l3i—* X  0 3 ^ '  c?**' sj.

■ - -  j / * * '  C ^ 3* 3’ o i f  C 1" *  6 * ■ * * *  X  l3 L — - 4 j4 j X * 3'

3* ̂  r^‘3 [j«3.« c3* Jfl 3 o**'u r '̂3 XW-vi
O t^33 t> - (*-*333 O 3̂ - 33 ^ j j 3' "£»•*• 0 3 ^  X

u 3— *i J *  ^ 3 0 -  3 ^ - r - l*3 C r ^ *  U ^ 1 - o X  L  o * -  3 

j f ± J \  J l k - l W ,  { ^ -  ^ » 3  X * >  v > ^ ' 3  

C3^*33 * ^ !3' o f >>* *“ ■"  o -  w-*«*-< o 3

u /  o f  r * ^  ' v X 3-*33 L x - 3— 33 ' 3 ^ *  u 3 J “ <3 * ^ - r 33 * >

•j»» j-1-* <—» O* 33*“ i o33 ĵ ^33 ĵ 3> £f* jX * 33 J33ai -*̂ 3 

ju U  ^  o 3 *  * j » L X  33 * ^  ^ 3  J 3̂ * 3 33 * 3> ,< ^  o 33

>  O f 3 ^  33 C3J 33 * I U ’*  w>33 6 3j - 3

■*̂ '3 X  X * <  U 3 X  -“ > 3  <L?,3 j  U—*< f^— **^33 X 3 -^'3
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1-kamsat da nanlr an d-dar wa t-talatat dana nlr  nisf 'an

, _  y -  _
1-kar m wa in kana yagi wa yurid wa-y ah bis nis f qasal 

*an yunsi f nisf 1-m ag ram fi 1-m ag ram 1 - m adkur wa 1- 

kamsa\ dananl r 1-madku r ah uan ma gram d- dar an 

yansif-ha Kan kull ram can tul 1-ahd fi cid tudus 

santus wa 1 - m u s imiya t t-talatat dana nir wa nisf  can 1- 

kurmat fi ''Id san mikayil min kull *am wa kull qasal 

la-h an y a cti zawg dagacf 1 i - 1 - qas fci lan 'aw li-kull qaytd 

yakun fi 'us ran fi kull <am fl cId nadal wa had a 

kull4\can sart aydan bi 'an antum 1-m ad kurah 1agma

wa sukkan 1 - m u s imi ya t wa alladTn yakunu min huna iba 

a m a m  an ta tu 1-usbital 1- madkur fi hada 1-

ma wdi< t-tilta min kull . ma ta^ma^u min t a zam

wa-min Cinab wa min zaytun wa min ful wa min gulubban

wa min kull nawc min kull ma i a § m a cu wa min kull

fakihah wa 'agniyat wa ganan fl-h wa hada kull-h

'an ya^malu-h  fi **ahd wa mitaq wa sidq wa kull m u slim

'an yahbis dar wa nar fi ''ustan 1-madk ur 'an yagram

1-qagid 'usran a l l a d l  yakun *ala 1- 'us bi i; a 1 1-madkur

r u be min qamh n- nisaf  min qamh wa n-ni sa fah min s a cIr fi

sahar agust ^an kull cam van tul 1-abad wa kull dar

' a n  y u ctiyya 1- usbi pal 1-ma dkur 'arb aL ==h m a r a f i q  min

tlbn fi kull c a m  fI 'anadir wa dalika na srit antum

wa kull cam m u s l i m  wa mu sli nun fx m a w d i c 1-mad kur

'an t a cmlu kull nafaqa-h 'an yahtaga fx 1 - m a w d i c

1-madk ur 'an ta*malu kull n a f a q a - l i ' a n  yahtaga fi l-ma wdic
* *

1- mad kur ''an 1-amya (1) kull wahid m i n - k u m  kama yasfx wa

1 spelling: * "water" —  miyah plural of j
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[fi qal''a 1-kattan] wa 1-qanam. hada. huwa an yakun gami C 

z-zarlc ah min 1-kattan wa 1-q anam min alladina y u z r a c un- 

ha wa mata ma yakun 1-kattan wa 1- qa na m ma tbuk wa yabis 

wa marbut an yaqsimu-ha t-tilt l i - usbital wa tlltln min 

kull wahld m l n - h u m  wa 1 - usbital 1- ma dkur 'an yunslfa 

t-tllt min n- nafaqah min d-dukul fi-1- birqah (1) wa-ukuru 

min 1-birqah (1) aydan 'an yatbuku 1 - m u s "limln 1-madku rah 

kubz -hum fi furn 1 - u&bital 1-madkur an daym d-dahr 

wa /an y u c tu min sittat fasra kub z~hwahid wa 'an la~ 4 — -

y a q t a cu 'asgar wa-la yaqha^u karmat dun *amr qayid usran 

wa 'an kana yastalh u zawg mus" limln 'aw tilt . wa- 

yatafqu fi dar wahid^ mi n hum yahbis zawgat wayoqid nar 

'an y a cmal kull wahld min hum haqq-h l i - u&bi$al 'an 

yagram kama kull wahld minl-'akar kama yahbis can dar 

'aydan l i - l - qumand ur 'an yakun fi qalg&tas *an zaman 

wa li-mataC usran 'an yakun fi-h qumandur 'an tahruzu-h

— C / ( ywa tahbisu -h an mawl fi ism 1-usbitalo ■ ii ■.in...
1-m adk ur wa 'an yakun hada h a k \ m a - k u m  wa mamur -k um 

wa 'an yakun garnic l£.usumat-kum [1- 'a m r a h ] hukmah wa 'in 

kana turidu tai'malu min hukmh 'i r t i f a r 'an [tadha -] 

ta^malu-h ‘a m a m  kull qadl 'an yakun muslinjmin tutaylah 

kara-wa s u n n a t - k u m  wa sa r c =kum wa 'an takunu a#sam- 

kum wa a m u l-kum  m u l t az imah 1- usbital 1-madkur wa 

dalika bi -s art  'alia yumkin li-ahad mi n - k u m  'an 

takru#u min l-mawdi* 1-madkur *in kana l£r-kum 'an 

tucutu [aw tagsu £ay min dalika calay-kum] say li-1- 

usbi tal 1-mad ku r wa 'in kana ya <’mal-ha ahd mi n-ku m 'an

1 HJB: b_r_Jk = pond.
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yakun m a rd ud fl ayy mawdic yamsi wa kull .wahid min-kum

la yabi*u wa la yarhan [say] min mirat  1 - usbijial li-
_  ̂ _ / _

nasarani wa-la li-yuhudi ilia b a y n a - k u m  fi layyin min

kull canur m u s l i m  yakun min-kum  wa aydan an 

t a s t a <milu 1-amya r-rabi‘ (1) min mawdu 1-m ad kur b i - 

d a w a bb -k um wa ganam- ku m wa-min 1 ~ usbital ka -dalika kama 

tyiran wa l - u£bital 1- ma dkur la yasuq canam (2) akar 

wa la dawabb akar wa min r u cat-h wa nahnu nahbisu 

can 1 -usbital 1-madkur s- sa yyidat 1-uzma d-diyat wa 

1-ganayaf [wa-gasba] t-tariqat wa-gasb n-nisa wa -l -asya-h 

1-akar lladlna yakun fi-l-mawdi* 1-m ad ku r wa hawmat -h 

wa l-'usbi £a*l 1 -m ad kur an yahb is u-kum f I sar c- 

kum wa s u n n a t - k u m  wa <awayid -k um kama yanbaga li- hada 1- 

''amirin wa nahnu l-gama*' at 1-ma dkura h ''anna iva can alladin 

yakunu min b a <di-na 'an y a camru f i - l -m awdic 1- mad ku r nakudu 

l - catiyah 1-ma dkura h 4an -ku m maw lana 1 -b i r yur wa na k u d - k u m  

.an mawl la-kum wa gamlc 1-freblin (3) min s-sbi tal wait- 

*amr bi-h wa nahnu nakunu *abld-kum m i n - k u m  wa min 

1 - usbital 1-m ad ku r wa naqablu a $ d i-kum  kama mawl (4)

*an nahtagu *an n utic -h f'l kull say wa nahnu 1 -bri yur 

l- mag ku r wa "agma* ah 1-m adkur at narg abu l i - dun b a t r u h 

gar~si yas 1-muta qabbi 1 habis tain sayyidrna 1-malik min 

n a b ar rah fi tutaylah *an yag^al t-tabic min say yidina”  - j - 4 I
1- mal ik min nab arrah m u clun fi hada 1- *"aqd wa 'ana dun 

batrul garstyas 1-madkur li -ragbat l - g a m l cat 1-madkurah  

§ a c altu t-tabic m u clun fi hada l-^aqd li -t a t b i y a t  garni*’ 

1-abya 1-madk ur  wa 1 ashada <ala dalik a man s a m i * - h u

HJB: perhaps a cognate of marabi "meadow".
HJB: probably ganam = shepherd.
HJB: possibly -i—* A = fraylin, "the brothers, the friars" 
An example from the many erratic spellings Mawl Mawlan 
loss of ending.
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Navarre (1312). Leon Tello (1964: 329ff). Part III.
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mi n- hu m wa dalika fi sahar fabrir t-taman Sasra 

yawm min H a g !  min sanat ‘afyda casra wa-sabc a mayah. 

musa al-l~b li 1-m-gtt wa dun yaniguh da usu7i sayir fi 

lub bars durTs wa 1-murabit ibn w.alld min foafrrlgr wa 

cis bnu musa p u l i y u n .

Translation
It is well known and certain that I, FRIAR GUY DE 
SEVERAC, HUMBLE PRIOR of the HOSPITAL OF SAINT JOHN 
OF JERUSALEM IN NAVARRE INTENDING TO MAKE and to AFFORD 
profits, good and HONOUR for the said HOSPITAL in the 
opinion of the COMMANDERS and the FRIARS of the said 
PRIORY and in the opinion ESPECIALLY of FRIAR DON FALCO 
DE BARRE, custodian of our place in CALCHETAS and with 
his consent and that of FRIAR DON GARCfA SANCHEZ DE CAY 

of CALCHETAS and that of FRIAR DON SANZ DE ATEYO 
and FRIAR DON RAYMON DE VEYRlSAS THE KEEPER [CALCHETAS 
we grant and establish for INHABITING!(and)
A SITE and a dwelling in the village of ours of Urzante 
and its district to you the Moslem community which is 
to be formed in Urzante known at the moment as you 
Said Atureli, the leader of the Prayer, and Mohamed 
Almoravid, Ahmed of GRIELLA, and to you Mohamed 
Curulanu, Yusuf Alguzl and Isa GENT.IL and Musa Ibn 
Salema and the whole of your community and to all of 
those who come to settle in Urzante in accordance with 
the instruction and the terms conceded following the 
conditions granted below.
Firstly, TO WIT to all the residents among you and those 
who may come to settle from now on, we propose [advance] 
that ourselves and the HOSPITAL shall give a complete 
LOT with a house in the aforementioned place and neigh
bourhood. TO WIT for the place?, the sites for houses 
or dwellings? every settler among you MUST MAKE UP 
towards the outlay: that is 8 measures of grain for 
sowing in measures of TUDELA standard 
10 days work of vineyard [that is the complete LOT] 
that is for each complete LOT of the aforementioned on 
the condition that 8% (dinars) TO WIT: .5 dinars .for the 
house and 3% for a vineyard and if any should come and 
want to occupy half a LOT, his share of the said contri
bution will be halved. The said 5 dinars, as compensa
tion for the house, are to be paid every year at the
latest always by ALL SAINTS and the above-mentioned 3 
dinars per vineyard by MICHAELMAS every year and 
each lot will provide each year a pair of chickens for 
the LANDLORD or any commander of Urzante for CHRISTMAS.
And all this on the condition also that you from the
said communities, the above-mentioned inhabitants and 
those to come from now on, give the HOSPITAL in this 

- place 1/3 of all you harvest of food, grapes, olives,
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beans, peas and every variety you gather in the way 
of fruits and produce harvested thereupon. All this 
is to be done fulfilling trusiy the agreement.
Every Moslem who has a house and fire in Urzante 
shall pay the commander of Urzante who is there repre
senting the HOSPITAL 1/4 of a bushel of grain - 1/2 of 
what and 1/2 of barley in the month of AUGUST every 
year for always. Every house shall give the said 
HOSPITAL 4 measures (bales) of straw every year from 
the threshing floor. And all this, we grant on the 
condition also that every year each Moslem settler 
and the Moslem inhabitants of this place, you make up 
the costs advanced in this place concerning the water, 
each one of you in relation to what was used (raised 
and scattered) . [As regards, to the gathering of flax] 
and hemp (the following): and that is that all that is 
sown of flax and hemp and that is cultivated thereof and 
what is (left) of flax and hemp be heated, dried and 
tied. Let that be divided, 1/3 for the HOSPITAL and 
2/3 for all. The one of the said HOSPITAL to be divided 
1/3 for the costs of entering and removing it from the 
pond. Also that the above-mentioned Moslems cook their 
bread in the HOSPITAL'S oven always, and forever and to 
give as tithe one of(every) 16 loaves. One is not to 
cut trees nor pull out vines without the order of the 
commander of Urzante. IF 2 or 3 Moslems should get 
together to form a household, if one, all,or one of them 
should have a wife and light a fire, all or one of them 
should make up what is of right to the HOSPITAL and 
pay the charges all of them or one of them according 
to the tenancy of the house. Furthermore, as for the 
COMMANDER, if there by one of them for a time in 
CALCHETAS or the one of Urzante, if there be one there, 
you are to take care of him and hold him as landlord on 
behalf of the HOSPITAL and he shall be your judge, 
arbitrator in the matter and he shall be present in 
your disputes and should you wish to appeal against a 
sentence of his, let it go hence in all cases? before 
the qadi, that is Moslem judge., of TUDELA according to 
your law and custom.
And on the condition that body and chattels are bound 
over to the HOSPITAL above-mentioned so that none of 
you will have the power to leave the said district 
owing [or _ a thing about this from them] anything to 
the HOSPITAL. Should one of you do it he will be 
returned from whatever place he goes. Let none of you 
sell or mortgage a thing from the estate of the HOSPITAL 
to a Christian, a Jew, except between you, in the trans
fer from one settler to another who must be from among 
you. On the condition that you use the water and the 
meadows? of the above-mentioned districts with your 
cattle and sheep and (those) of the HOSPITAL as with 
neighbours and that the Hospital shall not drive the 
herd by any other than its own shepherd and that you 
shall not bring other cattle and tend it?
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We shall keep for the above-mentioned HOSPITAL, the 
higher authority, the blood monies and (jurisdiction 
over) offences, highway robbery, forcing women and 
other things which may happen in this place and neigh
bourhood. The said hospital shall keep you to your 
law, traditions and custom, as it should with both 
parties of dwellers. We, the Aijama above-mentioned, 
on our behalf and on behalf of those to come after us 
to inhabit the given location, accept the above- 
mentioned donation from you, our Lord, the PRIOR and 
receive for Lord, you and all the FRIARS of the 
HOSPITAL and their command and we become your servants 
and (those) of the said HOSPITAL and we kiss your hand 
as Lord and we allege that we shall keep to all these 
things. We, the afore-mentioned PRIOR, and the Aljama 
above described, request DON PEDRO GARCIEZ to grant the 
delivery? (holding) of the seal of our Lord the King 
of NAVARRE, in TUD.ELA and to affix it on behalf of our 
Lord the King of NAVARRE and ratify this as to its 
validity. I, DON PEDRO GARHEZ, the above mentioned, 
on the request of the above named, put the seal to 
ratify this as to its validity, confirming all the 
previously mentioned things and (the following) are 
witnesses in this matter of what they heard from them 
and this (took place) in the month of FEBRUARY, the 
18th day of that month in the year 711. Musa ...
DON IENNEGO DE UXO ... and LOPE PERES Duriz and 
Almoravid Ibn Walid from PEDRIZ and Isa Ibn Musa POLLON.

If we take the 1330 Bill of Sale for crown property at 
Jerez, Granada and compare it to this charter, we may appre
ciate synchronically how much Arabic dialects diverge within 
similar registers/styles. A cursory glance would reveal the 
paucity of verbal forms, the endless litany of yakun,yakun 
mardud for yardud and a few creations such as: -htag- , tagsu. 
How else does one explain the Romance intrusion of:
eh a-saber "that is to say, to wit" 
debede& fazer "you must do"
The new forms spread elsewhere to N components: 
mamur, perhaps a cognate of mumarran "expert11 
rabic , a cognate of marabic "meadows"?
Old forms acquire or are assigned new meanings:
yansif "to halve" is used also in the sense of "to pay".
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We shall now take a closer look at the features under study:
. Word Order: erratic.
(a) li~ kull c amir min-kum.v.hahta^u

[I N N I N ‘ V . .. ]
(b) 1 an nactu nahnu wa ... qasal

[ X  V N I N . . . ]
<c) ran yaqsimu-ha t-tilt li-l-u£bital

[ I  V N ” ' " I N ...]
(d) wa nahnu nahbisu can 1-usbital s-sayyidat

[ I N  V I N ‘ N ...]
(b) and (c) are subordinate clauses. Most subordinate clauses 
retain the predicted word order for Arabic. From other word 
order studies (1) it would seem that these strings reflect 
conservative usage longer than independent clauses. This 
is true for unrelated languages and must be universal.
Nahnu in (b) and (d) is a redundant N (subject) for the 
information is still present in the V component. The occur
rence of a subject pronoun may well be symptomatic of a new 
word order emerging. . The fronting of the adjective as in: 
min 1-madkur briyuredu is strong evidence for this hypothesis.
. Morphemic alternations.
Here are a few examples of derived forms from triliteral roots:
£■ C v C  v — c 4 C * — CG M : tagma u, garni , agma at, gama at
c T W: tucutu, catiyah, yuGtu, yuGtiyya • » * * •
However, the norm is tedious repetition of the same form: 
yakun, yahbisu.
Case ending morphs: There are traces of nunation, i.e. ganan: 
but it usually takes the shape of o r gulubban.
The spelling of mawl: -Jjo "Lord" for shows that

1 Harris ed. (1977) .
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such case endings are archaic and no longer understood as 
affixes.
V components (imperfective) show the na-morph common to other 
Maghribi dialects (see (b) and (d)). The presence of such a 
feature would indicate the conscious intention of writing 
this charter in an idiom close to the vernacular spoken in 
the above-mentioned Mudejar community. This feature is 
scarcely ever found in the formal style.
Particles.
Whether particles have expanded their domain with respect to 
formal usage might be debatable, as in muhaqqag-h li 1-kull; 
briyftr min 1- *U!abital. What is obvious is their profusion: 
li-kull man yagl rila camar *usran fi 1- amr li-l-mutabic 
bi s-surut
They are examples of periphrastic patterns which enable one 
to avoid the complex verbal system that characterizes Arabic. 
It confirms our first impression of verbal paucity.
. Expansion
V-->0 deletion clauses.

CT  ̂ ^wa hada kull an sart aydan bi an 
[IV->0 N N I S ' I I [ ... ] ]

.. s/ — Mka-dalika kama giran wa 
[I V-0 N I N ]
There are no instances of wa ... fa coordinations.
V an is the dominant pattern of subordination.
Relativization:
e) agma at wa sukkan 1-musimiyat wa alladin yakunu min huna 

[ N I N2 N3 I [ N4“ V I
ila amam 
I 3

b) min kull ma tagmacu 
I N [ N V ]
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h) an-na wa an alla^in yakunu min ba dina 
I N I I [ N V I I  N ]

In (e) and (g) there seems to be a degree of gender uncertainty.
In (e), for instance, N1 and N3 have feminine morphs (t) but 
not N2. Moreover, one might expect for N4 alladln, the 
feminine form. Unless pattern N[N..V] no longer holds, what 
we have in this string is N1=F and N2=M + N3=F and N4=M.
In (g) Nl and N2 refer to things. In formal Arabic concord 
should be with a feminine form, this is not the case -with 
alladln. The rule is not unknown, see enclitic -ha but does 
not apply with alladi. (h) illustrates the loss of the head.
The preposition min before the relative marker may be con
sidered as general trend of change in Spanish Arabic dialects 
of this period (see Granadan and Valencian Arabic 7.3).
.kama has undergone a change as well. Although it can intro
duce clauses, it serves as comparison marker for N components,
in a similar fashion to cognate ka, which is another way of
saying that, as the particle, it has extended its domain:

nagbalu fajidi-kum kama mawl 
[ V  N I N ]

Vka-dalika kamS. giran 
[I V^0 N N I N ]

Negation takes the form of: la V.
. Romance borrowing.
The borrowing is greatest at the beginning of the charter 
and of a different nature than that of the main part or con
ditions of settlement. For that reason the "prologue” or 
identification of the parties is to be discussed later, in 
Chapter 8.

C TIn the central part of the deed, the Acjaml content is 
a surface phenomenon. Romance loans serve as slot fillers
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to an underlying structure that is Arabic in nature. They 
are of three kinds: (i) proper nouns: gaTgetas, san mikayil,
of these some have been arabicized: tutayla , usbipal.
/osp/ in hospital is impossible in Arabic. The form is 
accommodated to usbital, s-sbital; (ii) technical nouns: 
qalal, qumandur; (iii) two syntactic loans, lifted as such 
from Romance: es a-^aber, debedeS fazer. There seems no 
apparent justification for them except to compensate for a 
lack of knowledge in Arabic.

Coming back to the opening paragraph, reproduced in its 
essentials for convenience:
mu^rafa-h yakun wa muhaqq-^ li-l-kull kayf ana fareyfiid ...
[ _ N V I N I N [ I N N
briyur min l-u&bital . . . entendiyentei f.azer e pruweber 

N _ I N } N [_V ] [I V
manatafic gayr e unur min l-u^bi^al biray min 1-qumendadures 

N I N I  N I N I  N
nactu wa naqirru bi-pubalago^un ... fi qaryat-na usran ...

V* ]] 1^ V
lakum l-gamacah min l-muslimln alladln takunnu fi usran

^Romance
is a word for word translation of the Romance (1). As such 
it is an admixture of Arabic and Romance. The word order and 
the splitting up of the two participles {(a) and (b)) is 
ungrammatical in Arabic and the fronting of the adjective in 
the previous instance. The underlying structure is clearly 
Romance, even if some of the slot fillers are Arabic loans. 
One cannot classify this a pidgin, as there is no sign of 
the characteristic simplification of structures and loss of 
features.

1 Cf. 8.3.



It is Aljamiado? Yes, in the sense that it is Romance 
written in Arabic script. It is Aljamia? No, if this term 
describes the non-Arabic variety spoken by Moors. No, the 
paragraph is a word for word translation of the Romance 
version. Yes, in the sense that some adaptation has taken 
place to accommodate impossible clusters in Arabic: 

prove er —'+ puweber
prior —* briyur

Finally, the dating system is a mixture of Christian solar 
calendar and Moslem year dating, i.e.

February 18th year 711.



7.3.3.3 Toledo
On account of its geographical position in the centre of 

the Iberian peninsula, Toledo has been ever since the Goths 
one of the largest and most important cities of the land; the 
kings frequently took up residence there. It is situated in 
an almost circular bend of the Tagus and was until modern 
times a natural fortress. Consequently, it became a place 
of refuge for the discontent from both sides of the frontier.(1) 
The third fact to be taken into account, which explains the 
fortunes of this densely populated city, is that it was the 
only stronghold for miles around. There was safety within its 
gates for returning soldiers and merchants. Isolated from Al- 
Andalus, the city finally surrendered after a long siege to 
Alfonso VI, King of Castile, in 1085.

How much Arabic was still being spoken and until when?
The sources consulted (2), which cover the period up to the 
first quarter of C14, lead us to believe that the Moslems who 
stayed on, in or near the city were few. They were mainly 
farmers and craftsmen. The rest had either left for Granada, 
gone to North Africa and the East or converted. We do not know 
yet how many converted (3). Under this guise, they may well 
appear in these documents (2) attributed to the Mozarabs.

The Mozarabs (4) of Toledo were descendants of the 
Christians who lived under Moslem rule. In Al-Andalus they

1 Alfonso VI of Castile, himself, spent part of his youth
at the Dul Nfln court, 1.1.

2 GonzAlez Palencia (1931), BNM Ms.5052.
3 Parish records would offer some indication,if they still

exist.
4 Doc.141, dated 117 8, one of witnesses signs in Roman

script: Ego Dominicus, mistarabs, testis.



spoke at first Latin vernacular, then Romance, and used in 
their documents Arabic as koine. Gradually Arabic took the 
place of Latin and this was the situation in Toledo. From 
the statements of some witnesses below, some were monolingual 
speakers of Arabic, others were bilingual (Arabic/Romance),
The educated knew Latin and written Arabic.

Neither should one forget the Jews; in one curious deed 
dated 1273 we have a bill of sale for the milling rights 
held by AbucUmar and AbT Ishaq, the sons of el-Hasan Benyamin 
Ibn Abl Ishaq to the Bishop of Cuenca and the text is in 
Arabici From this and other documents it seems clear that 
Arabic was their usual language of business.

After 1315, little is known as to how long Arabic sur
vived in Castile, and who spoke it.

The first two texts are grouped together as they are
previous to the C13. No.8, dated 1112 AD (1) is the record
of the sale of some land between Mozarabs or converted Moslems,
as we believe. This would explain the reason for stating that
this property had formerly belonged to Moslems. Had they
been Christians of standing (Mozarabs), such a statement would
have been saying the bbvxous. Before the fall or conquest of
Toledo, a generation earlier, all property would have been
owned by Moslems barring a few exceptions. The implication
of the comment above is that the property to be sold had been
in their family for generations, at the time when they were
of another faith. Note the invocation after Toledo: May God
purify it! Furthermore, these Christians, whether converts
or Mozarabs, kept using Arabic names; the priest, mentioned
in document No. 8 is called 1-gass Ibn farhun.
1 Gonzalez Palencia catalogue numbers are retained for con
venience. We have used solely his edited text without reference 
to the originals. "These may have been standardized in the edited 
version." (Personal communication, Dr.M.J. Vigueras Molins,1983).
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astara duminqohbnu yahya min sufiyyan bnu abi 1-baqi wa 

mufaratg bn kayr Qami* hissat-hum a min 1 - m uny at  llati 

bi-manzal muskat min nazar madfnat tul aytul at hama- ha 

llahu wa dalika t-tult min g a m i c hada-h  1-muny at llati 

ta'arrifu fi cahd 1- 'islam li- 'ayy m u s li ml n ma^a tult biz 

wa tult timat- 1-qabawb?  Kala l-buhay~ rat wa tult s-sahrig

C v / —* — fma a ... wa-1 -madki 1 wa 1 -mak rag ila 1-bir wa s- sa hr ig 

wa-hadd hada t-tult 1-madkur fi s-sarq k a r m  li- 'abi
/ ^ W* J* ^  ^
ishaq 1-q amara ta (1) ma a 1-qass ibn farhun wa-fi -l -g arb

hissat li -w aratat  yahya bnu. sarlr rahima- hu  llahu w a -f l

giblat fadatu. (2) hub's cala sant falig wa-fi gawf t-tariq

d-dakil ila 1-q ar diyyat ... b i - adad mablag -h  min d-dahabi

1- mu ra b i t i y y a t  'aslufat ca£ar mitqal 'a fi 'awwali sahar

satan bi r cam kamsin wa mayat wa ‘alf tarlk s-sa far

4anna tultx 1-munyat 1-madku rat fawq hada 'anna tult 'ard-ha

a r d  b a y d a n  k a w y a t  ca n  g a rn i* ' t ^ - t a m a r a t  wa  1 - k a r m

wa 1-gi rasat w a - g a m i c tult 1-madku r bi - g a y r  tahliq wa la 
/ .  ci tamar

C y _
umar bnu sa id sahid,.. 

b a cd lgrar 1-fariqay n fi t-tarik 1- m u ' a r r a k  'in sadlahu.

______  = R o m ance loans

Translation
Domingo Ibn Yahya bought from Sufian, son of Abilbagi, 
and from Mufara§ Ibn Kayr the whole share of theirs 
in the irrigated estate that is in Manzel Mosca in the 
jurisdiction of the city of Toledo - May God purify iti 
That is a 1/3 of that estate which is known to have 
belonged to some Moslems in Islamic times, with a 1/3 
share of the well and 1/3 of the produce picked? in the

1 sic GP: "Camarena", misprint t for n,j forj .
2 HJB: possibly fadd&n; GP: a day's ploughing (acre).
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vegetable garden and 1/3 of the share of the reservoir 
and access to the well and reservoir. The border of this 
1/3 share is to the East the vineyard of Abi Ishaq el 
Camarena with [the land] of the priest Ibn Fahrun; to 
the West, the allotment of the inheritors of Yahya Ibn 
Sarlr - May God have mercy upon him! to the South a 
field donated to [the church of] San Felix and in the 
opposite direction the road that leads to Alcardete ...
The price, for thesum of 10 mizcals in old gold 
Amoravid coinage, on September 1st in the year 1150 
(brass era) [on the condition] that it is a 1/3 of the 
above mentioned irrigated estate, 1/3 of the land is 
white soil [cereal land] bare of all produce, vine and 
cultivation and that the entire 1/3 part is without
fencing and has not been cultivated.
Omar Ibn Sacid bears witness...
after confirmation from both parties oft the fixed
date. God willing!

Text No. 993, dated 1173 AD, is the record of a successful 
appeal made to the archbishop of Toledo on behalf of Julian 
de Casachica. It is a lively firsthand account o.f how some 
farmers, on hearing that the archbishop was in their neighbour
hood, spontaneously stood up to their landlord, the Primate 
of Spain, in defence of one of their own. This account is
quite remarkable for its authenticity and the fact that the
exchange was in Arabic.

qala la-h b a c d mahaql qanalas ma wana-h ‘’anna abi 
[ V I N I N [N V N] [ I N
qanalas yafza^u minka li-sabab ma tatlub bi-h l i - yulyan 

V I N I  N [ N ' V I N I  N
da qa^at giqah min 'amr qaryat-h wa-lak in nar ga bu-k

I N I ]]][ I I V
li-wafyhi llahi 1- cazimi an tahulla talab-k can-h min 
I N N N [ I ' V ' N I N I
'amr tilka 1-qaryat wa-la tahgur calay-h say fi-ha 
N N J ] [ I I V I N N I N ]

fa- sakata 1-mitr an 1-m adk ur can gawab b u rh at tumma qala 
[1 V N ~ I N N _ ] f  I V !
ana qad halal t talabi 1 i - yulyan da qa^at $iqat 1-madkur 

[ N I * V ' N I N
fi tilka 1-qaryat li-wa^hi llahi 1- kazimi wa cala sart 
I N N N I I N *
‘an y a cmura-ha wa- 'in sa bayi -ha fa-la yabi~ha ilia mi%an 
[N V N]] [ I I V N N] [I I V N I [N
yaltazim la wa zim qanalas t u m m a  b a cd h i m  min gawl-h 

V N ] ]~[ I I N I N
dalika qala 

V ]



aydan wa y a b i Q-ha miman yasa li ani bi - y a m a n  llahi t a cala 
[ I  I V N [ N V I N] ] [ I N
'ag-’-'al - 1 -mub tac lyya-ha min-h 'an y a l ta zi m lawHzim

V I N I N I N [I V N
qanalas li-sabab ma tilka 1-qar.yat min takm q a n a l a i .

1 N [N 7*0 N I N ]]]

Translation
They spoke to him then ofafield of Canales which 
weighed upon him (Julian) saying that "the people of 
Canales appeal to you (seek refuge with) on account 
of that which you claim from Julian de Casa Chica in
the matter of his farmstead. We wish you to clear him
of your charge, for God Almighty’s sake, and release 
him from your demands in the business of the farmstead, 
do not restrict him in anything on account of it."
The archbishop remained silent, answering after a while, 
he then said: "I relinquish the claim on the said Julian 
de Casachica in the business of the farmstead for the 
sake of Almighty God, on the condition that he culti
vates it and should he put it up for sale he shall not
sell it but to whom will keep to the laws (duties) of
Canales." Then after a moment he said in these words: 
"Equally let him sell it to whom he pleases 
I swear by God Almighty I shall compel the buyer to it 
and he shall keep the laws of Canales because that 
farmstead is within the boundaries of Canales.11
Following the feature analysis we have used so far, the

texts may be defined as having:
1. VSO word order, with a greater flexibility in No. 993:

(a) tumma qala
I V ]

(b) *anna *ahl qanalas yafzacu min-ka
[ I N (S) V I N ]

(c) rana qad halalt talabi
N(S) I * V " N (0)

2. triliteral derivations:
No.8: madkal dakly tarlk mu*arrak, timar tamarat 
No.993: tatlub, talab; yabl^ , mubta^, bayi*"
3. Case ending morphs.
There is no evidence for or against their presence in No.8.
Let us note fariqayn (dual) and the hypercorrected form
mitqalfa instead of mitaqll.



4. Articles: In No.8 one is not sure why two cardinal points 
are preceded by the article and the other two not.

^  C5. Particles. In No.8 kawyat an is unexpected in classical 
usage but tolerated here.
There are a great number of particles in. the later account: 
min-ka li-sabab ma tatlub bi-h li yulyan min amr qaryat-h 
These particles are more frequent and used where enclitics 
might be expected in Classical Arabic. They have expanded 
their domain in this variety.
Expansion.
V 0 deleted clauses are common to both quotations. No. 8:
1-munyat llati bi manzal muskat 

N [ N V-*0 I N  ]
wa..fa coordination occurs in No.99 3 but not in No.8.
V*an is the usual pattern of subordination.
The average number of embedded clauses is 1 to 2 in No.8
and 1 in No.993.
Relativization is more frequent than in other texts we have 
studied for the period.
No.8: 1-munyat llati bi manzal muskat 

N [ N V-̂ 0 I N ]
No. 99 3: li-sabab ma tatlub bi-h

N [ N ‘V I N ]
Negation is expressed by la V.

— i c -No.8: wa la i tamar 
[ I I  V ]

Romance loans are confined to the borrowing of lexical items 
among which we notice the Christian date.
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Doc. 8

v̂ | *igU Ui»* S0 IR4 »J 'JU
*11] ^g4£ji )̂ )i 4«i ̂  jti4> 8-AU ^ Mlil U *J«|
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Doc. 9 54
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Four texts shall represent Toledo and its region for 
the period under study (post-1212). Three of them illustrate 
direct speech, the other refers to the sale of a house and is 
one of the very few documents of this collection to be accom
panied by a Romance gloss.

No. 954/ dated 1216. Excerpt from a court case over some 
property in dispute.

'agid 1 i - m u w ak kal-h malikan li-dar kanat l i - gadd 

muwakk ali  balagu bala£~kus  b i-hawmat ka nisat sant 

nicrulas a m a m  bur# r - r i f a cat ala bab m u <awlyah wa 'urid 

'an tarak -h 1 i-muwakka li f a-ga waba-h dun f arnanduh 

1-madkur gay i lan muwakkali 'ibta<a tilka d-dar min dun 

guwan bni bajiruh da qastruh w a - dun g u w a n 1-madkur 

'ibta^a tilka d-dar min dun duminquh guwan bn guwan balais 

bnu. bal ag uh balas ku s wa-mala ka kull wahid m i n- hum tilka 

d-dar wa - g a m l i k  muw akkali b i - /i s a <at wa li-dalika 

la 'urid m u g a w b a t = k  fa-rahab a-h duminquh balais 

1-madkur qayilan

guwan balais 1-madkur tuwuffiya wa lam tar.^k .ibna 

?wagatn? (1) 'ukt=h b i - 'irt-h w a- li-dal ik a urid *an 

tarak m u w a k k a l = k  tilka d-dar fa-rahaba-h dun far nanduh 

1 - m ad kur wa qala la-h

qad quit la-k ma .quit wa-la urid mugawbat-k 

Translation
I find with your client that he has in his possession 
the house (that) was my client forefather’s Pelayo 
Velasco, in the neighbourhood of the church of Saint 
Nicholas, in front of the high tower over the Mu awxya 
gate.

1 This strange spelling can only be explained by the loss 
of case and feminine morphs.
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I want (your client) to leave it to my client and go.
The above-mentioned Don Fernando answered him saying:
My client bought this house from Don Juan, son of 
Pedro de Castro, and the said Don Juan bought this 
house from Don Domingo Juan, son of Juan Pelaez, son 
of Pelayo Velascb. Each and every one of them 
acquired this house and made it over to my client as 
it is common knowledge and for that reason I do not 
want to comply with you.
Domingo Pelaez said: The above-mentioned Juan Pelaez
died without leaving a son and it went...? to a sister
of his, in the estate, and for that reason I want your
client to leave that house,-
Don Fernando said to him: I have said what I (have) 
said and I do not wish to comply.

No. 1027, dated 1232 - Last Will
alladi yaShid bi-h dun la\>jrent min dus barius s-sakin 

bi- ha wm at kani sat Sant martin wa-zawg-h  dunat 

mari yat  dumingus w a - dunat m a r i y a t~ marti n llati kanat

V *j- /
zawgan (1) l i - dun martin da liyun wa-d al ika an-hum 

hadaru dat yawm min sahar yulyuh n-nagiz min t'arTk 

hada 1-ki tab 1- aqrab la-h bi-q ar~ya t z-zaytunat wa- 

dakilu bi-ha li-z iya rat dunat mariyat duminquh llati 

J'anat zawgan l i - dun duminquh yaquh wa-wa g a d u - h a  wa-hiyA (2) 

... 1- gism tabitat l-^aql wa-d- dih n fa-qala la-ha bi- 

h a d z a t - h - m  zaw$-ha 1-madkur dunat mariyat duminquh 

'imr ma tarld min mal-k can ruh=k hayt uma turld wa-'as 

ma tarld tamur /amr=h wa 'in lam yakmul ma l=k yakmul-h 

mal-i fa-qalat dunat mariyat duminquh  1- ma dkura t mus"hidat 

*iala nafs =ha  fi hal aydan alladi m a c-I ma ^a-k kas abta-h 

/amur 'al-an 'ana *ida ‘tiiwufit 'an t u cti min mal-i an 

ruh-i 4itnaj asar mitgal /a ''an my Sat anal (3) haytuma

1 This strange spelling can only be explained by the loss
of case and feminine morphs.

2 G.P. = faint, unrecognizable, or tear.
3 HJB: Ambiguous between Arabic "I give" or Romance "yearly".
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*^9j9 "'■iiij* s'*>*** M g-M  *î U*«J| Mijla '-1* siiUgJ sig:» m  V0«MJ j'iiJI
jgM si* si|i» s**jil 3Di33 '-jjjJ i VUJ^» t̂ gj **Aili siiij* Mr* v«*JU*;>
siifci ̂ ôJJ M U  a gjj* gigi »jl*P Um  gj^jH ■*! '■4̂ *211 rMjt* '*■**• sMw
jgii*J) Uw*jj U»j vJl** v^ClSJIg --Jj-r JI *4j U  o J |  U k g i ^ g g  g*U g * * * i  s j g M  J^j
.̂ Jl* s^J ''Mg I j*U -Mjj I* "•>***19 i-igj v_ix -iJU vi* 1* t*I ltiU »i tUr* U 9 i
I *£■*■* ̂ 1̂1 UM '■'Jljk Uo**!■>■> ̂-lc » > . t.k#Uj* gigi sillig ̂gdl* >

U L ^  vJUI <*U»+a sjx HUo* J~*£ .j-ul 9 j j[JU s-U M  sifjgi |s»l U1 sjJJI M  
sJ4i vi* j J U  si* j^gu** U  jm^* iiu:UJ! si^ Ma  sJlii* j*l**Jg il

J.JU vi* JCUtj* M/»l ^jl r»<i«l Ulj *rf* .iojMt 51 -S*ie U  iii^O -SJ vigM
(̂OJ). <m It 1 ^ 3  <• i*| £ 0 ,1 1 4  51) U>*«£*4 M l ^  U*l

sUiaUj S4.i^ia g±—  <iMkc) <o* 0 9 ^ 1  j— jUI ,5-8 £J:>3 |»o«4)*> lg»ji£| v i U ^  s**Mc <iy*± &1
jioii villg

y4S j-i-J1 iOjAl *̂J»a * jg£i*Jl *_kj«'.;> *jj-« gjgia •-** IgJ^-a v*4ij |b*M j jig
jj i U M H I  (R .»a-)V>9 «jAc| Ul ,̂>*i-oU1 *̂Jli Lm-*1 Ojj M l  •‘'♦*■*8 <u*1s sliM yiJ M I 34

ĉ j3«JI fî tjWl

l'fiuamhis Micalfh, 11*s.ti^ ll̂ o l.iipu** (iundiaalvua, testis. •> ICgo Ilartolomeus,
»ie San Gninent, testis, D OC .1027

vjjia M  ^.^nJoig *♦**> ^ 9 ^  vl^jl.......gj^ gigi, *^9^ *^3*11 N-*»19i sigi>
"-iUgiJI >^3^ <ik| M *  '-U l^oal^icU U M U  ' ^ 0 9  U<Qin ii*;\$ut osî  <U(ms
C t * M H  C***> M l  U^»iil ŜiU*»4 ttyM ^*9^ M4|iU U*9i9 ji-Uj i W i  ,9^ M  ^ 9 *̂ ^  * ^ M  
gb>9^ »H jlsJl vd* ĵaliJl r»Ml c*^Wl <iiU*i»| vi9^ Uixiw) * ^ 3  |&4) g^igXaMl j!l»Jl *■»**
Sl^lM) gjgi» U»4>î | *»ax jgjŜ aMI U)̂ o>| ‘ * ^ • 9  <J*igiJ| vkcg |̂ 4) ifcW4

. ̂ 9 ^  ^  Ogi» ^ 9  1^0 iiJH Sb9i»jM| gjgi^JJ ^  siJjiJI ^
< ^ 5  ^ 9  UiVU m U  ^ * U  M t M l  ^  3 ^ 3 ....... ..................

Iĝ Us t 4̂> *x* jjivll Vi* g3i.UI ̂ \ .......^  ̂ UJ].....
g ^ i M !  gigo9«Jl jill jliJI ĉ ->*-> g^« gig^ vi*9 Vm u )^ vjtgi* U h  VaO’rtft
vA*l^ vj9^i ^  g ^ M  gi»-a5U ,9 -0 9  M l  Ut^ja. [ gl^ l ^] <Mi»5ll....... ....
K9&U vJgojaJl c**Ml9 M  gjgi^MJ gj^oMI vLjUdt v M ^ U a  «,!>• tM-i gSfccliU v tjA * ^
v«c s « M  *4*3^* vjg^J v^jiJt ̂ sJ| i»ic *i*3 vi* jiiiJ 'U^c lif*JI vi# vigJ4UJ|

j-1* V*Ulc ^ 9ia vii( gigi* **9.i9 Ŝ M  viiugiJl <ig^ ^*4^ 9 4! ‘- M  vi^Ui}
M  viUaiJ Olii* S4 U  W-*j '—I tSwu ji-1 ^*Ul jg^iMl <-~M 1H

vij^Ug vi^Ui v*|c ^ 3 1  jic villi ^  g^j Ug  g^ijbi m ^ 5 1 1  ^ U v M I  i»*£ v^i
 M l  f*ii» ibij ^  j9-*U viVS vio. j«^Hl si* vijtuiil vigiJ g i M  U>^I lisi-Jg >i-M
(Kiig Hl&U vigiwg UgjO g^Aiji sJlil* g|t I* gii^3 tPM* vl*l| - siM**MI si* U)^i '
sjj^MU vigjjt*J| SjUia. ^ v^Ulc sjgi* ^  34)9 sjgog^l sJo| s U  S^tg )*xc....... vipmUij

3* gi^jUs s>«l*l£ gj^H vii» EilMx; gi3ia **gj si*9 sal*!?, siji. si* siUJ> i*gi g^Mg* ***+
jlog fJtolg* M U  ....... vi* sJ^U* giig siJtg s i ^ U g  siiL*i9 t.*'»**’i giMt M g 4  jg>A si* MnagH)

.... vijÔ g jiMJ viljg ĝ lMUg g*4j) v̂ jx viAi | 'siĵixg ̂ Ij (f̂JI) J»iC
((iJl) VOXkalg gggi s i g ^ i M I  «9i51| sii,| gjj,lc$i

*M ***4*̂ 19 ......vJu|g4 si^ g>i*S» si^ îiigaJlg si^ giii*^ sif g^ji^g
i4j*Jl si^ .gii*^ si4

Doc. 628
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zahr la-ka wa li-muc allim-I mitqal wa li-bunyan 

l-qa^idat santat (1) mariyat (1) mi tqalayn wa garni< ma 

yantahl min mal-l min qalll wa-katir yakun la-k sadaqat 

min-i bi-h calay-k la y a 1' tarid-ka fi-h m u ctarid li-anna-k 

kasabta-h w a - 'ana agta'’ irt' aqrab qarabat-i min 

mal-i bi-kamsat ida wa-madaliyat tu^ti-ha wa-la 

ya''tarid-ka 'ahd.V *
wa-hada ma yashadu bi-h wa quyidat sahadat-hum [ 'ilk]

4id fusirat calay~hum bi-lisan a^tarafu bi-fahm-huma 

wa-dalika fi l-*u£ra l-'awwal min sahar 'agust sanat 

sab^In wa-m%~yatin wa 'alf li-s-safar.

wa-fl sahadat-h^m zaydan 'anna-hum sami* u min dunat [II N V-*0 N [ I N V I -----
mariyat duminquh 1-madkurat tagfir 1i-farnand alladi  H------------- “ [ V  N-[ N '
huwa bawwab li-day~r sant qilimant mimma nusiba ilay-h N V-*0 N I N --------------] I [N V I N
min qatl 'ibn=ha qalat 'amama-hum „ana agfir-hu wa I N N]] ] ] [ V I N ] [ N  yV N] [ I V-+0
bi l-$amic 1-ashad fi t-tarlk 1-mu ' arrik.I N N I N * - ]
fernandus micales testis. gundisalvus testis.
ego b a r t o l o m e u s  de san climent testis.

Translation
{the following) who bear witness to it Don Lorenzo 
from Dos Barrios, domiciled in the neighbourhood of 
Saint Martin’s Church and his wife Doha Maria Domingo 
and Doha Maria Martin who had been the wife of Don 
Martin de Leon and in this matter they (state) that 
they were present that day of last July closest to 
the date of this deed, in the village of Aceituna.
They went in to see Doha Maria Domingo who had been 
the wife of Don Domingo Yago and they found her, her 
body immobilized, conscious and (sound of) mind and so 
in their presence, her above-mentioned husband said to her 
"Doha Maria Domingo, order what you wish (done) with 
your possessions, for (the good) of your soul wherever 
and however you wish to settle the matter. If it cannot 
be achieved with your wealth, it will be done with mine." 
Then the same Doha Maria said immediately after:

HJB: -t appears to be an instance of hypercorrection by 
false analogy to-at: feminine morph marker.
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"That which is mine is yours, you have earned it.
I request that, when I reach my time, you give of 
my possessions, 12 mizcals ' for the benefit of my 
soul towards saying (a yearly?) mass, (I give?) 
whenever it seems (good) to you 1 mizeal to my 
teacher and 2 for the building of the cathedral of 
Santa Maria and the rest of my property to be settled, 
be it little or much. It is yours as a gift from me. 
Let no contender raise an objection against it, since 
you have earned it. I deprive my nearest relation 
from inheriting by granting 5 (only) (mizcals ?) in 
payment and the medallion you will give and let none 
object."
This is what they bear witness to and the record of 
their statement (etc.).
It was then explained to them in the language they 
declared they understood. This took place in the 
first ten days of the month of August in the year 
1270 (brass era)-
In the statement (there is) furthermore that they heard 
from the same dona Marfa Domingo that she forgave 
Fernando, the gatekeeper of the convent of Saint Clement 
in what linked him with the death of her son. She said 
to them: "I forgive him." to all the witnesses on this 
specific date.
FERNANDO MICALES, WITNESS. I, LOPE GUNDISALVO, WITNESS 
I, BARTOLOME OF SAN CLEMENTE, WITNESS.

No. 628, dated 1266. Sale of a house in the city of Toledo
followed by a Romance statement by the previous owner domi
ciled in Madrid.

'istara dun yuwanas al-fun (1) wa-z aw ^g-h dunat 

mariyat ...(2) armal (3) dun diyaquh guns albas bnu 

1-qayid dun gunpalbu bisan t bnu balg sawiyy atan

_ / c _
bayna-huma wa-min mal-huma b i - itiraf-h ma min

dunat mariyat al-fun's bint dun al-funs lubas

bnu dun lub dl q a l vat rabah wa- zawgan hiya li- 

1-katib dun bitruh bisan t ak rama-hum a a l l a h • garni1' 

[ar-rub'' ] 1-wahid min d-dar 1-m ahdud at  ba cd 

hada wa-min aki-ha dun astaban l-bayi'' li -r -rub‘L 

t-tani min d-dar 1-ma hdudat ba^d hada w a - min mariyat

1 sic.
2 wear or tear.
3 -at: fern, morph -4 0.
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al-funs wa-min aki-ha dun ’astaban 1 -ma dkur l-bayic ayn 

ca/3 'ukt-h-ma. dunat markas at  s-sakin at fi magrlt 

l i - r - r u b c t-talat min d-dar 1-m adkurat 1-mah dudat 

ba d hada wa-min dun gamas ... bnu dun ... d£ 

qastruh ? tasar ? (1) wa-huwa sakin fi *isbiliyat

m n q d (2) bab maq ar anat wa-min ... kinnat sant gll

1-bayi* ca n  4ak 1- *ikwat 1-madkurat l i - r - r u b' r-rabi''

min d-dar 1-m ah du dat ba*d hada wa ba^u taltat- humo t

bi-ha fusira min dun yuwanas wa- min zawg-h 

dunat ma riyat 1- ma dkurayn gamlc d-dar llatl 

•1-mawsufat 1-m adk urat ... bi-ribad 1- far an g [bi- 

tulay t u l a t ] harasa- ha allahu wa-hiya m u l a s a q a t  bi-dar 

li- mar iy at duminquh zawg hiya li-dun gamas wa-bi- 

raasun (3) li-l-qa'' idat santah mar iyat wa b i - t -t ar iq  

1-hayl (4) li-1 qalsadat 1-madku rat  bab-ha saric f7~h 

wa 1- m a b i c 1 - m aw su f ba c u-h 1-bayi''un 1- ma dkurun  min 

1-mixbtaf ayn 1- madkurayn  li-fida min tamman-h *kqd 

lladi 1 - m u t ar at tab l i - dun martin lubas Kam 

1-bay i'' ay n 1 -m ad kurayn qabla 'abaway-h^m dun al-funs 

lubas wa -za wg-h dunat ... bint dun gu liyam  di 

gabarat lladi yassazh tr (5) bi-h martin lubas 1-mad kur 

4amam suhada fakir hada 1-kitab rasm-h ma~yat 

mitqal .. 4insaf fl-h yawm <id 1-misbah ... l'*agrab 

li-tarlk- h wa tarlk-h fi talzt casar nuwa nbr cam

GP: Castrotexar?
HJB: sic, perhaps manfad: "gate".
Ambiguous between Arabic or Romande readings: Ar. "store
house", R: Masio, Meson "wine cellar, inn".

4 HJB: ha'il: large, main.
5 HJB: probably z: measure, /t/ assimilated.
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tamanln wa-m l ^ y a t a y n  wa 'alf l i - s -safa r wa li-fida 

*aydan b i-tam ma n-h l i - dun astaban 1 -madkur min 

alia yasir haytu kana ma ̂ sur fi runidat d a f a ca allahu 

fl-ha mina l-musli mln b i - t amman mab la g- h wa *adad-h 

m&-yat mitqal wahid funsi yyat (1) su ru fa n wa sittun 

mitqal 'a wa- da fa*a 1-bay i " ay n ... caqd wahid min fasl 

l - m a b i K 1-m a w s u f  wa- huwa sira dun gu l i y a m  da 

ganbarah l - m a <ruf b i - l - m u s r i f  m_g_s_h (2) wa-li-

zawg-h dunat $ulyan min dun gulyan wa-min 

zawcf-h dunat gu^balat bint biprdh gu liya m wa- 

tarlku=h fl 1- <’a£ar 1- 'awst min sahar y u l i y u ’h sanat

tis*a wa-si tt in w a - m £ ~y atzn wa ‘alf wa-huwa mata-

c c -kayl? m m  ... fi tiltat mawadi wa-sara 1- g d (3)

* m d a  ( ’ilk) (4) fi rab'' wa^asrzn 'a gust *am 'arbc at

wa-t^lt-m~2 ~yat wa- 'alf li -s-saf ar  w a - h a d a r a t . . ,dunat 

qata ll na t (5) 'ujfct 1- 'ikwat 1- ma dkurun fawq-h wa 'imdat

( ‘ilk)
fa rnanduh bnu dum inquh  bnu farnanduh  , .. ( )

The gloss in Romance:
C o n os ci da cosa ... c o m o y o , Marquesa A l f o n s o , fija de 

don A l f onso L o p e z , fijo de don Lope de Ca lat rava ... 

este mio signo +.

1 This loan has been borrowed and adopted into Arabic 
as F_N_S.

2 GP: "migoso"?
3 HJB: we read: 1- gd.
4 GP: insertion by editor preceding legal formulae.5 HJB: -t as hypercorrection appears systematically on

feminine loans. It could be a spelling convention, just 
as -h appears to end masculine loans ending in a vowel.
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Translation:
Don Juan Alfonso and his wife dona Maria ... the widow 
of don Diego Gonzalbez, the son of the "governor don 
Gonzalbo Vicente, son of Balg, bought in equal shares 
and each accepting to contribute half the money, from 
Doha Maria Alfonso, the daughter of don Alfonso Lopez, 
son of Don Lope of Calatrava, and wife of the clerk don 
Pedro Vicente - May God honour both! - the first fourth 
share of the house delimited below and from her brother 
Don Esteban the seller, the second fourth share of the 
house delimited below and from Maria Alfonso and her 
brother the same don Esteban, both sellers on behalf of 
their sister dona Marquesa, domiciled in Madrid, the 
third fourth share of the house delimited below and from 
Don James . .. the son of don ... de Castro-texar. and he 
dwells in Seville (near?) the Gate of the Macarena and 
the shelter of Saint Gilles, the seller on behalf of 
the brother of the above-mentioned brothers, the last 
fourth share of the house delimited below and they sold 
(it) all three of them as explained to Don Juan and Dona 
Maria, his wife, the aforementioned partners, the whole 
house above characterized in the French quarter [of 
Toledo] May God protect itl adjoining the house belonging 
to Maria Domingo, wife of Don James and the store, 
property of the cathedral of Santa Maria and the main 
street to the calzada (highway) described with the gate 
leading off from it. Concerning the above-mentioned 
transaction, the sellers sold (the property) to the 
buyers to meet a debt which was incurred with Don Martin 
Lopez, the undle of the sellers, by their father Don 
Alfonso Lopez and his wife Dona ... the daughter of Don 
Guillem de Chebra ? to whom the document was presented 
by Martin Lopez before the witnesses named at the bottom 
of it and in which document (the debt) is recorded as of 
100 mizcals to be redeemed by Candlemas following the 
date of the 13th November 1280 (brass era) for the 
whole payment for the same Don Esteban that he might 
no longer be held - he was a captive in Ronda - May God 
cast out the Moslems! - The price amounts to 101 Alfonsi 
mizcals in mint condition and 60 mizcals handed over by 
the two buyers ... The deed and 1 original copy of the 
sale described the sale was ?
Don Guillem de Chembra, known as the overseer and 
to his wife Dona Juliana, by Don Julian and his wife 
Dona Gosabela, the daughter of Pedro Guillem in the 
middle ten days of July of the year 1269. It was made 
in 3 instalments and settled finally on the 24th of 
August of the year 1304 (Brass era) in the presence of 
Dofia Catalina the sister of the above-mentioned brothers 
and the matter was settled.
Fernando, son of Domingo, son of Fernando...

Romance text:
It is well known ... that I, Marquesa Alfonso, daughter 
of Don Alfonso Lopez, the son of Don Lope of Calatrava... 
this, my sign +.



No. 1032, dated 1275. Change of will, witnesses' account.
alladi tashad bi-h d'una't mar iyat zawgan kanat

l i-dum in quh bitrus  dl .n-nafarl w a - n u w a r a t -bS

dunat mariya t zawgat iibn- ha dun sa lb atur qawlan min-ha

l i - l -haqq  wa-dalika 'an dunat lubat llati kanat zawgan

li-dun yuli yan  bitrus dl b a r craS sayya* at <an-ha w a - *an 
* -ibn-ha dun salbatu r 1-mad ku r l±-dar-h =ma tan2 yawm

min yawm sant niqu las n- nagiz  1- /aqrab wa-n ahadat

dunat mariyat 1- madkurat  li-dar dunat lubat 1-m adkurat

wa- qal at la-ha dunat mari yat 1-ma dkurat iayy say

turid-ni qalat la-ha dunat lubat 1-m ad kurat  'ayy huwa 
/ /
ibn-ka dun sa lbatu r qalat la-ha dunat m a r iy at bi- l-kar ma t 

huwa qalat la-ha hinayd dunat lubat yanhad can anfiliya-jzat

-ka . _ _ v
nuw ara t wa y n-d w? (1) an n u w a r a t -ha du na t mariyat zawgat 

1ibn-ha 1-ma dk ur wa 'aqbalat la-ha wa-q al at la-ha hinayd 

dunat lubat 1- madkura t dunat mariyat w a - n u w a r a t -ka 

li- 'albaruh bitru s ibni 'amarlu la-h k a t i r a n  fi wasiyyati 

wa- *ana nazul la-h kullr ma 'amart la-h fi wasiyyati 

hasa 1-k ar ma t wa- 1- qu.rral lladi dalika kull -h kana 

li-libn sulaym an wa -namur an yuqsima alba ruh  bitrus m a ca 

'akwat s a r Qan siwan b a y n a - h u m  wa kanat hi nayd  dunat 

lubat 1 -m ad kurat  m u l t az im at 1-firas w a - 1 - m a r a d  :lladi 

min-h tuwufflt bala sahihat fi 'aql-ha wa -d ihn -ha 

w a- ha lafata  s-S ahida ta n 1-madkuratS'n bi-smi allahi 

1- azimi an dalika kull-h  huwa haqqan dun sakk 

cin da-huma fi-h fi talzt Casar fabarir t'am taltat ''asar

<9 f
wa -tdlt m2k~yat wa alf li-s-safar 

f ar nan duh bnu sarband bnu fali z bnu mahg'un . . .

GP ed: undecipherable.



TOLEDO. Gonzalez Palencia (1931) .

■viĝ * U>iaJ 8>gj Bigia Upjgig J . j l iu l  3 S  v^j<£p wiio^J vail£  !^ jj jjj^o itigia &a 3S J I
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Ŝ Ulj Î uil viabuo via va I go.

Doc. 1032



Translation
to which (the following) bear witness:
Doha Marxa wife of Domingo Petrez, of Alnefarx, and 
her daughter-in-law Doha Maria, the wife of her son,
Don Salvador, that they spoke the truth and this was 
that - Doha Loba who had been the wife of Don Julian 
Petrez de Bargas sent for her and her son, the same 
Don Salvador, at their home, on the second day of the 
feast of Saint Nicholas last.
Doha Maria- went to Doha Loba’s house and asked her: 
"What do you want of me?" Doha Loba said: "What of 
your son Don Salvador?" Doha Maria answered: "He is 
in the vineyards". Then Doha Loba (said) "Then send 
for? your god-daughter, the wife of your son". She 
sent for? Doha Maria, the wife of her above-mentioned 
son and she went to her. Then Dona Loba said to them 
both: "Doha Maria and (you) daughter-in-law, to Alvaro 
Perez, my son, I had left many things in my will; I 
withdraw everything I had made over in the will, 
except the vineyards and the farmyard which belonged to 
all of it, to Ibn Sulayman and I order Alvaro Pedrez to 
divide (the rest) into equal valid shares with his 
brothers." Dona Loba at that time was confined to bed 
and sick with the illness from which she would die, but 
sane of mind, in full possession of her faculties. The 
two witnesses swore by God Almighty that this was the 
truth without any misgivings on their behalf, on the 
13th day of February of year 1313 (Brass era).
Fernando Ibn Servando Ibn Felix Ibn Machun...

The four texts selected as representative of Toledo span 
the thirteenth century, their characteristics are condensed 
in table form for comparison after the following detailed 
feature analysis. As previously, the numbers that preceed 
the illustrations refer to the features in their.order of 
appearance in the tables, e.g. 1 refers to word order.

954, dated 1216. These features are present in the strings 
below:
1. With respect to the predicted word order underlying up
to now all considered varieties of Spanish Arabic:

[ (I) V (I) ...(N) ]
we notice an apparently free order where S V 0 alternates
with the expected V S 0:



wa-dun guwan 1-madkur *ibta %  tilka d-dar .
[I N N V N ]
2. malikan, yamlik, malaka; qayilan, ^aqult, qala,
3. The text is opaque as to case ending morphs.
5. The particle has expanded its domain with respect to
classical usage as may be seen in
#a§id li-muwakkal -h malikan li-dar 
[ V I N I N ]
wa furid *an tarak -h li~muwakkall
[I V [I V I N  ]]
6. V deletion
*agid li-muwakkal-h malikan li-dar 
V I  N [V-»0 N I N ]

7. wa urid an tarak-... fa-rababa-h
[ I  V [ I  V ] ] [ I V ]

8• see 5.
13. la-k ma quit . There is no head N antecedent.

I [ N V . .]
17. la *urld 

I (neg) V
18. lam tar~.k *ibna

I(neg) V N
19. Romance borrowings are limited to proper names.

1027, dated 1232.
1. Mainly V S 0 with a few instances of S V 0:

fana agfir-hu 
[ N V N ]

2. yashid ^ahadat ashad (SHD); fimr, tamur, amur (fMR)
3. We argued in note 2 above for the loss of case ending morphs.
6. farnand lladi huwa bawwab

N [ N V-?0 N N . . . ]
7 . w§-hum . . .. f j|-qala la-ha
8. .lladi yashid ... ^an-hum hadaru

[ V [ I N * V . . .]



13. gamic ma yantahl min mal-I 
N [ N V I N . . .]

14. See 6.
15. dunat mariyat martin llati kanat zawgan li-dun 

N [ N V N I martin ... 
N 1

17. la ya<tarid-ka fl-h muctarid 
I (neg) V " N I N. N

19. Borrowing is spreading to lexical item: madaliyat "medalla
r vas in:wa#a5 ma tarid is possibly derived from fayyu kay

common in Maghrib dialects. •

628 , dated 1266.
1. V S 0: wa bacu taltat-hum bi-ha

[ I V  “N I N . . . ]
2. bayicayn/bacu#mablc/ mubtacayn ; yasir^ma^sur
3. Total loss of case morphs: dunat Mariyat armal_ dun diyaquh
6. wa zawgan hiya li-l-katib... 

[I V->0 N N I N . . . ]
14. guliyam lla<3i yassazhir bi-h martin 

N [ N v '  I N  N . : . ]

15. d-dar llati 1-mawsufat 1-madkurat
N [ N V-̂ ZJ N* ~ N . . . ]

19. Romance loans are limited to proper names, but note the
use of Romance particle dl, instead of min with the Arabic
place name:qalcat rabah : dun lub di qalcat rabah.

This text in contrast with the other three contains no 
direct speech, curiously it is also much poorer in features. 
This fact should be borne in mind, whenever texts of a similar 
style have been used for lack of a more suitable alternative.



1032, dated 1275.
1. Still V S 0, but there is evidence that this order is
breaking up. We have inversions:

'ana nazul la-h kull 
[ N V I N ]

V components occur at some distance from the beginning of the
clause, e.g. sayyacat, *amart . Finally the predicted order
is altered in nested clauses, where one expects per universals
(1) the original order to last longest:
1-qurral lladi dalika kull-h kana li- ^ibn sulayman

[ N ~ ~ N  N V I N ...]
2. ta£had-. a. lahidatan. Morphemic derivations from tri
literal roots are almost nil. Notice the na (V) form in 
namur and nazul, in the first person of the imperfective, 
common to Maghrib varieties.
5. yanhad fan is unexpected in this context.
6. bi-1-karmat huwa 

[I N V->0 N ]
8. wa namur an yuqsima falbaruh ... maca akwat

[ I V  [I V N I N . . .]
13. kulla ma amart . la-h fi wasiyyati

N [N V I I N ]
14. See 1.
15. dunat lubat .llati kanat zawgan li-dun yuliyan

N [ N V N I N ]
19. We find the same particle di observed in document 628, in 
front of an Arabic place name: bitrus di .n-nafarl.

Apart from the usual Romance proper names, in this text 
lexical borrowing extends to kinship terms: e.g. nuwarat 
"nuera" daughter-in-law, and probably nfiliyatat "god-daughter"

1 Harris ed. (1977).
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Change
Comparing documents 8 and 628, deeds of a similar nature, 

the first early C12 and the latter mid-C13, we notice a 
decrease in the number of present features, a trend which is 
at least not contradicted if we turn to 993 and 1032. These 
two texts contain passages in direct speech and are located 
at either extreme of the available time span. More signifi
cantly, 6 28 shows the definite loss of case ending morphs.
The juxtaposition of 993 and 1032 shows that morphemic alter
nations are following suit. What was a degree of flexibility 
in the sequential order of components in the spoken language 
of the participants, recorded in 993, has gone, by 1275, 
beyond the point of stylistic variety: awareness of the old 
word order is disappearing, the alternative is no longer 
retrievable. In the later document Romance borrowing has 
gained further semantic ground, as explained above.

Contrasting the two periods before and after 1212, one 
notices an increase in the use of alternative relative patterns 
contrasting with the former use of ma V.
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CROSS DIALECTAL TABLE OF FEATURES FROM Cll to C12

Features
dated:

Christendom 
Saragossa doc.l Toledo 8

1. Word Order VSO
. Morphemic alternations

2. Derived forms RRR
3. Case ending morphs
4. Articles
5. Particles
6. V 0
7. wa fa
. Subordination

8. V 'an
9. V li V
10. V cala xan
11. law V
12. kama V

. Relativization
13. ma V
14. lladi V
15. llati V

. Average No. of 
nested clauses

. Negation
16. ma V
17. la V
18. lam V
19. Romance borrowing 

TOTAL

1117

+
very few 
4“

1?

+
6?

1112

1-2

Al-Andalus
King cAbd Allah 
c. 1096

+
+
+

12

The Saragossa and Toledo varieties are not significantly 
different, as far as the length of both documents permits one 
to say.

Should we confront these texts with king ‘•Abd Allah's 
account - more out of curiosity than seeking reliable con
clusions - for although dated official documents are accepted



by most linguists as reflecting, within the text, a conserva
tive usage of the spoken idiom and consequently all three 
excerpts under consideration may be considered as contemporary, 
the main obstacle to a credible comparison is the disparity of 
registers/style between the chronicle and the deeds. For the 
sake of curiosity then, we have on the one hand a text from 
Al-Andalus, where the author is in close contact with Islamic 
culture, and for this reason may be seen as illustrating thei ,
full range possibilities available to the narrative register/ 
style. On the other hand, the two texts were written within 
Arabic speaking communities irretrievably separated from first
hand contacts with D5r 1-Islam. (1) The comparison shows a 
higher number of present features in king cAbd Allah's prose, 
a greater syntactic complexity, and logically a total absence 
of foreign items.

Cross Dialectal table of features in C13
Doc. 12 from Saragossa, dated 1246, is a Bill of Sale. 

Within the Toledo corpus, ms. 1027 is the closest in time, 
however much of it is in direct speech. Ms. 62 8, although 
more distant in time, is similarly the record of a sale and 
will be considered jointly with the other texts to compensate 
for the disparity in registers/styles.

1 the home of Islam.



Features
dated:

Saragossa doc.12 
1246

1. Word order VSO + 
. Morphemic alternations

2. Derived forms RRR +
3. Case ending morphs +
4. Articles deviant

from Cl. usage ?
5. Particles expand

their domain +
6. V — ? 0 +
7. wa fa + 
. Subordination

8. V ;an -
9. V li V
10. V ̂ ala an
11. law V
12 . kama V -

. Relativization
13. ma V +
•14. lla^i V +
15. llati V

. Average No. of nested clauses 1 

. Negation
16. ma V
17. la V +
18. lam V +
19. Romance borrowing +

TOTAL 11

Toledo 1027 Toledo 628 
1232 1266

+

+
+
+

2 to 3

H*
lO

+

The contrast shows that the Arabic dialect of Toledo had 
lost case ending morphs by C13, whereas the Arabic variety of 
Saragossa, although at a greater distance from Granada, still 
retained them. The reasons are many-fold, and therefore, it 
is all the more difficult to establish which are the determin
ing factors. Royal policy blends with the fortunes of war, no 
less important are the characteristics of these Arabic-speaking



CASTILE. Fernandez y Gonzalez (1866:396).

• i .
JLmt'+i l̂s ^  j ?~r. m̂H)1 I  ̂ ^

. . ̂ -̂>1 |»U j~Jy jjfft
■ U t  y u t  y \  L J y  ; b  J > - g - J \  ^ X J \  

^ LLJ !  'cr*^ ^

Ia.̂3 iJiji. X~ X^ ' *»*T̂  lĵ» >i lo jjH r u
! ^ k  <jb \ j r ^ j f .  ^  * > £ ^ 1  c /  *-J-v-°
*̂.1 Iw;| ^1 pJt |ji ^  ^  ^  ^ 1  {JAî  J o j j

'*ri jb-JI [ji ^
jV̂ li jr^-N ̂  <ji ^  jA- JT

^.XarM JmMm* ^ j i  iiM X-& ^L*)l ^ U a J l j  \y eJu ^ i t j  ^ i s

jl Joĵ j Jli-i* <£■? ■ ^c-? v-S^ fb-* ̂ M i a  i:-

vj' (^*iJ j b L ^ J  |J ^  V v  (jtjfeaA-Yt

^XJj Jjj >» J ̂~**>d
ŝ-Ul jJs ^  ̂ s? s.iO jJ1 ̂ »Ua)!j v^5, ctf

^  ^  ̂  ■
Doc. LXXV

1«a. L-l' 5, .Sill LjjII#y  wc?j £*W ^  5JJ
UL-» a k l J^5 H rH  ^ I r  W-* £̂ W* 

W  jt? sS^ ^  J-r*'
Jt L ^ 5  ^ b *1M c*- J* vJ?is

„\yi ^  b̂is ib whT
_̂̂ br—î 1 ^ ■...~v -X. ̂

ill LjĴ* <0 iLiJ\ *̂b.
ib J S-S r-s\ \

Doc. LXXIV
Part I
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communities with totally different attitudes to the survival 
of Arabic and the greater population density of Arabic speakers 
in Aragon must tell in the overall assessment. One notices 
as well a more pronounced shift in the Toledo dialect, con
cerning relativization, towards the use of lladi and llati, 
and what was observed diachronically for Toledo, before and 
after 1212, holds for a diachronic cross-dialectal comparison 
for the same period. Finally, the level of Romance borrowing 
is similar, for C13, in both varieties.

Arabic in Castile in C14 and CIS
The next items were edited and published by Fernandez y

Gonzalez (1), the first is part of a collection of notes,
taken at the annual meeting of an aljama in the region of La
Mancha (2), in southern Castile, for the purpose of fixing
the alms-tax (sadaqat) and discussing other sundry matters.
L X X V . aydan fl yawm 1-ahad t-tas a asrln (3) sahar n u w a n b n b r ( 4 )[ i I N  N --------
C  C -J* -» T* —am itn atayn  (5) wa-arba may~at wa-alf 1-milad 1-masih fi dar 

~ N N ' Icduniyat guwanat akala gama at 1-ikwan l l a d i- hu m fl qufadiriyatv N N [ N V->0 N I  a------
gama 1 -wadi° at amar-ha allah wa amaru an y a $ m a C sadaqibmin N N 3 C V N N] ] [ I V [I V N I
l - ^ a m a C l-$ayizat min kull wafcid mitqalayn  ay$an min isqugizus min N N I N N  N I I  '---N — *-- I

C C G •i-kull wahid hamsa t mitqayl wa atu ' hada 1-mawkul 1-mu allim a hN N “N ] ] [ l ‘V ~  N N
-y* C  -r* ~ Vbnu ib rahim bnu sakayr wa muh am mad bnu a h  1-kafagi wa anna-I *N ] [I I

G T*hum (6) yaqbidu bi (7) l-$ama min sittat wa tamanin mus lim N V ‘ I N I " N

1 Fernandez y Gonzalez (1866:396). Described as docs. LXXV
and LXXIV respectively, the latter is considered as CIS.

2 Pascual de Gayangos’s notes (unpublished).
3 and 4: HJB: in Ms. casra min ... nuwanbr-
5 HJB: itnayn.
6 HJB: wa la-hum.
7 HJB: bi is missing in ms.
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a l l a d l  w a g a b a t  f l - h a  w a  h u m  1 - i s q u h i z u £  m i n  h a w l a .( N V IN]] [IV->0N N I N ]c  cmu a l l i m  a b d  a l l a h  .  .  .

. O —tum m a  a k r a g a  1 - b r i u i t e 5 a n  y a  t u  - h u m  y a w k i l u  m i n  h a d a  1 - y a w mI I  V R [I V * [? V? I N—  c
i l a  t a k l i m a t  a r b  a t  a £ h u r  i l a  i b r a h i m  bhu a h m a d  s - s a m a rI N I N

—. c c T
w a - i l a  a b d  a l l a h  b n u  s a  i d  s - s _ a p a  t l r  w a - i l t i  z a m a  1 - q a l u n i u a tI I N “  ] ] [I V N 'c  —  c o  —
h a s b a  1 -  a w a d  (I) a b d  a l l a h  b n u  s a  i d  1 - h a l d a d  1 - m a d k u r  f l* N N N * ‘ I
a r b a ° i n  m i t q a l  b i - s a r t  a n  k u l  m a n  l a m  y a h z a r  (2) w a  y a C l a m  N I N * [I N [ N I ’ <7) [I V
a n n a  h u w a  b i - l - b  i l a d  y a s t u r  h a n a  s m a  a (3) b a  d  d a l i k a  [I V-*0 N I N ] V N ] V? I “ N . ]
w a - l - z a m i n  (4) l i - d a l i k a  m u h a m m a d  b n u  Ca l l  t - t a g i .
[I V->0 N I ' N ‘ N * * ]

: Romance loan
Translation:

Moreover on Sunday 19th November 140 2 (after) the birth 
of the "Messiah”, (the following) ate together, in the 
house of Doha Juana (that is) the congregation of brothers 
who form the brotherhood of the Aljama of el-Wadia - God 
grant it life I and they ordered that the alms-tax be col
lected from the authorized aljamas, from everyone, 2 
mizcals (coins). In addition from the chosen ones, 
each and every one, 5 mizcals. They gave this commis
sion to Master ^li Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Sakayr and Mahomed 
bn cAli el Kafa^i and they took (it?) from 86 Moslems 
who were liable ...
The chosen of them are:
Master cAbd-allah etc....
Then the priostes (senior members) voiced the opinion that 
authority be given for this, from that date onwards until 
4 months had past, to Ibrahim Ibn Ah-med el Samar and to 
cAbdallah Ibn SacId el Zapatero (shoemaker) and cAbdallah 
Ibn Sacid el Hadad (smith) was required to-pay calonia 
(a fine) reckoned in the amount of 40 mizcals with the 
condition that all those who were not present and who 
know him to be in the district, record his disgrace, 
after hearing this. After which let Mahomed Ibn fAli 
el Tagi be leader.

* HJB: l-cawadld
2 FyG: yahdar
3 HJB: y_s_maC_
4 FyG: 1- 'amin



The second, LXXIV, (CIS) is a Fatwa or legal opinion in
Islamic law, concerning the use of raw hides for prayer, the

c — —sentence is delivered by Ibrahim Ibn Ali, faqih to the*
A1j ama of Burgos.

_ o c
kataba hada abd allah bnu utman bnu ahmad bnu muhammad bnu husaln

1-ansarx kadim gami° 1-qiblat fi madlnat abilat u°rifa-kum °azraf-kum

allah kayf fl hada 1-madxnat 1-madkurat talatat fyawamF wa-fx kul

— c cgarni min-ha wahid faqih wa kul ahad min-na aqul wa-azrum ala

V T* C  + T* ^  'qadr guhdx bi-anna an-na ala gayr din allah fa-rag~bat-na ila 

allah tumma ilay-kum takun turs zd-.na cala tacat allah wa la-kum 

min allah 1-agr wa t-tawab fl ma atlub la-kum min 1-masayil fl 

d-diyanat bi-anna yati wa bayna-hum kilaf ala had -=h 1-masayil 

awwal-ha hal yaguz s-sal^at bi-gulud 1-mayyitat yacnx sammarat 

malbusa bi-ha aw calay-ha bi-anna fl t-tafrxK qala yaguz li- 

intafac gulud 1-mayyitat ba^d d-dubag la-kin ma yalyuz bayx -ha wa la
*• C ^ ... ^

s-sal^at alay-ha wa ka-dalika fx r-risalat wa-ka-dalika fi 

t-talqxn wa-hum ankaru II ddlika wa-hum yaqul bi-anna tafyuza 

s-sal~'at bi-gulud 1-mayyitat wa anl asnkart la-hum dalika wa 

1-kilaf bayna-na aqul bi-anna gulud 1-mayyitat qabl d-dibag 

nagasat wa baed d-dibag tahirat tuhurat maksusat yaguz ma^a-ha 

ista^mala-ha fi-l-yabisat wa fx-l-ma* wahda-h min l-mabacat 

wa qad kari'h malik rat&na-h allah istacmala-ha fx-l-ma fl kassat 

nafs=h wa lam yudxq cala gayr-h wa-la taguz bayic -ha wa la 

s-sal^at calay-ha wa gulud 1-mayyitat mim-ma yukalu lahm~h wa mimma 

la yukalu lahm=h bi-manzilat wahdat fa-allah allah ragbat-na 

ilay-kum an takun tukabbi.r~>na bi-katt aydl-kum marsum fx zahr 

maktubina wa agr-kum cala allah min 1-yasr ilay-kum cabd allah 

1-madkur sah.rh x̂nd-x ma qala l-mucallim cabd allah abu l - cabbas

ahmad bnu camran kadim gama' 1-muslimxn min balad walxd - sahxh

c ^  ^  c _ c
ind-x raa qala-h wa afta bi-h abx muhammad abd allah bnu utman

1-ansari kadim min gamx’ 1-qiblat min madinat abilat bi-anna la
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CASTILE. Fernandez y Gonzalez (1866:396).

j j f X j ]  j^Yl pCJj *iil SsLL

J>\ *ii! jus ' U ^  ^  J_jLJi ^  p d  wJLLl l» _̂3

fd^ db*"3 cT̂  'x?̂  J?̂ ' s— v_s~J. (j^ *>>̂ 1̂

dj jJj ̂  ^ »1..««J1 Wjt
'ij *u  ̂(O U   ̂** d )|

. c)lr* ’Hr! * ' ^  g  Jf Ji. , , ; • i f . .
IjfcJ jjard U ÎjjJI Jju Î Jj

- oJL^I l̂JU 3jU)l ^
t\5?l * t \ S r 1 & f ^ 3 ^  ' f*J uJ=*̂  yj??

^  »\)i Jua JjLoJI jj-* *  j l j  >j£Jl3

zJLj] L j>J*0 ĵ A lliJ! viXJli ^  sl̂ Cjl ^£j!j i~JI iyLr?

j j & i j  '̂ Is Ĵ La)| j y * i  ^ Jyl

i^xj jjxcij A -jiy i i^j ^ Uj l j y i  ?̂ >u» 6 U I  J j j j  i —lac-* J - j

^ . J W ?  t^!! ^  t̂j ^JU^I ;
' ml  i-J-1-* law +i 5 .aj .LJi j  *....>' 1!

-̂►—1 ^ 3C’'° *ii! î *-j oXJl* jJ»j o L*_jL»JI

’ i~J_> LtfLa. ^ 3  t̂ Ul ^3

^  ctf jeW  r i ^*ri j^ * 1 X> V=* ^  J r "  |*!j

• Jd ^  *~JJ ^ O L J  Ifcli
# . 1

3J0 .J aĴ Uj A*spl Jd  J  x>3r̂

J& 1̂ LuU-i, 4ii!
U^-C ^J3 d ^ jl leaJ

Doc. LXXIV
Part II
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y a g u z  s - s a l - ' a t ‘a l a  1 - g u l u d  m a y y i t a t  wa y a g u z  1 - i n t a f a c b i - h a  
f i - l - y a b i s a t  wa l a  y a g u z  b a y i * - h a  wa - a n a  i b r a h l m  bnu ca l l  bnu  
f a r a s  r - r u y d i y a s  k a d im  §am i m u s l im i  m a d ln a t  burcruS t a b a t t u  had  - h 
l i - a n n a - h  s a h i h  wa k a t a b t  s m l ,  ~

cAbdallah Ibn lUtman Ibn Ahmed Ibn Mahomed Ibn Husain 
el Ansari, attendant to the Aljama of the South in the 
town of Avila. I bring to your attention, May God 
enlighten you likewiseI that in the above-mentioned 
town, there are three aljamas, each with its faqih and 
that each one of us, be it in words or deeds, as far 
as I am concerned, is far from true to the Faith and so 
I ask God and you to guide us to submission to Allah,
May He grant you reward and recompense! In my request 
in matters of the Faith - for there is divergency of 
opinion among them in this matter - to begin with, is 
it permissible to pray on the raw hides of animals (not 
slaughtered according to practice?), that is as with 
sheep-skins for clothing, on their products or on them 
(directly)? According to el TafrI who says the use of 
raw hides is acceptable after tanning but (he says) it 
is not allowed to sell them nor to pray on them. Thus, 
it is stipulated in the treatises and in Talqln and they 
(the other faqihs) dispute this and say it is permissible 
to pray on (these) hides and I refute this. There is dis
agreement among us. I say then that (these) hides before 
tanning are impure and after clean. The purification, 
specifically, is lawful when they are treated by dry 
means and with water with . Malik, God have
mercy on him! disagreed with their treatment with water, 
deep down in himself, but he did not restrict it or 
otherwise. It is not permissible to sell them nor to 
pray on them and it is with raw hides as with the eating 
of the flesh when it is allowed and when it is not.
By God Himself! we beg you to inform us of your opinion
in your own writing on our letter. May God reward you
and be lenient with you! from the above-mentioned 
cAbdallah. As said to me .by Master ‘Abdallah. Abu el 
Abbas Ahmed Ibn 'Amran, attendant to the Aljama of 
Valladolid. This is proper) by me, that is what was said 
and decided by Abu Mahomed' cAbdallah Ibn cUtman el Ansari, 
attendant to the Aljama of the South in the town of Avila. 
Thus it is not lawful to pray on raw hides but permissible 
after treatment by dry means. They may not be sold.
I, Ibrahim Ibn "All Ibn Fara% Ruy Diaz, attendant to the
Aljama of Moslems in the city of Burgos. I confirm this, 
for it is proper and sign it with my name, (i)
These documents were written by faqihs and one might ask

how representative they are of the Arabic competence of the
remaining members of their communities. They are in the formal
style and only more documents of a less official nature could
provide the necessary information to complete the study. We
know, however, that at the end of the century, Aljamia was
replacing Arabic even in religious contexts. Ice de Gebir,
(f ̂ Tt-gAsia tion on Fy & hranslahan.
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the mufti (spiritual leader) of Segovia writes around 1462:
"weighty reasons moved me to interpret the Divine gift 
of the Koran from Arabic into Alchamfa .., since the 
Moors of Castile, subjected to great oppression and 
distress, have lost their Arabic schools..." (1)

Feature Analysis
1. V S 0 order:

tumma akraga 1-briustes an ... LXXV 
[ I V  N [I ] 3
wa bayna-hum kilaf ‘kla h£d .rh . . . LXXIV but 
[ I I N ~ V I N  ]
wa ana ibrahlm ... tabattu had -h ...
[ I  N V N ]

The same order is dominant with the occasional reversal in
latter.
2. Derivation from triliteral roots:

yagma0, gamaC , gamaCat ;catu ,, yactu LXXV
ucrifa cairaf; tahirat, tuhurat; kari, ankaru LXXIV* d r

3. Case morphs: In' LXXV, not only are there no case morphs
but the final consonant is at risk: tasCa#:: sittat
The original MS is unvowelled. In LXXIV the few final vowels
in the transcription serve to break up heavy consonant clusters.
4. deviant or divergent use of articles:

Gam 1-milad 1-masIh LXXV
In the second text, we find an unpredictable absence of the
definite article in specific contexts.

Gala 1-gulud 0 mayyitat 
I N Art. Nv  Ckadim gaml 0 muslimi 
N N Art. N

5. Particles. In LXXV, the same V component in a similar 

B i n M  G o  l<£>
1 Memorial Historico Espanol (1853 :V:247-248) : "compendiosas 

causas me movieron a interpretar la divina gracia del 
Alcoran de lengua Arabiga en alchamia ... por que los 
moros de Castilla con grande subjeccion y; apremio 
grande ... an perdido las escuelas del arabigo..."
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context appears without a particle, and then with ila;

°aS 0ya i;u . . ila
and similarly, ilta.zama is construed unexpectedly with fl.
The opposite case happens in LXXIV, where one would generate 
a particle fl or min in the given context it is absent.

T" / C -» * Vkadim garni muslimi 0 madinat burgus
6. V deletion is common in both texts.
7. wa...fa coordination is present only in LXXIV.
8. V'an is realized as V an, the initial glottal stop is
presumed lost (see concluding remarks).

wa amaru an yagmaC sadaqat LXXV 
[I V [I V o " N ]]
fa-allah allah ragbat-na ilay-kum an takun tukabfeir-na 
[ I N  I N [I V ]]

13. Relativization. The two instances of ma V have no head
or antecedent:

t—tawab fl ma atlub la-kum.
N I [N 'V I N ]
 ̂ c — —sahih indi ma qSla-h

I [N V ]
Is ma in the process of relexicalization as we have seen with 
other members of the system, i.e. alladi in Granadan Arabic 
and here alladl-hum in LXXV?
Average number of nested clauses per string is 1, with a 
slightly higher incidence in LXXV.
14. muslim alladl wagabat fi-ha LXXV. In this context 
wafoabat is ambiguous as to N or V. If V, the feminine marker 
is unexplainable; if N the nearest cognate is spelt with ta 
marbhta.
16. ma (neg.) V occurs in:

cla-kin ma ya^uz bayi LXXIV
I I V



17. la V is common in LXXIV.
18. lam V is to be found in both documents.
19. Romance borrowing is heavier in LXXV where it verges 
almost on Aljamia:

qufadirlyat, isqu^izus, briustes
are lexical items with Christian semantic associations. Such
borrowing is contrary to the norm, where Islam was identified
with the culture of this ethnic minority. The second text
requesting a legal opinion on Islamic law accepts only proper
names as loans. The faqih of Burgos has, as was sometimes the
case, two names: "Ruy Diaz" for authorities and "Ibrahim Ibn 

yDoN
cAli Faras" within his community.

lOther features worth commenting on are:
. Fronting of the adjective in its first stages:

i) l-muGallim call 
Title (Adj.) N

ii) la talkimat arbaCat ashur 
I Adj. N

. The absence of invariants at the onset of the string:
an yactu~hum yawkilu LXXV
[I ‘V N [0 vV ...]] 
tuhurat maksusat yaguz LXXIV
[0 N "N * V . . .]

. At another level, error analysis of the spelling reveals
that phonological changes are taking place:
1) Interference from Romance phoneme /g / [3 ] in its most 
recent realizations [x ] [hi would account for the spelling 
hamsat, as being more than a missing dot above the letter.
The loan iS_qu^izuS / g  /  [3] = alternates with isquhizue 
/h / [* ]* So if / 5 /  is identified with the allophones [* ] 
and [h\ it has invaded the domain o f / k /  [* ] . / Jf / r by
analogy, acquires the realization [R 3 also spelt "h".
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Erratic spellings concerning emphatic letters: tasca, yahzar, 
zamln LXXV.
2) The fading out of the hamza / ' / may be observed in both 
texts. It may be interpreted as a process eliminating diver
gent features found in Arabic although not in Romance. When 
the phase is complete, this variety of Arabic will be closer 
to Romance than to other non-Spanish Arabic dialects.

a) medial /'/ — ► /f/ as in "masayil", an intermediate stage.
b) medial / V  — 0 as in "risalat", the final stage, 

final /'/ —> 0 "ma 'i" becomes "ma" [ma] 
initial /'/ was the first to go. Because of its 
position in the word and its spelling, it is more 
difficult to follow its disappearance.

3) Hesitation in the vocalic quantity is apparent throughout. 
From the hypercorrected form of dalika spelt with an alif 
(letter of prolongation), we have hada spelt as hada .Here are 
more examples

ul ansari occurs as ul-ansarl
kadim as kadim’v- c r - -cgama as gawairn
takun as takun

. Finally, the originality of these texts lies also in their 
use of invariants, which according to Ribera (1) is dialect 
specific. Instead of the more usual V cala 'an, kamaV we find 
bi anna bi sarf. an. No less striking is the dating of LXXV 
in terms of "in the year of the birth of the Messiah". This 
is the only case we have met so far.

1 Ribera y Tarrago (1928:332).



7.4 Arabic in Spain after the Fall of Granada (1492-1614)
7.4.1 Granada

The first years of Christian rule were for the Islamic 
population, in the kingdom of Granada', relatively benign until 
the turn of the century, when by an abrupt change of policy 
they ceased to be governed by local representatives of Queen 
Isabella, to become the immediate concern of Crown officials.

The long years of struggle against the Moors had been 
informed by the rousing ideals of a religious crusade and, now 
that Providence had granted victory, to tolerate any form of 
worship foreign to Roman Catholicism was indefensible. The 
State was well served by this argument. The Moslem subjects had 
to be "naturalized", they had to become in no way distinguish
able from the rest of Their Catholic Majesties' subjects. Left 
to their own devices, they were seen to be a very real source of 
danger. The Moors had been excellent soldiers, capable of under
going great hardship. The majority of their communities were 
situated within easy reach of the coast, from where they could 
receive any amount of help from across the waters, in terms of 
men, money and arms (1). They could rebel and betray their 
Christian overlords whenever they chose. 'They were like a slow 
fuse that might detonate the explosive at any moment. Queen 
Isabella had experienced years of civil strife and prolonged

1 Cf. Alonso del Castillo (19 52:13,26,51).
Also Mdrmol in Caro Baroja (1976:170): "They would shelter 
Turks and Barbary (soldiers) in their homes and villages 
and give them such information that they might kill, rob 
and seize Christians. Sometimes they (Moors from Granada) 
would take Christian prisoners and sell them to these 
(pirates)." Both sources describe events in the late C16. 
There is evidence that these Moors may have been driven 
to retaliation.



campaigns against the followers of another religion; she was 
determined to consolidate peace within her kingdom, whatever 
the cost. Conversion to Catholicism would be a major step 
forward in this process of their assimilation into the Spanish 
community. This may have simplified the issues; yet, we do 
not think these views to be essentially wrong nor very far from 
the motives that inspired the change of policy; thereby, 
infringing all the agreements passed, in the Capitulation of 
Granada, guaranteeing respect of life, property, culture and 
religion of the Moslem subjects by the Christian rulers.

Massive "conversions" took place in December 1499.
The documents referred to as representative of Granadan 

Arabic, for this period, must be seen in the light of these 
events.

The first is the so-called Boabdil's elegy (1); whether
it is by the last Nasrid ruler or not is secondary to the fact
that it was a popular poem of the.time. Our interest lies in
what morpho-syntactic information there is, bearing in mind
that it may not be too accurate in its transcription:

Al h amb ra  hanina gua lcopor taphqui 
[ N I 7

RML  (2) al-'hamra' hani-na wa-~l~qusur tafqi (3)

A l a m a y a r a l i , ia Mul ey Uabdeli 
I N  ]

RML al- am ra r-ll?  ya muley abuabdeli 
Ati nifaraci guadarga ti albayda 
[V N I N N

RML at-I ni farasi wa- daraqati al-baydat 
Vix nansi n i c a t a r , guanah od Alh am br a 
I? V? [ V J [I V N ]

1 Schack {1881ivolll:301) "Discurso hecho por Argote de 
Molina sobre la poesia castellana", en su edicion del 
Conde Lucanor. Holma Q\Q-k2~i. .13*0

2 Reconstructed morphemic level.
3 fayfc. "die" or tabkki "weep".
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RML biis? na-n hi?  ni-qatal wa-nahavud al-hamra 
Ati nifaraci guadarga ti didi 
[V N I N  ]

RML ati ni farasi wa-daraqati didi 
Vix nansi ni ca tar guanah od aulidi 

[ V ] [ I V N 1

RML ni-qatal wa-nahatod awlidi

Au lidi fi G u a d i x , Ua-marati fijol alfata 
[N V->0 I N ] [ I V +0 N I N  N ]

RML awlidi fl wadl-s wa-marati fi-gawl al-fath 
Ha hati di novi ya seti o malfata

[ I V  I N N
RML hd hati ya sayyidati umm 1 - f - t -(i)

Aulidi si g u a d i x , guana fijol alfata 
N N I N I N  N 7

RML awlidi wadl-s wa-na fl-#awl 1-fath 
Ha hati di novi ya seti o malfata 
[ I V  I N  N ]

RML ha hati ya sayyidati umm -a l-f t (2)

In terms of features, one can say:
1. Word order is flexible.
2 and 3. There are two morphs -i; ni- which are difficult 
to identify: 
in nicatar guanahod...
ni-, na- alternate. We know that na-V (imperfective) is a 
common dialectal form for the first person. Thus, possibly 
nicatar "I battle" guanahod "and I retrieve".

The -i morph is present in ati and hati as V-I - V me

2- For comments on two earlier transcriptions by Nykl 
and Vazquez, see Vazquez Ruiz (1950).
HJB: di novi is probably a pun between ^ >» "afflict"

v >  "cost" Dozy and «-> >>* "blame"
Dozy (11:731).



in marati, aulidi, and seti as N-i - ray N.
The other possible segmenta

tion is ati-ni faraci. -ni exists in formal varieties in
Nalternation with v - i = me/my. ‘ .

at-i-ni farac-i 
v-me . my horse 

Elsewhere, the function of morph -i is not apparent: tafgi.
6. : There is a clear instance of V deletion:

Uamarati fijol alfata 
[I V40 N I N N ]

7. Coordination is marked by wa only.
8. There may be one nested clause if nansi is reflecting a
component:.namsi with the loss of I in the embedded string.

nansi nicatar 
V [ V . .3

19. There are no foreign loans and nothing specifically 
Romance in the underlying structure.

Translation based on Valera's Spanish version:
Alhambra, love I Your bastions weep 
Muley Uabdeli, for they are lost.
Give me my steed and my white shield
To fight and the Alhambra retrieve.
Give me my horse and my blue shield
To battle and my sons set free
Gibraltar my wife holds, my sons Guadix 
Lady Malfata, but for thee Iwoul&not miss
My sons in Guadix and Gibraltar the cost.
Lady Malfata, through thee, I lost.



The gains and losses of a transcription of Arabic into 
Roman script may clearly be appreciated from our analysis.
True, the vowel quality becomes -transparent, the loss is in 
the transposition of the consonants.
i) The opposition - velar-pharyngalization is opaque.
ii) The opposition /s::£/ is not reliable.
iii) /r/ permutes with /l/.
iv) Gemination can only be guessed.
For all these reasons the “Pedro de Alcala Li, II ](Arte para 
ligeramente saber la lengua arabiga and Vocabulista aravigo en 
letra castellana", Granada 1505) are so remarkable, indeed 
unique. The author takes great pains to explain the difficulties 
of Granadan Arabic pronunciation for Romance speakers, providing 
examples to prove his point. Furthermore he makes use of a 
limited number of diacritics to supplement the Roman script 
wherever the pronunciation of an item is other than its closest 
Spanish phone. The high level of consistency of his transcrip
tion shows him to have been a great, but little known linguist.
We shall discuss his works jointly with those of Bartolome 
Dorador, at a later stage.

More or less contemporary is the letter Maryam al-Mawwaq 
wrote to her cousin, in "castellano-morisco",(1) a hybrid 
variety of Arabic and Castilian. (2)

1 I. de las Cagigas (1954:272-5).
2 Our transcription with its weaknesses differs from (1) in

solar assimilations and vowel quality. J * « are.
1-t-e, pa Uj-o < ^ r Q O  At-<\U■'c- sto pK
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al-hamdu li-llah wa-s-salat wa-salamu al-akmalan ala rasuli allah
/ f Vmuy manifiku i-amadu i-de£e adu fertuwoso akel ke tengu enkwenta 

de-ermano sid ahmad al-mawwaq a-keresiyente allah su-onrra amin. 

akwantu depuwe& hagus saber kumo esto buwena al-hamdu li-llah

ke-nu-tengu otru deseo inu-ber-us. rwweg-us walad (ammati ke

me ehkumendes mu6o a-l-onrrada bertuosah i-deseada mi-brimah

buestra muger-e-higah y-a-la-onrrada dese ‘ada de-mis ugus 

mi-amma-h buwestra umi-ha [sic] y-al-onrradu birtuoso mi-^ami buwestru 

welido y-al-onrradu dese'adu i-mas amadu i-keridu mi-brimo 

muhammad al-mawwaq buwestru ermano rresebid mucos enkumendasiyunes 

de-mi-welidi i-de-ml uml-i-demi-ermano ibrahlm i-dekastilo i-de

sumuger i-de fatma-h i-de su-umi. y-a-buwestru ermano call nu-le

desare-ir de-aka dayikiya ke benga buwestru ermano muhammad bu-wel.

i-mi-ermano 4abd allah bnu? cabd-el-malik bus saludu [sic] muco i-yo 

buwestra bint hali [sic] me-e nkumiyendu mudo a bu£ y-esto pereita a-lu 

ke-kerres mandar ke-ansi me kuntese kunbu£ kumo el-utru ke diso 

a-muwertob i-a-idus no-ay amigos ke depuwes ke de-aki bus fuwesteS

/ ( y / y —
nunka bus abe is akordadu demi por agura nu-mas? salbu ke allah 

se-a en-buwestra warda? amin.- ya walad 1ammati ya qurrat <‘aynl

ya dumrat qalbi ya tagirat yasl ya qat cifa-h wa? ya walad ̂ ammati. 

mudo bus rruwegu si-se-u£ akuwerda del-limon- ke kumiyesteS en-la 

kamara kdn kaskad i-tudu . de la-ke esta-h pereita-h kumo umil 

ermanah a-buwe&tara onrra. maryam al-mawwaq. agarnata-h.

hagus saber kumo me abezadu a-le-er buweMtru armanu cali i?-a~ 

eskerebir . i-enbiyame karta-h ke biyen la-sabre le-er. mudo bus 

rruewegu walad Kammati ke lus-pulbus ke me desistes ke me-los

enbiyes kon-mi-birimo buestro ermano kuwandu benga-h . rruwegus
ermano me enbiyes la-rrepuwesta-h eskirita-h kon-garande alegriya-h

de-mano de kiyen pensaba-h ke en-la-ora antesl bus-tenya-h serrada

kun garande tiri&teza des-ke aparta.da de bu£ se a-hallo ke kon 

lagremas de sus u$us lamintalo. — —— - non-Arabic
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Maryam al-Mawwgg's letter.
I. de las Cagigas (1954:272ff).
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Translation
Thanks be to God! Perfect peace and blessings on the 
Messenger of Allah I Oh splendid, loved, true, beloved 
one, he whom I consider as a brother Sid Ahmad al- 
Mawwaq. May God increase his fame I Ameni 
Let me tell you I am well. Thanks be to Godi I have 
no other wish but to see you. I beg you, cousin, 
convey my regards to my honourable, virtuous, longed 
for cousin, your wife, and daughter whom my eyes long 
to see, and aunt - your mother - and my honourable 
uncle - your father - and to my most cherished and 
loved cousin, M. After which receive many regards 
from my father, mother and brother Ibrahim, from 
Castillo, his wife, from Fatimah and her mother. As 
for your brother Ali I shall not let him go from here 
until your brother M comes for him. My brother Ab. sends 
you his best wishes and I, your cousin, greet you and am 
at your disposal.
The same thing is happening to me as he who said "the 
dead and the absent have no friends". Since you have 
left, you have- not remembered me. No more for the nonce, 
save May God have you in his- keepingI O cousin!
0 joy of my eyes! 0 secret of my heart? 0 , my sweet,
0 cousin of mine! Tell if you remember when you ate the 
lemon, skin and all, in the room. Your humble sister. 
Maryam al-Mawwaq - Granada.
Let me inform you that your brother cAli has taught me to 
read and write. So send me a letter for I shall be able 
to read it. O cousin! Please send the powder you mentioned 
with your brother - my cousin - when he comes. Please 
send me a written reply in the hand of he whom, she 
thought, with delight, was present in front of her at 
the time when she was deep in sorrow and weeping tears 
of sadness, at being far from you.
The text raises a number of questions:

I) Did the Moslem population speak this variety?
II) Could it be the idiom of feminine society?
III) What was the dialectal situation outside Granada?
IV) What is the nature of this hybrid variety?

I) In 149 6 or thereabouts, it is most unlikely that the 
Moslem community spoke habitually in this fashion. The 
"Capitulations" agreement still held and it guaranteed the 
livelihood of the faqlhs> jurists in Islamic law. Arabic was 
used as a prestige language. This is confirmed by Ibn 'Abd



ar-Rafi el Andalusi (1). The "Pedro de Alcala I" argues for a 
widespread lack of understanding of Spanish and a continued 
use of Granadan Arabic.
XI) How then can one explain that Maryam al-Mawwaq did not 
write in a similar variety to Al-Qirbiliyani? The answer 
could be that it was a medium more particularly used by. men, 
that is the language of the street.(2) In the Mancebo of 
Arevalo's account of his visit to Granada (3), the Moorish 
lady from Ubeda converses with him in Aljamia, since he had 
scant knowledge of Arabic, and when he called on a learned man 
later, he marvels at the sight of the latter's daughter, an 
accomplished Koranic reader, giving one to understand that this 
was most unusual.
Ill) Whereas in Granada itself there were official translators 
such as Alonso del Castillo and Juan Rodriguez of the Cenete 
documents, and from 1500 onwards, 4 interpreters, 6 town-criers 
and an executioner; all speakers of Arabic as stipulated in the 
"ordenancas" (4), the bishop of Guadix had to commission another 
catechism for his Moorish flock, 50 years after Alcala's, which 
shows how attached they were to their native dialect. As Nunez 
Muley explains in his petition to the Crown in 1567, against 
the "Pragmatica" or decree forbidding the speaking, reading 
or writing in Arabic within the kingdom:

1 Turki in Epalza & Petit (1973:118) "all...had studied 
with one of the best known teachers in Granada, the 
jurist al-tJturl. He had learnt the Koran, jurisprudence 
and other sciences."

2 Contrasting Male and Female varieties are not unknown in 
the Arabic speaking world. See Dekkak (197 4) .

3 Harvey (1956:301-2). See also Chapter 8 for a study of 
her speech.

4 Caro Baroja (1976:161).
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"How can one deprive a nation of its mother tongue?... 
Besides one can check that in the Kingdom not a single 
agreement nor Will has been couched in Arabic since 
our c o n v e r s i o n . (1)

As one can appreciate, the situation had changed from the one
described in I, this explains the scarcity of legal documents
in Arabic, after the capture of Granada.

"These people (in the Arabic-speaking community) have 
been brought up in little villages, where there has 
never been a grammar (in sight); had there been one, 
nobody would have understood it, except for the priest, 
the prebendary or the verger who always conversed with 
them in Arabic." (1)

IV) Hybridization
To assess the nature of this Castilian-Moorish variety, 

we shall refer the reader to table 7.2.1 representing the 
language continuum or the gamut of styles and registers avail
able to Arabic speakers with a similar level of borrowing.
To appreciate this space, one has to segment it into discrete 
stages. Say, the following:

Romance

S .S+loans 
corresponds 
with 

Romance U.S

Arabic I Romance ; Arabic
medium medium

Surface S.S tloans j
Structure= corresponds j| corresponds. corresponds
S.S with with with
Underlying Arabic U.S.!

1 * ! Arabic j Romance
Structure= 1 U.S ’ U.S.'
U.S. Component Component

Order Order
♦ H Y B R I D I Z A T I 0 NjStage 1 j Stage 2 - Stage 3 Stage 4

Magnified section of Table 7.2.1.
These stages overlap by definition, as they belong to a 

continuum, or to put it in a different perspective, any speaker 
may shift by degrees from one stage to the next, in practice. 
What is perceived as mixed forms in the surface structure will

1 Jri Circourt (1846:11:472).



be apprehended as hybridization at a level of greater abstrac
tion, that of convergence. Hybridization is concerned with 
the processes that generate the admixture of items in the

a ugi

Table 7.2.1 should also be seen as a grid. At one 
extreme, the opening salutation collocates with Classical 
Arabic. It shares the same set of features. The remaining 
Arabic, in the surface structure, consists of a few short 
conventional expressions and lexical items used as gap fillers 
in a Romance context (stage 3). They are ascribed to verna
cular usage as they present dialectal features:

ya qurrat raynl ya dumrat qalbi (loss of case morphs)
bint hali (loss of article : bintu 1-hali)

The lexical items are of two kinds: i) proper names: ‘all,
fatma=h; and ii) kinship_terms. The letter surprisingly 
provides a fairly large set of them:

umi "mother" welido "father"
walad "son" (1) bint "daughter"
Romance loans: ermano "brother"; ermana-h "sister"
fammat "paternal aunt" 'amm "paternal uncle"
hal "maternal uncle"
walad cammat "son of paternal aunt, cousin" 
bint hal "daughter of maternal uncle, cousin"
Where there are no Arabic loans, there is shift to a stage 

2 variety, blending into Castilian. That is, the surface struc
ture is Romance and it is only when the underlying structure 
coincides with the surface structure that one can be sure it 
is Castilian. The difficulty is obvious and familiar: the 
underlying structure escapes direct observation. Our knowledge

1 awlad pi. previous text "Boabdil's elegy".

syntactic string: buegtr
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of it relies on hypotheses that may be validated in some cases 
within the language, or corroborated by research into similar 
linguistic behaviour in non-related dialects. Order is a key 
concept in such an analysis, together with the identification 
of the function of the components. So is contrast between 
synchronic varieties essential for the detection of anomality, 
for instance caiques. If one can ascribe strings to stages 
1 and 4 with greater confidence than with 2 and 3, those 
strings which are deviant with respect to these polar stages 
may be classified as potential stage 2 or 3 strings. Anomality 
would be graded according to common features shared with the 
polar stages.

1. Word Order if flexible.
2. Where the medium is Romance there■are no triliteral roots.
3. There are no case ending morphs, but possibly a mixed 
form redundancy: mi um-i mi "my" Romance, urn "mother" Arabic, 
-i "my" Arabic resolving itself with a loss of awareness of 
morph -i. Hence bue^tra umi, coining a new item umi, and 
predictably cami.
4. Articles are deviant to Arabic usage; they are absent 
where expected:
la onrrada 0 bertuosa“h i 0 dese'ada mi brima~h (1)
5. Particles are deviant to Castilian usage:
akwantu, depuwes do not collocate in Romance. It is a caique 
for ramma bacd.
Whereas hagus Saber kumo may be grammatical in some cases, 
here it is inappropriate in the first instance: i.e. hagus

1 Cf. Cenete documents: 1330 AD.
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saber ke e£to buena. More later.
6. There is one example of V— 0 deletion:

por a crura nu mas 
[I V+0 I]

7. Co-ordination is systematic. This feature typical of

syntagmatically, but not paradigmatically, as we shall see 
with the next patterns.
12. kama V coincides with como V.
We have just seen that hagug Saber kumo e£to buwena was deviant.
We suggest that the second instance of this pattern is a caique:
hagus Saber kumo me abezadu a le-er ...call. i-enbiyame...
That is the underlying structure is Arabic:

V kama V wa-V
or V since V so V
not V how V and V
as one decodes on first reading.
13. ma V finds its equivalent in ke V/lo ke V?
14. lladl V in ke V /el ke V / kiyen V/ (el cual V not in text)
15. llati V in ke V/ la ke V / (la cual V not in text).
Hybridization is reflected by limited patterns (see table 
7.2.1). The preferred choice is for the common option, here 
ke V which as a result becomes ambiguous:
rruegu...ke lus-pulbus ke me desilte^ ke me los enbiye£

-hallo ke kon lagremas ... lamintalo.
We suggest: kun tan garande ...ke kon lagremas lamintalo. 
A process of simplification has taken place, reducing the 
number of different patterns (see Chapter 5).

Arabic but not of Romance.
8. V *an V coincides with V ke V. There is convergence,

serrada kun garande tiristeza des-ke apartada de bus se a
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The conclusions are better seen in table form:
Features Arabic Letter Romance

Stage 1 Stage 4
1. VSO mainly convergent flexible
2. 0 -
3. - convergent -
4. + deviant +
5. + Arabic +
6. + convergent +
7. + Arabic +
8. + deviant -
12. + Arabic
13tol5. convergent +

Discounting the convergent features, they are present in polar
varieties. The letter has retained 3 features of Arabic, 1 
of Romance and is deviant from polar varieties in 2 features. 
From a Castilian point of view,1feature only, the 3 Arabic 
features added to the 2 deviant features does raise the 
question as to whether this is a Romance variety or an 
incipient creole.

Bill of Sale, dated 1494. The deed is rather short to be able 
to ascribe it to any particular variety. Aguirre Sadaba, who 
edited it (1), was of the opinion it was Granadan Arabic. 

al-ham du lillah

Jbaca ai>u 1-ha san  fadi bn u musa bnu rafia min n - n a sr an l* t.

af ra ns isq~uh  di muralas 1-mubta^ li -na fs- h wa li-zawg=h

af ransi sq ah  muli nah  wa bi~ s-siwa bay n- h=ma g a m£* 1-faddan

s - s a q a w l  bi- r-raman(2) min dar 1-haway t kariga 1-h adirat

qibl iyg ah balat min haqq -h gawfigga'h 1-h add ad tafur wa

sarqiygah bni-h 1-mawl ud wa garbiyyah. balat li-l-gayr¥
b i-huq uq =h  wa huram=h wa madkal~h wa ma s d a r = h  bi-taman

1 Aguirre Sadaba (1980:169-71).
2 AS: ramal.
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Bill of Sale 1494.
Aguirre Sadaba (1980:169ff).

Jj I
o— : Ij-o-d I ^  [*) QJ Q-i f >*1

Qjj i) ai-i— iI j £ b**J I ^J I j* j; S a3-\ - o I
Cjj  ̂j ̂ ̂ {j* Q U I I JkU I n̂*'̂  ^ v-̂ ? C* 3 Ij—d 1 j

m m
J j* '“• 1 * >—- •; •*!*!♦> iĵcwsJ i L>.

aii. U* j a.—*jz- j *£ Jt J j>*i I <nÛ}J
Ojhfl j I \ A.i3 q  71 S^UJl Q» O  7 -i3 £7*̂* *> Jb«a* j
-^hu-JJ dJ-1* ^ Ub CJ3 W  !-*-*• • t * t  ^ ♦-ad C ^3  i O -W

wd ̂jj I 7 aJ—JI (̂ic L b LojJU. £t**d ̂ di*3 L̂ J £*c b3-**J f
dJ JL{ tfc.̂,̂1 It: ^ j  «J J3 UjC ' bc»/J J ^ ' ..it j lfa 11 j  (^Ji)uJ I Juw

*-*— 0 ft— * 0 1— i“v-̂  a* J*>?* ^ " K-° CJ31-* Cr*
• C<w j}-* U,J I— j  o  ^

* *J °“i ^*w? a-*3 ĴLbo)
♦ aĴ >j 1—i J [ ̂-3 3 LL1 I Ai) L y* LU I yJ I j

id* ^  o  Lvd
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qadr-h Casra ragalat min 1-gari 'gat al'an qabbada-ha wa 

sarat bi-gad - h wa qabd-h wa abra-h min-ha 'ibra tamman 

wa bi-dalika kalasa l i - l - m u h t a c wa l-mubta*- at (1) la-ha 

tamalluk 1 - m a b i k u l U s a n  tamman ^ala s-sunnat  m a r ^ a c 

d-darka ba'' d I- (2) ... t-taqlib wa r-rida wa ^arafan

qadr~h wa kahada calag-h-ma bi-dal ika man carafa-huma 

bi-hal sihhat wa gawaz fi l - ca£ir l i - s a cban *am t i s cat 

a-tis^In fi tamanl m..(3) aslah fi-h ragalat sah'h bi-h fi 

tarik-h wa z-zaric t-tahr (4) b i - l - f a d d a n ' l i - l - b a /ic (1)

hra fi tarik~h. -------  = Rom.ance loan
Translation

Praise be to Godi
Abu 1-Hasan Fadl Ibn Musa Ibn Raga sold to the Christian 
Francisco de Morales, the buyer, (acting on) his behalf 
and his wife's Francisca Molina, in equal shares between 
them - the whole irrigated field of the sand bank by the 
house of the Fish, outside the city. (There is) to the 
South a strip of his, to the North (property) of the 
smith Tafur, to the East (land) of his son el Mawlud 
and to the West, a strip belonging to someone else.
With all its rights, inalienable property, entrance and 
exist at the price of 10 reales in current coinage.
He received the money in hand, thereby freeing the other 
from any further payment, the buyer having settled the 
whole sum. He handed over the ownership of the sold 
(land) to the purchase, honestly and definitely, accord
ing to the law (Sunna), the onus being on the seller (5) 
after inspecting it and being satisfied. (Both parties) 
know the implications of the deal. (The following) bear 
witness on their behalf as to knowing them to be sound 
in mind and body, on 10th of Shaban 899 AH. "Reales" 
was corrected, it is valid as it was done that day. The 
sown crop to be seen in the field is for the seller? 
as from the above date.

AS . Se* note
AS: nazar
AS: m i rat, HBJ: with the loss of the hamza, miyat or 
mayat, ha'i* — > bayic

4 AS: z-zahr
5 Islamic law:to hand back the money if there is a flaw 

in the agreement.
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Feature analysis
1. VSO: qabbada -ha wa sarat bi-yad-h

[ V ' N 1 [ I V I N ]
c c c2. Derivation: ba a * mubta 'v mabi ; kalasa v kulusan.

4. Articles: These are difficult to account for: In 1-mawlud,
the presence of the definite article seems redundant; on the 
other hand, in : bi-taman qadr=h one would have it before 
gadr-h.
5. Particles are unpredictable:

— cmin: ba a min seems to have changed context, it now replaces 
bi or li, as in min haggi-h.

Q6. V deletion: wa .z-zari ... li-l-ba...
[I N V-*0 I N . . . ]

19. Borrowing is confined to lexical items.
The nearest document we have studied so far, in nature 

and in time, is the 1479 Cenete deed. The present deed reveals 
a stage further in the trend towards the disappearance of 
subordination and relativization. Moreover coordination with 
wa is less systematic, fa does not appear once in the text.
The level of borrowing remains low.

As we mentioned previously, Pedro de Alcala provides a 
most valuable account of the vernacular spoken in the kingdom 
of Granada:

"for my prime aim is to speak and teach the idiom of 
the common people and not the beauties of Arabic 
grammar..." (1)
"My intention was to produce a glossary of the common 
speech used by the people in this kingdom of Granada..."(2)

It is at the phonemic level that his contribution is the
greatest. As a self-tuition method the "Arte" or"Art of

1 "porque mi intencion principal es hablar y. ensenar la 
lengua de la gente comun y no los primores de la gramatica 
arabiga"... Arte
2 "mi intencion fue hazer vocabulista de la habla comun e 
vsada de la gente deste reyno de Granada..." Vocabulista
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Acquiring Some Knowledge of the Arabic Tongue"(1) is unique.
The texts, however, were written with the aim of evangelizing 
the Arabic-speaking population and, therefore, they illus
trate a particular style, a choice which discards irrelevant 
patterns and lexical items that would detract from its prime 
purpose. Pedro de Alcala's works reproduce the Granadan 
dialect, but only a peculiar usage of it. The corpus 
retained is an attempt to avoid the limitations for our study 
of overtly doctrinal passages, with the exception of the Lord's 
Prayer (2) given in the appendices with other Arabic versions 
for those interested in this aspect of Comparative Linguistics. 
The texts are bilingual: Arabic and Castilian. Both versions 
are given, as they appear in the original to assess similarity 
in the underlying structures. For the sake of clarity, 
paleographic abbreviations have been dispensed with, in the 
Castilian translation; the Arabic is quoted faithfully.
We refer the reader to comments made at the beginning of this 
section following a similar case of Arabic transcribed in 
Roman script.

1 Arte para ligeramente saber la lengua arabiga 
(1501) Granada.

2 Torres Palomo (1971:40): "There is a very marked 
tendency to classicism in prayers even when they 
are in dialect.
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Arte Chapter 29, Alcala (Facsimile 1928).
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Translation:
1. The.master teaches the boys.
2 . X clean the church for mass.
3. I give the bread to somebody.
4. Bring (some) bread.
5. I am making a box with a chisel? in the room.
6. The bread we eat.
7. What did you eat today?
8. What are you doing there, that mass is over?
9. Because the confessor is (like) the surgeon that heals

the wounds. Since he who is wounded must show his wounds 
to the surgeon if he wishes to be cured. For if the
injured conceals his wounds from the surgeon, he will
not be healed.

10. (If) you ordered or cast spells to find some lost or 
stolen thing.

11. (If) you chose a day rather than another to start some
thing or set out (on a journey).

12. The second commandment is Thou shalt not take (swear by) 
the name of thy Lord in vain.

13. (If) you wished somebody dead in your heart.
14. (If) you held back the truth, knowing where and when

you should have spoken.
In the author's transcription:

c stands for /s/
gi, ge 5 /§/ + vowel
gua > /w/
ca, cu /q/ or /k/
X /&/
qui , que a A/ or /q/

For further phonological considerations on Alcala, Corriente 
(1977) may be consulted.

Feature analysis:
1. SVO, with a more conservative order retained in embedded 
clauses.
2. Derived RRR forms: girah, majoroh; m a calem, yalalem.
3. Case ending morphs: nil.
4. Expanded use of the article: bahal atabib (9); a- is the 
article which is redundant in the pattern hal x (tabib) and 
in fal batil (12): f£ 1-batil.



5. Particles occur in new environments: (see also 14)
amart li hade enne 
E V I N [ I ] ]

6. V  > 0. Al amr atenihu le taklef.
[ N V— 0 I - V ]

7. Coordination is marked by fa, rather than by the usual wa.
8. V*an becomes V enne.

amart li hade enne yeqhen 
[ V  I N [ I V ]]

9. to 13. not in text.
14. Relativization is expressed by aledf, alledf, but note
the innovations min alledi (9), failed! (14).

al hobc aledf naculu 
N [ N V ]

17. la V becomes le V; see 6.
19. There is only 1 item borrowed from Castilian: confessar, 
we suggest that the preceding i is an adaptation of the 
imperfective: ya-V.

Convergence with Castilian
Word order in both varieties is isomorphic in all but the 
complex subordination patterns. Was this really the case in 
common speech? This implies a convergent deep structure for 
the two varieties. Or is Alcala "construeing?" The appearance 
of personal pronoun subjects in Granadan Arabic (ani, ente) and 
less frequently in Castilian (yo) is unnatural and evidence 
that grammatical transparency had the priority over description, 
the co-occurrence of preposition/conjunction -alledf is an 
innovation and should be seen as a caique of Romance: 
prepos ition-que.
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Dialectal features
In common with "Bobadil's elegy", Alcala shows the same
na/ni V (imperfective) alternation:

ninaqqui "I clean" 
nacati "I give"

The only divergent feature, met in the first text, is 7:
wa coordination.
huwa has become huet (9). This form occurs in al QirbiliyanI. 

Relexical!zation
In the elegy, the dialectal form vix (bi ayy say^ "by what
thing" meaning "in order that, to" and in Alcala the dialectal
form ax/as/ (ayyu say1) "what thing" meaning "what?" are
instances of relexicalization or change of status from N to I.
The same process is also present whenever a specific I N
string becomes I, that is functions as I. e.g. fi hacat
"in order to" (example 10) . Such a change is not unknown in
Arabic, but in this particular instance is frequent in
Grenadan dialect.

Another similarity in both texts in V #an/V enne pattern
the deletion of the invariant of the embedded clause:

majoroh yahtir yaurr girahu
N V [0 V. N ...]

caused probably - on account of its presence in the "Elegy" -
by a drift towards greater convergence in the underlying
structure of the varieties in contact situation, rather than
by a surface structure caique or synctactic borrowing.

What attracts the attention is the paraphrastic strings
used by Alcala to overcome the difficulty of translating the
verb to be in the Present Indicative, absent in the Arabic
surface structure. Comparing the two underlying structures:
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Castilian Granadan Arabic
porque el confessor lienne el faqui aledi iconfessar

[I N [ I  N [ N V ]
"because the confessor.. "because the theologian who conf.

es el cirujano que sana las llagas huet bahal atablb aledi ydagui a girah
V N [N V N I [N V-*0 I N N [ N V N ]
"is the surgeon that heals the wounds" "he(is)like the surgeon that heals the

wounds"

X is Y [that V] X (N V][N V-0 Y][that V]
one is left with the impression that other criteria have
priority over description once again. Nevertheless Alcala is 
considered the most trustworthy source for the linguistic 
study of this dialect, with the added advantage that it is in 
Roman script.

Bartolome Dorador is usually quoted together with Pedro 
de Alcala. At the request of the Bishop of Guadix, he wrote 
or translated a catechism in Arabic which he completed in 1560. 
The main difference with the previous one is that it is written 
in the Arabic script and although it is in the Granadan verna
cular, the author - according to Torres Palomo (1) - is 
frequently given to hypercorrection. Influenced by a knowledge 
of "Classical" Arabic, he sought to embellish his prose. The 
result either defeats its own purpose, creating deviant forms 
by false analogy or at best, where the "grammar" is correct 
the forms are still deviant, being inappropriate to the con
text. Apart from these misgivings, its usefulness is consid
erable as it complements Alcala's works (i) confirming his 
description, (ii) providing the Arabic spelling to forms that 
appear in the earlier texts, and (iii) illustrating the dia
lect half a century later.

1 Torres Palomo M.P. (1971) PhD thesis, Granada.
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By 1560, the phonological changes observed in the "elegy" 
had gone a stage further (1) with the loss of opposition 
between the following:
/3/;s/S/ ^nd cluster /^t/ being realized as [§]
/s/::/s/::/z/ , /d/:: /d/:: /d/:: /z/
/m/;:/n/ in syllable final 
/k/=[X]:s/h/=[h] (1)
The surviving phonemic system given for convenience may be
seen as such: (2)

Bilabial, Labiod.,Dental to,Palato-a.,Vel.,Uv.,Lab.-v.,P.G. 
Post-avl.

Plosive b t d k g? (q) ( *0

Nasal m$ n$

Fricative f t (d) s k (h) h

Trill s (z) gr
Vel-Phd. (tdsz)

Affricate §

Approximant y w

-$ Initial position, see (1)1 VLoss.

With regard to the features which have been the focus of this 
study, Palomo Torres discusses more particularly:
(Feature 3). The loss of case ending morphs, with the subse
quent appearance of epenthetic vowels breaking up consonant 
clusters at morpheme boundaries. (3)

1 What had been blamed on the Roman script was in fact taking
place in the dialect. The "elegy" itself presents us with 
an instance of /m/::/n/ neutralization in syllable final 
(see below); the letter illustrates the loss of gemination 
um::umm. The reduction of the crucial opposition + velar- 
pharyngalization is confirmed in Dorador: /t/v/t/ — *0/
/k/«v /q/ — > 0 .

2 For definitions, see IPA chart.
3 Torres Palomo (1971:33).
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(F.4) The anomalous use and the systematic presence of the 
article, indicating possible convergency. Dorador uses the 
definite article before an N already defined by a following 
N component, and equally before ah N indefinite by context.(1) 
(F.5) The derivation of new particles from the base a£, 
seen in Alcala and elsewhere, e.g. idas, law-as. As well as 
the extension of the domain of particle mata (2), indicating 
convergence in the underlying structure as it tends to coincide 
with the domain of Romance particle de.
(F.12) kama V is expanding its use to include the idea of 
purpose, "in order to".
As for (F.14-15), she mentions the presence of both patterns. 
However, they may be replaced by 'an which acquires a new 
function and extends its domain.(2) A change one suspected in 
some of the sources consulted, without being certain about its 
reality.

One of the last documents we shall refer to in this section 
on Granada is the letter of Abenaboo, dated 964 AH, edited by 
Alarcon and translated by Alonso del Castillo.(3)

1 Torres Palomo (1971:43).
2 Ibid., p .45-46.
3 Alarcdn (1915: 693 ;752). HJB: There is some discrepancy

about the date:
i) Castillo translates it as 964 AH 1557 AD, i.e. before 
the "Pragmatica" and Rebellion.
ii) Marmol de Carvajal, a contemporary, includes it - with 
no date - another translation of the same letter with 
events under the stewardship of Don Juan of Austria and 
coinciding with the death of el Habaqui (July 1570) 
referred to in the letter (1942:349).
Using Gonzalez Palencia (1931:48), we read the Arabic 

year 78 or 978 AH 1570 AD.
iii) Torres Palomo in Samso (1977:xix) confirms this date.



Al-hamdu li-llah wahda-hu qabla al-kilim.

a-salzm \l-karamu ala znaii a.fcratfi-hzl sayidiya wa-habibz wa azar atar

Lind&ya dun hirnandCf wa-ni na^lam hurmat-kum yina akin nta taqdar

tigi \indaya ti#i ''inda aki-kum wa-habibak wa-tigj mutman wa-kul

maygu-kum fi-mall wa-dlmatl wa-kin nta tirld tatratal fidl 1-mubrak

m m  sulh kul maf^mal ta^malu ma"i wa-nl na^mal ma^ak kul ma-tirid

&)bi-haq wa-bila gadar wa-dahar-ll m'ln 1-habaql yina as-ma-kin ya cmal 

ma-''lamni wa-la-tala'nT cala haq wa-dahar-ll yina a&-ma tal~b talab 

li-ruhu wa-li-nisu wa-la-shabu (1) wa-ba 'ar cin£ (2) wa-diyiba anl 

n i Karaf hurmatak bi-hada asl wa-hurmatak a cmal al&dl yadhar la-kum 

wa-'mal mayuslih ba-nasara (1) wa-bina wa-a£i yaqdi allahu kayr 

baynina wa-takun hurmatkum a-sabab fi-hada %sa wa-hmalni fi- 

fadalikum yila as kan maci man yaktub-li yila kin-kua katabti-la-kum 

ktar wa-salamu alay-kumm (3) wa-rahmatu allahu wa-barakatu allah.

Kutlb 1-ktib yawm a-tillt fa-sahr (1) uliyyu fi-<am 64.(4)

-----  ~ loan

Translation
Praise be to the one God! Before my message :Way^
Noble greetings from he who bestows them! My Lord 
and friend, held in high regard, Don Fernando, may I 
inform Your Honour that if it is possible for you to 
come to me, come to your neighbour and friend in peace/ 
safety and whatever you encounter in my business (is) 
under my protection and if you wish to negotiate the 
blessed peace, all that you undertake you will have to 
do with me and I shall do all you want, fair and square 
It seems to me, concerning el Habaqr that what he was 
doing, he did without my consent, hiding the truth and 
what he asked for, he did for himself, his family and 
friends, and now, I inform Your Honour, about this 
matter in this fashion. May Your Honour do what seems 
fitting to you, between the Christians and us, and thus 
may God grant what is best for us (both) and may Your 
Honour be the cause of it, perhaps 1

1 la foi\J.i, ba for bi, fa for fi. Also in Alcala I, e.g.
fal, bal (1st stage) . nasara in Ms.

2 HJB: doubtful reading, possibly ba-uaraf "acquaintance"
3 sic.
4 ed. Alarcon (1915:706). See previous notes, and Arabic

original.
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Previously observed changes:
i) Loss of gemination, with the exception of uliyyu, a loan 
and probably allah. Loss of emphatic consonants (velar or 
pharyngalized c.) dahar for zahar, nasara for nasara, yaqdi 
for yaqdiya.
ii) Permutation of /l/ and /r/:
tatratal, a hybrid form consisting of ta- tratarH u p *
iii) The frequent use of pronoun subjects (ani, nta) is 
consistent with Alcala, defeats, in part, the argument that 
his Arabic prose was "construed".
iv) New particles derived from as: asma, asmakin.

New changes:
i) The appearance of 3 consonant clusters in the phonemic 
chain is a significant departure from Arabic: kin nta, kun. ktar.
ii) Morphemic boundaries are fuzzy: e.g. maygu-kum, mayuslih

j*;
and we agree with Alarcon that insome cases ma- stands for ma 
(N) component which has become an affix identical in form to 
ma-R R R (participle). For instance: kjjl j-mgtc^al j

iii) There are two other new morphs: -u, which Alarcon sees
as a further stage in the process -at----? ah--------u.

— — cand -ya, a latter stage of -i "me/my". Thus -li but indiya.
We have reservations as to the phonetic realizations of these 

' forms. Was there a new phonological process at work as 
Alarcon suggests bringing about the occurrence of stressed 
vowel in word final position, reversing the trend so far?
Or was it a spelling device? A means of indicating the 
presence of the vowel: i.e. hirnandu, stressed on the penulti
mate syllable. Compare At-hamdu and wahda-hu. Neither Alcala
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nor Dorador mention these innovations,(1)
Feature analysis:
1. Word order flexible, with S V 0 even in nested clauses,
the last stage in a V S 0 to S V 0 change:
yina akin nta taqdar 
[I [ I N V ] . . .]
2. Derivation:
ta<malu^ acmal v cmal ; yaktub * katabti kutlb ̂  ktib
5. See iv) above, as well as akin, kin "if", cf. yquin (Alcala).
6. There are no instances of V deletion,
7. Systematic coordination is marked by wa.
8. V *an becomes V yina:

naclam ... yina ... tigi cinda aki ...
V [ I  V I N ]

13. See above ii), new changes.
14. wa hurmatak afmal aledi yadhar

I ' N V 0[N ~ V . . .]
Note the loss of the antecedent N. '
16. Negation: ma-clamni

[ I  V ]
17. la-tala^ni cala haq 

[ I V  I ]
19. Loans are of 3 sorts: (a) Proper names, e.g. uliyyu,
borrowing the month but not the Christian year; (b) Invariants:
as£? (c) Hybrid: tatratal. This form affects the syntax,
deleting the expected yina component establishing convergence
towards Spanish.

1 With respect to the transliteration of this letter, we 
are attempting to reflect the underlying structure, at 
the morphemic level. For this reason, we are not adopt
ing completely the transcriptions proposed by Alarcdn 
and others framed with a different purpose in mind.
We acknowledge their contribution.
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The Coran Abreviado (1) marks a turning point in the 
contact situation. It is a short version of the Koran in 
Arabic followed by a bilingual Arabic/Aljamiado religious 
commentary, prayers in Arabic, and interspersing the work 
there are a few dated entries (1564 to 1584) relating to the 
family and other events by a certain Miguel de Zeyn, in 
A1jamiado. Here are some excerpts:
I) Arabic: (2)
179v. allahu kayru hifzan  wa-huwa / arrhamu errahimin a inna 

waliya / allahu ell ad l nazzala alkitaba / wa- huwa yatawalla y 

a t-t alihina  (3) / hasbiy a allahu la illaha ila huwa / wa calayhi 

tawakaltu wa- huwa / rabbu el ar^i i l <azlm.

II) Arabic and Aljamiado:(starting with Aljamiado as in Ms.)
22v. Las rrebenenslyaM adalallah / at-tahiyatu 1 i-llahi 

[ N V-*0 I N ] [ N V^0 I N ]
las ku'&a'S linpiya£ &un ada M M h  / az-zakiyatu li~llahi 
[ N V I N ] [ N V-*0 I N ]
luM buwenu£ ag-salaeJ / at-tayibatu as-salawatu 
[ N [ * f N ' * ' N Vr*0
sun a d - a l - allah 'e~las-sal am ¥iya (sea)/ li-llahi as-salamu calayka 
V I  N I [I N V I V ][ N v-^^i n
Translation: (____ =Arabic loans)
I). God, the best Recorder, the Merciful, the Compassionate, 

indeed, Ruler; God (who) sent down the Book? He is in 
possession of all things; He will look down at the time 
of reckoning. God, there is none but Him; I put my trust 
in Him. He is the Lord of the highest throne."

II) (Aljamiado): All praise to God! Pure things are godly,
so are true prayers. Peace be with you

1 Ms 5228 Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid.
2 Apart from the Koranic text, there are a few prayers

without translation or gloss. The one given is vowelled.
We have no way, as with other religious works, of ascer
taining to what extent it is representative of spoken 
varieties and scant use is made of them for this reason.

3 sic HJB: either (I) t-ll+hlna or (ii) sali^i: to make
peace (see fol.23r), giving salihuna "peacemakers" 
as probable derivation. "
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BNM Ms. 5228: fol. 179v, 178r.
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BNM Ms. 5228: fol. 22v.
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subre tu y - e l - a n - n ab l 1 la-piyadaB d e l - l l a h / 
x  m ,\J j

ayyuha an -nabiyyu wa-rahmatu  el-llahi 
N n j

23 r . i-bu a l - baraka 'el-as-salam siya subre nnub /

wa - b a r a k a t u - h u  as- salamu ^ l a y n a

i-subre 1 u£ siyerbub de allah lub buwenub/

wa cala ''ibadi illah is-sal lhina

Fagu testigu ke-nu-ay behur sinu allah /

ashadu an la illaha ila allah

sul uh ke -nu-ay  parser u al-el / wahda-hu la barlka la-hu

i-£agu testigu ke muhamma d es bu Mlyerbu/

wa-abhadu anna m u h a m m a d  cabdu-hu 
L i  'v t 1 ^ v —9-0 w

23v. i-su men'bafyeru enbiyul uh kun-la- giya iladdlna /

w a - , ras ul u-hu an sala-hu bi-l- huda wa-dTn 
x  n ' i  ^  I  N T  Al

de-la berda d pur d e mun st arar-lu  / 11 haqqi 1 i-yadhi ra -hu (1)
* * x ' ,v

subre la d-din tudu / Lala al adin ? k--li-hi
-----  I N  ~ "-J

aunke pebe a-lus d e s k e r e y e n t e b . / 

wa-l aw a k l n a ? a l a m u - - i r  ?kuna ?. (2)

Translation
and with the Prophet! - May the Mercy of God and His 
peace be with us, and with the true servants of God! 
I bear witness that there is no Lord but God, alone, 
for He has no partner. I bear witness that Muhammad 
is his servant and messenger. God sent him with the 
guide of the true faith to teach it, the whole 
Message, despite the unbelievers.

1 /d/ for /z/ Z-H-R "IV. demonstrate".
2 illegible' through wear. la*/ Kin al vrwnvn



BNM Ms. 5228: fol. 23r.
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BNM Ms. 5228: fol. 23v.
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III) Aljamiado:
1. memurya a-mi miqel de zeyn de-kumu merke un-magu de-granada 

kus tandu eskire ugu de-mayu amu de mil i-kiny e-ntus i-setenta 

i-kuwatru. (1) fol.lr.

2. para la- kiriyat ur a ke mmucu pulura y e s-kiri be -le e£ta 

add u ca . fol,178r.

3 . memurya de lu-ke duy a-m i-hlga la-ma yur enbeze& tiyene 

seyk reales m a b -le-di estandu su-maridu malu (2) mad-le-di 

una gallina (2) mas -le-di una fane-ga de t i r i - g u. fol.lr-v.

4. nasiyu mi-ficu m u h amma d de zeyna a-duze de se tiyenbre amu 

de mil i-kiny entu^ i-^esenta i-kuw atru a l - k a ndar iy u de lus • 

k ir i& tyanui e r e g e £ . fol.l78v.

ibrahim ... a-beyte i-duM de ebreru (15-) £etenta i-yunu fol.24r

Cali de pan£a ... a di sd i-y- ut u de nu biyenb er e (15-) i-ucenta.

f o l . . 2 4r .
v C — 4

mi -figu ... i s a . . . a-kinze de dSztyenbere. fol,177v. 

vall ... a- dizsi ye te de febreru diya-de l u n e s . fol,179r.

5. (unvowelled) al llah tubimus basku de ramadan

al- sageru de uytuberu. fol.24r (3)

= A r ab ic loans

Translation
1 Record to myself, Miguel de Zeyn, in writing, of how I

bought a ram from Granada. 8th May 1574.
2 For the baby that cries a lot, . write this prayer.
3 Record of what I give to my eldest daughter at different

times, 6 pieces of silver plus what I gave her when her 
husband was ill plus a hen plus a measure of wheat.

4 My son Muhammad de Zeyna was born 12th September 1564,
according to the calendar of the Christian heretics.
Ibrahim...22nd February 1571, Ali de Pansa...l8th November 
1580, my son cIsa... 15th December, Ali 17th February, Monday.

5 Thanks be to Godi We had the feast of Ramadan at the end of
October.

1 unvoweled, we read kustando eskire.
2 cryptic symbol: 66, 6666 6 = 1 real.
3 989-990 AH - 1582-1583 AD.
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Transcribing oral varieties into writing presents 
obvious difficulties, whatever the language; essentially 
because a script, including punctuation, is a considerably 
simpler system that exists in as much as it reflects what 
is common to most varieties and registers, yet sufficient to 
enable readers to recall the missing features, intonation, 
for instance. The totality of the accepted written forms 
is accepted as spelling. Any consistent departures fromi
spelling, otherwise called "Error Analysis" are of interest 
to the linguist.

If he can detect the context in which they occur, he 
may have described in fact a rule borrowed from regional oral 
variety. When the speaker/writer is aware of this deviancy 
in his idiom, he attempts to correct it sometimes inappro
priately with respect to the accepted body of rules. This 
phenomenon of compensation is generally known as hyper
correction (1) .

In the first quotation and possibly in the second, the 
author is expressing himself in the most formal style seeking 
to equate it with his idea of "classical" Arabic. What 
attracts immediately one's attention, in view of the date: 
late C16, is the . near complete retrieval of case morphs 
beyond all possible doubt as the text is vowelled. The 
appearance of /e/ - non-existent in formal Arabic - in free 
variation with /a/, at least in initial position, is one of 
these consistent departures from standard form ,

1 Blau (19 65:28) distinguishes between hypocorrect (not 
yet correct) and hypercorrect (correct, but not appro
priate) .
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The second and last quotations illustrate the adaptation 
of a Romance dialect to the Arabic script. The process 
involves further complications which are solved graphically 
as follows:
i) /e/ is expressed as: initial,!" elsewhere  ̂/a/: \<z.

/o/ is expressed as: dL
More often than not there is no way of telling whether /o/ 
or /u/ is meant. This graphic ambiguity constitutes one of 
the major problems of the Aljamiado texts, that of establishing 
when the spelling can be considered phonetic and when not.
From contemporary Christian sources (1) we know that the 
Moriscos spoke differently. Certain Aljamiado texts confirm 
that the Romance variety used is archaic in some respects 
compared to synchronic vernaculars. In their social isolation 
did the Moriscos consciously evolve diverging varieties from 
standard dialects, as a reflection of their cultural identity, 
and in what ways did this contrast from mainstream Romance? 
Without pretending to answer this question fully, the comments 
made in this chapter and the next should be seen as a 'contri
bution to this particular issue.

Returning to the opposition /o/-/u/, the choice of one 
or other in the transcription is random rather than consistent 
with Castilian usage.
ii) The diacritic taSdid or gemination is used for /p/, / X/ 
and /n/. Thus "bb" for /p/, " H "  for /x/ and "nn" for /n/.
iii) The phonemic change that resulted in /x/ in Modern 
Spanish was in its final stages and the quotations reflect 
this fluctuation, either as /$/ or men&aijeru II 23v 
:: ere^eS III 178v :: fidu III 178v hl^a III lr fi§u III 177v.

1 See Chapter 8..
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iv) /g/ is represeated by /g/ and once by /q/.
v) Epenthetic vowels. Aljamia literature is characterized 
by the systematic use of epenthetic vowels to break up con
sonant clusters normal in Romance and similarly consonants 
are introduced to avoid a hiatus.
deskereyentes II 22v :: descreer Pdescreyentes 
kiriyatura III 178r :: criatura 
siya II 22v :: sea

Taking into consideration these conventions applied in 
the above quotations which can be interpreted as phonetic 
realizations and which can not?
i) "e" is in free variation with "a". The divergent 
spelling in I : arrhamu errahimlna confirms the phonetic nature 
of this departure. Poetry in Roman script does not record any 
confusion between /o/ and /u/ in Morisco speakers. This is a 
non-phonetic convention.
ii) The discrete nature /p/ and /n/ seem to have been fully 
captured.
iii) The fluctuation coincides with a similar state in 
Castilian and on that basis may be considered as a phonetic 
reality.
iv) The alternation of /g/ and /q/ for Romance /g/ may be 
reflecting Morisco speech, there is not enough data to reach 
a conclusion.
v) The status of this item is far from clear. The breaking 
up of clusters, diverging so obviously from the official 
language, can only be seen as a countercultural manifestation, 
exceeding the norm present in Alcala and Abenaboo varieties
of Arabic,
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Whether the Aljamiado and Arabic notes in this manuscript 
illustrate a Granadan variety or not is questionable. The 
evidence is circumstantial:
I) Reference to the purchase of an animal from Granada, 
fol.lr (against: it could be a breed).
II) Money. Reales became standard coinage in Castile in 1497.(1)
III) Dating. The use of the complete Christian calendar con
trasts with Aragonese documents. Note the comment "Christian 
heretics", unlikely, we think, from a member of a long-standing 
Mudejar community.

In view of the substantial corpus of Aljamiado texts 
from the Kingdom of Aragon, could this manuscript be one of 
them?

Following the order given in Galmes de Fuentes's study 
of Aragonese inter-ference in El Libro de las Batallas (2), 
dated C16, he enters 38 features. Only those present in the 
text are retained:

Aragonese: Our text: Presence
Absence

2. V C C  * W C C
viyence merke

3. CCe  CC
kuwand kustandu,estandu,se^enta

4. W  — VyV
siya, deskereyenciya siya, de^kereyenteS

Except for u/o case which 
cannot be solved

+
5. Vowel fluctuation 

i/e,i/a,e/a,u/o
8. /!/ initial "11" 

entender llo puede de lu-ke

1 Mackay A.(1981)b, HJB: Aragon had a different coinage. 
Also Circourt (1846:II:Ap).

2 Galmes de Fuentes (1975:II:34ff).
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9. eGC — -* V &  CC
la-spada yes-kiribe-le esta addu€a

11. pl,cl,fl, initial 
survive pulura +

12. /ly/ — ^ "11"
fillo, millores hi§a, fifiu, figu

uytuberu
but ucu, udenta

16 . / c t /  * /yt/
Furuyitas ?

19. Vd j#-*Vt
piyadat piyada4 .berdad

22. preposition + subject 
form of pers. pronoun
a tu , sobre tu +

33. haber "to have"
3rd pers.sing.pres.ind. 
abe ay

35. preposition a  $ ad
in front of V ad-abiUah but a-el ?
+ = same, different Total 13

Conclusion:
Out of 13 features, 8 are negative, 2 can be interpreted 

either way. As for the positive ones, only feature 11 escapes 
discussion. Feature 4 may be considered as instances of 
epenthetic vowels and 22 as a simplification of the personal 
pronoun system with a generalized use of the subject form as 
an umbrella form. The possibility of this manuscript being 
of Aragonese origin seems remote. We include it tentatively 
in the Granadan corpus.
Feature analysis of the Arabic text:

With due regard to the religious character of excerpts 
I and II favouring invocations, that is elliptical or deleted 
patterns, we find:
1. VSO order.
2. One instance of R R R derivation: waliya yatawallay.



Is this feature still productive?
3. Case ending morphs:
kit aba, li-llahi, cala cibadi, but ashadu anna muhammad 0 
together with other .features: gemination and intolerance of 
large clusters (CCC), lost in everyday registers. The pres
ence of these features predisposes the interpretation: it is 
archaic, conservative, formal, stilted, poetic according to 
the apprcjach taken, in which the relative value of these and 
other features has been specified.
6. V deletion is the most frequent pattern.
la sarika la-hu
[I N V->0 I N ] ;
7. Coordination is expressed by wa only.
8. V*an expansion.
ashadu an la illahi ila allah 

v [I v->0 I N I N ] ]
However when these last two features are absent, comprehension
is more difficult in that clauses boundaries are fuzzy:
as-salamu ’‘alayka ayyuha an-nabiyyu wa. . .

?[ N V-*0 I N  N]?? ] ? [I
In this case what is lacking is either clause boundary marks
or intonation. The pause cannot be predicted, neither can the
function of an-nabiyyu.
11, law V. One instance
14. Relativization is expressed by ellafli.
17. Negation by la. See 6.
19. Romance borrowing: none.

Excerpt II, Aljamiado.
The identification of this variety presents very similar 

problems to those met in Maryam al-Mawwaq's letter. The



Aljamiado(1) is a word by word translation and when the
equivalent to the concept cannot be found, then the Arabic
term is borrowed or a new form is coined. The final result
is a Castilian-Moorish admixture, with a Romance surface
structure and an underlying structure almost identical to
that of the Arabic model.
wa ashadu anna muhammad abdu-hu
.i-fagu testigu ke muhammad es su-siyerbu* <
"I bear witness that M. is his servant"
"declaro, atestiguo, atesto, digo bajo juramento" are
Castilian equivalents to ashadu, but not so fagu testigu.
This string is Aljamia, a counter cultural expression with
specific religious associations.
.lu§ siyerbu& de allah lu£ buwenus 

noun adj.
The post position of this adjective is ungrammatical within
a Romance model ='but acceptable in Arabic.
Hybridization (2) affects the surface structure in various 
ways, generating:
i) Ar. stems + R. morphs: sala+es
ii) tautological borrowing: ad-al-allah: to the the God"

R. ? Ar. 
al "the" common to Ar. and R.
iii) neologisms: rrebenesiya£, fagu teltigfu.

From a semantic point of view, this hybrid variety is character
ized at times by a greater degree of ambiguity compared to the 
more specific Arabic model:

1 Aljamiado is a non-Arabic variety in Arabic script.
Aljamia is analysed in Chapter 8.

2 discussed previously, 7.4.1 Maryan al-Mawwaq’s letter.
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az-zakiyatu li-llahi zar.kiy: "pure, chaste, guiltless,
blameless etc."

"Pure things are godly"
: : las kusa£ linpiyas sun ad-allah 
"clean things are godly".

In the linguistic continuum, we describe this variety of 
Aljamia as stage 2 (1), formal in style, closest to Arabic 
and farthest from Romance, used in a religious context, 
thereby distinguishing itself from excerpt III (Aljamiado) 
to be discussed in a later section, in Chapter 8.

It is difficult to measure the change from the period 
extending from the end of Al-Andalus to the final deportation 
from the lack of documents in comparable registers or styles. 
Much has been made of the comment in Abenaboo's letter that 
he had no one at hand to write his correspondence. This state
ment should not be taken to mean that Arabic was no longer 
written and hardly spoken. The last text illustrates more 
satisfactorily, we think, the situation:
a) Written Arabic was used for prayer.
b) Aljamia was used to record family events and business; 
it was creeping into the formal range as an alternative to 
written Arabic. That two doctrinal works were commissioned 
proves beyond doubt that the local uneducated population did 
not understand Spanish. A great number of letters and pre
dictions addressed to the faithful and translated by Castillo 
indicate that Arabic letter-writing was still alive. Unfor
tunately nearly all the originals may be assumed to be lost.

1 See Maryam al-Mawwaq's letter at the beginning of this 
section, magnified section of Table 7.2.1.
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7.4.2 Valencia
While the newly converted Moriscos of Granada were being

harassed, the rights of the Moorish community, settled in
Valencia, were confirmed by the parliamentary provisions of
t îe Cortes of Monzon, in 1510:

"They shall not be deported nor banished from Valencia 
and its towns and country? nor shall they be compelled 
to become Christian? nor shall they, be subjected to any 
restrictions whether in trade or in their dealings with 
Christians."(1)

The death of King Ferdinand in 1516 led to a period of strife 
that swept most of Spain. The city of Valencia was no excep
tion. Recovering from a plague from which the upper social 
classes fled, . attempted to settle old scores against the 
landowners. The conflict between town and country, craftsmen 
and nobility, soon acquired religious undertones. The city 
militias or germanias saw themselves as fighting the Infidel 
at home, since the landowners had drafted their Moorish subjects 
into the battle. Alas for the latter there were no competent 
leaders on their side and the rebels of Valencia held at bay 
the nobility and troops loyal to the king. 1521 saw the first 
mass conversions following closely behind the rampage and 
looting. Eventually the new king, Charles I, pacified the 
region. He took the view that the "conversion" was valid and
that it was a matter for the Church to take the necessary
measures to instruct these new Christians.

A sizeable number of Moslems left Valencia in 1523 as a
result of this change of policy.(2) The Edict of 16th November

1 Circourt (1846:11:452).
2 Ibid., p.189,192. He quotes 5000. To practice Islam 

after "conversion" was to risk death and confiscation 
of property.
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1525 closed the mosques and forbade Islamic ceremonies. A 
period of ten years was set after which the use of Arabic 
and Moorish customs would be illegal. However, surviving 
documents indicate that Arabic was written and spoken right 
through the sixteenth century and very probably up to the 
final deportation of the Moriscos in 1614.(1)

As previously, we refer to a selection of the deeds 
edited by Barcelo, to illustrate the state of Arabic, in the 
region of Valencia, during the sixteenth century. The two 
first ones, considered together, are previous to the dis
ruption caused by the germanias. The hint about leaving, 
in the letter, reveals a general state of unease.
I. Doc. 149, dated 1511: Witness's account. (2) 
wa-anna s a cat wusul-h min balans iyat ila balad gabal 1-kubra 

waqafa cala atlq 1-mad kur wa qala la-h s ihr gir unl qusalbuh 

yurid min -k  t a b €at la-h 1 - qurasat llatl la-h *inda-k carlyat 

li-anna 1-hagat la-h fayran akldatan&$Wta-H 3rma£Kur

qala la-h kull ma qala la-k sihr girunl qusalbuf) haqq la kin 

as la ft -ha ana ila cabd 1- ka rl m £-£atibi wa- lay sa anS naqdur cala 

nqada-ha min yad-h fa- cabd s-salama 1- ma dkur ma^a ila balad

 ̂ _ r « V — c
undarat wa talaba-ha ila abd 1-karim 1- ma dkur fagawaba-h abd 

1-karlm wa qala la-h qul l i - catlq 1-kinani anna-h ma yaqdur 

yakud 1 - qurasat min yayid (3) ilia fl bunt s-sayf li-anna akl mata 

min agl -h wa-anna catlq wa cabd s-sa lam  ma'Saya ila balansigat wa 

waqafa cala sihr gi run l qusalbuh sahib 1 - quras at wa qala la-h (at£q 

1-margub min-k tanzur ma turid n u ctiq min da rahi m fi 1- qurasat

li-annifa.slaft -ha t̂ a laysa ana naqdur fala radd -ha li-yad-ay

/ _ - la-k _ „
fagawaba-h s-sihr 1-madkur wa qala ma nuhdbb fi-ha darahim wa law

1 Cf. Labarta (1980).
2 Barcelo Torres (1982:580ff).
3 HJB: sic: yadayya? ?
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VALENCIA Doc.149. Barcelo" Torres (19 82 : 580f f) , Part I.
j* ^  ^

c/ 0 *̂ J ) £̂  c>-* -> <** .o^
•J~ _y — *

0  ̂ ^ 0 y ̂  «3 \ L. Ji.il aJ • - - -".
<J> i ,/V* ^  ^ ^ 3 y < > ^  cy J l>

ffoL̂l... I ^'J cvĴ *"
* o* V:l ^  3 ,̂ -b LJl ->̂  <J' b'« »

-Kfc ^  3 >1> cj^~* j ̂ 'J*\

oa 3 \j- j jf'+il
.Va.L j ->-v. U °j\ ;j>u£3\ jr-̂ j j* <•] j “Vs-

0*-V. sir* <t̂-» _-r-*3'
0 -̂ £> <jl 3  ̂*>• ^  cM o  ̂  a !1> J  iM

U-i-o f liill! jux 3 
tv 3^^ u^6 J  3 4r?*-'‘*>V o"

O-r^ ^ <3̂  3 <*">
Jr ^  >  «> '-XiJd»j 3 -^ ’ U ^_L' tC-. v  y. ^ l

vrVJ 3 lv<-L~> I ( j  V -L-* Jii'

*• ^ 3 -rV̂ ' cy>-3 U >3 cA6, ,̂ >*J ^
^ J a  ̂V  krr* *r̂

cJL*«V ^ lyj—L3 L» Jl* ' ̂ .> ® *~ f-» <-̂ X
<—"-̂  • j '-_- >̂ ‘ Ig j ij

J Ay v/-,-/̂r**> ,'^AC’ X̂*~* O’* ̂  d"*'*'1 3
^ l_>i u> X-v* j~*i 

»&• -*_> fX J l j^xJ JU  (J^-Lfr o' 3  ^  'Xa \jy v _
— * <J* cr̂ *"1

a^>ju j «ru-iJiJ\ _̂> \̂ JL* ' 3- ^  0 U  3

v>J ^
%J 0 *̂  ̂ ^  C ■>rt J ^

'^131 v 3 Lif u r X  ^ Ĵ » I*



VALENCIA Docs . 149 ,150 . Barcelo7 Torres (1980 : 581, 586-7) ,
^ V»' d* d t ] \ j 3

oj£a. 1^3 Uo-e. 3 
aL* ly _vl I U

o' L) J U  3 *i >Xi* <> c/lr** b-A* J ± 4

^  '-:l J**!.

bJ* 3 c A * ^  J -A' <> 3^-*' d  d'Af ’X >  1— **

* i*.» j  ̂ JLc a*>«
a'4, 3 *£ c A  jA-*^' (*3*» tJ«- 4

Ji- *  , ^
V  j ̂  j ĵt

t/jJl V  i,Vi' f; 1« v.* 1

4  if 4~**i (J0 ar-^1 C r ^ b  >4 3  J-_/

cr^ ^  3 j !.*** ^  S.. ^  ^

3 .£> Ui o-*-^ 0 3 ^ cr^ 1 -=—*3)1 '-N
#

X *  J- *'̂  d Jp—*-• -y ̂  lAi 
b*3 ■*> ,‘̂-* ̂  o' A  O' ) ^ <r?-,Ĵ

cl *11 xa£t } fy*̂
3 >3 I* (j>3) ̂  (j4> r* u ̂  d j— °* d jjJ j-4 b

y  J >4 fyO* «Ĵi'
 ̂.d 3 Vi ^ b»)l U   ̂ ■* * 3 y'”’̂"° L*-^ ^  3*^

^  'b gl ^
0* *p^ i/ ̂  3d* 3 *t. d y*1*"̂* 3 ’ <2. •-» , Lj".

- A  d* 3 yrr* >.

C/> L X  *J uJ* 0[ <->4 ^  AiJjil
> U  Jr*y'

A  ̂  .T̂  0 ̂  c_J _r‘a-' ' ■—*> I* I \  lyjkjâ

iff'i ^  o*u'J
* t j i  6^0^ 3 l2 ^-^*. Ô JL [bj

f... Ul] Jr-y'
J3 , J Vjĵ A. y»3 /i'r* >*
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iatayt -ni fi-ha ‘asrat duqad ma qabi"lt -ha min-k fa-nzur hllat fl

raha (1) li-yaday wa alladi naqdur na^mal la-k min karamat nasbir alay-k

sahrayn tatlub-ha wa ta^mal gahd ~k fl ikrag-ha fl hada 1-agl wa

anna catlq qala li- cabd s-salam nurid min-k tam£i li-sihr giruni

qusalbuhtanzur in kana taqdur ala muwafaqat-na fl 1-qurasat

wa nuztiy =h talatina £urnigj fi-ha fa-masa 'kbd s-salam li-sihr

girun.i wa qala la-h kull ma qala la-h atiq fagawaba-h n-nasrani

\ wa qala la-h gul li- catlq in-nl qad quit la-h ma nuhibb fi-ha

darahim wa law cata-ni fi-ha ‘asrat duqad ma akdat -ha min-h

Translation    ~ 1°**
As he was reaching gabal 1-kubra (Tavernes) from Valencia, 
he stopped the said cAtIq and said to him: -The son-in- 
law of Geroni Gosalbo wants you to send him the breast
plate that you have on loan because he needs it immedi
ately? urgently.- 'Atiq replied: -All he (the son-in-
law) ,told you is true, but I have lent it to ‘Abd 1-karim 
el- SatibI and I cannot get him to yield it.- So ‘Abd 
is-salam went to Ondara to ask for it from ‘Abd l-karlm
who told him: -Tell cAtiq el-Kinaml that he will only
take it from me at the point of a sword, as my brother 
died on its account.- And cAtiq and vAbd is-salam went 
to Valencia to the son-in-law of Geroni Gosalbo, the 
owner of the breast-plate and ^tiq said to him: -My
request (is) that you consider what you want me to give 
you by way of money for the breast-plate, as X have lent 
it and I am not in a position to bring about its return.- 
The son-in-law replied: -I do not want money for it; even
if you were to offer 10 ducats, I would not accept them.
So see about finding a way to my retrieving it; what I
can do as a favour is to let two months pass before claim
ing it and try your utmost to produce it in that time.
And ^.tiq said to cAbd is-salam: -I want you to go on
my behalf to the son-in-law of G.G. and see what you can 
do as to my position (on my behalf) concerning the 
breast-plate. I shall give him 30 pieces (silver-tornes) 
for it.- *Abd is-salam went to him and told him all 
cAtIq had said. The Christian replied: -Tell fAtIq
that I told him I do not want any money for it. Even
if he were to give me 10 ducats, I would not take them 
from him.

1 HJB: sic, probably " ^ ) " with a missing " >



II. Doc. 150, dated 1513: Letter from Yahya Yacqub and the
A1jama.of Relleu to Don Gisbert d r0ms, their landlord.(1)
n a crifu-k kayf waqafa ^alay-na nasrani min sisunah wa-qala la-na 'in 
[ r V [ I 7 I N  * N I N ] ] [I V I It [I
ya'mal la-na gir qadr alladi tahta# diyafat=k yuqal la-h antuni 
7 I N  N N [ N >  ' N ]]][ V I N  N

bru-£un£i wa nahnu, tahaddat-na ma^a-h cala sawum (2) wa catina-h fl 1-gir 
] [I * N * 7 I N I  N ] [I ’v I N

<ala sawum l-qaflz cala turnag l-qaflz aqlib =h wa *ala suld gubi : wa 
I N N I * N N N I I N N ] [I .

huwa qala in kana saway wa lakin yurid tusuqrar law aqdur alladi
N V ] [I 7 N ] [I I 7 [ 7 [ I V ]  [ N "

yaemal imma ml. 'iatayn qafiz aw arbacat mi 'iah aw alf aw lladi
7 J N I I ]]][I N ‘

nurid wa huwa radi ya§I bi-kallasu ila nafs -h min kull ma
V ] [ I N  V* [ V J ” W “ I N I N ]] [ N V-*0

yahta§ wa la yurid taqdir wa la say ilia fi 1-w.aqt alladi yakun 
‘N ][ I I 7 [ 7 I I  ]][ I I N [ N ~ 7

maca muI tadsif (3) kama dukira wa lakin yurid .tacmal la-h 
I N ] V ] [ I  -7 ] [I I V [ 7 I N
bara'at min yaday-k bi- lladl tusuqrar la-h wa min kabar in kana 

N I [ I  N ‘ V IN]]]
diyafat-k turid tacmal rahan 1-yawm wa 1-hamdu llahi la-na ma# e t

T C v ^
katir li- alia la-h kamsuna *ama lam yakun fi-ha ma qadr alladi 

1-yawm huwa nargabu min diyafat=k tanzur wa tunsif la-na 1-malh 

wa 1-gabaliriyah wa ida tagi 1in £a allah nuctuk matac~fc wa nabsu 

fi yadaykwa nuzullu min fikr ~h min bartir wa min haggat . t-tut

1-waraqah hiya tatlub fa-tacrif kayf anna dun rudrigu di bimunt 

arsal ragil yatlub -ha ila 1-kira fa- nta nzur in kana turid 

takriy=ha gawaba-na wa in kana gayr dalika [gawab-na] bi- U a d i  

yazhur la-k wa in kana turid tucti -ha bi-nusf arsal ...(4)

Let me inform you how a Christian from Jijona dropped 
in on us. He said that he would make us some lime in 
the amount Your Lordship needs. They call him Antoni 
Brotons. We discussed the price and offered for the 
lime in moulds, 1 piece (silver-tornes) per measure 
and in bulk, cash. He said it was little, but he wants

1 Barcelo Torres (1982:586ff).
2 probably suma to coincide with Romance suma "sum"
3 HJB: probably tansif.
4 tear.
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you to vouch for the amount made, be it 200 measures, 
400, 1000 or whatever we want. He agrees to supply 
at his expense what is needed without charging anything, 
but the moment it is done, concerning the money, you 
pay him as stated, but he wants written confirmation 
in your hand in which you sponsor the work.
By the way, if Your Lordship agrees to building a 
mill now - May God bless you for it! - the level ?
(of water) has never been as high and in this quantity 
in the last 50 years as today. We beg Your Lordship
to consider paying us for the salt and the mounts and
when you come - God willing! - we shall give you your 
due and kiss your hand, and give up the idea of leaving. 
As for the matter of the mulberry (trees), the leaf is 
in demand as Don Rodrigo de Beaumont sent someone to 
take a lease on it. See if you want to lease it, let 
us know, if otherwise tell us what you have in mind;
if you want to lease half, send us... We are your
servants in the measure of our possibilities and more.

The two texts complete each other, as I is in direct speech
and II is a factual letter.
Feature analysis
1. Word order: V S 0, but more instances of S V 0 in I

I
sihr ... yurid min-k tabcat ^
[ N 
2.
3.
4.
5.

6 . 
7.

V I N [ v 3 ]
RRR derivations:
Case ending morphs:(0 in Vocabulista C13.) 
Redundant article: 1-qurasat llatl 
Particles: bct used with la is an innovation I
as in z 11 " " min II
V deletion:
w a [---] fat---] coordination

_ II
flexible + 
+ +

1 case 
+

+
+

8 .

9.
10. 
11.

fa-nzur I 
[I V 1
V *an

fa-tacrif II 
[I V 1

V li V: This Valencian feature has disappeared. - 
Not in texts.
We find this odd string in II: + +
tusuqrar law aqdur



12. Kama V:
13. Relativization: ma V^kull ma qala li~k sihr X

N [N V I N ' N ]
min kull ma yahtag 
I N [N V ]

14. alladi V
15. 11atI V
16. Negation: ma V
17. la V
18. lam V
19. Romance borrowing is restricted to lexical items, 

used as slot fillers for N components, with the 
exception of tusuqrar, a hybrid form: tu (Ar.) + V, 
where V is Romance a-segur.ar and bartlr partir.

Although both texts offer a high number of present 
features, there are others which escape the grid, for instance:
i) The appearance of pronoun subjects observed in Granadan 
Arabic (cf. Alcala, Abenaboo).
ii) The loss of the invariant in V an strings seen previously 
as well (cf. Elegy, Alcala).
I. sihr ... yurid min-k tab*at ...

[N V I N [ V
II. la yurid taqd ir 

I V [ V ]
iii) Common to P d e  Alcala (1) , we find alladi after (I) ,
which diverges from the usual (N) alladi, but converges with
Romance ccn lo que, por lo que, pointing to a relexicalization
N — > I. The absence of the antecedent N supports this view.
II. $awab-na bi-alladl yazhur

V [ N V . . .]
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I II 
_ +
+ +

+ +
+ ~
+ +

+
- +
+ + 
12? 13

1 7.4.1.



iv) na+ V in both texts and the use of I (kayf) are 
features still present in Maghribi dialects.
V. With reference to point (iii) llatl seems to be a hyper
correction where the loan antecedent is assumed to be feminine, 
which it is in Romance but not in Arabic, i.e. sayf espada
"sword". 1-qurasat llatl la-h 

N N V->0 I N

Since we referred to missionary texts in Granadan Arabic, 
we should mention the Doctrina Cristiana en Lengua Araviga 
y Castellana written for the newly converted of the Kingdom 
of Valencia, which appeared in 1566 and is sometimes associated 
with the name of Don Martin de Ayala, who patronized the work.(1) 
The effort has been seriously criticized in modern times by 
Ribera as little more than gibberish (2). He qualifies this 
statement by saying that the work does retain some value, pro
vided it is used as a glossary, that is, as the basis of a 
lexical study of this vernacular. For the author translated 
the Spanish original, word by word, into its Valencian Arabic 
equivalent, with the resulting incongruity. Perhaps this 
judgement is too severe. On the one hand, this is a rather 
bookish approach, if used consistently, for translating the 
Liturgy into the very "inferior" but lively common speech.
On the other hand, we refer the reader to the Appendix for 
The Lord's Prayer. Where the Ayala version departs from 
Alcala, it is often close to the Maltese version; however, owing 
to the method of translation as explained by the author (3), 
the Arabic text lacks the rigour of Alcala. For this reason, 
coupled with the limitations associated with doctrinal works

1 Roque Chabas ed. (1911) Valencia.
2 (1911:vi) Introduction: "calco disparatado e ininteligible. .11
3 Roque Chabas (1911:24).
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for the study in progress, we shall not refer to it further, 
except to confirm phonological change.

The last 2 or 3 illustrations that complete the sample 
of Valencian Arabic in the years leading up to the final 
deportation of the Moslem communities, are an agreement and 
correspondence:
III. Agreement as to the settlement of a ransom, dated 15 87 (1).
IV. Correspondence. Momblanch collection, dated 159 5-6 (2).
Ill mimu-r~ya wa bayan min aladi huwa ya-h-rata.r sulayman ban 

[ N I N [ I N N V , N
muQumad ban alamin sulay-man almi - dwar huwaya-hti sulayman ban

N ][ N V N
muhumad ila sulayman al midwar-mitay tur-nify qak-til-yanu& fi yas 

I N  N ][ I N
yakrig ila waladu (ala had al-wakla min a-nahar huwa-ya-hti-h

V I N  I N ][ I N N V
alq-taca huwa-ya-ti-h sa-hray min amad wakn asya kmal la-hum yahti-h

* N ][ N V N I Nj [I I I  V I N ][ V
alagna-tay faia taman qul tuman tala - ta lasr rati wahida huwa al-haq 

N I N  N N ' ] [I N N V-*0 N ]
wa bacd al~haq as-fi-ha ila adalal wa-ragibu ila-ya ahmad a-sakan
[ I I  ' N I I N V+0 I N ] [I V I ][ * N
katabt bay-na-hum birada a^ini-bay wa sar 29 yam min hahr kuta-nbar

V I  N I N N ]
alad min had 1587. £ahad muhumad al-qagun...

 = Romance lexical item........... ... .= hybrid form

Translation
Record and statement in which they? - Sulayman bnu 
Muhumad and Sulayman Al Midwar - settled upon the follow
ing: he, Sulayman bnu Muhumad gives to Sulayman el
Midwar 200 pieces (of silver - Castilian torneses), 
with them? to free his son, upon this authorization; 
from the day he gives him the money, he gives him a 
period of two months (to do so). If the money should 
not be enough, he offers him two orchards for the total 
value of 13 pounds?. This is the truth. Apart from it, 
there is nothing but falsehood and I, Ahmad el Sakan, 
was asked and I wrote (this) for both and they agreed 
to the contents. This was 29th September of this year 
1587. (The following) bear witness, Muhumad el Qa^un...

1 Labarta (1980a:115-117).
2 Docs. 270 and 212. Barcelo (1982:656-7, 703-5). 

Doc. 270 has been previously edited and analysed by 
Harvey (1971:81-103).
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\ ^ ut On j 1$ J r? VALENCIA Docs. Memoria (a)
 Labarta (1980a: 115)0!-^0JCr4* Doc. 270 . (b)

^  jJL X  J J i J f  'J, Harvey (1971:81ff)
.... Doc. 212 (c)

* 'S' Barcelb Torres (1982 : 656)
C-r̂- ^  u~: Ji *-C?.£ S
->*>' 0* Lfti* J* j* ji> VI

•• - I It • • *s/ ^ ^  >  ,/w» ^• ^ • 4 / •« // •/ / • J + / / •// • / • / /
(’-i oC Jul ̂  ^  /i ̂  ^  j/
U~ J* Cr—' J* ̂  oW* ‘S'V• • *

y ^  j i » >  y - u ;  j ;

IfJJ jfii vi uli ĵ ii n* ^  \ vjl- ̂

Of r*- 29 - j- > yji s>r1 X9.*
1587  j. j, j)i Jj il; (b) J

vl-̂ VI AOU
*sx! ô **i 4̂"•

(a) cl/'-'V; û- • ’■*** o’ ̂ *1̂  U ̂*Lj   ->
^ J V  -

Cr-*9 cr̂ —̂  ^  tJfi jJ\ 7./y .♦ _1* 'jJlL
V'**i O* J .cf ^ 1 0 -̂** ,) ».L\ ^ £SS j-j i

C*--0 ^sAwi o 1
-•■» * ^  O"? C»>*' X 7^,,,’ p i cX-X.
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Quoting briefly Labarta, this is what she has to say on this
particular text. She draws attention to the loss of word
boundaries and more specifically to the following points:
. Loss of quantity: e.g. alamin'(al r amin), had (hada).
. Gradual loss of pharyngalized consonants: e.g. yaht (yafty),
adalal (ad-dalal) or hesitation: qul(kullu)
. Loss of initial glottal stop.
. Loss of gemination.
. Loss of final n, in dual morphs:-ay (-ayn)
. Reduction of diphthong aw to a: yam (yawm)
. Use of huwa as "dummy" pronoun.
. Use of ila for ]-i, converging with Romance a el.
'. Use of verb kan with a conditional value deriving from /in-kan/ 
. Use of as_ to mark negation.

The breaking up of the triliteral root system, a key 
feature in our framework and the resulting loss of identity: 
e.g. alq taca, fi yas yakri# would indicate that a significant 
change has taken place. We see this stage as the last before 
the Arabic script came to be used to convey Romance and the 
occurrence of the hybrid form ya=h-ratar (ya:Ar.+ tratar:R. 
non-finite V component) as a symptom of this trend. In fact, 
with the exception of Labarta1s last two remarks, which refer 
to the appearance of two new forms, the rest may be seen as 
reflecting a general drift towards convergence with Romance.
The last features are absent or in free variation, and there
fore non-pertinent in Romance. Finally, we think, on the 
basis of the Doctrina1s transcription, that ila and yam were 
realized as [ile] and [yem]. The difficulty is to assess 
whether we have a new phoneme or to what extent this phone had 
spread and the contexts in which it occurred.



The feature analysis will appear together with that of the 
last text.
I V a . Doc. 2 7 0.(1)
f a - t a r s a l  q u r r i w  a - b f a - l l  y a k u n  f i - h a  
[IV N ] [I V I N ]
w a - k a m  1 a - h a  t a n c a t a  / w a - f i  a s - s a ca n a r s a l a - h  l a - k  a w  n a g c a l a - h  
[I I I N V * ] [I I ‘ * N V I N] [I V N
f i  a t - j a b l a  m a t a  b a l a n s i y a  w a  n a r  /  s a l l a - k  s i d u l a  m i n  b i - h a  
I ‘ N I N ] [I V N N I I N
l i - n i f a s a r  i n n a  a q u s t i £  m a t a c i y a k u n  k u l l i - ^ 1  / w a  i n  k i n  y a k u n  
I N [?I N I N V N] ] [I I V

f i - h a  b i b  m a f t u h  l i - d i k  a s - s a y  ca n  i n n a  /  a n i  q a t a  ct i - l a - k  k a m  I N N  • * z - N ] [? I N ‘ V • [ I
t a h t l  . . .

v  3]
b . D o c . 212, dated 1596 , 

sayid tsuqr-1 (2) cazza-k allahu ani qabat ^ala yadayn katan-1 

giruni sahfa artal wa kams ... (3) sulde had 7.15, al-kurah

al-bartib am yahti-nl say aqbal al-yam ki-yakun katbat-lak 

fl sugul al-kirl wa min sabab 'inna as-fl-ha...masala s irti ya am 

naktub-lak qabl al-yam fi cawn min allah hinat nazbiru... (3J 
yakun £ugul kitir tayib.katan-i giruni yahaddat-ak asat ani 

yam ...(3) quyizadu nakbir '‘ila siyaditak fi alladi yakun 

fi-ha aw naipsi ani li canda siyad . . wa li-ziyad *ilia as-salam 

calay-ik min bani raza fl 17 min sahr yinir ram 1596 ila 

alladi tamarn-i luwis al-gazi.
Translation
a. Send, then, a courier by the post; "put him in the picture" 

(let him know) how much is required and I shall send it to 
you soon or put in the "bank" of Valencia. I shall send 
you a statement that the costs are all mine, if there is a 
way out in this matter as I have spent all you gave me...

b. My Lord (and) Father-iniaw, May God strengthen you!
I have received from Geroni, my brother-in-law, 7 pounds 
and ... coins, i.e. 7.15., the remainder of the share as

1 Harvey (1971:202).
2 HJB: hybrid form or loan: suqr + -I
3 BT; wear or bear R. Ar.



to that (which) you are giving me. I would have 
written to you before (but) because there is nothing 
sure about the renting, I have not done so.
With the help of God, we are arranging...it is a 
very good thing. My brother-in-law Geroni will 
tell you about it at greater length. I shall take 
care to inform you, My Lord, about it or to come 
and (see) you. Nothing else but to wish you peace, 
from Benirredra, 17th January 1596. At your 
service, Luis el-Gazf.
These last and chronologically later illustrations are 

of some interest becaue they show in most cases the previous 
stages to the changes seen in document III. Thus we .can 
observe the intermediary process, taking into consideration 
that IVa and b are in the same hand:

IVa IVb III

.Loss of quantity yakun^yakun
fi-ha

yakiln
eam

fi-ha
am

.Loss of pharynd. CC or hesitation tan f atl^tahtl yahtinl yaht
salan kams -

.Loss of initial glottal stop inna Inna
'am

alamin
.Loss of gemination nar-sal-lak yahaddatak a-nahar
.Loss of final C - yadayn sahray
.Reduction of aw aw aw

cawn
yam yam

.Use of huwa as "dummy" - - huwa-yahti

.Use of iia for li ila siyadit-ak?ila-waladu

.Use of kan (cond.) in kin yakun - wakn

.Use of as neg. asflha asya kmal 
asfiha

The gradual loss of identity of boundaries, so noticeable in 
III, which simultaneously may be interpreted as the fading out
of the concept of the triliteral root is active in both texts:
IVa: narsalah lak; nar sal-lak ; kulliSi

Summing up, document III, although earlier in time (1587)
reflects a more advanced stage of change, a greater state of 
divergence from the formal styles or registers of Arabic. To 
say that the scribe of IV was more proficient is too simple 
an explanation to account for the drift between a and b, over 
a period of months, towards greater similarity with III.



Feature analysis
1. Ill, flexible.

IV, mainly SVO with the presence of pronoun subjects 
(ani hinat).

2. Derived forms from R R R roots: see notes above.
4. Articles. In III redundant use of the article: alagnatay. 

In IVa: fl ajp-tabla mata balansiya.
5. Particles, innovations: see notes above. fi ya^ in III 
fi-as is another derived form from as (cf. Granadan Arabic). 
mata is used as a caique of de: tabla mata balansiya.
6. V deletion. In III: wahida huwa al-haq

[I N~V->0 N ' N ]
7. wa...fa. Not in III, but present in IV.
14. alad/aHadl are present, yet there is evidence that fi yas
in III and inna, am in IV are being used in this function:

al-bartit_ . am yahtinl say.
N ’ [? *V N ]

Since aladI is constantly preceded by an invariant, can one 
assign the function of relativization to this form, rather 
than a common function to all these instances, that of quasi
conjunction of an invariant nature (cf. relexicalization)?
17. Negation: see notes above.
19. Romance borrowings. See previous comments. We note
the use of the Christian calendar and the spread of loans
beyond the adoption of technical terms, as in IV:
ani yam. . .quyizadu nak~bo;r ila siyaditak fi alladi yakun fi-ha 
[N V N * ~ [ "V I N I [ N V I N ] ] ]

a usted en lo que hay de eso.
which we see as an extended caique with a Romance underlying
structure.
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DIACHRONIC TABLE OF FEATURES FOR THE REGION OP VALENCIA IN C16

Features Doc.
Dated

.1 Word Order VSO 

. Morphemic alternations
2. Derived forms RRR
3. Case ending morphs
4. Articles
5. Particles
6. V — » 0
7. wa fa
. Subordination
8. V 'an
9. V li
10. V fala 'an
11. law V
12. kama V
. Relativization
13. ma V
14. lladl V
15. llatl V
. Average no. of nested clauses 
. Negation
16. ma V
17. la V
18. lam V
.19 Romance borrowing 
TOTAL

I II
149 150
1511 CDS) 1513

flexible +

+
+

1 case 
+

+
+
+

1 to 2

+
12?

+
+
+
+
13

III

1587

none

IVa&b
207&212
1595-96

+?

+
+
?
4*

less than 1

+ caique 
6?

The division, the reader will remember, is to mark the period before and 
after the prohibition of the use of Arabic. The results are clear. 
Within the same register/style the documents written at the end of the 
century present half the features of those dated at the beginning. As 
Labarta carmen ted (1) the number of nested clauses is significantly 
small in her corpus as it is in our study and this correlates with the

1 Labarta (1980) II jomadas.



decrease in present features. We understand this as a 
simplification process towards pidginization.

Comparisons have been attempted between the Arabic dia
lects of Granada and Valencia? the task has not become easier 
over the years. Whereas there is now a substantial corpus 
for Valencia, the sources are few for the region of Granada, 
giving a fragmentary, if not contradictory, picture. In the 
circumstances, our conclusions can only be of a preliminary 
nature.

Ribera was among the first to consider the two varieties
as different dialects (1). His approach is essentially
phonetic, based on the realizations of given phonemes in
cognates:

Valencian Ar. Granadan Ar.
necerani nicrani "Christian"
mata mite "with, of"
meute mautf "dead"
anna enna "that" conjunction

He observes that the imala or vocalic shift from [a] to [el 
had progressed a stage further in Granadan Arabic. Where [a] 
occurs in Valencian, the Granadan cognate shows [e] or the 
1st stage of the shift; and where [e] is realized in Valencian 
there is [i] or the 2nd stage in the Granadan variety. He 
concludes these brief remarks with two interesting suggestions
i) that there must have been consonantal differences in
these varieties. Colin has studied epenthetic vowels and 
cluster reduction in Granadan Arabic (2); the peculiar behav- 
iou of dental fricatives in this same variety has been re
searched by Alonso (3) and others; and

1 Ribera y Tarrago (1911:vii) also in (1928:332).
2 Colin (1928).
3 Alonso (1967:vol.I), Galmes de Fuentes (1962).



ii) more directly relevant to this study, that the use of 
particles is region bound. The example he gives is the 
neutralization of ila "to+movement" and li "to" indirect 
object marker to a simplified ambiguous form le, in Valencian 
ile. We shall return to particles, but first let us compare 
the texts themselves.
A) The Lord’s Prayer (1)
Granada (1505) Valencia (1566)
Gualiduna /waliduna/ Huildine /wildine/
Alcala is more conservative a is retained.
fa cemeguet/fa semewet/ fe cemehuet/fe semewet/

[9 ?] (Ar.samawat) [© ?]
Both N components show same degree of vocalic shift. The
realization of fa for fi occurs in the two varieties. In
In Abenaboo it is part of a general analogical process
affecting "enclitic" particles. This does not seem to have
been the case in Valencian.
cuducun i zmuqwi/quduzu i©muk/{2)
illustrates the consonantal alternation of the dental frica
tives typical of Granada. Compare with:

yetqueddec icmeq / 
yatqaddas izmek/ (Ayala)

and Maltese jitqaddes ismek for Arabic /Q-DDS S-M-/
t I cKobzane culli yaumi a atinehu

Alcala is more conservative than Ayala, with regard to 
Ribera’s remarks. As mentioned previously, the context is 
liturgical. It is not a case of hypercorrection, but of 
stylistics; as such it is not representative of everyday usage.

1 Appendices.
2 Alonso r =ts Castilian.
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Ayala’s version is consistent with document IV. However the 
difficulty of validating this kind of analysis should be 
apparent.
B) The letters of Abenaboo, on the one hand, and Luis el- 
Gazi, on the other, should present more realistic material. 
Both are native speakers requesting some form of help in 
their affai.rs. It is unfortunate there are so few documents 
of this sort.

Cross dialectal table of features for late C16

Features
1. Word Order VSO 
Morphemic alternations
2. Derived forms RRR
3. Case ending morphs
4. Articles
5. Particles
6. V 0
7. wa[] fa[]
. Subordination
8. V 'an
9. V li
10. V fala 'an
11. law V
12. kama V
. Relativization
13. ma V
14. Uadi V
15. llatl V
.No. of nested clauses per string 
. Negation
16. ma V
17. la V
18. lam V
.19 Romance borrowing

Granada: 
Abenaboo 
1570

+

+

+
+

+
+

Valencia: 
L. el Gazr 
1595-1596

+?
+
+
+

+
less than 1

+
8/19

+
5 /19

The number of present features is near equal in both varieties, 
about 1/3 of the total possibilities. One might say that this 
would increase the difficulties in establishing their separate 
identity. Before answering this point, let us say that these
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tables may be and should be read in more than one direction.
If one considers, for a start, the absent features and more 
particularly the ones that have disappeared after a certain 
date, one can track specific variations involved in linguistic 
change taken as a whole. These two varieties have become SVO 
dialects, where VSO is a stylistic alternative. Both have 
lost case ending morphs, a feature common and characteristic 
of Romance and Arabic vernaculars.

Considering the 3' remaining blocks of features: subordina
tion, relativization and negation. The almost complete dis
appearance of the two first and the weakening of relativization 
suggest a parallel process in’Valencian and Granadan Arabic, 
a simplification of a similar nature with the loss of specific 
rules while retaining an umbrella rule producing a single form 
that will serve in a greater number of contexts. Taking nega
tion to illustrate the case, lam ceases to be used, then 
according to the variety and this choice is dialect bound, 
either ma or la survives as negation mark, extending its domain 
to include the domains of lost forms. To compensate for the 
new ambiguity and consequent vagueness of the umbrella form, 
other forms can and are used for a time in a negative fashion, 
e *9 * 3-3-la or new forms emerge like <as in the later texts.
We see this trend as taking place in the other blocks of features. 
Clearly lladl is another such umbrella form, with a gradual 
erosion of its status, from the moment it collocates with a 
preceding invariant. The selection of lladl as the umbrella 
form entails the obsolescence of llatl, ma, man which, in turn, 
implies the loss of a series of rules related to concord, 
antecedents and ultimately anaphoric pronouns. All of which 
existed in the past in the formal range of the language continuum,



and this correspondence we are analysing falls within this 
range. From this perspective, one could describe this new 
function of lladl as a process of simplification. To assess 
the importance of this process it is necessary to observe it 
in a wider context, e.g. that of "languages in contact".

We think that historical change consists, in part, in 
simplification; this is balanced by a gradual restructuring 
in the shape of innovations: the emergence of new features (1) 
and relexicalization. As long as the two processes are active 
and the dialect responds to the demands of its users, it 
evolves and survives, even in a situation of competition.
The emergence of umbrella forms reveals a critical state within 
a variety; where they are not followed by an increase in innova
tions as explained, the variety will change its linguistic 
status to become a creole or pidgin depending on the external 
pressures exerted by the competing prestige varieties.

Coming back to the samples under consideration, what 
features do they share?
. Derivation from triliteral stems, with a fading of the 
feature in some varieties of Valencian Arabic.
. The appearance of new particles indicates that some re
structuring is taking place.
■ lladl survives in both dialects. The question raised is 
whether it still marks relativization, or whether it has 
broadened its scope to include that of an invariant (+conjunction) 
. la is still the all-purpose negative mark, although it is 
losing its ground to the new form as.
. Romance borrowing. The frequency and theitype of borrowing

1 In Romance, the definite article originated in a similar 
fashion from the relexicalization of ille, formerly a 
member of the demonstrative set.



is an indication of the inroads of the languages in competition 
Again there are several stages: (i) The adoption of single 
lexical items as slot fillers such as proper names or techni
cal terms. (ii) The second stage is reached with the appear
ance of hybrid forms, when the rules governing the receiving 
variety are applied to the loan. (iii) A further stage occurs 
when the borrowing is such as to perturb the underlying 
structure and the above-mentioned rules cease to apply in 
specific patterns. (iv) The caique reflects the presence of 
a foreign deep structure, the slots of which or the ultimate 
nodes are occupied by items originating from the receiving 
variety.

The Granadan letter shows instances of stages (i) and (ii) 
The Valencian contains evidence covering stage (i), possibly 
stage (ii) (al-bartitf) and stage (iv) . This conclusion re
inforces the hypothesis as to the onset of pidginization or 
creolization, expanded in the last paragraph.

Dialectal Differentiation
. Derivation is more productive in Granadan Arabic, with 
another development commented upon, tolerance of 3 consonant 
clustering. This would depress mutual intelligibility between 
sister dialects and at a different level, complicate decoding 
operations.
. Particles. Recalling. Ribera1s observation about particles 
being dialect specific, composites of a£ are numerous in the 
Granadan dialect: a|ma; a^makin; bix (elegy); ida£; lawa£ 
(Dorador); they seem less so in the Valencian: fi ya£. Whereas 
in the Valencian, there are instances of vowel changes in 
enclitic particles: fa for fi, the process has gone further



in Abenaboo with ba for bi and la for li. This la "to" is 
homonymous with la (negation) which is either substituted for 
by another negative form -as- or evolves into le (Alcala,
Dorador) forming a minimal pair la le, confirming /e/ as a 
phoneme in the vocalic system. In Valencian as Ribera stated 
ila/ile is becoming an umbrella form resulting from loss of 
distinction between phonetically similar items and when 
followed by an N (pronoun) component it affixes unto a V 
component in most cases. In Granadan li and ila retain their 
separate functions.
. Subordination. Granadan Arabic has traces of subordination:
V yina pattern, and the average number of nested clauses per 
string is greater than in Valencian Arabic.
. The same is true of relativization. In the former ma V is used 
along with lladl V, consequently this form is not isomorphic 
with the Valencian lladi which has greater scope and greater 
ambiguity.

With these brief remarks, we have attempted to define 
what Alonso del Castillo and other contemporaries have said: 
that they could understand Valencian Arabic, although it was 
different from what was spoken in Granada.



7.4.3 Saragossa
Following the events of the 1520s in the region of 

Valencia and the resistance of Muslim subjects in the mountain 
range of Espadan, the Crown decided to curtail the freedom of 
practice of the remaining Moors within the kingdom of Aragon 
and Catalonia, not without the opposition of the Aragonese 
feudal lords under the leadership of the Count of Ribagorza, 
a royal prince of the House of Aragon, but to no effect.
After 1526, all the Spanish subjects of Charles I and V of 
Austria were members of the Church of Rome and dissenters were 
considered heretics.

The first document of this last period was edited by 
Ribera (1) and is dated 1494. Letter from Mohamed el-QuraSi 
to Abu ‘Abdallah el-Gazi.
Al-hamdu llahi w a h d a - h . sayyidi sanadi wa- Kazl w a - a g l a l l  wa mahall 

t a < zimi wa-£ti yaqi a l l a d i  mahab ba t-h muzawaga t bi ~ l a h m l  w a - daml 

wa-sawq-t ra wa yat-h mug arusat fl qalbi w a - s a r a s £ f l  da likum 

s-sayadat l-faqlh 1 - m u ka rr am wa 1-ustad 1-mahir l - m u c a z z a m . 

abu cabd allah mu ha mmad 1 - g a z l  akrama-hu allah wa-tawala-h 

w a - g a <ala 1-gannat man zil -h fl ukra-h b i - r a hmat -h  wa-guda anna-h 

m i n cam karlm. salam kar lm  muqaddis camln y a ctimid siy adat- ku m 

wa-r ahm atu allahu w a -b arakat~ hu  min m a cizz h u r m a t - k u m  wa-mugab 

k a d i m a t - k u m  asgar -kum muha mmad 1 - q urasI  l - m a c ruf bi

amma b a cd fa -qa badt k i t a b~k um  1-anir wa- fa himt m u t a d a m a n n a - h .. 

likay (2) maqsu d r i s a la t- kum l-karlmat ila hiya r-ragbat l-akldat 

'an ba< attu,(3) la-kum siruhat wata 'iq  l-g az irl lakin ra gb at-kum  

ila ma^ du rat li an-ni la fa^ala (an-kum sayan ma ihtaga ragbat min 

v- vcvwttj in
1 Ms: Junta No.100/1 Ribera y Tarrago (1893); also in

(19 2 8:vol.I :352ff).
2 la-kin in 1928 version hereafter called B.
3 ab^attk in B.
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Mohamed el Qura3£ (Calavera)'s letter. 
Ribera Tarrago (1893) - Part I.
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gani b-k um li anna bi- l-a mr min- kum  kunt mult a z i m a n  an a f c ala-h 

fidlan an t a r g a b ^ f a - w a - a l l a h  alladi la ilah ilia huwa ma kanat 

s-£iruhat 2.nd-i mansuk at ilia fi raqa* m utafa ra qat wa kanat fi 

b a ladl  tilka r-raqa^ wa-akun ilia anna alum n a fs l li-safalil wa 

qilt (1) t a b ci bi- ta rk -ha fl r-raqaK bi-gayr naskin kayf-ma 

kana armi igtahad fi nasak-ha ida g a 4 a muham ma d bnu yusuf...(2} 

atlub la-h &-£uruh 1-madkurat li-ntasaka min-ha nuskatan 

wa-arsala-ha ila *aliyat magd- ku m in s a ra allah wa in kana 

m a <i a^gal atruk-h li-agal kidmat-kum. amma min s-£ uruhat 

al-kutab falam aqbid u-h a b a cd la-kin kull yawm argab wa-arsal 

risalat l i - q urtub l an y u b c at-ha il-J wa-kama kana rafyul min
c

qillat cahd wa -a man  ma y a f cal say'an bi-risalatl kana halaf 

bi-llah anna-h. ida balaga li-tutllat anna-h yarsal-ha il-i 

bi-la sakk wa mada £ahran wa lam y a r s a l - h a . amma min §awad 

f adl-kum ila s-suwal fan hall wa- can kayfi yy at t a climi fi 

maqsudi f a - a k b a r - k u m  kayf akun sahlhan fi 1-hal al-hamdu llah 

wa-far.agt ' ilia an min qira *at sarh ur^uzat ibn sina'a 

bada'gt li-q ira'a t 1-kitab al-awwal min qanun musta ^I na bi-alla h 

wa kunt igtahad w a ' a t cab laylan wa- nahar an li-anala maqsudi 

li-anna 1-kitabi 1-madkur kana ya takallam fi kulliy^ at t-tibb 

wa kul liyat t-tibb kanat m a Qrifatu haddi t-tibb wa 1-muzag 

1-irkan wa-t- tab a /ic wa m a crifat d-daruri yat min l - m a /akil 

wa-S-Sarb wa -n-nawm  wa-l -yaqza t wa-1-ha ra kat wa-s- sukun wa 

m a crifat 1-maradi wa a l - Carad wa-s-sababJL wa gayr dalika min 

fa£ya' katirat la tuhsa (£) wa-kull dalika kana min adaqq

1 HJB: t — > Z
2 "undecipherable" Ribera ed.
3 HJB: la yuhsa ?
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hada 1- 1ilm 1 i-anna-h kana yatak allam m antiqi yy an wa -falsafiy yan 

wa kull ma kana ka-$alika la yan'al ilia bi- ^ih ad in wa- ta^abin 

fa-kana wagiban cala an at^ab laylan wa naharan 1 -anal maqsudi 

arqih ila allah an yu^ayy ina nl ala nayl m a q su di  aw *ala ma 

yakun 'acbud w a - a h m a d a . amma qawl-kum in w a s u ca z-zaman an 

igtahad fl ziyarat-kum li-a nna-k um  musta qun 1-r aw ayatl fa- an -nl 

wa-allah la sadda sawqan 1 i-rawa yat-kum  wa -ki d m a t - k u m  fa-in 

w a s u ca allah fl z-zaman ida (1) za'ir-kum in sa /a allah. 

arqib-kum an tabagu (2) s-salam *anl 1ala t-tahirat 'z-zakiyat 

ha ll l a t - k u m  wa *ala awlad-k um  wa <ala gamlc tilamld-kum  

wa-sa' ir man tahu~ia-h r a ciyat-kum wa s- salam  <a ,id calay-ku m 

wa rahmatu allahu wa barakat-hu. 1-muqabbal ayadi-k um  wa-ar^ul- 

kum asgar ti lamld -kum muhammad qalbaru min saraq usfat kutiba 

1-yawm 1-itmyn t-tanl la£ar 1 i - - yani r Lam.% .*

Translation
Praise be to the one Godl
Sir, my support and solace, worthy of my admiration and 
praise, I long for your (company) cherished for close 
blood ties; the wish to see you is planted deep in my 
heart, 0 honourable faqrh,fwise and revered teacher! (To) 
Abu 'Abd Allah Mahomed el Gazi - May God honour, take 
care of him and grant him paradise in the hereafter!
In His mercy and excellency give him a generous and 
noble benefactor! - Greetings, Reverent Sir, on whom I 
rely, Master - May God have mercy and bless you! with 
respect (from) the humble servant in your debt, Mahomed 
el QuraSi, known as Kalabara (Calavera).
Besides I have received your clarifying letter and I 
understand the implications that are implied in your 
noble letter until it expresses the urgent wish that I 
send you the commentaries on contracts by el 6azirl.
Your wish is justifiable for I have not done a thing, 
the excuse being in part that because of your request I 
was obliged to do something outstanding and so - by God 
and there is none but Him - there were no commentaries 
from me instead r (All) dissolved in folly, in my lazi
ness I had no choice but to blame myself and my erring 
nature for wanting to replace them by something else.
As I was trying to replace them Mahomed Ibn Yusuf came

1 ana in B.
2 taballagu in B.
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iMohamed el Qurasi (Calavera)'s letter. 
Ribera Tarrago (1893) - Part II.
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... (1) requesting the commentaries to copy them. I 
will send them to- your Honour - if God wills I - the 
matter is in hand, rest assured. As for the commentaries 
on the'homilies*, I have not got them. Yet every day I 
ask and send for the'Essay of el Qurtubf. As he is a 
man far from efficient and unreliable, he has not done 
a thing with the Essays'; he swore by God that when he 
reached Tudela he would send them without fail and two 
months have passed and he has not sent them.
As for (your) generosity, it is extreme in asking about 
my health, my studies and research. So let me tell you, 
my health is sound. Thank God! I have finished but for 
the reading of the commentary to "The Poems" (Urcfruzat) 
of Avicenna and I have started reading the first book of 
Law (Qanun), trusting to God, striving, working hard 
night and day on my research to achieve my aim and lecture 
on General Medicine, that is; definitions, cardinal 
humours, their nature, and the knowledge of the require
ments of food and drink, sleep and wakefulness, exercise 
and rest, ailments and their symptoms, their cause and 
many other things beyond count; all of which belong 
specifically to this science. (And) to speak on Logic 
and Philosophy, all of which is useful and worthy of 
praise, acquired not without effort and toil and having 
to study night and day to achieve it, and praying God 
that I might do so, that I might serve and give thanks.
As for what you said, if I have the time, I shall try to 
visit you, I would like to see you. I miss you greatly 
and wish to serve you, if God wills and allows me to!
Peace to you, the others and your faultless wife and 
children, all your pupils and joy to him who tends the 
flock! Peace be with you, God's mercy and blessing! 
Kissing your hand and feet, your humble student,
Mahomed Calavera from Saragossa. Written 12th January 
900 AH.

Feature analysis
1. V S 0 order.
2. Derivation; taczimi ^ mu^azzam; macruf ma^rifat;

facala v afvalao- yafcal.
3. Evidence for case ending morphs;

fa kana wa^iban; bi-gihadin
There is no means of assessing the extent of this retrieval;
in most instances the script is opaque, but; li-anna 1-kitabi
kana yatakallam fi... Case morphs have been used, in the
above transcription, to break up CCC clusters which are avoided 
in most registers of Arabic dialects.
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4. Redundant article: 1-yawm. 1-itrayn t-tanl casar li- ?
See Valencia 7.3.2.

6 . V deletion occurs less frequently than has been the case
in other excerpts:

ila hiya r-ragbat al-akldat
T N v-*0 N N [

7* coordination. See 3.
8. V'an: kunt an afcala-h fadlan 

v T i v ]
10. V*cala 'an: fa kana wagiban *ala an at^ab laylan

[ I V  [ I  V N ' . . . ]
12. kama V: wa-kama kana ragul

[I I V N. ...]
13. kull ma kana ka -dalika

N [ N V [I ” ]
14. wa-stiyaql alladl mahabbat-h

[ N ' 1
Average number of nested clauses: 1.
16. ma (I) V: ra^ul ... ma yafcal bi-risalatd

[I V I  N ]
17. la V: li-anni la facala

[I I V . . . ]
18. lam V: lam yarsal -ha

[ I  v  ]

19. loans: . proper names: galabaruty yanlr, saraqusfcat.
This letter is exceptional on account of the retrieval

of case morphs and the high number of present features in it. 
The appearance of these features accompanies other findings: 
complex subordination is used in preference to alladl V. 
Invariants precede V components marking the generation of 
further clauses. There are no overt dialectal forms and 
borrowing is almost nil. This identifies the text as belong
ing to the most formal style/register of the language con
tinuum.
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The next two documents come from the collection of Arabic
deeds of Nuestra Senora del Pilar of Saragossa, edited by
Garcia de Linares:

Doc. 15, dated 1496
Doc. 16, dated 1501

Doc. 15, Receipt for the deposit of 2 measures of wheat (qaflz)
and 10 68 pieces (sueldos jaqueses) and 9 coins with Salema el
Mozo, Musa el Hasan and Mohamed Ibn Faradj el Mocho, of
Alfamen (or Alhama of Aragon?), by Abu Bakr Ibn Abu Bakr of
Calatorao. As in Doc. 13 (see 7.3.3.1), the scribe is a faqih
and serves as Notary Public to the community of Alhama; his
spiritual authority is confirmed by his official status.

—> — -i* __ _
bismi.allahi r-rahmani r-rahimi wa salla allahu ala muhammadin wa-alihi 

wa-sallama. ashada vala anfus-h=m abi an-na$i. (1) salamat al-muz=h 

t/a abi 'imran musa al-hasan wa-abi labd allah muhammad bnu farag al- 

mug=h as-sakinun fi baladat 1-hamman suhada hada 1-kitSb fi sihhat^i-him 

tva Kaql -h-m wa-gawaz amr-h=m aqrarru bi-l-haqq wa-nqiyadan ilay-hi 

anna-hum yahbisun cinda-hum wa cinda kull wa^:hid min-hum wadi'"at 

mahdat wa-aman mumin wa-dalika alf wa tamaniyat wa sittin £ulde wa 

tis'~ furud furudan gakagiyyat min 1-Zfariyat al 'an bi-aragun hina 

tarik hada 1-kitab wa-qafizayn min qamh tayyiban naqiyyan min kayl 

madinat saraqustat min al-mukarzam abi bakr ibn abu bakr min ahl 

qal c at t-turab aqarru salamat wa musa wa muhammad 1-madkurin bi 

qabd l-wadicat 1-madkurat min *inda 1-madkur abu bakr ^inda-hum wa 

cinda kull wahid. min-hum wa-fl qabdat-h=m qabdan wafiyan wa-anna 

abu bakr 1-madkur dalika *alay~hum wa- 1ala anfus -h=m wa-amwal-h=m wa- 

dimmat-h-m cala 1-hulul yakud abu bakr 1-madkur l-wadi^at 1-madkurat 

aw t-talb ''an-h aw bi-sababhbi-hada 1-aqd min-hum aw min ayy -h-m

C: Fricative consonant; V: Vowel diacritic present in Ms.
  =Strings common to Doc.13 (see above); ==. -Romance loans.

1 G.de L.: faint.
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Doc. 15 Saragossa Nuestra Senora del Pilar.

, J I ’
y*

. .W .,1 .-/-* u{j
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min sa'i mata radi wa ahubb d&n matl wa-la ta'kir tahta ilzama li-...... .—  <r. ... ■*. .---- ----
anfus-h=m wa-dimmat-h-m wa- amwal-h=m haytu kanat wa'ayna wagadat

wa-arada wa-rada salamat wa musa wa muhammad 1-madkurin anna sahib

l-wadi1'at 1-madkurat yakud min-hum min sa'i wa arada 1-hadir *an l-ga'ib

wa 1-mala van 1-faqir wa-s-sahih can 1-marid wa 1-hayy can mayt wa alzima

salamat wa musa wa muhammad 1-madkurin anfus -h=m wa-amwal-h-m wa-

dimmat-h=m wa kull wahid min-hum 1-wahid (an 1-akar wa can 1-kull

1-wafa' wa radda l-wadl^at 1-madkurat li-sahib-h 1-madkur aw li-kull

man talab-ha *an-h aw bi-sabab -h bi-hada l - caqd wa raata dalika alzima

salamat wa musa wa muhammad 1-madkurin anfus -h-m wa amwal -h=m

— v -jC — / _
wa dimmat -h=m bi-nsaf wa kulifa garni 1-mana lb wa-n-nafaqat wa-1- 

kasarat wa 1-Catal/at li-sahib l-wadi*at 1-madkurat /an tasabab aw 

t-talib *an-h aw bi-sabab -h ^ala talb wadi^at 1-madkurat min ayy 

1-mana 'ib wa n-nafaqat wa 1— kasarat arada wa rada salamat wa musa wa 

muhammad 1-madkurin an tacmal (1) sekusiyun fi amwal -h=m wa amwal 

kull wahid min-hum garni*an aw mufradan fi kull mawdi* yugad wa *in 

yuba*a dalika hasab slrat 1-maglis wa caddat 1-furidat li-manfa* at 

sahib l-wadicat 1-madkurat wa li-mudarrat -hum ila an yakun sahib 

1-wadl*at 1-madkurat mansufan wa musayyiran min wadi*at 1-madkurat 

wa min mana/ib wa-nafaqat -h 1-muta*arradat la-h cala talb l-wadi1,at

1-madkurat wa arada wa rada salamat wa musa wa muhammad 1-madkurin

1in yakun sahib l-wadi*at 1-madkurat aw t-talib can-h aw bi-sabab -h 

bi-hada. l - caqd musaddaqan bi-kalimah dun yamin wa la sahud talzima-h 

wa li-habs gamic dalika wa-ik~mal-h alzima salamat wa (2) --- 

'anfus -h-m 'amwal-h=m sakinat wa-mutaharrik=h mukasubat wa 

gayr mukasubat wa-kassat alzima salamat wa (2) wa-dalika

mk~~yat wa-tamanin r a ’san min mu* a * iz-h-m min al~wan mukalifan wa arada wa

1 HJB: undotted prefix, we suggest yacmal.
2 salamat etc.



rada salamat wa (1) * in yakunna mahbusln wa masgunfn aw

min wugid min-hum bi-sabab l-wadi' at (2) fi kull makana yu$ad aw

ayy -h-m yukud la yaknif-hum kanasiyyat wa-la makana zahira wa-la

gayr-h wa arad wa rada salamat wa (1) an yakun sahib

l-wadi^at (2) aw t-talib *an-h aw bi-sabablqadran *ala talb l-wadicat (2)

wa-l-mana'ib wa-n-nafaqat an ta*arradat la-h .3mama ayy hakim

sa ’a wa *asqatu can-hum hakim-hum r-ratib wa sallimu-h wa-ga"lu anfus-

h-m li-hukumat wa *aqalat a chi e-guridiksiyun i-kunbuls min ayy hakim

ka‘a sahibu l-wadi*at (2) ~aw t-talibi *an-h bi-sabab-h bi-l-'aqdi yud*I-h=m

wa kassat l£-yag*al -h-m li-hukumat 1-gustisiyah d-aragun wa-na 'ib wa arada

wa rada salamat wa (1) anna-hum la yaqdar yanfa* la-hum fi

tamtll qada'a l-wadi ̂’at 1-madkurat zahir wa la ayda wa la flrar wa

wa-la gayr -h wa la 1-fuweru alladl yu*ayyina la-hum minl-*asarat 1-ayyam li-

talb ^uqudan aw barawat -h aw gayr dalika bala asqatu garni* dalika

wa-abtal -hum wa-a*tal-hum kala say1 in wa in la yabruu -hum min al (3)

wadi*at 1-madkurat wa-l-mana'ib l-muta*arradat la-h aw bi-sabab

l-wadi *at 1-madkurat ilia iqrar sahib l-wadl^at 1-madkurat bi-qabd

-ha aw barat min yad katib mashur bi-l-wagib wa-ltazama salamat wa (1)

li-sahib l-wadi*at (2) 1-ikmal la-h min haqq dun hukumat wa

la kisamin wa la tasagurin wa-halafu cala dalika 1-yamln 1-wagib c alay-hum

bi-llahi alladi la ilah ilia huw§ sahada bi-dalika kull-h min ashada-h

salamat wa (1) bi-ma dukira ran-hum fi-hada 1-kitab man

carifa-hum wa-samica min-hum wa~hum 1-kull bi-l-hal 1-mawsuf

aCla-h wa-dalika yawm t-talatat t-talt wa-l-cakrln min sahar fabriru

vam ahda wa tiscamiyyat wa fl-h bisarr haytu qal saragust .
# * C  ^  C - 'wa-katabt hada 1-aqd kama huwa mansus a lah abi muhammad bnu musa

1 HJB: salamat etc..
2 HJB: wadicat l-ma4kurat
3 HJB: in Ms spelt as el
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bnu yahya bnu 1-hasan 1-hammSmi waffiqa-h alla.hu 1-ita'at-h bi-minn=h 

can idn 1-faqih 1-murrafa' abi ishaq ibrahlm esetin=h kadim fiami* 

baladat 1-muslimin min mawdie 1-hammam hina tarik hada l - caqd wa anna 

1-faqih n-nabil ista / dina ll fi-h wa bi-amr-h wa hadrat-h 

karigat-h min zimam -h wa bi-akbar kamal wa-tibatin bi-idn 1- 

gurama' 1-madkurin a** ala-h wa bi-idn man wagib bi-h wa-bi-h 

sahha wa-tabit bi-l-wagib a^ala-h wa-s-salama wa-min allahi t-

tarsid intaha,

Wa-ana ibrahlm s-satinl 1-bana hallgi kadim gam$f 1-balad 1-madkur 

wa-katib mashur fi-h ista'danat ila s-sayyid 1-faqih l-^alim 

1-bahir 1-munabb-h bi-katb hada 1-aqd 1-muqayyad a^la-h wa-tubit 

ladayya wa-bi-dalika katabt sahadati bi-katt yadx wa-l-hamdu-llah

C— -T-rabbu 1- alamm.

Translation
In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate I 
May He bless Muhammad and grant peace to (his) people!
Abi el Na§i? Salema el Mozo, Abi cImran Musa el Hasan and 
Abi 'Abd-Allah Mahomed Ibn Faradj el Mocho, domiciled in 
the district of Alhama (Alfamdn), call on their behalf 
the witnesses of this document (to certify) that 
they are sound of mind and body; as to the legality 
of this deed (issued) at their request and to its truth - 
that under their personal responsibility, they have in 
their keeping, one and all, a genuine deposit free of 
claims under trustworthy security, and that is 1068 
pieces (jaqueses) and 9 coins in the currency of Aragon 
at the date of the deed and 2 measures of clean wheat in 
weights of Saragossa, from the honourable Abi Bakr Ibn 
Abu Bakr from the community of Calatorao. The above 
mentioned Salema, Musa and Mahomed acknowledge that they 
have in their keeping the said deposit on behalf of the 
same Abu Bakr, one and all. They hold the whole deli
vered deposit under their responsibility, against their 
wealth. On dissolving the agreement, the said Abu Bakr 
may retrieve the same deposit, his claimant, for what
ever reason, through this document from them or any of 
them in this matter, until satisfied and content, without 
delay nor default under their personal responsibility and 
surety of their wealth, wherever it may be. The above 
mentioned Salema and Musa and Mahomed (Salema & do.) 
agree that the owner of the said deposit may withdraw 
it from them in this matter. The present agree on 
behalf of the absent; the rich for the poor; the healthy 
for the sick; the living for the dead. Salema & co.
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are bound under their personal responsibility and the 
security of their property - one and all of them, each 
for the other - to repaying it in full and to return 
the said deposit to the owner or to whom might claim it 
all or whatever through this document; and with this, 
Salema & co, are bound personally and against their 
property to pay it back and all incurred expenses, 
costs, losses, and damages to the owner of the deposit - 
as a result of it - or to his agent or for whatever 
reason, in retrieving the deposit from the agents and 
costs. Salema & co. agree to part with their property, 
the property of each and every one of them - together 
and separately - wherever they be, and sell it in the 
amount decided by the court in compensation for the use 
of the owner of the deposit til it has been met in full. 
The deposit and the expenses and costs in claiming back 
the deposit. Salema & co. enter into an agreement with 
the owner of the deposit, his agent or whatever, with 
this deed and the bond is their word without taking oath 
nor having witnesses to compel them as to the deposit, 
all this (conditions) and its fulfilment, undertaken 
against their persons and wealth - in stock, distributed, 
tied up, invested, set aside or otherwise. Salema & co.'s 
security is 180 head (of cattle) of different species, 
all valuable to them. They agree to be detained, retained 
or pressed on. account of the said deposit wherever it be 
or with whom, and to be deprived of sanctuary, refuge or 
otherwise. Salema & co. acknowledge and consent to the 
owner of the deposit, his agent or whatever, the power 
to claim the said deposit and costs and expenses and to 
raise objections before any judge. They will forsake 
the judge of their choice and place themselves before 
the court and submit to the JURISDICTION AND DEALING of 
ANY judge of the owner of the deposit's choice, his 
agent's or whatever through this document. (They agree) 
they can be summoned to the court of THE JUSTICIA OF 
ARAGON or his representative. Salema & co. agree that 
they may not profit from delay in settling the clause on 
the said deposit. With this deed there is no escape or
otherwise and THE FUERQ (Royal Charter) in which they
have 10 days to meet the claim to be held or cleared or 
otherwise does not apply. (They agree) they would for
sake all that, everything would be cancelled and stopped 
if they have not freed themselves by paying back the 
deposit and incurred costs or whatever and to the decision 
of the owner of the deposit to seize it, or the clearing 
of the debt at the hand of a notary public as binding. 
Salema & co. are under obligation to the owner of the 
deposit for the totality of it by right, in law, without 
contention nor dispute, they swear to this under oath
that it is incumbent on them by God and there is none
but Him. All the witnesses confirm this which they were 
told by them - that is in this document - that they know 
Salema, Musa and Mohamed and that they heard it in the 
state described above. This being on 13th February of 
year 901, in the disaster since called Saragossa.



I wrote this deed as stipulated above, (I) Abi Mohamed 
Ibn Musa Ibn Yahya Ibn el Hasan el Hammami, God grant 
him his wish in His kindness 1 with the permission of 
the faqlh known as Abi Ishaq Ibrahim'el Setina, attend
ant to the mosque of the Muslim quarter of the district 
of Alhama at the date of the deed and the noble faqlh - 
having asked permission for it and at the request of 
those present and the opposing party under restriction 
and for greater perfection, the recording was made with 
the firm permission of the opposing party above mentioned 
and so, with the authority of those under obligation, the 
deed is valid as to its injunction. Peace and guidance 
from God! End.
I, Ibrahim el Setini el Bane Halidji, attendant to the 
mosque in the above mentioned quarter and notary.public, 
having granted permission to the noble, brilliant and 
learned faqlh to write this document, thus defined and 
binding, recorded with me thus, I wrote the witnessed 
account in my hand. Thanks be to God, Lord of the Universe I

As with the selection of texts from Valencia, we have 
illustrations of reported speech and a witness's account.
Doc. 15 and Doc. 16 reflect respectively passive competence 
and oral production (active competence) within the Mudejar 
community. It is obvious that Doc. 15 shares most of its 
contents with Doc. 13. This is due to the similar nature of 
both documents and to the use of common legal expressions..
These were collected in treatises (1), adapted and copied out 
to fit the circumstances. Yet there is a difference between 
the two documents; the latter far from being a copy of the 
first, expands the legal arguments towards a greater specifi
city, ensuring greater protection for the depositor, and pro
viding a wealth of information on financial transactions, e.g.: 
Doc. 13: bi-hada 1-caqdi mata sarat (may retrieve it) "through 
this document at (the owner's) wish..."

1 A few survive: i.e. Ms.5452-1 BNM. Formulario.
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Doc. 15: bi-hada 1-caqdi min-him aw min ayyi-him min sa'i 
mat! radi wa ahubbi (may retrieve it) "through this document 
from them or from any of them, in this matter, until (the 
owner) is satisf ied- and content" *

Another major difference is the low level of borrowing 
in the present deed, some 10 items in all. This coincides 
with the fact that the two parties are Moslem. One question 
remains: Why did they refer possible arbitration to the 
Justicia de Aragon (principal magistrate) rather than settle 
it by Islamic law? The possible absence of qadls (Islamic 
judges) does not provide the whole answer.

Feature analysis
1. V S 0 dominant: aqarru salamat bi qabd

[ V  N I N I
2. Triliteral root derivations: 

barawat yabruV barat
mahbusln ' li-habs yahbisun

3. Case ending morphs. In the original, there are a few 
diacritics indicating some awareness of them, but they usually 
do not conform to classical usage. They represent a prelim
inary stage to their loss:
la kisamin (-an); sahibu l-wadicat. . .aw^t-talbi (-u) but 
bi-l-caqdi, fi sihhati-him
4. The occurrence is sometimes unpredictable:
hasab slrat 1-maglis (the court has not been specified).
5. Particles appear in new contexts: kunbuls min ayy hakim, 
min = "of", also in: min cinda 1-madkur.
6. V deletion: kama huwa mansus a la=h

[I V — ^0 N N* ]
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8. V*an: wa kulifa ... 'an tasabab
[I "** V [I V . ] ]

12. See 6.
13. bi ma dukira, is another instance of a shift in relativ- I [N " V ]
ization as ma is prededed by a preposition instead of an N 
component, (cf. a11adi in Granadan and Valencian Arabic).
14. lladi V: la 1-fuweru alladi yucayyina ... li-talb.

[I N [N V I ' N] . . . ]
Average number of nested clauses per string: 1.
17. la is the sole negative, possibly an umbrella form.
19. Borrowing is of two kinds: (i) Proper names: fabriru
"February", a slot filler for the otherwise Islamic calendar;
(ii) Hybrid forms: an tacamal sekusiyun fl-amwal-h^m. where the[A. A. R. A. A. ]
surface string is clear, but not so the underlying structure. 
Where Arabic has [I V-hu 0 I N...]
and Romance E(I) N or V 0 I N]
but not V N which is possible in Arabic when N is derived 
from V as in da^aca dgf*' .

Convergency in the underlying structure between the two models 
produces an, Aljamra innovation "to do partition" (to part with) 
which is also an instance of pidginization.

Doc. 16, a witness's account, 1S01.
yawm s-sabt s-sadis casar min £aban 1-mukarram muwafaqan ma^a 

s-sadis min mars ''am sadisat baK d tis^amn^yat iftaqada yusuf bnu

—  ̂ _ | M. (
muhammad 1-vrars kama wakil an muhammad du a h  li-l-nayib 

1-mukarram yusuf n-nabr^~h kamZ hakim min mawdic abrSyat an 

yukallif. li-muhammad 1-g-turJ 'an yashad mimma â lima bayn muhammad 

karlmat wa-guwan sabai^a gar min mawdic 1-waqat wa amr n-nayib 

1-madkur li-d-dalal Cabd allah 1-asqar bi-t-taklif li-muhammad



1-madkur bi-l-ihdar *inda-h w a  hadara muhammad du 'all 1-madkur fi

maglis-h wa amar-h n-nayib 1-madkur bi-l-yamln min qawl 1-haqq

mimma calima bayna-huma w a  halafa muhammad du call bi-llah alladl

la ilah ilia huwa wa qala fi tawdiyat satiadat-h kayf karimat

1-madkur akraga-h li-muhammad du all arbituh lan-h w a  guwa nsapata

akragra arbituh *an-h li~ibrahlm al-lluwenguh alamln kana fi

1-fur min qal'at turab wa-muhammad du call wa ibrahlm al-lluwenguh

1-magkuran nazaran kitab-huma wa mutalab-huma wa-mudafa* - huma wa fl

hadrat-huma aqarra 1-madkur muhammad karimat anna-h wagib li-guwa

n-sapat 1-madkur alf wa sabac m&"yat £uld de-lus kuwale£ febah-de

pensiyun-h a-guwan 1-madkur mi~yat wa-sab*in Suld fi kull wahid

*am de lukuwal fizu siyerta-h psgah 1-madkur muhammad karimat li-

guwa n-sapata 1-madkur pur manuh de.nus-utrus wa qabd guwan 1-madkur

la-pagah' subre dicah wa <alama-h d-dayyafat duna dianira de l u n a

w a  akadat tuda akesta pagah w a  radda-ha li-mufyammad karimat 1-

madkur i-nus utrus lus arbitus £ubre dictiM fiziyemus eskerebir tudu

luke rrestaba a-deber al-d±£uh karimati li-guwan sapata 1-madkur. i-

depuwes kuwandu kituh la-senuriyah tudu luke debiyanh enbereyah

a-guwa n-sapata lalqayde antun derbas i-yalalamln yusuf sacad

sakurun-h me amih muhammad du all kuntadur kun-h utrus unberes de

llugar i-kuwandu benimus al-kuntuh deldicoh karimat per nusiyabanh

ke pagase el-dicuh karimat dus milh suweldus i-yuh nu-kusentih

enakell-h i-disiyurun lus utrus amih ke-e£ luke-bus i dezi-es

i-di^yuh yu-me t&rabadu e-nel kuntu i-yel nudebe sinuh milh

i-setesiyentus suweldu.3 i-pur lagura ke fec=h kenuh diguh sinuh

laberdad wa hada ma Sahada muhammad du a l l  1-madkur a la wa qarru

wa ruh bi-£ahadat ahmad 1-bal-n l-muc allim w a  vabd ar-rahman 1-husni

s-sayk. wa katabah bi-amr wa idin min wagib cabd 1- caziz r-rik-^li

kadim wa katib garni'" mawdil abreyahwa bi-h sahh intaha. y ■ vow .̂1 icvUs. 
V- ’.TS ; l o * n
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Translation
Honourable agreement (finalized) on Saturday 16th 
Shaban, 6th March year 906. Yusuf Ibn Mahomed el Wars 
examined as representative of Mahomed du Ali, the agent, 
the noble Yusuf el Navarro?. As_magistrate of the Brea 
.district, he charged Mohamed el G-turi to testify as to 
what he knew about Mahomed Karima and Juan Sapata, a 
resident of the district at the time?. The agent ordered 
the broker Abdallah the Fair to bear upon Mahomed to come 
before him. Mahomed du ' Ali came before the court and 
the agent ordered him to speak the truth under oath 
about what he knew concerning both parties. Mahomed 
du Ali swore by God and there is none but Him and said 
in a favourably disposed statement how the same Karima 
dismissed any ARBITRATION (1) on behalf of Mahomed du 
Ali and Juan Sapata did the same concerning Ibrahim el 
Luengo, former headman by Charter of Calatorao. Mohamed 
du Ali and Ibrahim el Luengo considering the written 
agreement between both parties, the claiming back and 
the payments. In the presence of both parties Mahomed 
Karima acknowledges that he is under obligation to Juan 
Sapata for 1700 PIECES (silver) OF WHICH 170 ARE PAID 
IN A YEARLY ALLOWANCE TO the said Juan. The same 
Mahomed Karima PAID PART OF IT, THROUGH US, to Juan 
Sapata and the same Juan received THE ABOVE MENTIONED 
PAYMENT. He knew of the annexation of DONA DIANIRA DE 
LUNA? she kept THE WHOLE PAYMENT and withheld it from 
the same Karima. AND WE, THE ARBITRATORS, WE COMMITTED 
TO WRITING WHAT WAS STILL OWING to Juan Sapata BY THE ' 
SAID Karima. AFTER, WHEN MIS u>ADSHJPT00K ALL THEY OWED,
IfE WOULD SEND ' . for Juan Sapata, Anton
Derbas, the governor, AND Yusuf Sacad, the headman.
THEY TOOK ME?, Mahomed du Ali, the ACCOUNTANT, ALONG 
WITH OTHERS FROM TH. IS PLACE AND WHEN WE CAME TO Karima *s 
HEARING, THEY INFLICTED? UPON HIM THE PAYMENT OF 2000 
PIECES. I REFUSED AND THE OTHERS SAID TO ME: WHAT DO 
YOU SAY? I SAID, I FIND, IN THIS ACCOUNT, THAT HE OWES 
NO MORE THAN 1700 PIECES AND THIS, ON OATH THAT I AM 
SAYING NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH. - This is what Mahomed du 
Ali said in his statement, he agrees for himself as to 
the statement Master Ahmed el Bala and Abderrahman el 
Husni, the sheik. Abdelaziz Ricla, attendant and scribe 
to the mowque in the district of Brea, wrote this on 
request and with permission - as he should. It is 
valid. End.

1 Block writing: Aljamia . The verb is ambiguous, it 
has a further meaning "to pick out" which is more 
probable in the circumstances. , .

2 We suggest the following: Mahomed du vAl’iitsel G-turi, and 
Yusuf el Navarro, the agent, served as Magistrate in 
Brea. The present hearing is taking place in Ricla.



This statement marks a turning point in the contact 
situation, with its first signs appearing in Doc.13 (1484), 
whereby indirect speech is in Arabic, but the actual words 
uttered on the occasion are in Aljamia. The next two texts 
confirm this state of affairs. Written Arabic, therefore, 
still survives as a prestige idiom? oral fluency is rare.
The Mudejares (Moorish subjects) use an admixture of Romance 
and Arabic in conversation. Although this point appears to 
have been reached towards the end of CIS in the region of 
Saragossa, it may well have happened earlier. Only dated 
documents between 1246 (Doc.12) and 1484 (Doc.13) could 
establish more precisely this fact.

Feature analysis
1. V 5 0 in reported speech with reversals.
2. Derivation from triliteral roots present:

ihdar hadrat? yashad Sahadat sahada
3. Case ending morphs: one doubtful instance, karimati.
4. li-l-nayib 1-mukarram yusuf? 

li-d-dalal cabd allah
The use of the article diverges from that of most Arabic varieties
5. To compensate for the absence of case, there is an abundant 
use of particles, some with non-"classical" functions assigned 
to them:

muwafaqan maca s-sadis min mars
maca: "belonging to persons" becomes "of things"
an yukallif l_i muhammad an 

wa amar n-nayib li-d-dalal
li: is becoming an umbrella term converging with Romance
particle al, as in:
luke rrestaba a deber al di£uh Karimati a ^uwan
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where al is a caique of li in Aljamia, but where Aljamia is 
divergent from Castilian:
lo que restaba a deber el dicho Karima a Juan.
6. kama hakim 'an yukallif

[ I V-*0 N [ I  V ] 3
7. Coordination is marked by wa only, and the systematic 
coordination is transferred into Aljamia with i-. Converg
ing deep structure.
8. V an: kama hakim min mawdi* abrayat can yukallif li-m.

[I V->0 N I N ‘ [ I V  I N
... an ya&had minima

[I V [I ]]]]
12. kama V: see 8.
13. Relativization. ma V: hada ma sahada ...

N * [N V . . . ]
14. lladi V: 1 instance in oath formula.
Average number of nested clauses per string: 2.
17. Negation: 1 instance in oath formula.
19. Romance borrowing goes a stage further in this text: 
Within the Arabic context, there are:
i) Slot fillers or Romance lexical items: 

suld, mars, guwa-n, nabarroh?
ii) Hybrid forms:
wa guwa n-sapata akraga arbituh an-h li-ibrahlm.
[ . I N  “ ' V N I N I  N J
A R R A Al j. A A A

which reflect unpredictable alterations in the underlying
structure.
iii) Caiques where the slot fillers are Arabic but the deep 
structure is Romance:

muwafagan maca s-sadis min mars
acuerdo del 6 (hybrid?) marzo

fi: Ar.
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Aljamia makes its appearance where Arabic intelligibility 
breaks down. This includes hybrid forms. About half the text 
is in Aljamia; however, let it be said that Aljamia is not 
standard Romance. It is a reduction or converging of the 
different features found in the "Languages in Contact":
Arabic and Castilian. This brings this mixed idiom into the 
area of Pidgin rather than Creole, on account of its idio
syncratic character and lack of internal standard. Creoles, 
on the other hand, possess this internal unity, a slower pace 
of change as well as greater scope of registers - from the 
formal to the colloquial. per nusiyaban-h ke pa<§ase el-di6uh 
karimat dus milh suweldui, per'nusiyaban-h is an innovation.
It may have semantic and phonetic associations with pronunciaban 
"they declared" or presionaban "they bore upon". Equally, it 
may derive from pernicioso "harmful".

Another feature of this variety is the consonant cluster 
reduction: arbitro becomes arbituh, despues as depuwes.
Both highlight convergency between and not identity with 
either Arabic or Castilian.

Analysing the text as a whole, there are two more points 
worthy of consideration:
i) The first one, met before, is an increasing degree of
ambiguity arising from "fuzzy" clause boundaries caused by
the absence of Invariants:
1-mukarram muwafaqan ... iftaqada yusuf 

N N V ' N
1 or 2 clauses?
ii) The second point is the fronting of the adjective in its 
several phases:
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. qaltfat turab "dusty fort, Calatorao"
N Ad j .

. muhammad du lal£ 1-madkur "Mahomed..., the above mentioned"
*N ‘ Adj.

. ahmad ... l-mucallim, "Ahmed ... Master"
N Ajd.(title)

. 1-mukarram yusuf "the honourable Yusuf", fronting for stylistic 
Adj.(title) N emphasis

. 1-mukarram muwafaqan "the honourable deed", analogy.
Ad j . N

. 1-madkur muhammad kar'imat "the above mentioned Mahomed Karima" 
Ad j * N

This fronting of the adjective points to the switching from 
V S 0 to S V 0. Other examples are given in 4.

The Aljamia content will be considered at greater length 
in Part IV.

The last two texts are statements made before the qadl 
(judge of Islamic cases) of Calatayud, around 1507. They 
illustrate the previously described state of affairs, whereby 
the Islamic community used preferably Arabic in writing and 
Aljamia for oral purposes. The texts show awareness of this 
situation and provide some evidence towards the linguistic 
status of Aljamia. These texts were edited and published by 
Fernandez y Gonzalez as XCI and XCIII (1).
KCI
yawman 1-ahdi li-wahidin wa casrina mina sahr fabrlr muwafiqan 

maKa 1- ''assrat 1-awwala min hilala sawwali mina 'am itnay 4asra 

bacda tiscmayatin mina 1-haqarata hadara bayna yaday l-qad£ 

ibrahlm (2) qadi rabad muslami madlnati qal^ata ayyuba muhammad de 

muman min r-rabdi 1-madkuri wa-asataka (3) ila 1-qadi 1-madkur

„ t, c v _ _
fa-ftaqada-hu fi lugati il'agamiyyat wa-qala sidi (4) al-qadi

C: Fricative consonant; V : Vowel diacretic in original; Romance

1 Fernandez y Gonzalez (1866:436,438), Mss.5452/17 BNMadrid.
2 HJB: ibrahlm 1- sq, ? in Ms. l-u&q? "Huesca"
3 HJB: compare to Ar.Cl. i§taka
4 G y F: slma^u.
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yu ke-nturru J£-kiyeru pur el-ufisiyuh ke teneg ke-me hagas

fyuhtisiyah de ismacll (1) el-higuh de farag 1-muktar pur ke el me a

-dadu kun-un-tagul i-me disuh ke-yu-h bj-niyah de ka£tah de

fyudiyus lu-kuwal=h a— ke-stuh tudu purubar$sahada %lay-h il-ashadi (3)

1-qadl farag muntasinuh wa ibrahim de madinat.

Translation
Sunday 21st February corresponding to the first ten days 
of the moon of Shawwal, year 912 AH.
(The following) presented himself before Qadi Ibrahim, 
qadi of the Moorish quarter of Calatayud, one Mahomed 
de Mumen of the said quarter, lodged a complaint with 
the same qa$I (who) questioned him upon the matter 
in the Aljamia language and he said: ... (4)
0 Qadi! I WHO CAME HERE, I WANT YOU, BY THE POSITION 
YOU HOLD, TO DO ME JUSTICE, BECAUSE Ishmael, THE SON 
OF Faradj 1-MuJstar SLASHED ME AND SAID I WAS OF JEWISH 
STOCK, I SHALL PROVE IT ALL. The public notaries of the 
qadi, Faradj MONTESINO and Ibrahim DE Medina confirm this. 

Block Letters: Romance or Aljamia.
XCIXX
yawm t-talata el (5)-kamisa ca£ar mina &ahr uktubar muwafiqan maca 

el- £asrati 1-akirati min hilali rablc 1-akir mina cam atnay casar 

bacda tisCma~yatin hadara bayna yadl s-sayyid el baTle bancuh sapatah

ibrahim (6) de ba.hut 1-madkur wa qala fi lugati (7) al - ''agamiyyati 

se'hur balle nu-puwadu -fallar 'akah fiyansa subliku le-me (8) de tiyenpuh

siyete diyas para taragar (9) fiyansa u-parendas para seguridat-h

de la£-di>spen£as 'i-yel-sehur baile dicuh le diyuh u£u diyas en 

peresensiyat i-yen-te ste mu nans a de cabd2tJZ5l\? ..

C :Fricative consonant; VzVowel in original; :Romanee

1 HJB: There is a further letter in Ms after lam: 1 either
2) or s

2 HJB: _ in Ms.
3 HJB: cala ilhadi in Ms.
4 GyF: simacu.
5 I? in Ms alternates with al. There is no way of

telling whether it represents free variation or two phonemes.
6 HJB: ibrahim muhammad in Ms.
7 HJB: lugati-hi in Ms.
8 HJB: in Ms.
9 HJB: , l*y' tar-ergr with CCC in Ms.



Calatayud (Aragon)
Fernandez y Gonzalez 
(1866:436 ff).
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Translation:
Tuesday 15th October corresponding to the last ten days 
of the moon of Rabi* XI, year 912 AH.
(The following) presented himself before the magistrate 
Lord Sancho Sapata, one Ibrahim de Banot and he said 
in the Aljamia language: LORD MAGISTRATE! I CANNOT FIND 
SURETY HERE, I BEG YOU TO GIVE ME TIME, 7 DAYS, TO BRING 
IT OR SECURITIES AGAINST EXPENSES. AND THE SAID LORD 
MAGISTRATE GAVE HIM 8 DAYS IN THE PRESENCE OF ‘Abdallaht 
acting as WITNESS.

Both texts are in the same handwriting. From February 
to October, the qadi Ibrahim seems to have been replaced by 
the baile Sancho Sapata. Could he be the same person? The 
evidence for this assumption is:
i) The same scribe serves in the two cases as notary public.
ii) The retention of the lunar calendar in a non-Islamic court.
iii) The continued use of Arabic as an official language when
the questioning was in Romance.
Against it is:
i) The fact that the qadl's jurisdiction is the Moorish 
quarter, not so the baile.
ii) Furthermore it is unlikely that a former qadi should 
accede to an important social position in a Christian society. 
Whatever, this last document is a historical puzzle.

Feature analysis
1. V S 0: wa qala fi lugati al eagamiyyati

[ I V I N  . ]
2. The texts are too short to confirm the presence of this 
feature.
3. Case ending morphs appear in the oblique case and coincide 
with classical usage:

li-wahidin, min r-rabdi 1-madkurjL 
These forms co-occur with divergent realizations: 

min hilala, mina 1-hagarata
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4. The use of the definite article does not follow classical
usage; there seems to be some hesitation as to when it is used:
1-qadI ibrahim qadi rabad muslaml madlnati qalrat ayyuba 

N* N N ^ N  N N N
(1-qadI ibrahlm wa huwa qadi rabadi 1-muslamI min madinati...) 
would be closer to the formal style? the succession of N com
ponents in apposition, as in the'above string, is foreign to 
Arabic. Compare this string with a similar context where the 
article _1- is retained: ashadi 1-qadI.
5. Particles occur in new contexts:
bacda: in dates, tam atnay asra ba^da tiscamayatin
7. wa. . .fa. coordination is present in text XCI.
There are no embedded clauses.
19. Romance borrowing: (i) proper names: Fabrlr, Muntasinuh;
(ii) direct speech is in Romance and will be considered in a 
later chapter.

Summary
The language continuum for the Muslim communities of 

the Kingdom of Aragon, early sixteenth century, expressed 
in terms of features, may be seen thus:
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Change
Although source material for this last period is rela

tively abundant, that is compared to other regions (Castile, 
Extramadura), change is difficult to assess on account of the 
very few documents extant from the previous period correspond
ing to the late Middle Ages. Therefore if one is to remain 
within the same register, one can only compare Doc.13 (1484) 
with Doc.15 (1496) or Doc.16 (1501). In order to avoid legal 
jargon, the latter has been chosen, covering nerely a span of 
17 years. The two documents are remarkably close in features. 
This variety of Arabic was, then, relatively stable, with a 
slight tendency to simplification in the expansion process: 
relativization with lladl is less frequent in Doc.16.

The state of a given variety is always better appreciated, 
whenever possible, in perspective; from the outside as well as 
by detailed analysis. Let us compare, then, Doc.16 with 
another of a similar nature from Valencia: Doc.14 9, dated 1511. 
Both are court statements.
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Cross dialectal table of features late C15 to C16
Features

..1 Word Order VSO 

.Morphemic alternations
2 Derived forms RRR
3 Case ending morphs
4 Articles deviant from Cl.Ar.
5 Particles expand their domain
6 V — # 0
7 wa[] fa[]
.Subordination
8 V 'an9 V li V

10 V 'ala can
11 law V
12 kama V 
.Relativization
13 ma V
14 lladl V
15 llati V
.No.of nested clauses per string 
.Negation
16 ma V
17 la V
18 lam V
.Romance borrowing 
TOTAL

Saragossa 
Doc.16 (1501)
VSO dominant

+
+
+
+

Valencia 
Doc.149 (1511')
flexible

+
+
+

1 case 
+

+
+ +

+
+

1 to 2

+
11

They differ in several points:
1) The Valencian text, despite it being older, is more 
diversified in features. For instance, it makes full use of 
the complete system of relative markers, each with its specific 
domain. Whereas Doc.16 suggests that ma V is the umbrella, 
all-purpose form.
2) Another example would be the wa...fa coordination, where 
fa almost always is the first to go, with the loss of the 
semantic opposition between wa...fa, "and...so..."
3) Particles: In the Saragossan document, li is becoming 
the most common particle, as explained before.
4) Romance borrowing has a very different status within 
these varieties: in Valencian Arabic, the odd lexical item; 
in Aragon, direct speech is preferably in Aljamia.
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5) Finally, with regard to those specific features, 
characteristic of North African Arabic, such as na-V (1st 
pers. sing,.) and particles derived from ayyu say* , these seem 
to be absent from Aragonese Arabic? in Valencian, they do 
occur, but not so frequently as in Granadan Arabic.

7.4.4 Navarre
We have been unable to trace any texts for the period 

for the region of Navarre. This coincides with the absence 
of figures in Lapeyre's studies on census counts of Moriscos 
for the C16 and C17.



PART IV: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE 
GRAMMARS OF LATIN-BASED DIALECTS 

AND THEIR CONTACT WITH ARABIC

CHAPTER EIGHT: LATIN BASED VARIETIES

8.1 Latin vernacular, Mozarabic Romance
Previous to C9, the texts are in Latin with the odd 

reference to a Romance lexical item. Consequently, Romance 
reconstruction has been- on a word basis, limited almost 
exclusively to phonological and morphological considerations.

At the time of the Moslem invasion the linguistic con
tinuum of the Christian population can be described as follows: 
At one extreme, the formal style consisting of a relatively 
accurate use of Latin, a middle range of Vulgar Latin, that 
is local usage Latin that was spoken on occasion (synods) 
and previously referred to as Vernacular, which included the 
more popular (non-written) varieties of incipient Romance.

Linguistic continuum of the Christian population of Hispania

1 Lapesa (1959:93-94): "The Romance spoken in Spain at the
end of the Visigothic period was in its formative stage... 
It was not very different from other varieties of Romance 
outside the Peninsula. Among the characteristic features 
of the former were the splitting of vowels o and e in 
closed syllables into diphthongs ue and le, the gemination 
or palatization of initial 1 and forms such as auro, 
carraira, palomba and pueyo...common to vast areas of 
the Peninsula."



There was no real break as yet in the continuum. The educated 
could still trace the learned Latin form in the colloquial 
cognate, and the scope of the continuum or the difference 
between written Vulgar Latin and colloquial speech was narrow 
or small. The appearance of old Spanish glosses (i.e.
GJasas Emilianenses) in CIO indicated a loss of this linguistic 
awareness. Learned Latin forms have to be translated into the 
more familiar Romance. This entails a broadening of the 
continuum. Alternatively, one can say that Latin had become 
a "dead" language. Vulgar Latin was very much alive and had 
changed substantially since the fall of the Roman empire, 
diverging from the classical model. This "drift" away explains
the new state of affairs and the need for glosses.

As for the Visigoths, they had but little influence on 
the linguistic situation of Hispania. They had learnt Latin 
at an early stage and ceased' to use their own dialects.
These were obsolescent by C7 (1).

The events of 711 caused a major upheaval in the sphere 
of languages, the like had not been seen in Europe within 
living memory. Although Latin continued to be used among the 
Christians, it had ceased to be the official medium in public
life. How can one fathom the dismay that overtook the Christian
community at the thought that the language of the Roman empire 
that had prevailed for centuries was being replaced by another 
nobody had ever heard about? This fact more than any other 
must have seemed to no small number the beginning of Chaos,

1 Lapesa (1981:118). Also Alonso Martin (1962:40): "The 
Goths hardly changed our syntax which continued to be 
and is still Latin based. Spanish-Gothic writers used 
Vulgar Latin as their written medium."
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Trial and Tribulation. Furthermore, the community was for 
a long period completely isolated from the rest of Christian
ity. The Latin vernacular and Mozarabic Romance that evolved 
from it acquired a new status: from being essentially the 
common speech, now used by Moslems and Christians (1), it 
became the heritage of the Christian community and the symbol 
of its culture. These connotations held in check the rate of 
change and explain the conservative aspect of this variety 
which attracted the attention of Menendez Pidal (2). Just 
as many Romance words were borrowed into the Arabic varieties, 
it is reasonable to suppose that a great many Arabic lexical 
items made their way into Mozarabic Romance. To what degree?
It is impossible to say without surviving texts.

Converts to Islam, it is true, mastered Arabic for reli
gious reasons; nevertheless, it is equally logical to assume 
that conquerors and subjects would resort to hybrid forms, 
indeed pidgin on many occasions for lack of a better method 
of communicating, at least in C8 and probably until the 
Caliphate.

By CIO, Arabic had firmly established itself even among the 
Christians; the translation of the Psalter by Haf§ Ibn Albar (3) 
was not a single event, there were other attempts made by the 
Church to adapt the liturgy to the changing needs of its flock. 
Latin was losing ground to the ubiquitous Arabic (cf. Alvaro 
and Eulogio's stand, 1.2). They had tried to stem the tide.

1 See 1.2 and 1.3. Also Ribera (1928:1:27-28): "Vulgar
Arabic and Vulgar Latin were alternatively used by the 
same people, not only by ChristiaiB of Moslem Spain but 
also by the Moslems of Andalusia."

2 In Ribera (1928:1:36).
3 Dunlop (1955:221).



Some of their correspondence has survived and has been collected 
with the literary production of the Mozarabs by Gil (1). The 
following excerpts have been chosen to illustrate the various 
styles of the period and see whether any Arabic influence can 
be detected at the syntactic level.
I. Letter from Eulogio to Alvaro;

"Carissimo in Domino Iesu Xpo fratri meo Albaro Eulogius. 
Olim, mi frater, tranquillitate vegetatus domestica et 
pacatis familiaribus curis cuncta mihi commodius pros- 
perabantur. Verum dum subito omnes ex martyrio heati 
Isaac__ turbaremur totaque urbs tantae rei novitatem, 

r’ coepere omnes tam clerici quam laici magnimiter colere 
quocT actum est summoque honore tanti praedicatoris 
extollere constantiam."

II. Letter from Alvaro to Eulogio;
"Reuerentissimo patri Eulogio Albarus.
Repriorasti, mi domine, emolumenta priorum et anteriorem 
iamque obliteratum fulgorem catholicum ceu fontem obturatum 
vitae aeternae saturum ex Iesu pectore scaturientibus 
profluens venis reserasti fidelibus uniuersis. Ille 
enim qui aetatis nostrae huius miseratus errorem 
athletarum suorum occultum propalauit agonem, ipse 
magnum prae omnibus inspirauit doctorem, quern talium 
uerissimum accingeret laudatorem." (2)

III. Pseudo-Hagiography:
"Et dum ambularet ut ennarraret uerba Domini ad eos,
[I I V [I V N N I N ]]
infirmatus est ac uocatus a Domino. Et precepit unum 
[ V [I V? I N ] [I V N
de monacis suis, cui nomen erat Ocim, ut pergeret in 
I N [ I  N V N [] I V I
Erribon ut loqueretur ad eos. uerba quern angelus Domini 

N [I V I N N [ N N N
preceperat loquere ad papam Osium episcopum. Qui puer 

V [ V  I N  N N ]]]]]][ N? N
-nomen erat Ozim- dum audisset uerua doctoris sui quern 
[ N  V N ] I V N N [ N
narrauerat ei angelus Domini, dum pergeret et diceret 

V N N N ] ][ I V ] I V
satrapum eorum ad quern ordinatus fuerat, dum ascenderet 

N N [ I N V ] ] [I V
in Erribon, inuenit angelum temtatjonis istantem in arborem 
I N [ V N N
ilicis, abentem similtudinem angelici." (3)

] ]

1 Gil I. (1973) . v = u.
2 Eulogi Memoriale Sanctorum in Gil (1973:363-365).
3 Gil (1973:709).



Translation (1):
I. "My dearest brother Albaro Eulogius in Our Lord J.C.,

For some time now, brother, strengthened in domestic 
peace and the usual worries having abated, every thing 
had become easier for me. But then, suddenly, all of 
us -who had been perturbed by the execution of blessed 
Isaac- and the whole town (were rocked?) by the novelty 
of such a thing. All, clergy and laity, began to praise 
(him) greatly for what he did and many proclaimed with 
the greatest tributes (his) steadfastness."

II. "Very Reverent Father Eulogio Albarus,
My Lord, the reward, the first and foremost now 
forgotten spark of Catholicism has been rediscovered 
by you as if ? the plentiful spring of eternal life 
(flowing) from the Heart of Jesus having stopped had 
been tapped by you, flowing through the veins of all 
the faithful. Indeed He? who, having taken pity on the 
error of our age, sent forward a hidden champion from 
his champions, Himself great above all men inspired a 
wiser man who gathered such a true flatterer ?"

III. "And then he set forth to tell them the word of The Lord, 
he became sick while called upon by The Lord. And he 
ordered one of his monks whose name was Ocim, that he 
journey on to Erribo to tell them the message that the 
angel of The Lord had ordered (pope?) father Osius, the 
bishop to say. This youth - Ozim - when he heard the 
message from his teacher the angel of The Lord had told 
him, then left and told the ruler of these people what 
he had been ordered to say. Then he arrived in Erribo 
and met with an angel of temptation in an evergreen oak 
under the guise of an angel."

Comments:
All three texts employ frequently the ellipsis, often centered
on a past participle and where the verb has been deleted:

I. vegetatus
II. miseratus

III. vocatus
There is also unexpected high number of verbs in the passive:

I . prosperabantus
II. huius miseratus (est)

III. infirmatus est
which may reflect a general non-distinction or "fuzziness" of
modes.
1 Approximate translation only on account of unclear 

morpho-syntactic links.



The impesfect subjunctive seems to have acquired the function
of an indicative past tense: ambularet.
These texts are in Latin (1):
. Articles have not appeared yet.
. Case endings are still viable.
Text III departs from I and II in a gradual loss of distinction of 
gender: verba quern
Latin neut. *► mas/fern , here fern, sg.-t-fem. sg.?

pi. sing.
and case: cui nomen erat
Latin dat. nom. V for classical gen. (cuius) nom. V
here cui is perhaps identical in gen. and dat.

Could these texts have been influenced by Arabic syntax?
An interesting question. Alas, without immediate answer!
All that can be established is the degree of convergency. A
high degree of convergency only points to but does not prove
any influence. Greater approximation could only be determined
in the presence of an Arabic version. Convergency is expressed
in the number of common features to be found both in Arabic and
in these texts.

1 Menendez Pelayo (1962:4): "This Vulgar Latin was different, 
mainly on account of its tendency to use periphrastic 
constructions where classical Latin had used a synthetic 
construction; prepositions substituted classic declensions 
...and instead of the synthetic form of the genitive 
plural: cervorum, the people said: de cervos and the 
future form: cantabo gave way to: cantare habeo."
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Features Arabic
Formal style Vernacular 

{poetry:
Cll to C12)

Latin

1. word 
order VS.0 + 

+

+

2. RRR
3. case 

ends.
4. articl. 

deviant
5. part, 

expansion
6. V deletions
7. sys.coordin. 

wa, fa +

VSO + with 
reversals

+

H 90

 1 +

+
+

8. V 11 an 
subord.

13. relat.
+ +

I, II

free -

III

V (S)O +?

+ +— ->0

+

not .in text (V ut) + 
■-►specific to Latin

Out of 9 possible present features, I and II share 2: 
case endings and V deletion. Any influence appears remote.

With the formal styles of Arabic, III shares 4 possibly 
5 features: case endings, V deletions, systematic coordination 
and subordination of a similar nature. Word order is an added 
possibility. With Vulgar Arabic the similarity of the under
lying structure increases: both show a trend towards the loss 
of case endings and a predictable expansion in function of 
the particles, raising the number of features to 5, possibly
6. With text III, the degree of convergency is strikingly 
high.



The richest source of Mozarabic Romance is Arabic poetry 
in vernacular. This was studied in detail in 7.2.1. Of the 
many unanswered questions that beset this literature, those 
concerning doubtful transcriptions (1) and dating are worth 
recalling. As regards the latter the facts are as follows:

(i) This poetry falls roughly into two types. The 
kar§a or quatrain and the za§al, a complete poem. Whereas 
the karga may be entirely in Romance, this is never the case 
with the zagal.

(ii) The authors of the karga are Moslems and Jews, 
using a foreign language ,|CA§amI". To which some reply that 
Mozarabic Romance was no longer considered "foreign", but 
rather another variety used alternatively to Vulgar Arabic 
(Arabic vernacular) (2). However, in the kar^a of Xbn Khatima 
(G14, Granada), there is no Romance whatsoever.

(iii) The authors of the Romance karcfa span a period
from 10 50+ to 1145 (3), which coincides with the massive
emigration of Jews and Christians as a result of the Almoravid
invasion. Indeed, a substantial number of remaining Christians
were deported to North Africa. The problem of dating must
reconcile these facts (4).

For the linguist, an equally important issue is, as
c ^mentioned previously, the authenticity of the Agami content. 

Granted that it is the case, what is. the nature of Mozarabic 
Romance?

1 Hitchcock (1980:20): "Nevertheless the effect, for me, of
the transcription in Roman script is to create - somewhat 
capriciously perhaps - an atmosphere of false security..."

2 Cf. Ribera, chapter 8, note 2. Also cf. Simonet.
3 See 1.2.
4 Tompson (1970) Bilingualism in Moorish Spain.



The kar§a selected in 7.2.1 represent the scope of 
Romance borrowing from the odd lexical item in (i) to (ii) 
which is completely Romance, and (iii) and (iv) illustrating 
the middle range. If (ii) is more than a coincidence, then 
Mozarabic Romance was in C12 a dialect similar in status to 
the other Romance dialects spoken in the north of Spain. 
Illustrations of this particular dialect are so limited as to 
raise the question of its existence. On the other hand, if
(ii) is a happy coincidence, the (iii) , (iv), together with 
the Romance in the za§al, represent one of the varieties of 
popular speech in Al-Andalus. This variety overlaps from 
Arabic into Romance and the resulting admixture, analysed in 
7.2.1, is comparable to a creole.

With the Almohad invasion in the second half of the 
twelfth century, the non-Moslem population of Al-Andalus had 
emigrated, been deported, massacred or had converted. Moz
arabic Romance as spoken by the Christian community in iso
lation had ceased to be of any use. Those who resettled in 
northern Spain influenced greatly the now diverging Romance 
dialects. These, in turn, modified no doubt to a greater or 
lesser degree the Mozarabic Romance the Andalusians spoke.

8.2 Latin vernacular and diverging Romance dialects
When the break came with the Moslem invasion the Chris

tians in the North (at first the Astur Kingdom, then Navarre, 
followed by Aragon) had reached a stage in the development and 
use of the vernacular comparable to that of the Christian com
munity in the South. At the formal end of the linguistic 
continuum, they wrote Latin. This Latin was also a koine in 
exchanges with members of other communities; when spoken, it



came more and more under the influence of popular speech 
(Romance), occupying the other end of the continuum. There 
were two significant factors that redirect the course of 
further changes:
I. Latin remained the prestige language, unchecked until 
it was replaced by Castilian, Catalan or Portuguese. It did 
not have to stand up to the pressure of Arabic as a competing
official language as was the case in Al-Andalus.
II. As a result, Romance in its different varieties, with no 
other pretension than fulfilling the medium of common speech, 
was free to develop unchecked by the conventions of writing.

In CIO, the Glosas Emilianensis, with one of the texts 
in Romance, mark, as mentioned before, a loss of linguistic 
awareness. It appears that learned Latin was becoming "foreign", 
the educated were no longer familiar with it and the first 
dictionaries or glosas came into use. Here is one of the few 
prose pieces to be found in the work. Together with it, a 
contemporary document in Latin is offered by way of comparison 
and to illustrate the scope of the continuum.
I. Glosas Emilianensis

"Cono ajutorio de nuestro dueno, dueno Christo, dueno 
Salbatore, qual dueno get eno honore e qual dueno tienet 
ela mandatione, cono Patre cono Spiritu Sanctu enos
sieculos elos sfeculos. Facanos Deus omnipotes tal
serbitio fere ke dinante ela sua face gaudioso segamus."(1)

II. Valpuesta. Document XV, dated 935.
"In Dei nomine. Ego Gutier tibi emtori meo Didacus 
episcopo, placui, nobi adque conueni ut uindere tibi 
et ad tuos gasalianes uinea in Liciniana de limite ad 
limite integrata, iusta limite de Munio, et accepi de 
te pretio, id est quatuor bobes et canape et plumazo et 
sabana et bracas et adtorralinia et nicil in te non

1 Hall (1974:110); his translation into English follows.



remansit de ipso pretio aput te; ita de odie die de iuri 
meo in dominio tuo abeas ipsa uinea confirmata perpetim 
abiturim. Quo si ego Gutier aut filiis meis uel aliquis 
de aliqua parte, iam dicto te Didacus episcopo aut 
posteritas tua, ad iudicio proferre temptaberi, abeas ad 
me ipso pretio in duplo, et si noster mercatus firmes... 
Facta cartula uindicionis XII kalendas martias, era 
DCCCCLXXIIIregnante Domini Ranemiri et comite Fredenando 
Gundesalbiz in Lantarone. Munnio scripsit." (1)

Translation
I. "With the help of our Lord, Lord Christ, Lord Saviour, who 

the which Lord is in honour and the which Lord has the 
dominion with the Father and the Holy Spirit in the 
centuries and the centuries. May the overpowerful God 
have us do such service that we may be joyful before
His countenance."

II. "In the name of God. I, Gutier, am content to sell you, 
Didacus my bishop, as agreed, to you and your companions 
the vineyard in Licinia, the whole of it, [located] just 
by the wall. I accept from you in payment 4 oxen?, a
bed, a down, a sheet, a pair of trousers and ---- and
you owe me nothing more. Therefore as from today from 
being my right it becomes your property, the same vine
yard, in a definite exchange. Should I, Gutier, or my 
sons or whomsoever be tempted to bring a suit against you, 
the abovementioned Didacus, the bishop and your successors 
I shall be liable to twice the payment. Meanwhile the 
deal is definite. The bill of sale was established on 
the 12th day to the Calends of March, year 9 73 (Brass 
era) of the reign of Ramiro and Count Ferdinand Gunde
salbiz as Lord of Lantarone. Munnio wrote it."

Comments
I. What distinguishes Romance from Vulgar Latin is:
. The loss of case endings:
mandatio Latin: mandationem
qual Latin: qualis
case is replaced by particles: the former genitive by de in 
ajutorio de...dueno
. The appearance of definite articles: ela, elos. When these
follow a preposition, 1 is elided:
con elo --- ► cono
en ellos --- ► enos

1 Ford (1906:1-2).



Elcock sees this feature as well as the diphthongization of the 
vowel est (get) as pertaining more specifically to the Navarro- 
Aragonese area (1).
II. The most striking characteristic of this passage in Vulgar 
Latin, compared to the Mozarabic texts, is the breaking down 
of the case system in the erratic occurrence of non-predictable 
case morphs:
tibi emtori Didacus episcopo 
dat. dat. nom. dat.
where Latin requires dative throughout.
ut uindere tibi et ad tuos gasalianes uinea... 
cj. inf. dat. cj. p. acc. acc. nom.
which in Latin would be
ut uenderet? tibi et tuis gasalianibus uineam 
cj.subjunctive dat. cj. dat. dat. acc.
the string ad tuos gasalianes represents the intermediate stage
between the case system and the substitution of enclitic case
marks by independent case marks, the particles. The next
stage is found in Glosas:
en-os sieculos 
part. art. noun

The word order is S V 0.
Moreover some of the lexical items are Romance, even Gothic 
(Germanic):

Gutier: Gothic ?
gasalianes: from gasaljans Gothic 
plumazo: Romance 
sabana: Romance ?

1 Elcock (1960:405).
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Others have undergone such changes from the original Latin 
that one may question whether the items are still Latin and 
not Romance:
bobes, canape, adtorralinia, perpetim abiturim...

How convergent are these varities with C12 Arabic? 
Feature Analysis

Arabic 
Toledo 8 Saragossa
(1112)
+

+

+

1.VS0 Order
2.Derived forms 

from RRR
3.Case ending 
morphs

4.Articles deviant 
from Cl.A.

5.Particles 
expand domain

6 . v >0 +
7.wa-fa coordination -
S.V'an +
13.Relativization +

llati
Average number of 
nested clauses per 
main clause

(1117)
+

very few

+

not in text 
+
ma

16.Negation 
19.Borrowing

Glosas E

SVO

Valpuesta XV 
(935)

SVO

+ (1)
+

not in text

-(1)
none
+

+
qual

-(2)
+
ut9

not in text
1
+

1 less than 1
+ not in text
+ +

(1) The appearance of articles separates Romance from Latin.
(2) Coordination is frequent by not systematic.
There is no traceable influence nor convergence in Glosas. 
Compare Valpuesta XV to the earliest documents of a similar 
content. Saragossa is still under Moslem rule, but not Toledo.



Dealing with the question marks first,
Feature 3: Case endings morphs functioning as distinctive
features are present but only just, as explained above.
Feature 6: One could have argued for a V deletion in:
vinea in liciniana 
N V->0 I N

however in the past this would give
vinea ea erat in liciniana 
or
vinea qui erat in liciniana
The appearance of the verb in the surface structure is subject 
to the appearance of an (N) subject which is beyond the scope 
of the rule.
Feature 13: Is there a case of relativization closer to the 
Arabic pattern than the more usual quid?
(i) accepi de te pretio id est quatuor bobes

V I N N [ N V N ]
I accept of you the price, it is 4 oxen, 
in Arabic wa 4 oxen

wa mablag-hu 4
(ii) accepi de te pretio quid est quatuor bobes.

which is four oxen
All that can be said is that this document is closer in 
structure to Arabic than the Glosas. However, there is in 
the style of the document a number of indirect coincidences 
with the legal expressions found in Arabic documents, rather 
as if recalled from memory.
(1) In Dei nomine bismi-llah
(2) vinea integrata §amlca 1-garis

Q(3) justa limite de Munio ma a l-’ardi 1-bayadi
(4) see above
(5) nicil in te non remansit

de ipso pretio aput te abra*-ha fa-bariya
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(6) de iuri meo in dominio tuo 
abeas ipsa vinea confirmata

sarat bayda-h ... wa 
muhalla di 1-mulk fT-mulk

(7) ad uidicio proferre 
temptaberi

la da7wan, la 
huggat wa talab
bi l-baTc 1-batil s-sabih(8) mercatus firmes

(9) Munnio scripsit kataba...
The only difference is: (i) that the document is couched in
the first person, and (ii) the dating. Perhaps the scribe was 
a Mozarab, with some knowledge of Arabic legal documents? (1)

As explained previously, popular speech was free to develop 
just as any other patois or local variety, uncurbed by the 
conventions and standardization of writing. Furthermore, at 
the beginning of the Reconquest, Christian centres of culture 
were isolated from each other; as a result the local vernacular 
underwent different changes, some gradually, others much more 
rapidly in Galicia, Navarre and Catalonia (2). Once these 
regions acquire their independence, popular speech diverges 
to an even greater extent. For the vernacular was seen as a 
means of expressing one's cultural identity against the designs 
of the neighbouring state. The internecine struggles of Leon 
and Castile run parallel to the rivalry of Leonese and the rise 
of Castilian as standard dialects This type of situation was 
and is common even today.

Almost simultaneously with the expansion of the new Romance 
dialects, a continuous flow of Mozarabs and later of Jews

1 Hoenerbach (19 61) noticed the same similarity between
Christian legal documents of the time and Arabic legal 
formulae.

2 Menendez Pidal (1968:5): "There is no precise moment in 
time when one can say that the modern languages were born. 
When these begin to be known through C9 and CIO texts, we 
find them quite distinct one from the other."



arrived from Moslem Spain. A great many Arabic loans entered 
Romance, all the more so since they came with a higher level 
of culture than the one they found in northern Spain (1).
The borrowing, according to Garcia de Diego, was a natural 
process for the Mozarabs as they were bilingual; he mentions 
in particular the contribution of the large Christian community 
of Saragossa at the time of the fall of the city to Alfonso I 
of Aragon in 1118. They introduced and enriched considerably 
Navarro-Aragonese with a new vocabulary of which he gives 
examples (2). As with Saragossa, Toledo attracted a large 
number of new settlers from Al-Andalus, escaping beyond the 
reach of the Berbers. Their impact on the current linguistic 
situation may be observed more precisely on account of the 
numerous extant documents.

BORROWING OF ARABIC LEXICAL ITEMS
Here are a few examples, from documents in Vulgar Latin:
In the act of donation of the castle of Alcala to the See 

of Toledo in 113 4 (3), there is:
i) almuneis "farms, gardens"
ii) aldeis "hamlets"
The first adopted straightforwardly into Latin with the article
1.-. In the second instance the article is indirectly present, 
either as a-ddeis, where d is /d/, therefore foreign to Latin.

1 Lapesa (1959:107-108): "Arabic loans. Until Cll, for as
long as the Peninsula looked towards Cordoba, they made
their way into Romance, unchecked and free from competition 
from elsewhere... Arabic did not affect the Spanish phono
logical system and only slightly its morphology. Its 
grammatical structure like that of any of the other 
Semitic languages was too different from the Romance 
system to allow any [Arabic] imprint."

2 Garcia de Diego (1946:288).
3 Gonzalez Palencia (1945:114).



As such it becomes Id as in another example below in which
l-gadl becomes alcalde, or as al-deis, in which case the
occurrence of al- is by false analogy to almuneis. In Arabic,
the article 1- is realized as a dental phoneme by phonetic
assimilation when it precedes a noun beginning with an initial
dental phoneme.

Both nouns have Latin plural morphs -is, which may be
interpreted as a hybrid form or as a fully naturalized loan
on par with terris, acquis. In the list of witnesses' to the
document, there is:
iii) Aluazil Julian 
i-v) Aben Lampader
v) Petrus Velidiz
vi) Cidi Velidi
iii) Aluazil "clerk, sergeant" is similar to i). The fronting 
of the office before the holder is Romance rather than Arabic 
word order.
iv) Aben from Ibn (Ar.) Lampader (Mozarabic).
v) Velidiz, a hybrid form. Velidi (Ar.) proper name, -iz 
(R.) suffix meaning Ibn "son of".
vi) Cidi Velidi, Arabic.
In a later deed, donating the hamlet of Cortes to the See of 
Toledo in 1167 (1), the witnesses are identified as:
i) Qrtf Ortiz Alcaiat en Toledo
ii) Melendo Lampader ... Alcaldes
iii) Estevan Ilian, Alga~zil
iv) Dominico Cidez ... Almosserifes
i) Alcaiat "governor" from Ar. gawiya "strong, superior";
see almuneis.
ii) Alcalde "mayor"; see above.
iii) Algazil (above Aluazil) is slotted in the same position 
as in Arabic.

1 Anonymous, Paleografia Espanola (1758:87-88).



iv) Cidez (see Velidiz). Almosserifes "intendant, treasurer" 
has a Romance plural morph.

In a further and last deed, marking the donation by 
Queen Alienor of an altar to St. Thomas a Becket to the 
Cathedral of Toledo, in 1179 (1), among the witnesses there 
is Melendus Lampader, Alcallus Toleti de Mozaravis. The 
above-mentioned alcalde has become alcallus, illustrating 
attempts to latinize Arabic loans. This form, however, only 
had temporary acceptance; Spanish retained the older alcalde.

If a large minority of the inhabitants of Toledo still 
spoke Arabic in the years up to 1212, we consider the 
linguistic continuum of the majority to be illustrated by 
the two following excerpts: I, representing the formal range;
II, Romance. The colloquial end of the range is taken up by 
popular speech of which there is no record. Any Arabic 
influence appears confined to the middle and possibly the 
lower ranges of register/style.
I. Agreement, dated 1191, in Vulgar Latin. (2)

In Christe nomine, & eius gratia. Ego Donus Alvarus 
Johannis, Vir Done Micia, & ego Salvator Johannis neto 
de Doha Maria Mescabello, donamus a poner unam terrain, • 
que habemus sub dominio Talavere,.& in termino Fontanellas, 
& habet terminos contra Orientem nostram terram : contra 
Meridiem maiolum, quod posuit Petrus Prior Sancti Michaelis 
in terram nostram : contra Occidentem rivulo de Fontan
ellas: contra Aquilonem similiter terra nostra. Nos 
supradicti donamus hanc terram tibi Nunio Levita Sancti 
Michaelis, ut plantes in ea maiolum, sicut mos est.
Of the 6 witnesses, 4 sign in Roman script and 2 in Arabic.

1 Anonymous, Paleografia Espanola (1758:87-88).
2 Ibid., p.95.



II. Contract of exchange, dated 1206, in Romance with 
Vulgar Latin formulae (underlined). (1)
In Dei nomine, et ejus gratia. Esta es avenencia, e 
camio, que fezo Donna Cecilia, Labadessa del Monasterio 
de Sant Climent, con voluntad e ortogamiento de nuestro 
Senior, e Padre onrado Larcebispo de Toledo Don Martino, 
e Primat de Spania, quern Deus salvet & onret. Labadessa 
nomrada fezo esta habenentia con Don Fernando Pedrez, 
fillo de Don Pedro Matheo, gue Deus perdone. Tal 
abenentia fezo, que del dia doy delessa Don Fernando 
Pedrez, e des esses de toda la heredad quel tenie en 
Aldea Darganz el, e ome por el, de terras, vineas, ortos, 
prados, molinos, casas, corrales, solares entradas, y 
essidas, e de quantas derechuras avie en Aldea Darganz la 
conomrada de las Aldeas de Toledo, e delessos, e, 
dessessiose de poco, e de mucho,como que lo avie, o lo 
devie ad haber, e delessolo al Monasterio de San Climent... 
The deed is signed by a number of witnesses, including the 
primate in Roman script, followed by 3 signatures in Arabic.

Translation
I. In the name of Christ and by Kis grace. I, Don Alvaro 

de Juan, spouse to Dona Micia, and I, Salvador de Juan,
. grandson to Dona Maria Mescabello, we offer the use of 
a piece of land we have in the area of Talavera in the 
district of Fontanellas and which has as boundaries: to 
the East, a field of ours; to the South a vineyard owned 
by Peter the Prior of St. Michael, in our field; to the 
West the stream of Fontanellas; to the North also, a 
field of ours. We, the above mentioned give this land 
to you, Nuno, the Deacon of St. Michael, that you might 
plant a vineyard in it, ' as is th<£ S o  s h o  m

II. In the name of God and by His grace. This is the agree
ment and the exchange that Dona Cecilia, the Abbess of 
the Monastery of St. Clement undertook of her [free] 
will and with the permission of our Lord, honored 
father, the Archbishop of Toledo, Don Martin, and Primate 
of Spain. May God save and honour him! The above- 
mentioned abbess made this agreement with Don Fernando 
Pedrez, son of Don Pedro Mateo. May God forgive him!
The agreement is such that as from today, Don Fernando 
Pedrez relinquishes the estate, in its entirety, he has 
in the Hamlet of Arganz, personally and whomsoever on 
his behalf, by way of fields, vineyards, orchards, 
meadows, mills, houses, farmyards, holdings with entrance 
and exit rights, and whatever other rights he had in the 
said Arganz, a hamlet of the hamlets of Toledo, these are 
relinquished, be they more or less important including 
those rights that should be his, he relinquishes them 
all to the Monastery of St. Clement...

1 Anonymous, Paleografia Espanola (1758:88-89).
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Comments
I. Text I reflects the ultimate stage of Vulgar Latin,
before it overlaps into Romance. The case system has almost
disappeared, syntactic function is indicated by particles
and word order. The result is a hybrid text, half Latin,
half Romance, e.g.:
donamus a poner unam terram 
Lat. R. R. L. L.
[V [I V] N]
The underlying structure is Romance rather than Latin, where 
the main V tends to come at the end, marking the end of the 
string. There is no apparent influence of Arabic, besides the 
two above-mentioned signatures.
II. This excerpt is no less interesting, in that it shows the
deliberate choice of Romance to Vulgar Latin. The variety
used is not quite Castilian yet, for it retains several
features that were discarded in Spanish:
. Conservation of the initial /f/: fe-zo, Fernando, fillo 
. fillo has not become fricative yet fijo, hijo /i§o/
. One sees the first signs of final vowel elision:
Climent, Primat

Apart from phonological differences, one should take into
account the syntactic remarks below.
The text, as we said, reflects a state of transition with 
traces of Romance-Vulgar Latin overlap:
i) Quern Deus salvet. Latin

N N * V
ii) Que Deus salvet

Ro. L . L •
iii) Que Deus perdone

Ro. L . Ro.
What is even more surprising is that these are Arabic caiques, 
applied to people and things (Toledo). This custom enters



into Romance at this period and is still present in Spanish.
It is only recently that they have ceased to be productive.
Que Deus perdone has the modern equivalent: iQue en Gloria estel
Quern Deus salvet et onret: iDios la guarde a Vd. muchos anosI 
En Aldea Darganz la conomrada de las Aldeas de Toledo is 
another caique; Castilian will have: en la sobredicha aldea 
de Arganz de T.

The following string is odd on at least two accounts:
(1) the place of the definite article (see below); one expects 
el onrado arcebispo.
(2) Primat de Spania is separated from the first part of the 
title, larcebispo. Compare nuestro Senior e Padre onrado 
Larcebispo de Toledo Don Martino e Primat de Spania... and:
(1) eil muy reverendo padre y senor, el_ obispo de Avila;
(2) Muy reverendo y assi sabio vardn, Don Alonso de Fonseca, 
Arzobispo de Sevilla.
Padre onrado is probably a caique. Padre as a title is pre
ceded by the adjective which is usually reverendo. If onrado 
qualifies larcebispo, then the article should come before 
onrado (see above).

The agglutination of the article 1 (̂  el, la) in 
Larcebispo, Labadessa is isomorphic with Arabic.

As for the contents of this document, they are very 
similar to Docs. 7 and 8 of Nuestra Senora del Pilar-.
Saragossa (1). The Vulgar Latin gloss of doc. 7 shows some 
influence of Romance, but the language is closer to Latin than 
the Toledo 1191 agreement. When one compares the Arabic deeds 
to the Vulgar Latin gloss of one of them, one observes the

1 See Appendix 1.



remarkable detail and subtlety of the contracting conditions 
expressed in the Arabic. This explains more than anything 
why the Church used Arabic to its advantage rather than the 
impoverished Vulgar Latin. The 1206 Toledo contract of 
exchange is invaluable? it is one of the first successful 
attempts to equal in Romance the flexibility of Arabic. When 
this stage was reached Arabic could and was replaced as 
prestige language by Castilian, Catalan and Portuguese.

Castilian had emerged as the Romance variety of the region 
around and to the north of Burgos. The local inhabitants were 
dissatisfied with their links with the kingdom of Leon. They 
broke away and declared themselves independent towards the end 
of CIO. It is likely that the rapid changes observed in their 
dialect ran parallel to their political history for the reasons 
explained previously. Indeed, where they conquered and re
settled the land to the south, pushing back the borders with 
the Moors, Castilian became the common speech. It appeared late
in writing (C12); first, it had to compete with Vulgar Latin;
then it had to accommodate to the Mozarabic influence and the 
massive borrowing of Arabic loans and evolve its own structure. 
Neither was Arabic the only foreign element it met with, at 
this stage of its formation; Castilian was no less affected by 
French. The high clergy had been formed by the monks of Cluny? 
not only did they impose a new liturgy, they introduced a novel 
style of writing. Their script was clearer and easier to read; 
nevertheless this change brought about a rejection of past 
Mozarabic culture.

The reign of Alfonso X, in the second half of C13, saw 
the translation of a number of treatises from their Arabic
originals; this was carried out often by Jews and converts.



under Royal patronage; the king took a personal interest in 
the translated Romance version, suggesting many corrections 
to clarify the expression. He also sponsored other scholarly 
works, i.e. General Estoria, Primera Cronica General, 
especially a new legal code Siete Partidas. All were written 
in Castilian. It had become the official language of the 
kingdom under Ferdinand III (1). Alfonso X, his son, provided 
the interest, the necessary stimulus and scope that shaped 
this Romance variety into a fully fledged language. Here 
are two samples of these works:
I. The story of Joseph, Castilian version written towards 

the end of C13.
"Et cuenta la Estoria de Egipto que sopiera el rey 
Pharaon Nicrao la culpa en que aquellos sus officiales 
cayeron contra el, et fuera desta guisa: diz que yazie 
el rey durmiendo una noche, et uino ael en suennos uno 
en semeianpa de omne et dixol: el tu copero et el tu 
patiquero an conseiado como te maten, et guarda te dellos. 
El rey esperto en cabo del senno, como contesce a todos 
los omnes las mas ueces, et asmo la razon et paro mientes 
en el suenno et acordol bien, et grand mannana enuio por 
el copero et por el patiquero et dixoles lo que sonnara 
et demandoles quel dixiessen si era verdad. El copero 
non quiso mentir assu sennor el rey et dixol que assi 
era fablado. El rey estonpes, por sacar dellos mas la 
uerdad et saber mas del fecho, dixo les esta razon: icomo 
podiedes asmar atamana nemigo et tamanna traycion como 
esta, ca yo nunca me apparto mucho con tales como uos 
nin esto sennero, mas siempre muy acompannado, por que 
deuedes entender que non me podriedes uos matar?"(2) 
General Estoria, Lib.8.

II. The seige and fall of Valencia to the Cid.
fol.184 "Et cuenta aqui la estoria que la primera cosa que 
mouio guerra por que Valencia fue perduda que fue la 
muerte de un alguazil que dizien Abubecar fijo de Abdal- 
haziz que la tenie estonces de mano del rey Almemon et 
finco en el sennorio della despues de la muerte del rey 
Almemon et de Issem su fijo et mantouo la el muy bien con 
seso con recabdo XI annos, assi como dize la estoria et

1 Anonym. Paleografra Espanola (1758:24) (a F.III) "se debe 
la gloria de haber quitado el embarazo de la lengua 
latina en'los Despachos Reales y en las leyes".

2 Ford (1906:46,170): "This latter was taken by Alfonso or 
his collaborator from an Arabic source also, the Book of 
Roads and Realms of the Moorish (taifa) King of Niebla."



assessego el gran desacuerdo que auie entre los mas poder- 
osos que tenien las fortalezas de la tierra. Et muriosse1 
despues desto aquell alguazil Abubacar; et despues de la 
muerte dell, cuenta la estoria que se amato la candela de 
Valencia et que escures9io y la luz.... Et pues que todo 
esto acaescio a este nieto de Alememon porque los moros se 

• le alparon et tomaron otro senor en Toledo porque ouo a 
fazer este pleito con el rey don Alfon..."(l) 
fol.214 "Et esto que aqui dezimos de las viandas non lo 
podian auer sinon qual o qual de los que auien poder. Et 
con todo esto ya non fallauan uianda ninguna a uender nin 
los ricos nin los pobres et de lo mas que biuien los omnes 
que algo auien era de los cueros de las uacas et del caldo 
que fazien dello; et los omnes pobres comien de la carne de

(I q s  omnes muertos. Et estaua ya todo el pueblo en las ondas
id^ la muerte; et ueyen el omne andar de-si caerse muerto;
; assy que se finchio la playa del alcazar de fuessas en 
j derredor de la mezquita et las plaiya§ de la villa et derre- 
: dor del muro et non auie y fuessa que non yoguiessen y mas 
de diez. Et los que pudien salir, yuan et metiense en poder 
de los cristianos que los tomassen catiuos." (2)

Translation
I. And the history of Egypt tells of how the king, Pharoah
Nicrao, knew of the transgression those servants of his had
committed and it was in this way: It says that, one night, when 
the king was lying asleep and someone in the shape of a man came 
to him in his dreams and told him: your wine and food tasters 
have plotted how to kill you and beware of them. The king awoke 
at the end of his dream as is the wont of most men and reason 
appeared and he gathered his wits and well remembered his dream, 
and mid-morning he sent for his wine and food tasters and told 
them what he had dreamt and requested them to tell him if it 
were true. The wine taster would not lie to his lord the king 
and told him that it was so. The king, therefore, to find out 
more from them and the whole truth, expressed the following 
opinion: How could you fall f/or such enmity and such felony,
for I never remain long in ttie company of the likes of you, but 
am always surrounded? Thus you must understand that you cannot 
kill me.
II. And History tells that the prime cause that led to the war 
in which Valencia fell was the death of a governor Abubakr, son 
of Abdalazziz who had received the city at that time from the 
caliph and he took over after the latter and his son Isen's 
death and he ruled with wisdom and discretion for 11 years, and 
according to History he pacified the mighty who held the forts 
of the land and stifled the discord that reigned amongst them. 
Abubakr, the governor, died after that; and after his death, 
History tells [us] that the candle of Valencia went out and its 
light was extinguished. And this happened to this grandson of 
the caliph because the Moors rebelled against him and chose 
another leader from Toledo; which is why he quarrelled with 
the king, don Alfonso...

1 Ms. F: Bibl. del Pal. Nac. 11-429.
2 Mendndez Pidal (1955:547-8,585).
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And this which we have said of the food that was unobtainable 
for all but a few, excepting those in power and with all that 
there was no food for sale neither for the rich nor for the 
poor and the staple diet of those who had anything was cow
hides and the broth they made from them and the poor ate the 
flesh of the dead. And the whole population was drifting in 
the waves of death and one could see a man fall dead there 
and then, so much so that the court-yard of the fort, the 
[open] spaces round the mosque and the walls and the town 
squares were replete with common graves and there was no grave 
with less than 10 dead. And those who were able to leave, 
fled even to give themselves up to the Christians who made them 
prisoners.

Feature Analysis
In order to assess the potential influence of Arabic on
Castilian syntax in the best conditions, the analysis of the 
Ibn Djubayr test (1) dated early C13 is contrasted to these
to the Alfonsine texts (end C13), both reputed to be written
from Arabic sources. Only comparable features are contrasted.
Features Castilian

Arabic Estoria Cronica
1. word order VSO flexible flexible flexible
2. RRR + - -

3. case ends. + - -
4. Articles deviant - - -
5. Part.expand domain - 1 case -
6. V deletion + - -
7. sys. coord. + + +
8. V"an + +

(V que)
+

(V que)
12. kama V + +

(V como)
7

13. Negation + + +
19. Loans 7 7 +
Total: 11 7 5 s

1 See 7.3.2.



Comments
4. There is no deviancy observed in the use of the definite 
article in Castilian, it is the mark of determination, once 
that conceptual choice has been made, the article is generated 
systematically before the substantive (noun or other).
5. The deviant particle is a in asmar atamana- nemiga.
8. In II there is a deviant que which is similar to the
repeated use of 'an in Arabic when the string is separated 
from its V component. gue fue la muerte...
19. In II the loans are (i) items accepted into Castilian, 
i.e. alguazil; (ii) proper names, i.e. Atmemon from (amir) 
l-mu'minln "caliph".

c 1 t'iDozy pointed out the occasional J expression met in II,
quite out of character with the usual style of Castilian met
in the rest of the Cronica, e.g.: "A Castilian would not have
written in the middle of a very matter of fact account - the
candle of Valencia went ĉ ut and its light was extinguished -
for "Elsewhere one finds - andUJ>
the whole population was drifting in the waves of death - .
No Spaniard has ever used this Arabic metaphor." (2)1 £ y *y

The Arabic text shows 7 present features out of a total 
of 11? Estoria 5 and Cronica with the highest number of loans 
5.. It should be noted that Estoria shares S features with the 
Arabic text. This indicates convergency or similarity in the 
underlying structure of both varieties, which in turn can be 
interpreted as a syntactic transfer in Castilian. Cronica

1 Dozy (1860:11 :40) .
2 Ibid.



has four common features. It would seem that the higher level 
of borrowing is confined mainly to slot filling in the surface 
structure. Galmes argues for favoured constructions which 
occur in these texts as being motivated by literal transla
tions from Arabic and Hebrew. Of the examples he discusses,
two appear in Cronica: despues delamuerte del . del :: Ar.-hu
(o^ead-pC *50; 1 >̂v*“ (r̂ o >;<3nd fta- ose oC a ina pKpri-c. pro,\jin-.\jS u\jsl-edc(
C  I ia(3V̂ ec,hueS . aigUnQs de los que avien poder for

algunos poderosos. Where the former pattern is possible in 
Arabic but the latter is not, although it is more acceptable 
in Castilian. (1)

To balance these illustrations of Castilian taken 
exceptionally from a literary context, we shall give the 
Castilian gloss of a Toledo document studied previously in 
7.3.3.
Toledo, doc. 628. Sale of a house, dated 1266 (2)

"Conoscida cosa sea...como yo, Marquesa Alfonso, fija 
de don Alfonso Lopez, fijo de don Lope de Calatrava, 
conosco que rogud a mis hermanos dona Maria Alfonso e 
Estevan, los vendedores que son dichos en la carta 
arabiga de suso escripta, que vendiesen por mi la mi 
parte, qual es el un quarto de las casas quellas son 
la vendida...por precio conombrado quarenta maravedis 
alfonsies, a razon de XV sueldos de pipiones cada 
maravedi; los quales...rescebi de vos los sobredichos 
vendedores... Et por que esto non venga en duda fiz 
ende testigos e los que sus nombres escrivieron en 
fin de esta carta. E demas rogud a don Garcf Martinez 
e don Gil Perez, alcaldes de Madrid, que mandasen 
poner sus sellos en esta carta por testimonio. Facta 
carta en Madrid, jueves XXVI dias del mes de Agosto, 
era de mill e trezientos e quatro anos. Ego Estevan 
Perez la escrivi por mandado de mi padre don Julian 
Perez, escrivano de concejo, e sum testis. En esta 
carta esta sobrepuesto o dice cosa e non empaezca al 
fecho desta charta. E yo, Julian Perez, escrivano del 
Conseio, la fiz escrevir e fiz hy este mio signo +."

1 Martin Alonzo (1962:147ff); Galmes de Fuentes (1955-1956;
2 Gonzalez Palencia (1931:230).



Translation
It is well known how I, Marquesa Alfonso, daughter of 
don Alfonso Lopez, son of don Lope of Caltrava, admit 
that I asked my brother and sister, Estevan and dona 
Maria Alfonso, the sellers referred to in the Arabic 
document above, that they should sell on my behalf my 
share that is a fourth part of the houses offered for 
sale, for the said price of 40 maravedies alfonsies, 
at the rate of XXV coins (pipiones) to the maravedi.
Which I received from you the above mentioned. And so 
that no doubt should arise in the matter, it was done 
before witnesses whose names appear at the bottom of the
document. Moreover, I asked don Garci Martinez and don
Gil Perez, mayors of Madrid, that they have their seals
affixed to the deed as proof. Written in Madrid, on
Thursday 26th August 1304 (Spanish) era. I, Estevan 
Perez wrote it on my father's order, don Julian Perez,
Clerk to the Council, and am witness. In this deed 
there is naught added, said, or declared that was not 
on the same date. And I, Julian P<£rez, Clerk to the 
Council, had it written and do, hereby, place my sign +.

Comments
The text reflects still the state of transition, discussed 
earlier. On the one hand, there are a few Latin stereotype 
expressions: e sum testis; facta carta, which are becoming 
obsolescent:
ego, Estevan yo, Julian
et : : e
Their use is stylistic; their purpose is to confer dignity to
what is still felt as a vernacular.
On the other hand, there is a fluctuation between the same 
forms within the text: 
escrivieron escrevir

he sound change /A/ to /̂  /
completed in fillo > fijo)
Change observed from the 1206 Toledo document.
cluster mr becomes mbr by homorganic labialization:
nomrada * conombrada
fillo + fijo (see above)
Both changes are characteristic of Castilian.



The only traces of Arabic are the caique:
Marquesa, fija..., fijo ...de Calatrava (X bint, Ibn  i)
which Gonzalez Palencia had noticed as well, and the loans 
alcalde, maravedi. The form ende is closer to Arabic Cinda 
"with, in the company" than Romance ante. It is probably a 
synchronic convergence rather than a derivation from or a loan 
from Arabic. A similar case is met with Aragonese enta.(1)
The Spanish particle hasta is a parallel case, that is to 
derive it from the Arabic fcatta does not explain satisfactorily 
how /tt/ became /st/? it seems that there were two phonetically 
close forms in Romance and in Arabic (facia, hacia ^ hata 
fasta) which came to be used in the same environment as a result, 
the two forms, by false analogy came to resemble one another.(2) 

Which brings us to summarize the Arabic contribution to 
C13 Castilian and to modern Spanish, later.
Phonology: minimal.
Morphology: morph -i is adopted, e.g. alfonsi, maravedi.
At the morpho-syntactic level,
i) The affixing of the article 1- to the substantive occurs 
in a number of items: al-calde, al-guazil and transferred by 
analogy to almendra "almond".
ii) It favours the formation of verbal pairs:
contecer acontecer 
dormir adormir
consejar aconsejar 
sosegar assossegar
The form a-verb coincides with Latin ad+verb and the Arabic IV 
verbal measure, expressing frequently an augmentative sense to 
the prime meaning. This is also the case in Spanish.
We see hasta and enta as the results of the same phenomenon.

1 See 8.4.G)
2 Entwistle (1980:163-164).
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iii) Personal pronouns are appended to the verb, just as they 
are in Arabic.
At the level of syntax, the systematic coordination observed 
in C13 texts disappears in Spanish, so the redundant use of 
que conjunction when separate from its verb. The only con
struction that survives is he aqui ... V, helo from hada ... V. 
There is massive borrowing within the lexical component.
i) Loans, many disappear at the end of the Middle Ages in 
competition with the later Latin and Greek learned terminology.
ii) Caiques are literally translated expressions, consisting 
of more than one lexical item.
i) Some like de balde are adverbial expressions or quasi
conjunctions as ojala.
ii) The complimentary expressions of the type seen above,
which acquire a new lease of life in the adopted language:
A: " JDios le guarde muchos afiosl B: »E1 conserve tanta gracia!"(l) 
A: God keep you many years. B: May He favour such graciousness I
iii) Others have become exclamations: hala, arre, ole (2).

The rise of Castilian and Catalan to the status of official 
languages marked the death knell of Arabic as a prestige 
language. The fact that Arabic survived, at all, in a Chris
tian environment is remarkable. The Christians from the North 
used the medium as a substitute for Vulgar Latin which was no 
longer felt to be adequate (cf. Mozarabs); the learned had 
access through Arabic to the Language of Science. Indeed, the 
Arabic treatises, once translated, were the mainspring of the 
intellectual revival in Europe; in that sense, Ibn Abdun was

1 Pan y toros. Zarzuela
2 A s m  Palacios (1920 : 356).



right when he stated that non-Moslems were appropriating the 
wisdom of the Arabs and therefore he forbade the sale of books 
to them. Arabic ceased to be used normally among the Chris
tians at the end of C13.

Mozarabic Romance disappeared as well when the regional 
dialects became prestige varieties. As Alonso explains:

"As for the dialects, Castilian replaces Mozarabic 
(Romance). The Mozarabic community, dating back to 
Cll and C12, was numerous, but thê  Castilian immigrants 
imposed their speech habits andobliterated the Mo.zarabic 
dialect."(1)

One should add that the Mozarabic group lost all political 
influence after the change of liturgy. The balance of power 
lay between the French faction and the Castilian nobility.
This does not mean that, in war situations, there did not 
exist a small minority of bilinguals among the army chiefs.
Quite a few served as mercenaries to North African and 
Granadan rulers: e.g. Reverter (2). The same is true of 
some of the inhabitants "algaraviados" on the borders of 
Granada who took their flocks grazing the other side of the 
frontier. (3)

8.3 The Mudejares varieties
Another exception, which includes the case of Valencia, 

was the exchange between Christian landlords and their Moslem 
subjects. Arabic survived as the dialect of the Mudejares.
They did not speak any form of Romance, at least at the begin- 
nign. Hence the charters and documents that defined their

1 Martin Alonso (1962:71).
2 Schack, Valera (1881:II:260)."Nearly all Spanish chronicles

speak on many occasions of knights who went...to live with 
the Moors and remained with them for a long time, even 
bearing arms against their fellow Christians... In 
Memorial Historico Espanol, vol.IX, there is a long list
of them." Also CODOIN vol.39.

3 Cf. Acien Almansa in Garcia Arenal (1980a).
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legal status and conditions of work were often in Arabic 
(see 7.3.1 to 7.4.3). Some deeds show massive Romance bor
rowing (Urzante, 7.3.3.2) and/or are accompanied by a Romance 
gloss. Other documents of similar content, written in the 
regional Romance languages, are worth analysing for the 
caiques. Little by little, these Moorish subjects, themselves, 
had to use the official language in their dealings with the 
authorities, once Arabic was no longer understood (Saragossa, 
Doc.13). By C15, some communities had lost the use of Arabic, 
they spoke a variety of Romance that was quite distinguishable 
from the other contemporary regional dialects.

To illustrate these several cases, we shall discuss, to 
begin with, three C14 texts. The two first are contracts of 
settlement issued the same year (1312); the last, dated 1315, 
acknowledges a debt.
I. Urzante, Navarre. Excerpt from the Christian version 

of the bilingual document of settlement (see above).
In Dei Nomine. Conoscida cosa sea todos et manifiesta, 
como nos freyre Guy de Severac, humil prior del Hospital 
de sant Johan de Jherusalen en Nauarra, entendientes 
fazer et proueer prouecho et bien et honor del dicho 
Hospital corteonsseio de los comendadores et freyres del 
dicho priorado, et specialment de consseio et ortoga- 
miento de don freyre Falcon de Barre, tenyente nuestro 
logar en Calchetas, et de don freyre Garci Sanchez de 
Cay, vicario de Calchetas, et de don freyre Sanz de 
Atayo, et de freyre Remond de Veyrifias, clauero en 
Calchetas, damos et ortogamos poblacidn, solar et estages 
en la nuestra villa de Ucrant et en sus terminos, a vos 
la aljama de moros que seredes en Ucrant, sabudamente 
de luego a uos Caheit Atorelli Cauegala et a uos Mahoma 
Almorauid ... et a uos Juce Algozi ... et a uos Muga 
fijo de Calema Hali, et a toda la uestra aljama et a 
todos quantos y uenrr^n daqui adelant a poblar, ... es 
a saber que a cada un poblador de uos et de quantos y 
uenrran daqui enant a poblar, deuemos dar nos et el 
dicho Hospital, casal conplido ... et cada ocho kafizadas 
de semnaduras de piecas de la mesura de Tudela, et cada



diez peonadas de vinnas, et esto es casal conplido ... 
con ta[l condicio]n otrossi, que uos los dichos aljama 
et pobladores presentes et los auenidos, dedes al dicho 
Hospital en el dicho logar, la tercera parte de toda 
cullida de pan, de uvas, de oliuas, de fauas, de arbejas 
et de todas legumnes et de todos otros fruytos et 
ortalizas que se y culiran, et esto que se faga bien 
et lealment et con buena uerdat.
[_____= Arabic loans]

II. Salilla, Aragon. (1)
Sepan todos homnes. como Nos don martin lopep de Rueda 
et dona franpesa xemenci de castellot muller del. Amos 
ensembles de cierta sciencia. Damos et otorgamos auos 
los primeros pobladores que agora uenides apoblar ala 
Villa nuestra de Saliellas a Cadauno de uos ditos pobla
dores diep kafligadas [sic] de trigo sepnadura de tierra 
blanca sitiada entermino de Regeno de Saliellas et de 
Casanueua. Es assaber: Auos don muga fillo de don 
mahomat del rey. et a don jupef fillo de do[n] 
d^£§Ytdabugalem ... et a ali suhermano ... Assi damos 
et atorgamos auos sobreditos moros et a cadauno de uos 
las ditas Diep kaffigadas de tierra blanca justal con- 
dicion que nos lauredes la dita tierra a medias por todos 
tiempos uos et los uestros bien et complidament ... Et 
quando seran limpios et cernidos los fructos que uos 
que nos dedes bien et liniment la meytat de aquellos, 
adueytos et leuados en el castiello et cambras nuestras 
de Saliellas en poder nuestro, en cadaun anno por todos 
tiempos. Et otro si ... cadauno por todos tiempos la 
oytena part de todos los fructos que uos et los uestros 
colbredes cadauno en el mont nuestro de Saliellas et de 
Casanueua.

Translation
I. In the name of God. Lehifĉ .̂ known and clear to all

how we, Friar Guy de Severac, humble prior of the 
Hospital of St. John of Jerusalem in Navarre, intending 
to provide the above mentioned Hospital with profits, 
wealth and honour, in consultation with the [knight] 
commanders and friars of the said priory, especially 
with the advice and consent of Friar Don Falcon de Barre, 
our governor'in Calchetas, and of Friar Don Garci Sanchez 
de Cay, vicar of Calchetas ... and of Friar Remont de 
Veyrihas, bursar in Calchetas, we give and grant settle
ment, site and leave of stay, in our town of Uprant and 
its district, to you, the ALJAMA of Moors to be in Uprant, 
to wit: to you, Caheit Atorelli Cauepala [leader of the 
Prayer]... and to you Mupa, son of Calema Hali and to 
all your ALJAMA and to. whomsoever comes henceforth to 
settle ... to wit to each settler of you and to all who 
come as from now to settle, we are bound to give, we and 
the said Hospital, a complete lot ... and every 8 measures

1 I. de las Cagigas (1916:122).



of grain for sowing in Tudela weights and every 10 --- (1)
of vineyard is a complete lot ... on the condition also 
that you, the above mentioned ALJAMA and its settlers 
present and to come," give the said Hospital in above- 
mentioned place, a third of the harvest in bread, 
grapes, olives, beans, peas, greens of all fruit and 
vegetable there gathered and this be done properly, 
honestly and truthfully.

II. Let all men know how we, Don Martin Lopep de Rueda and 
Dona Franpesa Xemenci de Castellot, his wife, both well 
informed, give and grant to you, the first settlers who 
have come to stay in our town of Saliellas; to each one 
of you, we give 10 measures of wheat for sowing the 
land [given over to] cereals, located in the district of 
Regeno of Saliellas and Casanueua, on the condition that 
you work the same land for a half share forever,' that is 
you and yours, properly and honestly... And that when 
the fruit has been gathered and sorted, that you give 
us properly and honestly, half of it, presented and- 
brought to our castle and storerooms that are in our 
keeping, yearly and forever. And moreover, that each 
give, forever more, the eighth part of the fruit that 
you and yours gather on our mountain of Saliellas and 
Casanueua.

Comments
The Latin-based version of the Charter of Urzante was written 
in a variety of Castilian (cf. Castilian version, doc.628, 
Toledo in 8.2). Both have cognates at the same stage of sound 
change patterns:

besides sharing the same opening formula. Castilian was, 
then, the official language of the kingdom of Navarre in C14, 
with Navarrese existing as a non-written variety. It is the 
regional forms that situated the text as having been written 
to the North of Castile:
(a) some sound changes have not taken place yet, e.g.:

Toledo Urzante
conseio consseio 

f ijo 
dicho
fazer, faga 
et

f i jo 
dichos 
fiz 
et

1 Acreage cleared by one man in a day's work (peonada).





/ m n /  ► /mbr/ semnaduras, legumnes. Note the same lack of
labialization in conpildo. This feature will be characteristic 
of Morisco Romance dialects in C15.

/j/ /3/

(b) cuHir is a local form adopted from colloquial speech.
estages is a technical term borrowed from another Romance 

variety (Catalan or French).
The Arabic element is confined to the occasional lexical 

item: aljama "community", kafizada, hybrid form from qafiz 
"a given dry measure". Peonada appears to be a newly coined
term by analogy with y u g o  > yugada, kafizada. Could it be
a literal translation of the Arabic: rrgala? There are also 
proper names which show the effects of Castilian speech habits: 
yusuf becomes Juce, losing the final consonant; so has Mahoma. 
Caheit, Hali reveal an awareness of the pharyngal quality of 
/ / approximated with /h/ still part of the phonological 
system of this Romance variety.

Text II, while being in a different variety of Castilian, 
corroborates that it had been adopted as prestige language in 
Aragon too, by C14. However, in practice, it was more con
servative apparently than was the custom in Navarre; another 
way of describing this Aragonese variety would be to say that 
it was less exposed than the other to court Castilian. There 
is no doubt that the proximity of Catalan must have delayed 
those sound changes in items that converged with Catalan 
cognates (1):

1 L>&pesa (1959 :175): "Aragon's political independence 
with respect to Castile and its union with Catalonia 
explain the greater resistance of the Arag.qnese dialect 
and the influence of Catalan upon it."



Text II Catalan Castilian
oytena vuit ocho
adueytos aditos? aducidos
fillo fill fijo
castiello castell castillo

Comparing the two varieties Text II is usually closer to the
Latin cognate:

Text I Text II Latin
fijo fillo filio
dicho dito dito
fruytos fructos fructos
ocho oyt-ena octo

Other sound changes: labialization
conplido {-) complidament (+)
semnadura (-) sepnadura (+) hypercorrection?
The local forms in Text II are:
cambras hypercorrection for camara
colbre-des "to get, obtain"
ensembles possibly a French loan.
There are fewer Arabic lexical items than in Text I, yet 
por .todos tiempos without the definite articles can be traced 
to an Arabic formula.

The interest of the third document, dated 1315, lies in 
that it refers to a relatively wealthy Moslem family of Toledo, 
It is couched in Castilian and not in Arabic, which confirms 
that Christians had ceased to understand Arabic in that city,, 
shortly after the death of Alfonso X. The family has taken 
out a loan of 1,500 maravedies; their chattels and women stand 
as securities to the extent that they can be sold as slaves 
should the husband and son-in-law default. (1)

1 Gonzalez Palencia (1931:Indice:245). Compare also to 
Doc.13 Saragossa.
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Sepan quantos esta carta vieren como, yo, Mariota, fija 
de Capim el pargaminero e muger que fuy de Yupaf, e yo, 
su fija Axa Miras, moradores de Toledo, otorgamos e 
conocemos que fiamos la has de Mahomad, marido de mi la 
dicha Axa, e moro que es de vos Don Gutierre, arpobispo 
de Toledo, e fiamos la has desde Mohamad a vos el sobre 
dicho senor en tal manera que si el doy fecha esta carta 
en adelant en qualquier tiempo el fuxiere o se tras- 
pusiere que nos seamos tenudos de vos le traer e meter 
en vuestro poder en Toledo, bivo o muerto del dia que 
el fuxiere o se traspusiere fasta dies dias; et si 
fallecieremos de lo complir assi que vos demos e pechemos 
por el mill e quinientos maravedies de la moneda blanca 
de dies dineros el maravedi-en que es apreciado. Et que 
por esta rrason que ayades poder vos o quiquier que 
esta carta muestre por vos de prender nuestros bienes, 
los entrar o quier que los falledes e vender ende lo que 
quisierdes e entregad vos de los dichos mill e quinientos 
maravedies e demas desto, si aver non nos fallardes para 
vos entregar de nos desto que dicho es que ayades poder, 
o qui quier que esta carta muestre de nos prender los 
cuerpos o quier que nos fallades e meted nos en qual 
prision quisierdes e non nos saquedes ende si non 
quisierdes fasta que seades entregado de todos los dichos 
maravedies e todo quanto dicho es que lo fagades sin man- 
dado de alcalle e de otro jues e sin pena e sin fuero e 
sin calona ninguna costas e missiones que por esta rason 
fagades e danos e menoscabos que rrecibades en qual manera 
quier sobre nos e sobre nuestros bienes sean. Et somos en 
pagar e cumplir todo cuanto aqui dise segund dicho es...

Translation
Let all who read this document know that I, Mariota, 
daughter of Capim the parchment maker and wife that was 
of Yupaf, and I, Axa Miras, domiciled in Toledo - we 
grant and recognize that we are bound to serve as security 
for Mahomad, husband of the said Axa and Moorish subject 
of yours Don Gutierre, Archbishop of Toledo, so that if 
from today, the date of the document, onwards he should 
flee orgomi&sirtc} , we are under the obligation to bring 
him into your power in Toledo, dead or alive within 10 
days of that happening, and should we fail to do so, we 
are to pay you 1500 maravedies in silver of 10 dm̂ -ts to 
the maravedi „ the going rate, and so that you or whom- 

I soever shows the document be able to claim our posses
sions, or (^located ahd be able to sell them
wherever you might wish in order to deliver the 1500 
maravedies and moreover, should the proceeds of the sale 
not meet the figure, you or whomsoever produces the 
document, is, hereby, enabled to take us prisoners, at 
your wish, until the delivery of the complete sum and 
so that all this might be carried out without calling 
on the mayor or any other magistrate and without us being 
able to resort to the "Capitulations" and without you 
being liable to costs or other inconveniences on our 
behalf. We are obliged to pay and fulfil all the above...



Comments
The text is written in a variety of Castilian similar to

those of Urzante and Toledo 628. The majority of the sound
changes are at the same stage:

fija, fagades fijo, faga (Urzante)
dicho dicho
et but also e et
adelant adelant
ayades dedes

with the exception of n p  > mp [+ labialization]
complir conplido (Urzante)

This had been noticed in the comparison with the Aragonese
text of Salilla.

What is unexpected, however, is the realization of /z/
as [s], and comparing it with Toledo 628:

dies
rrason razon (T.6-28)
jues
dise fiz "

Within the morphological system, morph -des refers to
2nd 1 person.
o quier que nos fallades et meted en qual prision

quisierdes

Feature Analysis
I. SVO order but flexible.
7. Coordination is the most frequent expansion pattern.
8. Subordination is also common: V que
II. si V que
13. Relativization occurs as: N que V 
16. Negative pattern: non V 
19. Borrowing: 3 proper names.



Arabic Influence
Any influence is, at best, indirect, that is not immedi

ately observable. All there is, is that certain otherwise 
correct expressions to be found in this Castilian text have 
their equivalent in Arabic legal documents:
muger que fuy de Yupaf(l) 
wife that was of
moradores de 
dwellers (2)
Et que por esta rrason que 
and so that for this reason
ayades poder o quiquier que 
you be able or any who
esta carta muestre por vos 
de..show the deed on your 
behalf to ..
e sin calona ninguna costas 
and without tax costs
e missiones que por esta 
nor expenses incurred for 
rason fagades e danos e 
this reason, harm and 
menoscabos que rrecibades 
inconvenience undergone 
en qual manera quier sobre 
in any way let it be on 
now e sobre nuestros bienes 
us and at our expense 
sean

. .llati kanat zawgan li (Tol.1027)
who was wife to
as-sakinu (Toledo 1027) 
dweller
wa- 'arada sahibu l-wadicati aw 

that and may do so the owner of
the deposit or 

t-talib an-huyaw bi-sababin bi 
claimant for him or for any

^reason with 
hada 1 aqdi mata sa 'at 
this deed at his wish.
(Docs. 13-15 Saragossa)
wa'ltaz&ma bi-ns5f wa
and he is obliged to pay and 
'a ta gamT a 1-muna 'iba. wa 
to cover all incurred expenses 
nafaqatawa 1-kasarata li-sahibi 
costs gnd losses to the owner 
1-wadI at ... 'an tasabibu-h 
of the deposit resulting 
ala -jpalbi 

from it back.
(Docs. 13-15 Saragossa)

1 The Castilian shows the same ambiguity as the Arabic, 
she could be either the former wife or the widow of X.

2 Parties are identified by domicile in Arabic documents, 
not so in Christian ones; see Toledo 628.

During the course of C15, the court circles became aware 
and gradually more interested in the Greek and Roman antiquity. 
New technical terms, borrowed or coined from these languages, 
made their entry into Castilian and replaced a great many Arabic 
words. One of the reasons must surely have been that Latin



had taken on a new lease of life as the scientific language 
of Europe. The C14 texts showed little evidence of any 
lasting Arabic influence in the syntax and we assume that 
this is the case from now onwards for all registers, except 
for the Romance varieties spoken by the Mudejares and later 
by the Moriscos. It seems they evolved new varieties - called 
Aljamfa by the specialists - influenced in the long run by the 
standard dialect, but distinctly conservative and with 
innovations of their own.

8.4 Aljamia
Perhaps in the same way the Jews of the Peninsula had 

shunned the use of Latin for its association with the Church 
and had used Arabic instead, the Mudejares had elaborated 
Aljamia as an alternative to the Christian official languages 
as not being a medium suitable for the translation of the Koran 
and other religious works, at a time when they were no longer 
able to study nor understand Arabic (1). It is not unlikely 
that these new varieties came to be seen as the language of the 
Moorish community of Believers, distinguishing "them and us", 
an attitude which would reinforce divergence from standard 
(Castilian, Catalan and Portuguese), motivate new developments 
and favour any feature ascribed to Arabic. Aljamia is derived 
from a Romance parent but seeks Arabic adoption. This is 
admittedly an oversimplification, for there were Aljamia

1 Ice de Gebir (1462), "Weighty reasons moved me to inter
pret the Divine gift of the Koran from Arabic into 
1alchamia'." He does not use the word Castilian.
"and because the Moors of Castile under great oppression 
and distress .. .have lost their Arabic schools. "bkW  iv-2r
Memorial Historico Espanol, V, pp.247-248.



speakers versed in Arabic (Saragossa docs.). Yet it draws 
attention to the exceptional nature of these varieties.
Moreover, since the Arabic connotations have mostly disappeared, 
Aljamia is, at times, almost impossible to translate.

Aljamia is seen as different:
"Nebrija says in his Orthographia (1517), when speaking of 
letter x /s/ of Old Castilian, that the Moors use it for our 
_s and when we say sehor, san simon, they say xenor, xan ximon" (1) 
B. de Aldrete (1606), "Those of that tongue habitually change 
£ for x." Colonge goes on to add, from a study of the works 
of the above-mentioned author, other speech habits such as:
i) vowel alternations in free variation, "joro" for juro, 
"hedalgo" for hidalgo;
ii) voiceless consonants become voiced, in particular p  » b;
iii) at the morpho-syntactic level, the infinitive is over
used; the definite article is neutralized as el in the singu
lar (2). These differences are seen by outsiders as character
istic of Aljamia.

What is Aljamia then?
By definition is is non-Arabic, its etymon means "foreign" 
(cAgamI). Thus for Arabic speakers, those who used a language 
other than Arabic spoke CAgarni. The moment came when they 
themselves, having lost their ability to speak Arabic, were to 
use cAgami - the term borrowed into Romance became Aljamia.
There are therefore as many varieties of cAgamI and later

1 Mendndez Pidal (1902:26).
2 Colonge (1969:137): "Reflets litteraires de la question 

morisque entre la'guerre des Alpujarras et 1'expulsion." 
Also Caro Baroja (1976:134). He bases his comments on 
L. de Gongora.



Aljamia as there are of any other Romance dialect of Spain.
O \/Agami Guzman1s poetry is not the same as the

cAgami referred to in the Saragossa documents (1), neither in 
place nor in time. Aljamia, the borrowed term, is used - 
as is often the case with loan words - in a more restricted 
sense. It describes the dialect spoken and eventually written 
in (a modified form of the) Arabic script by Moorish communi
ties in Christian surroundings. This dialect is perceived as 
different from any standard dialect.

This would be the outside view of the phenomenon. We 
shall let the texts speak for themselves in an attempt to 
establish what varieties these Moorish subjects spoke where 
and when.

iporactc_Apart from the . loan here and there, the first complete 
statement in Romance is from 1482. This is not to say that 
Aljamia did not exist before; it did, particularly in central
Spain. One does not yet know exactly when it came to be
written - one the one hand there is a lack of documents at 
this stage and on the other literary works are not dated. As 
a preliminary step in this study, we shall consider the 
Romance- strings in the dated documents and complete the 
selection from elsewhere.
A) Doc. 78 Valencia (2) Sale of a donkey.
Dimarts a XIII de agost any LXXXII. Del fet de l ’ase, lo 
preu que yo, alami, he venut a Yaye Chapada, lo preu d ’aquell 
yo he pres e so content de co que yo he fet."
Translation: "On Tuesday 13th August year 82. On the matter
of the donkey. Proof that I, the Headman, went to Yaye Chapada, 
this proves that I received it from him and am satisfied with 
what I did."

1 See 7.2.2.
2 See 7.3.2 Barcelo Torres listing.



The statement is unfortunately brief and the contents 
purposefully vague compared to the Arabic version. This means 
it can be interpreted in two ways: either it is in note form
or it is a variety which recalls pidgin in its simplicity 
and ambiguity.
i) lo preu que yo

N
Proof that I note form

ii) (es) lo preu que yo 
V— N
This is to prove verb deletion

iii) lo preu que yo
V

This proves that I , ii and iii are ambiguous.
It could be said that preu (N) would take la as article.
The fact is that we do not know this for certain, gender 
confusion must be considered as a possibility within a pidgin ' 
type of language.
He venut a Yaye is odd in standard Romance (1); it coincides 
with
dakaltu '"ila yaliya.
The lexical items: fet, venut, ase and the phonology: 
aquell /i/, preu /eyfe are characteristic of Catalan- 
Valencian Romance dialects.
Summing up, there is not enough evidence to decide for one or 
the other reading; nor is the test, for the same reason, widely 
divergent from standard Catalan/Valencian.

B) Doc. 13 Saragossa, 1484 
Direct speech
digu buwenu-h linbiyu dar itumar mesura de saragusa-h. 
ed de nufirmar nifer firmar de dereitu-h kuntra la-karta. 
dida

1 In the sense "that he came to John" is odd, if one means 
"he went to (see) John".





Reported speech
e&ta karta pertiyende de kefuwerun tumaduss estu§ biyenes 
deldi§u fara$ tuledu burel unrradu muSen tulusanu-h per 
kuradur de la sennuriyahbur kuwentus rresagadu£ ke le al- 
kansarun al-digu fara§ del-giyenbu-*h kera elamin de-lu£ 
digus SennureS li-bilad qal at t-turab i-fuwe kuntentu 
i-balaziyende el-digu farag ubligarse en-esta-“h karta~h 
de-nkumiyenda fuwerte i-firme i-baledera segun se-debe 
bur rrazun ke le fuwerun tumadus tudus lus dicus biyenes 
i-mas sebada tirigu i un par demulas i-ustigadas ke 
denturu de-su-kasa se fallarun. i-este aktu~h mandarun i 
fuwerun kuntentas las partes digu el-digu farag lufiziye- 
se mu^ammad el- r-q-r ... 1-faqXh kera la 'ura ansikumu 
nutariyu del-digu lugar fuwerte i firme i balederu a- 
dannu (1) suyu ed de-lus suyus ed aburubegu dela-dica 
sennuriya^h segun se -debe kumu beresuna ke kunusiya *de-ber 
lu§ubre-dicu tirigu i-kantidat eladica senuriya i-sakelu~h 
yu muhammad el r-q-r 1-faqih de la£ nutas demi padre 
muhammad 1-r-q-r ...
(1) nn: /n/
Translation
D.S.s I say;- Good; clean; received in measures of Saragossa, 
as stated:- and not to sign nor give power to endorse the deed.
R.S.; This document refers to the seizure of the property of 
the said Faradj Toledo by the Honourable Mosen Tolosano, 
bailiff to His Lordship for monies due by the said Faradj, 
from when he was headman for the abovementioned Lordships in 
the district of Calatorao. And the said Faradj was pleased 
and willing to commit himself by a forceful, valid and firm 
statement - as it should be - because all the abovementioned 
property had been taken from him as well as barley wheat, a
pair of mules and ---- that were found in his house.
This document was requested and the parties were satisfied - 
I mean - the said Faradj, that it should be done by Mohamed... 
the faqlh as he was then as well as notary public of the 
abovementioned place, a forceful, valid and firm [statement] 
at the expense of [Faradj] and his family and to the advantage 
of His/Their Lordships - as it should be - as he [the faqih]' 
had seen for himself the abovementioned wheat and the sum 
with His/Their Lordships. And I, Mohamed ... the faqlh 
drew it up from my father’s notes, Mohamed ...
The direct speech strings are fragmentary and the comments 
made above would apply here. Are we dealing with a pidgin
like variety or note-taking in cA§ami? The utterance is non- 
grammatical with respect to other known varieties, the second 
is only so, as part of unrecorded string. Nevertheless the 
text brief as it is shows features common to Aragonese 
varieties:



ed: an alternative to particle i "and", occurs also in 
the reported speech text.
fer: a cognate of Castilian fazer/hacer. Neither has the 
initial /f/ sound change taken place, nor has it been 
replaced by the Castilian form.
dereitu: this form retains the diphthong /ei/ before /t/,
in contrast to the Castilian /etf/, derecho.
Aljamia is considered by definition as more conservative.
The forms above would confirm this aspect; another interpreta
tion is to say that it has not been affected yet by the spread 
of Castilian (1).
linbiyu: /nb/ the lack of labialization or labial assimila
tion, a feature met in the Salilla text (1312), is still 
viable in this variety. We see its retention as a distinctive 
feature of Aragonese Aljamia. It does not occur either in 
Arabic.
la*ura: "then",' common in Aragonese texts ^ Castilian entonces.

We mentioned earlier that Aljamia was written in Arabic 
script. However, there was a process of adaptation that pre
ceded the recording in writing. It is obvious that the Arabic 
script is lacking in symbols representing certain sounds which 
do not occur in classical Arabic, e.g. [p] and [g].
Both these sounds are frequent in Romance. The scribes used, 
at times, but not always, conventional symbols (2):
/p/ was represented by bb

1 Ribera (1928:431): "The archaic character of their speech 
may also be explained by the secretiveness and even ill 
feeling, the faqihs and strict Moslems fostered in the 
Moriscos regarding the Christians, in order to protect them 
from losing their faith as the result of frequent dealings 
with non-believers."

2 See notes on Transcription. Clifford (1980:IV): "The 
Spanish language and the Arabic alphabet are basically 
incompatible and the marriage between the two has produced 
a remarkable variety of forms."



/g/ was conveyed by , since its value was [ y ] .
The difficulty is that one cannot tell whether Aljamia's 
speakers pronounced /p/ as [b] or alternated [p], [b] for 
/p/ in free variation. Although it is clear from Colonge (1), 
they did so to some extent. /g/ poses a similar problem. One 
of its realizations is [* ] in combination with [g]. Did 
these Moors use only the [y ] phone in all environments?

The epenthetic vowels, breaking up th£ consonant clusters 
in writing, were they always silent or did they have on occasion 
phonetic reality? We think they did and that aburubegu would 
be pronounced in fact as [aborobe3o] not[aproPe3o]. Yet the 
writing affords little evidence as to when this happened.
The question had to be raised rather than the' answer no taken 
for granted.

lusubre - dicu" tirigu : confusion between ejL and lo (pronoun) (2) 
eladica : e for en, consonant cluster reduction.

Syntax
The word order is VSO, except in relative clauses:
fuwe kuntentu ... farag ubligarse 
V S [ V . . . ]
este aktu-h mandarun las partes 

0 V S
sakelu-h yu 

V S
The syntax appears to be influenced by Arabic. The whole string 
from i- e£te aktu-^h to eladica senuriya is odd compared to 
standard Romance (Aragonese).
i-e&te aktu-”h' (lu) mandarun las partes, the anaphoric pronoun

1 Colonge (1969:137ff).
2 It could be the dialectal use of article lo. Lapesa 

(1981:495).
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lu is necessary if aktu-h is in apposition, could be a
trace of Arabic -hu, although it seems to be usually a mere 
orthographic convention.
i fuwerun kuntentas las parted lufiziyese muframmad 1-faqlh 
kera ... del digu lugar fuwerte i. firme ... adannu £uyu ... 
gue/ke lufiziyese would clarify the clause boundaries. 
kera 1-faqih ansikuma nutariyu is the grammatical order in 
Aragonese Romance.
fuwerte i firme in standard Romance would modify the verb 
fiziyese, here they refer back to lu, possibly even to aktu-h, 
the connection is lost.
adannu suyu, in standard Romance refers to muframmad. It can

conly be a caique of ala nafsi "under his personal responsibil
ity" which makes more sense than the literal translation "at 
his expense". The whole string, therefore, must be a literal 
translation of an Arabic statement.
Borrowing, at the surface level, is restricted to proper names 
and technical terms: faqxh, amTn.

(C) Doc. 16 Saragossa, 1501.
Reported speech
wa .. aqarra ..karxmat anna-h wa^ib li-§uwa ..mi-yat wa 
sab In suld fl kull waljid am de lukuwal fizu siyerta-h 
pagah 1-madkur ..karxmat li-§uwa...pur manu-h de nus 
utrus ...wa calama-h d-dayyafat duna dianira...wa akadat 
tuda ake&ta paga^h wa radda-ha li...karxmat.
Direct speech
i-nus utrus lus arbitu£ £ubre didul fiziyemus eskerebir 
tudu luke rreStaba a-deber al -di£uh karxmati li-$uwa... 
i-depuwe& kuwandu kituh la-sefiunyah tudu luke debiyar^-h_ 
enbereyah a-guwa . . .£akurur-h me ami-h mu^iammad du ali 
kuntadur kun-h utru& unbere£ de- llugar i-kuwandu benimus 
al-kuntuh^daldicuh karimat per nusiyaban--h ke pagase el- 
dicuh karxmat duS mil~h suweldu& i-yu-h nu-kusenti-h en- 
akell-h i-disiyurun lu£ utrus ami-h ke-es luke-bus i 
dezi-es i-disyu-h yu-me tarubadu e-nel kuntu i-yel nudebe 
sinu-h mil-h i-setesiyentus suweldu^ i-pur la^ura ke 
fec-h kenu—h digu-h sinu-h laberdad.
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Translation
R.S.: ”and. .Karima agreed that he is under obligation to
Juan.-.[for] 170 pieces each and every year of which he 
[Karima] paid a certain amount to Juan - through us - and he 
knew of Dona Dianirafs annexation*and she kept all the whole 
payment and withheld it from Karima.
D.S.: And we, the above-mentioned arbitrators, had what was
owing by the said Karima to Juan committed to writing. And 
after, when HisUrtteWp - took all they owed, he would send 

for?] Juan... They took me, Mohamed du Ali, the 
accountant, along with others from this place and when we 
came to Karima's hearing, they inflicted? upon him the payment 
of 2000 pieces. And I refused and the others said to me:- 
What do you say? I said, I find, in this account [that] he 
owes no more than 1700 pieces, and this on oath that I am 
saying nothing but the truth.
*It might be read as Dona Dianira found out about it if 
^alama-h is common rather than masculine.

Whereas the passage in reported speech is an admixture 
of Arabic and Romance in which, as it was said previously (1), 
it had reached a point where there is no apparent logic as 
to why a given clause, say

de lukuwal fizo siyerta-h pa^ah 
is realized in Romance rather than Arabic, as in 

wa radda-ha li ... karxmat 
the text in direct speech is more consistently in a variety 
of Romance. Returning to the reported speech first, it is 
clear that borrowing is not a surface phenomenon, with func
tional markers in one language and slot fillers in another. 
Here, most of the verbs and particles and half the substantives 
{adjectives and nouns) are in Arabic, the rest is in Romance. 
The underlying structure of the text string could be taken to 
be either as Arabic or Romance. Yet de lukuwal fizo... is 
unacceptable to Arabic on account of the Romance specific

1 See 7.4.3.
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relative pattern, and pur manu~h de nus utruS, while intel
ligible, is odd in Romance and is in fact an Arabic caique (1). 
To which one would add that the plural of mano is more usual: 
por nuestras manos.

Not only is the direct speech passage completely in 
Romance with exception of two proper names, it has also 
a selection of embedded clauses. The language we are dealing 
with is of a greater complexity than was the case in the text 
immediately before:
fiziyemus eskerebir tudu luke rrestaba a-deber 
[ V  [ V  N[N V [I V  ] ] ] ]

infinitival cl. relative cl. infinitival cl.
fiziyemus eskerebir :: Arabic IV measure of K T 3'
i depuwes kuwandu kituh la seftutiyafitudu luke debiyan 
[I [ I V  N N[N V ]

time cl. relative cl.
enbereya a-§uwa 
V N ] ]

Aragonese features
Retention of tonic /o/ in k^ntuh.
Lexical items tarabadu? gura; feba-h/eba "habia".
Features common to Aragonese and Aljamia 
Retention of initial /f/.
Use of vowels other than those predicted in Castilian cognates

enbereya enviaria (Castilian)
eskerebir escribirw* .
sakurun sacaron
diSyu dije

A1j amia
We consider the following as characteristic of Aljamfa:

1 Galmes de Fuentes (1965:537): "Arabic has no possessive 
pronouns, instead it uses the genitive of the personal 
pronoun." Here: de nus utru§.



Consonant cluster reduction: arbitus (rbitr), kuSentih (nsent) 
Absence of labial assimilation: unberes.
The influence of Arabic is traceable in:
i) mil-h i. setesiyentus alf wa sabacma-yat (1) .
ii) the systematic coordination :i...i.., particularly in 
i-disyu-h yu-me tarabadu e-nel kuntu i-yel nudebe
which is ungrammatical in standard Aragonese: que el...
iii) disiyurun luS utru§ ami for V-me or me V (2).
iv) sakurun=h me ami, ami is redundant, but generated for 
the same reason as in (iii) (2).
v) ke es luke-buS-i-dezi-eS for fl-hi . . .
vi) nudebe sinu-h, nu~h digu-h. sinu-h for la. . , ilia: :no debe

mas que..
(D) Doc. XCI, Catalayud (Aragon), 1507 (3)
wa-qala : sTdl al-qadX yu ke-nturru i?-kiyeru pur el- 
ufisiyu~h ke tenes ke-me haga§ gu^tisiyah de ismacIl?(3) el- 
higu-h de fara§ l-muljtar pur ke el me'a dadu kununtaguhi- 
me diSuh ke -yu^h bi-niyah de kastah de gudiyu^ lu-kuwal=h 
a-kestuh tudu purubare.
Translation: "and he said:- my Lord Qa^X, I have come here 
and I want you, by the position you hold, to do me justice 
[for] Ishmael? the son of Faradj el-Muktar slashed me and 
said I was of Jewish stock, I shall prove it all."
This statement and the next show that by this time, in
southern Aragon, the Moriscos voiced their complaints and
petitions in Aljamfa, to the qadi. By comparison with (C),
the initial /f/ sound change is taking place: hagas, higu-h,
from /f/ to /h/ and 0.

1 In Doc. 16;see 7.4.3.
2 Galmes de Fuentes (1965:533-4): "Arabic influence is

almost non-existent in the placing of non-tonic personal 
pronouns, but is strongly felt in the overabundant use
of tonic forms expressing dative and accusative relation
ships ."3 Fernandezy Gonzalez (1966:436-8).
See notes on text in 7.4.3.



The voiceless palatal fricative /M/: d'iSu-h : : 
digo Cast. (cf. Moriscos are said to use /£/ for /s/) and 
the unpredictable vowel alternation: bi?.niya : : Cast, venla.
The expression kastah de gud'iyui is strange because it is 
inappropriate. On the one hand it is too literary for the 
context, one suspects a Semitic origin, and on the other: 
casta judfa, or que era judio are more acceptable. It is 
probably a caique.

(E) Doc. XCIII, Catalayud, 1507.
wa gala fl lugati al-ca^amiyyati: £efmr baile nu-puwadu 
fallar akah fiyansa ^ubliku-le-me c|e tiyenpuh siyete diyas 
para taragar fiyansa u-parendas para seguridat“h de la£ 
despen§a£ i-yel senur baile dicuh le diyuh udu diyas en 
pereSensiyat 'i-yen-te ste muftansa de cabd allalT?
Translation: "and he said in the foreign tongue: Lord
Magistrate, I cannot find here surety, I beg you to give 
me more time, 7 days, to find surety or a mortgage as 
security for the expenses/provisions. And the Lord Magis
trate above mentioned gave him 8 days in the presence and 
according to the statement of cAbd an ah ? . "
The passage illustrates:
i) Alternation in the initial /f/ sound change: fallar.
ii) Absence of labial assimilation: tiyenpu~h.
The oddity of the syntax can be explained, if the text is con
sidered to be the verbatim account of the petitioner. Never
theless dicuh usually comes before noun, the post position 
coincides with that of 1-madkur.
taragar is one of the two corrected forms in the MS, the other 
might be traer, of which one alternating form is tralgo. The 
scribe seems to be hesitating between these forms. 
testemunansa appears to be an innovation. New specialized 
vocabulary is characteristic of Aljamia. Testimonio is the 
usual term; however the status of the witness is different in 
Islamic and Christian law, hence their statements have a



different value (testemunansa v. testimonio).
As the next excerpts we have collected are dated towards 

the end of the century, we shall include quotations from 
other sources to give a more balanced picture of the scope 
of Aljamia.

(F) The Mora of Ubeda's speech, (Granada), c.1520.(1)
Puwes ya te despides de mi asta el diya del yuisiyo, toma 
este aluh y guwdrdalo dentro de tu korazon, porke ei de 
garande bendisiydn, ke se lo pre^ento Yibrll a Muhammad 
(s 1. m.) I 3i Allah te haze garasiya de llegar a Makka 
dara& asalem de mi parte sobre la fuwe^a de 
Muhammad (s.l.m.). I mas te kiyero rrogar, aunke anc|as 
en diyas de garasiya, ke bayas a besitar a Yuse Banegas, 
ke es un baron muy Singular. No es nabwi komo CA 1T 
Sarmiyento, pero es garande ardbigo, i tan akudido ke 
kawda admirasiyon. I no te despleg(u)e su bista, aun allaras 
mas ke te digo. Alla es su morada en la Kuwe^ta de la 
Ig(u)era, una legwa de Garanad,a, a donde tiyene una alkeriya 
la mas adornada ke ay en todos los limited desta nuwestra 
bega. I dar»le -a& asalem de mi parte, porke e^ amigo i 
pariyente. _____ =Arabic ^-/3/
Translation
Since you are bidding me farewell until the day of Judgement, 
receive this verse [of the Koran] and keep it in your heart 
because it is most blessed, for Gabriel presented it to 
Muhammad (Blessing...). And if God grants you [your wish] 
to go to Mecca, pay my respects by the tomb of Muhammad 
(Blessing...). Moreover X would beg you, although you are 
[keeping] holy days, to visit Yuse Banegas, who is a man out 
of the common. He is not a scholar like Ali Sarmiento, but 
knows much Arabic and he is so welcoming that it is a marvel 
to see. And do not spurn calling on him, for you will find 
it better than I say. His abode is there, on the Cuesta de 
la : Higuera [Fig-tree Hill], two miles from Granada. He has 
an estate there, which is the best kept in all this Vega 
[Valley of Granada] of ours. Pay him my respects because he 
is a friend and a relation of mine.
Comparative Feature Analysis

The following features indicate a converging underlying
structure, favouring features found in both languages and
avoiding those too different to be integrated. It is this

1 Harvey (1956:300).
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drift that separates Aljamia from the regional Romance 
dialects, not to mention Arabic.
1. Word Order
Arabic (Granadan Arabic. Qirbiliyani1s  letter c . 1 4 8 9 ) ( 1 ) :

V S 0 dominant.
F) (the text above): V 0. The subject is often understood 
(forming part of the underlying structure). There are no 
dummy subjects as in: 
a donde tiyene una alkeriya 

I V (S) N (0)
Castilian: order flexible. VSO in reported speech, SVO in 
dialogue.
2. Derivation
Arabic: by infixation within a triliteral root. The process 
is latent in Qirbiliyani.
F) cLespleg (u) e (transitive verb) by affixation from pleg(u)e 
Castilian: by affixation from stem.
3. Case ending morphs are non-existent in all 3 varieties.
4. Articles
Arabic: Definit-.e articles have expanded their domain 
compared to classical usage.
F) .Definite articles el/la N de el/la/demonstrative marker 
as in: el diya del Juisiyo. Note: daras asalem 0, a is the 
trace of the article.
Castilian: The use of the definite article is in a state of 
fluctuation. The definite article is used in conjunction 
with the indefinite article.
5. Particles
Arabic: Particles are more frequent than classical usage.
F) follows the Arabic model in patterns of comparison: 
allaras mas ke te digo 
la mas adornada ke ay en 
Castilian: Hallaras mas de 
la mas adornada de
6. Verb deletion 
Arabic: still viable.
F) komo (es) cAlI (Arabic and Romance converge in this case) 
Castilian: Verbal deletion affects any verb, whereas 
ya K-W-N is nearly always the non-generated verb in Arabic.

1 See 7.1.3.1.



7. wa..fa coordination
Systematic coordination is characteristic of Arabic, although 
fa is less common.
F) Systematic coordination in text: i...i...
Castilian: This feature is obsolescent.
8. Subordination: V'an, Vke, Vque 
Common to all 3 varieties.
13.-14. Relativization
Arabic: ma V; alla^i V
F) donde V (Castilian model); ke V (see later comments) 
Castilian: An antecedent is required which is not always 
the case in Granadan Arabic. Relative markers may be pre
ceded by prepositions: a donde, which occurs in Granadan 
Arabic (cf. Alcala).
16.-17. Negation
Arabic: ma V, la V 
F) no V: no es na&wi
Castilian: no is the most common form.
19. Arabic borrowing in F): Proper names: Makka; technical 
terms: na&wi, asalem.
Regional Features
Arabic: na-V (imperfective); as aw£.
F) alufr :: al'ayat (Ar.) :: ale'a(s) (Ar. Alj.) (1)
This text shares features with the regional variety of Romance: 
/f/ initial is realized as 0 : asta ay.
/d/ is realized as [$ ] in all positions.
sin is realized as [s] admiragiyon, garasiya. The absence of 
:paltit‘2<3hLon may be conditioned in particular by -/i environ
ment, and could be common in this context to Aljamia in general, 
see Aragonese texts.
Aljamia
It is seen as conservative compared to standard Romance:
darle-as* (asalem de mi parte) :: dele 
garande bendisiyon :: gran bendicion
It tolerates unpredictable vowel alternations: besitar.
It uses vowels to break up clusters: garanada, but garnata 
in Arabic.
It is a simpler variety than parent Romance language.

1 Clifford (1980:82).
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(a) Certain items are not generated in the surface structure 
compared to the Romance model, the single Aljamia pattern 
seems to include the semantic content of the more, specific 
Castilian patterns:

Castilian
te haze garasiya de te hace gracia de

"it pleases/amuses you to" 
te hace la gracia de 
"grants your wish"

allara£ mas ke te digo mas de lo que te digo
"more than I cantsay" 
por mas que te diga/o 
"however much I should say"

(b) The lack of specific forms and the preference for an 
all-purpose one results in a degree of vagueness and/or 
ambiguity in the syntactic functions:
alufr . . de garande bendisiyon ke £e lo presento...
ke= que, relative marker?

= puesto que, syntactic marker?
Yuse Banegas ke es un bar6n muy singular
ke= que, relative marker?

= porque, syntactic marker?
Castilian went through a similar development in C13, from a 
diachronical point of view, one could say that in this in
stance, Aljamia is archaic compared to contemporary usage.
In its use of specialized vocabulary, Aljamia is diverging 
from standard Romance:
dar asalem sobre, dar-le asalem: To the non-initiated, there

1 ■ ■ 1 j

are two different ceremonies in the Islamic Rite; the differ
ence is obscure.
ben~dislyon is not isomorphic with Castilian bendicion: 
bendicion in Romance is active, while in this usage it is 
passive.
Both terms have different connotations and appear in differ
ent contexts.
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Puwesa: a hypercorrection? (fosa), or an innovation?
This particular text is deviant in other ways:
. puwes ya te despides de mi :: pues ya que te despideS de... 
See (a) puwes = so?, = since?
. i-mas te kiyero rrogar :: y mas, quiero rogarte (1)
Odd word order.
. guwardalo dentro de tu korazon :: dentro del corazon. 
Redundant use of possessive adjective.

Most of what survives in Aljamia is of a religious 
content, the next piece is representative of Aragonese texts 
of C16.

(G) Historia de la calavera (2) 
bismi il-115hi ir-rahmani rrahlm
esta e^ el-al-hadls de la kalabera ke-nkuntru aysa alay-hi 
salam, figu de maryam. fuwe rrakuntadu pur lus rrakunta- 
dure§ pasadus. caysa (cs.) pasandu un diya pur un palle 
bidhi una qalabera bajanka ecjada &ubre la kara de la-tiyar* 
ra(3) i-pensu en-el aysa ( s.) si kiSiyese al-llah ke me 
fabalase estackalabera a mi i la^ura enbiyu al-llah (4) 
tabarak wa ta ala i disu-le fablale i fablarte (5) i kun 
al-puder de al-llah akel ke rre^irka lus guwesus depuwes 
ke Sun desfeitus i la'ura tumu aysa al^uwezu i fizu asala 
dus al-rakcas i aserkuse enta la -kalabera i disu en-el 
nunbre de al-llah i subre la -kereyensa de-l-anabi 
muhammad (s.Gm) i la-biyadad de al-llah sea Subre el i 
subre tudus lus anabiyeS en diziyendu estas palabras besu 
kun la -kalabera ke fablu kun lengwa pal-adXna i dlsu...
Translation
In the name of God the Compassionate, the Merciful.
This is the parable of the skull that Jesus (Peace...), 
son of Mary found. It was told by former reciters. Jesus 
(Peace...) one day, [as he was] crossing a valley, saw a 
white skull lying on the face of the earth and reflected on it.

1 Morales Oliver (1972:231).
2 Clifford ed. (1980:1) MS.D, fol.83r, Padres Esculapios,

Saragossa.
3 C.ed.: A literal translation of the Arabic phrase:

cala wag-hi 1 'ardi.
4 C: There is probably a word missing here.
5 HJB: sic.



"If God so wishes that it should speak to me..." Then God- 
May Hie^be^lessed and exalted! - sent . . . and told it to 
speak %uri spea]£?cyou - and with the power of God who brings 
life to bones after their decay. And Jesus took it and 
prayed, bending and prostrating himself twice, and going 
to the skull, said: "In the name of God, and by the faith 
of the prophet Muhammad!" (Blessing...) - Let the Mercy of 
God rest upon him and all the prophets! - Saying these words, 
he kissed the skull that spoke clearly . and said...
Feature Analysis
1. Word Order: flexible. Subjects are often understood:
Q aysa bidu una qalabera i pensu en el.

S V _ 0 [X V (S) I 0
i...tumu aysa al-^uwezu 
I V S  o '
2. Derivation: An attempt is made to retrieve Arabic 
derivation:
rrakuntadu pur lus rrakuntadures 
fablate, fablale, fablarte, fablu
There is purpose in this repetition.
3. Case ending morphs are present in the religious formulae 
alay-h_i salam.
4. As in doc.16 one notices the reduplication of the 
article:
el alamln. Here el alhadis; lus anabiyes.
Awareness of the Arabic word boundaries is disappearing
with the resulting hybridization in the plural:
lus a-nabiy-es 
R. A. A. R.
dug al-rak as. Note the loss of assimilation in the article. 
R. ? A. R.
5. Particles
la fura: "then". The repetitive use of this particle at the 
beginning of clauses recalls the environment of Arabic 
tumma "then".
enta: is seen as the result of two phonetically similar forms

cante (Latin) and inda (Arabic), evolving through change into 
homonyms. As they appear in similar contexts, the homonyms
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fuse into one form by false analogy. Hence a given form 
acquires new connotations and expands its domain after 
fusion. Here enta is used with a verb of movement, differ
ing thus from cinda. (1)
subre: subre la kereyensa is odd in Romance usage. It is 
probably a literal translation of Arabic cala.
7. Coordination is not systematic, but the i...i.. pattern 
is frequent.
8. Subordination: V ke : Kisiyese ke
13. Relativization:
la kalabera ke-nkuntru 

N .[N V ]
akel ke rrebirka 
N [N V ]
ke is the common form for animate and inanimate :: que,
quien (Castilian).
19. Borrowing takes place at different levels:
i) Arabic slot-fillers to Romance underlying structure: 

al-hadis, ianabl muhiammad.
ii) Hybridization: i fizu a$ala dus al-rakC as

R. R. A. R. ? A. R.
agala could be derived either from V or N components.

iii) Arabic underlying structure, Romance slot-fillers: 
subre la kara de la tiyarra.■

iv) Arabic underlying structure, Arabic slot-fillers: 
caysa calay-hi salam.

Regional features
. initial /f/: figu, fablu, desfeitus.
. /ei/ diphthong retained before /t/: desfeituS.
. Evidence that the fricative consonantal shift is taking place: 
guwesus guwezu; disu diziyendu
with a voiceless-voiced alternation within the same form.
Note also aserkuSe, fizu, the same phoneme has two 
phonetic realizations.
. Aragonese lexical items: enta, la 'ura.

1 hasta is the result of a similar development in Romance. 
See also Kontzi (1974) , (1978).
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Aljamia
. Archaic usage with respect to Castilian: 
en diziyendu estas palabras
. Unpredictable vowel alternation: 
tiyarra: tierra 
alpuder : el poder 
kereyensa : creenpra
. Absence of homorganic labialization: nunbre.
. p/b alternation: biyadaJ :: piedad.
. Consonant cluster reduction: 
depuwes
paladlna-. pur-al-adina. Although lengwa paladina "speaking 
with a tongue beyond doubt" is equally probabletas atalcjue.
. Neologism: rebirka from revivicar (1).
Other divergent patterns from Castilian:
. ke me fablase a-mi
Redundant tonic personal pronoun form (2):
. bi£u una qalabera ... i pensu en-el.
Absence of concord

The greater degree of divergency observed in this text
may be interpreted, within the framework of this study, as
the result of an attempt to create a style of writing, an
art form emerging in a distinctive culture and the appearance
of a new variety of Romance to separate "them and us" and
reinforce Moslem identity.

By way of contrast, the next quotation is literary in
content; its prime purpose is to delight rather than instruct.
The scene is the duel of two champions. While such battles
were the mainstay of epic poetry, the atmosphere of the passage
is enhanced by a touch of mystery (Ali has not disclosed his
identity) and the presence of the fair maid, Almayesa.

1 Clifford (1980:52).
2 Galmes de Fuentes (1965:533-4).
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(H) El recont'amIentO' de- ATmicd-e'd' y Almayesa, Aragon, C16.(l)
La hora arremetio Almicded contra All y All contra Almicded 
y corrieron entre-llos largos y muchos, daqui a que ya 
le parecio a All que duraba mucho. La hora, firio ad Al
micded una ferida con el blano de su espada que sintio 
della Almicded muy gran dolor, y bolbio las cuestas fuyen- 
do, no pudiendo conportar la fortaleza y barragania de 
All Ibno All Talib (que Ala este satisfecho de dl) daqui a 
que llegd ad Almayesa, Y dixo ella: Vencido eres, ye Almic
ded. Dixo Almicded: Sabete, ye Almayesa, que aquella dolor 
en mi corapon es como brasas de fuego, que ya me ha benido 
con el lo que no cuidaba. Yo creo que en los jalecados 
todos no hay otro tal como dste; y mi presona, ye Alma
yesa, tiene miedo de su encuentro,.. Dixo ella Almayesa: 
tfa do es tu barragania y tu caballeria?. . . ye Almicded., 
si no me bienes con aquel caballero catibo o con su cabepa 
cortada, no te allegaras a mi en jam^s.
Translation
Then Almicded (Ad.) rushed towards Ali and Ali against Ad. 
and they charged again and again. Even Ali thought it went 
on quite long. Then he struck such a blow with the flat of 
his sword that Ad. felt a mighty pain and fled down the hills, 
for he could not withstand Ali Ibn Abi Talib (May God be 
pleased with himij’s daring and strength. Ad. went to 
Almayesa. And she said to him: You have lost, 0 Almicded!
Ad. said: Know, 0 Almayesa! that the pain in my heart is like 
red hot coals, it came to me while I was with him and this I 
did not expect. In all creation, I think, there is none like 
him. She said: Where is your daring and your pride? 0 Almic
ded, if you do not return with that knight as a prisoner or 
with his severed head, you shall never approach me again.
Feature Analysis
1. Word order: probably V S 0; subjects are at times understood
le parecio £ Ali que 

V • S I
firi<5 ad Almicded 
V (S) 0
2. Derivation: firio una ferida.
The generation of a noun derived from the same root as the 
verb is typically Arabic construction. The string is ungram
matical in Romance as ferir is generated with two objects (0).

1 Mariano de Pano ed. (1904:49) "confusion between b and p
is constant... Initial /f/ words written indifferently with 
fa or ha."
S'C,



5. Particles
della: que sintio Ad. della Ad. muy gran dolor. _
de+ella are redundant within Romance, probably a caique of fi-hi.
en: en los jalecados todos.
Comparisons are useful context for the study of languages in 
a contact situation. The underlying structure is clearly of 
one or the other model (1), in part on account of restrictions 
on word order. The underlying structure here is definitely 
Arabic:
en: min  ̂Castilian: de. 
jalecados: Arabic loan.
todos: Arabic word order, in Romance todos precedes tjie noun, 
en: en jamas is odd in standard Romance.
6. V deletion: como este (ê .)
Romance and Arabic converge in this pattern.
7. Coordination. The coordination in the text conforms 
to Romance.
8. Subordination. V que:
yo creo que no hay 
[S V [I I V . . . ] ]

)
16. Negation 
no cuidaba
no te allegaras a mi en jamas
no: umbrella form :: Cast. Jamas te me acercaras.
19. Borrowing
There is no overt Arabic borrowing except for the proper names. 
However there is indirect borrowing in the form of caiques as 
seen above: Almayesa,
Regional features
. pre for per in presona (metathesis).
. Auxiliaries in a state of fluctuation: do esvtu barra
gania (estan); eres vencido (estas).
. Aragonese lexical items: la hora (entonces); daqui a (hasta);
ad (a); conportar, allegarse. ^ ^ .

... & 4 ,
‘ ' V..V i- -•

. • /, ' '

1 Greenberg universals. y
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Aljamia
. Archaic items:
initial /f/: fuyendu; do : donde : catibo : cautivo.
. Absence of homorganic labialization: conportar.
. p/b alternation: blano::piano 
. Neologism: jalecados from H-L-Q "create" Ar.
Other divergent patterns from Castilian:
. iJa do es tu barragania y tu caballerfa ?
Preceding verb in singular followed by two subjects: Arabic
. aquella dolor
dolor masc. has become fern.
. corrieron entre ellos largos y muchos
largos y muchos as adjectives require the presence of a noun. 
In Arabic the adjective and the noun belong to the same 
category (substantive) and the above requirement is not 
imperative.

Leaving the linguistic plane for a moment, we see "barra 
gania and caballerfa" as a successful attempt in recreating 
internal rhyme that played such an important role in Arabic 
prose, and "caballero catibo" e/o i/o: "cabeca cortada" e/a 
A/a as assonant rhymes in harmony with the perfect pair above.

Returning to our dated documents, the last example is 
a series of notes found in the Coran abreviado. (1)
(I) Coran abreviado, 1564-1583.
1. memurya a-mi mig-el de zeyn de-kumu merke un-magu de 
granada kustandu eskire ugu de mayu^nnw.de mil i kinye-ntus 
i-^etenta i-kuwatru. Fol.lr (2).
2. para la-kiriyatura ke mucu pulura yes-kiribe-le esta 
adhca... Fol.l78r.

1 MS. No. 5228, BNM.
2 See notes 7.4.1.



3. memurya de lu-ke duy a-mi-higa la-mayur enbezeS tiyene 
sey^ reales mas-le-di estandu su-maridu malu ... ma£-le
di una gallina...mas-le-di una fanega de tirigu. Fol.lr-v.
4. nasiyu mi-ficu muframmad de zeyna a-duze de Setiyenbre 
a n m  de mil i-kinyentus i-sesenta i-kuwatru al-kandariyu
de lus kiri^tyanuS erege£. Fol.l78v.
ibrahim ... a-beyte i-dus e ebreru (15-) setenta i-yunu. Fol.24r. 
call de panSa ... a disdi-y-ucu de nubiyenbere (15-) i 
uc&nta. Fo 1.'24t .
mi-figu ... °isa ... a-kinze de d£zyenbere. Fol.l77v.
cali ... a-dizlTyete de febreru diya de lunei. Fol.l79r.
5. al bamdu 11ah tubimus basku de ramadan al-sageru de 
uytuberu. Fol.24r. (1)
 =Arabic
Translation
1. Record to myself, Miguel de Zeyne, in writing of how I 
bought a ram from Granada. 8th May 1574.
2. For the baby that cries a lot, write this prayer.
3. Record of what I give to my eldest daughter at different 
times, 6 pieces [of silver] plus what I gave her when her 
husband was ill plus a hen plus a measure of wheat.
4. My son Muhammad de zeyne was born 12th September 1564
according to the calendar of the Christian heretics.
Ibrahim ... 22nd February 1571.
cAli de Pansa ... 18th November 1580.
My son cIsa ... 15th December. 
cAli ... 17th February, a Monday.
5. Thanks be to God I We had the feast of Ramadan at the
end of October.
Feature Analysis
1. Word order: flexible. When the subject appears in the 
surface structure, it often comes after the verb:
nasiyu mi ficu 
[V N ]
7. No coordination between clauses in this text.
8. No subordination either.
13. Relativization:
la kiriyatura ke mucu pulura

N [N V ...]

1 Unvowelled. date (989-990AH / 1582-1583AD).
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memurya de lu-ke duy a mi higa
N I N [ N V I N . . .]

The strings conform to Romance usage.
19. Arabic loans: proper names and technical terms: 
add a, ramadan.
Regional features
Initial (f) / h / --- > 0 higa, eregeg
Hypercorrection: ebreru, febreru
sin appears as /s/ before /i/ nasiyu (cf. Mora de U.).
Dental affricates are in a state of fluctuation: 
duze, disdi-y-ucu, dgzyenbere, diz^iyete 
ugu udu, magu mudu
Aljamia
. Archaic features: ficu, uytuberu, yet c and u are recent 
developments? the clash of the two stages is possibly a 
characteristic of these socio-religious varieties (Aljamia, 
Judezmo, Yiddish).
. Absence of homorganic labialization: setiyenbre.
. Consonant cluster reduction:
kustandu e£kire, (Constando escribi-le?) unvowelled 
tentative reading, 
kandariyu (calendario) 
beyte (veinte)
. Neologism: basku ^ pascua
The final u, also uytuberu is common in Abenaboo's letter.(1)
. Caique
mil i-... for Ar. alf wa ..^ Romance.

From the study of this corpus of texts, the following 
conclusions may be drawn:

1. Aljamia was spoken in home and public life.
2. It was written. The texts show that different styles 

emerged reflecting to some extent a similar development in the 
oral varieties (witnesses1 accounts), forming a creole-like 
continuum. When used for business purposes, it could be 
almost undistinguishable from standard Romance; however this

1 See 7.4.1.
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was not usual. It is in the literary prose and more partic
ularly in religious texts that it diverges the most from 
Romance standard, to the point of unintelligibility.

3. As a Romance dialect, it shows some regional varia
tion, sharing a few features and some lexical items with the 
regional varieties of the majority of speakers, in a given 
political state.

4. Compared to the regional standard, Aljamia is more 
conservative.

5. Aljamia is the result of a contact situation, in 
which the new variety illustrates different degrees of borrow
ing and a convergence between the structures of Arabic and
in this, case, Romance.

6. As such,reduction of consonant clusters and absence 
of homorganic labialization are characteristic of Aljamia.

7. Aljamia evolves new lexical items.

By way of conclusion, let us point out what has not yet 
been fully explained:

Why is it that so few Aljamiado texts come from central 
Spain, where it is assumed that the Moriscos had lost the use 
of Arabic (perhaps not as completely as once thought; cf. 
fatwa on skins 7.2)? Whereas the lion’s share comes from 
Aragon, where there is substantial evidence for the'existence 
of faqihs, even schools, until the 1500s, granted the later 
Inquisition statements say that Aragonese Moslems did go to 
Valencia for instruction. As for Valencia, which represents 
the other extreme from Castile, there are also very few 
Aljamiado texts.
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Aljamia went over to North Africa with the waves of 
escaping and ultimately expelled families of Moriscos. It 
served for a ̂ whort while as a medium for instructing the new
comers. However, what is more surprising is that Aljamia was 
replaced by Castilian or Spanish (1). The Spanish Moslems 
came from many parts of the Peninsula; from this quotation 
it seems that Castilian was the common standard they all 
shared. Aljamia does have regional variations; it could be 
that accent and intonation may have rendered these varieties 
even more divergent one from another than may be gathered 
from the corpus. The author of MS9653BNM says in his intro
duction :

"They can not attain Arabic, the perfect language, but 
have to use that common speech, Castilian, which God 
had them know and in which they were raised, without 
being able to learn the other. This is why this work 
had to be written in this manner for them..." Fol.lr(2)

If Spanish, then, was seen for a time as legitimate in trans
lations, this also accounts to some extent for there being so 
few texts besides religious and polemic material. The use of 
Spanish was not condoned for any other literary production.

A further reason as to why Spanish survived longer than 
Aljamia is that the deported Moslems found to their dismay that 
they had left behind them a more technically advanced culture; 
and while they were made welcome in Tunis, elsewhere they were

1 Of the works mentioned in Memorial Historico Espafiol
(1853:V:7), there is a: Zunna and Xara, written in Tunis 
(c.1650) by a Moor from Valencia and cross-checked at 
the request of Citi Bulgaiz who insisted it should be 
done in Castilian (not A§aml) as "the majority of the 
expelled not only had completely forgotten their Arabic 
but did not even know the letters in which the glorious 
Koran had been revealed".

2 in Cardaillac (1977).



all too frequently robbed and murdered. Little wonder that 
a certain number of them wanted to return to Spain (1) and 
did (2). In these circumstances, it is understandable that 
even among those who were able to adapt and start a new life, 
Spanish represented their past, the heritage of their com
munity and the language of a flourishing civilization. In a 
way, after the bitterness had left, they and their descend
ants became pro-Spanish. Castilian took up the role Aljamia 
had played in Christian Spain.

Another fact which becomes abundantly clear after the 
deportation is that while the Moriscos wrote in Aljamia in 
Spain, some could write perfect Castilian. Muley Nufiez was 
not a unique case, there is some evidence of their ability in 
the Inquisition1s papers (3), yet it is from the works written 
in Tunis that one can appreciate the scope and the extent of 
their skill at poetry and polemic disquisitions in Spanish (4).

In time Spanish went the way Aljamia had gone, the new
comers had no contacts with the Peninsula and when they 
finally became part of North African society, Spanish ceased 
to be used.

1 From a 1491 fatwa: "the point is that this crowd of 
Andalusians that have come from Spain...now deeply regret 
having fled from Spain to come to the House of Islam 
that is this Maghrib, for not finding anywhere to settle 
... Ibn Yahya al-Wansharishi. MS1758 Escurialensis■in 
Gaspar Remiro (1911:1:222-3). See Chapter 4.

2 Rodriguez JouLia Saint Cyr (1970) Bibliograffa menor 
hispano-musulmana.

3 e.g. Inq. (Toledo) legajo No.196/4. Archivo Historico 
Nacional, and others in Cardaillac (1977).

4 Cf. Oliver Asin, Epalza and Petit.





8. 5 Judeo-Spanish-
If Aljamia, as it was spoken in Spain, was a phenomenon 

caused by specific social factors, then if the factors are 
repeated elsewhere, one should find a similar development, 
and this is what we predict for the varieties in use within 
the Jewish communities in Spain. They were ostracized by 
the Christian majority and lived, therefore, isolated in the 
juderfag (ghettos). Hebrew was used in certain circumstances, 
but Romance was spoken at home. Hence it is likely that this 
Romance should diverge from the dialect of the majority of 
speakers in a given political state. The study of the Jewish 
varieties is compounded by the fact that its speakers started 
leaving the Peninsula after the massacres of the 1390s and 
were expelled in 1492. Taking into account that the literary 
peak of Aljamia - if it is a parallel phenomenon - was in C16, 
the time span for investigating the linguistic habits of the 
Jewish communities is much reduced and the sources preceding 
their departure all the more scant.

The studies that have been undertaken from a descriptive 
point of view show that there were at least two varieties: 
one formal Ladino and the other less so: Judezmo. These styles, 
in common with Aljamia, borrow to a substantial degree from a 
Semitic language. A comparison is beyond the scope of our study, 
but it would not be without interest. It would provide external 
validation and perspective to studies in depth of Judeo-Spanish 
and Aljamia. The most cogent article met on this point is 
that of Marcus (1) and the data he presents confirm the

1 Marcus (1962) "A-t-il existe en Espagne un dialecte 
Judeo-espagnol?"
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existence of these divergent Jewish Romance varieties:
. They were more conservative than Standard.
. They accepted Hebrew caiques.
. And they borrowed lexical items directly from Arabic.

More directly relevant to our study is Judeo-Spanish 
in North Africa, as a further Spanish variety in contact 
with Arabic. Significant is the fact that in the Alvar 
corpus of traditional mourning songs, the borrowing of Arabic 
lexical items is comparable to the Hebrew loans (1). Here 
again, we chose to restrict our field for reasons of coher
ence and because useful sources are not very accessible.

1 Alvar (1969:104).
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CHAPTER NINE: CONCLUSIONS

To return to the title o'f the study, one may ask:
How Spanish or Romance were the Arabic dialects of the 
Peninsula? and How Arabic were the Spanish Romance dialects?
The answer to the first question is what we have tried to 
discover in Chapter 7. What emerges is that a general answer 
cannot be given, it depends on the individual text, on its 
period and where it is situated within the linguistic' con
tinuum, that is how formal or colloquial it is and if this 
text is late medieval, then on its geographical origin.

Previous to Cll, there is no available literature to 
allow for the study of regional varieties, we must assume the 
existence of a common standard (koine). It is plausible 
although not altogether provable that the more colloquial the 
register/style the more likely it was to contain mixed form 
and to be affected by hybridization (cf. poetry in lugat 
al-lafrn, 7.2). Yet this was only true up to the second Berber 
invasion in C12. With the Almohades, as we saw in Part I, the 
remaining Romance speakers were deported or massacred. There
fore Arabic dialects of Al-Andalus were less influenced by 
foreign elements and probably drew closer to North African 
varieties. From Ibn SaGid’s remarks (1) we may infer that 
the linguistic continuum reached its maximum range in C13, 
that is, Andalusians wrote good Arabic but spoke it most inaccur
ately. At this time too, one begins to notice regional differ
ences as for instance in the use of particles: "of (possession" 
li, mata Granadan Arabic; Li, in Toledo and min in Saragossa,

1 See 5.1.



or in the occurrence of relative markers, with the preferred 
use of ma V in formal Granadan compared to the retention of 
the complete system of relative markers in Valencian.

One must also remember that C13 marks the onset of 
"isolation". The Mudejares could no longer maintain easy 
contacts with the Andalusians, the Valencians with the Moslem 
communities inland, and so on. These political circumstances 
reinforce regional divergence. The linguistic continuum after 
reaching its greatest scope contracts. The formal register 
overlaps with the middle ranges. Thus up to now inappropriate 
patterns appear in formal contexts, e.g. wa V (imp.) and V li V 
"in order to" in the Valencian documents (CIS). The latter 
pattern is not found elsewhere; it is a Valencian innovation 
and consequently Valencian Arabic diverges - just as any other 
variety would with a similar innovation (I) - from the common 
"bundle" of Spanish Arabic dialects. Dialectal variety may 
also result from (II). a different rate of change in sister 
varieties. One can follow a particular aspect, say the system 
of relative markers and context. The first stage of restructur
ing may be found with the loss of the branch node N antecedent 
crucial to the concept of relativization seen as a nominal 
expansion. This happens•in Toledo 1216. The next stage is 
the collocation of a preposition preceding the relative marker 
(Urzante 1312) . The stage is met in Granadan and Valencian 
in late CIS. From then on, the marker appears more and more 
often in environments common to invariants which suggest re- 
lexicalization. We cannot be sure that our texts reflect 
accurately the change as it happened - we offer this sequence 
for the time being - but we do know that it did happen and that



the formal result was a change of status as we have just 
described. On the other hand (III) what differentiates 
Saragossan Arabic is the absence of Maghribi features, the 
relative frequency of occurrence of given particles IN ^ IV 
(IV) as we have said, are specific to regional varieties.
One suggests that this could be further researched and 
borrowing (V) is yet another factor in dialectal divergency. 
Here again, a pattern like the converging adjective fronting 
(Castile 1402) distinguishes it from other contemporary 
varieties.

To be more specific, change and borrowing may be 
observed in table form.
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Regional differentiation is substantiated and this has 
been done from internal analysis and by comparison with sister 
dialects.

As for the answer to the second question: How Arabic were 
Spanish Romance dialects? - it will be found in Chapter 8.
Beyond the lexical borrowing which is undeniable, we find in 
C13 Toledo Romance - the variety showing the greatest convergence 
with Arabic - the definite article el reflecting Arabic usage 
for the co-responding article 1.-. The documents reveal equally 
the presence of caiques, e.g. en Aldea Darganz la conomrada 
de las aldeas de Toledo, of which the salutation type: 
jDios le honrel remains in Spanish and becomes productive. A 
few other patterns follow suit, e.g. no V sino as Huffman proved 
(1). Any other Arabic influence on the syntax rests with a 
small collection of random items such as verbal pairs V, aV 
consejar, aconsejar. One reaches the conclusion that the impact 
of Arabic on the underlying structure of Romance varieties was 
less in degree than was the case with Arabic and cA§ami inter
ference. Let it be said, however, that the grounds for saying 
so are not as well founded as with the case of Arabic. The 
Romance corpus is far less varied in register/style and one 
must take into account the political situation. By C13, the 
Christians were in the dominant position and Arabic speakers 
were on sufferance. Our answer is by no means definitive.

Aljamia is a different case altogether and if it must be 
included in the Romance language family it is on the basis of 
mutual intelligibility. It is a counter-cultural manifestation

1 Huffman (1977). Discussion corroborated by comparison
and frequency counts, for greahir d e t a i l  s<ul Ph,£>Thesis



that endeavoured to become Arabic in absentia, as it were, 
and failed on account of this. What it did achieve was an 
independent status? * had it been allowed to exist, Ct
would have become a new language, diverging at a tangent from 
mainstream Romance dialects.

Some criticism will be levelled at the framework we have 
used. We admit it is only as good as. the features it retains. 
By and large, it has been useful to quantify syntactic change 
and convergence. It may be improved in a number of whys and 
this is what we propose for comparative studies of sister 
varieties.
(a) A further search for more effective features replacing 
some, i.e. f6 {V deletion) - it has not produced pertinent 
results - a reassortment of subordination features by testing 
these with others not included and an expansion of the feature' 
grid to include dialectal features (common features, i.e. 
Maghribi features) and further borrowing criteria.
(b) Some more effective symbolization to represent more or 
less x quantity.
(c) Since Particles and Invariants are regional bound,
frequency counts would be of interest to discriminate between
a normal use, common to most varieties, and a favoured us.e
found in a variety. This should include the study of certain
verbs and their following invariants, e.g.

'amara 0 "to order"
'amara li. Dialect I 
'amara x Dialect II
filtBzama 0 "to be incumbent upon"

'iltazama jEl Dialect I 
'iltazama li Dialect II
Pidgin and creole studies have evolved the most sophisti

cated framework for measuring variation. We have concentrated



on the analysis of simplification and borrowing as the more 
relevant to our syntactic approach. The grid of features and 
"spectrum" results have enabled us to follow the stages of 
change in a non-prestige variety in isolation, i.e. Mudejar 
Arabic. Simplification coincides with a gradual loss of 
features of which in all varieties there is an order of exit:

1) case morphs — 0
2) fa precedes wa
3) llatl precedes lladl
4) lam precedes la

This implies the following trend, that simplification takes 
place by
i) system reduction (negation, subordination, relativization, 
etc.)
ii) The emergence of an umbrella form.
iii) Past a certain degree of the above restructuring, new 
forms must emerge to satisfy semantic needs, i.e. particles 
expand their domain to compensate for the loss of case. If 
this does not happen then, the said variety becomes akin to 
Pidgin until it ceases to exist.

We would recommend further investigation in Judeo-Spanish 
and other counter-cultural varieties to validate or refute our 
results so far. More could be achieved for Spanish Arabic, by 
a study of all the ranges of the linguistic continuum from Cll 
to C13 as offered with poetry from the muwa^aha to the most 
colloquial kar^a.

We hope that the unavoidable misinterpretations and weak
nesses of the present study will lead to further refutation and 
subsequent clarification of the theory and to a better under
standing of the contact situation.
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ARABIC LEGAL DOCUMENTS
From the collection found in the archives of Nuestra Senora 
del Pilar. These were edited-by Garcia de Linares, published 
without translation in "Escrituras Arabes del Pilar" in 
Homenaje a D. Francisco Codera, ed. E. Saavedra (1904).

The interest of these Aragonese documents lies in the 
fact that they are dated and originals. One is glossed in 
Vulgar Latin. They cover a period spanning from 1117 to 1501.

Transcription will follow previous conventions, inflex
ions, and hamza will appear only where it can be predicted, 
i.e. religious invocations or vowel diacritics in Ms.

Docs. 1-12-13 are considered in 7.3.3.1 and Docs. 15-16 
in 7.4.3. The rest are to be found in this appendix (Garcia 
de Linares's listing).

Doc. 2 Bill of Sale for a house within Saragossa. No date. (1) 
bi’smi llahi r-r ahmani r-rahim tubita 'ind I *istara m a s <ud 

bnu mu h a m m a d  1- k a l a * !  min fabl g a cfar ahmad bnu g a cfar bnu 

nuh 1 - g a f  iqi garni* d-dar 1 -muq a$ sat *ala darayn fi hawmati 

masgid abi. ka li d fi d-darb 1 -mans ub *ila abl kalid bi -ribad 

sinhagat garbi madinat saraqust at had da-ha  fl l-~qiblat dar 

nuh 1- *attar wa dar Ibn *asam wa fl 1 -gawf dar salih 

t-tagir wa fl s-karq  z-zaqaqi a l l a d f  ilay-h ba b-h a wa-fl 

1-garb dar s-sayqil 1- usql wa dar ibn qurays 1-usql t-tagir 

bi manafi* -ha wa m a r a fi q-ha wa huram-ha wa huq uq -ha kull-ha 

d-dakilat fl-ha wa 1- kar iga t can-ha 'iStara' sahihan gay zan

1 The currency mentioned is gold currency from Valencia,
first struck in 496 AH / 1102 AD, probably in circulation 
within Saragossa until 1152. Codera (1899:111:273).
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Collection of Arabic documents
Nuestra SeFiora del Pilar, Zaragoza, Spain.
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mabtul an bila sart wa la tunya 'wa' la k i yar c:arifan qadra-h 

w a- ma bla g-h bi- ta ma n Held at -h tis*at wa arba^un mitqal an

dahaban b a l a n - s i y y a t a n  min s-sikkat...

______=-fefmula«. v_ = vowel dia cr itic in Ms.

Translation
In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful.
Mas ud ... el Calaf bought from Abu-djafar el-Gafiqi the 
whole house mentioned . . .  in the neighbourhood of the mosque 
of Abu Khalid in the alley name.dL oPter- Abu Khalid in the 
Sinhadja (Zenaga) district to the west of the city of Sara
gossa; its borders (are) to the south the house of Nuh the 
scentmaker and that of Ibn Asam; to the north that of Salih, 
the merchant; to the east, a street with a door giving on to 
it and to the west the house of the metal polisher from Huesca 
and that Ibn Quraysh the trader from Huesca - with the assets 
and utilities, sole ownership, all rights, entrances and 
exits from it; the purchase being valid, complete, free from 
any (restricting) clause and no possibility of going back on 
the deal or returning the property. They are informed as to 
the price and its specific amount of 49 miscales of gold 
from the Valencian mint...
Comments
Because of the "Capitulations", deeds referring to town prop
erty are few, except in the Toledo collection (Gonzalez 
Palencia ed.).

Paleography: there are a few dotted consonants, usually 
t or s; -ha, and wa receive the vowel diacritics.
New formulae compared to Doc. 1 (1117 AD): 
tubita indl: "recorded by me"
1-muqassat, l-mansubs deictics, that is qualifying adjectives

of the type: above-mentioned, previously 
described, etc.

hadda-h: "limited by" 
mabtulan: "closed" deal
bi-la sart wa la tunya wa la kiyar: no saving clause allowed 
bi-taman ^iddat-h: "the price is'in the amount of"
Recording new legal formulae may help to place undated docu
ments and establish developments in Islamic law as practised 
in Spain.
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Doc.3 Dated 526 AH/1132 AD. Money transaction, fragment. 
b i - s m i  l l a h i  r - r a h m a n i  r - r a h ' I m i  

1a s h a d a  ' a s r i a r  a s  r ia r  i  s  1 - m a d k u r  f i  b a f n  h a d  a l ' - k i  t  a b . . . ( 1 )  

^ a d a ^ n a f s j - h  s a h a d u  ( 2 )  h a d a  1 - k i t a b  ' i n n a - h  q a b a d a  m l n  

tt a r  a t  a t  s u l a y m a n  b n u  k a l a f  t - t u t  a y  l i  d - d  am i n  '" i d d a f  1 - Ka d a d  

1 - m a d k u r  f i - h  w a - m a b l a g  t i s c wa k a m s i n  m i t q a l a n  wa  n i s f  m i t q a l  

m i n  d - d a h a b  1 - m a w $ u f a t  f i - h  wa n i s f  s a q q a t  g i l d l  wa fj s t a w ~ f a  

ga m*  l - ' a d a d  1 - m a w s u f  m i n  1 - w a r a t a t  wa  q a b a d  g a r n i 1' d a l i k a  wa  

s a r a  * i d d - h  m a w z u n a n  m u q a l l  a b a n  wa >a b r a _ / g a r n i ' '  w a r  a t a t  

s u l a y m a n  b n u  k a l a f  1 - m a d k u r  m i n  t yaml *  1 -  ca d a d  1 - m a q b u d  wa  

l - g i l d l  1 - m a d k u r  m a h § u l  g a r n i * d a l i k a  ci d d = h  a b r a * s a h l h a n  

t a m m a n  f a b a r i y u  f a -1 am y a b r q a  l a - h  q a b l a  w a r a t a t  s u l a y m a n  b n u  

k a l a f  1 - m a d k G r  m i n  g a r n i *  h a d a  I- ca d a d  1 - m a w s u f  q a l x l a n  wa l a  

k a  t l r a n  wa  l a  d a  * w a  l a  h u g g a  t  wa  l a  i ; a l b  b i  - w a g i h  m i n

1 - w u g u h  wa l a  b i - s a b a b  ma n  1 - a s b a b  m i n  h a d a  1 -  a d a d  k a s s a t
— ........ - - ---- —      - ■ ■ ■» *■ - -

wa ' a s h a d  Qa l a  n a f s - h  b i - m a  d u k i r a  ca n - h  f a w q  h a d a  f l  h a d a

1 - k i t a b  f i  s i h h a t  wa g a w a z .  a m r - h  m a n  ca r i f a - h  wa  s a m i ^ av  ̂ * —* -*    , ,,

m i n - h  l i - k a m s  k a l i i n  l i - s a h r  s a c b a n  1 - m u k a r r a m  s a n a t  s i t t  wa  

a s r u n  wa k a m s  m a y a t i  f i - h  1 - h a q q  s u l a y m a n  wa  s a h h  i n t a h a  

Comments
Paleography: the occasional dot appears above or below con
sonants; a few vowel diacritics here and there, almost con
sistently on wa and often on la. The document is a fragment. 
Dialectal usage: gild = skin;
Loan: Aznar - Aznariz 
Date: Mahomedan calendar.

1 tear.
2 HJB: sic in Ms.
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ed. Garcia de Linares (1904)
Original very faint.
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Translation
In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful.
The previously mentioned Aznar Aznaris declared within this 
document against himself (1) - as proved by this statement - 
that he received from the heirs of Sulayman Ibn Khalaf from 
Tudela, the guarantor, the previously mentioned sum in the 
amount of 59 mizcals, half in gold as described and half in 
hides and the whole quantity described was received from the 
said heirs; he received all of it, counted, balanced and 
handed over. The heirs of Sulayman Ibn Kalaf were free from 
any obligation regarding the money paid and the hides obtained, 
definitely and completely. Thus he retained no right over the 
heirs of Sulayman IbnKhialaf concerning, the above described 
sum, to a greater or lesser degree, no claim, no reason, no 
cause for court action in the matter whatsoever, on any ground 
whatever, concerning this sum only. Those who declared 
against him (1) from what was said of him above in the docu
ment on his order are those who knew and heard it (statement) 
from him on 5th day of Shaban year 526.
New legal formulae
These have multiplied, with almost synonymous shades of meanings.
ashada cala nafs-h: (the following" "declared against himself"

Similarly witnesses can declare against. 
Standard procedure in Islamic law. fi batn hada 1-kitab: point of r e f e r e n c e ,  m a t t e r  u n d e r  discussion, 

damin: "guarantor"
ciddat lcadad: quantity in the amount of, 

stylistic device, 
l-mawsilfat, mawzunan, 1-maqbud, mah?ul: deictics. 
istawfa, muqallaban: "money received, handed over".
'abra7 fabariya: "to remove an obligation and therefore to

become free" 
sahlhan tamman: "definitely and completely" 
lam yabqa. qalllan wa la katiran, la huggat, la talb bi 
wagih wa la bi sababi ... kassat: no grounds for appeal, 
sahh 'intaha: "valid until the end"

1 Islamic law.
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Doc. 4 Dated 535 AH/1141 AD Sale of a house in a village 
in Saragossa currency.
bPsmi llahi r-r ah man r-rah im tubita *'ind'i 

'as tar at d unria t 1 uba t min caira bint bnu 1-^ aza r wa 

min salmat wa yusuf abni muhamma d dayan gam'Ic d-dar' l'-'mu'sa* 

a lla dl ln- huma bi-qar.~yat b-l- g-n-s- h Cl) garb 1-hsn (2) 

alladi had da- ha fl 1-qiblat bayt l i - 1 - m u b t a cat 1-madkurat 

wa fi l-#aw f dar aydan li -l-mubta ^at 1 -m adkura t fi s-sarg 

saqiy~at wa b ay na-hum a mahatfgat wa 'ilay-h s a r a ca bab-ha wa 

fl 1-garb gannan 1 i - dunnat ma riy ah gumis b i - g a m i c manafic -ha 

wa ma ra f i q - h a  wa m a d k a l -ha wa majcra^-ha wa bi-kull haqq huwa 

la-hum m a <ruf  wa *ila 1-m ubt a^at mansub lam yastabq l-bayi^un 

1-madkurun min dalika haqqan  wa la m i l k a n wa la murt afiqan 

qalllan wa la kati ran ilia £ara$u ^an- ha bi-l-ba$Lc 1 -ba til 

s-$ah%i lam yata$$il bi-h sart mufsid wa la tunya wa la kiyar 

wa bi-ta ma n ciddat-h Ithay <Lasrat dinar qana iar min s-sikkat 

l-g a r i y a t  'al-' ana bina tarlk hada 1-kitab nafuda 1-mubta^a t 

1-ma dk urat fila 1-bayic un 1-madku run garni* t-taman giyadan 

m uq al laban f a- qa bada-h  min-ha kadalika wa 'abra-ha fa-bariya 

wa halla filay-ha g a m i C l - m a b i c 1-madkur wa nazala fT-ha
b ̂  ^

m a n z i l a t - h u m  wa mufrall rhurn di 1-mulk fl mulk-ha bi-1- ibtiya'

1-madkur lam yaghalan wa (3) wa la sayan bala *ahatu bi-dali ka

m a crifat wa cilman wa cala sunnat 1-musli mTn fi tiyabat*

buyu" -hum wa mar ga< d-dar aka fi-ma- bayna-h um  wa damina labd

— v —c — — /allah bnu musa (4) garni d-darak fi-ma adraka min darak

li- - m u b t a cat mad kurat  €ala sirat 1-balad sahad la

1 GdeL: Placencia; HJB: Plasencia de Jaldn? Almazan?
2 HJB: hisn ? "fort"
3 GdeL: sic.
4 U* y*
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'ishadi 1-bay i c un 1-madku run wa-damin 1-madku r wa l-mubta* at 

1-madkurat ‘'ala anfus- h=m bi-ma dukira ca n-h um fl hada 

1-kitab man cari f a - h u m wa samic a mi n- hum w a - h u m  bi-hal 

s-$ihhat wa gawaz 1- *amr wa dalika mu n t a s i f  sahar $umada 

1-akir am kams wa talatrn wa kams mayat 

 ______ ;-fv»pmul*€.  . Romance loans

Comments
Paleography: The original is now very faint, it was therefore

s
not possible to compare the Ms. to G. de L. edited version 
nor elicit vowel diacritics (same scribe as Doc.5).
Historical value: The buyer is a Christian lady and the
sellers are Moslem. It is noteworthy to see that Islamic law 
(sunnat) and custom (slrat) were chosen as the contracting 
medium. The legal content and provisions increase with every 
document (the formulaic expressions are similar to 1133 Toledo, 
sale of a vineyard (1)). Islamic dating.
Spelling: dalika as ^  l> and kadalika 
Translation
In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful 
as recorded by me,Dona Luba bought of cAira, daughter of 
Ibn el Djazar and from Selma and Yusuf, sons of Mahomed 
Dayan, the whole of the said house, which is theirs, in the
village of _____  west of the fort, the limits of which (are)
to the south a house of the abovementioned lady buyer and the 
same to the north and to the east an irrigation ditch and 
between a road with a door giving on to it and to the west 
a garden that belongs to Dona Maria Gomez - with all the 
assets and utilities, entrances and exists and rights known 
to it. The abovementioned sellers reserve no right excepting 
possessions and facilities, to a greater or lesser degree 
but relinquish it with the sale that is definite and complete 
gaining no access to it through a clause invalidating the deal, 
there being no further bid no handing back of the sold property 
and for the price, in the amount of 12 dinars (censales?) 
from the mint in valid currency at the date of the deed.

1 Lerchundi, J. and Simonet, F.J. Crestomatfa Arabigo1 
Espanola (1881), p.14, Granada.



The lady buyer fulfilled this, handing over the exact full 
amount to the sellers. So they received it from her thereby 
freeing her of any obligation. Thus she was free to become 
the owner and to occupy the property bought, as the owner 
in her possessions, through the purchase. There is nothing 
more to be known, nothing that they did not find out, thus 
knowing exactly and being aware of (the deal) by Islamic law 
making good their sale and with the onus on the seller re
turning the money if there be a flaw. cAbd-allah Ibn Musa 
was guarantor to all the transaction in what was obtained 
by way of the rights of the lady buyer according to the custom 
of the land. Those who (witnessed) declared against the state
ment of the sellers, the guarantor and lady buyer in what was 
heard from them, in this deed, were those who knew them and 
heard about it from them, they being sound in body and mind, 
at their request, in the middle of the month of Djumada 2nd 
of year 535.
New legal expressions
^lay-hi sara' a = giving on 
madkal, makra§ - entrance and exit 
musac mac ruf = deictics
la milkan, la murtafiqan: characteristics pertaining to a

given property
lam yastabq ilia karaga: reserving no right but relinquishing it 
lam yatassil bi-h slart mufsid: no access through invalidation 
l-gariy~at al'ana l̂ Ina tarlk: in valid currency 
nafuda: conditions are met
giyadan muqallaban: money handed over in the exact amount 
halla = to be free from
nazala fi-ha manzilat-hum wa muiiall-hum di 1-mulk fi mulk-ha: 

to take up possession of property 
lam yaghalan, ahatu bi-dalika, ma^rifat, cilman: 

to be informed 
eala sirat 1-balad = by the custom of the land 
bi-hal s-sihhat wa gawaz - in a state of mental and physical

health
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Doc. 5 dated 554 AH/1159 AD Sale of field between a
Christian buyer and Moslem sellers.
bismi llahi r-r ah ma n r-rahl m 
'astara' s-s iniur dun gui i y em del-ma s a n min salmat wa muhammad

wa maryam banl muha mm ad bnu *abd allah bnu qabis 1- ansarl

garni1 1-faddan allad l la-hum fi garyat ba rbu lis hadda-h fl

1-qiblat faddan l i - b a n T  may mun  wa fi 1-^awf habs 1-masacfid wa

huwa *al~ 'ana li-n as ranl wa fi s-Sarg faddan l i - n a s r a n T  wa fl* *

1-garb faddan aydan 1 i-bard ma ymun bi-gamif mamafic 1-faddan wa 

m a r a f  iq-h wa m a d kal- h wa makra ^- h wa bi-kull hagg  huwa la-h

c  — ^ # — »  C ■— ■—ma ruf wa ila.y-h ma nsub lam tastabq 1-bayi un 1-madkuru n min

V «—£• ^ ^  *  Ml
garni 1-f ad dan hagqan wa la mulka n wa la mur t a f i q a n  qalilan

wa la katiran ilia karagu can-h l i - dun gulyem l - m u b t a c 1-madkur

bi 1-bayi*1 1-batil s-sahih a l l a d l  lam yatassil bi-h sart* < • « «  ■» - *

mufsid wa la tunya wa la kiyar bi-taman ciddat t i s cat din anlr

qanasar f a d d a t  min s-sikk at 1-gariy^ at hina tarlk hada 1-kitab

nafuda l - m u b t a c 1-m adk ur gaml*~ tr-taman ‘ila l - b a y i cun 
— — C — v* — -1-madkurun ma dudat giyadan mu qallabat fa-q ab adu-h min-h

— C -* — * ■ / — * —kadal ika ala s-sifat 1-madku rat wa abru u-h min-ha fabarsya

  / C / "c  —  -fa-t ak allu ilay-h an garni 1-faddan wa nazala fi-h manzilat 

1- b a yil un 1- madkur un  salmat wa muh ammad wa maryam wa mahall=ha 

wa muhall di 1-mulk fi mulk -h bi-1- ,ibtiya' lam ya&halu-h 

wa la sayan min-h bala ahata bi-da lika n?acrifat wa cilman 

wa cala sunnat mu slimin fi tiyabat buyu* -hum wa mara g 

d-darak ba y n a - h u m  sahad ala ishad l - ba yi c un wa 1 - m ub tac
<T —  —  C . —ala a n f us -h =m bi-ma dukira an-hum fi hada 1-kit ab man 

cari fa-hu m wa samic h m i n -h um  wa huwa bi-hal s-sihhat wa gawaz 

1-amr wa dalika fl mustahall §umada 1-awwal sanat /a r b ac wa 

kamsln wa kams mayat *intaha

 =loan v= vowel diacri ti c in Ms.
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Comments
Paleography: dots are fairly widely used with very few vowel 
diacritics and shadda. Possibly the same scribe as previous 
Doc.4. Contents are very similar in formulae. Islamic dating 
and same currency as Doc.4. Loans: minimal.
Translation
In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful 
Lord Don Guillen de Almazan bought from Selma, Mahomed and 
Maryam, sons and daughter of Mohamed ... el Ansar£, the whole 
field which is theirs in the village of Barboles - its; borders 
(are) to the south a field belonging to the sons of Maymon 
and to the north the inalienable property of the mosque and 
that is now the Christian's and to the east a field of his 
and to the west another field of the sons of Maymon - with 
all the profits, the utilities, the entrances and exits, all 
the known rights, deriving from it, the above mentioned sellers 
retaining no advantage on possessions or facilities whether 
small or big but relinquish it to the buyer Don Guillen; the 
sale being definite and valid; there being no clause invalidat
ing it, no further bid no handing back, for the price in the 
amount of 9 dinars (censales) in silver from the mint in cur
rency valid at the date of the document; this being done by 
the said buyer; the entire amount counted, handed over and 
thus received from him in this fashion as described. He is 
himself free thereby of any obligation and thus was free to 
become the owner and to occupy the said property bought from 
Salma, Mohamed and Maryam - as owner of the property, with 
the purchase; there being nothing more to be known and nothing 
he did not find out, knowing all about it, and being aware of 
it as b y  Islamic law, the sale was effected with the onus on 
the sellers if there be a flaw between them. Those who 
witnessed declared against) the statement of sellers and 
buyer in what was paid by them in this document, knew them 
and heard it from them, while sane in mind and body and this 
was by their order at the onset of .djumada1st,year 554 - end.
New legal expressions:
macdud, sifat = deictics
takallu - they, gave up the property



Doc. 6 Dated 555 AH/1160 AD Sale of house in the village 
of Urrea.
bi-smt-llahi r-rahmani r-ra him

f i —  castara dun gu liyem del-masan m m  mu hammad 1- aluf

gamic' d-dar alladi la-h bi-qarya t Ureyah min quran (1)

£alun had da -h a fi 1-qiblat dar per l-qassls wa fl 1-gawf 

z - z u q a q  wa dar rall bnu farug wa fi s-iarq  1-m at raq wa 1- 

qanisiyat wa fi 1-garb dar muham mad bnu *abu 1- cas bi- 

g a m i* mana fi1, d-dar w a- ma rafiq-h  wa ma dk al-h wa makrag-h 

bi-kul 1 haqq huwa la-h'a m a cruf wa ilay-ha ma nsub 1 am 

yastabq3 1-b ayi* sayan min dalika haqqan wa la mulkan 

wa la mu rt a f i q a n  qalilan wa la katlran /illa 'akrag kan-h 

l i - guliyen 1- ma dk ur bi- l-b ay ic 1-batil s-sahih alladi 

lam yatassillu bi-h &art mu fsid wa la tunya wa la kiyar 

ba^d m u cr i f a t -ha bi-tam an *iddat-h ^a£rat da na nlr wa nisf

min qa nas ara t l-$ari;*yat al'ana bi-m ad lnat sa raqust at
\      * , ■■■■■■

qabad -ha 1 - bay ie min-h tibat giyadan m u q a ll abat wa qabada-h 

min-h *ala s-si fat  1-m ad kurat  wa ’abra-h min -h wa nazalai. « *-»

l-m ubt a<' guliyen fi-ma abta* -h mimma dukira fl hada 1-kitab 

wa sarat biya d-h  wa nazala man zila t- h wa mahall di 1-mulk

fi mulk-h ''ala sunnat l-muslimln  fl tlbat buyuc -h wa m a r a g a c 

/a d r a ka-hu m sahada ala ishad 1-bayi' 1-mubt'a1' bi-ma dukira 

'an-h fi fl (2) hada 1-kitab man ^arif-hum wa sami* m i n -hum 

wa hum bi-hal s-sihh at wa gawaz 1 " amr wa dalika fl sahar« « v j r — -

safar min sanat kamsat wa kamsln wa kams mayat 'intaha

1 HJB: qarar? river bed, valley?/ quran village,
jalon is a river.

2 GdeL: sic.



Comments
Paleography: dots are widely but not systematically used.
No vowel diacritics nor shadda.
These 3 documents: 4, 5, 6 are similar in legal contents.
The same witnesses appear.
New expresions:
batfd mucrifat: having learnt about (the conditions of the

sale) rather than about the property, 
sarat biyad-h: becoming obsolescent.
Translation
In the name of God the Compassionate, the Merciful 
Don Guillen de Almazan bought of Mohamed el cAluf the entire 
house which is his in the village of Urea by of the
Jalon; the limits are to the south the house of Peter the
priest and to the north a street and the house of Ali Ibn
Farudj and to the east the lane and the church and to the
west the house of Mohamed Ibn Abu l-cA’s - with its assets, 
utilities, entrances and exits, all its rights known and 
deriving from it and the seller not retaining anything nor 
any advantage on possessions or facilities, big or small but 
intends to relinquish it to Guillen, the purchase .being 
definite and valid; there being no clause invalidating it, 
no further bid, no handing back; having learnt that the price 
is in amount of 10h dinar qanasar (censales) in Saragossa 
currency valid at the moment. The seller received it, it 
was handed over as specified and he was free from debt and 
the buyer Guillen settled, freed himself (from further obli
gation) as it was said in this deed and became owner and he 
occupied the property according to Islamic law and making 
good the sale and with the onus on the seller if there be a 
flaw. Those who declared against the statement of (for the) 
seller and the buyer from what was said in this deed knew 
them, heard it from them, while sound in mind and body and 
by their order this was done in the month Safar of the year 
555 end.



Doc. 7 dated 557 AH/1162 AD
Bilingual contract of exchange of some fields in the district 
of Pedrola.
bi-smi llahi r- ra h m a n  r- ra him

ta* awaqla s-ifinnur balas in ma''a % bd l-^aziz bnu abd allah 

1-muradi fl faddan (1) la-h fi batha gar y a h  ba'trurah hadda 

1-faddan f r - l - q i b l a h  saqiyah wa-fi 1- ga wf sa qi yah wa-f l 

s-sarq faddan li-balasl n wa-fi 1-garb saqiyah wa fakada Kabd 

1- cazlz 1- mad k u r  faddanay n /itnayn hadda 1- fa ddan l-w,ahid 

fi 1-qiblat marg wa-fi 1- gawf tarlq wa-fi s - sa rq  marg wa -fi  

1-garb saqi yah  wa 1-haql t-tan I fi l-qlblah  m a r g  wa-fi 1-gawf 

saqiyah wa-fi s- £a rq s a cId bnu sababl wa-fi 1-garb tariq 

1- ammat bi-ma fi 1-faddan 1-madk ur min 1-manafi wa 1-maraf iq  

wa 1-madkal wa 1- m a k r a q  wa 1-huqq kull-ha *a$mac d- dak ila t 

fi-h wa 1- karigat  can-h

tacawdan m a b tu la n bi-la £art wa-la tunjl wa-la kiya r halla 

kull wahid mi n-huma  fi-ma d u f i ca-h ilay-h sahib-h wa- nazala 

fi-h cala sunnat mu sl im ln fi m u caw d a t - h = m  w a - m a r a g c adr ak -hum 

i?acd m u 6 ri fa t-ht*im bi -qadr ma t a c awdan f±-h wa m a b la g- h wa 

munt aha  ka tarah w a -lam yatfhalan sayan min dalika bala 'ahatan

bi-h m a crif at an  wa- cilman w a - ’’ala sunnat l - m u sl imln 1-gayz at 

b a y n a - h u m  sahada cala fishad l-m ut* awada yn  1 - m a d ku ra yn bima 

dukira *an-huma fawq hada man rarifa-h uma wa-sami ra min-huma 

wa-huma bi-hal s-s ih hat wa-1-gawa z wa-da lika fi kamsat ca s n* 0 * W • — —

yawman kaluna min sawwal fl sarnah sai>c wa kamsin wa kams 

mayat cisZbnu 'umar bnu sa^id t-taglbl wa- Muhammad bnu ‘'abd 

1- malik bnu ka ldun t-t ag ibl wa habil Ibn yahya 1-abdara 

wa-salma bnu yahya l - cabdara kataba 4an-h bi- 'amr-h wa-racfa

1 G de L: a number of words are split at the end of a line.
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bnu sulayman 1-muradz kataba *an-h bi 'amr-h wa musa bnu 

salma 1-muradz kataba can-h bi- famr-h wa sa'id Ibn cabd

—  ̂ t- — — V* — V -Tr-rahman 1- ansarz wa-musa bnu muhammad bnu raga t - t a g z b z .

Memoria de camio que fecit don palagin cum Aunalaic tio de abdella.
«

Dedit aunalic a don palacin una pega de terra que habebat in petrola 
semenga de et affrontat de oriente in pega de sancionecons (2)

et de occidente in pega de sancionecons et in alia parte affrontad in 
pega de michael palagin de las heras. Similiter dedit don palagin ad 
auinalaig ... (1) I pega de terra qui est in illo rivo de fonte d& petrola 
et affrontad in uinea de petro sang et in alia parte dedit I. pega ...(1) 
qui reg...(1) de richez et affrontad de oriente in pega in desseueui 
et in uia de gallur, sic dedid don palagin ad ille ad suo placibile 
pro camio per de ista pega suprascripta et sunt fidangas de saluetat 
affur de terra de parte de illo moro contra don palagin Michael de 
Castro et Muga de ualterra alamin. Et sunt testes uisores auditores 
Morilla Muga auenuge Amdaldom alamin Garcia de arriols. Et fuit facta 
ista carta in mense septembrii era MCC. Don Palagin Senior in petrola 
et alagone Episcopus Petrus in cesaraugusta Episcopus Martinus in 
tirasgona. Ortiortig in rota. Don blascho in boria 
Ego abbate hanc cartam scripsi et de manu mea hoc + feci.

Comments
The first line is Arabic alternating with a gloss in Vulgar 
Latin, plus a few more details in the Christian dating. 
Paleography: Arabic: same frequency of dotted consonants 
as in Doc. 6. No vowels, no shadda. A number of words are 
split at the end of a line.
Vulgar Latin: Letra corte~sana, very faint.
A linguistic analysis will follow the translations.

1 G de L (ed): undecipherable.
2 HJB: Sancho Ennecons.
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Translation of Arabic text:
In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful.
Lord Palacin and Abdul Aziz, son of Abdullah al-Muradi, have 
exchanged a field belonging to him, in the area of the vil
lage of Pedrola. To the S., N., and W. an irrigation ditch 
limited the field, to .the E. Don Palacin. The said Abdul 
Aziz has received two fields; the first being limited to the 
S. (by) a meadow, to the N. (by) a road, to the E. (by) a 
meadow, to the W. (by) an irrigation ditch; the second to 
the S. (by) a meadow, to the N. (by) an irrigation ditch, 
to the E. (by) Sa'id Ibn Shababi, to the W. (by) a thorough
fare, with, as to the above mentioned field, the use, the 
facilities entrance and exit, all rights, arising internally 
and externally from it. They have made the exchange finally, 
with no obligation, no impediments and no option dissolving 
everything, for one of the two, by which they have settled 
one another according to Muslim law for what was exchanged 
and with no going back consciously on the deal after having 
got to know them, to the extent of the exchanged, its price 
and its liability. They are not ignorant of any aspect of it, 
but are aware, know and are informed according to Islamic 
Law as to what is lawful between them. (The following) 
witnessed the written statement of both exchanges and what 
was said about them, to their knowledge and having listened - 
with both .(parties) in good health and sane - on the 15th day 
of sawwal 557: *Isa Ibn Amr Ibn Said al-Ta^ibi and Mohammed 
Ibn Abdul Malik Ibn Kaldun al-Tacfibi and Habil Ibn Yaylia al- 
Abdara and Salma Ibn Yahya al-Abdara wrote/signed this*on 
his order, and Musa Ibn Salma al-Muradi wrote/signed this 
on his order, and Said Ibn Abd al-Rahman al-Ansari and Musa 
Ibn Mohammed Ibn Raga al-Ta§ibi.
Translation of Vulgar Latin text:
Record of the exchange that Don Palacin made with Abnalaic, 
uncle of Abdella. Abnalaic gave Don Palacin a piece of land 
that he had in Petrola, (suitable) for sowing of I...(l) and 
facing to the E. land belonging to Sancho Necons, to the W. 
land belonging to SN and elsewhere a piece of land belonging 
to Michael Palacin de las Heras (2). Similarly Don Palacin 
gave Abnalaic (3) one piece of land which is on the other side 
of the stream/spring of Petrola and facing a vineyard of 
Petro-Sanc, and elsewhere he gave a piece (1) which is 
located (3) facing to the E. a piece of fallow? land and 
the road to Gallur. Thus Don Palacin gave it to the latter 
to do as he please in exchange of the above mentioned piece. 
The guarantors concerning the deed on behalf of the Moor and 
against Don Palacin, are Michael de Castro / from Castro and 
Musa from Valterra, the headman. Witnesses to the act and 
words are Morilla Musa Abenuge, Amdaldom (4) the headman,

1 G de L: undecipherable.
2 de las heras: HJB: "threshing ground, vegetable gardens, 

fallow land"? It could be a surname, also; we have taken 
it in that meaning.

3 G de L: torn parchment
4 word partially erased



Garcia from Arriols.
This document was written in September MCC (when) Don Palacin 
was Lord of Petrola and Alagon, Peter bishop of Saragossa, 
Martin bishop of Tarazona, Ortiortip of Roda, Don Blasco 
in Borja. I, the Abbot, wrote this document in my own hand 
and sign it thus + .
COMMENTS
Arabic text:
Although the sample is limited, in its style, mainly to the 
formal usage of legal language and therefore does not present 
to any great extent a reflection of the spoken variety of the 
time, we must assume that the contents were understood and 
form part of the passive competence of a definite group of 
people. It is also clear that the Christian party did not 
understand either what was said (colloquial register) or what 
was written in Arabic (formal style) despite the reiterated 
affirmations on the subject in the text, as may be seen from 
the garbled names of the Moors concerned.

a * C  C  Cta awada s-sinnur balasin ma a abd 1- aziz ... fl faddan 
[ V* I N I N  I N  U>
la-h fi batha qar~yah batruraK hadda 1-faddan ... saqiyah 
[I N I N "  N ' 1[ V I N'-*j N ]]
The string follows the predicted word with the exception of
the embedded clause

"la-h fl batha qar'.yah batruraV 
[ I N I N *  N ' ]

in which the component V is 0, this deletion is quite common
in Cl.Ar. and expresses possession: [V-?0 1 a-N (N) (IN)]
Triliteral Roots:
V= G -W p ta°awada N= Q B L qibla=h

H D D  hadda S Q Y saqiya=h
Invariants But B L S N "Palapin" , loan ’.Proper name
1= M C ' maca "with"

F fx "in"
L la "to" (belonging to)
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Subordination
In a previous analysis (7.1.1), we maintained that the 

degree of formality of style can be appreciated in relation 
to subordination (1): the more formal the style, the more 
complex the sentences. In the present example, we have a 
sentence expanded by two embedded clauses:
1) 0 la-h fl ba^ha qar-.yah batrurah

[V I N I N* N * ]
2) hadda 1-faddan fl 1-qiblah saqiyah 

[*V I N  I I N N ]
It is debatable whether this construction should be described
as a relative clause. Semantically it may be justified as an

— 1expansion of faddan . At the level of syntax it is not an 
independent string, since it is not preceded by the usual 
invariants wa, fa, can. The most one can say is that it is 
in apposition.

Within subordination, relativization is particularly 
useful in a language contact situation as it highlights the 
difference between the Arabic varieties and the Romance dia
lects. The more an Arabic variety, at a given period, follows 
classical usage, the closer it is to mainstream Arabic dia
lects and mutual intelligibility; the more this variety resorts 
to relative construction common to Romance, the more it is 
converging towards Romance and the less intelligible it 
will be to Arabic speakers outside Spain.

Morphemic Alternations
The complexity found in the syntactic form is compounded by 
a wealth of morphemic alternations within the text.

1 Keenan E.L. in Fasold and Shuy (1975). The statistical 
data on frequency of relative clauses confirm this 
intuition.



The dual occurs not only in (N) components but in (V)
C C -components, ta awada alternates with ta awada; however the

> c _ — c •**use of itnayn and mu awadat-h=m compared to raa arifat-h=ma
are probably instances of hypercorrection or insecurity.
There are several other inaccuracies: 
butha for butha' dropping the hamza 
sayan for sa'an " " "
dalika for dalika with a spelling innovation (Cl.Ar.

here
Vocabulary
qiblah = the direction of Mecca for the purpose of prayer 
gawf - the other end 
faddan = an acre
have acquired in this variety the specific meanings of:
-the opposite end to qibla, hence the North.
-South 
-a field
sinnur = senor/senior "lord" 
balasin - Paladin
are Romance loan words, which have been altered to fit Arabic 
word formation: /nn/ is an approximation to /n/ present in 
Romance.
New legal expressions

c-ta awada: exchange
ma dufi-ca-h ilay-h sahib-h: with no option to breaking up

the partnership or joint deal 
muntaha katara-h: risk and liability
bi-qadr: to the full extent, in all its consequences
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Vulgar Latin text: 
cLWith respect to Latin, the text

far more divergent than the Arabic text compared to classi
cal usage.
The usual word order in Latin places (V) at the end of the 
sentence; this order seldom occurs in the whole passage. Gone 
are most case endings of (N) components, although morphemic 
alternations common to Latin are still resisting in (V) 
components:

Fecit "he did"
Dedit "he gave" but note dedid
Habebat "he had"

Invariants:
Common to Latin Innovations

de (from) peca de terra =* "of", partitive (1)
cum
in
et
ad a
similiter
sic
pro
per
contra

Their number and variety strike one immediately as being 
foreign to Latin usage, yet the innovation de explains their 
presence as semantic compensation for the loss of case endings. 
Subordination

Most clauses are expanded by relativization and coordination
a frequent pattern is as follows:

[V.......... N] [N V  ] ] [et V .....N]
[Dedit peca][qui habebat ] ] [et affrontat...sancionecons]

1 in illo riuo de fonte is ambiguous as to: from/of.



Vocabulary
camio "exchange"
pe<?a de terra "piece of land"
semanga "sowing" (land)
tio "uncle"
are not recognizable as Latin words but as Romance; they are 
still in . with slight modifications in modern Spanish: 
cambio, pieza de tierra, simienza, tio.
alamin = Arabic loan from al- 'amin, "elder, headman, guardian" 

The of the definite article has not taken place yet,
which enables one to describe this passage as Vulgar Latin 
rather than any of the differentiated later dialects such as 
Aragonese or Catalan.
Dialectal features
the tonic vowels /e/ and /o/ v undergone diphthongi-
zation as would be the case in western and central Romance
dialects:

terra tierra
pe<?a pieza
fonte fuente
rota Rueda

Document 8, dated rablc the first 577 AH (July-August 1181), 
is a contract of exchange of some land in Tarbena for some 
land in Cascajo under tithe farming conditions, between the 
Prior of Santa Maria and the sons of Ibn Utba according to 
Islamic Law sixty years after the Christian reconquest of the 
region!(1)

1 This policy is confirmed over a wide geographical area 
(Fueros), despite opposition from the Vatican, who 
frowned upon Moslem settlers. It says much for the 
early tolerance and independence of the Church in this 
part of Spain.



OUD

bi-smi llahi r-rahmani r-rahim wa-salla llah calae t

m uhammadin wa-a-lihi wa-sallima ,6 *
C * * tf -* /ta awada ahmad bnu muhammad ibn utbah s - s i l m  wa - akit-h

yusuf bnu m u h a m m a d  bnu cutbah s-silmi wa-nas ib-hum muhammad

bnu call bnu babag bnu sahll (1) l - ' ansSrl wa- 'ukt-h maryam

bint *ali bnu babag bnu sahl 1- 'ansarl bi-gaml* 1-mirat

U a d i  (2) kana la-hum b i - tarbana min *ard wa-gannat wa-diyar

w a-kurmat wa-qafr wa muhy m a ca 1 -briuri ya-h min sa:nt mariyah

dun gulyem da narbuna fi qaryat qas~ qaliyah b i - $ a m i c 1 -ard

lladl kana l i - garsiyah 1-qabalaruh wa- zayada ma*a-ha faddan

q a z a l a - h m a t a e t-tutah w a - t - t a n l mata' a l-ba d i y e l u h  m a t £ c

dun gulyem min 1 -masan fi qaryat qasqaliyah min' 'ard

wa-gannat wa-diyar wa kurmat wa-anadir w a - q a f r  wa-muhy

wa- ala an karagu banu Ibn rutba-h bi-gaml*' hada fl

q asqaliyah wa- ala an yakunu fl hada 1-ard m a t a r qasqaliyah

'•an yakun la-hum malan wa-mulkan wa- cala an yakun 1-ard

mat ar . tarbanah min santah mariyah malan wa mulkan ,wa- cala

sunnat l - m u slimln fl tfpbat mu ca w a d at-h=m 1-gayizah bay n a - h u m

m u cawadat sahihah gayizah nagizat m a b tulan bila ikart mufsid

wa- <ala 'an yakunu asraka fi qaryat q a s q aliyah cala nisafayn

sawwiyayn 1an yag^ala 1 -briyurah garnic nas a f a t - h  fi l-^amal

wa-fi t-tiran w a - cala an yukurg cfami* nas a f a t - h  m i n -hum fl

qasqaliyah fa-in t a cawad ahd li-banu ibn cutbah fl hada

1-ard mata a qasqaliyah ‘an yaqku-hum fl hada s-sart

1 -mustarat z-zamin S - Sinnur dun galind yuwanas lladi

dakalu-h 1 -b riyurah Cinda banu bnu *utbah wa 'adkalu banu

ibn 'utbah d a m i ’nan fan yaqifu fi s-surut 1-mustarat fawq 
-_= Romance loan v= vowel in Ms.

1 H JB : in Ms .
2 G de L: tear.
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Doc. 9
Garcia de Linares ed. (1904)
Original unidentified.

Collection of Arabic Documents
Nuestra Senora del Pilar, Zaragoza, Spain.
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hada *inda 1- br iy'urah s - sinnur dun banadlt damanan sahx~han 

fyayizan wa- a n camu bi-hada li-damin lladl dakalu wa cala an 

yag cala 1 -b riyurah n a s a fat-h min z-zarri^h wa-min kull say 

wa-banu ibn <utbah 'an la ya'atu min hada 1-ard l i - l - briyurah 

wa-la l i - kantah Mary a h  iHa nasafat-h wa-la aktar fa-3n 

<ata-hum 1 - briyur.ah ’ard 'aktar min gayr hada an y a cmalu 

banu ibn cutbah karna. y a cmal'u ahl qaryat qasqaliya-h  

fa-bi-dalika yas~had man carifa-hum w a - s a m i c a dalika min-huma 

'agmae a wa-huma bi-hal .s-si" hhat wa 1-gawaz wa-dalika fx 

sahr rabxc 1-awwalan sannat sabc wa-sab*lna wa-kams mayat wa 

huwa 1- 'ard 1 m a ^ w sufat m u z a r a c at *a£rln qafxz wa 'an yakun 

matac . qasqaliy ah lladi kana 1~ garsiyah l-qabalaruh wa 

f addanayn malan w a - mulkan li-banu bnu cutbah wa bi-h sahb 

1 - vaqd m a s <ud bnu yusuf bnu muwarxt s-£abanx sahid bi-dalika 

wa-bitruh q asqaliyah 1-nasran sahid bi-dalika kataba *an-h 

b i - 'amr-h m a h dar-h wa garsi yah walid galind yuwanas sahidu 

cayda kataba can-h bi- 'amr-h mahdar-h 

Comments
Paleography: Writing very clear. Dots are systematically 
placed above and below consonants, wherever required, with 
the occasional vowel diacritic and shadda.
A linguistic analysis will follow the translation.

Translation
In the name of God the Merciful, the Compassionate, the 
Ultimate. May God bless Muhammad and his people and 
grant them salvation!
Ahmed and his brother Yusuf, sons of Mohammed son of 
Utba al-Selmi, and their partner Mohammed and his sister 
Maryam, son and daughter of Babag, son of Sahl al~ 
Ansari, have exchanged the whole of the estate they had 
in Tarbena, consisting of fields, orchards, dwellings, 
vineyard, waste lands and possessions with the Prior 
of Santa Maria Don Guillen de Narbona, for the whole of
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the property in the village of Cascajo, which belonged 
formerly to Garcia the knight; and in addition to that 
for a field, Cazella, the property of Tota,. and another, 
the property of el Vadiela belonging to Don Gui’llen of 
Almasan, in the village of Cascajo, with the land, 
orchards, dwellings, vineyards, threshing areas, waste 
lands and possessions.

On the condition that the sons, of Ibn Utba having 
opted for the estate of Cascajo in its entirety, live 
there on this land that is theirs by deed and by right.

On the condition that the land owned in Tarbena,
by deed and by right, by Santa Maria, according to
Islamic Law, the mutual exchange (done) in goodwill 
legally between both parties, the exchange is valid, 
legal completed definitely without condition invali
dating (it) .

On the condition that they be tenant farmers, in 
the village of Cascajo, with a division into two shares, 
and that they pay the Prior one whole share in work and 
in cattle.

On the condition they relinquish all their share
in Cascajo, should one of the sons of Ibn Utba have
exchanged some of this land owned in Cascajo.

And that they follow the conditions of this part
nership, the Lord Don Galindo Johannes stands as guar
antor on behalf of the Prior against the sons of Ibn 
Utba, and the Lord Don Benedict as guarantor for the 
fulfilment of the conditions on behalf of the sons of 
Ibn Utba, that they are correct, legal, agreed upon, 
in the contract they entered.

On the condition they give the Erior the share of 
the farming and of anything else, that they give the 
Prior or Santa Maria no more than the share of the land? 
that the Prior give the sons of Ibn Utba no more land 
other than that, that they work as much as the people 
of Cascajo.

On account of this, (the matter) was witnessed by 
those who were informed and heard the whole statement 
from both parties, both parties being sound of health 
and mind, this being correct and legal - in the month 
of rablc the first of the year 577 - the land and the 
share cropping contract, described as 20 qafIz (measures 
of grain) is in Cascajo, the former property of Garcia 
the knight and two fields belonging by deed and by 
right to the sons of Ibn Utba, and on their behalf as 
to the exactness of this (document) thereby signs 
Mascud Ibn Yusuf Ibn Mawarit al-Sabani as witness to 
this, and Pedro? of Cascajo the Christian as witness 
to this signed/wrote this on his order, he being pres
ent, and Garcia son of Galindo Johannes as witness also 
signed/wrote this on his order in his presence.



Comments
The word order is overwhelmingly
[(I) V (I) (N) ...]

but note also
... ma* a l-brlyuriya=h ... dun gulyam 

I N  N N

The borrowing introduces a permutation in the Arabic word
order, in as much as the title: e.g. al~'amin would follow
the person’s name. However there is one Rorflance proper name
that seems a caique of the Arabic:

1-garsiyah 1-qabalaruh :: sahl 1- ansarl
The usual order for Romance names is : title and name, as

s-sinnur dun banadlt
The systematic coordination by m ans of wa and wa...fa is
a feature characteristic of Arabic.
Expansion

The passage shows a variety of embedded clauses of the
type:
[ (I) V. . . [ (I) I V. . . [ I I V) ] ]
[tacawada [wa cala 'an karagu ] ]

v 1 1 v[wa cala 'an yukurg [fa in tac awad ]]]
I I V  I I V*

[wa adkalu [ 'an yaqifu] ]
I V  I V

as well as:
[(I) V ... (I) (N) [N V]]

tac awada ... bi-gaml 1- mlrat lladl kana la-hum 
[ V I N ~[ N “ V ] ]

'an yaqifu-hum fl hada s-sart...z-zamin...galind lladl 
[ I  V I " N ‘ * N N [ N “
dakala-h 1-briyurah 

*V N ] ]
fa bi-dalika yashad man carifa-hum wa samica dalika 
[I I ~ N V [ N ]I[ V ' ]]



In the formal register/style the anaphoric enclitic pronoun 
- here underlined - refers back to the argument of the main 
clause, this pronoun is deleted in the vernacular and there
fore its presence or absence is significant in assessing 
register or style.
The above mentioned types illustrate a complex pattern of 
subordination together with systematic coordination.
Morphemic Alternations

Compared to Classical usage there are three striking 
innovations:
i) The occurrence of (V) perfective in an expanded clause: 

cala 'an karagu banu ibn 6utba
ii) A new rule of concord which converges towards Romance, i.e.
Cl.Ar V sign, with pi. N ----- > V pi. with pi. N

aala 'an karagu banu Ibn cutba 
wa-adkall banu hatha

iii) The loss of the feminine gender for 'ard means the non
occurrence of fern, forms for lladl, hada, kana, huwa ...

The case ending system no longer applies after preposi
tions , where the script would reveal vowel alternations, as 
in 'ahd li-banu; *inda banu. This leads one to the opposition 
of definiteness/indefiniteness clearly described and specified 
by Arab grammarians, whereby indefiniteness was expressed by 
case endings and definiteness by other means, such as the 
article ral or deictics hada etc. If case endings are dis
appearing and, at the same time, we find a redundant use of 
the article yal in this text as in Document 7, e.g.
1-garsiya, 1-qabalaru, this points to a redefinition of the 
opposition which might explain the : following spellingx
rabic 1 awwalan (1-  -an) ;

Def Ind
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and the subsequent extension in use of matac : 
wa- t-tani matac al-badiyaluh matac dun gulyam 
which may indicate convergency- with the Romance particle de.

There are a number of spelling inconsistencies, confirm
ing comments made in Document 7:
i) dropping of the hamza: ga Izat for ga'izat

mayat ma'iat [mi?at]
say £ari [sai?]

ii) uncertainty as to vowel quantity: ^amin
daminao 
damanan 
damin

as well as confusion between z and d, indicating similar 
pronunciation.
Spanish-Arabic: ansafa = to pay.
Loan words
1-briyuriyah, 1-briyurah = el prior "the Prior"
sant mariyah = Santa Maria from the Latin Sancta Maria.
The other borrowings refer to people or place names (see
translation): gulyem da Narbona :: gulyam min 1-maSan (hybrid).
Note however "a" in Arabic script becomes "e" in Romance,
which coincides with the first stage of the imala ([a]— » [e]
in given contexts)

qabalaru = caballero
tarbana = tarbena
qazala = Cazella
badiyaluh = Vadiello
The general impression is that the style of Document 8 

is more literary than Document 7, on account of its numerous 
expanded clauses further linked by wa and fa coordinators. 
Therefore this text tells us less about linguistic change in 
the spoken idiom than the earlier contract. Nevertheless the 
historical value of this deed is considerable, as we have 
said, in the first paragraph, for any social or legal history 
of the time.



Legal formulae:
This is the first document of the collection where the property 
is not geographically situated with regard to neighbours or 
landmarks.
New expressions: (tacawada) X and Y cala*an, X exchanges with
Y on the condition, rather than tacawgian mabtulan "a definite 
exchange";

malan wa mulkan "by right and by deed"
cala fan yakunu rasrak = tenant (tithe) farming contract 
*an yaqifu-hum fl hada s-sart 1-mustarat z-zamin s- 

sinnur dun galind = (on the condition) that they follow the 
conditions of the partnership, the Lord Don Galindo 'stands 
as guarantor.

fa-rin cata-hum 1-briyurah *ard *aktar . . . ran ya'rnalu 
banu ibn cutbah kama yacmalu rahl qaryat qasqaliyak= 
clauses protecting the tithe farmers against any increasing 
load of work.

bi-h sahh 1-aqd = as to the exactness of the document. 
Islamic dating.

Document 9 , dated 581 AH/1185 AD, Mortgage. 
bi-smi llahi r-rahmani r-rahim

rarhana yusuf 1- caluf l i - s -sarik dun guliyen di narbunah 

n- n usif 1-faddan alladi la-h bi-bugaha (1) somuntan hadda 

1-faddan bi-l - q i b l a t  s-saqiyat wa-fi 1-gawf h a d a f  wa-misqi wa- 

f l  s-^arq m i s q l  wa-fl 1-garb faddan s a Cid bnu hantal ladad 

t-taman itnln ''asar dinar qanasar min 1- ganasar 1-gariyyat min

1 GdeL: sic; HJB: batha*"sandy valley, flat country".
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saragus tat hina tarTk hada 1-kitab b i - gamic manafi^ -h=m wa- 

m a d k al-h=m wa - m a k r a g - h = m  wa-huwa bi-kull h aqq huwa 1 a-ha 

ma'' lum wa ilay-ha mansub lam yastabq hada r-rahin 1-madkur 

wa *abra-h min 2famic t-taman muqallaban giyadan m a cdud fa-bariya

fa-nazala 1-mulk fi mulk-h bala ahat bi- d a l i k a  ma*' rufat wa

/ (1} ilman wa- ala sunnat l-muslimln fi tib a r h a n - h ~ m  can tahdid-h-m

w a - a r h a n - h = m  hada 1-faddan can sitt a cwam min agu&t il

agu£t min b i - dalika sahada cala ishadan hada 1-kitab man

carifa-huma wa samic min-huma wa-huma bi-hal sihhat wa-gawaz

1-amr wa dalika fi lahar ramadan all ah min sanat 'ahadi wa-

tamanun wa kams mayat wa yuwan de daruga-h sahid wa-muhammad

—  C- V c fbnu abi 1- as sahid kataba an-h bi amr-h 
______  - Ro mance lexical items

Comments
The original was not identified in the collection, for this 
reason G d L's version is given as such. There is little new 
in this document, it is shorter than others, there is no 
subordination. Strings are coordinated with two instances of 
wa followed by fa. The language is concise and correct with 
a few Romance loans.
cala ishadem: shows traces of nunation, with a neutralized 
-an morph surviving from the loss of the case distinction.
New legal expressions: 
rarhan : to mortgage
ean sittcawam min...min: duration, time clause "for 6 years

from...to..."
can tahdid: from specification (date of contract specifying...) 
ma^lum = deictic (known, described, etc.)
Dating: Although the document is dated by the Islamic calen
dar, the mortgage runs from the Christian month of August to 
August. Probably because the solar months are constant in
the yearly cycle in relation to the harvest.

(|) cL- U: Spirt s..ci:d . cl I  Hie a lt reading



Translation
In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful 
Yusuf el- Aluf* mortgaged to his partner Don Guillen 
half the field which is his, in the plain of Somontano- 
the field borders to the south an irrigation ditch and 
‘to the north a rise and an irrigated field and to the 
east an irrigated field and to the west a field of 
Sacid Ibn Hantal - for the amount of 12 dinars (censales?) 
in valid currency of Saragossa at the date of this docu
ment with all its profits, entrances and exits, with 
all rights known that are his and those deriving from 
it. The pledger does not retain any right and is free 
from any obligation with the whole sum, having handed 
over the amount willingly and is thereby free and has 
taken up possession, knowing exactly about the matter, 
being informed and aware according to Islamic law, 
making good the mortgage from its specification and 
the field is in pledge for 6 years from August to August. 
Declaring against this document are those who know them, 
have heard it from them, know that they are sound in 
body and mind and that this is at their request in the 
month of Ramadan of year 581 - Witnesses: Juan de 
Daroca arid Mahomed Ibn Abi el ‘‘As who wrote/signed 
for them on order.

Document 10, dated 601 AH/1205 AD, Mortgage of 2 fields. 
bi-smi llahi r-rahmani r-rahTmi tubita incii wa s a l l a - l l a h u 

'ala' m u h a m m a d i n  wa ali-hi wa sallamu

/ r farhana muhammadu bnu muhammad bnu gali_b li -1 -briyur mata

santa-mar i yyah w a - l i - g a m P  ahli. santa.-mariyyah garniv 1-faddadayn

bi bat=hhati (1) balsid bi-hawmati b u r u n - h wa-hadda muntaha

fi-l-gawf'i faddan alladi ''astara-h *ahl s anta-mar iyyah min

muhammad bnu galib wa-fi 1-garb faddan li-^abd allah mal indah

wa-fi s-harq faddan li - mgrtLn senis wa-qiblat misqa wa faddan

akar tanl bi-bathati balsid Cinda ganani k a luf min 1-gihat

„ __
1-wahidat faddan 1 i - m u ntanir wa- ayda (2) faddan li-l-.muntanir 

wa-gihati akrat tariq l - <ammal wa-mi^na r-r'abK at 1-gabal wa 

1-faddan 1- 'awwall ‘arhana-h bi-talatln dinar ganaslr

1 HJB: sic.
2 HJB: spelt *•
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Doc. 10
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wa-1 - fa d dan t-t'ani b i - [arb''at dananir qanasir min a. gust ila (1)

'agudti li- <amin w a h i d in aw la-hu tar Ik hada 1-kitab b a c d 'an

_  ̂ / _ / 
yaqallab 1 - faddadayn 1 -madkurayn wa in kan wa laysa yakruga

huma ila I-.'amad 1-madkur fa-yamdi mina a gu s t ila (1) a. gy s t

'arhan hada 1 - faddadayn 1-madkurayn bi -garni'' m a n a f i K -h=ma

wa m a r a f iq-h-ma wa harum -h=ma wa-bi-kull haqq huwa la-huma

/ v t — — —
w a -bi-l-madkal wa b i - l - m a g r a g  ilay-hima wa huna sahihan

V . _  v ( — ... t _
ga rzan n-n a g i z a n  (±) wa t-taqsir m m a  1 - m a d d m  mina 1-faddan 

1-wahid maddin wa-mi^na 1-faddan t - tan I maddi.n mina t-taqsir

wa sarat 1 -qanasir fi yad m u h ammad bnu galib wa-fi yad zawgat

c — c — — — /
aysat ma dudat muq a l l a b a h  wafiyah tammah wa arhan hada

1-faddadayn 1 -madkurayn muhammadu bnu galib wa zawgat-h 

Caysah wa bani-hima wa-daminin <an taklis 1 - faddadayn

C * — — — C ~1-madkurayn ala bnu musa bnu kattab w a - m u hammadu 1-ma ruf-h

» — ■/ C * »
b i-girfan sahad ala (&) ishad r-rahin wa 1 -murtahinayn 

mimman 'ashada-(Z) huma wa sami'a min-huma wa C arifa-huma 

wa-huma bi-hal sihhat wa-gawaz 1-amr fi l'casar l-'awwalan min 

di q i cadat cam ihdu (Z) wa sattamayat sahadu wa bi-1- ^a^ami 

sahar akri y a w m i  min yuniyuh sa^hadu Cisa bnu m u h ammad bnu 

l-wazlr wa martin b a r astan (3)~h 1-nasranI kataba 'an-huma 

bi- ‘amr-h=ma wa maha d r a - h u m a  tubita Cindu (Z) 1- ‘amam *ahmad

bnu ahmad . . . wa bi-hi sahh* c  ̂ «

~ R o m ance loans vj= vowel in Ms.

______* for muUks

I HJB: spelt- Jl
Z HJB: last vowel spelt: 1 u or a
3 HJB: sic?
4- HJB: sic.
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Comments
Paleography: The only text that is vowelled until the end
including sukun. However damma and f atfra are often identical. 
The vowel diacritics are most useful in a number of ways:
1) They enable us to fix to a greater degree the pronuncia
tion of this variety of Arabic from Aragon, in C13.
e.g. misqi, damin, sattamayat
2) They show that case endings have not completely dis
appeared: li-camin wahidin

cinda ganani
3) Through them, one can appreciate what is common to
Classical Arabic usage and what is not:

Deviant
Muhammadu
mina l-faddan_0
wa-gihati 'akrat tariq_0

4) Non-phonetic spelling is disappearing: 'ila for 'ila
cala for cala

5) Along with the vowel pointing, hamza has reappeared in 
some instances: eala jLshad ga'izan
instead of the more usual gayiz.
6) Innovation: faddanayn is the usual form of the dual, 
here we have faddadayn.•

Translation
In the name of God the Compassionate, the Merciful - 
recorded by me - May God bless Muhammad and his people 
and grant them salvation I
Mohamed Ibn Mohamed Ibn Galib mortgaged to the Prior 
of Santa Maria and the community of Santa Maria two 
fields in their totality in the plain of Belchite in 
the district of Boron and the limits reach to the north 
a field that they bought from Mohamed Ibn Galib and to 
the west a field of fAbdallah Malenda and to the east 
(one) of Martin Senis and to the south an irrigated 
field and the other field, the second one, in the plain 
of Belchite is by the orchards of Khaluf, facing first 
a field of Montaner’s and another of his and then the 
highway and (a) hill and the first field is pledged
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for 30 dinars (ganasir) and the second for 4 from 
August to August for a year or from the date of the 
deed after handing over the two fields. And if it 
is so, save that he does not turn them out at that 
point but from August to August. The mortgage of both 
fields is with all the profits., the utilities and the 
sole ownership and with all rights, entrances and 
exits and (it is) hereby perfect, valid and complete 
the limit of the debt of the first is the debt, on the 
second the debt and the liability? and the money was 
£anded over to Mohamed Ibn Galib and to his wife 
Aisha in the total amount given. The mortgagers of 
the two fields are Mohamed, his wife Aisha and their 
children and guarantors in the repayment of the two 
fields to Ibn Musa Ibn Khattab and Mahomed known as 
Ghirfan. Both parties witnessed the statement and the 
people heard it from them and knew them to be sound in 
body and mjnd, at their request in the first ten days 
of Dhul Qa da in the year 601 and in cAgami on the 
last day of the month of June. Witnesses: cIsa Ibn
Mahomed Ibn el Wazir and Martin _____  the Christian,
he si^ed (it) for them at their 'command and in their 
presence, Ahmed Ibn Ahmed recorded it in front of them, 
it is valid.

New legal expressions
bacd *an yaqallab - after taking up possession
laysa ya~kruga-huma ila 1-amad 1-madkur fa yamdl mina = he 
may not expel1 them at that point but as from
huna = hereby
nagiz = complete with its opposite taqslr 
can taklls = in repayment 
murtahin = person taking up a mortgage
Note the significant change in the description of the limits 
starting with the North and then the West, instead of the 
direction of Mecca and then the East.
Dating is still by Islamic calendar. Yet in the deed 
there is a reference to the date and the month of the Christ'
ian calendar.
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Document 11, dated 624 AH/1227 AD, Bill of Sale for a house 
and field in Ricla
bi-smi-llahi r-rahmani r-rahim tubita '’indl sahh salla 

allahu ala muh a m m a d i n wa alih wa sallama tasliman (1)

'abba1* 1 -briyul l-'aqil (2) dun babru agunes briyul min 

santa mariyah mutamall ik d-dar min riklat min lub 'ibn 'abu 

ishaq ibn suli gami kissat-h min 1-haql min 1-faddan alladi 

la-h lub 1-madkur fi bathat riklat fi m a w d i 4 m a ^ r u f  bi-mahall 

muntaha hadda-ha fl 1-qiblat faddan min santa mariyah wa fl 

s-£arq mijtla dalika wa-fi 1-gawf faddan min % b d  allah ibn 

q-nbrat (3) wa-fi 1-garb faddan min Mikayel 1-hadad abta*-h 

min-h i b t a cat sahihat gayizat nagizat m a m unat b i - g a m i c huquq-ha 

wa - m a n a f  i* -ha wa - m a r a f i q - h a wa q a < at-ha w a -bi-l-madkal 

ilay-ha w a - 1 - m a k r a g  *an-ha w a - b i - k u l 1 haqq huwa la-ha mansub

-  C -  -r Cwa ilay-ha ma ruf min qadim wa hadit bi-taman maqbud iddat-ha 

kamsun dinara qanasiran min 1-qanasir 1-^ariyat bi-madTnat 

saraqusta t dafa^ a-huma l-mubta'~ 1-madkur dun batru l i - l - b a y i <:

1-madkur lub wa-fi qabdat-huma tibat giyadan muqallabat“ ŜBZSSSS * *
V 7 / _ma dudat wafiyat tammah wa-gaza-huma i(4) ila mulk-h

wa-sarat biyad-h l i - y a ^ahhiz-h ilay-h wa tahalla la-h gami^

1-faddan 1 -maftdudat ma h a l l - h  dun sart m u f s i d  wa la tuniya

wa la kiyar wa-nazala fi-h l - m u b t a c 1 - m adkur dun bapruh

manzilat di mu Ik li-mulk-h wa di haqq fi haqq-h alladi lam

yastabqa 1 - b a y i < 1 - m adkur lub fi gami*' 1-kissat 1-madkurat *

wa-la muntafa <an qalilan wa aktiran ilia wa *aslaka nafsa-h

min-ha b i - 1 - b a y i sahih 1- batt 1-babul wa- ala sunnat 
la li,- akad td-.saWki vala muIKan. va-ls mn.rtaf.agan.

1 It should be noted that while the opening invocation is
even more detailed, one of the parties is the Prior of 
Santa Maria, The sale takes place more than 100 years 
after the Christians had taken the region.

2 G de L: sic; HJB: ra§illS/
3 G de L: comparet
4 G de L: queried form; HJB: §ara "concur".
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1 -muslimTn fl tiyabat b u y uc at-h=ma wa-mar$ac a d r a k-kum 

wa tafarraqa can taman 1-bayi* wa-kamal-h wa infad=h (an 

wa maJblag katr-h lam yaghalan Sayan min dalika bala m a K' rifat 

wa 4ilman qadran ma tabaya -h wa-mablag-h wa muntahan katr-h 

m a crifat yaqin wa haqiqat wa-ahatat sahada calay-huma bi-dalika 

man s a m i ca m i n - h u m  wa ^araf a-hum wa-hadara fl-hum wnkaila ‘-

~  —  V  *huma wa-huma bi-hal s-sihhat wa-gawaz 1 - amr wa-dalika« « • « *

fi 1-aSr 1-awwal min di 1-higat sanat 'arbac wa vasrun warsatt

mayat fabu ziyad Cabd r-rahman ‘ibn. eamr ibn cabd r-rahman

bnu hirt 1-ansari . . wa l-faqlh farag 'ibn *abd-allah

muhammad *ibn yusuf t-ta$ibi 
list of witnesses

- .Romance l o a n ------- r ■Pormalae.

Comments
Paleography: very few vowels diacritics, no shadda, dotted 
consonants only.
One notices in the text an expansion in the domain of the 
particle min to include "belonging to" 
min riklat "in Ricla" 
min lub "from Lub"
briyul min Santa mariyah "the prior of Santa Maria"
faddan min Santa mariyah "a field of Santa Maria’s" faddan m m  abd allah "a field of cAbdallah1 s"
gamiL kissat-h min haql min 1-faddan "accessories pertaining 
to the field, in the field
and an abundance of derived forms from a given triliteral root:
B Y  G "to sell" ibtaC; ibta°at; mubtac ; bayiG ? bayic , buyucat,

tabaya -h
M L K "to own" mutamallik; mulk
c R F "to know" macruf; macrifat; Garafa



Translation
In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful- 
recorded by me as such - May God bless Muhammad and 
his people and grant them his approving salvation.
The honourable prior Don Pedro Agones, Prior of Santa 
Maria owner of the house in Ricla hereby buys from 
Lope Ibn Abu Ishaq Ibn Suli, all of his share of the 
field, in the field that is Lope's in the plain of 
Ricla in the given place - the limits being to its 
borders, towards the south a field belonging to Santa 
Maria, to the east the same, to-the north a field of 
cAbdallah Ibn Comparet? and to the west a field belong
ing to Miguel, the smith. He bought from him in a valid 
transaction, perfect, complete and safe with all its 
rights, its profits and utilities and built surface, 
entrances and exits, with all rights known and deriving 
from it from old and by oral tradition for the price 
reckoned in the amount of 50 dinars (cana^ir) in the 
currency of Saragossa. Don Pedro, the buyer, gave them 
to the seller Lope and he received them, making good the 
sale, having handed over the money, it being completely 
paid, both parties agreeing over it, the conditions 
being fulfilled, he relinquished the whole field within 
the given borders and the dwelling. There being no 
clause invalidating (the deal) no further bid and no 
handing back of the property after the sale. Don Pedro 
the buyer occupied the property as the owner in his .. 
possessions in his own right. The seller Lope reserves 
no right on account of this over the property, the 
accessories the utilities and the profits to any 
degree great or small but relinquishes them all with 
the definite and irrevocable sale according to Islamic 
law, the sale being carried out and with the onus on the 
seller if the contract of sale is dissolved and not 
completed. It is perfect and is being carried out. They 
know the import of the price; there is nothing they did 
not find out in this matter but know specifically and 
are aware of the implication of what is being sold, 
the price and its limits definitely, and are informed.
The witnesses against them in this matter are those who 
heard it from them, know them and were present for them 
as their agents, knowing them to be sound in mind and 
body on their request in the first ten days of Dhul 
-hi§-at of the year 624 . Abu Ziyad ... el Ansari ... 

and the faqlh Farag ... el Tagibi.
Legal expressions: 
yaqfn a
kissat-h min - pertaining to 
mamunat = (deal) with risk
ma4ruf min qadim wa hadit=known of old and by oral tradition 
maqbud, mahdud=deictics "reckoned and delimited" 
tahall = severance
1-batt t-batul = "definite and irrevocable"
infad-h - its execution
katr=h "import, significance"
wukala' = attorneys, agents
'aslaka a to conduce. , ttrmmatt
The document is dated according to the Islamic calendar.



Document 14, dated 901AH/149 6AD, Receipt for the deposit of 
1001 pieces (sueldos jaqueses) and 4 measures (qafiz) of 
wheat.(1)
bi-smi llahi^ r-r a h m a n l  r-rahimi wa salla llahu \ala sayy idi-na 

m uhammadin wa 'alihi wa sallama

1as hada ''ala anf u s - h - m  'abl cabd allah m u h a m m a d u n  aranda=h wa

T  C —  Cabi 1-hasan all 1-hasan wa-abi abd allah muhammad 1-hasan 

s-sagir fl 1-ay yam s -sakinun fl m a w d i ‘ 1-ham m a m  ISuhada hada 

1-kitab fl safylhat-h-m wa- ‘aql-h-m wa gawaz amr-h agargra bi- 

1 -haqq wa inqiyadan ilay-h *anna-hum yahbisun 'inda-hum wa 

''inda kull wahid mi n - h u m  wadi^at mahazat (2) wa aman mumin 

wa-dalika alf w a hidl Suldi furudan fyakagiyyat min l-$ariyat

t -  _  _  _  _ , r
al ana b i - aragun hina t a n k a  hada 1-kitab wa arba aqfaz min

qamhin tayyiban n a q iyyan min kayl madlnat saraqus tat min 1-

mukarrami abu bakr bnu abu bakr min ahli q a l cat t-turab

aqarru m u h ammad wa '’all wa muhammad 1-madkurln bi qabdi

l - w a d i cat 1-madkurat min cinda 1-madkur abu bakr 'inda-hum

wa ''inda kull wahid m i n -hum wa -fi q a b d a ti-him qabdan w a f i yan

wa anna abu bakr 1-madkur dalika calay-hum wa cala anfusi-.him
\  ■■■-....

wa amwali-hi^m w a - d i m m a t i - h i m  cala 1-hulul yakud abu bakr 

1-madkur l-wadi^at 1-madkurat aw t-talb canh aw b i - s ababi-h  

bi-hada l-*aqd min-hum aw min ayyi-him sa*a mata radiya wa 

1ahabb dun matalin wa la ta'kir tahta 1- ilzam a n f u si-him wa 

dimmati w a - a m w a l i - h i m  haytu kanat wa 'ayna wagadat 

wa-arada wa radiya muh a m m a d  wa Lall wa muhammad 1 -madkurTn
f -  c _  ,  ,anna sahiba 1-wadi at 1-madkurat yakud m i n - h u m  min sa a wa 

arada 1-hadir ‘an 1-ga 1 ib wa 1-mall can 1-faqir wa s-sahlh 

‘an 1-marid wa 1-hayy ‘an 1-mayit

1 Ed. Ribera (1897:II:453ff). Garcia de Linares’s listing, 
Archivo de Nuestra Sehora del Pilar.

2 HJB: mahdat: genuine.
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wa-lzima mu h a m m a d  wa fall wa muhammad 1-madkurin anfus-h*=m 

wa amwal-h=m wa dimma t-h~m wa kull w'ahid m i n - h u m  1-wahid 

iaA^akar wa can li-kull li w a f a * wa-radda 1 -wadi* at 1-madkurat 

li-sa'hib-h 1-madkur aw li-kull man talab-ha aw b i - s abab-h 

bi-hada 1-aqd wa ma* a dalika alzima mu h a m m a d  {ali wa muhammad 

1-madkurIn an f u s - h = m  wa amwal-h-m wa dim m a t - h = m  bi-in s a f  

wa kulifa garni cu l-mana^ ib wa n-nafaqat wa 1-kasarat wa 

l^atalJati li-sahib 1-wadi* at 1-madkurat ir^tasabbaba aw t-talib 

*an-h aw b i - s a b a b - h  *ala talb wadi* at~h 1 - m a dkurat min ayy 

1-mana 4ib w a - n - n a f a q a t  wa 1-kasarati

arada wa radiya muhammad wa call wa muhammad 1-madkur in 

'an ta*mal s^kusjyun fl  amwal-h=m wa amwal kull wahid 

min-hum g a m i ran aw mufradan fi kull mawdi* yu$adu wa In 

yuba* dalika h a sab slrat 1-maglis wa *addati 1-faridat 

l-manfa*at sahib 1-wadi cat 1-madkurat w a - l i - m a d a r r a t - h = m  

ila an yakun sahib 1-wadi at 1-madkurat m a n sufan .wa musayy.iran 

min wadi*at 1 - m a dkurat wa min mana *ib-h wa n a f aqat-h  

1-muta* arradat la-h cala talb l - w a d i cat 1-madkurat.

wa-arada. wa radiya muhammad wa cali wa-m u h a m m a d  1-madkurin

** c ** c*m  yakun sahib 1-wadi at 1-madkurat aw t-talib an-h aw • * ^

b i - s a b a b - h  bi-hada 1-agd m usaddaqan b i - k alimah dun yamin 

wa la sahud talzima-h li-habs dalika wa ikmal-h alzima 

m u h ammad wa cali wa muhammad 1-madkurin a n f u s - h ^ m  wa* 4 *

a m w a l-h=m sakinat wa m u taharrikat maksubat wa 

gayr m a k subat wa kassat alzima muhammad wa alJ wa 

muhammad 1 - m a dkurin ma *iat wa kamsln ra'san min mu ca /iz-h=m 

min alwan mukalifan

wa-arada wa radiya muhammad wa Cali wa-muhammad 1-madkurTn

in yakunnu mahbusin wa masgunin aw min wugid m i n -hum 
V ; vow cl I in tts.
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bi-sabab l - w a d i zat 1-m ad ku rat fi kull makan a yugadu aw ayy-h=m
/ __

yu kad la y a k ni -h=m kana si yyat la makana  zahiri wa-la gayr-h

wa-arada wa radiya muhamm ad  wa 'all wa muh a m m a d  1-madkur in 

'an yakun sahib l - w a d i c at 1-madku rat aw t-talib an-h aw* J 4)

bi- sa bab- h gad ran all talb 1-wadi' at 1 - m a dk urat wa-l-mana' ib 

w a- n- nafaqa t ''an t a carradat la-h *amama ayy ha kim sa'a 

wa 'asaqtu ^an-hum h a k i m - h = m  r-ratib wa sallimu (1) wa-fya'lu 

anfu s- h= m li -hukuma t wa 4aqalat 'a'al agurjdiks lun i-k u n b u l g 

min ayy hakim  s a 'a sahib 1-wad i'at 1 -madk ur at aw t-talib can-h 

bi -sa bi b bi-h ada l^aqd y u d <i-h=m wa-ka ssat 1 i-y a%fal-h-m 

li -h ukum at  a gustisi ya t daragun wa na 'ib-h

wa-ar ada  wa radiya muhammad  wa Cali wa mu h a m m a d  1 -madkurln . 

■'anna-hum la yaqdar yanfac la-h um fl tamtil qada' l-wadi* at 

1- madkurat  zahirun wa la agdun wa-la f i r a r un wa la gayr-h 

wa la 1-fuweru alladi yu'ayyin la-hum min 1 - casarat 

1- ayyam li -talb Cuqudan aw b a r a w a t  aw gayr dalika bala 

'asqatu garni? dalika wa 'abtala-h=m kala say *i (2) wa catala-hum 

wa 'in la yabru (l)-hum min l-wadi* ati mad ku rati wa- l-mana 'ib 

l - m u t a c arridat la-h aw bi- sa bib 1-wadi' at 1- ma d k u r a t  ilia aqrar 

sahib l - w ad i^at 1-mad ku ra t bi -qabd-ha aw barat min 

yad katib mas hur bi 1-wagib wa- ltaza ma mu h a m m a d 1all 

wa muh am mad 1- m a d k u r i n  li- sah ib l - w a d i cat 1-ma dkurat 

1-akmal la-h min haqq dun hukumat wa la ki sami n wa-la 

tasagurin wa halafu ala dalika 1-yamTn 1-wag ib calay-hum

bi 'allahi a l l a d i  la ilah ilia huwa

£ahada bi- da lika kull- h min ashda-h mu hammad Cali wa mu ham m a d  

1-madk uri n bi-ma dukira can-hu m fi hada 1- kitab man c ar if a-hum

1 HJB: no final alif.
2 HJB: spelt ; f J**
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wa s a m i <a m i n - h u m  wa-huwa bi-hal 1-m aw suf a cla-hu 

dalika yawm t-talatat t-talt wa l-'asrln min sahar 

f a b a r i; a sanat ahda wa-tisc ma ‘iat

wa-haga 1-m uq ay yad 'acla-h kama huwa m a n su su n gawaz bi-

hadarat 1- m u k a r r a m  abi 1-hasan *all darcus (kahada) wa abl

ishaq ib ra hlm de arkus (Sahada) kal a-huma min baladat 1-hamman

wa katabt h ad a-mur su n a bl muhammad ibn Musa bnu yahya

bnu musa bnu 1-hasan wa-kana dalika 1anna 1-faqih 1 - m u kar ra m wa

n-nabll 1- mu rfa * ishaq ibr ahlm setjina-h anna hu ista 'dan-ll

bi- rasmi-hi kama tara dalika anna-h yakun kadim  gama'

baladat 1-h am ma m fi hada 1 - fur wa-katib makhur fi-h

wa b i - famr-h wa -ha drat wa bi -id-n-h kata bt -h wa kargat-h

min zimami kama huwa mansus *a cla-h

w a- ka dalika aydan bi-idni 1-gurama i 1-m adk ur in a la-h wa- 

bi fidn min wacriban wa-bi-h sahh wa-tabita bi 1-wafyib a clat-h 

intaha wa b i - a k b a r  kmmal wa tasdiq fi hada anna l-faqlh 1- 

murf ac 1- madkur  *an-h katab a sahadat- h=m bi-katt yad-h wa min— • I- **

all.ah t-t awflq s-salama

wa-ana ib rahlm  s-setina 1-banI  hallgi k a d i m  gamac 1-balad 

1-madk ur wa katib makhur fi-h ista'dant H a  s-sayyid l-faqlh 

1-m adk ur bi -k atb hada 1- caqd 1-muqqayad ' a" la-h wa tubita 

ladayya wa bi-dal ika katabt kahadati bi-katt y a d l  wa 1-hamdu 

H a h  rabb l-'alamln.

---------------- r to rm u la e . (l )     -  .Romance, lo a n s

Comments
Paleography: Dotted consonants with some vowels and shadda.
Same scribe as Doc.15. Postscript in a less cursive hand 
validating the above deed.
Q)c.-f* 7 . 3 3 1  a n d  74  3  fo r  c o m m e n ts , on le g a l tx^ ress io n s .
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Translation
In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate! May
God bless our Lord Mohammad and his people and grant peace!
Abi ‘Abdallah Mohamed Aranda, Abi el Hasan, Ali el Hasan and 
Abi "Abdallah Mohamed el Hasan the younger, these days domi
ciled in the locality of Alhama (Alfamen?) call on their 
behalf the witnesses of this document (to certify) that they 
are sound of mind and body, as to the legality of this deed, 
(issued) at their request, and to its truth - that under 
their personal responsibility, they have in their keeping, 
one and all, a genuine deposit free of claims under trust
worthy surety and that it is 1001 pieces in jaguese coins 
(jaca) in the currency of Aragon at the date of the deed and 
4 measures (qaflz) of clean wheat in weights of Saragossa 
from the honourable Abu Bakr Ibn Abu Bakr from the community 
of Calatorao. The above mentioned Mahomed, Ali and Mahomed 
(Mahomed & co.) acknowledge that they have the mentioned 
deposit on behalf of the same Abu Bakr under personal respon
sibility, one and all. They hold the whole delivered deposit 
and that Abu Bakr having this deed and the security of their 
wealth, his claimant or whoever represents him in this matter 
may retrieve, on dissolving the agreement, the same deposit 
through this document from them or any of them WHOEVER until 
satisfied and content with delay nor default under obligation, 
their individual responsibility and the security of their 
wealth wherever it be.
The same Mahomed and co. agree that the owner of the deposit 
may withdraw it from them in this deal and the present agree 
on behalf of the absent, the rich for the poor, the healthy 
for the sick, the living for the dead. Mahomed and co. are 
bound under their personal responsibility and the security of 
their property, one and all, each for the other, to repay it on 
its totality and to return the said deposit to the owner of 
the deposit and all of it to whom might claim it or whatever 
through this document; and with this, Mahomed and co. are 
bound personally and against their property to paying it back 
and all incurred expenses, costs, losses and damages to the 
owner of the deposit - as a result of it - or to his agent 
or whoever represents him in retrieving the deposit from the 
agents and costs.
Mahomed and co. agree to part with their property, the 
property of each and every one of them, together or separately, 
wherever they be and sell it the amount decided by the court 
in compensation for the use of the owner of the-.deposit until 
it has been met in full, the deposit, and the expenses and 
costs in claiming back the deposit. Mahomed and co. enter 
into an agreement with the owner of the deposit, his agent 
or whoever represents him, with this deed and their bond is 
their word without taking oath nor having witnesses to compel 
them as to the deposit and the fulfilment of this (the condi
tions) undertaken against their persons and wealth - in stock, 
distributed, tied up, invested and set aside. Mahomed and co.'s 
security is 150 head (of cattle) of different species, all 
valuable to them.



They agree to be detained, retained or pressed on account 
of the said deposit wherever it be or with whom and to be 
deprived of sanctuary, refuge or otherwise. Mahomed & co. 
acknowledge and consent to the owner of the said deposit, 
his agent or whoever represents him in this matter, the power 
to claim the said deposit with costs and expenses and to raise 
the matter before ANY judge. They will forsake their usual 
judge and place themselves before the court and submit to the 
JURISDICTION AND DEALING OF ANY judge of the owner of the 
deposit's choice, his agent's or representative through this 
document. (They agree) they can be summoned to the court of 
the JUSTICIA OF ARAGON or his representative.
Mahomed and co. agree that they may not profit from the delay 
in settling the clause on the said deposit. With this deed 
there is no escape or otherwise and the CHARTER in which they 
have 10 days to meet the claim to be held, cleared or other
wise, they relinquish all that, everything will be cancelled 
and stopped if they have not freed themselves as to the 
deposit, incurred costs or whatever and the retrieval of it 
by the owner or the clearing of the debt at the hand of a 
notary public as binding. Mahomed and co. are under obliga
tion to the owner of the deposit for the totality of it by 
right, in law without contention nor dispute and they swear 
to this that it is incumbent on them.
By God and there is none but Him.
All the witnesses confirm this which they were told by them - 
that is in this document - that they know them, heard it of 
them as recorded. This being on the 13th February of the 
year 901.
This is received above as it is known to be valid in the 
presence of the noble Abi el Hasan Ali Darcos (witness) and 
Abi Ishaq Ibrahim Darcos (witness) both from the district 
of Alhama and I wrote the deed (I) Abi Mohamed Ibn Musa Ibn 
Yahya Ibn Musa Ibn el Hasan and that was as the noble faqih 
known as Abi Ishaq Ibrahim Cetina had asked for permission 
for the writing of the deed and this was given for he is the 
attendant of the mosque in the district of Alhama and notary 
public by Charter and at the request of those present and 
their permission, I wrote as it is above and let him out of 
his obligation and also with the permission of the opposing 
party above mentioned and so with the permission of those 
under obligation, the deed is valid as to its injunction.
End.
And for a greater perfection in this, the same faqih wrote 
the statement for them in his hand with God's blessing and 
peace. I, Ibrahim Cetina el Bani HalicSr, attendant to the 
mosque in the said district and notary public having granted 
permission to the Lord faqih above mentioned for the writing 
of the document thus defined and binding recorded with me 
I wrote this statement in my hand. Thanks be to God, Lord 
of the Universe.
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Docs. 13, 14, 15 are of a similar nature in that they refer 
all three to money transactions. Furthermore the first is 
from 1484 and the last two are dated 149 6; there is an unfor-

i
tunate gap of two hundred years separating Doc.12 and Doc.13.
As a result and also because of the business under discussion, 
most of the legal expressions found in this group of documents 
are new, albeit in a simpler form in Doc.13. Indeed, what 
strikes one is the repetitiveness of Doc.14, in which a given 
condition is first mentioned, then repeated with a specification, 
repeated again with the specification to which is added a 
clarification, and the whole statement is then rewritten, and 
so on. Docs. 14 and 15 are virtually copies of each other under 
different names, as Garcia de Linares pointed out (1). What 
is said for either document holds for the other. The clue as 
to why these documents were in the hands of the Church and 
kept for so long may be deduced from Doc.13. Faradj Toledano 
was the amin of Calatorao. His duties were, among others, to 
collect from the Moslem community revenues due to the Church 
[por cuentos resagados que le acansaron del tiempo que era 
amin]. The revenues would have amounted to substantial sums 
of money, if Calatorao was a village of importance. It seems 
this was the case as there were several attendants serving 
the mosque or mosques (faqih*s statements). We think Abu bakr 
was a later amin and that the money he placed was not his own 
but the money collected from the community of Calatorao in 
revenue and that he was acting as Faradj had done in Doc.13 
under instructions from the Church. It kept the documents 
because they represented important sums of money and because 
the Arabic content was understood with all its shades of meaning,
by tH* intr«-r*,s't.rxL
Dating: Mixed dating: Christian month with Islamic year.
1 Garcia de Linares (1904:192) note 3.



THE LORD'S PRAYER
LATIN

Pater nos ter 
qui est in caelis 
sanctificetur nomen tuum. 
Adveniat regnum tuum.

5 Fiat voluntas tuas,
sicut in caelo et in terra.
Panem nostrum quotidianum da 

nobis hodie.
Et dimitte nobis debita nostra 
sicut et nos dimittimus debit- 

oribus nostris 
10 Et ne nos inducas in tentationem 

sed libera nos a malo. Amen.

SPANISH

Padre nuestro
que estas en los cielos
Santificado sea tu nombre.
Venganos tu reino.

5 Hagase tu voluntad
asi en la tierra como en el cielo. 
El pan nuestro de cada dia danos

lo hoy
Perdonanos nuestras duedas 
asI como nosotros perdonamos a 

nuestros duedores 
10 Y no nos dejas caer en la tentacion 

mas libranos del mal. Amen.

GRANADAN ARABIC-ALCALA (1505) BNM

• Gualiduna
alladi fa cemeguet 
cuducun? izmuqun 
tetime lecutuq.

5 Tecunu rradatuq 
filardi gemeti cem'e.
Kobzane culli yaumi acatinehu fil

hede alyaum 
gua agfirli line dunubene 
queme nagfiru nahnu limen apa

illeyna
10 Gua le totkilna a tajarib .

lequin negine mina xarr. amin. (1)

VALENCIAN ARABIC-AYALA 
(1566) Roque Chabas ed.

Huildine
alledi ente fe cemehuet 
yetqueddec ipmeq. 
mulqueq higiline 

5 ticir iradataq
que me fa pame cadhe fal ard. 
hobzena mata cul-liem ahtih lene

eliem
hua agfer lena dhunu bene 
quif henna nagfero le a°adena.

10 hua le tecoqna le tajarib
lequin negine men culli dun. Amin.

MALTESE (modern)

Missierna
li inti fis-smewwiet 
jitqaddes ismek. 
tigi saltnatek.

5 ikun li trid int
kif fis-sema hekkda fl~art.
Robzna ta'kull jum aghtina 1-lum. 
ahfrilna dnubietna
bhalma naRfru lil min hu Rati ghalina 

10 u la ddaRRalniex fit-tigrib 
izda ehlisna mid-deni. Amen.

1 BN Madrid diverges from 1928 Hispanic Soc. facsimile: line 8 
dunabene? line 11 mi a. See notes on transcription 7.4.1.
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M U T A T IO N S  V O C A L IQ U E S  
D A N S  LES D IA L E C T E S  H IS P A N O -A R A B E S

PAR

HELIANE JILL BERCIE

En  presentant notre etude sur les changement.s vocaliques dans les 
dialectes hispano-arabes. nous nous propo:tons de montrer que 

I'examen des systemes vocaiiques et des alterations des voyelles sont d'un 
secours precieux pour distinguer deux dialectes voisins.

Nous nous proposons aussi de montrer que Vimdla et le tqfklum  de 
1 'alif, c'est-a-dire de la voyelle d'aperture maxima, ne sont point des 
phenomenes isoles sinon des mutations complementaires qui suscilent. a 
leur tour, d'autres perturbations a l'interieur du systeme vocalique.

C'est en essavant de decrire les parlers de la communaute mu.sulmane 
d'Espagne. vers la fin du moyen-age. apres la bataille decisive de Las 
Navas de Tolosa (1212). que nous avons trouve necessaire de revoir le 
comportement de certaines voyelles afin d'etudier le systeme vocalique 
comme un tout.

11 est vrai que I on a beaucoup disserte sur Vimdla, Deja aux aurores de 
I ’erudition arabe. STbawihi avail remarque que quelques tribus de la 
peninsule se distinguaient par leur fa<;on de prononcer la voyelle 
anterieure d'aperture- m ax im a—  dite ouverte. de tribus voisines1. Ces 
commentaires precieux sont aujourd’hui les bases de la diaiectologie 
arabe. Non moins importantes seraient les remarques de Ibn Y alsh  qui 
avait observe les variations dans la quantitc des voyelles au voisinage 
d'une consonne emphatique. velaire ou pharyngaleL Les sources consul- 
tees revelent, malgre leur rarete et leurs limitations, que des changements 
vocaliques de nature semblable etaient non seulement extremement 
frequents mais caracteristiques des parlers hispano-arabes. Le corpus 
etudie3 se compose d'une part de documents espagnols de 1'epoque et

1 SiBAWiHi. ed. Derenbourg M, p. 279-284.
1 Ibn Ya Ish, Zamakhshari. ed. Letpzig 1882. II. p. 1462.
1 Corpus E. TERES uSobre ef nornbre arabe de algunus nos espanoles*, in Al-Andalus 

1976,'2; «La voz arabe* ai Wadi «reflejada en documentos latinos y romances» in Al-Andalus 
1977; I. J. SamsO uSubre la \oz «KanLai> en el huz dialectal Hispano-Arabe* in Al-Andulus

Arubka, Tome x x v iii. Fascicule 2-3

d'autre part, de textes en caracteres arabes. dont I'orthographe laisse 
transparaitre la demiere phase d'une mutation vocalique,

Le systeme vocalique qui s’y degage montre bien que les dialectes 
en question, maintiennent encore au X I I I r siecle. en commun avec 
d'autres dialectes arabes, un systeme forme d'une double serie de trois 
phonemes qui s'opposcnt quant a la quantite.

/»/ A*/ A/ / u/
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Neanmoins ie fait que ia quantite se trouve remplacee par l'aecent 
tomque et ceci, dans un delai relativement bref, a surement du etre I'un 
des facteurs les plus actifs dans l’apparition de nouvelles variantes. pour 
lesquelles les etudes sur 1‘etymologie des noms de lieu s’averent purlieu- 
lierement utiles. En effet, quelques termes de la nomenclature geographi- 
que tels: VV'adi (vallee. OuedJ. Kanisa. (lieu de priere). se retrouvent sous 
des formes varices a travers l’Espagne. D'autre part on peut les dater 
grace aux documents qui les"contiennent et les situer dans une region 
precise. Ainsi its donnent la possibility de suivre les phases d'une 
mutation, et a un moment donne de l'hisioire. its apportent. parfois. les 
seuis fans que I on puisse obtenir sur les \ariuntes locales d'un meme 
phoneme, d'une meme voyelle: ainsi peut-on etablir des isoglosses entro 
deux patois similaires. Je suis profondement redevable a E. Teres et a 
J. Samsd dont les travaux patients en cette matiere. m'ont permis de 
cerner de pres les alterations vocaliques des dialectes d'Al-Andalus.

A  litre d’exemple, prenons les noms de deux vallees que I'on appelle 
aujourd'hui Guadalajara (Castille) et Guadalquivir (Andalousiei. Au  
X i l l e siecle deja, leurs noms etaient curieusement proches et Ton verra 
pourquoi. de leurs formes modernes:

Guadaiaxara 1207 Guadaiquiuir !230
Guadalfaxara

C'est a cette epoque qu'ils sont adoptes en espagnol par le biais de 
documents officiels. Remarquons 1'effet de Vimdla dans le deuxieme mot. 
Vers 1250. une certaine proprietc est portee sur le cadastre de Seville sous 

le nom de

1978 1, p. 209-222. L. P. Harvey « The Arabic Dialect of Valencia in 1595 in Al'Aodatus 
1971. p. 81-115. Yocahulista: Ane para ligeramertte saber la lengua araviga Vocabuiista 
araviga en Ictra castellana Pedro de Alcsla. ed. Langarde 1883. I. DE Las CagiG*>s. «carta 
de Grenada» \ers 1496. in Arabica /, p. 273 el seq.

Machur Aluet A lquivir 
Majshar al wed al kibir

Enlin le memo fleuve est appele:

.,-Osil ^  jJ' par Ibn 'Asini, ecrivain du X V C siecle, 
e.f. ar. cl.

forme que I'on retrouve duns le Vuvabulisiu de 1505. gloss.ure bilmgue 
espagnol dialecte arabe de Grenade.

Guadalquivir =  Guid Alquibir 
Guadalfajara -= Guid Alinimu

On observe un phenomene semblable dans la region de Valence.

pour hah Ar. Cl. «porte»
j Z  *sUl pour Kuna Ar. Cl. «etait» (1595)

Alors quL dans le Mid-Quest et au Portugal, les noms Je rivieres 
eonsvrveiii jusqu'au W  siecle un prefixe plus anuen. Od-

Quun.i (Guadiana) W adi Ana 
(Mcieite regiun de l’Algarve
< ‘dciouea region de 1’Algurve

d seinble, done, que les alterations vocaliques auraieni heu:
Ta) '"fsque la voyelle ouverte ‘a/ .a/ dont la tealisaUon phonetique serait 

plus sousent [a] [a] se voit prononcee dans un pieuucr icnips [< | fTj puis 
lejle). enlin [Ij dans !e voisinage d'un i' T pivscni ou .>iu-j.u.ent.

Kabir quibir «grand»



I b) lorsque la voyelle /a / /a / dont ia realisation phoncttque premiere 
etait (a) ou encore [a], vieni a ressembier a It] ou hien (f:j puis a [ej [e], 
enfih a [I] a moins que I'operation se trouve entpechee par la presence 
d’une consonne velaire, emphatique ou phuryngale voisine.

NVadT - *  A l-uet ~+Wid 
Hajarat - *  fajara (Castille) «« p ie rrcv

' mais ->  hijara (Valence) ✓

qui souiigne la palatalisation de cette voyelle. A partir du moment ou !u 
voyelle /a / /a / vient a se eonfondre avce une realisation [I] qui est aussi 
une des variantes de /t / 7/, il est certain que deux lois, traditionnellement 
appetees imtiUt, provoquent a hnterieur du systeme vocalique des 
bouleversements non negligeablo suivis d ’elTets secondaires. Vim dla  ne 
pout plus etre eonsiderce comme un phenomena isole.

Cette voyelle d ’aperture maxima subii, neanmoins, un autre changc-

ment, deerit depuis fort longtemps par Ibn Ya'Tsb comme !e tafkhim  de 

Valif:

/a / [a] prend le timbre de [3] 'o ’
Muhammad -* M ahom a X V le  s.
Marrakush - *  Marrocos Marruecos M aroc

;u' * 'o ’

une nouvelle forme verbale col non differenciee quant a l’aspect. La
deuxioine alternance sera decrite par la suite.

, Votct deux noms de lieu qui permettent d ’analyser le tafkhim  de Valif,

suq al dawwab, Zodocover (Tolede) «marche a bestiaux» 
at tnudawwar/ A lm odovar (Castille) uespace circutaire»

. de ineme que la neutralisation en question.
Le lu/khim  de /a/ se manifeste dans le contexte favorable d'un r,

; voisin ou d'une consonne de 1’arriere bouche. Ce qui m'amene a
j representer les ehangements etudies de la fat;on suivante.

Environnement peu favorable a Vimdla dans les dialectes hispano- 
arabes. Voisinage d'une consonne:

X ll le . s. X V le  s. Esp. M od.

dans le Vocabulista:

,-qala/ eoltiluhum «je leur ai dit»
v coltilaq «je t’ai dit»

c. f..tiqul-li/ ticoli «tu me dis»

oil I'on verrait apparaitre a la suite d’une neutralisation 

a * 'o'

1*,# Phase 2* Phase

+  emphatique 
j-  uvulaire 
+  pharyngale

C — -r A 
C — Consonne



r r. J, partois 
(probablement emphaiiques)

Cos lois peuvent etre schematisees:

I a) Proximite d ’un ii; ou /?/.

- <(!])

A =  A  m ere bouche

a e
a _e_ C -  £  A  

C =  -  A

a =  realisation phuneuque 
( ) =  eventuellement 

=* environnement

v >Olt V Oil V 
V

b) I  mala spontanee

P I
e

L-* e
(III)

C =  -  A

II la jkh im  du a

M  • 131 u  /  L  a

/ a C
C - r A

Ce qui vienl a dire que cette loi est I'inverse de I b). d ’autant plus que la 
quantite fail place a ('accent du mot.

Deux autres mutations vocaliques meritent d ’etre vues. mention a etc 
faite de l ’une d ’elles.

u/ —► 'o ’ (o dans les textes)

/> jrnbiT l'inubuti\Ui D 1 tilth! t L\
burnu* btirnu< albonw Op • bufttxu

j*r/. burnui albcruut ..llai.iM
alhol ilu> v.alai.ii<

bat quq l>v>( w.>L|ua aluatcoquc op • .idikix '
albcrcoch Catalan

b.iitulu hollula bclluia op. • clanU ••
J — lUt) v«*u iOCO op ••niaichc
» ^ Da Ufa n.i jr.i naora op. iu»rta ••

IIJ tKH .1 norm op niuU

a la buite de ees exemplcs, on von que le ehangement s’elfeetue dans un 
eontexte connu:

1 1 1  [ Q J  -  [ a l u / C  ii 
/  u C

C - A

L ’applicalion de cette loi est, part'ois, suivie d'une autre qui iouligne 
I'affaiblissement de la tension musculaire que suppi»c la nouvelle 

variante:

(u| » [o| en b>llabe alone
,il munada \ I l l e * .  almoneda X V l e  s. *tenehere>*
al qutun aleodon «coton*>



cette enunciation \ien t repondre a un besoin d ’harmonie vocalique dont 
7ti a vu le relict decril par la loi I a), 

l l  restc encore une autre alternance qui auraft sa place dans cette serie, 
bien qu'elle semble- avoir ete moins feconde en exemples que les cas 
precedents.

fil ■ K’l

comme dans les noms de lieu:

al 'idwa 
al madTq

Aledua
Almadeque

(Valence)
(Castille)

« la rive» 
« l’esDace etroit»

suiv’te d ’une seconde phase:

1 4 - [a ]

al hisan alazan esp. «alezan, type de cheval»
al qitrun alcatran (Grenade X V le  s.) «poix»

alquitran esp. m od .!

IV  [I] -  [ej -  ([a]) 

a — timbre centralise

I / C T  
/  TC

C =  +  A

Ces rnouvements vocaiiques pourraient etre represemes de la maniere 
suivante. Le trapeze est une vue sehemaiique de I ’espace buccal.

M  M
W  M

[a] M

[al [al

II faudrait encore expliquer pourquoi dans certains mots I’aiternance 
s’est produite alors que le contexte ne s’y pretait guere, et pourquoi 
ailleurs la mutation ne s’est pas faite dans un voisinage favorable. Les 
lois phonetiques ne sont que des probabilities. Le but est de reduire, si 
possible, le nombre d eceptions  qu’on trouve dans toutes les langues. 11 
y a un petit nombre de cas ou I ’apparition de toute nouvelie variante est 
determinee par lesens, au niveau semantique de la langue. quand il s’agit 
d ’eviter la confusion que suivrait la neutralisation d’un doublet 
cemin «gros» cimen «gras»

II est curieux de constaier que (’espagnol moderne a impose d ’une 
fa<;on assez courante, une fonne archalque d’un mot ou I ’on ne voit que 
les premiers effets d ’une evolution vocalique, alors que les termes 
correspondants duns les dialectes de Valence et de Gienade laissent 
apercevoir les phases suivames. II ne reste plus trace de ces mots dans la 
langue d'aujuurd’hu i: .

espagru-.
Guadalquivir
Aiburicoque
A lq u i t ra n

Fnlano Fulan X II Ie  s.

d. Valence ou Grenade 
Guid al quibir 
Borcoqua 
Alcatran
Fulin «un tel. un individu»

Le linguiste eprouve 1’etrange impression de remonter dans le temps.
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